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PREFACE

For the eighth year, the Research and Theory Division of the Association
far Educational Communications and Technology (AECT) is publish ing these
Proceedings .

Papers published in this volume were presented at the national

AECT Convention in Las Vegas, NV.
printed and sold.

A limited quantity of this volume were

It is also available on microfiche through the Educational

Resources Information Clearinghouse (ERIC) system.

REFEREEING PROCESS:

All Research and Theory Division research papers sel ected

fpr presentation at the AECT Convention and included in this Proceedings were
subjected to a rigorous blind reviewing process.

Proposals were submi tted

to Dr . Melvin Bowie of the University of Arkansas, who coordinated the review
process.

All references to author were removed from ·proposals before they

were submitted to referees for review.

Approximately sixty percent of the

manuscripts submitted for consideration were selected for presentatio n at the
Convention and for publication in these Proceedings.

The papers contained

in this document represent some of the most current thinking in educational
communications and technology.
This volume contains two cumulative indexes cove ri ng the first eight
volumes, 1979-1986.
index.

The first is an author index.

The second is a descriptor

The two indexes will be updated in future edi t ions of th is Proceedings.
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Introduction
The introduction of a new instructional technology has
historically been followed by immoderate claims about the impact and
effectiveness of that technology. This has occurred with motion
pictures, television and computer-assisted instruction. The latest
extravagant claims are for interactive video; a medium that combines
the processing power of a microcomputer with the visual and audit o ry
strength of videotape or videodisc (Grabowski , 1984; Leveridge, 1S79;
Waldrop, 1983). As with other media, the early years of implementation
are filled with extreme claims, inappropriate applications, and
enormous promise.
Bold predictions about interactive video have been made, but few
studies have actually been conducted to validate or refute these
claims. A preponderance of the literature is based on anecdotal
accounts and is often written from a s tance of advocacy (Bosco, 1984).
This study addressed the need for sys tematic res earch to measure the
effectiveness of interactive viceo as an i~structional tool.
Puroose of the Study

OGY

The major purpose of this study was to assess the effectiveness of
i nteractive video i n the teach i ng / learning process. More specifically,
a comparison was made of the relative effectiveness of inte racti ve
video and linear v i deo as delivery modes in the acquisi tio n of basi c
photography skills in an independent learning environment at a col le g e
leve 1.
A second impetus for the study s t emmed from the wide diversity of
photography ski ll s and e xpe ri ence t y p ic ally possessed by the stude~ts
in the population. fo r many students who have ~o p~ior ? ~ O~ographic
experience, tr ad itional g ro up instruction procee ds too ra~idl:;: f~r
others with c ons i de rable e~ pe rience, the instruction will often be
repetitive. This diversity suggested the need for an al te rnat ~ve moce
of delivery. The i nvest iga tor postula t ed that a self-instructi onal,
self-paced approach would be beneficial for both novices and
experienced photographers.
Research Ob j ectives
The primary ob jective s of t his st udy were :
1.

To determine if there is a significant difference (p .(. 05) in
ach i ev e ment between stud ents who receive instruction using an

3

2.
3.
4.

'interactive video mode and those using a linear video mode.
To determine if there are significant differ~nces ( p.<.05 ) in
attitudes about the instruction between st udents usirg an
interactive video mode and those using a linear video mode.
To analyze the factors which contribute to the difference in
achievement between the groups.
To analyze factors contributing to the differences in attitudes
between the groups.

Procedures
In this study, students enrolled in a teacher education program
received instruction in basic photography skills in one of two methoc
The control group (N=64) received instruction in an independent
learning environment via a linear videotape (LV). The experimental
group (N=64) also received instruction in an independent learning
environment but via interactive video (IV). Interactive video refers
to computer-controlled video which allows branching of the program fc
remediation or enrichment (Floyd,1980; Levenson, 1983; Troutner, 198~
The tapes were produced by the investigator and the content of both
tapes was nearly identical.
Using a random number table (Borg and Gall, 1983), students were
assigned to experimental and control groups. Participants then
complete~ a 25-item written multiple-choice test (pre-test) covering
key concepts incorporated in the videotapes. Subjects waited f i ve tc
seven· weeks before watching the appropriate videotape. Students weLe
given an alternative form of the same test (post-test) immediately
following the treatment. Analysis of covariance was usec to compare
achievement of the control group with that of the experimental group.
The pretest was used as a covariate in order to adjust for init i al
differences between groups, reduce sampling error, and to give a more
precise estimate of post instructional performance ( posttes t) .
Participants also completed an attitude survey. This form of f er
insights into students' perceptions concerning the instruction. The
written reaction form was measured on a five-point Likert scale, and
related to such items as rate of instruction, frustration level,
technical problems, and motivation. Significance · of between group
differences on individual items was tes t ed using the ~a~n--'Nhitne y U
test, and ordinal consensus was measured using a L~ ik sca l e.
Results
Achievement
Results indicated that the IV group recorded significantly and
consistently larger achievement gains than did the LV group. There w
a difference in means between pretest and pos t test scores of 29.70
(from 49.80 to 79.50) points for the linear g roup as c o~p a re d to 35. 8
(48 . 94 to 84 . 75) for the IV group (Tab l e 1 ) . The average difference
6.11 points in favor of the IV group, is significant at t~e .001 le ve
(F=l0.48 ) . The ANCOVA table ( Tab l e 2 ) shows a highly si g~i ficant F (
.001), which indicates a low probabil i ty t ha t these d i fferenc~s were
due to chance.

Table 1

•de.
5 ) in

1

Comparison of Pretest, Post test, and Ad j usted P:isttest He ans

n

de.
e in
Group
t itudes

Pretest
Mean

Post test
Mean

Adjusted
Post Mean

N

Gain

IV

48.94

84. 75

84.95

64

35.81

LV

49.80

79.SO

79.30

64

29.70

Gain
Dif f.

6.11
program
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?nt
Lment a 1
o10
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1f both
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nts were
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five to
nts were
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l group.
i tial
e a mere
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0

f fe rec

Adjusted
Of

Adjusted
SS

Between
Groups

1

1017.33

Within
(Error)

125

12131.62

Total

126

13148. 9 5

Source of
variation

Adjusted
MS

Computed
F

Tabular
F

1017.33
10.48

3.90

97.0S

The

Le, and

d ,

Significance 0.0019

~ :: oup

: tney U
S1Jmmary of Attitude Results
As some researchers have noted, in teract i ve vide0 may prove t o
make more of a difference in att i tude than ach i evement ( Ea sco , 198~;
Yeany et al., 1980). Findings from this study support this contenticn.
y and
There was
9. 70
: o 35.81
e rence of
0 1 le ve l

.mt F (?· <

s were

Although the attitude survey cannot accurately pro duce an overall
measure, it is possible to get a comparative profile of sc:1dent's
perceptions of each method by tallying survey responses . Of 28 items
on the survey concerning the perceived effectiveness, dependability,
and motivation of each method, 16 were found to have sign i ficant
differences in Mann-Whitney U levels ( p.< .OS ) . Items wi th the largest
significance levels generally also had the greatest differences in
means; in fact the first nine ranks were identical for both ranking
methods ( Table 4). Twenty-three group means were higher for the IV

5

group, compared to 5 for the LY. On agreement levels, 21 levels were
higher for the IV group compared to seven for the LV.
Examining the levels of significance and between group differenc
may be informative. Of the 28 items, 16 items were significant at th
.05 level, and 11 of those items had a difference greater than .4 of,
category, all except one of these means were higher for the IV group.
These need to be considered with some caution. Five of those items
involved questions which were substantially different for each group.
These data would indicate that student perception was higher for the
interactive video method than for the linear video method.
Of the 28 items, between group levels of agreement showed
differences above .15 on six items, five favored IV and cne the LV
group. Of these six items, five also had a between group disparity in
means above .4. Of the seven testing r~lated items, t~o were above . ~
in agreement differences, and both favored LV. Of 21 items which
involved student's reaction to the same question, only two had
differences in agreement levels above .15 (.19 and .15 ) . This
indicates great similarity in item agreement levels bet~een groups.
Table 3
Sample of Attitude Question Data Treatment

5.

While watching this program I felt challenged to do my best.
Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Uncertain

Agree

Strongly
.ag:-ee

N/ A

IV
Freq
i'.

Cum. %

0
0
0

5
7.8

1
1. 5
1. 5

9.3

4

Likert Mean

51
79.6
89

7

10 .9
100

Agreement

.89

LV
Freq
·1.

Cum. %
Like rt Mean

2
3. 1
3.1

9

11

38

14
1 7. 1

l 7. t
34. 3

3
·)3. 7

3.51

5'~.

...
J,

"
..,
n . '-

l ,")Q

Agreement

. 695

Agreement
Significance

.195
. 00 2

Between Gro•Jp Differences
Likert Mean
z score

.49
2.90

Discussion
The difference in be tween group means on t his item was
considerable (.49) and highly significant (.002) . It ~ould appear chat
students felt more challenged, more consistently ( agree~e nt uiffer~nce
.195) to do their best with the IV treac~ent • • .
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Table 4
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.0001
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1.54
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with review questions or simulation
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N
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usefulness of simulation/ examples of 27
different pictures

1. 2

4

.0001

N

16

dreaded missing review question/ would
be helpful to review sections

1.13

5

.0001

y

13

enough control over rate and sequer.ce
of instruction

.93

6

.0002

y

18

more interesting than tradit i onal methods

.54

7

.001

y

28

how long could work effectivly wi t h met hod

. 52

3

•.002

y

5

challenged to my best

.49

9

.003

y

2

mechanical malfunctions

.005

y

20

prefer method to tradtional instructi o n

.007

y

17

felt someone was engaged i n
with me

.01

y

.02

1

N/ A

t ern wa s
ppear cha'

Content

Q.

-.25

..,

.43

10

conversa c i~~

• l.:.3

11

27

like to learn other subjects with method

.Jl
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y

10

too much material presented

• 37
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11

"Gallery" sequence useful

. JO

15

.03

y

25

best approach to use for learning photo

.2 "
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i ffer~nc e

7

Q

•

I
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Key attitude differences concerned level of learner control, lev
of interaction, and preference over traditional methods·of instructio
IV students indicated a substantial deg=ee of agreement (high consens
level) on several factors including the following items:

*
*

*

*
*

For learning about photography I would prefer IV to traditional
instruction.
IV made it possible for me to learn more quickly than traditional
methods.
In view of the time and effort I put into it, I was satisfied ·with
what I . learned via this method.
I felt I had enough control over the rate and sequence of the
material.
The computer-related features (review questions and a picture taki
simulation) were important in helping me learn.

Time efficiency was not increased ~ith interactive video. The L
group all took 30 minutes to watch the tape, the IV group ' s ti~e rang1
from 34 minutes to 70 minutes with an average of 49 minutes.
Possible Reasons for Achievement Differences
Practice and Repetition:
Many researchers have noted that practict
and repetition facilitate learning. The interactive video method
offered these attributes through the use of review questions,
remediation of material, and options to review sections. One could
argue that in l~rge part the inc reased effectiveness of the IV system
is due to the student getting an opportunity to first be quizzed on t
material (questions in the IV program were different than those on th
achievement test). Additionally, the picture-tak£ng simulat ion offer
synthesis of the information and an opportunity to apply the
information.
Attentiveness:
with linear video the viewer can "tune out'' t he
program or become easily distracted. The interactive video program
used in this study required mastery learning; if the viewer did not pi
attention and kept missing review questions it would take longer to
proceed through the instruction . It would appear that interactive
video could help increase concentration for viewers with low
motivation, however this rnay come at che price of increased a nxiet y at
stress. Subjects in this study, f or the most pa=t, did r; o t indicate
that they dreaded missing a review question, in fact several students
commented that they enjoyed the challenge, and the chance to review
their understanding of the material before being tested.
High Level of Interaction:
Many researchers have noted that
participatory experiences a id learning. Anandam and Kelly (1981) not
that interactive video "changes the student from passive observer to
active participant" (p·. 3). However, Bosco (1984) cautions that just
because interactive video requires the student to utilize a keybo ard,
equating motor response with active participation trivializes the
notion of what is act ive and what is passive in learning situations.
In some c ases existing programs have become "interactive" by simply
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adding menus or review questions. In this study, the program was
specificall y designed to incorporate a high level of interaction,
including a simulation of taking a picture.
High Quality of Software :
Ultimately the effectiveness of any
medium will be determined by the quality of software utilized. This
has been evident in the inability of educational films, television, and
possibly CAI to reach their full potential. From student responses, it
is apparent that th~re was a high level of satisfaction wi th the
programs used in this study. By careful design both programs were
nearly identical in approach and content. However, the interactive
videotape utilized the attributes of computer-related features.
Possible Reasons for Attitude Difference
There were 16 significant attitude differences. For purposes of
explanation these can be grouped into five main areas:
Level of Learner Control:
Quite evidently one factor in the
difference between groups was that the linear video group effectively
had no control over rate or sequence of instruction, wh il e the
computer-related features of the interactive video system afforded that
group some degree of learner control. Several IV subjects indicated
that they would prefer greater cont=ol over program pacing, however 78
per cent of them either agreed or strongly agreed that they fe lt enough·
control. The issue of amount of con:rol to offer the learn er remains d
controversial and important issue for desig ners and wou id ~a k e an
excellent topic for further study.
Opportunity for Review Questions, Feedback, and Review Sectio ns :
The LV group indicated a high desire for opp6 r tuniti es for review and
practice. This was the most c omnionly cited sh ortcomi ng of t~e linear
video method. The I V group exh i bited a high level of agreement t~at
the review questions and revi ew sect i ons were help f ul t o them, and that
interaction with the IV s ystem was ?O Sit i ve and rein fo rcing.
Prefe r ence over Traditi ona l Instruct io n:
The diffe rence i n
preference of the method use d over tradition a l methods (il l ustratec
lecture ) favored the IV group by .4~4 and was signi ~ic a~c at the . CC 3
level. This can be due to several f3cto~s. Certainly c~e ficto r is
novelty; the concept of us i~g a videotape recor de r connected t c a
microcomputer was enticing to many l ea r ner s . However, the Hawthorne
effect may not be germane because data ind ic ated chat learning vi a
videotape was also novel to most participants. St udents in the
population typ ic ally had mo r~ exposure t o computers than instructionai
television. A more import ant fac t or might have been t he i nte=act io n
afforded by the computer. Res ear ch on CAI has sho~-n t~at the holding
power of computers is in large part due to the interac t ive nature of
the technology . I n this study, the IV group had a higher percepticn
that someone was involved in a conve rsation wi t h them while receivi~g
instruction than did the LV group (diff e rence .43 7 , significance .007) .
It may be int erprete d that the computer-assis ted video instruc:ion was
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perceived as being more humanizing, individualized, and personal tha
did the linear system.
Challenge to do Best:
The IV group felt more challengec to do th
best while watching the program than did the LV group (difference .4
significance .002). It is believed that this can be directly
attributed to the IV students needing to correctly answer review
questions to proceed with instruction. As mentioned above , whether
this is a trade off for increased anxiety is a concept worthy of
further study.
Time Able to Effectively use the Method:
It is interesting to not 1
that each group felt they could work effectively with the method
approximately the amount of time that it actually took to watch the
program. For the LV group this was thirty minutes, and for the IV
group the average t i me on instruction was about fifty minutes. It ma
be that students had the perception of being able to effectively long
work with the IV system because of being an ~ctive learner. In
education it is a maxim that "involvement precedes intarest'', and th !
may have been the case in this study. It may be discovered that
instruction may take longer with interact ive video, but because
learners are active and not passive, they can work longer effect ive l y(
Implications for Further study
Retention :
Achievement measures in this study measured only
i mmediate recall of information. Testing took place im.~ed:ately
following trea tment . A larger question would be t~e ccmparative
effectiveness of methods in retention testing.
Cost-benefit, Time Effectiveness:
Although this study demcnstrete
that interactive video can increase i nstruct ional effect i veness, i t d
not explore the issues of cost or time effe c t iveness. Inte~active
video is more complicated to produce than almost any othe: medium of
instruction, and development and prod uction costs are proportionally
higher , t ypical ly as much as four times greater than CAI or linear
video. However, the high development costs can be offset by re pe~~ed
use of the materials and the automation of some in struc tion .
Therefore, interactive video may be attractive to trainers who n ee ~
provide the same instruction to large numbe~ of persc~s at many
different cites.
Increased station cost is also a ~rawback of intarac ti~ e video.
An interactive video system costs more ~han t~ice as muc~ as a li near
video system. This high station cost may make int eractive video
inappropriate for training or i~structional situations where numerous
stations are needed and funds are limited.
This study found an increase in ins tructional effectivenes s of I'
of about 17 per cent over LY. Th is i ncrease may not be large enoug~ l
many situations to justify the added expense. Time on instruction ~a
also higher for the IV group than the LV group, abo ut 50 per cent
higher. In many instances this may not be an acceptable trade off,
Attitude vs Achievement:

Research in computer-assisted i nstructio
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has indicated that CAI may make a larger difference in learner attitude
than in achievement. This may also prove to be true for interactive
video. This study did not compare the leve l of s ignific ance between
the two different research questions. It may be t hat int eractive
video's largest benefit is not its instruct io nal effective ness , cost
effectivene~s, or time efficacy, but in its ability to motivate and
involve students.
Factor Analysis:
This study addressed the question of how
interactive video compares to lin·ear video in instructional
effectiveness and student perceptions. A more focused question i s why
was interactive video more effective than linear video. This chapter
has offered some insights into probable causes for differences i n
results between the two methods. These pro j ections are based on: data
from the attitude surveys, student comments, personal experience, and
intuitive judgment. Research should be conducted to provide a forma l
factor analysis to assess the reasons behind the performance of
interactive v1aeo. This could be accomplished by altering the design
of interactive videotapes and testing single attributes of interactive
video. Below are several aspects wtich could be varied to test for
their individual effect.
Varying L~arner Control :
Throughout this paper the point has been
reiterated that the amount of learner control to gi v e students is a key
issue for designers of interactive video materials. It would be
beneficial to determine if there is a direct relations hip bet~een l e ve l
of learner control and student achievement. This would ~ave
implications far beyond just interactive vi deo inst ruc '.: ion . Wich
interactive video this level cou~d be modif i~d by o f feri~g students
varying levels of control over progr a m pacing, sequence , ar.d feecback.
Students could be offered more control over what method of instruction
to use or whether review sections would be optional or a~tcrr.atic.
Varying Level cf Interactivity:
Another int eresting q~estion wou l d
be if there is a direct relat ionship between l evel of i nt~r ac ti v i: y an~
achievement. By comparing programs with varying leve l s of
interactivity the effect of learner inte=action on a chieve me"t ccu l d
possibly be isolated. Variabl e factors could involve compa r ing t h e u se
of review questions to the use cf simulat i ons, or rhe us e o:
multiple-choice questions versus inquiry q~est~cns.
Croup Instruction:
This s tudy exaoined only indi v idualize d
instruct i on, yet interactive video may have some import ant imoli~ati o ns
for group instruction also. Field testing the mater i al5 u ti LL zed in
this study involved comparing IV ind ividualized ins tr uction to IV used
in a class environment. In the group instruction answers to que st ions
were derived from a consensus of the group. A shor t amount of cime was
allowed for questions a nd discussion with the instructor. Alrho ugh
adequate controls were not ma i ntained, this exper iment d i d find that
the mean for the IV group treat~ent was only fou r points l ower than
t hat for the IV indi vidualized method. Given t h e cost and compLexicy
of delivering individualized instruction i t would be benef ici al to
compare these two diff erent forms of delivery.
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Mechanical Dependability:
In chis s tudy nearl y t wenty per cent 0
IV students experienced ac lease some mechanical malf~ncti~n. For m
training situations this would be an unacceptably large figure. Bef
large scale implementation of interactive video instruction is
conducted it would be beneficial to determine the mechar.ical
reliability of different systems.
Brevity of Instruction:
Barbara Fowler (1980) in her doctoral
dissertation noted that due to the brevity of instruction
generalizations are limited to instruction of similar length. In her
case, as well as this study, instructional sequences occurred over a
to SO minute time span. Further research should be conducted utilizf
instruction given under other time cc~ditions.
Replicability:
Research in the socia l sciences has often been
criticized for its lack of replicat i on. :nterar.tive vi~eo ha s been
especially susceptible to this . At the time of this wri ting only e i~
other dissertations on interactive video had been written. Interacti
video offers a relatively facile way to replicate a study because the
same materials can be reemployed. It would also be worchy of
investigation to administer the . same materials to different
populations.
Different Populations and Subject Matter:
Interpretation and
generalization of results from this study is limited co data obtained
from students enrolled in a te~cher education program instruct~d L~
basic photography skills. Other studies should be condLct ed to
determine the relative effectiveness of interactive video witn
different populations and with different subjects of instruction.
I
may be discovered that a particular medium is good at tea:hing some
concepts to some learners and not good a t others. This is an area of
research that CA! research is just beginning to f ocus o n .
Applications of Interactive Video:
Determining the proper
application of icteractive video may be as important as investigating
the relative effectiveness of the medium. As the research :n CAI and
instructional television has shown, proper design of so ft~dre and wi~ e
application of the medium can be the decisive factor in determining t
~ffectiveness of a technology.
A releva n t question is ''Shouli ~e ~e
using interactive video based instr~c:i~n or interactive vic:o assiste
instruction?". Research on CAI has shown cha t comp ~ ter -ass isted
instruction has been more effective than computer-based instr~ction.
Indeed in this study , in which instruction was IV based, many students
indicated the desire for discussion, hands-on experience, and live
question-and-answer sessions . The attribute-treatmen t interaction
could be studied to determine what kind of student l earns best f r om
interactive video. Additionally, t he level of use needs to be
explored. There are at least three di stinct utilization levels: c lass
level, unit level , and lesson level. Bosco feels t hat ultimately
interactive video will be more benef i cial utilized as lear~i ng mc~ules
rather than replacing entire courses cf study.
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In reality, most educators and
Use in Conjunction with Other Media:
trainers draw on a variety of methods and media . ~cudy1n5 an
instructional technology in isolation is to some degreP. an academic
exercise. Research should be conducted to determine the effectiveness
of interactive video when used in concert with other media. Although
it is difficult to conduct multi-variate research, it is essential that
it be done because actual learning and teaching will ultimately be
delivered in the real world of multi-sensory environments. Only then
will interactive video be able to come out of the research lab and into
the real world of training and education.
Conclusion
In this study interactive video was shown to be more eff:ctive
than linear
video in teaching basic photography skills to students enrolled in a
teacher education program. Significant improvements were measured in
both achievement and attitude. This study demonstrated that
interactive video can be a very po~erful and effective training method,
given certain considerations. These consideracions are essential
issues in the effective use of the medium. Interactive video materials
must be designed and produced to address the unique characteristics and
strengths of the medium; it must be utilized effectively, converging
the capabilities of the technology with the nature of the educational
task; and it must be used in conjunction with other media and methods,
caki ng into consideration the total learning environment and learner
characteristics. Ultimately, it is the in~tr uctional methods thac
interactive video facilitate that wiil be the strength of the medium.
In concluding, it is worth reiterating J.J. Bosco's advice to potential
designers, producers, and users of interactive video:
In order for the technology to be used ef~ectively, we ~eec
to get beyond the statements of the first generation of
advocates to more careful considerations. If interactive
video is to become a useful tool in education, and no: a mere
toy or plaything, we need r~asoned ana~ysis as much as
enthusiasm.
Hopefully this study will serve as a pio neering effor~ in the
reasoned analysis of interactive v ~ceo , an d ~ i l l aid in che
transformation of the medium from c~chno~og ~cal plaything co
educational tool.
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Abstract
There is now substantial evidence that pictures can be
used to facilitate the recall of information presented
in prose passages.

There is also evidenee that the

presence of pictures in prose passages does not hinder
the recall of information that is not pictured.

Are the

picture effects durable over longer periods (55 days) of
time?

Do pictures included in prose passages help or

hinder subjects recall of information that is not
pictured?

Results of this study provide evidence that

picture effects are durable.

In addition, the inclusion

of pictures in prose passages did not interfere with the
recall of information presented only ·in t he prose
passage.
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Effects of Pictures on Recall of Written Prose:
How Durable are Picture Effects?
Results from prose learning studies examining the
contribution of pictures to the recall of prose
materials provide considerable empirical evidence that
pictures can be used to facilitate the recall of
information presented in prose passages (Alesandrini,
1984; Levie & Lentz, 1982; Levin, 1981; Levin & Lesgold,
1978).

In an integrative review of research on the

effects of text illustrations, Levie and Lentz (1982)
repo~t

that "the results of 46 comparisons of learning

illustrated text information from passages with and
without pictures reveal an overwhelming advantage for
the inclusion of pictures" (p. 203).
Levin (1981) has provided a theoretical framework
which distinguishes between seven functions that
prose-relevant-pictures may serve.
identified by Levin include:

The seven functions

decoration, remuneration,

motivation, reiteration, representation, organization,
interpretation, and transformation.
(1981), "Two of these functions

According to Levin

(the representation

function and the transformation function) have proved
useful in differentiating between the magnitude and
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consistency of picture effects that can be anticipated
from one prose-learning study to the next"
t he

2 25-226).

(pp.

The function of a representational picture

would be to make the information in the prose passage
more concrete.

Levin (1981) suggests that the

contribution of representational pictures to improved
L'

prose learning would be moderate.

~ old,

transformation function would make the information in
the prose passages more memorable.

Pictures serving a

The predicted prose

2)

learning improvement using pictures serving a

Lng

transformation function would be substantial (Levin,
1981).

This study investigated the possible contribution
of pictures serving a representation function to the
>rk

recall and retention of information presented in written
prose passages.

The primary variable considered in this

.o ns

study was the durability of picture effects.

.on,

Levin (1979) pointed out that "in order to prove

:n

implications for classroom-learning situations, it must

I

~ v in

be demonstrated that gains attributable to pictures are
not short-lived" (p. 39).

d

Peng and

Kerst and Levin (1973) have

demonstrated the durability of picture effects using a
paired-associate learning tasks with children as
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subjects.

Using a more ecologically valid story-recall

task, ?eng and Levin (1979) reported that picture
effects found with second graders were durable over a
3-day period.

Levin and Berry (1980) also found picture

effects to be durable over a 3-day period.

Using

representational pictures, Anglin (in press) reported
significant picture effects which were durable over 1 4
and 26 days.

Based on the results of studies by Peng

and Levin (1979), Levin and

Be~ry

(1980), and Anglin (in

press), it was hypothesized for the current study that
representational picture effects would b e durable over a
55-day delay.

It was also predicted that the magnitude

of the picture effects would be moderate based on
Levin's (1981) theoretical discussion o f potential
picture functions.
A secondary variable considered i n th is study
concerned the potential effect the presence of pictures
had on the recall of informa t ion t hat wa s not pictured .
Based on the results of 10 studies, Levie and Lentz
(1982) concluded that "illustrations have no effect on
learning non-illustrated text information" (p. 203).

A

closer examination of the 10 studies reveals tha t
subjects for 7 of the 10 studies were children in grades
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K-6.

The three studies including older learners used

cartoons as the illustrations.

Can the lack of picture

facilitation or interference found with young children
3.

t ure

be extended to older learners

(college students) if the

illustrations are text-redundant pictures instead of
cartoon embellishments?
L4

It was hypothesized that the

presence of pictures would neither facilitate or hinder
subjects recall of information which was presented only

(in
lt

-

in the passage and not pictured.
.
This study investigated the limits of durability
for significant picture effects.

i de

The durability of

picture effects was examined over a 55 day period. ·

In

addition, the effects of pictures on the recall of
information presented in the text only was examined.
Method
Subjects and Design
Subjects were 30 graduate students from a
es
southeastern university.

The participants were randomly

d.
assigned to one of two groups--prose-plus-picture (16
subjects) and prose-only (14 subjects).

In the

n

prose-plus-picture group, subjects read the prose
A

passage and viewed a representational picture (line
d es
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drawing) •

In the prose-only group the participants read

the prose passage without the relevant picture.
Materials
The three prose passages used by Anglin (in press)
were also used in the current study.

The passages were

human interest stories which varied in length from
one-half to three quarters of a page, typed, and
double-spaced.

The passages were selected from Time, a

weekly news magazine.

Topics discussed in each of the

three passages concerned skateboarding, Santa Claus and
Christmas, and an individuals attempt to set up
residence on a traffic island on Manhattan. ·
The same line drawings used by

Angl~n

(in press)

were used in the current study (one drawing per
passage) .

The drawings were designed to function as

representational pictures, i.e. pictures whose function
is that of making the prose passage more concrete
(Levin, 1981).

An example of the picture used for the

traffic island passage is presented in Figure 1.

Insert Figure 1 about here
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The 15 paraphrase questions (5 per passage ) used by
Anglin (in press) were also used in - this study.

The 15

questions tested recall of information (text-redundant)
S S)

that was presented in the prose passage and represented

e re

in the picture.

An example of one of the Text-redundant

Test items for the traffic island passage follows:
On what object or structure did the man
I

a

he

a nd

set up residence?
Five additional short-answer paraphrase questions
were constructed for each of the three passages (5 items
per passage).

The 15 new items were des i gned to test

the recall of information which was presented in the
prose passage that was not represented in the
accompanying picture.

An example of one the the

Text-only Test items for the traffic island passage
Lon

follows:
Where was the man finally taken?
It was previously demonstrated that subjects could
not correctly answer the 15 questions which tested the
recall of information which was presented in the passage
and represented in the picture without. reading the prose
passage and/or viewing the picture (Anglin, in press).
Prior to the administration of the current experiment,
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the 15 new paraphrase questions designed to test for
recall of information presented in the text but not
represented in the pictures were administered to a group
of 12 graduate students to verify that these new
questions could not be correctly answered by individuals
who had

~

previously received any treatment.

Average

recall for the 12 graduate students was 2%.
Procedure
Subjects were tested in a . group format.

In both

the prose-plus-picture and prose-only groups, subjects
were instructed to read the prose passage once.

In the

prose-plus-picture condition, subjects were also
instructed to view the accompanying picture.

The

passage orders were counter-balanced across subjects.
When a subject completed reading one passage the 10 item
test for that passage was administered .

The same

procedure was used for passages two and three.
Fifty-five days later, the subjects were tested in the
same manner using the same 30-item test (10 items per
passage) used in the immediate condition.

In the

delayed testing condition subjects did not re-read the
stimulus materials.
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Results
>r
The analyses were performed in two stages.

The

first · analysis examined the possible effect that
group
Treatment and Time of Test .had on prose recall scores
for the dependent variable Text-Redundant Test score •
.duals
The second analysis also examined the effect that
Treatment and Time of test had on prose recall for the
dependent variable Text-only Test score
The first analysis was a 2 (Treatment) x 2 (Time of
>th
!Cts
1

the

Test) repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA)
using each subjects' prose recall score.for the
Text-redundant Test as the dependent var:able.
Treatment (prose-plus-picture, prose-onl y) was t h e
between-subjects factor, while Time of Test was the

:s.
item

within-subjects factor.

Cell means and standard

deviations from this analysis are presen t ed i n Table 1.
The ANOVA yielded significant main effects for:
Treatment, f(l, 28)

the
•er

28)

= 98.92, £ <

= 9 . 36, £

.001.

< .01; Time of Test, f (l ,

The two-way interaction:

Treatment by Time of Test was not significant, K!l ,2 8) =
.22,

E > .os

the
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------------------------------------Insert Table 1 about here

o:

------------------------------------The margina.l means for Treatment indicated that

a

subjects ' average recall was greater in the

=

prose-plus-picture condition (M
prose-only condition (M

= 8.45).

10.38) than in the
Marginal means for the

subjects average recall was greater in the immediate
than in the delayed

= 6.40)

(~

(~

testing

condition. · Given the hypothesis of durable picture
effects) tests of simple main effects

(Di~on ,

1983) were

performed to directly compare the prose-plus-picture
group with the prose-only group for the immediate and
delayed testing conditions.

Average recall for

prose-plus picture subjects (M
significantly higher
prose-only subjects
condition.

=

13.18) was

(£ < .05) than average reca ll for
(~

= 11.53)

in the immedia te testing

In the 55-day delayed testing condition, the

average recall of prose-plus-picture subjects (M

=

7.57)

was also significantly higher than that of prose-only
subjects

M

= 5.38)

with p < .OS.
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within-subjects factor Time of Test indicated that

= 12.30)

e.

I
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The second analysis was a 2 (Treatment) x 2 (Time
of Test) repeated measures analysis of variance using
each subjects' prose recall score for the Text-only Test
hat
as the dependent variable.

The 15 items in the

Text-only Test were designed to measure the recall of

e
information presented in the text but not represented in
r the
the pictures.

Treatment (prose-plus-picture,

prose-only) was the between subjects factor;

e

(~

Test was the within-subjects factor.

Time of

Cell means and

standard deviations from the second analysis are
presented in Table 1.

The ANOVA yielded a significant

were
main effect for Time of Test, f(l,28)

=

241.69, £ <

e
The main effect Treatment was not significant,

.001.

nd

f(l,28)

=

.32, £

> .OS .

The two- way interaction:

Treatment by Time of Test was not significant,
1.30,

£or

£ >

. 05.

f

=

(1,28)

The marginal means for the

within-subjects factor Time of Test indicated that

s ting
subjects average recall was greater in the immediate (M
, the
7.57)

ly

= 11.90)

than in the delayed (M

= 4.52)

testing

condition.
Discussion
The two variables considered in this study were:
durability of picture effects, and b} the potential
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effect the presence of pictures had on recall of
information that was not pictured.

The discussion

concerning the durability of picture effects is based on
the first analysis which included Text-redundant Test
score as the dependent variable.

The discussion of

whether the presence of pictures facilitate or hinder
subjects' recall of prose information that is not
pictured is based on the second analysis.

Text-only

Test score was the dependent variable for the second
analysis.
With respect to the first and primary variable of
the study (text-redundant information), the analysis
indicated that picture effects were present and durable
over time (55 days).

Subjects who were in the

prose-plus-picture condition remembered significantly
more information that was presented in the passages and
represented in the pictures than those subjects who
received the prose-only treatment in both the immediate
and delayed (55 days) testing conditions (Text-redundant
Test).

Both treatment groups' average recall was

significantly lower in the delayed testing condition .
The results of the analysis provide evidence that
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picture effects are durable over at least a 55-day
delay.
=d on

st

A theoretical explanation of higher recall scores
in prose-plus-picture (representational pictures)
conditions has been suggested by Levin (1981).

~r

Levin

argues that representational pictures produce a memory
trace which is more robust than that associated with a

...

'

verbal representation of the text.

The more robust

trace would have benefits duri'ng initial storage of the
information in the passage as well as later retrieval of

of

the passage information.

Representation al pictures make

the information in the prose passages more specific and
lb le

provide a second mode for the information to be
represented in the brain (Levin, 1981) .

.y

and

Subjects' average recall in the prose-plus-picture
condition was 11% -

15% higher than that of subjects in

the prose only-condition.
.ate
.dant

The magni t ude o f the picture

effects in both the immediate and d elayed (55 d a ys)
testing conditions are similar to those identified by
Anglin (in press).

Using younger children as subjects,

Levin and Berry (1980) and Peng and Levin (1979) also
identified similar average picture facilitation which
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ranged from 13% - 20% higher for prose-plus-picture
groups than prose-only groups.

s

The second variable considered in this study was
the potential effect the presence of pictures had on the
recall of information presented in prose passages which
was not represented in pictures. The presence of
pictures facilitated moderately the recall (Text-only
Test) of information which was presented only in the
prose passage for the immediate testing condition.
However, this facilitation was not significantly greater
for the prose-plus-picture condition.

T~e

second

analysis indicated that the presence of ?ictures did not
significantly facilitate or hinder recall of information
which was presented only in the prose passage.

The

average recall of information for subjects in the
prose-plus-picture condition did not differ
significantly with that of subjects in the prose-only
condition.

However, subjects' average recall was

significantly lower for both treatment groups on the
delayed testing condition.
In summary, the limits of the durability of picture
effects was extended from 26 days to 55 days.

Results

of this study also support the claim that the presence
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of representational pictures in prose passages does not
significantly facilitate or hinder the recall of
information in prose passages that is not pictured.

lS
1

the

i i ch

Further extension of the limits of the durability of
picture effects is justified.

Are picture effects

durable across types of prose passages (narratives,
.y

human interest, etc.)?

Will the magnitude of picture

effects be similar across passage types?

Will pictures

facilitate the recall of information presented in prose
~ ater

passages for adult learners?

Results of this study and

knowledge of the effects of passage type and audience
I not

would provide practical information for i ndividuals

1tion

concerned with the design of instruction.

y

t ure
ts
ce
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Table 1
Mean~

and_ Standard Deviations of Subjects' Prose Recall

Scores by Treatment, Time of Test and Information
Tested.

Treatment

Immediate

Delayed

M

SD

M

S.D

13.18

1. 75

7.57

3.51

10.38

3.

Prose-only

11.53

2.02

5.38

l,82

8.45

3.

Marginals

12.30

2.05

6.40

2.91

M

Prose-plusText-redundant
Test

picture

--------------------------------------------------------------Prose-plusText-only
Test

Note:

picture

12.39

1.08

4.43

3.09

8.41

4.

Prose-only

11. 47

2.13

4.59

2.26

8.03

4.

Marginals

11. 90

1. 76

4.52

2.63

Prose Recall scores can range from O to 15 for both the
test measuring text-redundant information and the test
measuring information presented in the text only.
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Figure 1.

PictUre Accanpanying One of the Prose Passages in

Experimental Condition.
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ABSTRACT

:ONCERN FOR

nbre

This paper presents the problem of displaying color graphics on
monochrome monitors, design rules for such graphic displays, and
current and proposed research to examine the perceptual and cognitive
effects of pictures displayed via monochrome monitors. In order to
empirically test the usefulness ot the proposed design principles, a
study was conducted to examine whether children could recognize
computer generated pictures on monochrome monitors. Subjects were 64
second, third, and fourth graders who were randomly assigned to one of
two conditions. Children in the first treatment were asked to
identify, on a monochrome monitor, a figure that was initially
presented in its original form and then as a redesigned, more
distinguishable figure. The redesigned figure had greater
figure/ground contrast because color substitutions were made that
utilized pixel patterns to provide contrast in the monochromatic
display. The order of picture presentation was reversed for the
children in the second treatment. Results indicated that regardless of
grade or FI/FD characteristics, children in this study were unable to
discern critical features of a color graphic displayed on a
monochromatic monitor unless it was designed to enhance figure/ground
separation (p<.0001). Implications for further research, as suggested
by the results of the study, are discussed.
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THE DISPLAY OF COLOR GRAPHICS ON MONOCHROME M:>NITORS: A CONCERN FO
DESIGNERS AND AN OPPORnJNITY FOR RESEARCHERS
The proliferation of microcomputer generated graphics in
instructional software forces new attention upon the issues involved
picture comprehension.
Visual learning via computer encompasses
several elements: the learner's perceptual system; the design of the
visual message, and the medium's manner of conveying that message.
While designers and producers can feel confident that pictures will
usually enhance their messages, they have less information to assist
them in determining the characteristics of pictures that make them in
or less appropriate for specific audiences.
Furthermore, in the ca
of computer generated pictures, the designer does not have any contr
over the hardware used for display.
A critical design issue emerges when graphics intended for color
display are presented on monochrome monitors or TV receivers. Color
graphics that were designed to be appealing and useful to instruction
are found to be less than helpful as monochromatic pictures;
figure/ground separation that is aided by color differences is lost i
monochrome pictures. Shapes are indiscernible and figures blend into
the background.
A SQ.UTION FOR THE DESIGN OF PICTURES FOR COLOR AND 1-K)NOCHROME DISPL
By following design rules developed by Baker (1983), it is
possible to design computer graphics that are perceptually salient fo
both monochrome and color display. These rules , developed for Apple
graphics, are outlined in Table I. The rules suggest which colors ca
be juxtaposed in order to allow for good figure/ground separation.
Because of the way monitors transl.ate the display signal to the screej
Apple II colors are presented on a monochromatic monitor in patterns I
pixels (lighted dots). By consulting Table I, the designer can choo
which colors can be juxtaposed. The designer can utilize the differi1
pixel patterns to provide contrast and to avoid similar patterns that
weaken figure/ground separation.
Insert Table 1 about here
Al though these rules apply specifically to Apple II low resolutj
colors, the principles generally apply to the design of pictures for
other computers also . The computer may not transl.ate display signal.
into pixel patterns, but colors may appear as shades of gray (or
whatever the color of display is.) The designer then applies the
general rule: in order to make the picture interpretable in either
mode, be sure that ju.xtapositioned colors exhibit contrasting shades
gray in monochrome. Regardless of the computer or the display
hardware, the designer is asked to be sensitive to the range of
possible display hardware for color graphics in computer courseware.
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The design rules eminated from the practical notion of making
color graphics in computer courseware suitable for the many monochrome
monitors in use in schools. Yet there was little empirical evidence
that following such design rules would result in pictures that were
more intelligible to the children who were the intended users of the
courseware. Related research was investigated, and a study was
designed to empirically test the design rules that were intuitively
needed and purposely formulated. This study is reported in detail by
Baker, Belland, and Cambre (1985).
Reyiew.QL Related Research
Several theoretical and applied areas provide insights into the
variables affecting picture comprehension. These include perceptual
and developmental psychology, message design, and individual
differences within cognitive psychology .
Developmentalists and perceptual psychologists identify experience
and maturation as important components of visual perception. A number
of researchers have found that age interacts with children's ability to
extract relevant information from pictures. Children do not interpret
pictures in the same manner as adults nor do they obtain as much
information (Campbell, 1981). For instance, young children are unable
to ignore irrelevant information and are easily distracted from
essential cues by peripheral details (Collins, 1970; Dwyer, 1978;
Fleming & Levie, 1978). Younger children have been shown to prefer
simpler pictures and to be able to extract more relevant information
from them than from more complex pictures (Travers & Alvarado, 1970).
Gardner, Wolf & Smith ( 1975) further observed that young
children's diffuse scanning patterns and numerous small eye movements
affect their ability to examine a picture holistically. Travers· &
Alvarado (1970) suggest that children tend to perceive parts before
they perceive wholes. Children in the lower elementary grades are
therefore likely to have difficulty perceiving and interrelating the
Various elements of a pi cture. Older children are better able to
perceive and describe an entire scene.
Gibson ( 1969: 77) posits that experience provides essential
practice in detection, discrimination, recognition, and identification;
" ••• as perception develops the organism comes to detect properties of
stimulation not previously detected even though they may have been
present. With growth and continued exposure to the world of
stimulation, perception becomes better differentiated and more
precise. n
In addition to the issues of developmental visual perception,
critical features of pictures such as figure/ground are also important
to Picture comprehension. Figure/ground is so basic a concern in
message design that it is usually taken as the starting point of form
comprehension. A German researcher named Rubin is credited with the

5
first studies of the features of figure/ground organization in 1921
Haber & Hershenson, 1973: 184). He observed that the figure has for
shape, with recognizable "thinglike" qualities, whereas ground is
either formless or having weaker or less definite form characterist
When figure/ground . relationships break down, the result is ca.mout1
or lack of meaning.
Contour is a critical element that separates figure from groun
although the contour usually seems to belong to the figure.
In£ormation or uncertainty is concentrated along contours or edges.
Thus, if the contours are not perceived as edges of the figures, tbe
figures are difficult to see. Hochberg (1962:39) recommends the
addition of cues to enhance figure/ground separation and make the e
more discernable; among them are making the figure more realistic or
iconic, using pigment or other drawing ~o simulate shade and shadow
using depth or perspective techniques.
The need for discernible edges of objects is as important in
animated pictures as in still pictures. In a discussion of percept
precepts of animations intended to facilitate learning for children,
Caldwell ( 197 8: 23) suggests that children 4-8 years old will more
readily perceive drawn objects if they are "outlined with obvious,
unbroken boundaries than when the boundaries are broken or otherwise
indistinct. n She further suggests that bright or well-illuminated
· objects will be discriminated as the figure first.
Dwyer (1978) found that individual differences such as
intelligence, reading comprehension, and entry behavior are critical
variables in students' ability to learn from different types of
pictures. Cognitive style might also be a differentiating variable
children's ability to extract information from pictures. Field
independent persons evidence the ability to experience items as
discrete from their background and to overcome embeddedness (Ausburn
Ausburn, 197 8). Furthermore, the field independent person is likely
seek differentiating information with well distinguished parts, whil
the field dependent person is more likely to have 11 fused n experience
and be unable to separate items of information from their contexts
(Guilford, 1980). For the field independent person, sufficient
figure/ground separation in a picture becomes even more impor t ant.
The Current Study
Perceptual develoJ;111ent, message design, and individual
differences provided the framework for the present study. A compute
generated picture of a unicorn which was provided as a reward pictW'•
in a commercially-developed courseware package was extracted so that
could be displayed independently. In this original version, a criti
attribute of unicorns, the singular horn, was barely distinguishable
from the the background when displayed on a monochromatic monitor.
Another picture was constructed with precisely the same form and
content but following Baker's rules. Consulting the table revealed
that substitution of two colors was required. The redesigned pictW'
portrayed a unicorn which looked the same as the original picture on
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)n in 1921 (

olor monitor but had an easily distin&l\lishable horn on a monochromatic
These pictures were displayed on monochromatic monitors to
subjects who were asked to describe the content of the pictures.
Previous to administering the treatments, the luminescence of the
screeru3 was measured and adjusted equally on the monitors so contrast
and brightness would not affect results.
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The fClllowing hypotheses guided the design and interpretation of
the study:
H : Subjects will name the main figure in the picture correctl y
atter
experience the redesigned picture. That is, subjects in the
first treatment condit1on will respond correctly on the second trial
and subjects in the second treatment condition will respond correctly
on the first trial.
IL,: Subjects who experienced the second treatment will be able to
name tfie main figure correctly on both trials.
.
~:
Subjects who are field independent will name the main figure
correcily more frequently under either treatment condition.
H4: Subjects from higher grades will name the main figure
correctly more frequently under either treatment condition.

!bey

Design
Subjects were drawn from the second, third and fourth grade
classes of an urban elementary school. Within each grade level,
subjects w.ere randomly assigned to one of two treatments. In the first
treatment, subjects were shown first the original reward picture on a
green-screen (monochrome) monitor and asked to name what they saw.
After each subject had made a response, he/she was asked what else was
seen. Then the subject was shown the redesigned picture and asked the
same questions. In the second treatment, subjects were shown the
pictures in the reverse order; the redesigned picture was shown first
and the original picture shown second. It was assumed that the
identification of the unicorn in least one of the versions indicated
that the subject was familiar with the concept "unicorn." Only four of
the subjects did not recognize the unicorn in either version.

iportant.
In another data-gathering session approximately a week later,
subjects were ad.ministered the Children's Embedded Figures Test (CEFT )
in order to assess field independence. There was a total of 64
subjects that were arrayed in the design as shown in Table 2.
1a l
A computer-

•ard picture
.e.d so that i'
in, a critical
.nguishable
monitor.
•r L1 and
i revealed
;ned picture
picture on a

Insert Table 2 about here
ResultA
The data analysis consisted of an multifactor ANOVA using a least
:squares solution to account for unequal. n's. The dependent variable,
Recognition, was scored in the following manner : 0 = No recognition of
either figure, 1 = Recognition of the redesigned figure, 2 =
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Recognition of the original figure, and 3 = Recognition of · both
figures.
The analysis of variance showed a significant main effect for t
treatment variable F(1,11)=40.27, p<.0001. Subjects in Treatment II
(x=2.59) recognized the figure more frequently than in Treatment I
(x=1.23).
There were no significant differences for variables Grade and
FI/FD cognitive styles, nor was there any interaction between or amo
variables.
Insert Table 3 about here
Discussion

As was expected, subjects were able to correctly name the main
figure in the picture more often when presented the redesigned form
when presentation of the original picture followed the redesigned fo
as in the second trial. These results reiterate the need cited by
Hochberg (1962: 39) to enhance the edges of a figure so it is
distinguishable. While figure enhancement has been determined to be
important in traditional media, this study shows such figure
enhancement to be at least as important with computer generated
graphics. Furthermore, the nearly unanimous recognition of the
original unicorn after experiencing the redesigned picture supports
previous findings that experience and practice increase the ability
extract visual information (Gibson, 1969:77).
The lack of effect from field independence/field dependence may
explained by the notion that this parti cular type of cognitive style
does not take precedence over perceptual development. Cognitive sty
remain relatively stable over time and tasks (Ausburn & Ausburn, 1971
On the other hand, the ability to extract visual information improve:
with experience and maturation. The lack of effect from grade level
would seem to negate developmental influence upon picture
comprehension. However, a frequency count of the number of times th
original unicorn was recognized in Treatment I showed a steadily
increasing, yet statistically insignificant, pattern of recognition.
Such results encourage a replication of the study with a larger sam~
that includes higher grade levels in addition to grades two, three,
four.
The data from this study have meaningful application to the de:
of instructional software that incorporates microcomputer generatea
graphics. The use of a picture as either a reward or as an exemplru
futile if the student cannot see what was intended to be seen. An
earlier pilot study using the same pictures revealed that the
redesigned unicorn had more appeal than the "horse", the label give
the original unicorn by the majority of the subjects. Addi tionallY
critical attributes are embedded in the picture, then that picture
serves as a poor example. The student could possibly assimilat e
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The producers of microcomputer generated graphics for computer
courseware and educators who purchase the soft ware have some evidence
via this study that: 1) microcomputer generated graphi cs intended for
color presentation but displayed on monochromatic monitors may not have
sufficient figure/ground contra.st, 2) insufficient figure/ground
contrast may adversely affect picture comprehension, and 3) younger
children, at least through fourth grade, seem to lack the necessary
perceptual maturity to overcome the effects of poorly discernible
figures on a monochromatic green screen. Since producers have no
control over the display devices used with software, attention to the
solutions for generating graphics for both color and monochrcme display
would lead to more intelligible pictures for children regardless of the
type of monitor used.
Several elements of the study warrant further investigation. If
the sample were larger and expanded to include kindergarten through
sixth grade, would the very young children not recognize the original
unicorn even after they had seen the redesigned picture and woul d the
older children be able to recognize the unicorn more often even when
presented with the original picture? In other words, the practice
provided by the redesigned unicorn may not be enough cue for the young
children to prompt recognition, and the older children's perceptual
maturity may be advanced enough that . they would not need the exposure
of the redesigned picture to recogn..ize the original one. Another
question involves the lack of interaction between recognition and
cognitive style. Is the inability of field independent subjects to
overcome embeddedness a matter of perceptual immaturity as previously
discussed or is it perhaps a function of the characteristics of tbe
pictures used? A larger sample may again provide additional clues as
would trying different pictures.
Other questions are prompted by t h e results of the study and
deserve consideration by researchers who want to exami ne the properties
of visual perception via computer generated graph i cs. Some of these
questions include:
(1) What are the unique attributes of computer graphics display?
(2) How do these attributes compare to those of traditional media
in terms of viewer perception and cognition?
(3) Do the results of the color/ bl ack and whi t e s tudi es hold true
for computer generated pictures?
The purpose of this study was to investigate the compr ehensibi l ity
of microcomputer generated color graphics that are displayed on
monochromatic monitors. Such comprehensibility appears to be enhanced
by attending to the arrangement of elements in the pictures so that
figure/ground separation is apparent in either col or or monochrome .
Regardless of .display hardware, pictures incl uded in cour s eware can be
designed to be comprehensible by users, especi ally young children •
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TABLE 2

pistribution

Grade 3

Grade 4

§ubjects
II.

I

Grade 2

.Q.(

FI

2

4

FD

6

6

FI

8

5

FD

4

8

FI

5

5

FD

7

4

n=32

n=32

•order of graphic presentation
I
II

= Original,

redesigned

= Redesigned,

original

Note: From "Recognition of Computer-Generated Pictures on Monocbrana
Monitors" by P. Baker, J. Belland, and M. Cambre, 1985, Journal ..21
Based Instruction, 12.(4), p. 105. Copyright 1985 by ADCIS.
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TABLE 3

,A.NOVA.21: Figure

Recognition~

Ireatment. Grade • ..sru1 FI/FD Assessment

Source

df

SS

F

Treatment

1
2

27 .5625
0 . 1289
0.4017
0 .4156
0 .1436
0.6505
0 . 8601

40 .27 .
0.09
0.59
0.30
0.21
0.48
0.63

Grade
FI/FD

,

T*G

2

T*FI/FD
G*FI/FD
TtlG*FI/FD

2
2

Total:

1

11

•p<.0001

From "Recognition of Computer-Generated Pictures on Monochromatic
Monitors" by P. Baker , J. Belland, and M. cambre, 1985 , Journal of Comouter~Instruction, .1.Z.(4), p. 106 .
Copyright 1985 by ADCIS.
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1

INSTRUCTIONAL FILM RESEARCH AND THE LEARNER
Research into the value and effectiveness of motion pictures in
education has spanned more than six decades. Most of the work was done
prior to 1970, with the middle 1950's representing the peak of activity.
Hoban and van Ormer (1970) reviewed the research conducted between 1918
and 1950. Since that time there appears to be no indepth search which
focuses entirely on the instructional film. This was due largely to the
new interest in instructional television. Of the nearly three hundred
and thirty-five studies analyzed by Reid and Maclennan (1967), on ly
thirty percent of them dealt with instructional films, while the other
two-thirds were concerned with the effectiveness of instructional
television. Other writers such as Allen (1960), Lumsdaine (1963),
Twyford (1969), Simonson (1980), and Seibert and Ullmer (1982) compiled
definitive findings from the research on communication media in general .
Their writings did not focus on work with instructional film in
particular.
If one were to look closely at the research on instructional film,
three distinct phases in the research become apparent. The first phase
emphasizes the capacity and capabilities of film as a medium for
teaching groups of 1 earners effectively. These studies, --~'lhi ch spanned
roughly from the late 1910's to the early 1950's, focused on the film
itself ·and what it could or could not accomplish as an instructional
tool. These studies primarily analyzed the capacity of film to teach
basic facts and concepts when compared to conventional teaching. A few
studies of that period even compared film teaching to teaching with
other types of media such as filmstrips and sti 11 photographs. Later,
research efforts shifted to the manipulation ·of certain film qualities
in an attempt to achieve a given learning outcome. In these studies,
conducted primarily during the 1940's and 1950's, researchers
experimented with the presence or absence of color, sound effects,
music, animation, and narrative structure.
Then, around 1960 the research slowly began to focus on the learner.
The research question now became, 11 Who learns from films ? 11 rather than,
"Can films teach?" or "How do films teach?" The two latter questions
imply a sort of overt action on the part of the teacher in which
something is done to the learner . The fir.st question is more covert in
nature. Here, the burden for action is placed on the learner. The first
question analyzes what the learner brings to a learning situation, while
the other two look at what the teacher brings to an instructional
situation. Focus on the learner thus presented researchers with a
number of new variables for study. Intelligence, aptitude, learning
style, personality variables, maturation, ethnic background, sex, and
other individual traits came under study as these traits interacted with
the attributes of motion pictures.
Figure 1 depicts the three phases of instructional film research
conducted in this country over the past sixty-five years as gleaned from
~he literature. The illustration should in no way imply distinct breaks
in the research efforts, but should be viewed as a continuous and
dynamic search, with much overlapping between juxtaposed phases.
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The present paper concentrates on experimental studies which are
resentati ve of the third phase. These studies focus o·n the the
repstion "Who learns from film? They were conducted primarily between
i~~O and,1985 as this was the period in which the research interests
ear to have shifted from the film to the student. The paper does
a~~ however, focus on all individual differences that were studied, but
~eais mainly with the development of higher level cognitive skills
through the use of films, the effects of film viewing on individual
learning styles and other learner differences, and the effects of film
viewing on the self-concepts of students. It was reasoned that these
findings might be of the most value to teachers as they seek solutions
to some of the most challenging problems confronting them in practically
every cl ass room.
11

Purposes
This paper has four (4) main purposes. (1) It seeks to report the
findings from instructional film research which focus on the use of
films in helping students to master higher cognitive learning,
particularly among the talented and gifted. Higher cognitive learning
is concerned with mastery of problem-solving and inquiry skills which
include hypothesis generation, the generation of appropriate questions,
the development of observation ski 11 s, and hypothesis testing and
evaluation.
__
(2) The paper will summarize the available research ·an the
interaction between film viewing and learning styles. While these
studies are few in number, they represent a promising approach to a
difficult question--- 11 What works for what ty.pe of learner?"
(3) The paper seeks to summarize the research findings on the use of
films in enhancing the self-concepts of school-age children. The problem
of low self-esteem, particularly among minority inner-city students, has
long been regarded as an obstacle to academic achievement. Self-concept
has also been found to be an important differential in teaching females
in science and mathematics classes.
(4) The paper will then discuss implications of the research
findings and make recommendations for their applications in a normal
classroom. This section emphasizes the fact that the use of films in
teaching and learning did not represent a panacea for all of the ills in
the classroom, but they did bring a fresh approach and need variety to
the scene.
The Effects of Films on Higher-Cognitive Learning
It has generally been accepted that film viewing is an effective and
efficient method for helping students to increase their store of basic
facts and concepts. It is not enough, however, to simply teach facts in
the classroom. Teachers must also help students in learning broad
general principles, and in mastering inquiry and problem-solving skills
that ~re so needed in order to function in a complex society. A few
e~per1~ental studies have attempted to determine the effectiveness of
films in helping students to master these types of skills.
The effects of informational-expository and historical-dramatic
type~ of films on student abi 1i ti es to master the sci enti fi c metl1od were
stud1 ed by Kaz em ( 1960). Four groups of lli gh school students were
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matched on pre-test knowledge, intelligence, reading ability, sex
and school location . One group saw two informational-exp.o sitory fi
A second group saw two historical-dramatic films, and· a third gro~
one of each type. The control group did not view films. Film grou
significantly out-scored the control group on the application of
knowledge tests. The group viewing a combination of films made mor
gains that did the group viewing historical-dramatic films, but the
differences were not statistically significant. High. ability stude
made consistently higher scores, but students of average intelligen
made the fuost gains. Test scores between the sexes did not differ.
At the University of Illinois, Suchman (1961) believed that whe
children reach the operational stage of development, they can be tr
in the mastery of inquiry skills. Exposing children to a systemati
process of discovery is the key to such training. Drawing on the
writings of Jerome Brun er and others, Suchman summarized the benefi
the training (p.151): (a) exploration, manipulation, and mastery ar
intrinsically motivating; (b) a reinforcing sense of power and
self-confi dence comes from successful autonomous discovery; and (cl
strategy of data intake and processing has an important effect on t
productivity and depth of discovery.
The author then described th
results of an experimental program called Inquiry Training designed
students in the intermediate grades.
Fifty students of high ability were exposed to science problems
· using filmed demonstrati ans. Students were asked to identify objec
the demonstrations, verify conditions and changes in the objects du
the demonstrations, and cite variables responsible for the changes.
Student responses were recorded on the blackboard. They were then
to identify conditions that could ·affect the outcome of the
demonstration, such as, "What would happen if . • . ?" Students then ha
seek verification as to why the condition would affect the outcome.
author explained the importance of this method (p.162): "He learns
every episode contains objects, that the state of an object at a gi
time can be described by a set of attendant conditions, and that an
change in a condition is an event •.. The child learns to identify fi
all objects and systems, and then to determine their conditions bot
the beginning of the episode and immediately following each indepen
event." The films used in the study \'/ere organized and presented to
expand on previous learning. Each film involved a new concept or a
variation of a previous one. Suchman felt that structuring the fi1
this manner was important in giving students a sense of progress.
Results of the study 1'/ere cited in terms of i ndi vi dual progress
Students were observed in the number and types of questions they as
in problem-solving si tuations after Inquiry Training. Suchman,
acknowledging the wide range in individual differences, concluded t
this type of training had definite benefits in helping youngsters
increase inquiry skills. The method proved particularly helpful w1
gifted students.
Allender (1968) described three studies using inquiry training
students in grades three through seven. The studies used specially
developed films and other materials. As a test of inquiry skills,
students were required to role-play a small city mayor. Increases
the desired behaviors directly correlated with increases in grade 1
but no interactions were found with sex, intelligence, or reading
ability.
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Two studies conducted by Salomon and Sieber (1970) described a
thod for influencing the number of relevant questions and hypotheses
menerated based on the structure of the stimulus. In the first
~~ eriment, two films were used, one with str~ctured sequences, the
ot~er with unstructured sequences. Students 1n one group were asked to
write down the number of details observed in the structured film and to
enerate as many hypotheses as possible about the plot of the
~nstructured film. It was predicted that the unstructured film would
solicit more questions but fewer hypotheses.
In the second experiment,
subjects were asked to memorize as many details as possible in the film
scenes or to generate hypotheses. The dependent measure was the number
of times subjects asked to review the film sequences. It was predicted
that the number of details and hypotheses reported was directly related
to the structure or lack of structure in the stimulus.
Results of the first experiment supported the hypothesis.
Unstructured films produced more questions and generated more hypotheses
than did structured sequences. The second experiment also produced
significant differences between the two types of sequences in favor of
the unstructured film. The authors concluded that uncertainty and
information searching are maximized when a stimulus suggests many
different responses.
A study which continued the efforts of Suchman (1961) and Salomon
and Sieber (1970) was done by Wright (1978). The same films used by
Suchman were used in this study. Students were assi gneq--to three
treatment groups during Phase I of the study. At this time, subjects
were shown a film depicting a problem situation and were asked to list
as many details and generate as many hypotheses for solutions as
possible . Maximums were 75 for the former and 5 for the latter task.
Fourteen months later subjects used a new set of films to test long-term
retention of the previous training. The study found that students were
significantly more successful in demonstrating the types of inquiry
skills in which they had receive intensive training. For example,
students who had been trained in attending cues to generate details
about a problem were able to list a significantly higher number of
details in a new problem situation than were students who had not had
the training.
An important conclusion of the study was that it
"presents a model for investi gating means of i mproving basic inqui ry
skills" (Wright, 1978, p.213). It was also assumed that the devel opment
of such skills could conceivably be carried out in the average
classroom.
Another study of this type was conducted by Pearson (1972 ). Here,
films were used as verbal mediators wi th nursing students to help
sharpen their observation skills. The author designed the st udy i n
order to determine the · feasib i lity of increas i ng the number of real
observations reported by students in a patient-nurse contact and t o
minimize the number of inferences being reported as real observations.
It was hypothesized that students receiving filmed instruction wou l d
report more observations and fewer inferences than would students not
receiving the films. The study divided 129 students into t hree
t:eatment groups. Two groups viewed special observation technique
films, a preparatory film, and the test film. A third gr oup saw only
the preparatory film before the final test fil m. With the test fi lm,
students were asked to: "Please list below all the observation of fact
or occurrence that you noticed about the pati ent in the filmed sequence
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you just viewed" (p.288). A jury then classified responses as r
observation or inference. Using ANOVA techniques, the r~searcher
that there were significantly fewer inferences reported as observ
by the nurses who had learned observing skills with instructional
as compared to nurses who did not see the films.
The studies dealing with the development of higher cognitive
have been few in number, but represent important work in the effe
use of instructional films . Research findings indicate that it i
possible through training to increase the ability of students to
to details, pose relevant questions, and generate hypotheses in a
problem situation. These processes are vital to inquiry,
problem-solving, and discovery learning. The research indicates
higher cognitive skills can be developed with the use of films in
very young as well as in adults. At least one study (Allender, l
found maturation as a differential in learning hypothesis generati
The research literature, however, presented no studies in which fi
were used to improve student abilities to test hypotheses, draw
conclusions, and evaluate conclusions.
Effects of Films on Learning Styles
A great deal of attention in .the instructional film research
1960 focused on the general aptitude and intelligence le~els of s
as they interact with filmed materials. Little work, hriwever, has
done with films and learning styles. Hoban and van Ormer (1970)
discussed findings from the 1930's and 1940 s which suggested that
films facilitated learning in auditory type learners. May (1965)
discussed the relationship between sensory dominance and learning
media.
However, three studies (Thomas, 1972; Smith, 1973; Simons
et.al., 1985) looked specifically at cognitive styles and film lea
while one study (Snow, Tiffin and Seibert, 1965) tested a broader
concept of individual differences and the amount of learning from
film. Two other studies (Salomon, 1972; Clark, 1973) which invest
the effects of aptitude on film learning are included here because
their unique contributions to an understanding of how learners lea
with films.
The nature of a film's content on the behavior of young child
found to interact with the cognitive styles of the 1earners (Thoma
1972). One hundred and forty-three boys, ages 5 years to 8 years
divided into three groups. One group watched an aggressive film,
a second group saw a nonaggressive film. A control group did not
films. A agression measure after the viewing found that age and
cognitive styles were differential in the amount of aggressive beh
observed in the subjects. Younger boys were more aggressive than
boys. Cognitive styles became more differentiated with age.
Don Smith (1973) measured 400 college sociology students for
cognitive style using the Rokeach dogmatism scale-Form E. Two gro·
200 each took identical final examinations after one group had be~
taught with lecture and the other with films. Results of the stud
indicated no differences in test scores on patterns of cognitives
GPA, sex, or major field of study. The author pointed out that th
study used group effects rather than individual effects in an atte
replicate group problems usually confronted by the average teacher
1
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e Five studies at ;owa State Unive~sity looked ~t "learner aptitude
. teraction with media type when attitude change is the goal of
~"struction" (Simonson, et.al., 1985, p.4) . The studies specifically
~nvestigated the characteristics of field dependence (FD), field
~"dependence (FI), and hemispherici ty as they interacted with mediated
~ssages. Cognitive styles of the participating students were measured
using the Embedded Figures Test for FD/FI and the Conj~gate Lateral Eye
Movement Test .for hemisphericity. The studies focused on developing
desired s·tudent attitudes toward soil conservation, smoking, or disabled
persons .
Results of two of the studies indicated an interaction between
treatment and cognitive style. Students who had viewed the film on soil
conservation and who were field independent had higher attitude scores
that did the other treatment groups. Also, students who were field
independent and v~ewed the film on d i s~bled persons w~re fo~nd the have
more positive attitudes toward the subJect. Left brain dominant
students were found to have more positive attitudes toward soil
conservation than did right brain dominant students . The authors
concluded that motion pictures tepded to work generally best for all
learners and for field independent learners in particular.
A broader concept of i ndi vi du:a1 differences and 1earning from film
was studied by Snow, Tiffi n and Seibert (1965) at Purdue .~niversity.
Four hundred and thirty-seven college physics students ~e~e divided into
film group and control group. Students were assessed for the personal
variables of ascendancy, responsibility, emotional stability, attitude
toward physics, attitude toward film, numerical and verbal aptitude, and
prior knowledge of physics. Results of the study indicated that
students who were active, self-assured, and independent performed better
with film than with face-to-face instruction; On the other hand,
students who were low in responsibility and tended to be unwilling to
take on independent learning activities preferred conventional teaching.
On the intellectual variables, students low in aptitude performed better
with the film treatment. The authors speculated that viewing the film
allowed low aptitude students an opportunity for needed clarification of
physics concepts.
In a discussio~ of the findings the authors concluded that
instructional method can inhibit learning in some students while
facilitating learning in others. It was hoped that the study would
provide grounds for decisions concerning the assignment of students to
alternative instructional treatments.
An explanation for the interaction between aptitude and film viewing
that was found in the study above could lie in the findings by Salomon
(1972). This researcher found that 8th and 9th ground students
internalized and imitated· visual codes from motion pictures according to
their levels of mathematical and verbal aptitudes. It was hypothesized
~hat students low in aptitude would use visual cues for modeling and
internalizing visual information, and that students high in aptitude
W?uld already have a useful internalization code and would only need
visuals to activate it . Both hypotheses were partially supported.
Students high in aptitude tended to notice fewer visual cues in a film
W~ich depicted a solid object being unfolded into space. On the
visualization test these students were unable to reconstruct the object
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as well as low aptitude students. It was suggested that low ap
students did not already have a schematic code to be supplanted
the high aptitude students, hence the greater attention to visua
Further support for the explanation might also be found in a
by Clark (1973). College students in a psychology class were di
into film and control groups after their scores on the Hidden Fi
part of the French Aptitude Test had been obtained. Using ANOVA
techniques, the researchers found that low aptitude students pe
significantly better with the film than with the teacher .
. The film research on learning styles and other learner
characteristics suggests that films are more effective with stud
are field independent? left brain dominant, high in responsibili
self-assured, and who are low in mathematical and verbal aptitude
Face-to-face instruction tends to work best with passive, irresp
and high aptitude students.
The Use of Films in Changing Self-Concepts
It is generally accepted that students wi 11 not learn well if
bring to the learning $ituation negative or low concepts of them
Much work in educational research has been undertaken in the last
years to help improve student sell-esteem. The influence of fi111
viewing on the changing self-concepts of children, partic~larly
black children who come from low socio-economic homes, has been$
by a number of researchers (Weisgerber and Danoff, 1969; Teaham,
Dimas, 1970; Morin, 1973, 1976). At least one study (Paroly, 1
looked at the stereotyping of female social roles in films desig
elementary school children.
The study by Weisgerber and Danoff (1969) used a mixed group
black and white students to test changes in attitudes toward a bl
hero (Frederick Douglass). It a1so sought to discover if the fil
any effect on the self-image of the black students. Two experim
groups viewed the film, while two control groups did not. Eight
self-concept i nstruments were administered prior to the film and
days following the film. Responses were analyzed according to ra
sex, and socio-economic status. The results showed that both con ·
and treatment groups identified equally with the hero. One has
speculate about the researchers' choice of a film hero since F~
Douglass is so well-known and accepted by most school-age youngs
Surprisingly, the study did find differences on t~e variable of s
Black females possessed more self-esteem than black males, while
males possessed more self-esteem than did white females.
In that same year, Teaham (1969) conducted further research
with the impact of film on the self-concepts of minority children.
Teaham hypot~esized that the viewing of films about successful bl
professionals would improve the self-concepts of black youth and
raise their levels of aspiration. Students in the study came fr~
inner city schools in a large midwestern city. One experimental .
saw six films about black professionals and six films showing wh 1
professionals. A second experimental group saw six films, all sh
black professionals. A control group saw no films. Attitude ·
instruments were given one month prior to the film showings and 0 ~
month after the films.
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Students who saw the films changed significantly in their attitudes
rd their own race and toward themselves. Students who only saw
;~~~s with black professionals made the most significant changes. The
latter finding was particularly ~rue for black males from l?w
ocio-economic homes. Students 1n the control group moved 1n the
s osite direction, showing less racial and self-pride over time. The
~~~dy also found that black girls tended to have lower goal aspirations
than did the boys.
A similar study by Dimas (1970) divided fourth and sixth grade black
students into two groups·. One group viewed films about b1ack heroes
such as Jackie Robinson and Martin Luther King, Jr. They also saw film
segments of a black middle class family. A second group saw similar
films but these films portrayed white models. The study found that
stude~ts who viewed the films with black role models later expressed
more positive aspects of self-concept than did students who viewed f i lms
with white role models.
The findings in the Teahan and Dimas studies were not replicated by
Morin (1973, 1976). This study sought to measure attitude changes of
black students when exposed to a film with either black or white actors.
It was assumed that the race of the communicator in a film would affect
the attitudes of black students toward that film differently,
particularly when the students were stratified by socio-economic statu.s.
It was believed that students from high socio-economic homes would
identify more readily with white actors and that the oppo5ite would be
true for students from 1ow socio-economic homes. The hypo thesis was
rejected. There were no changes in attitudes among either group toward
the films. Morin concluded that black children were not overly
preoccupied with the race of the film communicator, therefore the race
of the film actor does not significantly affect the attitudes of
minority children.
Paroly (1983) wondered about the effects of educational films on the
self-concepts of female children. Analyzing the degree of female
stereotyping in 32 films produced for elementary school children between
1975 and 1980, the investigator found that male and female roles were
not equal in portraying occupational or vocational behaviors. Mal es
were more often portrayed in achievement or leadership roles, while
females were more often portrayed in nurturing or su bmissive rol es. The
Paroly study suggests that because young children tend to accept t he
"authority of films in a learning situation, the use of cert ain f ilms
may work adversely in efforts to form positive self-concepts ainong
children.
While one study found no interaction between the self-concepts of
minority children and film role models, most of the evi denee supports
the presence of such an interaction. Films have been found t o foster
racial pride among minority students and to postively influence the vrny
these students think of themselves. Other evidence suggests the
presence of sex biases in many instructional films wh i ch are currentl y
being used in el ementary schools. Teachers are subsequentl y urged t o
become aware of these films and their potential negative effects on the
self-concepts of female children.
11
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Conclusions and Implications
Instructional film research which focused more closely on the
learner has provided the classroom practitioner with important cl
differences i n learner characteristics and how these differences a
learning under various conditions. While the number of studies of
type has been disappointing, the work that has been done is of
tremendous value to teachers as they seek effective methods of
instruction for all types of students . The popular acceptance of
as a teaching and learning tool coupled with the fact that mosts
have ready access to some kind of film collection, increases the
of the f i lm research literature as a source of possible answers ta
difficult questions.
The following conclusions and implications are drawn from the
research literature:
1. Films are effective in teaching students the skills of
inquiry learning, di scovery, and problem-solving . Tea
who work wi th gifted and talented students should cons
the frequent use of appropriately-designed films.
2. Unstructured films have been found to generate more n
questions and more hjpotheses in problem-solving acti
than structured films. When these higher-cognitive
activities are a goal of instruction, teachers should
out and use unstructured films.
3. Films have -been found to be particularly effective in
teaching observation skills and in training students •
attend to important details. Teachers should consider
use of films for needed training prior to assigning ta
which will require the use of these skills .
4. Students who are high in mathematical and verbal apti
tend to benefit less from visual cues in f i lms, while
students with low aptitudes tend to imitate and intern
such cues. Teachers should, therefore provide students
are poor in mathematical and verbal ability with freq
opportunities to take advantage of film viewing.
5. Films tend to be more effecti ve with students who are
influenced by internal forces (field independent), a~
logical and analytical (left brai n dominant), are
independent , active, and are high in personal
responsibility. Teachers are thus cautioned against ti
consistent use of films wi th students who are passive,
irresponsible, and who tend to be more influenced by
external forces (field dependent) .
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6. Films have been found to positively influence student
self-concepts. Teachers should consider the frequent use of
films depicting appropriate role models for deprived
minority youngsters when working with this type of student.
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7 . At least one study found the stereotyping of sex roles in
films for young children. Teachers should, therefore, become
aware of such biases and should closely preview all films
·before using, particularly with very young children.
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At the 1985 AECT Convention in Anaheim, CA, the
authors presented a research study titled, "Varied
self-Paced Micro-Computer Based Instructional Programs
for Addressing Individual Differences When Acquiring
Different Levels of Instructional Objectives" . A refined
version of this study was later accepted for publication
in a special issue of ~ dealing with micro-computer
based instruction and individual learning differences.
The *1985 AECT RTD paper presented some unique results
regarding the design of micro-computer instructional
programs. These results tend to be in opposition to past
instructional systems designed to address the problem of
individual learning differences by the use of a
self-paced instructional method. However, the 1985 AECT
RTD paper results were consistent with current cognitive
psychology principles, indicating that attending and
motivation are strong predictors of successful learning
when dealing with improving information processing. In
other words, what Wittrock (1978) and others
(Yerkes-Dodson Law in Travers, 1972; Zeigarnick Effect
and Ovsiankina Effect in Dececco, 1963) have indicated is
that by increasing motivation and attention, learning or
information processing may also be increased. On the
other hand, what self-paced instructional systems Ci.e.,
Skinner's programmed learning ; Glaser's IPI-system; and
Postlethwait's Audio-Tutorial System; in Cross 1976) tend
to do is put the locus of control for pacing in the
learner's hands. This would tend to decrease external
control, no~ only for pacing, but also decrease control
over the manipulation of the student's attending behavior
and motivating the student. A similar position has been
expressed by Carrier (1984) and Reiser (1984), both
noting that learner ' s may not be the best judges of what
instruction they need, how much instruction, when to seek
instruction, and what to attend to in an instructional
segment.
The results of the 1985 AECT RTD paper clearly
indicated that a micro-computer based instructional
program, that is moderately externally paced, allowed for
more information to be acquired, and for better
performance on higher level objectives, than both
self-paced and a more aggressive externally-paced
c~ndition.
Our results fit the cognitive psychology
literature quite well, but were in opposition to the
research on self-paced instruction. However, little

*pp.

146-163 of the 1985 AECT RTD Proceedings, Authors
Dwyer, F., Taylor, w. , Caneles, J . , Belland, J.,
Baker, P.
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research has been done to date on the issue of self~
instruction and micro-computers, probably because of
widely held erroneous assumption that self pacing is
best way to design micro-computer based instructiona
programs.
As can be seen i n the results of our 1985 AECT
paper, summarized in the table of means, Table 6, th
external paced plus cognitive processing time conditi
was superior to both the self-paced and the external
paced, no cognitive processing time conditions. The
results are particularly significant when considerin
that the subject's performance in the external paced
cognitive processing time condition held constant, e
though intellectual task difficulty increased
significantly going down the table. Table 7 provide
summary of the analysis of variance results of the 1
AECT RTD study.
Given the unique results of the 1985 AECT RTD s
and their significance in predicting how to design
micro-computer based instruction, the authors have
decided to conduct a series of studies to further
investigate these results. Since the external contr
pacing had such a significant effect on learning, by
manipulating attention and motivation, it is likely
further external controls can have an effect upon
learning or information processing . These external
controls should be designed to control attending beh
and motivation when interacting with visual and verb
information from the micro-computer based instructio
p~ogram.
Looking at the table of means in Table 6
indicates two distinct effects occurring. First the
spatial problem free-recall scores are quite low when
compared to the other test scores. This even occurr
the Externally Paced plus Cognitive Processing Time
Condition. This low score probably occurred because
subjects were attending to mostly verbal information
not the spatial or visual information required to so
the spatial free recall problem. As indicated in t he
AECT RTD paper, the instructional sequence presented
subject with a visual and a set of verbal informati
Each instructional question then required the sub jec
respond with verbal information. However, visual/ SP
information was a part of this to-be-acquired
information, but the learner was not directly forced
attend to this information. To externally control t
attending to visual information, the instructional
program was changed to include a 5 second time delaY
after the visual was presented, but prior to any ver
information being presented. The presence of visual
spatial information, and the absence of verbal
information should presumably direct the learner's
attention to the visual information. To further con
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the learning of spatial information, every 5 to 7
. structional displays the learner was given a cue to try
~n form a mental image of the visual/spatial 'information
~en so far . This was done by including a special
~nstructional display that formed an outline of the
~eart, with verbal directions that asked the learner to
try to fill in t he parts he or she had already seen by
forming a mental image. The second effect noted in Table
6 is the wide range of scores across the test types in
the self-Paced and External Paced No Cognitive Processing
condition. It was felt that the 5 second visual delay
variable would tend to level off these scores by forcing
subjects to more carefully attend to information
presented. While these external ~anipulations.of a 5
second visual delay and a cue to image, seem like a small
amount of external · control, recall that a 7 second delay
caused the differences in scores between the Ep + Cp, Sp
and Ep - Cp conditions the 1985 study. As indicated in
the 1985 AECT RTD paper, cognitive style variables s h ould
be examined in terms of effects upon learning when
different micro-computer based instructional conditions
are used. The cognitive style variable examined in this
study was reflectivity and impulsivity. A final v ariable
examined was the effect upon learning of a simple imagery
strategy to further control information processing. The
four theoretical hypothesis examined in this study were:
1) ·

The external control of a 5 second visual de lay
will improve overall learning from the
instructional programs and particularly the
processing of visual and spatial information,
for use on spatial learning tasks.

2)

A cue to form an image will improve learning on
spatial tasks when compared to those subjects
wit hout imaging cues .

3)

Reflectives will tend to respond more favorably
to micro-computer instructional programs than
impulsive cognitive styles who probably require
more external contro l than CAI can affo r d.

4)

Imaging training will improve visua l learning
overall if given prior to working with CAI.
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Experimental Design
The present study is a research in progress and was
completed on November 8 and 9, 1985, at Ohio State
?niversity. The data analysis completed to date appears
in Tables 1 thru 5, and Figure 1. This analysis can be
~ornpared to the results of the 1985 AECT RTD study found
in Tables 6 and 7. Further a nalysis will be done with
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the resulting data, and the reflectivity-impulsivi
will be added to this further analysis in addition
more comprehensive literature review on this cognit
variable. Further, a complete description of the
instructional programs and test types/intellectual
will be not included in this review but can be foun
the 1985 AECT RTD paper, pp. 146-163. However,
modifications in those micro-computer based instruc
programs will be considered.
The experimentai design appears in Figure 2, a
a (4 x 5 x 2 x 2) design. There are 4 basic
instructional conditions, as indicated eariier, as
second visual delay was added to each instructional
condition to improve attending to visual informatio
The instructional programs are the same used in the
AECT RTD study. However, the external paced no cog
processing time condition is not used in this study.
programs are micro-computer instructional programs
designed to teach the names of the parts of the hea
the heart phases and operations. There are 57
instructional frames in each instructional program,
these are identical to the 1985 AECT RTD study prog
The only overall change in each instructional condi
was the addition of the 5 second visual delay, this
occurs in the following manner.
Each instructional
display consists of a visual of the hea·rt and relev
heart parts and verbal labels, then under the visua
segment of verbal information appears describing th
visual and verbal labels. This information is then
removed from the CRT screen, a study question appea.
and the learner types in the appropriate answer. To
force the learner to attend mor e carefully to the vi
information, a 5 second visual delay occurs after t
heart visual and part labels appear on the screen, p
to any verbal instruction appearing under the visual
this point, the learner is forced to attend to the v
information. After several frames the learner seems
realize that this visual information must be import
Two of the instructional conditions provided an imag
cue, that helped the learner recall prior visual
information during the instructional sequence. This
imaging cue occurred every 5 to 7 instructional dis
in the sequence of 57 displays. The image cues
consisted of an outline visual of the heart appearin
the screen, then a verbal segment told the learner
to fill in the outline drawing with heart parts he 0
had already seen by forming an image in the mind. T.
learner had as much time as needed to think about th
image. The 4 basic instructional programs wer e the:
(1)

Self-Paced Instruction - 5 sec. delay - no
imaging cue
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( 3)
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-

5 sec. delay
self-Paced Instruction
imaging cue
External-Paced Instruction - -s sec. delay
imaging cue
5 sec. delay
External-Paced Instruction
imaging cue

-

-

no

-

There were 5 types . of tests or intellectual tasks.
Th se tests were identical to those given in the 1985
AE~T RTD · study and are described in detail in that study.
The tests represent specific intellectual tasks, and were
designed to range in difficulty from a simple task to a
difficult task and were called:
(1)

(2)
( 3)

(4)
(5)

List learning test
Less Difficult
Spatial learning test, cued recall
Simple concept learning test
Complex concept learning test
Spatial problem test, free recall
More Difficult

The cognitive variable was the reflectivity versus
impulsivity variable. A~ the name implies, the
reflective cognitive style tends to take more time with
information based decisions, while the impulsive
cognitive style tends to have as the main goal; "getting
things done quickly." reflectivity-impulsivity was
determined using Barratt's test, (Barratt and Patton,
1983).
The test was given on-line to subjects prior to
beginning the instructional programs, and scores were
recorded for -each subject. While the reflectivityimpulsivity variable data has been collected, the data
has not yet been added to the currently analyzed data.
It was assumed that reflectives may be more adept at
using micro-computer based instruction than impulsives~.
indicating that the impulsive cognitive style may need
more external control in the learning environment than
typical methods of CAI can provide.
The last variable examined was the imagery training
variable.
It is likely that training subjects to form
images would help them acquire visual information better,
than no such prior training.
The image training group
had a brief workshop on how to form mental images by
hearing an explanation of the value of imagery in
learning, and practicing forming images of objects.
The
workshop consisted of a video-taped demonstration and
explanation of an imagery strategy.
Subjects participating in the study were 200
freshmen from Ohio State University.
Subjects received
points toward their final grade in freshmen psychology
for participation. Subjects were randomly assigned to
the 4 instructional conditions, and from there randomly
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assigned to the imagery training and no training gr
Subjects were run through the study conditions over
period of two days. Data was ~alculated on 1~8 sub]
who completed the study, yielding an equal 42 subjee
each of the 4 instructional conditions.
Preliminary Analysis and Results
The analysis was conducted using a 4 x 5 x 2
analysis of variance with repeated measures. A comQ
analysis using the reflectivity-impulsivity variable
be conducted at a later time, and this will yield t
complete 4 x 5 x 2 x 2 experimental design found i n
Figure 2. A table of means for the overall experime
design can be found in Table 1.
The analysis of variance is summerized in Tabl
Table 4 indicates that the significant differences
last year (see Table 7) on the instructional type
condition have been eliminated. Looking at the patt
of means found in Table 2 indicates that the differe
across test conditions have been leveled off to enou
an extent to eliminate a significant difference on t
instructional conditions. In other words, in a gene
sense, the Self-Paced and External-Paced instruction
conditions provided for similar test performance. I
should be noted that the External-Paced condition in
present study is the External-Paced plus Cognitive
Processing Condition from the 1985 study, the Extern
Paced No Cognitive Processing condition was not used
is likely that this overall improvement in test
performance over last years study was a result of ad
the 5 second visual delay to each of the instruction
conditions. This visual delay forced the subject to
concentrate on the visual display of the heart and
labels, thus improving overall information processin
Comparing Table 6 and Table 2, emphasizes this overa
performance difference between the 1985 AECT RTD stU
and the present study. Looking at Table 6 and Table
also reveals the significant increase in scores on t
Spatial Learning Problem test in the present study .
that the average score on this test in the present s
was 9.71 points, compared to 6.55 points in the 1985
AECT RTD study.
It is likely that the 5 second vis
delay caused the learner to attend more carefully to
visual/spatial information, thus improving scores on
Spatial Learning Problem Test.
Significant differences are found be tween test
types, or intellectual tasks (Table 4 ) . These
differences are further analyzed in Table 5, and the
results indicate that the t e sts do range in difficul
making the spatial learning problem f ree recall, the
difficult task.
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of particular interest is the interaction found in
ble 4 between test type and instructional condition.
~~·s interaction is displayed in Figure 1, and the means
. ~olved in this interaction are presented in Table 2.
A
~~key metho~ has ~een con~ucted on the means invol~ed in
this significant interaction. The complete analysis of
these means will not be presented here, however, the
source of the interaction was the different pattern of
means occurring in the External-Paced Image Cue condition.
The scores in this condition tended to be higher than the
other three conditions, particularly the score on the
spatial Problem Free Recall (see Figure 1).
Similarly,
the self-Paced Image Cue condition yielded a higher score
on the Spatial Problem Free Recall Test, contributing to
this interaction.
Further analysis of this interaction
is planned in a future presentation of the results of
this study.
Conclusions
The preliminary results of this study indicate that
external control of instructional conditions, in
micro-computer based instruction, can improve information
processing.
These results further support the notion
that putting the learner in complete control of
instruction, via a self-paced condition, may not be the
best teaching meth9d for CAI. Specifically, these
preliminary results supported our first hypothesis,
indicating that a 5 second delay after visual information
is presented on the CRT can improve learning of visual
and spatial information. This 5 second delay probably
caused the learner to attend more carefully to visual
information and therefore process more visual information.
While a 5 second delay seems slight, it did improve
scores on the Snatial Problem free recall test over the
1985 AECT RTD study, and tended to improve test scores in
general.
Additionally, support was found for the second
hypothesis, indicating that a cue to form images, as a
form of external control, improved performance on the
Spatial Learning Problem. Students may need this type of
cueing to help them process information and t ell them
what is important and needs to be acquired in t he
instructional sequence. The imagery training probably
did not have a noticeable effect because of the
beneficial effects of the 5 second delay and image
cueing.
Overall, the External-Paced condition plus
cognitive processing time (from the 1985 AECT RTD study)
with an imaging cue, was the b e tter of the three

ifficult~

11, the ~
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r
micro-computer based instructional conditions.
analysis is planned by adding the reflectivityimpulsivity variable, and further analysis of· the
instruction by test interaction will be carried out
future study presenting this data .
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(Image
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List
Learning
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Source
(BG)

Mean .Sg:.

Of

F-Ratio

Instruction Type (A)

64.814

3

1. 092

.35

Image Type (B)

20.430

1

0.344

.56

(A) x (B)

40.321

3

0.679

.57

Error

59.372

160

Probab!lity

----------------------------------(WG)
Test Type (C)

380.909

63.258

4

.0001

00
I'-

(A) x (C)

11.503

12

1.910

.03

(B) x (C)

13.683

4

2.272

.06

(A) x (B) x (C)

7.417

12

1.232

.26

Error

6.022

640

Table 4:

Analysis of Variance Results:
2 x 4 x 5 Design
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SelfPaced
List
Learn in

I

'

I p:~:;~;~~:-1
Reap1ng

I

12.36

Speed

Exte rnal.

Pace
No Cp

I· I
Contr o l

WG,

X •••

Control
In

+ C

12.48

I

11.84

I

1. 92

I

9 . 65

Spatial
Learning
Cued
__._....._

I 12.32

I

13 . 60

I

10.64

I

5.68

I

10 . 56

Simple
Concept
Test
..___

I 1 1 .00

I

12.80

I

8.88

I

7.12

I

9.95

Complex
Concept
Test

I

10.40 .. 1

13.64

I

9.48

I

6.56

I

Spatial
Problem
Free-Recall

I

I

8.60

I

4.28

I

6 . 76

BG . X •••

10 . 67

12.22

9.02

Avg . Time
Overall

50 . 36
. min.

44 . 64
min .

45.04
min •

.88

I

10.02

I

0
00

5 . 13

4.43
n/a

Table 6: Resulting Test Means and Overall Time for
Each Instructional Program, 1985 AECT - RTD Study

<

Source

Mean Sq.

Df

1404.359

3

30.613
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f-ratio

Probability
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Pacing (A)
Error

45.875

.001

---

WITHIN GROUPS

.-1
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00

493.917

4

99.785

.001

51.901

12

10.485

.001

4.949

384

(A) x (B)
Error

---

Table 7: Resulting Lindquist I, 4 x 5
Analysis ol variance Data, 1985 AECT - RTD Study
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AN ASSESSMENT OF NURSING ATTITUDES TOWARD
COMPUTERS IN HEALTH CARE
PURPOSE OF STUDY
Computer technology is rapidly becoming a part of health
and one of the primary groups to be affected by computer
cato~ation is nursing.
Many opinions have been expressed in the
au
·
literature- some aut h ors suggest ways t o f aci· 1 itate
nurses '
ceptance of this innovation, while others speculate that the
~~uman oriented" profession will not accept the idea of computer
technology.
Most of these points of view have not been
supported by empirical data.
The primary focus of this study is
to assess the attitudes of practicing nurses, nursing faculty
and nursing students toward the use of computers in the health
care setting.
re

RD

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Nursing professionals have been writing about computer
technology since the early sixties, with a significant number of
articles written on the subject beginning in the mid-seventies.
Even today, however, nursing journals do not publish a great
deal on the subject--some journals dedicate only two articles
per year to the topic of computers in nursing and health care
(Grobe, 1985).
The majority of the literature deals with five
main areas of computer usage in relation to nursing and health
care:
1)
client data gathering functions, 2)
educational
applications, 3)
administrative/management uses , 4)
cli~ical
practice applications, and 5)
research functions.
(See the
bibliography for citations concerning each of these areas).
These are, of course, important topics of study; however, few
nursing research studies deal with questions regarding the
potential implications for users of automation in health
care--the human factors.

ion

I

Schwartz (1984) identifies human factors, which ar~
perceptual and attitudinal in nature, that can be categorized as
follows:
1)
apprehension/confidence level, 2)
perception of
usefulness of technology, and 3)
user motivation.
Throughout
the nursing literature may be found "opinion articles" that
discuss these human factors in terms of how nursing sh o uld
approach the introduction of computer technology into health
care, or that offer predictions of how nurses will respond to
the computerization process.
These articles approach the
subject from. an experiential basis--the opinions are rarely
based upon empirical data.
The following examples are typical
of most "human factors" literature in nursing
(Anderson, 1984;
Zielstroff, 1976; Tate, 1975; Waterstradt, 1981) :
a)
Careful planning is essential when implementing change;
ownership of the computerization plan will facilite acceptance.
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b)

Open lines of communications must be maintained.

c)
A sense of urgency and commitment must be conveyed
facilitate automation by maintaining a forward momentum.
d)
Group work is essential in developing a sense of
ownership regarding the adoption of automation .
e)
A form a lized orientation program must be planned a ~
offered for all nursing staff members and for new employees,
Another area of the literature concentrates on more
abstract and theoretical aspects, such as conflict that occ~
with change of any kind and strategies that aid in coping
these changes.
Tate (1975) cites three types of conflict t ~
can occur with computer automation--those that:
1)
stem fr
differing goals and incompatible perceptions/values/beliefs,
reflect struggles regarding the allocation of resources such
funding, equipment, power, status, and 3)
relate to perceiv
threats to one's identity as part of a group .
Tate's suggea
strategies for coping with changes related to computerizatio ~
are useful for both the individual staff nurse and the nurse
administrator.
The recommended strategy includes collecting
facts, understanding the nature and dynamics of the system ,
developing assertiveness skills and strategies, confronting t
issue, compromising and negotiating resolution, and finally,
"refreezing"--dealing with relationships that have been stra i
in the process.

wi

Mixed predictions and reviews are found regardini the
responses of nurses to computer automation.
Frank (1964) sp ~
of depersonalization and other dangers that the "technotronic
age can bring, while reassuring the reader that nurses need
be fearful of being replaced by computers.
Another author d
wi t h " c om p u t e r cow a rd i c e " among nu r s e s and o f f e r s e du ca t i o n al
solutions to miminize the effect (Grobe, 1984) .
Two of the f
empirical studies on nursing attitudes toward computerizaton
health care present a very different point of view.
Norwood,
Hawkins and Ga l l (1976) found that 94% of their respondents
indicated a fa v orable view regarding the use of computers in
health care .
Krampf and Ro~inson (1984) reported the follow i
attitudes of nurses toward computers:
79.5% feel that they w
gain satisfaction from learning to use a computer, 90.4% be li
that if nursing informaton is automated nursing productivit y
effectiveness will be increased, and 87.7% indicated a
willingness to attend staff development programs on computers
A review of the lite r ature regarding how nurses wil l
respond to computerization or how nursing leaders should
introduce the computer automation process in health care
settings shows a wealth of personal opinions and personal
experiences, but a dearth of quantifiable data.
Little
empirical information is available that compares perceptions
attitudes toward computerization;
that which does exist
evaluates primarily the practicing nurse and does n ot address
the attitudes of nursing students and faculty.
One primary I
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he present study is to assess the attitudes and perceptions
of t
tic ing nurses, student nurses, and nurse educators toward
of pr~~rization of hearth care in general, and its impact on the
comfpu sion of nursing in particular.
The following research
P ro es
tions were formulated:
qtieS
1)

What is the perceived value of computers in
health care?

2)

What is the perceived effect of computer
automation on nursing practice?

3)

What are nurses' attitudes toward learning
about computers?

4)

What factors are perceived as enhancing or
inhibiting the process of computerization
in health care?

DEFINITION OF TERMS
Attitude--an individual's feeling, position,
or opinion toward a topic, su~ject or event.

orientation,

Nurse educators--facuty members currently teaching in a
nursing education program (all . faculty must be licensed and
have completed masters or doctoral degree preparation).
Nursing students--first and second year students enrolled
in two year nursing education programs.
Perception--an individual's thought, understanding, or
cognition relevant to a topic, subject or event.
Practicing nurses--registered nurses (diploma, A.O .,
and M.S. prepared) employed in general hospital settings.

B.S., .

METHODOLOGY
Questionnaires were sent to nursing personnel at two
general hospitals, nursing educators at three associate degree
schools of nursing, and student nurses at two associate degree
nursing programs.
Agencies participating in t h e study did not
have hospital information systems or computer assisted
instruction programs in operation at that time.
Each
participant was asked to respond to ~ series of twenty
questions.
Demographic information included age, sex, level of
education, previous experience in health care delivery, and
previous use of computers in the health care setting.
Additional questions assessed the participants' views regarding
the usefulness of the computer and the effect it may have on
nursing and health care.
Anonymity was maintained throughout
the study--the identities of individuals who participated were
not revealed and only group data were analyzed.
The sample size
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was 83 first year nursing students, 84 second year nursing
students, 52 practicing nurses, and 26 nursing factilty.
Te
percent of the respondents were male; this reflects the nat
demographic trend of male representaton in the profession.
all participants responded to all of the questions; for this
•reason, the actual number of data vary from question to
question.
The questionnaire response rate was 66%.
Statistical analyses were performed using Chi square, cross
tabulations and frequencies.

RESULTS

eJCP'
it '
of
fac
thi

AFF

The results of the study fall into f our general categor
These categories are:
perceived value of computers in hea l t
care, perceived
effect of computers on nursing practice,
attitude toward learning about computers in health care, and
perceived factors which facilitate or hinder the implementat
of computers.
St
A.

Value of Computers in Health Care

The first category deals with some basic attitudes that
professional and pre-professional nurses have toward compu te
in the health care system.
Specific questions assess previo
experience with computers, and the perceived effect of this
technology on health care.

Pr
nu
Nu
fa
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Table 1.
QUESTION:
HAVE YOU HAD PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE W
COMPUTERS IN A HEALTH CARE FACILITY?

p

C•

Previous experience (%)
No experience

Experience

TOTAL

Stud-en ts

70. 1

29.9

10 0

Practicing
nurses

64.2

35.8

1 00

Nursing
faculty

30.8

69.2

100

Chi-square

**

p

<

=

15.2

.0005
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The data indicate that most of the respondent~ have not had
erience with computers in a health care facility.
However,
e~P ppears that nursing faculty have had this background as part
i~ ~heir professional experience. Just under 70% of the nursing
~acultY had worked with computers as compared to approximately a
third of the nonfaculty personnel.

e, cross
DO YOU THINK THAT COMPUTERS WILL

Table 2.
QUESTION:
AFFECT HEALTH CARE?
1 ca tegor

in health
ice,
:: are, and
J lementat f

Potential effect (i.)

:: t

i des that
computer
:s previou
of this
[

RIENCE WI

TOTAL

Will affect

No affect

Total

Students

97.0

3.0

100

Practicing
nurses

94.3

s. 7

100

0

100

Nursing
faculty

100

Chi-square = 1. 87
p < 0.39
The response to this question is an overwhelming, "Yes,
computers will affect health care in the future."
Few of the
participants disagree with this concept.
There is no
significant difference in responses among the members of the
three groups.

10 0
100
100
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Table 3.
QUESTION:
IF COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY DOES AFFE
HEALTH CARE, DO YOU BELIEVE THAT ITS INFLUENCE WILL BE Posr
OR NEGATIVE?

ya

Positive/negative influence ( %)
Negative

Positive
First year
students

100

Total

0

100

2. 4

100

Second year
students

97. 6

Practicing
nurses

94. l

5.9

100

Nursing
faculty

100

0

100

Ff
st

Si
sl
p

ns
N
f

.....
G
p

Chi-square = 6.00
< .11

p

s
Once again, the participants agree. The influence of
computers will be positive.
While a few responses were
negative, it is clear that the great majority of nurses and
nursing students feel that computers have something positive
add to health care.

B.

Effect of Computers on Nursing Practice

The next category of questions deals with the general
impact of computerization on nursing, and the specific areas
nursing which would be affected by the introduction of comput
technology into the health care setting.
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Table 4.
QUESTION:
DO YOU THINK THAT COMPUTERS COULD HELP
RFORM · YOUR NURSING DUTIES MORE EFFECTIVELY?
PE

Effectiveness (i.)
More effective

:e ( i.)
Total

100
100
100

Total

First year
students

93.7

6. 3

100

second year
students

89.0

11

100

p racticing
nurses

86.S

13.5

100

Nursing
faculty

96.2

3.8

100

100
Chi-square
p < • 38

! nee of
were
1rses and
: positive

Less effective

...

3. 11

Members of each group strongly agree that co~puters would
specifically aid nursing personnel in performing their nursing
duties.
This perception oI the use of computers indicates t h at
a few of the respondents seem to believe that computers wi l l
affect other components of health care more positively than i t
will nursing.

general
f ie areas
of compu
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Table 5.
QUESTION:
WHICH NURSING SPECIALTY DO YOU BE
WOULD BE MOST DIRECTLY AFFECTED BY THE INTRODUCTIO N OF COMp
TECHNOLOGY INTO THE HEALTH CARE SYSTEM?

Specialty
Frequency
78

ICU/CCU
Medical/surgical
Emergency/outpatient
Othe.r specialty
Community health
Rehabilitation/extended care
Obstetrics/gynecology
Psychiatric/mental health
Pediatrics

Percent
34.2
22.4
20.2

51

46
23

1 0. 1

6.6
5. 2
•9

15

12
2
1

•4

o.o

0

Table 6.
QUESTION:
WHICH NURSING SPECIALTY DO
WOULD BE LEAST DIRECTLY AFFECTED BY THE INTRODUCTION
TECHNOLOGY INTO THE HEALTH CARE SYSTEM?
Specialty
_Frequency
Psychiatric/mental health
Community health
Rehabilitation
Emergency/outpatient
Obstetrics/gynecology
Other specialty
Pediatrics
ICU/CCU
Medical/surgical

53
48

46
26
18
16
7
6
5

Percent
23.6
21. 3
20.4
11. 6

8 .0
7•1

3. 1
2. 7
2. 2

The specialty which nurses believe would be most affect
is the highly technologically oriented ICU / CCU.
Conversel y,
nurses believe that the ps~chiatric/mental health specialty
would be least affected.
The trends displayed in tab l es 5 a
suggest that nurses think specialt ies such as ICU /C CU and
medical/surgical nursing, which currently use a large amount
technology, will continue to be affected by new technologies
and that the less technological specialities such as menta l

Q,.f

)0 YOU BEt
'l OF COMPU

lt

health, and rehabilitation will not be
1 t h ' community
hea
. - as strongly. The attitude reflected in
.
ffected
quite
these
a sponses seems to be that those specialities currently using
rechnology will increasingly be expected to wor k with computer s
~:d those specialities not currently involved will not be as
dramatically affected.

Table 7.
QUESTION: WHICH NURSING ROLE DO YOU BELIEVE
WOULD BE MOST AFFECTED BY THE INTRODUCTION OF COMPUTER
TECHNOLOGY INTO THE HEALTH CARE SYSTEM?
Role

YOU BEL !
N OF COMP

0

e nt
6
3

Frequency

Staff nurse
Nurse researcher
Director of nursing/
supervisor
Head nurse
Office nurse
Nurse educator
Nurse practitioner
Clinical nurse specialist
Other role

Percent

91
56

38.2
23.5

23
23

9.7
9. 7

17
8
7
7
6

7. 1

3.4
2. 9
2.9
2.

s

Table 8.
QUESTION: WHICH NURSING ROLE DO YOU BELIEVE WOULD
BE LEAST AFFECTED BY THE INTRODUCTION OF COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY
INTO THE HEALTH CARE SYSTEM?

!+
~

Role

)

1
1

7
2

; t affecte
1versely,
>ecialty
t bles 5 ao
:u and
;e amount
.nologies,
uiental

Frequency
Office nurse
Nurse educat o r
Staff nurse
Dir ect or of nursing /
supervisor
Nurse practitioner
Other role
Nurse researcher
Clinical nurse specialist
Head nurse

74
38
37

27
19
15
9
7
6

95

Percent
31. 9

16.4
16.0
11. 6
8. 2

6.5
3.9
3.0
2.6

These data indicate that the two nursing roles which a
perceived as being most affected by the computer are those 0
the staff nurse and the nurse researcher.
When asked which
nursing roles would be least affected, the respondents place
office nurses and nurse educators at the top of the li~t.

c.

c

Learning About Computers in Health Care

The third category of responses deals with perceptions
the survey participants regarding computer courses, and the
respondents ' willingness to take computer courses either
of formal nursing education or as an inservice activity.

Table 9.
QUESTION:
DO YOU THINK THAT TO USE A COMPUTU
EFFECTIVELY YOU NEED A STRONG MATH BACKGROUND?
'

.I

Math baekground (%)
Necessary

Total

First year
students

18.3

81.7

100

Second year
students

l 3• 3

86.7

100

Practicing
nurses

5.7

94.2

100

Nursing
faculty

o. o

100.0

100

Chi-square

*

I

Not necessary

p

<

=

8.83

.03

Thi s question indicates a difference in attitude among
four groups.
While the great majority ~f participants do not
believe that a strong math background is necessary, the data '
indicate that the student responses differ significantly fro•
those of the nursing faculty and practicing nurses.
More
students hold the beli e f that math is important in using
computers in a nursing setting, while none of the faculty a n
only a few practicing nurses agree.
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Table 10. QUESTION:
HOW WOULD YOU FEEL ABOUT TAKING A
IN "COMPUTERS IN NURSING? II

co URSE

Students

Faculty

Total

54 . 7

40.0

42.9

37 . 7

3 2. 1

48 . 0

37. 6

13.8

5. 7

4.0

11. 0

3. 8

4. 0

4.5

3.8

4.0

4. 1

confident

39.5

Comfortable
Neutral

~

~

~ rceptions

; , and the
either
: ivity.

Practicing

~

somewhat
Uncomfort able
Apprehensive

4. 8.,
...
4. 2-

df=-8

NSD

Table 11 .
QUESTION: ~SHOULD A COURSE IN COMPUTER LITERACY
(USE OF COMPUTERS IN HEALT~ CARE) BE REQUIRED FOR NURSING
STUDENTS?
100

100

NO

YES

~

Students

4 7. 9

5 2. 1

Practicing
Nurses

24 . S

75 . S

I

f

100

Faculty

61. 5

l

**
100

38.S

p

<

•01

df =2
}

: ude among
>ants do not
' • the data
. cant l y . fr o
, • More
1 using
faculty an
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Table 12.
QUESTION:
SHOULD A COURSE IN COMPUTER
OFFERED AS AN ELECTIVE FOR NURSING sTqDENTS?

NO

YES

Students

11. 0

89.0

Practicing
Nurses

32.6

67.4

Faculty

16. 7

83.3

TOTAL

15.8

84.2

**

p

<

•01

<,;

df=2

Table 13.
QUESTION:
IF A COLLEGE COURSE OR CONTINUING
EDUCATION OFFERING IN COMPUTER LITERACY WERE AVAILABLE, WOU
YOU ENROLL IN IT?

NO
Students

YES

11. 7

88.3

9. 6

90.4

Faculty

12. 5

87.S

TOTAL AVERAGE

11. 3

88.7

Practicing
Nurses

NSD

df=2

Tables 10 - 13 present some interesting data.
Most nu ~
are not afraid to enroll in a course in computer literacy.
fact, 80.Si. of the respondents indicate that they would feel
comfortable or even confident about taking such a course; on
4.1% express a feeling of apprehension.
When asked if a co
in computer literacy should be required for all nursing
stude n ts, practicing nurses, nurse educators, and students
nurses disagree significantly.
The students are about even!
divided in their opinions; however, three of every four
practicing nurses believe that a course should be required·
Nurse educators support the idea at a ratio of two to one.
Table 12 presents a seemingly contradictory situation.
Wh i l ,
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udents and faculty groups support the idea of having a
st
ter course as an elective, the response rate of the
cornpucicing nurses falls from 75.s~"' ( required
·
) .to only 67.4%a
pr~~ctive). Apparently, practicing nurses feel that knowledge
the use of computers in health care is sufficiently impo rtant
~hat a computer literacy course should not be an optional
matter, but rather that all new nurses should have a background
. the subject.
Table 13 indicates that all three groups of
~:spondents would be interested in enrolling in a college or
ntinuing education course in computer literacy.
Appoximately
~~% of the sample say that they will enroll if given the
opportunity.

<;

D.

Factors Affecting Implementation of Computers

The final category of items deals with factors which
facilitate or inhibit the introduction of computer technology
into the health care setting.

CONTINUING
LAB LE, WOUL

Table 14.
QUESTION:
WHAT DO YOU BELIEVE WOULD BE THE
MAJOR FACTOR IN BLOCKING THE IMPLEMENTATION OF COMPUTERS IN
HEALTH CARE?

Factor
Frequency
Financial considerations
Nursing staff attitudes
Administration attitudes
Medical staff attitudes
Other factor

Percent

137

56.2

48

19. 7
13. s
8. 2
2. s

33
20
6

Table 15.
QUESTION : WHAT DO YOU BELIEVE WOULD BE THE
MAJOR FACTOR IN FACILITATING THE IMPLEMENTATION OF COMPUTERS IN
HEALTH CARE?
Most rrur
i teracy.
would feel
c ourse; on!
ad if a co
r sing
>t udents
>ou t evenl;
four
: equired.
to one •
. on.
Whi le

Factor
Frequency
Administration attitudes
Financial considerations
Nursing staff attitudes
Medical staff attitudes
Other factors

110

57
36

99

Percent

46.0
23.9

27

ls. 0
11. 3

9

3.8

Nurses identify the major obstacle to the implementat 1
computers in health care as the lack of money.
This facto~
followed by the attitudes of nursing staff.
They also belt
the major factor which could facilitate the implementation
computer technology to be a positive administrative attitud
and to a lesser degree an adequate supply of money.

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
The results of this study are categorized into four ge
groups.
The first of these categories is the perceived val
computers in the health care system.
Although few of the
respondents to the questionnaire have had previous experien
with computers, they believe that this technology will have
profound effect on health care and that this effect will en
the quality of health care.
The second category examines~
respondents perceive the effect of computerization on nursi
practice.
The opinion of the nurses is that they expect th
more technologically oriented specialities to be most affect
Specialities such as ICU/CCU, ~edical surgical, and emergenc
outpa~ient nursing are expected to be most dramatically affe
while the traditionally "human oriented" specialities like
psychiatric/mental health nursing and community health nurs ·
will be least affected.
Two nursing roles are expected to ~
most affected by computers.
Staff nurses and nurse researcb
are at the top of the "most affected" list.
This result is
particularly surprising sin~e these two roles are now using
computers in a number of hospital and university settings.
However, the three roles believed to be least affected are
office nurse, nurse educator, and once again staff nurse.
fact that the role of staff nurse is mentioned toward the t o
each list indicates that some disagreement exists regarding
full impact on this particular nursing role.
The third cate
of responses deals with the nurses' attitudes toward learni ~
more about computers.
Apparently the majority nurses do not
suffer from a pronounced sense of cyberphobia.
Most of the
respondents indicate that they are not afraid of this emergi
technology, and express . a strong desire for learning more al>
the subject; they also strongly encourage nursing education
include a course on computer literacy in the nursing curricu
These data suggest that leaders in the process of computer
automation need not spend as much time as previously thought
"preparing nursing personnel to accept the computer. 11
Rathe
time should be devoted to designing courses and implementing
plans to effectively teach the nursing staff to use computer
The final category of responses deal with those factors whic ,
nurses believe will enhance or hinder the implementation of
computers.
As might be expected, financial considerations i.5
identified as the number one factor to block the implementad
of computers.
Money is always a major consideration when
introducing costly innovations .
When asked which factors woo
most facilitate the implementation of computers, nurses ind H
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a positive administrative attitude is most important.

cha~ies that strong central administration support of
) lementati
l is factor
also beli
:ientation 0
1e attitude

r.

t o four ge 11
:. eived valu
,, of the
:; experienc
will have 1
:. t will enb
~ xamines ho
l
on nursi~
expect the
nost affect
1d emergenq
l cally affe
: ies like
~ alth nurs i
) ected to b
; e research·
result is
now using
; ettings .
?cte d are
: nurse. T
.rard the t o
regarding t
third cate
i r d 1 e a r n i ng
~ ses do not
>St of the
: his emerg i
~ ng more a b
education
~ ng c ur r i cul
computer
; ly thought
?r."
Rath~!
nplement ing
;e computec
1ctors whic
t tation of
i erations iS
~ m.plemen tat
. on when
factors YIO
lurses ind i'

This

imP terization can have a significant, positive influence in
compu
.
f
che automation o a health care unit.
Replication of this stud y is recommended to validate the
findings recorded here.
Further study could also include data
from respondents grouped according to formal nursing preparation
( g diploma, associate degree, baccalaureate, masters, and
de~t~rate),
to determine how formal education influences nurses'
0
rceptions of computer automation in health care.
An
p:amination of attitudes and perceptions of various age groups
eegarding computer automation might also yield interesting and
rseful results.
Reviewing data from these varied respondents
~ould guide the nurse educator or nurse administrator who is
planning for computerization and is considering the needs of the
professionals or pre-professionals who will be affected by this
process .
Data comparing pre-computerization and
post-computerization perceptions and attitudes of nurses could
be usefu l in evaluating the impact of changes undergone, and the
effectiveness of plans and strategies implemented.
Such results
may assist nurse administrators and educators when planning for
the future technological advancements that are inevitable.

CONCLUSION
Throughout the literature may be found references
discussing how nurses should approach the introduction of
computer technology into the health care setting, and how nurses
will respond to computer automation.
Unfortunately, few hard
data are available to support these claims.
This study provides
an empirical background.
Among the findings of this study are
the following:
nurses are accepting, not opposing computer
technolog y in the health care setting; nurses perceive the
influence of computers on nursing and health care to be
positive; nursing curricula should provide educational
preparation in computer technology; continuing education
offerings will be well-received by nursing; and nurses identify
a strongly positive orientation by adminstrators as facilitating
the computerization process in health care.
Finally, these
empirical data indicate a willingnes s among nurses to enter the
information age with a progressive, p~sitive orientation and
with preparedn~ss.
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RESEARCH ON TELETRAININC:
STUDENT ACCEPTANCE, LEARNING EFFECTIVENESS
AND COST BENEFITS IN THE CORPORATE ENVIRONMENT

IHTRODUCrION

evioUS research on teletraining ha:s indicated that teletraining is a viable
ternative delivery medium for short duration program..s.

Since 1981, AT&T has

tudied teletraining effectiveness for short continuing education programs and
or aulti-day courses.

'n1is paper highlights the 1984 research results and

benefits associated with using teletraining to deliver training to a
::tionwide audience.

BACXCROUHD

AT&T Com11unications National Teletraining Network was established to meet
e need3 of professional sales personnel located throughout the United

tates. Because of high costs associated with travel and travel time and the
to keep professional sales people up-to-date on the latest service infortion

i al

.shed

and

technological developments, the National Teletraining Network was

In 1981, AT&T Communications began to offer professional sales
field locations via teletraining .
fro• 2 days to 2 week-'.

These courses had duration which ran

In October of 1983, the Sales and Marketing Eau

Division began to offer weekly one hour information updates to the
personnel throughout the United States .

The program developed for

ing delivery were topics that field sales managers had
interest topics which were required to keep current in a competitive tel
munications environment.

In October of 1983, weekly programs were delivered to five cities, one fr

It

each AT&T Communications region.
were added because of requests

In November of 1983, five additional 31 _

fr~m fi~ld

the National Teletraining Network.

. ._ I l l

managers to include their citie

Since then the network grew steadily

network of over 135 locations at the end of 1984.

The network today delivers weekly one hour programs and regularly schedul
teletrained courses which are periodically evaluated using a reaction lev
evaluation survey, course debriefings and cognitive pre and post tests.
number of programs and courses offered and the number of total participan
who have attended National Teletraining Network programs grew steadily si

I
I

the initiation of the project to over 21,000 by the end of 1984.

Research tac1

studies were conducted to track effectiveness and trial new delivery tech·
niques.

- 2 -
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courses to

TELETRAIHED RESEARCH

which I"angeQ
keting Edu~ The saies and Marketing Education organization ha.s continually monitored the
the field

taP&Ct of teletraining on learning, on student acceptance of courses and

for teletra

IMt rue tor •~, and on student willingness to take additional teletrained pro-

l ed as high

grU.S·

This section of the article reviews the research conducted during

1984·
student Learning
i es , one fro1
ditional sit Previous re.search conducted by Sales and Marketing Education has shown there
t heir cities is no significant difference between th~ amount students learn in classes that
w steadily t are teletrained and the amount learned in face-to-race classes.
with

To continue

our ongoing re.search, comparative .Studies of test results are periodical-

ly conducted.

nie mo.st I"ecent study compared the test scores for students

r ly schedul~ attending teletrained and face-to-face classes of the Telemarketing I course.
eaction leve The results for two classes are presented in Figure 1.
st tests.

nie teletrained group

performed .slightly higher on the pre-test, but the difference between the two
srou!J3 was not significant at the .05 level (t=1.73, df=20).

steadily
4.

sin

On the post-

tut, the teletrained group's perfoI"mance was significantly higher than the

Research face-to-face group ( t:6. 24, df =20) •

livery tech·

r111-

Student Acceptance of Courses and Instructors

All students attending courses at the AT&T Communications training cente1111ibQ.1..
complete a student reaction survey at the end of each class. The survey
two categories:

course relevance and design, and quality of instruction.

last item in each category is used a.s a general index of student
The item.s are:

"Overall, I feel the course was effective." and

feel the instructor was effective." These two itelllS were used to compare
student acceptance of the face-to-face and teletrained courses.

During 1984, courses in the sales training curriculum were converted
trained delivery.

As the transition was being made to a teletrained deli

mode, the courses continued to be taught face-to-face.

Modifications wer

made in the design of the courses to adapt to the medium of teletraining;
however, the course objectives and the instructors were the same for both
face-to-face and teletrained versions of the courses.

During the study

period, a total 329 students attended 45 face-to-face classes, and 590
students attended 32 teletrained classes.

Significance tests for large-sample means were used to compare the data f
all face-to-face classes with the teletrained scores for the second
1984.

The teletrained classes from July through December were used

the courses were progressively being converted to teletrained delivery dur
the first half of the year.
Figures 2 and 3.

The results of these analyses are shown in

No significant differences at the .OS level of signific

were found between the face-to-face and the teletrained classes on either
coi.irse relevance and design or the quality of i nstruction categories.

1ir

~ch

.supports the conclusion that students do not perceive a difference in

effectiveness between courses delivered in a teletrained delivery mode and
.ning center~

tbQS8

delivered in more traditional face-to-face classes .

The survey
nstruction,

ece tance of National Teletrainin Network Pro rams

nt satisfacb
nd "Overall I

1

short questionnaire was used to evaluate the effectiveness of the one-hour

to compare teletraining programs offered to the sales force via the National Teletraining
twork. nie most important item on the questionnaire was:

11

!

would partici-

te in future teletraining courses." This item was measured on a five-point
verted to te
~ained
~ations

as an indicator of student acceptance of these programs.

deliv 1gure 4 shows the results on this item for the first three quarters of NTN
were

Letraining;

ogramming. The ·percent agreement with the statement, as indicated by a
ting of ~ or 5, was 88. 7% in the fourth quarter of 1983, and rose to 91.6~

ie for both t ln the second quarter of 1984.
:he study
and 590 .

Similarly, the percent unwilling to partici-

.t e in future programs declined from

1.5~

to

.8~

respectively.

Since the

results were uniformly positive across the 5,530 students who participated in
the programs, the use of the form was discontinued in the third quarter of
1984 to reduce administrative costs. ·

t he data for
cond
used because
eli very duri

sho1om in

r significan

tudent acceptance of the one-hour teletrained programs began high and
increased with time.

Today, these short programs are an integral part of the

training delivery system.

The teletraining seminars are a primary vehicle for

introducing new applications and for keeping the field sales people up-to-date

on important issues and services.

on either t
: i ries.

lit

TI1e research done at Sales and Marketing Education during 1984 focused \
demonstrating that teletraining is an effective training medium as me<l.3~
student learning and acceptance.

TI1e results of the studies presented t

strongly support the conclusion that teletraining is a viable instruct10
delivery mode.

COST BENEFITS OF m.ETRAilfIHG

TI1e National Teletraining Network produced significant cost benefits for
Communications in 1984.

Major savings were realized for both the multipl

courses and the one-hour seminar programs delivered via the NTN.
resulted from travel costs and productivity-related costs that were avoi
using the teletraining medium.

TI1e information presented here substantia

the fact that teletraining is a cost-effective alternative to face-to-fao
delivery of training.

Savings from Teletrained Courses

In computing the cost benefits for the courses delivered via teletralning
assumption was made that students would have had to travel to sales and
keting Education in Cincinnati to received this training if teletraining
not an alternative.

During 1984, 590 students attended teletrained sessi

of courses in the sales training curriculum.

An average round-trip airf

$400 and a per diem of $90 per day for lodging and daily expenses resulte
a total cost avoidance per student of $670 per course.
length was 2.6 days.

The average cour!e

TI1e total savings for 590 students was $395,300.

11€3-

oidance from not traveling is offset somewhat by the line and
1'be cos t av
.
harges
associated
with
teletraining
.
A
typical
tele
t
rained
course at
:um as mea:Ju
bridge C
presented h salts and Marketing Education had one "home site" and two remote sites. This
~4

focused

0

· instruct10

eonfiguration incurred charges for six lines (one audio and one audiographi c
tor each location), and six ports on the bridge (two for each location) .
Bridging costs were based on the AT&T Communication's ALLIANCE* Teleconferencing Services.

Equipment and other capital investments were not considered in

these calculations since existing equipment was used; only operating expenses
~nefits

for

were included.

Using these assumptions, the total network charges for the 57

the multipl teletrained sessions was $197,448.
JI.

Subtracting these network teletraining

The sav charges from the cost avoidance figure produced a net savings of $197,852, or

were avoid

$335 per student.

substantia
face-to-face Travel cost avoidance was only part of the actual savings realized from teletraining.

Employee productivity savings needed to be factored into the compu-

tations; that is, the reemployment of non-productive time spend traveling ,
waiting in airports, and catching up once back at the home location .

Assuming

the average non-productive time was six hours per student, then the total
lost-time expense for 590 students was $84,960, or $144 per student .

this savings to the earlier travel cost figure of $335 per student produced a

>ales and
.etraining

Adding

w

total net cost avoidance of $479 per student.

lined sessio
trip airfare 'nlis data supports the assertion that teletraining is clearly a cost-effective
es

resul ted

rage course

95,300 .

way to deliver courses .

The benefits included both direct travel expense

avoidance, and increased productivity resulting from reduced no productive
time.

'A service mark of AT&T.

Savings tro• Progra&S

Similar· calculations were performed to determine the cost avoidance for
programs presented via· thelfetwork.
doing

~

calculations.

nie tallowing two a..ssumpt1on.s were

First, students from the 130 field locatio"-'

not travel to the Sales and Marketing Education Center in Cincinnati to
cipate in a 60-minute training session; therefore, each presenter would
to travel to approximately 25 major sites to deliver the training .
students would utilize ground transportation fro• local or remote locatt
attend a training session in one of the 25 location.s.

It each presenter had traveled to 25 location.s costs incurred would have
$90 tor local expenses and $400 for airfare; the travel cost for each pre
ter would have been $12,250.
cost avoided

~

For the 44 programs presented in 1984, the

$539,000.

nie cost benefit analysis for the seminar programs also accounts for the
associated with the operation of the National Teletraining Network. 'nle
of the long distance calls placed to Cincinnati by each of the
tion.s was $83,028.

'nlese programs did net u.:se any interactive graphic

devices; therefore, only one telephone circuit was required for
location. Since a meet·me premises bridge located at Sales and Marketing
Education was u.:sed, no additional bridging charges were incurred.

'nle

expen.ses incurred for the reproduction of visuals u.:sed for the prograa.s
198~ was

d

$38,754. 'nle total cost avoidance for the 1984 National Teletra

Network prograa.s wa..s $417,218, a net savings of $9,482 per prograa.

t benefit calculations indicate that the National Teletraining Network

1l1' cos 1.S a cos
tiOM•

.

t effective method for providing update training for AT&T CommunicaBenefits of the NTN in addition to cost-effectiveness include:

the

ance for tilt ability of this medium to reach remote, low density locations which are too
ris

were

lad

difficult and time consuming to reach through conventional travel arrange-

: > cation.!

llnts; the ability to add multiple locations to a training session when

nnati to

needed; the flexibility to increase the number of students who can be reached
at one time; the ability to quickly disseminate information to an entire sales

ng.

force; and the ability to share limited

i~tructor

resources.

Without the

NTH, auch of the current update training would not be attempted due to various
constraints.

Perhaps the chief benefit of the National Teletraining Network's

programs is that it provides training to field sales people, where they need
ould have

it and when they need it to remain current in a competitive environment.

r each pre
1984, the

·CONCLUSION

The National Teletraining Network has had a positive impact on the field sales

s for the
~rk.

force within AT&T Communications in three major areas.

Tile

first, sales profes-

sionals have had an opportunity to keep current and to increase their know-

remote loca ledge base of products and services in a very timely manner.
graphic

ed within AT&T Communications have shown that teletraining is a viable means

· each remo ot learning technical information and sales skills.
t

Studies conduct-

Second, student accep-

Marketing tance of the National Teletraining Network's programs and the teletrained
courses has been outstanding.

programs

d

Students indicate that teletraining is a viable

lediua for delivering content which addresses sales skills and technical

ial Teletra intor11at1on. Third, the National Teletraining Network' .s weekly program:s and

;raa.

teletraineU courses have been proven as very cost-effective alternatives to
traditional delivery channels for professional sales and marketing education.
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Abstract
W1th the advent of baste sk111s curr1cula throughout the Un1ted
states, many educators have become increasingly concerned with an
apparent

lack

of

emphasis on

higher-level

thinking

skills,

spec1f1cally, problem-solving sk11ls.
To address this concern, many school districts and individual
teachers have adopted the use of the LOGO programming language to
teach problem-solving skills.

The many assertions regarding the

efficacy of LOGO in improving learner achievement, attitude, and
problem-solving skills made by the proponents of LOGO have made
LOGO seem Ideally suited for classroom appl1cation. Unfortunately,
many of these assertions have yet to be tested empirically. .
In th1s study, the effects of LOGO use were compared with a
program that prov1des 1nstruct1on in problem-solving strategies, as
well as with a control group, using six dependent measures, two on
each of the following constructs: achievement, attitude, and
problem-solving skills.
The results of the study indicate that ne1ther LOGO nor the
Problem-Solving treatments produced significant 1mprovement in
basic skills proficiency or general attitudes. However, both LOGO
and the Problem-Solving group were successful in improving learner
attitudes related to mathematics.
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In addition, the Problem-Solving group scored significantly
higher on both measures of problem-solving skills than did the LOGO
group, demonstrating that the benefits of LOGO may not transfer
beyond the LOGO environment.
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3

ignificantly
id the LOGO

A Comparison of the Effects of LOGO Use and

)t transfer

Teacher-Directed Problem-Solving Instruction on the
Problem-Solv1ng Sk11ls, Achievement,
and Attitudes of Low, Average, and High Achieving
Junior High School Learners

There

is

considerable

evidence

to

suggest

that

computer-assisted instruction <CAI) is a highly effective mode of
del1very ror instruction in a w1de variety of instructional settings
<Kulik, 1983).
Yet, Papert ( 1980), the creator of the LOGO programming
language and author of the controversial text Mindstorms. argues that
CAI is not an appropriate use of the microcomputer. Papert argues

that CAI does not allow the learner to control the learning, so the
learning content becomes separated from the child's reality, and
hence, insignificant.
Papert believes that LOGO's turtle geometry is an ideal
vehicle for teaching prob !em-solving skills. It ls Papert's content ion
that children are able to "relate to the turtle," and that learning
becomes more concrete and hence, easier and more relevant. Because
the learning is more relevant, Papert and other proponents of LOGO
<Lawler, 1980; Watt, 1982) believe that LOGO use leads to improved
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learner attitudes.

In addltion, because the l earner is able to

articulate his/her thinking, they assert that LOGO has meta-cognitive
benefits that enable the learners to improve their performance with
basic skills and transfer newly acquired problem-solving skills to
new learning situations.
On the other hand, other authors have noted what they feel is
a Jack of applicability of the LOGO language in the framework of the
tradi tional public school curriculum (Steff in, t 983).
Although it has been used and tested extensively at the

j

I

Artificial Intelligence Laboratory of the Massachusetts Institute of
Techn_QJogy since the late 1960s, LOGO ls relatively new in the public
school system, appearing in microcomputer form around 1980.
Because of this late start, little research has been conducted on the
efficacy of the LOGO language. Much of the writings concerning LOGO
to date are very "soft" in nature, typically describing an author's
experience in integrating LOGO into his/her classroom.
Until recently, the only empirical data available on LOGO had
come only from the M.l.T. researchers themselves.

Although these

studies are ob je~tive in nature, many serious quest ions as to their
external validity exist, especially considering much of this research
has been conducted on large, main frame computers, rather than the
microcomputers in use in the schools. Hence, to date, many of the
propositions surrounding the use of LOGO and its benefits are

12 4
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able to

virtually untested.

cognitive

Clearly, many questions concern1ng the efficacy of LOGO

1nce With

remain unanswered and more research is required.

skills to

compared

he

problem-solving
~Y

feel is

rk of the

effects

of

instruction

LOGO

use

and

with

This study

teacher-directed

conventional

mathematics

instruction on the problem-solving ability, basic skills achievement,
and attitudes of junior high level learners.
Methods

' at the

Subjects

:itute of

The subjects chosen for th1s study were 97 seventh grade

public

learners, selected from five sections of a seventh grade mathematics

d 1980.

course. Few of the learners in this sample had previous experience

d on the

with LOGO and none of the learners had been exposed to the

ng LOGO

problem-solving

author's

treatment.

ie

strategies

employed

in

the

problem-solving

There was an approximately equal distribution of males and
)GO had

females 1n the group. The sample was composed prlmarl ly of Anglo

h these

students (n = 85) with only s small amount

:o their

12).

~search

or mll')orlty students (n =

t:lateri a1s

')an the

Three instructional treatments were employed: a problem-

of the

solv1ng strategies instructional treatment, a structured LOGO

ts are

treatment, and a control.
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Problem-Solving. This treatment consisted of approximately
20 hours of instruction in problem-solving strategies. The lessons 1n
this treatment consisted of self-contained, print_:.based worksheets,
designed to function entirely as stand- alone instruction. The learners
were given the appropriate worksheets and directed to work
independently.
The lessons of this treatment focused on six problem-solving
strategies: "Guess and Check," "Make a Table," "Patterns," "Make a
Model ," "Elimination," and "Simplify." Materials for all of the s1x
strategies were adapted from Teaching Problem-Solyjog Skills CDolan
& Wi 11 lamson, 1983).

LOGO.

In this treatment, the learners were provided with

approximately 20 hours of computer time in which to explore the
turtle graphics capabilities of the Terrapin LOGO language on the
Apple 11 microcomputer system. Each learner was provided with a
lesson which contained a list of new commands and exercises which
guided exploration of these commands.

Each learner worked

independently to complete the lesson. Each lesson also contained a
difficult, culminating activity on which the learner focused after
completion of the preliminary activities of the lesson.
Prior to the beginning of the study, all teachers involved were
given a briefing on the type of intervention that should occur so that
the types of suggestions given to the learners would be consistent

12 6
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imately
)Sons in
~ sheets,

earners
) work

across a11 groups.
Control. Learners in this group were given additional time for
completing any school assi gnments and/or recreational reading.
Q_ependent Measur es

In addition to the three treatments described, the learners
were assessed on their achievement, atti tudes, and higher-level

·solving

a

'Make

t he s1x
~ <Do l an

thinking ski I Is.
Achievement

Measures.

There

were

two

measures

of

achievement used in this study. The first of these measures was the
district admini stered Program Criterion Reference Test (PCRT). This
test is a measure of the student's mastery of the grade level

d with

)re

the

on the

with

a

; which
worked

3ined a

1 after

objectives. The test contained 80 multiple choice items, four for

each of the 20 objectives.

Using data obtained from this study

yielded a split-half reliability coefficient of 0.78.
The second achievement measure used in this study was
mathenatics subtests of the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills. The
split-half reliability coefficient for the combined scales was f ound
to be 0.90, using data from this study.
Attitude Measures. Student attitude was also evaluated with
two measures. The first of these two measures was the Revised Math

d were

;o that
;istent

Attitude Scale. a Likert-type questionnaire. Learners were asked to
respond to 20 statements on a five part scale, ranging from "Strongly
Agree" to "Strongly Disagree." The split- half r eliabili ty coefficient
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of the survey was found to be O. 93.
The second attitude scale used in this study was the School
Attitude Measure (SAM). The SAM is also a Likert-type survey that
contains 85 questions pertaining to

attitudes toward school,

teachers, and attitudes towards education in general. Data collected
1n this study indicated that the split-half reliability coefficient of
the SAM was 0.78.
Prior to administering the attitude scales, the learners were

assured that thetr responses would ·be judged "bltndly," and that their
annonym1ty would be protected.

They were then encouraged to

respond honestly to the scales' items.
problem-Solving Skills Measures. Two measures of problemsolving sKills were used in this study: the Test of Cognitive Skills
(TCS) and the Test of Non-Routine Problem-Solving Skills (TNRPSS).
The TCS consists of four sections: "Memory," "Analogies,"
"Sequences," and "Verbal Reasoning." Data from this study yielded a
split-half reliability coefficient of 0.88 for the TCS.
The Test of Non-Routine Problem Solving Skills was developed
by this author in consultation with teachers fam i 1iar w ith teaching
and assessing problem-solving skills.

This scale consists of 20

items that measure non-routine problem solving skills.

These

problems are open-ended in nature with several possible solutions.
The learner was able to select the solution strategy he/she wished to

1 ?.R
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employ to solve the problem. This test was scored dichotomously,
chool
1

that

:hool,

with the correct answer receiving one point and an incorrect answer
receiving no points.
The final version of the TNRPSS was obtained by ana lyzing

ected

test-item data from an original pool of 85 items.

mt of

reliability coefficient of the final version of the TNRPSS was found

The split-half

to be 0.76.

were

Procedure

the1r

Students in five seventh grade mathematics classes were

ed to

systematically assigned to the three treatments previously described
from the five class rosters.

blemSkills
SS).

Students were then designated as high, average, or low in prior
achievement based on sixth grade CTBS scores.
Prior to the beginning of the study, the learners were informed

>gies,"

that the treatment groups would be rotated after the Initial

lded a

assignments had been completed.
Each of the learners was then subjected to their respect Ive

? loped

treatments for two instructional periods, approximately 45 minutes

aching

each, per week over a period of two months, 20 sessions in al l.

of 20

At the end of the experimental period, each learner was

These

Posttested on the dependent measures. The experimental data were

Jtions.

analyzed as follows.

hed to
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Exoerimental Design and Data Analysis
Data from this study was

ao~lyzed

through a fixed-effects

ANOVA for each of the dependent measures.

The design of the

experiment was a 3 x 3, two-factor design, featuring three levels
each of treatment group, LOGO, Problem-Solving, and Contro 1, and
prior achievement, High, Average, and Low.
Dependent measures included two measures of posttest

I
l
..l

achievement (the mathematics subtests of the Comprehensive Test o
Basic Skills and the seventh grade Program Criterion Referenced

Tusi), two measures of student attitude (the School Attitude Measure
and the Revised Math Attitude Scale), and two measures of
problem-solving skills (the Test of Cognitive Skills and the Test of
Non-Routine Problem-Solving Skills).
Results
Test of Cognitive Skills
The cell means for the TCS are shown in Table 1.
achievement

level

means

and

treatment

group

means

Both
were

significantly differ:ent Cp = .001) as shown in Table 2, the ANOVA for
this result.
The Problem-Solving Group differed significantly from the
Control, but not from the LOGO group, while the High group differeo
significantly from the Low group, but not the Average Group.
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Insert Tables 1 and 2 about here.

~ ff ects

Of the
levels

rest of Non-Routine Problem-Solving Skills
The cell means for the TNRPSS are listed in Table 3 and the

ol, and

ANOVA ts found in Table 4. These means did not differ significantly
.05). However, the mean of the Problem-Solving group was

)St test

(p =

Test

significantly larger (p

Q

= .001)

than the means of the Control and the

r enced

LOGO groups, although the means -of the LOGO and Control groups

lea sure

themselves did not differ significantly Cp

~es

=

.05).

of

·est Qf

Insert Tables 3 and 4 about here.

Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills
The cell means for the mathematics CTBS are given in Table 5.
Both

There was no signifificant treatment main effect (p

were

in the analysis of variance table, Table 6. However, the achievement

VA for

means were significantly different

(p

=

.05), as shown

= .001). Specifically, the High

group scored significantly higher than either the Average or Low

1m the

group. However, the means of the Average and Low groups were not

iffered

s1gn1f1cantly dtfferent (p

=

.05).
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Insert Tables 5 and 6 about here.

Program Criterion Referenced Test
The means for the achievement level groups were all

= .001 ). However, there were

significantly different for the PCRT (p

no significant differences among the treatment group means (p

=

.05).

Insert Tables 7 and 8 about here.

Reyjsed Math Attitude Scale
The cell means for the RMAS are given in Table 9 and the
ANOVA is shown in Table 1o. The means for the treatment groups
were significantly different (p

=

.00 I).

Both the LOGO and

Problem-Solving group means were significantly greater than that of
the Control group. However, the means of the Problem-Solving and
LOGO groups themselves were not statistically different

(p =

.05).

In addition, the mean for the Low group dif fered significantly
from the mean of the High group (p = .05). However, the means of the
Low and Average groups did not differ significantly, nor did the means
of the Average and High groups (p

=

.05).

In addition to these main effects, there was also a significant
(p

= .001)

interaction between treatment and achievement.

t ')')
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interaction is plotted in Figure 1.

Insert Tables 9 and 1O and Figure 1 about here.

ere all

:-e were
I =

.05),

.s_chOol Attjtude Measure
Cell means for the SAM are given in Table 11 .

Neither

treatment group means nor the achievement group means differed
signiflcantly

(p

= .05)

, as shown in Table 12, the ANOVA table for

this measure.

Insert Tables 11 and 12 about here.
md the
Discussion

groups
30 and

that of
ing and
i5).

icantly

of the
means

There are three main results from this study that warrant
further discussion and analysis. First, neither treatment group, LOGO

or The Problem-Solving strategies group, demonstrated any
improvement in basic skills achievement as the result of the
experimental 1ntervent1on.

Much of the research on mastery based instructional programs
has supported the notion that the learner must actively become
immersed in the knowledge or skill that is being learned for mastery

i ficant

This

to become a reality.

In this study, no such intensive basic skills

learning took place. Although this type of basic skills 1nstruct1on Is
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not the aim of LOGO there have been many assertions made as to the
efficacy of LOGO 1n improving the basic skills achievement of
learners. The results of this experiment indicate that neither LOGO,
nor more conventional problem-solving instruction, produce improved
learner achievement., principally due to the lack of focus on these
skills.
Second, the Problem-Solving group scored significantly higher
than did the Control or LOGO groupon both measures of problemsolving skills. In this case, learners given specific instruction in
problem-solving strategies were able to apply this new knowledge to
a var1ety of new problems, whereas learners subjected to a more
general learning experience such as LOGO were not able to respond
appropriately to new situations. This result again supports the body
of conventional research that asserts that specif ic, well-des igned
instructional interventions can have positive impacts on learning
outcomes. In addition, this result suggests that LOGO's "top-down"
thinking model may not transfer to problems outside of the LOGO
context.
Finally, although there were no significant results on the
School Attitude Measure. there were highly significant differences on
the Revised Math Attitude Scale.

The SAM measures a variety of

general attitudes towards school, teachers, and learning. These
attitudes are influenced by years of development, as well as a variety
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to the

of factors outs1de of the school itself. It may therefore be logical to

ent of

conclude that a much more dramatic treatment must be employed over

· LOGO,

a longer time frame 1n order to produce significant changes in this

proved

type of evolved attitude trait.

these

However, learners in the LOGO and Problem-Solving groups
scored significantly higher than their counterparts in the Control

higher

group on the Reyjsed Math Attitude Scale. Yet, neither treatment,

)blem-

LOGO nor Problem-Solving, scored significantly better than the other.

:ion in

Both of these treatments represented something different from the

dge to

normal classroom routine of these students. Therefore, it is likely

more

that these improved attitudes are, in some part, attributable to a

~ spond

novelty effect.

~ body

Finally, the significant Achievement by Treatment 1nteract1on

:> igned

present with the RMAS indicates that Low learners In the LOGO and

arning

Problem-Solving groups scored far higher than High or Average level

down"

learners, while Average-level

LOGO

learners seemed to prefer the

Problem-Solving treatment overal 1, while High learners responded
favorably only to the LOGO treatment.

n the

These results, coupled with observations made during data

:es on

collection indicate that the novelty effect earlier mentioned is most

·ty of

Pronounced for

These

unsuccessfu1with convent i ona 1 c1assroom instruct i ona 1 practices. It

lr iety

is this type of student that Papert ( 1980) suggests is benefited most

the Low

1earners,

135

who have genera 1ly been

r.
greatly by LOGO. However, the results from this study indicate that
virtually

n

0

new intervention, especially one in which success comes

t

quickly and easily, is likely to produce substantial improvements in

t

the attitudes of low learners.

r

The favorable attitudes of Average-abllity students toward the
material in the Problem-Solving treatment may result

f~om

the fact

that these materials were designed specifically for "average··
learners. In addition, many of these learners have had a variety of
computer experiences in previous math classes and in other content
areas. Therefore, the novelty effect may have been less strong for
these 1earners.
High learners also responded favorably to LOGO, but less
favorably to the Problem-Solving treatment. Thls result is likely due
to the materials of the Problem-Solving treatment were somewhat
simplistic for their ability level. Observations indicated that high
level learners often developed their own problems to solve in the
LOGO environment.

Solving this type of personal problem was

undoubtedly more challenging and rewardi ng to these students.
In summary, the results of this study .suggest that the
problem-solving skills fostered through LOGO use may not transfer
outside the context of LOGO, since LOGO apparently provides only a
single algorithm which may not apply to many types of non-routine
problems. In contrast, the problem-solving strategies taught as part
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of tne Problem-Solving treatment were highly effective in improving
the problem-solving skills of these learners. Both the LOGO group and

.s in

the Problem-Solving group demonstrated an impr.ovement in attitudes
related to mathematics instruction. This improvement was, in part,

i the

fact

attributed to a novelty effect.
Neither treatment group demonstrated an tmprovement in more

·age"

general attitudes or basic skills achievement.

This lack of

ty of

Improvement was attributed to the lack of a specific focus on these

1tent

two constructs. by the materials in·these treatments. The results of

g for

tMs study suggest that specific, well designed interventions targeted

at spec1f1c types of learning can be effective in producing
less

y due
~what

1mprovements

in

these

learnings.

Howe'ier,

non-specific

Interventions such as LOGO may not be nearly as effective.
It should be noted that the LOGO treatment used in this study

: high

was only one of many possible applications of LOGO and it is possible

n the

that other app11cations of LOGO, over longer periods of time, would

was

produce d1fferent results and more research with these applications

1

should be conducted.

it the

However, based on the results of this study,

LOGO does not produce the effects often suggested by its proponents.

ansfer

only a
·outine

1s part
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Table 1.

Mean percent scores for the Test of Cognitive Sk1Jls <TCS).

~uction.

PS

LOGO

TOTAL

43.05

59.03

52.50

51.49

(N=9)

<n=9)

(n=8)

<n=26)

60.18

76.81

67.19

69.38

<n=7)

<n= 11)

<n=8)

<n=26)

74.75

78.58

75.62

76.04

<n= 10)

<n=7)

<n= 12)

<n=29)

59.85

71 .34

66.61

66.01

<n=26)

(n=27)

Cn=28)

Cn=81)

Control
ethnic
J ~~tioo,

LOW
·solving

r -based

Average

11igence
tute of

H1gh

owerful
TOTAL
' LOGO.
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Table 2.

Fixed-effects analysis of variance for the Test Q[
Cognitive Skills (TCS).

sv

SS

df

Treatment (T)

1217.21

2

608.60

7.22a

Achievement CA)

5409.43

2

2704.72

32.oeb

305.77

4

76.44

6070.32

72

84.31

TA

s:TA

ap< .001
bp< .001
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Table 3.

Mean percent scores for the Test of Non-Routine
problem-Solving Skills CTNRPSS).

F

Control

7. 22a

2.oab

LOW

PS

LOGO

TOTAL

25.00

50.56

21.25

32.69

Cn=9)

Cn=9)

Cn=8)

Cn=26)

21.43

47.27

27.50

34.23

<n=7)

<n= 11 >

<n=8)

<n=26)

33.00

54.29

29.58

36.72

Cn= 10)

Cn=7)

Cn= 12)

Cn=29)

27.12

50.1 9

26.61

34.63

<n=26)

Cn=27)

Cn=28)

Cn=81)

0.91

Average

Hfgh

TOTAL
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Table 4.

Fixed-effects analysis of variance for the Test QI
Non-Rout1ne problem-Solyiog Skills <TNRPSS).

sv

SS

df

MS

10388.95

2

5194.47

Achievement (A)

825.27

2

412.64

1.6 t

TA

331.24

4

82.81

0.32

18417.96

72

255.81

Treatment (T)

s:TA

a p <.001

I
'.I
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Test Qf

Tables.

Mean percent scores for the mathematics Comprehensive
Jest of Basjc Skills CCTBS).

20.31 a

1.61

PS

LOGO

TOTAL

58.39

58.04

62.35

59.41

(n=8)

(n=9)

(n=7)

(n=24)

68.24

74.01.

80.15

74.59

Cn=6)

<n= 11 )

Cn=8) .

(n=25)

87.69

91.47

88.24

88.85

Cn= 13)

(n=8)

Cn= 10)

<n=31 )

74.68

73.87

78.40

75.55

Cn=27)

(n=28)

(n=25)

(n=80)

Control

F

Low

0.32

Average

Hfgh

TOTAL

143

Table 6.

Fixed-effects analysis of variance for the mathematics

T

Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills <CTBS).

sv
Treatment (T)
Achievement (A)
TA
s:TA

df

SS

MS

F

0.71

266.07

2

133.03

8376.86

2

4188.43

270.26

4

67.57

71

212.09

13256.39

..

22.43a
0.36

a p < .001

1
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Table 7.

Mean percent scores for the Program Cr1terion Referenced
~CPCRT).

PS

LOGO

TOTAL

49.63

49.33

53.00

50.50

<n=8)

(n=9)

(n=7)

(n=24)

58.00

62.91

68.13

63.40

Cn=6)

Cn= 11)

(n=8)

Cn=25)

74.54

77.75

75.00

75.52

(n= 13)

<n=8)

(n= 10)

<n=31)

63.48

62.79

66.64

71.01

Cn=27)

(n=28)

Cn=25)

<n=80)

Control

.3a

LOW

6

Average

High

TOTAL
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Table 8.

F1xed-effects analysis of variance for the Program

Tat

Criterion Referenced Test (PCRT).

SV

Treatment (T)
Achievement CA)
TA
s:TA

df

SS

MS

F

665.87

2

332.94

1.91

16253.54

2

8126.77

46.73a

1242.17

4

310.54

12347.31

71

173.91

1.79

A'i
ap< .001

l
Tt
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Table 9.

Mean percent scores for the Revjsed Math Attitude Scale
CRMAS).

PS

LOGO

TOTAL

57.50

73.00

74.00

67.97

Cn= 10)

(n= 10)

(n=9)

(n=29)

62.90

69.15

67.44

66.72

<n= 10)

<n= 13)

<n=9)

Cn=32)

62.08

61 .22

68.69

64.31

Cn= 13)

<n=9)

<n= 13)

<n=35)

60.94

68.13

69.87

69.22

(n=33)

<n=32)

(n=31)

(n=96)

F

Control

1.91
46.73a

L0W

1.79

Average

Htgh

TOTAL
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Table 1o. Fixed-effects analysis of variance for the Revised Math
Attitude Scale (RMAS).

SS

df

1417.25

2

708.62

22.32a

Achievement (A)

208.01

2

104.00

3.2ab

TA

859.59

4

214.90

6.77C

2761.64

87

31.74

SV

Treatment (T)

s:TA

a p <.oo J
b .0 I < p < .05

c p < .001

1AR

MS

F

The Efficacy LOGO
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Table 11. Mean percent scores for the Schoo 1 Attitude Measure
(SAM).

PS

LOGO

TOTAL

69.63

70.66

67.0l

69. 17

Cn= 10)

(n= 10)

Cn=9)

(n=29)

70.53

72.43

72.53

71.87

Cn= l 0)

Cn= 13)

(n=9)

Cn=32)

71.56

69.10

73.46

7 1.63

<n= 13)

(n=9)

(n= 13)

<n=35)

70.66

70.94

71.32

70.97

(n=33)

(n=32)

(n=31)

<n=96)

Control

F
22.32a

Low

3.2ab
6.77C

Average

Hlgh

TOTAL
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Table 12. Fixed-effects analysis of variance for the School Attitu!le_
Measure CSAM>.

sv

SS

Treatment (T)

30.24

2

15.12

0.02

Ach1evement CA>

1311.86

2

655.93

0.97

TA

1914.78

4

478.69

0.7 1

58673.83

87

674.41

s:TA

df
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Figure Caption
-01 Atti~

fj~e..l

Achievement-by-Treatment Interaction for the Revised
tjath Att1tude Scaje (RMAS).

F
0.02
0.97
0.71
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High
Medium
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The Effects of Video-only, CAI only, and Interactive Video
deo

instructional Systems on Learner Performance and Attitude: An
Exploratory Study

de: An

Computer- assisted instruction (CAI) has had beneficial effects
on learner achievement in a wide variety of instructional settings.
Research has shown that CAI not only improves learner achievement,
at times by as much as

soro,

but can also reduce the amount of time

necessary to accomplish the same amount of learning (Kulik, 1983).
CAI has been effective with a wide variety of learners and in
. many different types of instructional settings (Charp, 1981 ).

-

In

.

addition, CAI has had positive effects on improving the affective
outcomes of instruction, such as learner attitude and self-esteem
(Dalton & Hannafin, 1985; Clement, 1981 ). The favorable attitudes of
learners

who

participate

in

computer-assisted

instructional

programs have been attributed to the fact that the computer had
infinite patience, never showed signs of anger or frustration, and left
the learners with a general feeling of having learned "better.~
Yet, despite the many instructional benefits associated with
the use of CAI, there are many instructional situations in which CAI
simply is not adequate (Martorella, 1983). For example, computer
generated graphics are generally not capable of depicting intricate,
vtsua lly-ori ented

instruct i ona 1
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sequences,

such

as

surgi ca 1
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procedures or flight training, with the realism that is required.
On the other hand, video images can present instruction with
realism that is not possible in CAI. However, although video-bas
instruction has been effective in many situations, the ma
instructional benefits of the typical CAI are lost mussell, 198
Since video-based instruction is generally non-interactive, t
possibilities for individualized pacing, feedback, and reinforceme
are greatly diminished
Many authors · note that video often becomes a passl
instructional medium where learners do not actively participate
the learning and hence, simply "tum-off" to the instruction (Gendel

&- Gendele, 1984).
In the past decade, computer and video technologies have be
merged to form a new promising media known as "interactive video.
With this new technology, the learners are shown a segment of video
instruction and asked questions about that segment by the computer.
The computer can then perform the same functions as it does in mo
conventional CAI: inputting and judging the learners' response
providing feedback and reinforcement, and record keeping.
The possibilities for improving CAI with video images throu~
interactive video instruction seem very promising. Current researdl
indicates that the variety of visual and auditory learning stimuH
present in interactive video can dramatically improve learning (Clark.

Interactive Video

tctive Vi

. 4

uired.

t984).
In addition, a recent study noted that the interactive nature of

tideo-bas

tnteractlve video can not only improve short-range recall, but can
also aide in retention (Schaff er & Hannafin, 1984).

However, this

study also demonstrated that excessive amounts of interactivity in
Interactive video do not appreciably effect performance or retention,

bUt drastically impact the efficiency of the instruction presented.
Although the many assumptions made about interactive Video
a passive
ticlpate Ill

>n (Gendele

make it seem ideally suited for many educational and training
settings, there are many questions concerning the use of interactive
video technology that have yet to be answered. Thls study compared
the effects of. interactive video lnstruction on learner performance

. have been
:ive video:
1t of video
computer

and attitude, with conventional CAI and stand-alone video, in order to
determine exactly what types of learning tasks best lend themselves
to interactive video instruction
Materials_and.J1ethods

es in more

The 134 subjects for this study were selected from six

r esponses,

Introductory level junior high Industrial Arts Exploration classes. The
basic learning consisted of a set of 27 General Shop Safety Rules. In

es through

general, each of the rules involved a visually-oriented task or

t research

behavior required of the learners. Three parallel forms of instruction

'9 stimuli

were employed: Video-only, CAI only, and Interactive Video.

ing (Clark,
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video-only lesson consisted of a 15 minute video presentation on t
safe use of tools. Learners were shown a short narrated segment th
depicted both an example and non-example of the correct behavi
The CAI-only lesson used the narrator's script as the basis of
tutorial lesson.

The interactive video lesson combined the vid

segments from the video lesson with the tutorial from the CAI lesso
Prior to the beginning of the study, the learners wer
designated as relatively high or low in prior achievement based
their sixth grade total Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills score
They were then randomly assigned to one of the three treatmen
groups described. At the conclusion of the lesson, the learners were
given a print-based posttest, covering the rules that had be
presented in the three treatments, and a survey to address their
attitudes towards the instruction.
Design and Procedures .
This study employed a completely crossed 3 x 2 x 2 treatment
by achievement by sex factorial design, featuring 3
treatment (video only, CAI only, and interactive video), and three
levels of prior achievement (high, average, and low) based on CTBS
scores. Dependent measures included one measure of performance and
one measure of attitude toward instruction.
Posttest performance scores were analyzed with ANCOVA
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ation

on th~

egment that

procedures, using prior achievement as the covariate. Attitude scores
were analyzed with ANOVA procedures.

ct behavior.
basis

of a

d the Video

· CAI lesson.
rners were
nt based on
:i 11 s scores.
~

treatment

arners were
t had been

!dress their

findings
The means for the treatment groups on the performance
measure were 64.98%, 73.54%, and 70.48% for the Video, CAI, and
Interactive Video treatments, respectively. The means of all three
groups were significantly different at the alpha= .05 level.
In order, the attitude scale means of the Video, CAI, and
Interactive Video treatment groups were 75.07%, 74.26%, and 82.87%.
The mean of the Interactive Video group was significantly higher than
both the CAI and Video only groups at the alpha = .005 level. However,
the means of the Video group and the CAI group were not statistically
different.
In addition to the treatment main effect on the attitude scale,
there was also a significant Achievement by Treatment Interaction.

2 treatment

levels of
1,

and three

;ed on CTBS
Jrmance and

Implications of thg Study

There are three major findings from this study that warrant
discussion: a) CAI alone tends to the the most effective instructional
delivery syst_em for the type of learning task chosen for this study,
b) interactive video instruction produced significant improvements in
learner attitudes when compared with CAI and Video alone, and c) the

th ANCOVA

attitude effects observed in this study were not constant across prior

l59
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achievement level.
It might be assumed that the interactive video treatment,
virtue of its video enhancements and individual lzation, would be t
most effective in producing high levels of performance. Howeve
this assumption was not supported by this study for two princ1Q
reasons.

First, the interactive video equipment was very new

these students. Observations made during the lessons indicate that
these learners were somewhat distracted by the vari ous noises a
indicator lights produced by the videotape players in this treatment
Second, the delays caused by long tape access t i mes may have giv
the learners the opportunity to drift and not actively participate 10
the instructio"n. On the other hand, these learners were familiar wit
·CAI lessons, so this media provided no such distractions and its mor
direct nature seemed to keep these learners more "on task."
Although the learners using the CAI lesson performed best, the
interactive video

lesson was successful in impr oving learner

att1tudes towards the instruction.

This improvement in learner

attitude may be the result of the more motivating nature of tht
"natural" video images or the immediate reinf orcement provided by
the computer (Bejar, 1982). Unfortunately, as not.ed earlier, the
learners involved in this study had never used this kind of delivery
system before. Therefore, the differences in observed attitudes
in part, be attributable to a novelty effect.
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However, the most important finding of this study is that the
nent, BJ
j

be

tne

ow ever,
r incipat
new
~ te

~.

that

ses

an~

~atment

'e given
ipate In

ar wit~
ts

mor~

attitude differences observed varied across prior achievement level.
specifically, low ability students scored dispropotionately lower on

the CAI lesson than low learners in the other treatment groups. What,
then, could account for this strongly negative reaction to the CAI
treatment by low ability learners?
In the school chosen to participate in this study, CAI has been
used for approximately four years, primarily for remediating the
basic skills deficiencies of low-abil i ty learners. Perhaps CAI, when
used only in a remedial capacity, can have the same stigmatizing
effects often observed with low ability learners are placed in
conventional "special" programs. The results of this study support
the notion that a great deal of care is warranted in the use of CAI, and
remedial programs in general, i f these detrimetal effect are to be

est, the
learnen
learner
of tAe
ided b~

er, the
!el ivery

avoided.

In summary, the. results of this study indicate that CAI can be a
highly effective mode of instruction where the additional capabilities
provided by interactive video are not required.

In addition, both

interactive video and CAI are more effective in producing high levels
of Performance than video only, substanti ally due to their ability to
keep learners more actively participating in the learning. Finally,
although CAI can be used to effect ively impr ove learner attitude, like
other types of instructional media, CAI can have deliterious effects
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on learner attitude if used in a manner where low ability learne
feel demeaned or isolated because of their additional needs.
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Abstract
Although

hlghly-designed,

outcome-b~sed

computer-based

mstructional interventions have been successful in inproving the
basic skills of learners in a wide variety of educational settings,
little research has been conducted on more open-ended computer
teaming activities, such as word processing.
The present study examined the effects of a year-long word
processing program on learners· hollistic writing skills.

Learners .

were in the treatment group used a word processor three times per
week to complete their writing assignments, while students in the
control used conventional print-based writing techniques.
Results from this study suggest that word processing is
especially effective for low ability students. However, there were
several logistical problems related to access to the computers
encountered during the study that may have prevented more dramatic
results.
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WORD PROCESSING AND THE WRITING PROCESS:
ENHANCEMENT OR DISTRACTION?

Introduction

l

I

Highly-designed, outcome-based computer-assisted instruction
(CAI) has been effective in a wide variety of instructional settings
(Kulik, 1983).

Yet, it has been suggested that the great potential

benefits of instructional applications of computer-based technologies

He in more open-ended computer activities such as word processing,
where the computer is used more as a learning tool than as an
electronic tutor (Dudley-Marling, 1985).
Traditionally, writing skills have been taught by two distinct
I

approaches: the reductive approach and the hollistic approach
(Hartwell, 1985).

In the reductive approach, writing is taught by

focusing on discrete, often isolated mechanical skills, including
punctuation, syntactical rules, etc.
The hollistic approach concentrates attention on the process of
writing and largely neglects instruction in specific mechanics, the
assumption being that if learners concentrate on the meaning and the
production of the text as a whole, the mechanical skills will follow
With this approach, learners are taught that the writing process
consists of three distinct steps: pre-writing or planning, writing, and
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3
most importantly, revision (see Figure 1). This approach to writing
tnstruction is now the most popular (Moffet, 1968).

Insert Figure 1 about here.

There fs evidence to support the efficacy of the hollistic
:ion

approach to writing instruction. In a study comparing the two

ngs

approaches, no significant differences were found in the writing

:1a1

Quality between treatment groups, _leading the authors to conclude
that the reductive approach, wh11e leadfng to better mechanical

skms, does not improve the overall quality of the writing product
(Meckel, 1963).

In addition, it has been noted that the hollistic

approach can be especially effective in improving the writing skills

1ct

of low-achieving learners, since these students tend to get

ch

bogged-down with the form, rather than the substance of the text

'J y

(Rose, 1983).

1g

In a recent review of the 1iterature comparing the two
approaches to writing instruction, it was noted that some authors
found that mechanical approaches can often have deliterious effects
on the overall quality of students' writing (Hartwell, 1985).
To date, computers have been used to support writing
mechanics through the use of drill and practice and tutorial CAI. The
RSVP project conducted in the Miami/Dade County schools found that
this type of computer instruction did

170
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mechanical skllls, but had no discernable impact on the overan
quality of their writing products. The "Writing to Read" project
sponsored by IBM (Blum & Furlong, 1983) has also supported this lack
of efficacy of the reductive approach.
The potential benefits of word processing technology ti\
assisting learners within the hollistic approach, especially in the
revision portion of the process, seem somewhat obvious. Yet, very
little empirical study has been conducted to date.

A recent study

conducted with elementary students reported that the inclusion of
word processors in the writing program produced significant
improvements in the attitudes of the learners (Willer, 1985)
Specifically, it was noted that the learners involved in the study had
favorable attitudes towards the revision process when accomplished
on the microcomputer and spent more time in the revision process. In
addition, favorable results have been reported when word processors
have been used with primary age learners (Phenix & Hannan, 1985)
Although the potential of word processing in aiding the writing
process seems great with elementary learners, many questions as to
the efficacy of this technology with other populati ons remain.
This study examined the effects of a year-long hollistic
writing program that used word processing technology to ·aide
learners in revising their writing on learners· writing skills.

I
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Methods
he overai

project

d"

this Jack

j

SL'>Jects
The subjects of this study were 80 seventh grade students,
crawn from four remedial language arts courses.

Learners were

placed in the remedial programs based on below-average sixth grade
nology io

camprebensjye Test of Basic Skills (CTBS) scores and through the

Iy in the

reccommendations

Yet, very,

below-average in language sk111s, many of these learners possessed

mt study

average to above-average skills in other content areas, such as

lusion of
~nificant

"

1985)

tudy had

ipI ished

of

their

sixth

grade

teachers.

Although

mathematics and science.
Materials
Two treatments were employed: a word processing treatment

a'\d a conventional writing process treatment.
Word processing · treatment.

Over a period of one academ1c

:ess. In

year, students in the word processing group completed all of their

cessors

respective writ1ng assignments on an Apple I le microcomputer

85)

eQuipped with the EreeWrjter word processsing program.

,vrning

EreeWrjtec program is a moderately powerful pub! ic domain word

s as to

processing program which possesses editing features including the

The

abilities to find and rep lace errors, move text blocks, and format

JJ istic

documents on screen.

, ·aide

word processing and data diskettes and provided with aproximately

Each student was furnished with their own

three Instructional periods of computer time per week.
The students were given two weekly writing exercises to
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complete on the word pr ocessor. This exercises included developint
fictional short stories, writing letters, and expository prose. These
exercises typically required the learner to produce between one a
two pages of text each.

In addition to the writing exercises, the

students completed four major written papers. The students were

0

given a general topic and asked to produce a final printed document of
between three and five pages.
Conventional wrjtjng program. Students in the conventional
writing program used pen-and-paper methods to complete the same

Ti

types of writing activities.
Procedure
Prior to the beginning of the study, the learners were
designated as relatively high or low in prior writing achievement
based on results of a writing pretest.
The learners were then assigned to their relative treatment
groups were they completed
At the conclusion of the study, the learners were given a
standardized writing test, which was scored by three independent,
"blind" examiners. The evaluations of each of the three examiners
was combined to form a combined score.
These writing samples were evaluated by each examiner on the
following five cri teria: structure and organization, correct usage of
the parts speech, punctuation, capitalization, and spelling.
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Uft6rjroenta1 Design and Data Analysis
~'
The design of this study was a 2 x 2 completely crossed

treatment by achievement factorial design, featuring two levels of

, the

were

treatment (word processing and conventional writing), and two levels

of prior achievement (high and low).
Posttest writing sample scores were analyzed with ANOVA

nt Of

~ocedures.

Results
The percent cell means for the writing sample are given in
table 1. Overall, the mean of the relatively high achieving learners

was 77.56%, while the mean of the relatively low achieveing learners

was 71.06%.

These means were significantly different at the p

=.01

Jev.el as shown In Table 2, the analysis of variance table for this

result
nent
Insert Tables 1 and 2 about here.

ma
ent,

The mean for the word processing group was 75.69%, while the

mean of the conventional writing group was

72.94%. These means

were not significantly different. However, there was a significant (p
the
~

= .10)

Achievement by Treatment Interaction.

depicted graphically in Figure 2.

of
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Insert Figure 2 about here.

Discussion
There are two results from this study that warrant further
discussion. First, there was a significant achievement by treatment
interaction.

This interaction indicates that the relatively low

achieving learners scored significantly better if they used the word
processing treatment than low learners in the conventional.
Th1s result supports much of the previous research that
suggests that the writing skills of low achieving learners and other
special populations can be greatly benefited by · word processing
technology even though other types of "special" interventions have had
little effect.
In addition, this result and observations made during the stud'{
support the notion that word processing can make the revision
process more facile and less frustrating

for these

learners.

Specifically, the teachers involved in this study noted that the
learners using the word processor required less encouragement to
revise drafts of their writing assignments and generally spent more
time in thr revision process than their counterparts using pencil and
paper methods.
Interviews conducted with learners in this study suggest that
the word processor made the writing process more pleasant because
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correcting errors was simplified and the computer ellminated much

of the physical discomfort with wh1ch many of these learners have
associated the writing act.
HoweverJ it should be noted that there was no treatment main
effect observed in this study. Specif1ca11yJ word processing was not
urther
tment
f

low
word

effective for the relatively high ability students.
condUcted during the study and

Observations

interviews conducted at the

conclusion of the study indicate that this lack of efficacy was the
result of two main factors.
FirstJ many students had significant trouble in keyboarding.

that
other
~ssing

1e had

Learners at this age level have been exposed to little formal typing
fnstruction. As a resultJ they spend an inordinately large amount of

time "hunting" about the keyboard before the can "peck" a key. Many
learners stated that they found this task excessively time consuming

and distracting when compared with pencil and paper writing. In fact,
study

1ision

rners.
t the
nt to

more
11 and

several noted that typing problems effectively interrupted their
concentration while writing.
The second major problem with the word processing treatment
was the disruptive nature of the accessing the hardware necessary.
In this school environment, all of the school's computers are grouped
into two laboratories.

Although ready access was not a problem

during the period of time required for the studyJ each trip to the
computer lab seemed to be a "mini field-trip."

. that

Several students stated that they pref erred remaining in class

:ause
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working, rather than the disruption of relocating in the computer lab.
In addition, other students said ~hat they often purposefully wasted
time during the required transitional periods.
Finally, several students 1n the word processing group notea
that they often neglected the careful planning that they would have
ordinarily performed prior to actually composing the draft.

The

attributed this neglect to their impression that the word processor
simplified editing to such an extent that planning was no longer as
important as it had been with conventional paper and pencil writing.
One student noted that the consequences of poor planning while using
the word processor were not a severe stnce "with computer, so what
if you have to start overr
Although this study demonstrated that word processing has the
potential to ·provide an instructional environment that can be
beneficial to the writing skills of low achieving learners, several
important questions remain and further research should be conducted
Future studies should investigate three issues concerning the
instructional uses of word processing. First, an appropriate mode of
providing basic keyboarding skills should be investigated. Perhaps an
introductory module on keyboarding should be provided to al I the
students in a manner analguous to basic handwriting skills. Clearly,
the lack of these skills is a serious impediment to developing writing
skills with the word processor.
Second, varied hardware configurations should be examined in
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order

to find the basing mode in which the type of distractions

o05erved in th1s. s~udy might be minimized.

For example, potential

solutions including using a dedicated computer classroom should be

noted

tnvestfgated. In any event, the disruptive arrangements encountered
utng this studied should be minimized to the extent possible.
Finally, future studies should determine ways in which

: essor

outlining and other pre-writing activities can be emphasized, along

ger as

with the re-writing and editing phases of the writing process. There

r iting.

n

· using

programs that are available. Perhaps such a package might provide a

several relatively new computer-assisted project planning

suitable method with which planning skills might be developed.
In summary, the results of this study suggest that, with the
1as the

exception of several significant logistical problems associated with

:an be

the implementation of the computers themselves, word processing

;everal

technology, because of its ability to greatly simplify the re-writing

ucted.

phase, may provide the ideal medium for the development of hollistic

ng the

writing skills for many learners.

1ode of

1aps an
311 the
:Jearly,
vriting

ined in
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Table 2. Analysis of variance for the writing sample.

Source

SS

df

MS

F

Achievement (A)

676

676

8.96a

Treatment (T)

121

121

1.60

AXT

210.25

210.25

2_7gb

Within (error)

4527.50

60

a .oo 1 <p < .o t
b .05 < p < .10
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75.46
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16

Figure Captions
EifCeJ..

re-wr1t1ng.

F

8.96a

1.60

The writ1ng process 1nclud1ng pre-wrlting, writ1ng, and

f1Fe.2.

Achievement by Treatment Interaction for the writing
sample.

2.79b
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.-.oREHENSIVE STUDY OF THE OPERATIONAL PRO BL ENS OF HIGHER EDUCAT 1ON
AFFILIATED CABLE TELEVISION STATIONS

A ...-~

Abstract
~ past 40 years television has been primarily delivered by a 1 imiting
'bt'~dcasting
medium. The steady establishment of cable television
·afr 0 nities, recent technological developments in cable carrying
cGllll~d the loosening of FCC regulations have all fostered the potential
t~4 :able gr°"'th and utilization. With increasing market penetration,

~ltgts and universities· have or will aHil iate with local or regional

c

ttJJS providing a mutually beneficial relationship for training,
111ing and pu bl .1 c access.
:
pu:~pose of the presentation will be to report upon a selective and
.,, survtY which focused upon documenting and identifying operational
1
thtse affiliated stations are having in accomplishing their respective
1
lt1S• Results from the study will help in providing an understanding of the
t range of operations and assist other colleges and universities to
nt t-his option in television and education.
'f.bt pri-rnarY areas of interest consisted o-f- station: Cl) organization; (2)
• (~ personnel; and (4) equipment.
Tbt paptr will concentrate on the most significant problems identi-f-ied
t tht:ofour primary areas of interest. The paper will also provide
.-ations that may be used by higher education institutions that are
daring developing a cable facility and those existing facilities looking
•rs to improve.

!..

-i-

A CcttPREHENSIVE STUDY OF THE OPERATIONAL PROBL81S OF HIGHER EDU
AFFILIATED CABLE TELEVISION STATIONS
BacKground
For the past 40 years, television has been primarily a broadcasti
Signals were transmitted from antennas located on towers and picked up
antennas. This system 1 imits the amount of channels that can be broadc
to overlapping and interference. Nearly one-half of the U.S. televisi
audience cannot receive more than six broadcast channels; many receive
the picture quality .is inferior on many of the channels <Smith, 1979),
However, cable television has the potential to end the scarcity of
channels. Many existing cable systems carry 20 television channels and
to 40 <Williams, 1982), Fiber optics developed at Bell Research Labs~
possible a greatly increased channel capacity, numbering into the thou~
channels <Bittner, 1981).
Further cable growth has been fostered by the elimination of
regulations in 1978 by the courts <Levenson, 1980). Estimates of cable
are that 50% of about 95 mill ion projected households in 1995 will be p
cable services. In the early 1980's, cable penetration is a 1 ittle over
77 mill ion households <Williams, 1982>.
· Many colleges and universities have television studios and often t
· affiliated with local cable systems. These studios have several purpou
the most important being the instruction and training of students. H<M
many of these studios also provide public access for the community tot
cable company's channels. A study Is needed to determine what problems
studios are having in accomplishing their mission. Such a study would~
in providing an understanding of the services available and assisting ot
colleges to examine the option in television and education.
Purpose
This study will focus on examining college and university affiliated
television stations and the identification of their operational problems.
The purpose of this study is to present data on problems and concer
a college should consider before starting a cable affiliated station.
There are four research questions that will be examined by the stud.1
These questions will center around four areas; organization, budget, per
and equipment. The four research questions to be answered are:
1.

What organizational concerns can be identified in college and
cable affiliated stations?

2.

What budget concerns can be identified in college/university cable
affiliated stations?

3.

What personnel concerns can be identified in college and university
affiliated stations?

4.

What equipment concerns can be identified in college/university cable
affiliated stations?
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Methodology

t

directors or chief executives of higher education affiliated
wowere surveyed. A developed questionnaire consisting of over 100
atf ons i ables, c l ustered under the four primary ar.eas of interest, ser 11 ed
ttd ~~~d protoco 1 for the 20 to 30 minutes in-depth te 1 ephone in terv i e•,<Js.
tro of the questions requested a reaction to a statement along a
•!Y~um scale. The protocol also provided the opportunity for
tin onwnentarY wh i ch was later synthesized given ident i fied patterns.
d 'suming method of telephone i nterviews proved invaluable, result i ng
c~~on not readily attainable through other research methods . The 100/.
f t ' ~n frankness, and enthusiastic support . of this research effort by
•: ;v i ;wed became rapidily apparent given the unique focus of this survey
111 systems alon~. For a~ ind~pth report on the methodology_ and a cop y
f ful questionna i re used 1n this study see Dudt and La.mbersk1, 1986 .

..tr
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Analyses of Demographic Information

1ht survey gathered i nformation from 87 college- and univers i t y- a.ff i 1 i ated

ft&tions across the United States. There were 23 pr i vate colleges and
lt lts and 64 public colleges and universities.
s izt of the institutions of higher education surveyed varied a great
I of ten they
T~t smallest college had an undergraduate student enrollment of 780
.1 purposes
ts
and the largest university had 65 , 000 undergraduate students.
ts. HCMev.
TU waduate enrollments of the surveyed institutions varied also.
i ty to the
:j'x of the colleges/universities did not offer graduate educat i on at all
problems i
~• ~niversity had 10 1 000 graduate students.
ly wou 1d be I
slight majority of the colleges and universities surveyed had ongoing
isting ot hft
inutng education programs, 46 or 52. 9"1.. However, there were 37 inst i tut i ons
boq11d cable facilities that could not answer the question. These
tori did not know if their institution provided continu i ng education.
h ring the discussion on continuing education <non-credit adult education)
tht directors, it was noted that only one director was using the station
·cred i t adult education . The 37 directors that did not answer the
affiliatedc
tion"tre
totally unaware of their i nstitutions efforts in this area.
problems.
Tht
inst
i
tutions
were divided i nto three demographic areas; urban, suburban
n d concerns
l'tr
ll.
An
urban
i
nst i tution was defined as an inst i tution that was loc ated
a t ion .
ill
tht
city
limits
of a major metropolitan center of SO ,000 or more people .
the study.
bin i nstitution •.11as located within a one-hour drive of a major
olitan center, a rural instit u t i on was more than a one-hour drive from a
lt tropolitan center . The majorit y of the institutions, 49 or 56.3%, ~11ere
ttd 1n r ur a 1 are as •
lh! re i s a great variation in the age of the higher education affiliahd
i11on stat i ons; one station was founded in 1957 and the late in 1984.
't~-.'
a growth throughout the 1960 ' s and 1970 ' s with continual but slo1,11er
y cable
11
in the 1980 ' s.
.
Thirteen facil i ty directors were unable to establish when their station s
' Several of the directors were new to the i r positions and some said that
i versity
t h.ld been so much staff turnover ov·er the years that the date had been
t,
s i ty cable

il~~trally,
11

it takes four years once a stat i on has been fou nded to become
'd wi th a cable compan y . The earl i est date for cab l e affil i at i on was
iJ ·to be 1966, accord i ng to the directors surveyed, with the 1 a test
•at i on being January of 1985. There were only four directors tha t were
Pa ge 2 of 7
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unable to identify when their stations became affiliated with the cable
Programming of the vast majority <97/.) of the higher education aff i
cable stations is part of the basic cable fee. In other words, individ
within the community receiving cable do not generally have to pay extra
the college"s/university's cable station. There 1.11ere on}y six ·
coll eges/universities whose programming was no t included within
fee.
The basic cable fee varied for $5 to $23 for cable service <all dolt
figures were rounded to the nearest dollar). Twenty-five of the direct
28.7"/. did not Know what the basic cable fee was in the community where t
programming was presented to the publ i c. It is important to note that n
programming developed by a college/university is presented on the local
If there was no local cable company, often the programs were carried by l
company in another town or city. This helps explain why the d ir ectors
unfamiliar with the price system of the cable company.
There were only six surveyed facilities that had programming whose
were not included in the basic cable fee.
Only one director Knew ~hat
additional fee was for his programming. His cable company's basic fee w
to get the pay television channel that carried the facil ity"s prograrnm 1n
other five directors had their progral'Ntling on pay television channels but
not Know what the consumer"s fee was to obtain the programming .
The population of the communities that could potentially receive tht
surveyed facilities programming varied greatly, ranging from the smalles.t
to the largest at 1.5 mill ion. There were 22 directors that did not kn
accurately their community"s population. ·
A large majority of the directors <72.4%) did not know how many hou
were getting cable and could receive their facility's programming. The
directors that did know generally how many households could receive thei ~
progranvning gave a large range from 200 households to 170,000 households.
Analyses of Station-related Problems
NWhat organizational concerns can

be

identified?•

Problems areas in instructional programming, reporting relationshiD'>1
company relationships and public access were explored .
The most serious problem faced by the directors in providing inst ru
programming 1.11as inadequate funding. Some of this problem was caused by
general lacK of funds in higher education, but there was also a lack of
and administrative support for the effort in some schools. Several di re
related that their administration wanted the instructi onal programming bll
unwilling or unable to fund the efforts at the proper level. Each direct
stated that wit hin the colleges and un ivers i ties there was a minorit y co
faculty members that 1.11ere against televised inst ruction. It is i nteres t1
note that nowhere did unions provide insurmountable problems in providing
televised instruction or telecourses.
Although the college/ university administrators gave 1 ip
supporting the station ' s programm ing, they d i d not bacK this
equipment and personnel. Th is was a serious problem for the directors.
Almost all of the stations had a four-ye ar period of growth and adi
before they became affiliated with a local cable compan y . This allowed 4
stabilization of staff and programming before cable casting was begun.
Although the stations had a variet y of administrative models, there
generally few problems in day-to-day management. The chain of command and
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cture were not usually perceived as a problem. A few problems arose,
trt.,a,tn the source of funding conflicted with the day-to-day workload.
•
eciallY true when the station was attached to an academic department
tfP
. d its funds directly from the administration instead of
ftation receive
de par tmen t •
thtllY there were few problems in the higher education cable stations
etntra with the cable company. Once the cable channel has been provided,
01th 1 Pompanies have a •hands-offN approach. There are two problems that
cablt 'rned of:~ -- do not share the channel with another programming
tor;d~~E. -- do not rely on the cable company for upgrading or maintenance

1,...nt.

.

.

the channel with another programming source creates problems for
19
_:.r "education station according to the directors and very few st i ll have
i'dtrhannel. Sharing the channel limits the station on when it can program
&1'~ 1 'causes a very uncomfortable competitive atmosphere. If the shared
~,_g is popular, several directors stated, then the local public asked
~t company to provide more of the programming and less of the college's
-ing. One college stat~on los~ ~ts channel due ~o this problem.
t of the higher education afftl 1ated cable stations do no have a
tl~lng advisory board even though there is an advisory board "on paper."
of the directors do not recognize a need to have an active advisory board.
Unlus the higher education's affiliated station's programming is popular
ca11111unity 1 the cable company will not upgrade equipment or provide any
of •aintenance. Host higher education directors do not have an equipment
lattnan ce relationship with the cable company.
Providing public access to the · community is not generally a problem for the
Ion. Host directors believed the benefits outweigh the problems. Public
ns aHords an opportunity to provide realistic productions and programming
i1n~1 for students.
t buctgtt concerns can be identified? 0

tflny directors believed that the college/un i versity administrations wanted
1tation to provide more services than they were willing or able to pay for.
in-g1sa problem that some directors were unable to solve. The d i rectors
ft<1td that they had a constant problem in educating the administration on the
co1t of television.
nstruct
Gtntrilly speaking, the cable companies have no, or relatively few,
·d by tht
Cill commitments to the station. The ser1Jice that they most often pro1Jide
:K of f tiring and the transmission of the station's signal to the head end.
di red
Host of the higher education affiliated cable stations onl y cable cast on
ii ng but
lonl cable system. Only four higher education facilitie$ had developed
direct~
lgt wrth other cable companies .
t Ptrsonnel concerns can be identified?"
it;ilt 1argest problem that the di rec tors faced was that they had too many
t ~nal responsibilities besides the station ' s operations.
Hany directors
c.~ · '0 teaching faculty members and were given a one course teaching load
hiion. Several directors stated that this was not enough of a reduced
"9 load. Many directors also complained that there were not enough
0
dtn:'ona 1 staff to oversee the work 1oad and this created a heavy re 1 i ance on
'· The reliance on students also caused some problems getting work done
Page 4 of 7
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in a professional and timely manner.
The heavy time demands placed on the directors also caused probJe
professional development. Several directors stated that they were not
in the latest developments in the television field. Care must be taken
colleges/ universities to prevent this from happen i ng.
uwhat equipment concerns can be identified?"
The biggest problem that the directors had was a l ack of equipment
large number of students working at many of the stations created a neei
equipment than the university expected. Common equipment components th~
needed were: remote equipment <switches, cameras, 1 ights> and more ed it
fac i 1 it i es.
Important components were often missing and the qua li t y was not at
desired l evel for many ~irectors. 0'.t:n the college:/ univer~ i ties bough
equ ipment that they bel 1eved would m1n1mally do the Job. This equipmen t
then prove incapable of providing the technical quality expected. Ther 1
also a tendency to .!121 buy new equipment soon enough and some directors
using equipment that was either worn out or outdated.
A lesser equipment problem that many directors faced was inadequ att
physical plant. Little or no air conditioning, low cei li ngs or high n0 ,1
levels from the studio were common problems.
Recommendations
This study provides information that may be used by higher educat 1
institutions that are considering developing a cable aHiliated facility
those existing facilities looking for ways to improve. Recommendations
offer suggestions for planning and 5-10 suggest ways to developing the
1, A newly- formed higher education facility should not immediatel y bee
affiliated with a cable company. Host existing facilit i es took four ye
creation to cable affil i ation . This time period allows the station stat
develop procedures, personnel and gain product i on experience. Th i P c~n
w.ith Zogl in (1 981) who bel ieves tha t a cable channe l must be obtai1.ed bti
higher education makes a commitment.

2. A higher education affiliated facility should have complete control
channel. This channel should carry only programs that are approved by
h i gher education institution. This action will ensure the station ' s pr
does not compete 1,1li th programming from other prof e s i ona 1 sources, Hi gb l
popular commercial entertainment has caused at least two s tations to Jos
channel to higher rated programs when the general public asKed the cab le
for more entertainment.
3 . Create a functional advisory board and use it to develop a c lear m1
statement. Clemens <1980) has developed clear purposes for the advisorY
Most ex isting stations do not us e advisory boards for long-range planni~
help in solving the major problems. This involvement of the communit Yc
improve the public relations of the college <Clinton, 1981; Zo gl in, t981l
4 . Develop a close relationship with the college/ univer sity adm i n i strati
Many administrators do not understand the complexities of te lev isi on and
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lack ~f understanding often causes a lack of support.

Many

J ~'believed that their facility was not getting its fair share of
':

0

,;university resources.

This may also be due to a general

J 'f 9 the possibilities television offers <Carpenter-Huffman, Kletter

I 0

111>.
ther faculty members in the stations operations . This increased
ttt ~Y higher education faculty benefits both the faculty and the
l~-n; ultY benefit by having an outlet for research <Kichi, 1979) and an
11• ~blic service <Clinton, 1981). The higher education station
fOf'b .lht energy and input of the faculty members .
ti "I '~
loP linkages with other nearby cable companies.

This would expand the

of the station and the college/university, Few of the facilities
tft~'wtitre programming on more than one cable system. Accardi ng to Zogl in

11 this might create tension with the cable company; however, this
not agree . Most cable companies do not have a large commitment
co11tge cable station and its programming. This finding agrees with
and t1i~he 11 , <1971 > •

•,..,.does

cb&lt the best quality equipment poss i ble.

The cable stat ion will be on

4i&1 with convnercial stations and noticably poorer technical qual i ty •.AJill
tht 1 tations professional image. Audiences expect quality production
, 1975; Turek, 1979) and the college/university must make this commitment
tUCetssf u 1 •
Tbt~ollege/university

should hire a full-t.ime director.

Currently, the

tfon dirtetors are forced to wear too many hats; teachers, administrators and
ctlon coordinators. This has led to staff turnover , a heav y reliance on
nts and inadequate ongoing professional staff development.
tC*

Most directors
'110rl< i ng on one ha 1f or one quarter re 1ease time from other duties,
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A METHODOLOGY IN STUDYING HIGHER EDUCATION
AFFILIATED CABLE TELEVISION STATIONS
Abstract
ose of this paper is two fold.

First, to presen t a developed

p~rpl approach for the study of cable television stations affiliated
_109tc:ducation institutions; and second, to present the signficant

~·ah~tailing the operational problems of higher education affiliated cable

sion 1 utions. .
.
tr will h1ghl 19ht
1
'fla•r~rameworl<
utilized

an extensive 1 iterature search and a resulting
throughout the investigation. The literature
t:•lptd identify over 100 variables. The concep tua 1 framework deve 1oped
~fi:d and clustered critical issues of concern on the operations of cable
IOfl stations. Variables were clustered under the four pr imary areas of
'ts <1> organization; (2) budget; (3) personnel; and <4> equipment.
It contt.r ucted questionnaire which addressed this concep tua 1 f rameworK
l dtd tht guided protocol used during the 20 to 30 minute telephone
tftwl• Ninety-two directors or chief executives of higher educat i on
Httld cable stations were surveyed.
'lnttrnal and external validity of the questionnaire was controlled in par-t
Subsequent
111 tvt pre-study screening by professional reviewers.
nt revisions allowed for a majority of questions to be presented as a
nt to which a reaction along a value-continuum scale would be offered.
111tru1Hnt also provided the opportunity for open-ended statements which
anatyud post-hoc given perceived patterns.
Tht invtstigators will ident i fy strategies and techniques utilized in the
top111nt of the questionnaire protocol. The consuming telephone survey
will be discussed in terms of results and impact not readily attainable
~ otber research methods.
OJscussion of the research findings will focus upon the four- ~aJor areas of
rut. Data summaries will be presented concentrating on the most signficant
llM i dt n t i f i e d •

-i-
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A METHODOLOGY IN STUDYING HIGHER EDUCATION
AFFILIATED CABLE TELEVISION STATIONS

Background
For- t he past 40 year-s, telev i s ion has been pr- imar-ily a br-oadcasting
Signals were transmitted from antennas locat ed on towers and p icked up
antennas. This system 1 imits the amount of channels that can be broadc
to over-lapping and interfe r ence.
However, cable television has the potential to end the scar-city of
channels. Many ex isting cable systems carry 20 television channels and
to 40 <W i ll iamns, 1982). Fiber optics developed at Bell Research labs
possible a greatly increased channel capacity, numbering into the thous
channe l s <Bittner-, 1981). Further- cable growth has been fostered by th•
elimination of some FCC regulations in 1978 by the courts <Leve nson, 1i
Many colleges and universities have television studios and often t
affiliated wi th local cable systems. These studios have several purpost
the most important be i ng the instruction and training of students. Howt
many of these stud i os a 1so provide pub 1 i c access for the commun i ty to th
cable company/s channels . A study is needed to determine what problems
studios are having in accomplish i ng their mission . Such a study would
in providing an understanding of the services available and assisting o
colleges to examine the option in televis.ion and education.
Pur-pose
This study will focus on examining college and university affiliatt
television stations and the identification of their operational problems
The purpose of this study is to present data on problems and conce
a college should consider before starting a cable affiliated station.
There are four research questions that will be examined by the stu
questions will ce nter around four areas: organization; budget;
equipment . The four- research questions to be answered are:
1.

What organizational concer-ns can be identified in college and
cable affiliated stations?

2.

What budget concerns can be identified in college/university cab le
affiliated stations?

3.

What personnel concerns can be identified in college and universit y
concerns affiliated stations?

4.

What equipment concerns can be identified in
affiliated stations?
Methodology

Content Analysis
The purpose of this study was to gather data on the operational
pa,
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. rsitY affil lated cable television stations.
Survey research
un•v:ather the information as Babbie <1973) stated that survey
atd toful in discovering the distribution of certain traits or
) 1 usedescriptive survey was used, which according to Isaac and Micheal
fl, ~ollect data systematicall:1 to describe a sduation or area of
.,tt 1t aJlv and accurat£<1y.
tf.tC ud f~r data colhction was telephone inhrviews. This method of
• 111tt'~ was chosen due to very poor response rate to the in it i a 1 pi 1 ot
ungd~ ~f 20 questionnaires distribu~ed as a pilot test,.only ~our were
~ alternative method of collecting data, telephone 1nterv1ews, was

• "n

stlected.

1rcity of
t nels and
· ch Labs
t he thous
' E?d by tht
' nson, 19
I ofhn th
11 purpos,
1 ts.
Howe
ii ty to the
prob I ems
ly wouJ d bt
is ting ot

.

.

•tot-al identifiable population was 92

.

director~.

These facilities were

fitd .from two sources: TV Gui de Almanac; and the Journalism Director y
following professional organizations were also contacted in an

fVJ iffort to identify more facilities; Alpha Epsilon Rho; the

iat~on

of Educational Communic~tions and Techno~o~y; the B~oa~cast
and the National Cable Telev1s1on Association.
twas also felt that the highest response rate would be obtained by
~· interviews.
This proved correct as 87 of the 92 directors that were
gt o-f facilities were interviewed. Thus, the response rate was 94.5%.
'ifatton was further encouraged in the prom i se that results 1Nould be sent
.cUrtctor •

titn Association;

ightr-stvtn of the 92 directors of higher education affiliated cable
across the United States were interviewed. Telephone interviews
that the correct person answered the questions and provided an
tJnity of immediate clarification, Station 1 istings in TV Guide Almanac
thtJournalisrn Directory 1983 were useful in ident i fying facilities but
b ind may errors when identifying the appropriate director. Some facilities
tapor•rY or revolving directors making it more difficult to identify who
la charge at the present time. The secretary that answered the telephone
always able to give accurately and quickly the director/s name. Often
rat telephone calls were necessary to establsh an appointment to do the

t••
td

affiliated
problems.
nd concern
at ion.
the study

trview.

' cab! e

v £<rs i ty

Tht interviews were conducted during the months of November and December of
• Each interview took an average of 20 minutes with a few taking as long as
lf hou;r.
Tht interview tool< the follow in g format.
First, the interviewer would give
background information on the project and the purpose of the research.
DldJy, the interviewer would explain the quest i onnaire and its format. This
Id tlke one or two minutes after which the interviewer would proceed through
~utst1onnaire one quest ion at a time until all the questions were completed,
ulrtctors were encouraged to volunteer infromation that was not covered by
t~Utstions. Few took the opportunity to provide any additional comments as
,., Stt~ed to believe that the answer choices provided by the questionnaire
Utisfactory as to scope.

1

i ty cable

tr1111tnt Deve 1opmen t
'<uBtiore constructing the questionnaire, informational inter1Jiews and

dlis:' 10 ns wi~h various profess i onals associated with the cable televis i on
onal

ry •nd higher education were held.

Page I
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development of a preliminary questionnaire that was validated by a tear.
experts. The validators were each sent a draft of a questionnaire and
asked to respond to any inconsistencies or ommissions. There were also
follow-up interviews with the validators that focused on criticisms of
instrument in order to more fully redefine the questionnaire.
The val idatiors were chosen carefully in order to provide input tha
not only broad in scope but also specialized. All validators had a bro
background in television, higher education and were able to bring uniqut
that were neeeded to develop the questionna ir e, The val idatiors were al
as a pilot test. This was helpful in perfecting the interview techniq~
the other directors were interviewed.
Quest i on n a i re
The survey questionnaire is divided into two parts; a copy of the <t
questionnaire is provided in the Appendix. The first part helps ident 1+
demographic information about the cable station. The second part requeit
specific information concerning the station and related problems based u
primary research questions.
Data Analysis
The data obtained from 87 completed interviews were coded and enter
the SPSS <Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) program housed in
Honeywell level 66 computer at the Indian·a University of Pennsylvainia,
were 106 questions with 15,322 data points for this research project.
Several types of statistical data were obtained upon analysis. The
frequency counts for all answers, adjusted for missing d•ta . OccassioM~
there were questions that the directors were unable or unwilling to answ
resulting in missing data.
Exploratory analysis of data revealed trends, identified problems,
exposed areas of further research.
Highlighted Findings
This investigation examined data obtained form telephone interv i _~s
higher education affiliated cable television stations. The comprehencsr
focused upon the primary areas of interest: I. Organization; II. Budge n
Personne 1 ; and, IV, Equipment.
The following outlined summary of the major findings is not present
rank order; rather, highlighted issues or statements are provided within
primary areas of interest.
I•

ORGANIZATIONAL PROBLEMS/STATEMENTS
a. The data indicates a consistent finding of inadequate funding b
colleges and universities. The areas of equipment and personnel we
typically cited.
b. Host local cable companies do not intervene in the day to daY
operations of the station.
c. Host affiliated stations do share the provided cable channel wit
another prgramming source. The affiliated station is the sole sourc
programming for a provided channel,
d. Stations which have advisory boards perceive those boards
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having a low level of activity. Related to this finding, most
tlVtd~r ctors do not recognize a need for a more active board.
IOl'I ire
or doing public access
cable station.
input tn
ad a bro
ng uniqut
s •.11ere a}
techn i qu,

••

•

of the i;
s ident 1f
I' t l"tques
s based u

and enter
~oused 1n
I vain i a.
Jj ec t.

:. is.

The

·obl ems 1

. her education administrator~ ~ant a~d demand that the station
~dig ore services than the adm1n1strat1on is willing or able to provide

oY•

t

m

tarY support for.
Linkages ~ith other catble.sdysttems, for programming acquisitions or for
delivery, were no ev1 en • Related to this finding, there appears
111
a limited return on investment.
overwhelmingly, there does not seem to be a financial commitment fl"om

'"0::
,.to
t•• nble compan y.

l\llitRSO~EL PROBLB"1S/STAT EMENTS

Host s-tation directol"~s time is divided among other institutional
form dil"ect station m~nagement ~ _Related to th!s,
most director 's perceive that they are not given suff1c1ent re·lease time
fOr ihtion duties.
.
.
.
b Hoit stations are highly dependent upon student assistants. Given a
,;edanlin antly student work force, programming and general studio wol"K/tasKs
au not preformed in a timely or professionally consistant mannel".
c~ There appears to be inadequate, ongoing, professional development for
ttati on di rec tors.

~;iponsibilities apar~

a. lhe data revealed that there. is a cons·istent pattel"n of overutilization
of~quipment

and a general feeling of insufficient stocK of equipment.
especially evident given the numbe!"s of students involved at most
•tations.
b. A consistent finding was the statement by station dil"ectors of the
inadtquacy of their curl"ent physical plant. This was pal"ticularly
nphasized given the rapid growth of prog!"ammatic needs and advancements in
ttchno 1ogy.
c, Current equipment or projected patterns of equipment purchasing is
P•rctived to be below desil"ed levels of quantity and particularly quality.
d, There appears to be 1 ittle or no strategic planning for equipment
Update. In most cases equipment must be expensively maintained beyond i t s
Ustiul service 1 i fe.

Tbl1 1s

tterv i ews
>l"ehenc s 1Vt
: • 8udget1
: presentd
~ d with i n

ln IU!Mlary, the findings indicate specific problems and issues which mos t

undi ng by
;onnel wert

•r

tducation affiliated cable television stations must deal with. These
l1t1s and issues appeal' consistent across different sponsoring institutions
•cross station stl"ucture or size. ·

to day
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A PROFILg ON CURRENT PROBLEMS OF

GE AND UNIVERSITY CABLE AFFILIATED TELEVISION STATIONS
.:1'2. . .....

data on the status and problems of col l ege and univ ers ity

8y cable station we mean a f acil ity

the cable station .
ti ona 1 p
• • A Pap

for

ada' Jan,

tionnaire is broken into two parts.

The first part helps identify sane general demographic

~t the cable station. The second part requests scxn~ specific informat i on concern ing the station and
~-·

It also contai·ns an opportunity for sharing sane specifics not highlighted within this

;,db•
f/llJA

most benefi.c i a~ if you an~.wer a~l ~he questions and stat~ment~ as best you ca~. You ~.hould
the quest ionnaire 1n order fran beg1nn1ng to end. The quest1onna1re has been designed to not on l y
ar11tion frcxn you, but also to provide a caivnon base of knONledge and shar ing as you work through the

MT It-I ~ ~RING OF RESULTS
tit itudy, the principal investigator is willing to provide you a surrmary cop y of the results should you
tivt a copy.

to ncem

a copy of the results <check)?
Yes
No
,
pltase
print
or
type
this
i
dent
if
i
cation
information111

NIM: ___

<DrlHrlHs>

<First)

<H.I.>

<Last)

Titlt:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
C.tact

llidlress:
<City)

Offlu Phone:

-

<

<State)

<Zip code)

>

-------------------------~

GENERAL DEHOGRAPHI C

tktckwhich is applicable about your institution:

INFORMATION

___ private

___ publ ic

1 t1roll111ent <estimated):
undergraduate
qraduate
lots >-our institution have continu i ng education (check): _ _Yes_ _N~
If yes: What is the appprox imate ~nrol lment _ _ _ _ _ _ __
or location characteristics of the institution. Check one____urban <within the city limits of a major metropolitian center, 50,000 people )
--.suburban <within one hour driving distance of a major metropol iti an center )
·~----~rural <having no major metropol itian centers within a one hour driving dist ance )

Profile - Page 1 of 7
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S.Fill-in the requested information:
The year cable station was founded: _ _ _ _ __
The year station became affi 1i ated with a cable cc:cnpany: _ _ _ _ __
Is your station programning part of the basic cable fee <check & answer)Yes
No
If yes, what i s the total month :1 fee paid by sutiscr i bers. $ _ _ __
If no, wha.t is the base monthy fee l _ _ _ _ __
and what is the additional fee for your station ' s prograrrwning. $ _ _ _ __

----

6.What is the number of cable subscr i bers that
-can receiue your stations programning <potential): _ _ _ _ _ _ __
-are receiuing your shtions prograrrwning (actual): _ _ _ _ _ _ __
?.Check one of the appropriate statements on channel ~eception:
_ _Your station is received on one of the first 12 primary channels.
_ _Your station is received on a channel number greater tha.n 13.
I

8.List the professional organizations or a.ssocia.tions that the television sta.ff and or the stat 1 ~
Pl ease check: Individual

PART II - ASSESSMENT OF:
ORGANIZATION, BUDGET, PERSONNEL, AND EQUIPMENT
ORGANIZATION, EUDGe:T, PERSONNEL, AND S:QUIPME:NT
Section

<A) - Description of the organization.

1.What is the mission of the station. Please indicate an estimated percentage given
probable station missions; spa.ce has been permitted should additional missions. need to be a
_ _!. Instruction of students -in cable technology
______!.Delivery of educa.tiona.l prograrrwning in support of
institutional offerings
_ _!. Ha.rketing or public relations for the inst i tution
______!. Deliuery of programning in support of carmunity a.ffa.irs

_ _!. O t h e r : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' = ' ! " ' 1 1
_ _!. O t h e r = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' ! W
100 I. Tota l
2 . Plea.s~ checK i l l of the bel(j/J area:. ~ihich de~.cribe th~ type of in-=.tructional programnin9

/-J

_ _ offer i ng of te 1ecourses
_ _ development of supplemental student mat~rial:. wi th your programming
_ _offering of tutorial or remedi a.I progra.nwn1 ng
_ _ ca.pa.city for liv e cover age, such as quest speakers or spec i al events
_ _enrichment prograrrming, such as cul tura.l events
_ _other: _____________________.;.___________________ ,
_ _other:---------------------,----------------~

Profile - Page 2 of 7

t of problem- areas in instructional programning. Circle your feelings as to the significance
,urn your station. Add any camients for clarification of your responses

!:.

9
Hr>·

.,.obfefl

,.
tl

5=a serious roblem

JacK of or no facul t:r support
23 4 5
speci f y:

S lacK of or no acin in istratiue support
• 1 2 34 spec1. f y:
5 1ack of or no camiun i ty support
11 2 3 4
specify:

5 nabi I itY to do cable instructional progranm ing due to unions
I 12 3 4 1
..
spec1ty:

112

345

1nade~uate

funding for product ion of instructional progranming

spec Jfy:

11 2 3 4 5 Other:-.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - spec1ty:

I 1 2 3 4 5 Other=--------------------------specify:

1 l 2 3 4 5 Other: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
specify:

btst c1tscr1bes the the reporting relationship of the station <pl ease checK one).
Tiit station is dependent upon an academic unit of the institution.

-----Th,

MENT

-

stat i on i s attached to an academic unit but also has a wider
institutional mission than classroan. use alone.
Tiit station is an acininistratiue unit of the institution.

_Other:---------------------------------

,1rtt1ve a reporting re I at i onsh i p prob Iem? Gi uen the items be I°"" or by 1 i sting others :1ou may
"'circle your feeling as to the significance of these problems given your particular station. Ado a.r:
sfor clarification of your responses <optional-specify) .
ND problem
S=a serious problem
t 1 2 3 4 5 Is it cl ear ~~ho assigns tasks?
specify:
012 3 4 5 Does the source of f unding conflict with day to day workload?
specify:
t 1 2 3 4 5 Is the chain of coomand clear?
specify:
t 1 2 3 4 5 Other:
-:--------------------------------~
specify:
0 1 2 3 4 5 Other:
speci 7
O1 2 3 4 5 Other:
-:--------------------------------~
spec ify:

fy-:------------------------------

·Pr of i 1e - Page 3 of 7

6.BelDN is a 11st of relationship areas with the cable company, Cir: ie your feeling ~s
these problems given your particular station. Add any coovnents for clar ification of Your
<optional-specify),
O=no problem
S=a serious problem
0 1 2 3 4 5 quality control of programming:
specify:
O 1 2 3 4 5 upgrading of equipment
specify:
0 1 2 3 4 5 censoring of programming
specify:
0 1 2 3 4 5 specification on amount of programming hours
specify:
0 1 2 3 4 5 specification on times of scheduling
specify:
0 123 4 5 o t h e r = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . : . : . . .
specify:
0 1 2 3 4 5 other=---------------------.:..~
specify:
7.There are several issues regarding public access. By public access we mean
use the cable system to transmit programming <usually for a fee).
Do you provide public access.
Yes
No
8.BelDN is a list of problem areas that deal with public access. Circle your feeling as to
of these problems given your particular station. Add any coovnents for
<optional-specify) ,
O=no problem
S=a serious problem
O 1 2 3 4 5 conflict of interest between the institution and cable company
specify:
0 1 2 3 4 5 unprepared clients or users
specify:
0 1 2 3 4 5 overuse of facilities
specify:
0 123 4 5 o t h e r : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -•
specify:
0 1 2 3 4 5 other=-----------------------~
specify:
Sect ion <B> - Discussion of the critical issues of the organizat ion.
Respondent Generated:
Frc(TI the above description items on organization and the is:.ues generated by the
issues do you feel are significant given organ izational considerations (optional ).

ORGANIZATIONt BUDGE:T, PERSONNEL, AND EQUIPMENT

Section <A> - Description of the budget.
1.What is the station ' s estimated total operating budget in a given fisc al
ye ar <12 months): $ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Profile - Page 4 of 7

1

tudget, indicate the percentage fr cm each of the categories be I CM, the source of these
1

College/University operating funds

ll~~ral academic department operating funds
te11era

ral student fees
user fees includ i ng grants and or contr acts
ea~ent or alumn i con t r i butions

~de

~ ot11er: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~
l

---~Other=-------------------------------

iifx Total

1' t bel~, circle your op i nion on those budgetary problems which are representa t ive of your
st~~tO!I• Add cl ar if i cation statements if neede~ (option al -specify) ,
"9o ,r001 em

:•

-

11

5=a serious problem
23 4 5 lack of a ccmni tment by the acininistration
spec ify:

1 2 9 4 5 University has insufficient f unds
specify:
lacks a fair share of exist i ng funds due t o budgeting polic i es
spec lfy:
123 4 5 budget operations are dependent upon soft monies <gran t & contract>
specify:
123 4 5 other: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

t t 2 3 4 5 station

e
-t

specify:

1 123 4 5 other: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
spec i fy:

--. t 2 3 4 5 o t h e r = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - specify:

tk c'lblt canpany have any financial ccmnitments to the cable station? ___Yes.___No

HYts, check any appropriate ccmnitments_staffing
........techn i cal support
-----•quipment replacement
_other=-------------------------------_other:
~~Y of th_e_a~bo_v_e_c_oom-i t-m-en_t_s-ca_u_s_e_d_i-ff_i_
c_ul_t_i-es-?-Pl_e_a-se-e-xp_l_a_i_n_------------

issues of budget i ng.
dtnt Gtnerated:
~t descript i on items on budgeting and the i ssues generated by the i nvestigat or , wha t other
ttl lre significant to cons i der under budget <opt i onal>.

,.:•:

---
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ORGANIZATION, BUDGE:T, PERSONNE:L, AND S:QUIPME:N

Section <A> - Description of personnel.
1.Could you please identify the number of FTE <Full-time equiva lent; 1.0=one
year ) which directly report to you for the following categor ies:
FTE professional staff
___FTE graduate students
___FTE undergraduate students
___FTE bchn i cal support staff
___FTE other=-----------------------~
___FTE other:7""'."'~:-:---:-:-----:----:------:--:--:--------.J
Could you please identify the personnel you have access to but
reports to another acininistrative or ·academic unit,
_ _FTE other=-----------------------~
__
_FTE
FTE other:
other=-----------------------~
_
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

---

2.Fran the below 1ist please identify the amount of inpu t the following personne l have in 1
O=perceiued as a person having no input
5=a great deal of input
0 1 2 3 4 5 advisory board
0 1 2 3 4 5 department chair or acininistrat ive head
0 1 2 3 4 S stat ion manager
0 1 2 3 4 5 university or college officials
0 1 2 3 4 '5 cablt canpany
0 1 2 3 4 5 other:------------------------:
0 1234 S other: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,;;

I1

3.Btl <M is a potential list of personnel problems you may be experienc ing. Circle your o~ ·
personnel problems which are representative of your particular stat ion. Add clarificat ion
needed (optional-specify),
O=no problem
5=a serious problem
0 1 2 3 4 5 inactive advisory board
specify:
0 1 2 3 4 5 inadequate technical support
11
specify:
0 1 2 3 4 5 directors time not totally devoted to stat ion oper~~ions
specify:
0 1 2 3 4 5 heavy reliance on students for daily operations
specify:
t 1 2 3 4 5 inadequate professional staffing
specify:
0 1 2 3 4 5 ina8equate ongoing professional staff development
specify:
0 1 2 3 4 5 other ::_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--:-..--4
specify:
0 1 2 3 4 5 other =----------------------1--spec i fy:
Section (8) - Discussion of the critical issues of personnel .
Respondent Generated:
Fran the above descr ip t ion items on personnel and the issues generated by the
issues do you feel are significant to consider under personne l <optional ) .
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ORGANIZATION, BUDGE:T, PERSONNE:L, AND EQUIPME:NT
. t i on of equ i pment.
1
.. 0t1t~ P , yes/no statements to quantify and qualify your faci lit ies .
.,. S.1111'

1

ts
No-Does
:::___.No -Does
5
--t c
No -Does
..---y:~------No -Does
......--) :

-- ------

the station have
the stat ~ on hav e
the stat ion have
the station have

Check off the appr opriate

a produc tion studio?
color capability?
remote equipment ?
ed iti ng capability?

•11 - in or check the appropriate blanks in helping us to define your equipment.

llS'f 1

VCRs: Quantity

Audio console:
Fill chm capablities:
Chancter generator:
Cameras:
Tt• base corrector:
.,. tc~ ing capabi liti es:

Formats._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Yes

No_ __
35nm slides_
Pages of memory_ __
Number of studio_ _ Number of remote _ _
Yes _ _ No_ _
Yes_ _ No_ _

16nmn_ _

m __

tllt •ission of your station , identify the equipment problems that your station may have .

Add

ftutton statements if needed <opt i onal-specify) .
tsno problem
::Fa ser i ous problem
1234 S important equipment ccxnponents are missing fran a desired system
specify:
I 1 2 3 4 S quality of equipment is not at desirable level
specify:
11 2 3 4 5 more of existing equipment <quantity) is desirable
specify:
O1 2 3 4 5 equipment is outdated
specify:
t 12 3 4 5 inadequate physical plant and faciiities
specify:
I 1234 5 inadequate maintenance of equipment
specify:

=,

0 1 2 3 4 5 other=---------------------------spec i f y:
I 1 2 3 4 5 other:
specify:

--------------------------------

fl>·Oi scuss1on of the critical issues of equipment.
11t Generated:
thnbove deE.cr iption items on equipment and the iE.=ue=· generated by ~he inve=.t 1gator,. ~ ~,. t i:·H·e" : ::u E-:
"' fttl are significant to consider under equi pment (optional :• .

nves t 19att1
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Abstract
t• of instruction in using a formal media selection
on the media selection choices made by novice
t•anal designers is examined. An informal in tu it i ve
t i procedure is compared with instruction (information,
OJI and feedback} using a formal media selection procedu ·r e
~ by Reiser and Gagne (1983}. Results indicate that
~-who use the media selection model make more correct
t}lian when they don't use the model. Also, students
not use the model correctly, but the redundancy in the
ind the restricted choices available increase the
Uity that a correct choice wi 11 be made.
eC

ao
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Selecting Media for Instruction
Most formal media selection procedures are designed to
assist developers in the selection of the appropriate medium
use in a given instructional s i tuation . Higgins and Reiser
(1985) reported that subjects who read a review of the
characteristics of media selection models (Reiser and Gagne
1982) and a description of how to use the Reiser and Gagne {
model for media selection were more likely to make media cho
which matched those of experienced instructional designers.
However, because of the relatively low percentage of student
made correct media selections, the investigators questioned
adequacy of the orientation the students received to the med
selection model. The current study presents students with
additional information, practice and feedback in using the
Method
Subjects
Twenty-nine male and female graduate students enrolled
media design course at Arizona Sate University during the fa
semester; 1985, participated in the study.
Materials
Four of the media design problems developed by Higgins
Reiser (1985) were used in this study. The problems were wr
descriptions of various instructional situations in which an
instructional presentation had to be developed . Each probl
inyolved a different content area, a different type of learn
outcome, and a different instructional setting. The problems
entitled Personnel Interviewing, Aircraft Instrument
Comprehension, C.T. Scan, and Instructional Objectives, each
title reflecting the subject matter of the instructional pro
to be designed.
Each problem included information about the purpose of
instruction and specific instructional objectives . The probl
also included descriptions of the instructional setting, the
intended audience, the media budget available, and the
instructional functions of the media to be selected.
Each media selection problem had a designated "correct•
medium for use in that situation. These correct . media choic6
were identified by two experienced instructional designers u
the Reiser and Gagne media selection model.
Procedures
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ticipants selected media under two conditions:

far itive condition and a formal media selection

4
an

c.T. Scan, Personnel Interviewing, and Aircraft
comprehension problems were randomly assigned to the
nt aer the intuitive condition. Students were directed
t s ~n problem, select the most appropriate media or medium,
d t e brief rationale for their selection.
No feedback
ite an the appropriateness of their media selection.
l iJltUThe

on•

i1en o

Id11t:e

wing the intuitive condition, students were instructed
review by Reiser and Gagne (1982) and the material by
d Gagne (1983) describing how to use the Reiser and
r~ia selection model. Students were directed to read the
during the next week and use the formal model to make a
l•:lection for the Instructional Objectives problem. They
to record the step-by-step decisions they made while
through the model, and to record the amount of time
td to study the readings and use the model, and again
.,~ed to write a brief rationale for their decision.

:ked
bg

At the end of the week, the correct answer as well as the
aal& behind its selection was discussed in class. Questions
~ing the use of the model were answered.
At the end of
, 1tudents were assigned to the C.T. Scan, Personne 1
erviewing, o-r Aircraft Instrument Comprehension problem, such
each student was systematically assigned a different problem
in the intuitive condition. They were instructed to work
gb the problem as in the practice, and they were informed
this was one of six graded assignments that would be used to
min" their course grade.

Results
an
>bl em

:i

In the intuitive condition, 36% of those students with the
• Sein problem and 55% of those with the Personnel

nviewing problem made the correct media selection. None of
students assigned the Aircraft Instrument Comprehension
blem made the co.rrect media selection. A total of 32% of the
ents made the correct media selection decision. These data
•uaarized in Table 1.
.
After reading the materials and working through the media
tetion model with the Instructional Objectives problem, 55% of
students made correct media selections. However, 56% of
who made correct selections did not work through the model
Seventeen percent of the students used the model
rc:r Y but made an error in final media selection. Fourteen
c nt of the students neither used the model properly nor made
·or rect final media selection decision. These data are
r 1zed as Tab le 2.

eriy.

sef~ ~he f~nal, test condition, students again used the model
e the media for one of the instructional problems, but this
ir eydwere told that their performance would count as part of
9 ra e. Of the 29 students, a total of 28 (96%) made the
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correct media selection, but only 40% of those who made cor
media selections also used the model correctly. This
is presented in Table 3.
Discussion
Performance in the intuitive condition indicates that
selecting media for given problems is fairly difficult, sine
only 32% of the students made the correct media selection.
can also be inferred from the differential performance on t
media selection problems in the intuitive condition that the
problems vary in difficulty. None of the nine students who
assigned the Aircraft Instrument Comprehens i on problem were
to make the correct media selection intuitively, although
those attempting the C.T. Scan problem and 55% of those
attempting the Personnel Interviewing problem were able to
correct selections

3"

After practice and self-instruction in use of the Reise
Gagne media selection model, students are able to make corre
choices more often. This may be partially due to the redu~
built into the mode l , since the same media choices appear in
several of the final choice boxes in the flowchart. Perfor
in the practice condition also indicates that students are
to use the model effectively based upon reading alone.
Performance in both the practice and test conditions
indicates that the model is fairly difficult to use.
Only
of the students in the practice condition and 40% in the tes
condition were able to use the model correctly to make the
correct media selection. However, in the test condition 96%
the students made the correct media selection, This again
indicates that the redundancy within the model helps to rest?
media selections, even though it is used incorrectly. It c~
also be seen that students get better at using the model corr
as the y gain experience .
It can tentatively be concluded from this study that stu
who use the Reiser-Gagne media selection model make more corr
media selection decisions than when they don't use the model.
Also, students often do not use the model correctly, but the
redundancy in the model and the restricted choices available
increase the probability that a correct choice will be made.
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Table 1
Intuitive Media Selection Procedure: Proportion of
·Making Correct Media Selections

Media Selection Problem Assigned

c.T. scan
Correct Media
Selected
Incorrect Media
Totals

4

7

Personnel
Interviewing

(36%}

6

( 63%)

5

11

11
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Aircraft

Inst rumen
Comprehens

(55%)

(45%)

0 ( 0%)

noou

9

9
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Selections

t Model Use/

7 (24%)

.

ect Media Select ion
1%)

rrect Model Use/.
ec:t Media S_elect ion
correct Media Selection

9 (31%)

16 (55%)
5 (17%)
4 (14%)

rrect Model Use/
orrect Media Selection

lt to complete assignment
tal

~

29
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Table 3
Reiser & Gagne Model Use;

Test
Media Selection

C.T. Scan

Personnel
Interviewing

Correct Model Use/
Correct Media Selection

3

(30%)

7 (60%)

Incorrect Model Use/
Correct Media Selection
Total Correct
Media Selection

6

(60%)

4 (36%)

9

(31%)

11 (38%)

Correct Model Use/
Incorrect Media Selection

l

(3%)

Incorrect Model Use/
Incorrect Media Selection

0

*

n=29

2.1 9

8

0

0

0

0
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INTRODUCTION

ding to direction from the Board of Regents, the College of Education at

pooit of Georgia has entered into several cooperative programs to offer

ivt~ d~ate degree programs in the south Georgi a area. While these programs are
g~ real needs for students in that area, they are causing more than ordinary
veds of the UGA professional staff. Any technology that can reduce this
ttve use of the instructor's time while maintaining or increas~ng th:
.
t~on between instructor and students warrants further study and 1nvest1gat1on.

s tile specific context of the prob 1em?
ince the spring of 1982, the College of Education at the University· of Georgia
rited a doctoral program for health professionals on the campus of Armstrong
Co11•'9·e in Savannah, Georgia. The program, which allows students to pursue the
te in Education (Ed.D.) in the areas of curriulum or instructional development,
g11td especially for health professjonals who are involved in education or
tng.
opportunity to receive their doctoral instruction at the local campus gives
ts ~everal unique advantages. First, they avoid the turmoil, both to their
and to their families, of relocating in Athens . They continue with their
t ~bs, attending class during late afternoon and night. Second, they avoid the
e Qf moving to another town and of losing the income from their present jobs.
they have the singular opportunity to apply what they are learning immediately
r jobs.
ating a doctoral program so far away from the UGA campus in Athens, however,
special problems for faculty and students. For the faculty, the most obvious
J• is travel. By car, travel from Athens to Savannah requires about four and a
'19urs. Since classes begin i n the late afternoon, faculty must stay overnight.
class in Savannah requires UGA faculty to spend two workdays away from campus.
1t1on to the problem of physical distance, faculty must cope with the reduced
n1ty to work and communicate with students.
The College of Education and its
lty, ~en, face several problems: increased expenses due to faculty travel, loss
uctive faculty time in travel, and reduced opportunities to interact with
h.
.
Students also encounter problems in pursuing their doctoral studies away from the
-i>us. library resources are not always readily at hand, nor is the frien dl y
es and presence of other doctoral students familiar with the program and with the
~sors who ~each in it. The faculty themselves are encountered one at a time with
opportunity for additional contact during the week.

ts the Purpose of this study?

u~~ purp~se

of this s.t udy was to examine the process of introduc ing, maintaining,
r•tn a~ta~r~s~rong
innovation, the electronic bulletin board, within the off-campus doctoral
State College. In particular, we wanted to conduct the study
spec1f1c classroom setting, addressing several_ questions:
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1. What are the students' current levels of experience with
computers?

2. Will they voluntarily choose to use the electronic bulletin
board?

3. How do they evaluate its effectiveness?

4. How d6 we evaluate its effectiveness?
5. What modifications can we make to improve its continued use?
METHOD
Who were the participants?
Fourteen doctoral students enrolled in an advanced course, Research
Instruction, participated in this study. Students were employed, primar1l
educators, in the health fields such as nursing, dental hygiene, and rad '
technology. They have been enrolled in this program for approximately fo
have taken, for the most part, the same sequence of course work. The gr
of thirteen females and one male, and ranged in age from 30 to 52.
What was the context of the study?
A doctoral program of study involves several distinct phases: (a) t
work; (b) passing preliminary written and oral exams; (c) developing a di
~rospectus; (d) conducting the study; (e) writing up the results; and (f )
approval of the dissertation via a reading committee and final oral exam.
this study were at level (b) the quarter during which the electronic bu11
was introduced. They were anticipating standing the written and oral prel
exams. In other words, they were moving from the familiar pattern of tak·
to the unfamiliar and anxiety producing stage of the preliminary exams. a
electronic bulletin board was introduced at a very stressful time for the
Second, the course being offered (Research in Instruction) did not f:o
typical pattern of students receiving instruction each week, taking quiz ·
papers, and so forth. Rather, this course a 11 owed each student to work l
to prepare for the preliminary exams. A different type of instructional s
then, was needed . Communication between students and faculty, rather thaa
study, was required.
Third, the use of the bulletin board was voluntary.
tool for facilitating communications between students and faculty. No one
required, for example, to sign on or post a specified number of messages.
Fourth, as one might expect, some students were familiar with using
computers, others were not. Some students owned personal computers, modems.
communication software, others did not. This information will be describ~
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~ndacted two major
~ard and provided

activities: installed and monitored the el ectronic
a training session on the use of the system. Each of
A ivities is described below.

tin

latton and Monitori n
t d 1200 (640K and a 10 megabyte hard disk) was installed in the Armstrong
A a~ ~f Nursing, connecting the computer via modem to one of the departmenta l
lines We had previously tested the operation of this computer by running a
1se?
~ll~tin board on it for a two-week period.
software package used was the Remote Bulletin Board System for the IBM
Computer
or, as it is more commonly known, the RBBS-PC. This program was
1
and still maintained by the Capitol PC User Group in Gaithersburg, Maryland .
S-PCpackage is copywrited but is available at no cost. For a modest
bution of twenty-five dollars to the Capitol PC User Group, a user will be
tered and notified of further improvements in the package.
lesearch 1 Thtmajor
features of the RBBS-PC are a message system, a bul l etin system, and a
primari11
system.
message systems allows 250 active messages, which may be private
and radio ~lable to The
anyone. The bulletin system is operated on ly by the system operator
1ate ly fouf
tains announcements or other information that is permanently posted. The
The grouo
system allows the uploading and downloading of text documents or programs.
also has an option for assigning different levels of securi~y for users, wh i ch
$e or decrease the user's access to the entire package.
.
Aspecial program was written to initialize the RBBS program immediately when
uter was turned on so with the fli~ of a switch the system was ready for use.
(a) ta
em
in itialized and was then ready.
The board operat ed from o:uu F- 1·1 w '.::1:vu
ing a dis
s
and
24
hours
a
day
on
weekends.
and ( f)
logic of placing the host computer in Savannah was that it required only
a 1 exam.
calls
for students. We would call long distance on GIST f rom Athens , t hereby
nic bullet
119
the
phone expense. The system, then , had to be monitored remot ely from
::i ral prel' ~ whichmajor
was
a
disadvantage to the system operator.
1 of taki llf

..
I

~ xams .

In

for the s
i d not fo il
1g quizzes.
> work in
:tional st
:her than

s sages.
using per
s , modems,
described

ho-hour training session was held during the second class meeting of f all
Students met one of
systems operators, a graduate student enrolled in the on-camp us prJg~~~ i~
t iOnal development, who then demonstrated the major features of the RBBS
ded An :ieven-page description of the program was distributed . Major t opics
thes?~ing on, the help file, reading messages, leaving a message, the uti liti es
At th 1 :s system.
Cited e time the training session was conducted, an in fo rmal survey of students
~s tha~ seven out of the eleven present owned a personal computer . Fi ve
on ·owne modems and communications software; four had pl aced ca 11 s to an
1 l~c bulletin board or electronic mail service. We made arrangements for a TRS
avanc~~puter, an inexpensive yet adequate computer with a bui lt-in modem, to be
a e for each student who did not own or have access to a computer.
~ ~85, on the same day that the comp uter was installed.
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What data did we collect?
Students knew genera lly ::!~at '.ia wouiJ collect da~a at t :~e .;nd of th~
the operation of the system and on their reactions to this experience.
reflection, however, we concluded that this informal approach was unfair
students. They should know very specifically what data we would collect
be collected, who would do it, and what use would be made of the data. '
developed a consent form that clearly explained our intentions. Two maj
this form are given below.
The following points have been explained to me:
1) The reason for the research is to assess the feasibility and
effectiveness of the electronic bulletin board as a communication to
our off-campus doctoral program. The advantages that I may expect f
are: (a) insures that specific problems you may encounter when usi
bulletin board are addressed, (b) provides a systematic record of y~
reactions to the bulletin board, (c) insures effective use of the b
with future classes, (d) models action research dealing with use and
acceptance of an innovation.
2) The procedures are as follows: (a) You will be asked, via inter
and/or self-report, to describe your level of use of the bulletin bo
problems you encountered, and conditions that would make it a more e
communication tool. This information will be colle~ted once each qu
(b) You will also be asked, via a questionnaire, to share your conce
about this innovation. For example, -Do you need more information a
. Would you prefer . to . use . a different way of. communicating? . This info
will be collected once each quarter. (c} Data will be collected-ove
three quarter period. (d) Statistics on use and operation of the bo
be kept. In no circumstance, however, will the content of a message
part of this study. Your messages will receive the level of security
you assign and will not be seen by anyone other than the person or p
you designate and the systems operator.
Students .read the consent form, asked for a few clarifications, and then a
present at the las t ciass meeting signed the consent forms.
As item 2 in the consent form shows, three types of information were
(a) self-report about their level of use· of and reactions to the bulletin
response to a questionnaire about their concerns about the bulletin board:
statistics on the use of the bu l letin board, which came directly from the
program.
The self-report form consisted of nine items requesting such informat
Did you have any problem(s) in using the Bulletin Board?" and 11 6. Should
Board be continued next quarter?"
The Stages of Concern Questionnaire (SoCQ) developed by Hall, George,
Rutherford (1979) was the questionnaire used to measu re students' concerns
bulletin board as an instructional innovation. Hall et al. make two maJor
about the individual adopter: first, that individuals move t hrough sevens
concern about the innovation, and second, that the intensity of concerns _v
stage to stage. For example, a person who is a "non-user" of an innovation
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,f t he

:e.

1fair t

ofile of concerns than a "user." Moreover, ~he non-user profi l e would
1rent pr individual becomes an experienced user.
d thatnd Tillman (1985, p. 366) described the seven specific st2;~ 2 cf

yles a
as fol l>01~s:

Awareness

Little concern or involvement with
the project.

Informat i ona 1

Need for general information.

Personal

Uncertainty about her/his role in the
project.

i on tool

Management

>ect fr
using
of your
the boa
; e and

Attention to the processes and task of
using the project.

Consequence

Focus on the impact of the project on
the learner.

Co 11 aborati on

Focus on coordination and cooperation
with others . regarding the project.

Refocusing

Exploration of alternative uses of the
project or a replacement.

11ect,
:a. We
>

majo"

ld
i

In reviewing

the findings presented below, several important features of i:.his
First, the introduction of the bulletin board came at a
ttre~sful time for students, taking preliminary written and oral examinations .
e st11oents generally welcomed it as a useful tool, it was clearly adjunctive or,
l f'* students, unnecessary at that moment.
Second, the use of the bul l etin boa r d
purely voluntary. No minimum number of sign-on's were required. Third, at the
the host computer was installed, only five students had t he necessary hardware to
up with the system. Although we would have preferred that all s tudents have t he
hry equipment at the start of the quarter, this could not be achieved without
ftg the installation of the host computer. By the end of the quarter, most
~s did have access to the bulletin board. In several cases, the availability of
Fird .prompted students to purchase their own personal computers.
, l,J-....
su,...-rc-,·-·1
('"\ .t: r:i
no<:'
.. ,.-, ~..,
:-_lt nd'ng~ 1ire p ;- c - .., ..,-"-., -{ .:,
, J , .c
...., , r~c ... ,·~n
v > s •·
ll,1:I C! f .,,
,,..,
,,_,
_ __
_ ' ," ·- "" ...'"
,. .... .-'-.,
s, responses to the SoCQ, and in it i a 1 costs.

should be kept in mind.

"'-~

:Jeorge, atlt
rncerns
> major a
seven sta
:erns var1
1ovation

1,.. _ _

Jt:;

-

'"'"-' ·-= · -~

The numb
.
her
t 0 er of times
each user signed on the RBBS over a ten week per i od from
0ecember can be summarized as fol lows:
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Person

I
I

.•
I

Number of t imes signed on
15
11
13
41
11
10
5
2
1
1
5

Sysop 1
Sysop 2
Instructor
Student 1
Student 2
Student 3
Student 4
Student 5
Student 6
Student 7
Others

These data show very clearly that only half of the students
board during fall quarter.
"Others" were callers who were
board. No files were uploaded or downloaded.
Self-Report Results
A survey of RBBS usage was given during the last class meeting. Ele
fourteen students were present. Of those eleven, six had used the board
not. Whe11 asked "Why did you not use the board?" four rep 1 i ed "lack of
one "didn't know how." Three of the four who 1acked equipment a 1so menti
they did not need the board that quarter.
Of those who used the board, a variety of problems were encountered:
student was tagged with a security violation and access was then withheld
the student repeated an incorrect command three times so the RBBS program
criminal was at work); (2) several attempts to upload and download files
unsuccessful; (3) use of nicknames in addressing messages would result in
messages; (4) a user would be knocked off the board automatically after t
inactivity; (5) occassionally, the computer would not be turned on at 5:00.
Also from those who used the board, several suggestions for improvem
system were obtained: (1) increase access ti me by having a separate phone
train other University of Georgia faculty in the use of the board; and ("
information of general interest to all.
And finally, students were asked two specific questions: (1) "How f
you P.lan to use the board next quarter?" Ei gh t replied "more than t his qu!
b ;o 'about tha same.'.' (2) "Should the b '.) ~rd b-2 cc:lti:it:2d r.::x ': ::~: .::rt:,..?
"yes"; one record was incomplete.
11

Responses to the Stages of Concern Questionnaire (SoCQ)
Eleven students completed the SoCQ. For each record, raw scores for
stages were converted to percentiles, then plotted . Two groups of student
were formed. One consisted of the three most frequent users of the bulletiJ
The other consisted of five students who did not use the board. Profiles
groups were averaged, plotted, and then compared. The resulting profiles
the predictions of the concerns model: the nonuser group of five showed"
intensity of concerns in the first three stages (awareness, informational.
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. h loss intense concerns for the four remaining stagesr Their cc:1c21~ :.
btain i ng more information and in determining how they might use the
f~.. ~ th 2y •::9re not -:once:~:-ied .:oc:..:t :o11c.'.)c;·:.t~:i ·; \-,·i-th C8~'.;:; ::.;-:;-:.:: -~.':: < -~:--:
n ~Ja. -• The user group, however, showed a different pattern of concerns:
fn board; informational, and personal but much higher on collaboration. This
ra:e~ ~et to show concerns for refocusing, which the concerns model would
P experienced users. In short, concerns theory appeared to describe quite
f-or euser groups tha~ we formed.
t~mary use of this data, however, was to develop an appropriate intervention
· P~ dent based on his or her unique profile. These data will also be shared
h 5n~s. The SoCQ will also be given at the end of winter and spring quarters.
1) ttit

original projection for equipment called for a budget of $9,600, which
ed one Tandy model 1200 with accessories, ten model 100 portable computers, and
ttr. Our actua 1 equipment expenses, however, were these:
1 Tandy

$2,295

1 Modem

350

1200 HD with monitor, graphics
adapter, and cables

Elev;
! board
ick of equ
;o mentio
19.

3 Model 100 (24K) with cables, carrying

1, 555

cases, and AC adaptor

$4,200
Total
mtered:
lithheld {
program
The system operator's salary for the quarter would add an additional $1,000 to
total (10 hours per week at $10 per hour for 10 weeks) as well as the GIST phone
I f i 1es \'/
s~ Savannah, estimated at $150 (GIST does not provide actual cost billing).
The
?Sult io
after tl'lo 1 expenses then add up to $5,350. This figure does not reflect any equipment
from the Athens end. We already had the needed equipment. Additional
1 at 5:00.
i!!lents, such as a printer in Savannah and a dedicated phone 1 i ne, wi 11 of course
t thts figure.
did not project any sort of cost benefit ratios since most of this quarter was
l1 to i1:1sta 11 i ng the system. With addi ti ona 1 experience in operating the sys tern,
examine carefully this important dimension.

~~ ~~itial

>res for
: student
ie bulletin
'rof i les of
1rofi les c
showed ver1
1ational,

view of establishing a bulletin board focused on equipment, budget,
~a~i cal problems.
And indeed, it took virtually the entire quarter to develop
ts 1 °n~l system, including installation and monitoring the system, tra i ning
its .use, and procuring equipment so students can have access to the
~e th n ~his score, we have simply just begun. We have an operational sys tem,
~hat is not functioning well for all its potential users. Only half of the
Aheave actually used the system.
nt's ~i ten weeks of operation, however, we have become more aware of the
the bae~ of the system. Some students, for example, need addi tional practice in
sic system. Yet others, want to share information about the bul letin

. a

-

. .

'

'

8

board with colleagues and locate and use additional bullettn boards int
areas. Also, more linkages, for example, need to be made between Armstr
students and University of Georgia faculty and students.
We are encouraged that the students themselves, those who have used
and those who.have not, stron~ly su~p~r~ . the contin~ed_o~era;ion of the bu
board. Both ~hey :~d we rama1n opt1m1s~1c that a s1gn1f1:an~ new ccmmun
is being forged.
References
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THE ACCURACY OF COGNITIVE MONITORING
DUKING COMPUTER-BASED INSTRUCTION

Individuals process information in different ways. The stra
preferred by one learner are likely to differ from those prefe
another. Ideally, every lesson should be individually tailored to
needs and abilities or each learner "so as to develop, compensate
capitallze upon student characteristics for the optimization of subjectlearning" (Messick, 1984, p. 69). One way to accomplish such in
tailoring is by transferring control of the lesson's structure and se
to the learner. The greater the learner control, the more individ
instruction should become.
Unfortunately, research in this area has failed to demonstra
learner control consistently improves.learning. Instead, studies indi
imposed control increases learning significantly over programs in w
learner controls the instructional scope and sequence (See, for e
Atkinson, 1972; Park & Tennyson, 1983; Ross & Rakow, 1981 ; Te
Tennyson & Rothen, 1980; Tennyson & Buttrey, 1980; Tennyson, Chm
& Park, 1984). Tennyson ( 1980, p. 505) stated that "instructional r
dealing with variables of learner control has failed to demonstratJi
students can make and carry out decisions of content element selecti
personal learning assessment."
A basic problem noted by locus on instructional control rese
has been that subjects who controlled their instruction fre
terminated instruction prematurely. However, the cause of this phen0
is not clear. If subjects who control instruction direct as much effort to

as those under program control, then other factors must affect instr
control decisions.
One possible e1planation is that many learners do not
accurately their understanding of lesson information. Less skilled le
and perhaps learners who encounter new subject matter, tend not to
their failure to understand new material (August. Flavell & Oift. l
Baker, 1979; Flavell, 1979; Garner, 1981; Garner & Anderson, 1982; G
Mann, 1984; Markman, 1977; Robinson & Robinson, 1984; Whimbey,
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Materials
The lesson concerned the discovery of a fictional ore (berke!iu
on an imaginary South Seas island. Although the details of the tnateri
fictitious in order to avoid the influences of prior knowledge, the con
designed to avoid logical conflicts with concepts pertaining to
economics, anthropology, and mineral science.
The information was divided into four sections and presented
form of computer-based instruction. The four sections were Tile His~
Je.rium Jsland, TJJe .Discovery of Ber.kelium O.ride, TJJe Min.
Ber.kelium O.ride, and TJJe M11r.ket for Ber.kelium O.ride. The
number of frames per section was 11 with a ma%imum of 13 and am
of 10. Each section also contained two graphic drawings which were
maintain motivation, but did not relate to items later tested. The
was designed to include a high information density within individual
and sections in order to require students to sort among numerous fa
concepts.
Following each section, students were asked to rate their 1
understanding of both the factual and inferential material on scales fr
(not at all) to five (very well). They then answered eight shortembedded questions pertaining t9 the material. The eight em
questions consisted of four factual questions and four inferential qu
Questions following each section covered only information presented·
section and were not cumulative.

Factual Lesson Content
Factual questions were those which required the recall of inform
which had been stated eiplicitly in the teit. The questions were divided
three levels, based on elements common to the parsing hierarchies ot
Meyer and Kintsch. The system used was considered more appropri
the individual frames or computer-based instruction. Factual questions
divided into three Level 1 questions, eight Level 2 questions, and five
3 questions.
Level 1. Level 1 questions were the most general and co
answered with the main idea of a computer frame. An example of ate
question is: "What was the ore Groningen discovered?"
Level 2. Level 2 questions were more specific and re
information which supported the main ideas. An example of a le
question is: "Why was the discovery of the ore important to lab
scientists?"

Cognitive Monitoring
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vet 1:. Finally, level 3 questions were the most · specific and
which were less significant to the main ideas of the story.
IJlple of a level 3 question is: "In what decade did Groningen go to
dl Island?"

~details

esson ontent
fnterential questions required students to evaluate two or more
pieces of information in order to form a conclusion. The questions
divided into intraframe and ~nterframe inferences. Intraframe and
rame inferential questions were distributed evenly across sections.
Jlltrafram.e. Intraframe inferences could be answered based upon
*1Ution presented in a single frame. An eiample of an intraframe
._.U(.mis: 'What important event occured on jexium Island in l 94S?"
Joterrrame. Interframe inferences required that information from
or more frames be evaluated simultaneously in order to form an
--~iate inference. An example of an interframe question is: "Who built
toWns around the mine site?"

Posttest
There were a total of 32 items on the posttest: half were repeated
the lesson and half were new items. The information tested using the
questions was evenly divided across the rout sections and contained
!9qua1 numbers of factual and inferential questions. Sixteen of the questions
sere factual and 16 were inferential, yielding four learning measures:
lepeated Facts, New Facts, Repeated Inferences, New Inferences. One-half of
the inference questions were interframe and the others were intraframe
questions. Three of the factual questions were Level 1, seven were Level 2,
and siI were Level 3. The items were presented in random order. All test
.items were short-answer type questions.

DtHndent Measures
Several dependent measures were coJlected. Dependent measures
related both to students' ratings of their understanding and to their
subsequent performance on both embedded and posttest questions were
COilected.

Separate measures were obtained for fact and inference ratings for
etch of the sections of the lesson. In addition, the number of correct
:sponses to embedded factual and inferential questions was computed, .as
ell as an aggregated fact and inference score for the lesson.
Student performance on the posttest was organized in two ways. First,
COtrect answers were tallied to produce a fact and an inference scale. Ne1t,
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factual items were classified as Level 1, Level 2. or Level 3. and

items were classified as Interframe or Intraframe.
Design and Data Analysis
The design was a complete repeated measures design, w
participants received exactly the same instructional treattne
dependent measures were gathered on all students. Regression pr
were conducted to determine the predictive value of en-rou
assessments for corresponding factual and inferential learning both
embedded and the posttest questions.
Enroute ratings for factual understanding were used to predict
performance on embedded factual questions while enroute ra ·
inferences were used to predict student performance on embedded 1
questions. Enroute ratings were also used to predict posttest perfct
for each corresponding scale.
In addition, enroute ratings
intercorrelated in order to examine the relationship among ratings r~
or inferences.
Procedures
All students received the same treatment. Students report
microcomputer lab during one of eight periods reserved specifically
study. They were told the study w~s designed to investigate h
people understand material presented via computer, what they und
and how well they can evaluate their own understanding. They we
told that the lesson consisted of four parts with approximately 1Ofr
information contained in each section and that they would be asked
answer questions over the material after each section. This informat1011
given orally at the beginning of each session and also repeated ll
beginning of the lesson. Since student input was recorded durina
computer program, students were told not to be concerned with
spelling, but to confine answers to a single line. No time limit was im
for responding to the Questions.
Students then completed the lesson. During each section t.hey
the lesson and answered the eight embedded questions. Students
receive any knowledge of their results on these questions. Following all
sections, the 32 item posttest was completed.
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RHSULTS AND DISCUSSION

l.lte rati
edded j . .
?:3t

perfot

rating~

·atings for

Katiil s with Performance .
.
factual ratings correlated with embedded scores.
Table 1
correlations between students' ratings of their factual
JWlding and their scores on the factual questions following each
UMu·:m oC the lesson. Summed across sections, the total factual ratings and
1a1111io1ftlJF01.a1'lce on factual embedded questions were correlated at .30 (.Q. < .OS).
. .fW'el'., most of this correlation could be accounted for by performance on
iourth section. During the first three sections, the correlations between
-PP and performance were not significant. Only during the fourth section
6111
ratings and scores on factual questions significantly correlated at .30 (Q.

51.
Insert Table 1 about here.

This could indicate that students improved in their ability to rate
reporte.d
:ifically ~
:gate how
ey under
rhey wer~
y 1Ofra

' e asked

understanding as a result of the emb~dded questions. However, although
most accurate predictions were made in the fourth section, the effect was
progressive during the first three sections.
Intercorrelations among factual ratings. Table 2 contains
ccrrelations between ratings of factual understanding in each of the four
sections. Factual ratings were intercorrelated fairly we11 (minimum 12 < .01 ).
indicating that students use an internally consistent system to rate their
understanding of factual information. but that the system was not as highly
related to their actual knowledge of the information tested.
Insert Table 2 about here.
Correlations were generally highest as students progressed
Cbr~ologically. Self ratings for Section 1 correlated more highly with
~as for Section 2 (.S)) than with ratings for later sections. Ratings for
~uon 3 correlated highest with Section 4 (.59 ). This might indicate that
•dtustments in assessing understanding were made gradually as students
Pt<>gress~d through the lesson, modifying their criteria for judgement based
on e1per1ence obtained during the lesson.
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Factual ratings correlated with posttes~ scores. 'f
contains correlations between enroute ratings of factual understand-1
posttest scores on questions from each of the four sections. Al
students performed approximately as well on the posttest questions
the embedded questions Ct= .72, .Q. < .0001 ), correlations between rati .
scores were generally lower than during the lesson and. were
negatively correlated in some instances.
Insert Table 3 about here.

Factual ratin s correlated with levels

or

!actual

ue

Table 4 contains correlations between ratings and performance on the
levels of fact questions. Because levels were not evenly distributed
sections and there were only a few examples of each level within as
total scores are used.
Insert Table 4 about here.
The only significant correlations were found between Se ·
ratings and performance during the lesson for each level. These corre
are also reflected in the overall correlation between Section 1 ratin
total score shown in Table 1. The genera! consistency across
especially as seen in the total ratings correlated with levels, may ind1
consistency in ratings across levels of information. The slightly
correlations for Level 1 questions throughout may be accounted for by
fact that there were simply fewer Level 1 questions. Although correla
with Level 3 questions on the posttest were slightly higher than f<t
other two levels, they were generally not significant.
Inference Ratings with Performance
Inference ratings correlated with embedded scores. T
contains correlations between ratings of inferential understanding and
on the embedded inference questior&Jmmed across sections, the
inferential ratings and performance on inferential embedded questions
correlated at .38 (~ < .01). As with the factual correlations, however
Table 1), most of this could be accounted for by performance on
sections.
The general trend for correlations between ratings
performance on individual sections was similar to the trend found for f
questions. Initially, correlations were low, but in section three ratinS5
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T

~stand·

Al
iestions
~n rati
lS.

1. were

l

atlce were significantly correlated at .37 (2
~ons declined in Section 4.

<

.01 ). ·

However,

Insert Table S about here.

.IDtercorretations amon1 inference ratings. Table 6 contains
eottetations between students' ratings ~f inferential u~derstan.ding in .each
tl Ute four sections. In all but one instance (Section 3 with Section 1),
ratin8I were significantly intercorrelated. The correlation among inference
rttiilaS was greater than for performance on either embedded or posttest
idf'•ence questions. Again, this suggests that students use an internally
CX)llSistent system to rate their understanding but that this system is not
.._ .......u. •d favorably to tested knowledge.
Insert Table 6 about here.

e carrel~
1 ratings
across I
tay indi
:lightly lo
ed for by

b correla ·
than for

Inference rating intercorrelations exhibited the same general trends
a factual rating intercorrelations. . This trend may indicate that students
•OdilY their criteria for self-assessment based on lesson experiences.
However. it may required several lesson sections to form a reliable system
Ccrjudging inference.
Inference ratinas correlated with posttest scores. Table 7
contains correlations between enroute ratings of inference understanding
and posttest scores based on information from each of the four sections. As
with factual questions, students performed approi:imately as well on the
inference posttest questions as they had on the embedded questions Cr. = .71.
I.< .0001). The trends between ratings and performance varied, however,
from embedded questions to the posttest.
"
Insert Table 7 about here.
Correlations were strongest between ratings and performance on
Sections 1 and 4, with a moderate correlation for Section 3 and virtually no
correlation for Section 2. The global, seemingly random, relationships
~erween ratings and performance were typified by the correlations obtained
etween non-aligned section reatings and scores. Significant correlations
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were found between Section 4 ratings and Section 1 performance
and between Section 3 ratings and Section 4 performance (Q. <.OS).

Inference ratio s correlated with

t

e of inference

Table 8 contains correlations between ratings and performance on
types of inference questions (lnterframe and Intraframe ). Beca
were only four examples of each question type per section. total s ,
used. Significant differences for Sections 3 and 4 account for most
correlation between ratings and scores for both embedded anct
questions.
Insert Table 8 about here.

Student performance on en-route inter and intra-frame inf
was very similar (61 i and 63.75i). It is therefore unlikely that dift
in correlations could be attributed to differences in performance.
appear to judge their inference comprehension more or less singular
do not seem affected particularly by either within- or interframe infl

Fact and Inference Ratings by Section
Table 9 contains intercorrelations between ratings of
understanding and inferenti al understanding for each section. Ratings
within sections produced the highest correlations of the study (.48,.
and .78 respectively) and were all significant at the .001 level, desp
fact that performance on fact and inference questions w ithin sections
correlate highly. This supports the assumption that although students
using some system for judging their level of understanding, the system
not highly related to their actual knowledge of the kinds of infor
tested. The system also did not differentiate effectively between f
and inferential learning. Rather, both fact and inference ratings ap
related to some global criteria on which students based their assessme
Insert Table 9 about here.
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GENERAL DISCUSS 1ON

The results of this study suggest that learners are not good judges of
en-route comprehension. Little or no correlation between ratings of
IAdel'~tanding and subsequent performance for both factual and inferential
rial were found for either embedded questions or the posttest.
• ate One possible explanation for these results may be related to the
iub~ive nature of "understanding."
Students may assess their
r-";anding according to criteria different from one another as well as
~the experimenter (Ba~er.' 1979; Garner & ~nderson, 1982).. Though
~y consistent both within and between ratings for fact and 1nference,
the ratings are not related well to any of the scales employed in this study.
addition. the more or less random correlations with the different levels of
a1 and inferential learning suggest that the student ratings were not
on the types of learning addressed in this study. Ratings appear to be
MHlrtea more on the undifferentiated,. global perceptions of students as to
understanding. This presents a potential problem in practice, where
tbe specific intended lesson information may not be the basis for making
tJwner-based instructional control decisions. Based on the findings of the
.-e• t study, it is simply unclear as to what information is used by
s of
audents to estimate comprehension.
·
Ratings
Some degree of acclimation to the lesson content and procedures was
(.48, A
!1, desptte presumed necessary before self-assessments could be considered vaJid.
ctions did After 3evera1 sections and attempts to answer questions, student ratings of
understanding should be more accurate, and successive ratings more highly
;tu dents
~elated with actual performance.
Although this pattern was not
e system
demonstrated completely, the data indicated some trends in this direction.
f infor
E".«relations
between ratings and performance for both factual and
tween r
Jnl'erential questions were significant mainly in later sections. This trend
~ight have been more pronounced
if understanding of factual and
illferential questions were more consistent across students. This might be
~mplished by clarifying the rating task more through additional initial
Wtruction, including examples of factual and inferential questions,
Specifying explicitly which questions were factual or inferential, asking
~Udents for ratings of specific facts or inferences, or providing response
1eedback.
th
Individuals may also evaluate understanding at levels other than
uose selected in this study. For example, learners may assess
nderstanding correctly at low levels but fail to demonstrate understanding
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at a higher level.
Low level assessment of und~rstanding sh
reflected in higher correlations of ratings with factual questions thaii
inferential questions. It was expected that ratings wouid correlate
highly with main ideas (gist level) than with lower level facts, indicattng
students based their assessment on knowledge of general ideas. The
however, did not reflect any significant relationships between asse
and level of factual information.
An assessment of understanding based on a high level of asst 121
of the material should have caused ratings to be more highly correlated
inferential questions than with factual questions. In effect, one
predict that ratings of inference would be the best predictors of
performance. Again, however, this was not demonstrated. None of the
assessments were round to be uniformly more. accurate than oth
forecasting student performance. Unfortunately, ratings were not
correlated with performance on any of the scales. Instead, there were
correlations between the ratings themselves. Scores on both the em
questions and the posttest indicated that students remembered higb
questions best, but they did not rate their · level of understanding b
an accurate assessment of this knowledge.
Finally, since understanding involves the integration or
information with prior knowledge, studies which are relatively sh
cover only a small amouni of new information may not give te
sufficient time to develop new, or to adapt existing, schema effectivelJ
an inability to correctly assess understanding is related to the lack
integrated cognitive schema, assessment and performance should improw
later sections.
Cognitive monitoring can be particularly difficult to study.
process can only be inferred from observed outcomes and from
introspective reports of subjects. Subjects who lack experience wit.h
process of introspection may be unaware of how to attend or what the
of the attention should be. The resulting reports may reflect process
anticipated by the experimenter. The findings of this study may be r
to such problems.
The popularity of learner controlled computer-based instr
accentuates the importance of further cognitive monitoring research.
tendencies reported for premature withdrawal from CBI lessons tnlf
associated with basic misperceptions of learning. The lack of str
correlations between self-assessed understanding and actual perforll
indicates the need for further research in this area.
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Table 1

Ra tin s of factual understandin correlated with scores on factual
for each section

Section Score:::
:3ect .-,,;.

Sect 1
·~·C:
..c..J

Sect 1
~l

Se et 3

~,?

·"- '-

:3e1~t

4

To~::il

.20

. 1....,.

.3;3**

.1 1

- .05

.43**

.1 4

..:. ..;

I

- .02

- .01

.1 O

.t 4

.07

41 .

.02

.11

.33*

.30*

.26

~1·

Sect 2

0::
~I

Sect 3

.._

Sed

.-.7

I

•:ti

Note. Overall fact

rating~

corre11lted \vith fact total et .30, g < .05.
*p < .05
**p <.01

Table 2
Intercorrelations among factual ratings across sections

Sect
v....

5ect 1

f~
~ :

~;

~1

::;~r::~

2

.i
I

'

·t:, Sec:t 3 II
~I

,

Sei::t 4 I
I

I

f::ict R8ti fl•l~•

Seet 3

Seet 2
c: c:
.

( ,(!00 ! "·'
.

(.O 1,I

(.OO 1)

7C:

·-··-·

• •_1._1

., .;::

'•'

(":

• -r1_1

coo 1")

>:

C001 )

r
I,

.001) 1>'1
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correlated with scores on factual osttest

Po:;;ttest Seo res

Sect 4

Sect 1

Sect

.; b

'.-

- .:J3

.16

.33*

fi

:ect 2 1i

.12

- .16

.20

.21

~I

Sect 3

I

.03

- .16

.17

.0 1

.04

- .03

.17

.17

i
I

Se·~t 't '

f

~I

Seet 3

?

'-

I

I

I

Sect 4 J
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Table -4
gatinas of factual understanding correlated with scores on factual questions
by level

Posttest
2
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~-Ct

I
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.00
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Table S
Ratin s of inference understandin correlated with. scores
inference questions by section
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::•ec:t 1
I

~I

g1

-~ 1

-· 1
t!:! '

"•J:·1I
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·l:· I
~,
•l)

~I

I
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::iec:t ?'"

-

Sect 3

Sect 4
..,

To1.::il

c:

.1 I

.17

1 .-.

- .08

.10

4

. -~·
.:...v

I
Sect ....

.10

;!.

l

.06

.p'-

.•L

7
Sei::t ·-·

I

.23

.09

.37**

. .:'..Ct

.49**

.30*

.2 4

..~

1

•I

.-,,-,

I

I

Sect 4 Ii

.-,..,

.L1'

- .08

- 1

'

I

*

Note. Overall inference rati ngs Gorrelated '·u"jth inference total at .3i3, ~ < .01 .
*e <. os

**e <. 01

Table 6
Intercorrelations among inference ratings

Sect 1
:3ect 1

:;ect 2

II

!
i

.....
"

(.C:5)

·:·. -.. ';:" !
._11;:1_.r ·-' I
I

Sect

,..,
L

:3ect 3

~;ect

.29

.

0

....1._;

'·'

.45

.30

..
',' .00 l "

,\

.49

(.05)

::. .00 0 1)

'·'.....

1\

I

7C'

i

Sect

41

(.O 1)

4
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Cognitive Monitoring

20

9

correlated with scores on inferential

P(l:~ttest

:3ect

1

I

Sect .-..:::.

I
I

Sect 1 I
I

Seo res
:3e.ct 'Z
·-·

:3eGt 4

r·-z

.30*

.25

- .21

..J ..J

.06

.07

.08

.06

. ,;.._1

.-,7

.13

.24

.36*

.41**

.02

.2 1

.3.::1*

I

Sect 2
Sect 3

lI
I

Sect 4 I

* ~ < .05

** 2 < .01

understanding correlated with scores on inference

T1Jpe::: of I nierent:e Questio ns·
Embedded Totals

~

+''

l'J

.i;,

<Q,

'::l

~I
~.
~

.
. -

"3'ect

I
I

I I

:~1 ~ -

!

I

I

Sec? :; :

.:I Sect 4
Total

I

I

Po3ttest

Inter

i ntr3

Inter-

i ntr·3

.24

.01

.::; 4

16

1 •!

.C:G

. G t~

!

.4::J**

.37 *

.26

.36**

.26*

. ?"'

.-.~

. 1·=·
u

.44**

7Q
......
**

.22

.20

.39

* 2 < .05

.

' '

**

** (I'- -:: .01

-

Cognitive Monitor
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Table 9
Ratin s of factual understandin
understanding

correlated with ·ratin

Inference Rati nos
Sect
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~•ei::t

7

·-'

:~ei::t

4

II
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.30*
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3eet .-,t..

i
i

-~ I

-·

.45**

.34*

.36**
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-

o·")

-2 9*

.67 **

.

.40**

.29*
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•J:>I

~I

......
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::;ec:t 1
.;:.~

0

•I

::;ed 3

I

::;ect 4 II

~

*

e .05
{

** p < .b 1
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. Today's information managers are working under consi
pressures--pressures that are unique to this period of
our institutional and national development.
Alvin Toffler and John Naisbitt have made us
going change in our world from an industrial nation
information society.
process of change.

The roles of al 1 institutions are

New technologies are available to ass

providing better control over information,
rapidly being

adapted

to

a

wide

operations--but the cost is high.

range

and their
of

These high costs of ma

information have come· about at a time when institutional
are considerably leaner than they were.
this new information society are to be met head-on, pers
costs must be reduced.

This means that along with the

technological time saving devices, both staff and manageme~
need to

become more productive .

One road

productivity is that of efficient time management.

1

tudY on time management practices was undertaken among
of information managers--the directors of large
oUP
libraries--with the support of a Librarian/Scholar grant

th• council on Library Resources.

Al though the study can

lae generalize~ to other groups _based on the degree to which

fit the description of the population surveyed,

th~

results

b• of interest. to all types of information professionals,
in media services and telecommunications who work
of higher education.
a

considerab 1 e

body of writing

and

on the subject of time management in the business
t~e

library literature that dealt

A survey approach was deemed the
data that would provide insights
management practices among managers of
The results of this study provided a
evaluating the training of

library managers,

the need for additional research in the field, and an

ity for academic library directors to compare their own
of others in similar positions.
actives of the study

our

objectives of the study were designed to determine:

To what degree library managers are aware of and
practice efficient time management methods,
delegation of authority and leadership style.
Time management practices as related to:

a.

leadership style

2
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including

3.

b.

sex of manager

c.

number of people managed

d.

years of experience as a library director

Identification of the most serious time wasters.

4. How library directors reportedly
on twelve specified categories.
sampling
The population that was surveyed consisted of 189 d '
from large academic libraries.

Two mailings of the

sent out to ensure at least a 60 percent return.
number of questionnaires returned was 159.

Since

population of directors of large academic libraries were
and 82% of them responded, we may for all practical p
consider that we are dealing with a population as oppos
sample in this study.
Data Collection, Analysis and Results
Items used to collect the data in the
based on the time management literature.
categories :

1) a profile of the respondents,

time is reportedly spent, 3) delegation of authority, t
wasters and 5) leadership style.
N

=

The survey was pretested

12.

The SPSS statistical package was used to analyze the
collected from the survey .
calculated,

including

Three types of analyses

frequency,

Pearson

correlation and chi-square with cross tabulation.
In the areas of the academic library director profi~
3

nts' time was spent (Tables 1 & 2), the results of
analysis indicated that the population was mature both

p~ de

!Ctor
.sters.

• nd experience, although almost half of them (4.6.5%) had
their current position five years or less. Most of them
staffs under 300, and only 21% of them were female .
large percent of their time involved in meetings and
and lesser amounts of time in planning,
iJlq, supervising, budgeting and personnel work.

ie
1.

Few of

spent more than three hours a week on external fund raising,
! t of the directors spent 21 days a year or more off campus

meetings or other work related events.

::e

TABLE l
University Library Director Profile
ibrary staff

1-150

Percent:

57.9

31.4

7.5

3.1

1-5

6-10

11-15

16+

Percent:

46.5

25.2

·15 . 7

Percent:

38

17.7

. 16 . 5

27.8

6.3

12.6

16 . 4

64.8

23-35

36-45

46-55

56+

22.6

47.8

28.9

151-300

301-450

451+

22.6

r of years as a
ibrary administrator
Percent:

Perc ent:

.6

MALE

FEMALE

78.6

21.4

4
')~~

TABLE 2

PERCENT OF TIME SPENT ON MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES
Hours per week:

0-3

4-7

8-11

12-15

Planning

18.2

46.1

Reporting (internal
& external communications)

18.5

48.4

22.9

7.6

Supervising

56.8

30.4

10 . 1

1. 4

Budgeting

44.8

43.5

9.1

2.6

0

Personnel work
(including collective
bargaining, labor
relations)
42 . 2

38.3

14 . 3

3.9

1.3

Meetings with university administrators

13. 9 ,

5.1

1. 9

0

55.5

30.3

8.4

•6

30 . 5

3.9

2.6

0

27.4

3.8

.6

•6

49

11.7

2.5

Meetings with library
administrators (e.g.,
a~sistant/associate

directorsj department
heads)
I 3.9
Library committees

.

I
I 63
I

University conunitteesl67.5

I

External fund raisingl69.l
24.2
4.7
1.3
.7
---,,-~~~~~~~~~'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-Number of days per
I
year off campus for I
professional meetI
ings or work related 10-10
1-20
21-30
30+
events
,~~
Percent
41 . 3 33.5
20.6
14.5

Delegation of authority is considered an al l important
in the management of time.

Information about

the respondents were about the de l egation
collected using a four-point "agree-disagree" Likert-tYP8
in response to a series of statements on the subject (Ta~
5

1••

to 90% of the academic library directors demonstrated

elCcel

lent knowledge in this area.

The two statements in

of them responded appropriately for an effective
r
t•••r had
to do with permitting staff to make mistakes and
tasks that their

subord~nates

"

should be doing.

2.s
TABLE 3

.7

DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY*

0

,?i'

~§

1.3

~~
AS

0

fil

~
A

Q) ~

~
tJ"l

0

~~
gi §
-~
l:l
QCI)

0

OS

eel
Ul
.,..;

t frequently allow my staff
o aake mistakes •

13.8

49.7

0

Ky staff make most of the
"day-to-day decisions about
their work without my
prior approval .

60.1

38

•6

• I frequently do tasks that
l. 3

•6

29.6

6.9

1.3

.6

29.7

43.7

25.3

•6

2.5

37 .1

59.7

28.9

59. 7

10.7

.6

44

50.9

5

0

9.5

rt subordinates should be
•7

doing •

• The library does NOT

function smoothly when I
absent.

Ill

• I seldom revise decisions
Jlade by my staff.

• I 9'i":'e my library staff

nportant s

considerable authority
over work ( e. g. , personnel, finances
facilities and' resources).

knowledg

0

' I frequently make

u thoritY

decisions that are part
of my subordinates' jobs.

rt-type s
c t (Table
6

55.1

3 5. 4

TABLE 3 (CONT'D.)

A

a.
9.

10.

11.

*

I delegate most library
operations to my staff.

42.• 1

51.6

If I were incapacitated
for six months, there is
someone on my staff who
could readily take over
my job for that period
of time .

44.9

41.8

The department heads
under my leadership do
NOT delegate work well
to their own subordinates.
My key people take the
initiative for projects
without waiting for me
to think of them.

1.3

9.2

26.l

59.2

D

Percent of academic library directors responding

The library directors who
survey were asked to rank their top ten time wasters o
list of 15.

This list was then compared to responses to t

1 ist which had been submitted to sales representativ
engineering managers in fourteen countries by Michael LeBo
reported in the February 1980 issue of Business
4) •

7

TABLE

4

RANKED BY THREE OCCUPATIONAL GROUPS
Library
Manager

Sales
Reps

Engineering
Managers

at once
1

8

D

2

"Te·sponsibili ty and
1
and/or staff)

5

4

6

6

2

9

io.1

no
quate, inaccurate, or
information

1

7
7

8

delegation and
in routine and
2

9

of objectives,
tles and deadlines

6

ef, or· unclear,
ications or
ct:ions
discipline

4

10

5

10

3

10

9

7

in9 tasks unfinished
CJS (scheduled and
tduled)

3

5

4

Phone interruptions

8

1

3

EnCJlneering
·
managers did not rank attempting too much among
ir top ten ti'me wasters, and sales representatives
.
placed it
8
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near the bottom of their list.

Neither sales nor en

personnel 1 isted a cl uttered desk and personal disor
among their top ten time wasters.

There were other dif

between the two management groups.

For example, library

i ndicated better control over the telephone than eng
managers.

Library managers also perceived themselves

fewer problems with delegation of work and
to i nformation.

However,

there were more similariti

d i fferences, which are born out by a low positiv e relat!
between the two groups of managers with a correlation

0

On the other hand, a very low negative correlation at -.1
found between library managers arid sales representatives.
Much has been written about leadership style over the
In the beginning there was an effort to identify the trai
leader.

Later, researchers in the field of industrial psy

and management believed that leaders were either process
is,

people oriented--or they were task oriented.

a trend toward

team l eadership whi ch incorporates both

of leadership--a concern with high productivity and a con
people .

Based on the Blake and Mouton Managerial Grid

five poss i ble leadership styles were identified depending
respondents ranked an equal number of statements about h
dealt with conflict (Table 5).

These leadership styl es are

on a task- process gr i d that identifies the degree to whi
respondent is:

primarily concerned with getti ng the work

organization carried out (9,1),

primarily concerned wiU

welfare and the people in the organization (1,9), concern~

9
')~

1

Ye

people (l, l), equally concerned with task and
(9,9) I

Q

r at some midpoint, balancing b_etween either task

J.• (S,5)·

A majority of the academic library directors
management conflict statement as the one that

their most typical response.

Team management integrates

ilt and people concerns in a leadership style that works

devel oping trust and committment in employees in an effort
qreater productivity.

TABLE 5
LEADERSHIP STYLE
Conflict Statement
itives,

When conflict arises, I try to identify reasons
for it and seek to resolve underlying causes • . (~ 1 9)
When conflict arises, I try to find a compromise
that everyone will be satisfied with. (5,5)
When conflict arises, I try to remain neutral.

(l,l)

I avoid causing conflict, but when it does appear, I
try to smooth things over so everyone will be happy.
(1,9)
When conflict arises, I try to cut it off or win
my position . (9,l)

Correlations were run for all variables in the study.
OUgh some writers in the field of research methodology are
approach

and

regard

it as

a

"fishing

dition", there are advantages in this type of a study.

The

lts Of the Pearson product-moment correlation were for the
Predictable.

Correlations were found among the number

hars the respondent had been in a management posit i on,
10
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experience as a

library director,

administrator I

department head or assistant/associate director and a
6) •

TABLE 6
RESPONDENT CHARACTERISTICS
A
A.
B.

c.

D.

Number of years in
current position
Number of years as a
library director
Number of years as a
library administrator
incl. dept. head, etc.

I
I
I
I
I .7729
I
I
.r

.4626

I
I
I .5294
I

Age

B
.7729

c
.623

• 5560

I
I
I
I

t
.5560

I

.4847 '

Correlations among ·the hours spent
university

committees

and the time

spent

university administrators and with library committees su
that the meeting style of university administrators may pr
role model or organizational style for the subsequent
of committee meetings within the library (Table 7) .

11

?. f\ .'.\

TABLE 7

.

. I

HOURS SPENT ON MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES

Hrs. Spent on Meetings with
University Committees
spent in meetings with
lflt;ersity administrators

.3751

library
.4864

correlations among the delegation statements were also

_,
_,
_,
i23

.

·560

I
I

I
I

I

768

ictable with those respondents who were reluctant to give
f authority over operating decisions perceiving that their

ry would not run smoothly when they were absent.

Those

I

ary directors who

I
I

pacitated for six months, there was someone on their staffs

- '

did

not

feel

that

if

they

were

could take over, were more inclined to make decisions that

pal:'t of their subordinates' jobs (Table 8).

TABLE 8
DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY

tart make most of the day-to-day
11ions about their work without

A~~~-B~~~-C

I

1- . 3807 I

'~~~-'~~~- -~~~
I
I
I .5013
I
'~~~- -~~~
I

hque.ntly do tasks that my
rdinates should do.
made by

CJive my library staff
,~derable authority over
44 Work.

~Were

I

incapacitated for six

tt\~ere
is someone on my
0
could take over.

12

?A&

I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

.37 16
I
I
'~~~- -~~~
I
I

I
I
I

.3667
I
'~~~- -~~~
I

1- .3550

'~~~- -~~~

A:
B:

c:

The library does NOT function smoothly when I'm gon
I frequently make decisions that are part of my SUb
jobs.
I delegate most operations to my staff.

Chi-square with cross tabulations were calculated
of the data.

In this study we were interested in the e

of significant associations among the respondent chara
and the variables reflected by the data collected in Se
and III of the survey instrument.
how time was allocated for the various management activi
delegation.

Si gnificant associations were found among f

of variables.
the p

=

The first was a very significant associa

.02 level of confidence between the

library administrator,

including that of department h

assistant/associate director and the statement,
heads under my leadership do NOT delegate work well to th
subord i nates".

Th ose who responded in the "disagree" c

were more frequently academic library directors
of administrative experience.

The appropriate response

s t atement for an effective delegator was in either one
"agree" columns.
The age of the academic library director was a signi
factor in two cases.

The age of the respondent

significant factor in the number of days spent off
p

= . 0001

level of confidence.

The older the director ,

days he or she spent off campus attending professional
o r work related professional meetings or work related

13

e'I

also a factor in response to the statement, "I frequently
that my subordinates should be doing".

A ·significant

Was found between the age of the academic library
ton
i

tors

who responded in the "agree" column at

et confidence.

the p

=

.01

The most frequent respondents were those

e S6 years of age or older. The appropriate response to
effective delegator is in either one of the

in the number of hours spent on library
At the p = .001 level of confidence, females were
a highly significant association in the amount of
library committee _.work,

with women

spending more

than men.
Con(:.l usions and Recommendations
implications
directors

for this study are that the academic

who

responded to

this questionnaire

are

denced and mature individuals who are knowledgeable about
topriate delegation skills and for the most part,

;.ement oriented in their leadership styles.

team

Their selection

e top three time wasters helped to focus on those areas in
The first concern is the need to examine the
t Of time spent on

c·ommi ttee work.

As organizational

evolve, new ways of dealing with decision
g and work flow,

other than the committee, must be developed

greater productivity, without the director falling back on an
t or,
:m al

Oded authoritarian style.

Second,

the problem of taking on

lUch Work at the same time should be addressed.

14

This problem

could be a matter of more effective delegation; howevet'
the results of the study, it is very likely that it has
do with identifying goals and establishing priorities.
time ma n agement techniques ca n al so resolve the prob1e11
cluttered desk.

Both of these latter

probably the outgrowth of a bureaucratic

organization, s

the university, where committees proliferate.
Additional research into these assumptions should be
out,

including the effects of training decision making g

group dynami cs .

A rep l ication of this study with other

may also prove useful .

15
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Abstract
Relationships among Text Format Variables In
C~er-Generated

Text

I 18 Henz 1 i k Hal 1
Lincoln, NE 68588-0355
402-472-3387

rat text format variables were examined in an experiment to
~{fy the ways in which these variables, under specific design
(Gibfn&tions, interacted. Text format variables are those elements
tlf(Sto create legible instructional text. The variables examined in
'thfS study inc 1ude heading 1ocat ion (embedded or i so 1ated) , 1 i ne
terigth (long or short), space between lines (single or double),
raPh indication ( i ndented or spaced) , use of running heads
1111119
lpresent
or absent) , and directive cues (present or absent} .
xty-four computer text types were designed using al 1 possible
lAations of the six bivariate text format variables. The text
types were presented to the subjects, who sorted them into seven
lly distributed categories (Q-sort procedure} based upon their
~fved study-ability.
Study-ability was operationally defined
sthe rating assigned by participants to models of computerfefN!r&ted text based on the perceived ease with which a text model
ID be read and studied as if the model were actual text. Data
frOI the Q-sort were analyzed via a. 6-way repeated measures analysis
Of' wsrlance. Two significant ( p <. 0 I) 5-way interactions were
llterpreted.
t he
hnology

l!esults suggested several text des ign considerations. The presence
of a running head was a preferred des i gn considerat ion and its
1
nt~ract ion with the other var i ab 1es usua I 1v served to improve the
study-abi 1i ty rating of the text type . The. pri:-sence of directive
~' is also a preferred des i gn condition, tending to improve the
rating. While double spaced text was preferred , a single spaced text
~th running head and/or directi ve cues wou ld be preferred more than
~double spaced version without running head or direct ive cues. The
~atlon _ of headings had the greatest affect on the rat ings, probably
t '3\lse _it had the most noticeab l e effect on the i mage of the t ext,
~h 1 ts affect on ratings was unpred i ctab I e. The more ori_;ian i zed
CQ!lbitruct~red appearance of the spaced paragraph condit ion probabl y
PrOd ned w1th the running head and directive cue cond it i ans . t o
eppeuce a more study-able appear i ng screen . Line lengt h did not
ttioua~ to be~ s i gni~ icant fact or in the study-abil i t y ratings,
g a 11 th 1ngs being equa I , short 1 i nes were preferred .
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Relationships Among Text Format Variables
fn ~er-Generated Text
·
Problem SU111Mry
Text format variables are components used to create legible
instructional text. Some examples of text elements used within t
r~alm of a cathode ray tube display (CRT) include headings,
illustrations, line length, leading between lines, kern between
letters, paragraph indication, the use of running heads, heading
location, directive cues, type style, type s i ze, empty space, and
graphic devices .
Initially, legible text was thought to be a funct ion of the size
style of type, therefore research concentrated on the effects of
individual symbols upon visibility and recognizab i lity. A symbo l
considered visible was considered legib l e. But, as more was learn
about the processes of cognition and reading, the overall
comprehensibility of instructional text was considered an importal'\t
element of legibility. Legible pages or screens should designed tt
look l Ike a collection of ideas, orgpnized and understandable,
than like a collection of letters: they must flow, and be
interpretable as well visible and recognizable (Ryder, 1979).
However, there exist no formal guidel Ines for the design of screen
layouts. This experiment invest·i gated the manner in which severa l
text elements interacted when spec ific arrangements were judged by
perceivers.
Research into combinations of text e l ements presents un ique
methodo logi cal problems for, there is almost an infinite variety o
text element combinations. For examp l e, a researcher may compare
three type sizes, two line lengths, three types of d irective cues.
two heading locations, two paragraph indications. three graph ic
organizers, and two conditions of running heads creating a 3 X 2 X3
X 2 X 2 X 3 X 2 design with 432 different st imulus combinations-- not
to mention the implications of performing a 7-way analysis of
variance .
In an effort to reduce the number of variables to a manageable, yet
real i stic number, the chosen text e lements were leading, d i recti ve
cues, paragraph indication, running heads, heading Iocat ion, and Ii
length.
----------Insert Table I here.----------
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2
defined as the quantity of empty space between 1 ines of
/as "paper" pub 1 i cations, Tinker ( I 96 5) sugge_s ted tha·t under
ornditions, in terms of both 1 ine length and type size. the
1 ~tween lines be approximately 1.0 and 1.25 point between t h e
jig f the descender from the upper 1 i ne and the top of the
~from the lower line. Hartley (1978) stated that the leading
~equal to the spacing between words, an amount similar to
d , 5 suggest f on. The key here is "optima 1 conditions," for when
ar! extremely long more leading is required (Tinker, 1963).
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dfsplay research, Kolers, Duchincky, and Ferguson ( 1981) found
cfoCJble spacing between lines of text on a CRT marginally
sed reading speed over single spacing. However, they also
tnst reading single spaced text required less occular effort,
e more dense 1y packed text requires sma 1 1er and fewer eye
le 1110vements. Grabinger {1984, 1985) found that perceivers
erred double spaced text; but, this preference was not clear cut
IPPeared to interact with other text element variables. The two
IH Investigated were single spacing (51) and double spacing (52).

lflth regard to 1 i ne 1ength as a format var i ab 1e, Turnbu 1 1 and Bai rd
964) reconrnended that lines of text be between 26 to 65 characters
for a given sty 1e and size for paper di sp 1ays. Keenan's ( 1981 )
tll"Ch with CRT displays supports this.
Keenan used a computer to
ine the optimal 1 ine length in terms of meaningful phrase units
different readability levels and found that 1 ine l engths in the
tlcfnlty of 45 to 55 characters maintain the integrity of the
reetest number of idea units. Yet, despite this research designers
eften persist in long 1 ines of text. The two conditions investigated
were 60 (LL) and 40 (SL) character 1 ines.
Both conditions fal 1
within CRT and paper standards, yet are different enough to create
distinct differences among the images .

Of-rectfve Cues

lbe US!! of directive cues is one of the few format elements that has
flad a PQsitive effect on some t ypes learning in both paper and CR T
Investigations. Cues such as under 1 in i ng, upper case 1etters . or
llUltl co lored text have improved recognition and recal I tasks wh en
Sparingly and related to desired outcomes (Christ , 1975, l977;
r rtley, Bartlett, and Branthwaite, 1980; Tull i s, 1981). Perceiver
~actions to directive cues are harder to describe . When examined
~one, directive cues appeared to have 1 ittle affe ct on preferences
ttr~ssed by participants; yet, in combination with other text
!t:ments the cues contributed to the appearance of we l 1 organized and
CUeuctured designs (Grabinger, l984. 1985). Since a wide va r iety of
to ~ve been found to be effective, the main questions are re I ated
fol"llla~ her cues are present or not and how they relate to other
(tP)
var i ables. The two conditions investigated were Cues Present
or Cues Not present (CN).

:!fd

!ti
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Paragraph Indication
The shape of the text on the page or screen can be changed quit
not i ceab 1y through paragraph spacing and indentation_. Efforts
comp! icated indenting patterns to represent the structure of th
on paper displays have not improved retent ion or recall under e
circumstances (Frase and Schwartz, 1979 ; Hartley, 1980; Shebils
Rotondo, 1981). However , it has also been found that readers•
preferences are affected by spatial changes such as paragraph
Indication (Siskind, 1979), partly because the text may look mor
organized and structured (Grabinger, 1984). The use of spatial
is a highly visible format factor so two conditions were
investigated: increased use of white space (PS) (double or t r ipl
spacing between paragraphs) and traditional indentation (Pl).

Runnf ng Heads
Heines (1984) recomnended the use of a format variable called
hypertext, or running head, to help keep readers apprised of the!
location in a lesson, t he lesson content. their progress, and
essential computer commands. A running head is recommended beca
CRT text pages are short, change frequently , and the nature of a
lesson often prevents easily f li pping ahead or backward. The r
heads are usual ly ·placed along the top or bottom of the screen.
though may also be found along the sides . Operationally, this
variable took two forms: present (RH) or absent (RHN).
Heading Location
Heading location was the final variable included in the
investigation . While, the use of headings, particularly in
form, has fac i 1 i tated I earning (Hartley and Trueman, 1982; Ho 11 ev,
1981) the location of the headings affect the appearance of
organization and structure of the page. S ince, the presence of
headings has facil itated learning it was decided to test two
conditions that affect the appearance of the s creen : heading s ~~
either embedded in the t ext (HE) or isolated in a separate colu~~
(HI ) .
Research Questions

icty~P

lgn

Several hypotheses could be I i 5ted that would predict the effect
one variable and one condi tion on another. However, the purpose
this study was t o explore the way or ways in whi ch these variabl~
interact together. The purpose is analogous to examining the Ge~
of the screen. to inspecting the affect of the whole as a sum of I
parts. The purpose of i nstructional text is to provide mater ia l t
will promote learning; therefore. instructional text is i nt ended~
facilitate an int eract ive cycle between the learner and the
stimulus. The basic problem is the ident i fication of combinations
text element variables that can be constructed or shaped or mol ded
text designers or CA! wr iters in ways that faci 1 itate the learn in9
process. Or, how do specific combinations of variables effect eac~
other?
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teP in answering that question was to determine the
,.,.t 5 ference reaction of a potential reader to specific text
''' pr:hY examin e preferences , espec ially since preferences are
ff'S• 1ated to such tasks as reca l I or retention? First; Ti nker
tPreon (!942) found that legibil ity was posit ive ly re la t ed to a
~r~udged pleasingness of the text . Tinker (1965) also found
' Jrs se ldom preferred a text des i gn of less than optima l
r~~; and tended to equate pleas ingnes s with leg i bi li ty. Bryant
fbl ( 1981 ) discovered that preferences affected purchas ing
11
when students were more likel y to purchase textbooks wi th
tust~~tions than same textbook without i 1 lustrations .

i

second

31 led
:1 of the i r

, and
j ed because
Jre of a CA
The runnl
;creen,
, th i s

reason for using preferences as a starting base is t he
of the percept ua l cycle . I f it is accepted that legibility is
~n the recognizability of a symbol, then the whole cognitive
Je (Neisser, 1976) prov ides ground f or research. The combinations
t he text e I ement s becomes more important that the i nd i v i dua 1
ts, because the potential affect of the initial perception of
~cJocument upon a reader's schema . The reader may ha ve particu lar
or reading strateg i es that are a ctivat ed by spec if ic combina lans ()f format var i ab 1es
that an exami nat ion of a "whole" wou ld
Shed .ore I ight on the "parts" than .an examinat ion of each part
r• tely. The variab l es chosen for study cover a range of design
fstons from the placement of white space to cues that emphasize
P1rticular words. Highly organized and control led des igns were corned i~ an effort to identify ways text format variab les interacted .
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t1ethodology

This was an opportunity samp I e composed of 31 under graduate student

volunteers, all s ingl e , between the ages of 20 and 25 , United States
elttz-ens , and predominately f ema 1e .

Sflifty-fo1Jr computer t:ext tvoe s (see Appendix A for samples l were
lje.signed through the--;:;se of different combinations of si x bivariate
~orniat var iables. To avoid confounding the treatment wi th contextual
;ctor5 the text types were designed using the notation method
1
W}'man, 1981 ) . In place of actua l text, "X"s were used to represent
~ bul k of t he print on a page; "O"s to reflect the occurrences o f
• ~ ks• upper case, bold type, co 1or, headings, or r everse type; and
1 ~ as . a ter tiary graphic unit to represent something parti cul a r ly
1
~~a~~e
in sty re . As a res ult of parti cipant comments i n the
alt inger • . 1984 study t he st andard use of the notati on method was
~r!r~? s 11ght l y by i ncorporating spaces to make groups of "X"s I ook
the •ke words in actual text. Although i t can be suggested that
arguuse of the notation syst em reduce s ecol og i ca I val id i ty , it is
vfs e~ her: that its use emphas i zes the image of the page as whole
llu!~ ent 1 t y . Eac h page was designed on an I BH PC computer with the
on mate word processor pr og r am. The stimu li pages were printed
. printer,
.
lam·a dot -mat r1x
en larged on a phot ocopy machine, 3nd
inated for dur"3bi I ity .

1
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Elfciting Preferences
The text types were presented to the subjects together wi th
d i scr i minating and sorting instruct ions to elicit perceptions
the i r study-ab f 1 i ty. Study-ab i I i ty was operat i ona 1 I y defined as
t he rating ass i gned by part i cipants to mode l s of computer- genera
text based on the perceived ease with which a text model could be
read and studied as if the model were actual text.
Utilizing recorded instructions (see Appendix 8), subjects were
to perform an unstructured Q-sort of the 64 text types or stimu l i
The Q-methodo 1ogy was u.sed because of its usefulness in exp 1orat •
r esearch, in turning up new ideas and hypotheses (Ker 1 i nger, 1973)
Subjects sorted the stimuli into seven piles in quantities that
reflect ed a normal distribution. In th i s sorting procedure, the
texts perceived to be the highest in study-ability were placed in
pi 1e I • wh i le those four perceived to be the I owest were p 1aced i
pile 7. From the remainder of the text types, those eight bel iev
to be the highest i n study-ab i 1 i ty were p I a c ed i n pi I·e 2 and those
e i ght cons idered to be of the lowest i n pi le 6 . The forty st imu li
l eft over were a l located among the remain i ng inner three pi les wi
the 12 believed to be the highest in study-abi l ity placed in pil e
and the 12 lowest in pile 5. The remaining 16 were placed in the
middle or fourth pile . After comp l etion of the sorting task the
participant was interviewed about the cr i teria used during the ta
Responses were written down by the experimenter . Participants w
shown the first pi le and asked, "Why d i d you rate these the highe
on the study-ab l l l ty factor?" Then , they wer e shown the i r seven
p il e and asked, "Why d i d vou rate. these the lowest?"

Results
The matrix pres ented i n Tab l e 2 dep icts t he raw dat a a r rangement~d
64 CRT text t ypes generated by the sortlngs of the sub j ects in th'.
sample . A single va l ue in eac h col umn is a r a t i ng of t he re lative
study-abili ty of the respect i ve text as perce i ved by the pa r ti cu!¥
subject, repre5ented i n the row of the mat r i x . Th i s data was
analyzed via a repeated measures ana lys i s of var iance (8MOP. 198 11
A conservati ve . 01 level of s i gn i f icance ! suggested by Kerl i nger .
1973) was accepted t 0 offs et the the dependence that mav resul t a
sti mu l i during t he Q- sort. The ma i n ANOVA r es u lts are presented I
Tab le 3 .
----------Insert Tab le 2 here.-------------------Insert Tab l e 3 here . ---------The pr imary ANOVA produced two signi f i cant interactions among the
text e I ement var i ab 1es for furt her a na I ys i s. Th ese were t he "runn·11'1
head by hea ding locat ion by cues by s paci ng between I i nes b y li ne
l ength" interaction (RHCSL) and t he " runn i ng head by cue s by spac~
by line l ength by pa r agra ph Indi cation" (RCSLP) i nteraction.
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6

a multiple interaction is by isolating the
ns at each level or order (Keppel, 1982) . In this way we
1
~act ~t each var i ab 1e under constant conditions. This, .in turn,
look set of marginal means that may be used to graph the
~~·~n
in a way that al lows one to spatially inspect the
1
fl'f01111i'
This is accomplished via further ANOVAs. For examp le , the
P in the RHCSL analysis was to determine which condition of
5
first
\ength var i ab 1e was interacting with the other var i ab I es.
Lfneere run holding the conditions of RHCS variables constant
~'~th Line Length cond i tions finding that the short 1 ine length
~ lue contributed to the Interaction (see Figure I_). Next,
' LS)/aand Single Spacing were compared while holding RHCL constant.
erocess was continued for al 1 five variables in the
ThiS:Ction. The ANOVA tables are not printed because there are
hundred. The results of this "slicing-off" process f or both
f l'it-WBY interactions are presented in Figure I •
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ere as~
imul i ,
oratory
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hat
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----------Insert Figure I here.---------;timul 1

----------Insert Table 4 here.----------

(nteract f on
<

the

~variable

conditions running head present (RH). directive cues

,,-M«lt (CP), single spacing (SJ), short 1 ines (LS), and embedded

lltedlngs

(HE)

contributed to the interaction.

This in itself tel ls

ltt1e, but by taking the marg i na I means of the study-ab i I i ty rat i ngs

Alff

Tab I e 4)

the interaction can be "mapped out" in a series of
By comparing the graphs
iii th! RHCSL interaction the fo 1 1owing statements can be made:
aphs to aid interpretation (see Figure 2) .

----------Insert Figure 2 here.---------in tne

I.

~ lat iv e

•a s
'.

198 l)

The presence of a running head in a design was a 1ways
preferred over the same design with no running head (Figures
2a to 2h l.

2. The presence of directive cues were preferred over no
direct i ve cues <compare 2a and 2b. 2c and 2d, 2e and 2f, a nd
2g and 2h).
3• Short I i nes wP.re preferred over 1ono 1 i nes (compare 2a and

2e, Zb and 2f. 2c and 2g, and 2d and 2h ) .
4

•

Doub 1e spacing was usua I 1y preferred over sing 1e spacing
(compare 2a and 2c, 2b and 2d. 2e and 2g, and 2f and 2h).

~. Generally, it seems that isolated headings and direct ive cues
)ng

the

"" e "runnill9
:iy 1 ine
JY spac i ng

"" ·

work together to produce favorable designs . It seems that
di rective cues played an important role with the heading
location. Designs using both directive cues (CP) and
isolated headings (H[) were favored over those with embedded
~eadings (HE) and d irective cues (Figures 2a, 2c, and 2e l.
owever, when directive cues were not present (CNl t he
~mbe~ded heading designs were preferred over the isolated
eading de~igns (F igures 2b. 2d. 2f, and 2hl.
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6.

The interaction of heading location with the running hea
condition is diff icul t to predict. The most visible cha
in a design combination is found in Figure 2~. The blen
of isolated heading, running head, cues, sing l e spac ing
long 1 Ines was significantly preferred over designs with
embedded headings , with and without running head. However
in Figure 2d the isolated head ing condition combines with•
no running head CRHN) condition to improve the appearance
the design.

7.

Though, comparison of Figures 2e and . 2g show that isolated
headings were favored in a sing l e spaced layout while in
same layout with double spac ing embedded head i ngs were
preferred.

8.

The most preferred design combinat ion was composed
heads , isolated headings, cues, double spacing and
(see Figure 2c) .

9.

The least preferred design combination was compos ed of no
runn i ng heads, isolated headings, no cues, single spaci ng,
and short lines (see Figure 2f).

RCSLP Interaction
The significant variables found in the RCSLP interaction
heads present, directive cues present and absent, s i ng le
long 1 ines, and indented paragraphs (s ee F i gure I) . The fol lowing
statements can be made about the variables, based on F igu re 3:
----------Insert Figure 3 here . ---------I .

Designs with a running head ( RH ) were a lways preferred ov ~
designs with no running heads (RHNI (Figures 3a to 3h) .

2.

Double spacing (52) was preferred over s ingle spacing (S!l
(compare 3a and 3b, 3c and 3d, 3e and 3f, and 3g and 3hl.
Note espec ial l y graphs 3c and 3d where the spac ing betwePn
1 ines has a dramat ic effect under the running head (RH),
short 1 ine (LS) indented paragraph cond it ion (Pl l.

3.

Spaced paragraphs (PS ) were preferr~d over i ndent ed
paragraphs (Pl ) ( compare 3a and 3e. 3b and 3f, 3c and 3g.
3d and 3h) .

4.

There seemed to be a general preference fo r long
over short 1 ines (LS) (compare 3a and 3c, 3b and
3g, and 3f and 3h).
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e presence of directive cues (CP) was preferred over · the no
Th condition (CN) (compare graphs 3a through 3h). F igures
eue 3c, 3e, 3g, and 3h show the significant _effect of cues
38
'r no cues. The cues seemed especial ly sensitive to t he
ovening head condition (CP-RHN). When the both cues and
running heads were absent from designs the disapproval went
runfurther than when the running head was present without
~es (CN-RH) (Figures 3a. 3c, 3d. and 3h) .
In Figures 3d and 3e the absence of a running head had far
greater impact on the design than did the absence of cues
under double spac i ng, short lines, and indented paragraph
combination .
The most preferred design combination included running heads,
cues, double spacing, long lines, and spaced paragraphs (see
~igure 3f).
8,
) f no
3c ing ,

The least preferred design combination included no running
heads, no cues, single spacing, short I i nes a nd indented
paragraphs (see Figure 3c) .
Discussion

n>ter111s of study-ab i 1 i ty pref er enc es for images of text. the imp l i -

cations for design are many. However, s i nee the effect of these
ions on achievement has not yet been es tab 1 i shed no genera l i zat ion
that d irection shou Id be made .

The use of a runn i ng head is one of the most stab 1e resu 1ts of the
~udy.
No design combination without a running head was preferred
ENet des igns with a running head. Although it interacted with other
v,sri ab les i n affecting preference its int eraction was a l ways in a
PJsitlve direction .
(51)

3 h} .

3 ( LLl

3e and

Uie presence of cues as a preferred e 1ement in text design was a 1so a
fai rly stab 1e inf 1uence. The use of cues seemed to imp rove the
l tudy-abi 1 i ty rating in a 1 I 'situations except one (Figure 3d. runn ing
htad (RH) line). It could be that that particular combination
llrOdl:Jced the simplest and most spacious des ign, looking very easy to
read and study .

Another fa i rly consistent trend wa s found in the preference for
double spaced text over sing 1e s paced text . However, upon
~~nation of the int eractions it was found that spacing was easily
~ uenced by other factors .
For examp I e, the absence of a runni ng
i.he~ had gr:ater. impact on the study- abi I ity rating than did spacing
gr rompar~ng Figures 3g and 3h (compare the RHN dot in ea ch
~). While subjects probably preferred the more spac ious look of
~~:. spaced text, the spacing of the text did not seem as important
sugg ing a study-ability judgment as cues or running heads. This
lller!~t~ . that de sign features that affect the organizat ion and
11ppe c 1 cal structure of the text are more important than the
6
ranee of spaciousness.
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Long lines were preferred over short I ines, though tDis did not 5
to be a strong preference. Figure 2 shows this to a greater exte
than Figure 3. This is probably due to the heading location
conditions in Figure 2 which may have emphasized the _difference
between the two line length conditions.
The usual interaction between I ine length and I ine spacing did n~
seem to occur. This may be explained by the narrow difference
between the two tine length conditions since, both the 40 character
1 ine and 60 character 1 ine fel I within legibility recommendations.
·The affect of the heading conditions was widely variable. This~
be due to the radical effect heading position has on the text desi
since it changes the margins, body of the text, and overall image
more than any other change.
The affect of paragraph indication is consistent, though not great,
Generally the spaced paragraph condition was preferred over indent
paragraphs. Its Interaction with other variables was positive but
st ight. The only unusual incident is seen in Figures 3a and 3e.
Here the paragraph condition appears to interact with cues and
running heads. Jn Figure 3a there is a wide difference between cu
present and the two running head conditions. Figure 3e shows aw l
disparity between the ·two running head conditions in the no cues
condition. The more organized and structured appearance of the
spaced paragraph condition probably combines with the running hea~
and directive cues to produce a more study-~ble appearing screPn,
Conclusion
General ly, although the variables discussed comb i ne to interact
influenr.ing preference for studying they are for the most part
pred ict able . A designer that fol l owed a practice of ut i I izing
running heads as general organizers. spaced paragraphs. and a few
directive cues for emphasis would probably create pages or screens
t hat produce a more positive opinion about study-ability with in
potential readers. Though the most preferred des i gn i n the RHCSL
interaction had isolated headings, the position of headings is
orobably not as critical. The effect o f no head i ngs on a
study-abi I ity rating would probably be gr~ater. While It appear s
that rPaders prefer double spacing and long I ines , these factors ~id
~ot appear to contribute as much to the 5tudy -~b i I it y of the docume
~s the other variables.
While preference is related to legibi I ity, the
l earning. Remaining questions include the effect of
learning and the activation of learning s trategi es.
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App1ndix 8
In1truction1 to tht Subj1ct1

;

. .:,:

:: :.. ..

...

xaaine 1ev1ral 1odtl1 of co1put1r-generated text. These
111 1
dtl • of tut that uy b1 sun on co111put .1 r tel evi si on 1cruns
10
t 11 dnq co11put er-usi 1ted instruction.
·
~ 81 fore you begin, look at 101111 of the text 11odels in front of
Natf that they art composed of •xws and "O"s. The •x•1
flll• unt the body of the tut. The "O"s represent words that are
~:al, such as headings or subheadings. On so•e of the 1odels you
Ul 111 thrH uts of 11 X"1 that are darker than the rest of the
: 11 t. Then dark sets of "XWs represent words that may be in
ttdtu, bold type, or underlined. Finally, sou of the 1ode l 1 have
a•"Oi •t the top of the page . This box is called hypertext and
contain• • 1u11ary of th• content of the lesson and a list of
CGIP~t1r commands that 1ay help the learner during the lesson.
Nh1n you 1xa11in1 t~e text 111odels evaluate 1ach 111odel on a
fKtar called •study-ability:• •study-ability" refers to both
r11dability and learning characteristics. For exuiple, a text model
iith a hiqh •study-ability• factor would appear usy to read and easy
to study. On the other hand, a text 1odel with a I ow ustudy-abi 1 i ty"
filctar would appear har.d to read and hard to study. You are the
Jud.ft of whit appears easy or hard to read .ind study. There is no
rl9ht or wrong ansnr. The best .inner is whatever you decide. Look
at uch 11odel and ask yourself, "If this were actual text would I
find this style easy to read and study or hard to rud and study?"
Sort th1 64 11odel1 of computer-g1ner.ited text into seven pi les
m:ard1ng to the "study-ability• factor. Re111ember to base your
Jud9111nts on holil usy the 11od1l appears to study iS if the model
Ntr 1 act u i l te x t.
Use t h e so r t i n g pr o c e du r e des c r i be d as f o I l ow s :
In Pile No. 1, pl.ice the 4 text models that have the highest
'1tudv-1bility• factor.
In Pile No. 7, place the 4 text models th1t
~IVI th t low IS t " study- ab i l i t y" fi ct or • 0 n e way to do th i s i s to go
~ough the text •odels sorting the11 into high , medium, and low
•1tudy·ab1lity" piles. Then return to the "high" pi le and f ind the
four "' 1t h t h e h i g he s t " s t u d y - a b i l i t y " r a t i ng a nd p l a c e t h em i n P i 1 e
Mo. I. Then, go to the " low" pile and find the four with the lowest
'ltudy·ab1lity • rating and plact thu in Pile No. 7.
After placing 11odels in pile nu11bers 1 and 7 there will be 56
•odtl1 left. Place all of the models together and repeat the sorting
•rac1dure . Place the 8 with the highest "study-ability" rating in
No, 2 and t-he a . with the lowest •study-ability• rating in Pile

t•'

:

•• i.:.-t

.•c 11 :,

:: :. ,,

·.

• ••

.

:

•

I

, .. " '

, .

~

::.

·--

:ilt

C l•C:,.

~.

t

"

~ I .!

6.

•

•d

Then there wil l be 40 text models remain i ng. Pl ace a l l of the
Frain these 40 models plac11
12 "'1th h 1g hes t •study - ab i 1 it y • r a ti ng in Pi 1e No. 3 and the 12
:h
111
101i1est rating in Pile No. 5 .

t~ •ls t~geth~r again and re-sort them.
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There will then be 16 models left and they are all
Pile No. 4.
The nu1b1r of the text Models to be placed in 1ach Pili •l
appears on th1 pile identification cards on the table in front
you. you 1ay r1arran91 th1 1od1ls until you ar1 1ati1fi1d •ito'
p la ce~ent, but 1ake sure you place th• specified nu1ber of text
~odel1 in 1ach pile .
.
you 1ay refer to these instructiohs or ask the txptriitnb
help whenever you wish. Finally, rtme1ber to Jud91 each 1odel r
easy it appears to study as if it were actual text.
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: h pi 1t i i

l n frontQf
f ied ljith
~ Of hxt

hbl1
Y1ri1bl11 U11d in Stiauli D11ign
Luding:

(s 11
(S2l

Oirectivt Cues:
Puagraph Indication:
Running Head:

singlt spacing
doubl1 1p1cing

(CNl no directive cues pre11nt
(CPI directive cuts present
( p Il

CPS)

indent1d paragraph
spaced paragraph

CRHNl no hypertext present
CRHl hypertext present

Heading Position:

CHEl
CHil

t111bedd1d headings
isolated hudi ngs

Line Length:

<LU
CSU

long <60 character) line
short (40 charactlr l line

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tible 2
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hble 3

Repeated "easures ANOVA of CRT Text "odels

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Su1s of
Squares

Source

Degrees of
Freeda•

11ean
Square

hil

F

Prob.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Pie an
Error

31720.00454
0.13609

1
30

31720.00454
0.00454

6992498.00

0.0000

RngHd
2 Error

373.64970
523.30343

373.64970
17.44345

21. 42

0.000!

30

Hdngs
3 Error

o. 84728
347.66835

0.84728
11.58894

0.07

0.7887

30

O.l8196
23. 02117

0.18196
0.76737

0.24

0.6298

30

236.50454
464.44859

236.50454
15.48162

15.28

o.ooos

30

0.36744
25.52319

0.5161

30

0.36744
1).85077

0.43

6 Error

Hdngs XCues
7 Error

13.72228
33.85585

13.72228
1.12853

12. 16

0.001:

30

RngHd XHdngs XCues
8 Error

2.00050
26.64012

2.00050
0.88800

2.25

o. 1435

30

64.23841
429.05222

64.23841
14.28841

4.50

0.0424

3(1

RngHd XSpc9
10 Error

4. 35·:137
28.34375

4.3593i
1),94479

4.61

o.om

30

Hdngs XSpcg
11 Error

s. 77'J67
54.24496

I

s. 77067

3.19

0. 0841

30

l. 80817

RngHd XHdngs XSpcg
12 Error

0. 84 728
27. 10585

0. 84728
0.90353

0.14

0.3400

30

Cues XSpcg
13 Error

0.48437
35. 96875

0.48437
l. I9896

o. 47

0.5299

30

0.00050
16.89012

I
30

0.00050
0. 56300

t}. 00

0.9763

14 Error

Hdngs l Cues XSpcg
15 Error

2.39970
20.92843

2.39970
0.69761

3.44

0. 0735

30

X Cues l Spcg 2.00050
20.04012

2. 00050
0.68801)

2. 91

0.0985

30

RngHd XHdngs
4 Error
Cues
5 Error
RngHd l Cues .

Sp cg
9 Error

RngHd XCues l Spcg

lb

RngHd
Error

X Hdngs

l

I

n i f t ...

Table 3 icontinuedl
Text llodels

·-----------hi!
Prab.

-·------------

8. oo

1. 42

J.07

o. 0000

,.,.....

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~

f ffW

llflld I

Hdngs X Lgth

I Ettl"
). 24
i. 28

0.6298

0. 0005

.16

. 25

0.5161

0.001~

0.1435

.so o. 0424
.01

19
~·
17

o.om
0.0841

0. 3406

0.5299

0. 9763

11

0. 0735

0.0985

Tail

F

Prob.

259. 00302

30

0. 63343

0.48437
32.21875

1

0.48437

30

!. 07396

19.96018

1

63.68044

30

4.17389
12.15423

30

1

0.45

0.5070

19.96018
2.12268

9.40

0.0046

4.17389
0.40514

10.30

0.0032

o. 42389
0.83431

0.51

0.4815

1.19

o.2837

1

30

0.93196
23.4586i

1

0.93196

30

1),78196

1. 52470
15.17843

0.0928

30

!. 52470
0.50595

3.01

2l Error

lf9lld

X Hdngs X Cues X Lg th O. 00454

0.00454

0.01

0.9200

24 &ror

13.26109

8.96

0.0055

lltlld
•

s

I Cues X Lgth

X Cues

r Lgth

S.c9 l Lgth
~fr.tor

12. 742H
42.64819

lagjfo ( Socg I Lgth
Z.&r..

o. 44204

30

12. 74244
30

!. 42161

0.4624

30

0.26663
0.48122

0.55

14.43649

26. 43196
49.20867

26.43190
1. 64029

16.11

0.0004

30

l~Hd 4 Hdngs X Spca X Lgth 1.11341
2Hrror
.
14. 46472

1. 11341
0.48216

2.31

0.1391

30

0.31502

O.oO

0. 4430

0. 03

0.8613

0.26663

~ l Spca X Lath

?1 Error

·

·

Cuts X Spcg l· Lath

2' &ror

lOP.~

·

X Cues X Spc:g X Lath

.

0.31502
15.63810

30

0.52l27

0.02HO
23. 8659.J

1
30

0.02470

1

31 ~ngs X Cues X Spcg l Lg th O. 2&663
ror

44

Square

0.42389

Error
00

Mean

Freedo1

25.02923

12.Err•
•.43

Degrees of

............--------------------;;;~;;;~~------~---~-----;;;~;;;~~------·-;;~;;---~~~~~~-

o. 0001
0.7887

Su1s of

Squares

IJ.79553

0.5863

30

0.26663
0.88122

0.30

26. 43649

2.98841
11. 52722

2.98841

7. 78

0.0091•

30

1).38424
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Table 3 (continued)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Suas of
Squares

Source

Degrees of
Freeda•

l!un
Squ.tre

Tail
F

Prob.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------._
Par.t
33 Error

136.81502
218.13810

1
30

136.81502
7.27127

18.81

0.0001

RngHd XPan
34 Error

9.46018
26.05544

1
30

9.46018
0.86851

10.89

0.0025

Hdngs I Para

0.31502
37.13810

0.6176

30

0.31502
l. 23794

0.25

35 Error

RngHd I Hdngs XPara
36 Error

0.69002
21.70060

1
30

0. 69002
o. 72335

0.95

0.3365

Cues XPotra
37 Error

5.14163
27.87399

5.14163
0.92913

5.53

0.0254

30

RngHd I Cues XPara
38 Error

2. 26260
24. 94052

2.26260
0.83135

2. 72

0.1094

30

Hdngs I Cues XPara
39 Error

1. 63760

0.0983

30

1. 63766
0.56260

2. 91

16.87802

RngHd XHdngs XCues XPara 3.47228

I

40 Error

Spcg XPara
41 Error

RngHd XSpcg XPara
42 Error

Hdngs XSpcg XPara
43 Error

0. 0255

30

3.47228
o·. 62853

5.52

18.85585
57.24244
107.58569

57. 24244
3.58619

15.96

0.0004

30

2. 68599
12. 70464

2.68599
0. 42349

6.34

o.om

30

0. 01260
3b.56552

1) ,012~ 0

0. 01

tUl 97

30

1.21985
!. 47

•) . : ::51

11.21673

30

!), 373S:i

3.30696
24 .58367

4. 04

t) . (~536

31}

25 .77

G. OO(i\i

RngHd XHdngs XSpcg XFar a 0.54659
44 Error

Cues l Spcg XPara
45 Error

RngHd XCues X5ocg
46 Error

1

Cues XSpcg

~

Hdngs I

47 Error
r;

Hx

4d :r r er

j ~

p

3.306 ;il
0 .91 9 ~ 6

Para i:. ; 4244
!4.8356S

Para

l2 . i ~ 2 44

,; , 4945:

.... ~l

o.5 4 aa~

!0:i) 9\ 37

cx

0.54889

-···

4.1738': ~ . 5:9: )

30

·) . 54Bo ;
t) . 3363i

f

4. 173 5~

5. i!)

• E17c4
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~

l.\l,,j

::1,

211:

(1 , (13 i3

Table 3 !cont i nued !

·------Tai!
Prob.

------0.0001

0.02470
0.52053

o. os

o.a290

15.61593

1
30

5.77067
22.43246

5. 77067
0. 74775

7.72

0.0093

30

ndngs X lgth X Para 1.2!016
q. 68044

1. 21018
0.32268

3.75

0.0623

30

2.12954
20.01109

1

2. 12954

3.19

0.0841

30

0.66704

1.11341
22. 90472

I

l .11341

1.45

0. 2372

30

0. 76549

0.0073

30

3.30096
0. 39862

6.30

11. 9586 7
0.93116
14. 39617

0. J737

30

0.93196
0. 47987

1. 94

56 frror
S,cq l lgth 1 Para
si Error

6.21018
39.24294

6.21016

4. 74

0. 0373

30

1.30810

4.iO

0.0382

12. 76512

31)

v. 42550

2.0fJOSO
18. 82722

:.00050
0.62759

3. 1·1

0.0843

30

0.4408

30

0.42389
0.69472

0.61

20 .84173
0. 06099
12.95464

0.06099

0.1 4

0.7097

30

4.14002
0.51710

• <:I:
, • .J.J

0.0043•

1. 637 60

2. 28

0.1411

1. 21

0. 2805

0.02470

0.0025
0.6176
i1111W

0.3365

I

trar
0.0254

lltlld I

0.1094
I

0.0983

0.0255
v.0004

o.om
0.9197

Cues X Lgth X Para

Etr~

ti.gs

t

Cues X Lgth X Para

5i Error
hHdxlxP

l

3.30696

Rnqlfd 1 5pcg X Lath X Para 2. 00050

I frrar

·

tldA9s l Socg I Lath X Para

Si Error

.

2.00050

il. 42389

:·. :)536

Cu6 I Socg XLath X Para
61 Error
·
5 ~CxSxL xr
62 Error

0.43182

4, q4002
15.51310

l.63760
21.51)302

30

v. 71677

30

0.617H
0. 51ll9

0.61H4
15 . 3356~
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Figur• 1
Variable Conditions and Int1r1ction1

---------------------------------------------------------------RHCSL
RCS LP
Conditions
-------------------------------------------------·-----------·-x
x
Running Hud : present !RHl
absent (RHN>
Directive Cues: pre,ent (CP>
absent (CN>

x

x
x

Spacing (Leading>: single (s 1)
double ($2)

x

x

Line Length: long (LLl
short (LSl

x

x

x

Huding Location: embedded !HEl
isolated (HI l
Paragraph Indication: indented (PI l
~

spaced CPSl
X = This condition was preferred significantly more than
the specified combination of text element variables.

29 .6·

Figur1 2

RHCSL Inhr1ction
Figure 2b
RHCSL

RHCSL

6 .5
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5.5
5.0
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RH

AHN

3.5
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HI
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HE
CN-Sl - LL

Fiqur1 2 <c:ontinuedl

RH CSL Intlraction
Figure

Figure 2f

2e
RHCSL

6 .5

RH CSL
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s .o

AHN
4.5
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4 .0

4.0
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3.5

RH
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3.0
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.yt:.

CP - SI - LS

HI

HE
C N - S: - LS

Fi gure 2g

Figure 2h
RH CSL

6.5

::i~CSL

6.5

6.0

6.0

5. 5

5.5

5 .0

5.0

4.5

4 .5

RHN

4 .0

4.0
RH

3.5

3.5

3.

3.0

2 .5

2 .5

HI

HE
CP - S2 - LS
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HE
CN -

~;2

· c.::

Figur1 3

RCSLP Intlracti on
Figure 3b
RH CSL

RCSLP

RCSL?

6.5
6 .0
5.5
5.o

RHN
4.5

RHr•

RH
4.0
3.5

RH

3.0

2.S
CP

CN
'J ·S : - L$

:N
S2 - LL - Pl

SI - LL - ? I

Fiqure 3d
R~CS L

Res :_;'.:)

RCSL::i

6.5
6.0
5.S

5 .0

RHN

4 .S
4.0
RH

3.5
3.0
2. 5
SI- L S-Pl

-

~)

2 - l. .:.

CP

CN
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CN
S2 - LS - Pl

Fi9ur1 3 (continued)

RCS LP Interaction
Fi9ur1 31

Figure 3f
RCS LP
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6.0

6 .0
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5.0
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4.5

RCSLP

RHN
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3.5
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Fi gure 3g

Figure 3h
RCS LP

6.5

RCSL ?
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Table 4
"arginal "eans of Study-ability Ratings

Length Paragr. Paragr.
Short Indent Spaced
3.323

2.968

RCSLP

3.581

2.613
4.000
2.806

3 290

3.000

3 000
3.548

3.065

3.903

3.903
3. 581

778

4

2 839
3.065

3.121
2.613
3.121

2.581

3.113

3.452
839

5 2 - LL - PS

3. 161

4. 177
3. 548
3.595

4. 069

3.960
4. Olis

4.419

4.355
3. 790

4.141

4.548
4. 944

?

4. 266

4.060

4. 444
LS

- PS

3.935

3.863

RCSL?

3.855

4.827

4.645
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3. 710
3.871
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EXTENDING GRADUATE LEVEL EDUCATION:
by Robert L. Hales & Stephen B. -Felt
Goals and Objectives

Project Goal:

To develop a delivery system that is cap

transferring professional, graduate-level education pr
having identical content to those presented
campuses to adult audiences off campus.

The

inexpensive, flexible, easy to use, and capable of a high
of educational transfer.

Our original search for technology to facilitate
system included both video and audio formats.
cassette players are not universally available,
audio cassette technology.

It offered the following

adv~

for distance education:
Universal availability

Will

Low cost for players and cassette tapes

audio

3.

Portability, ease and convenience of use

1111

4.

Independence from broadcast schedules and bad weather

5.

Learner control of place and time of information transf

1.

We felt that these attributes would be significant in
technology as a bridge to carry courses to distant students
to extend the influence of our most popular and capable
Verba

A review of the literature indicates that distance

educatio~

provided by the various Open Universit i es, has been focused
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inf or

ergraduate level.
By emphasizing the postgraduate level
und
e t argeting the needs of college alumni- who are seeking

GEMENT
·lt

at

is

capablligj~..JJ.IUo.liiA.lill.lo&.lo~t.IA................,L....a.o.__WUIU&.111..._

cation pr .

e traditional classroom, patterns of interaction exist
teacher and students, and between individual students.

j

model m
of a high

remove the instructor and other class members from the
ning process and incorporate a technological bridge (in this

audio cassettes)

we are taking away the interaction and

acing it with structure.

1te the del'

..

Since v

.e,

We are interested in exploring the

learning when the interaction between students and
is not present.

We are looking for answers to the

owing questions:

aow is this type of learning experience going to compare or
compete with personal classroom instruction?
Will the adult professional be motivated by a prerecorded
audiotape of graduate level course work?
Will the lack of a regularly scheduled class meeting time
3 weather

influence the students ability to pace themselves.

: ion transfer

Will the educational valu·e of the course be sufficient to
justify offering university credit?

n t students

ica1 proximity of instructor to learner has a causal ef feet

.pable facult1 the learning relationship in at least three ways:
Verbal and non-verbal clues facilitate the interpretation of
e education,

information.

een focused
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2.

Rapport with instructor affects the intensity
student participates in the learning proc_ess.

3.

Pacing, through regular instructor contact,
toward regular achievement.

Audiotapes transfer only the audible clues through
The experimental model and testing data is designed
the effectiveness of the information transfer. In this mo
only element of pacing is provided in the deadlines for
in assignments, and contact with proctors.

Significant to this experiment is our capture of the
classroom experience on the audiotape rather
or special version recorded by professional readers.
this will add credibility to the course and make it more
table to universities.

There is some indication in the literatu r e of rapport
vicariously attributed to the tape.

A survey has been crea

obtain data on what rapport exists as a result of this c
and what importance the expertise of the instructor may have

Survey of Experimental Group

In the survey we attempt to evaluate specific
rapport, pacing, and attitude towards the course as
following questions:
1.

Do you see this course as being helpful in
employment or future career?

305

Explain.

ity with
tfbat is your evaluation of the expertise of the . instructor?

ss.

would regular contact with the instructor have motivated you

~ t,

to complete assignments sooner?

Explain

aid the taped version of the course off er any advantages

uough

over your past experience in a class room setting?

;igned

~uld

a more structured course with dates given for the

completion of each lesson and assignment be helpful?

~

reviewing the available research in the area, we will now

on to our research design and preliminary findings.
re of the a
i n a dramatiz
aders.
was undertaken with the object of finding a
ke it more a
that can provide high-quality instruction to the
enty three million college graduates currently living in the
i.ted States.

Many of these people wish to continue their

of rapport
u~ation

but are hindered by rigid university standards which

ts been creat
,uire residency in daytime campus programs.
: of this

For

those

cp

ividuals who are working during the day there are few,

if

!tor may have.
, options open for graduate-level education.

If a delivery

hod can be found for distance learners that will maintain the

li~ and the academic content of the day school campus class,
Lf ic

e universities may be influenced to allow credit for
::!

as

these

~~es and thus meet a great need of their alumni.

in
guarantee the academic quality and content of the course we
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felt that it was necessary, so far as was possible ,

a

distance learner to have the same academic _exper i-ence
on-campus student had.

We theorized that if this c

properly done, the motivation and additional experience
off-campus learners might compensate for any disadvantage.
delivery system.

After some deliberation it was conclu

an audiotape transcription of the day class
requirement.

The tape can deliver all of the

student input that takes place.

Everything that the day

hears in the class will be conveyed in
to the distance learner.

Sil

Our next step was to allow for the visual
planned to accomplish this by having a class member
copy all of the static visuals used in the class.

The

and overhead projector are most commonly used for vi
instructional support at the university.

Copies of the v

Tr

used will be included with the class hand outs in
syllabus.

Headings and lesson numbers on each visual

it with the appropriate lesson.

Next we needed to select a course to tape.

A survey was

ask local high- level corporate managers which graduate c
from the School of Management's catalog they felt would ha
greatest value for management-level personnel in their
t i ons.

org'llfllil&S&~ig_

An MBA course which was highly ranked in the surv

selected.

Titled "Management Philosophy and style", it
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JS Sible ,

thirty year veteran professor who had recently been

per i-ence

the School of Management at BYq.

Permission was

to audiotape the course during the next semester.
9erience

~

dvantages

the instructor and learned the course content and

concluded

Then we were ready to develop a research design.

night meet

ssional help was obtained from a faculty consultant in the

>

He suggested

that we compare the test

midterm and the final exams taken by

the

students with the same exams taken by the off-campus
Since graduate courses usually have smaller enrollments
n the undergraduate classes, .we decided to use a T-test for
A box plot is also planned to assist us in further
:nber

We will keep copies of all of the· tests

The

are graded.

Then, after deleting all names or

information from each · test we will assign it a
The tests will all be corrected at the same time by one
in
ual

Ider who has been trained for this assignment by the instruct•

~is

person will have no way of identifying either the
test or the group to which that student

~gs

while the tests are being graded. The identifying numbers

lbe used to separate the two groups scores for the statist1 comparison .

rnuld have

he survey

design in place we now proceeded to tape the course.
quality reel to reel recorder was used.

"no

A

We used a two track

recording system with a lavalier mike on
additional mikes on stands in the room to

sel

The taping went well except for the background

for

from the classroom mikes on one of the tracks.

We had an

attendance of eighteen students in the course.
the classroom copied all of the visual information used
class for the student syllabus.

He also took notes on

attendance, the number of students who
participated in class and other items of this naturt
instructor relied on the chalkboard exclusively and no
slides or transparencies were used.

After completing the taping we decided to make two versi
the course.

The first version would contain the entire

with all of the lectures, class discussion and group sess
The other version would have the student comments, questio
group discussion sessions edited out.

In this way we

determine whether or not the student interaction is a
part of the course for the distance learner.

We edited o

much of the background noise as we could.
process we had two versions of the course available in
different formats; the reel to reel format, the standard ca
format, and a special slow speed format selected
us the advantage of putting the whole 3 0 hour course on
cassettes.

Now we needed a test audience .

We explained our project to training directors and two corpor

:109

B

t
g

dreed to furnish us some management-level volunteers,

instructor

selected to take the course.
for the first trial.

We ended up with fifteen

Each one was asked to recommend a

r to give them the exams and to send us the information

We had an

-rY to make the test arrangements.

students were given the

information and co.urse requirements that the campus class
Added to their instructions was a brief explanation on
e d questi

the special long play recorder that was included in

his nature,

package.

l y and no f

periods would be and when assignments were due.

The students were given a schedule of when

be mailed out to a proctor at the company who will
nister the tests and return them to us.

:he entire c

experimental course is now underway with a small group of
We are beginning to get the data back.

We have

cdved the midterm examinations from most of our test group.

way we

se papers are being graded by a competent grader and returned

on is a

order that the students can get feedback from their work.

ve

s preliminary inf or ma ti on is helpful in making some early

the end of
i lable in

t

The reseaich data for the statistical model will
from a second grading of the tests done later by a d i f f erent
Because of the small sample we are dealing with, we

because it

that the results that we obtain are not conclusive .

We

gather data from many more students to give validity to

110

The limited information that we currently have
following:

1 . Di stance learners in this study will generally

achiev~

scores on the examinations than the graduate students Wh
the course on .campus.

Their field experience has given

depth and breadth that doesn't show up in the
dent's tests.

2. Information from the distance learners indicates
course could be offered for university credit, it
interest to more people and
participants to complete it.

prov~de

a greater motivation f

We have received several exp

ions from people saying that this method of di stance le
provides exactly what they have been looking for to f urther
education and their career.

This suggests a market for co

of this type particularly if universities will make the m avd
able for credit.

3. The delivery system involved here limits the course
to classes that are not highly interactive.

If this

s ystem were to be used in a degree program, a
campus and distance learning experiences would be desirea
Further studies are planned to determine if this delivery

s~

coupled with videotapes, can successfully convey the educati
content for courses

requiring laboratory experiences.
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iave

"' some testing and modification,

1tr•

Ll y achieve

this model has the

It could
·al to meet the needs of many adult learners.
eritl
significant market for those universities and colleges
e a
.
chose to incorporate it as an alternative in their graduate

se offerings .
has given e
low cost of production and distribution of this delivery
telll make it capable of a high degree of profitability in the

tit adequately meets the expectations previously described.
a tes
it
oti va ti on for

e there are many ways of extending professional distance
~tion

courses to adult audiences, this one has the potential

ceceiving university approval for credit.
Hstance lear

We hope that it

1 provide a much-needed option not pre·s ently open to most

to further t

data from this research will be available in the early
1986 and the outcomes of the study should be ready soon

For a copy of this information send $2.50 to cover
course

handling to:

E this
b ination of

Dr. Robert L. Hales
154 Harman Building

Brigham Young University
the educatio

Provo, Utah 84602

1ces.
Phone 801-378-4903
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t t h e area of instruction, Re1geluth < 1~~~1 views i t as
:eing compr-ised of five major activities: desig n ,
clt:'• e 1 op mt::?n t , imp l em en tat i cw1 , nv.ln <::\(] i:?iTH~n t , a nd e v i:d u ,~~ t :L cH·i . ,...; ~..
f~rther states that each of these profes s ion 2 l activiti~s
b~s an associated discipline which is an area of in~ui ry
cmn~erned with improving the pGrformance of each activ1t /
witl1 optimal n:>su.lts.
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< 1 '7 '68) defines i n ·: :;tt-·ctct i cirial :.:.:hecir-~1· .::..:a.s a c:\ ·:.~ ~-::.-. :::_1.
statements based on sound r-eplicable research , which would
permit one to predict how particular changes in the
educational envir-onment v-muld af -fect pupil lear-nin ;1" (p.::;:) .
Mayer <1981) states that because of the explosion of J seful
~ nowledge conc e rning human cognitive processes and memor y
;truct u re within the past 10 years, instruction a l theory
shou l d be based on cognitive . theory.
~he qu wst ~ or the dev u lopment of broadl y accept a bl _
instructional theory has led to a growing interest in th2
des1gn sci e nc 1? of inst1ruction (Glaset-, 1976; r-:;:ei•:;)(=.<luth~
Bunderson, & Merrill, 1978) . The goal of thi s n e w sci e nce~ ~
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behavioral outcom2 of th o instruction.
More ·:;p(=::c i-.c i call y, this t::.'lsk ,::.<.nal ysi ~s bi·:·?•:;J ins v-n ti ,
behavioral task from which all subordinat~ capaL~l &t
identified. The hierarchical relationship of tnese
c~\pabilities i ·:; then m-ganized by evdJ.U."'°lting \.'ll i<:\l !
individual would have to know how to do in ord~r t~
this new capability or t c sk (Gagne~ 1968b) .
The l e vels of these capabilities in the hierarch.
related to the levels of learnin g
where each capabilit y correspond ~ to a t y pe of le ar
c:las s i ·:: icatiDn, i e . problem solvin °;i , pr·inciple lt'.!arri
concept learning, multiple discrimination. Each le ,~
type o ·f 1·2.:u--rtin •.;J is al ·: ;o cle·;;;ign c::-d 21s bein<:J p1··· e r· u 1·-·!'>t
the one above and, therefore, must be learn e d ~ ~ .~Q
student can go up the ~tructure to successfull y ~Gfu~
desi r-ed ta.sk.
This analysis of pr-erequisite learning i s nece ~ s~r .
designing !:;equences . of instruction. Although th .2 lo;~,
hi erc:xrchy itself does not di r-ect 1 y µ1·-esent the Jes i.l"
needed sequence of instruction, according to Gagne a
Briggs (1974), it r epresents a kind of intuiti v e
pro v ides a meaningful context for a design.
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the statement of a proc2dure . An instance is de f in a J
specific object, event, or symbol such a ~ an ~x a mp1 a ~
concept or an application of a procedure.
F=< •:= i gel u t. h a n c:i ME· 1·- r- i l 1 ( 1 9 7 '7 ) d c··-f ]. 1 1c .,"\ pr.. :i. n c: i p l •. ? e\ ·= Jfl

1.:Jp t:~· r·- a.ti i:Jr-1 1.r.;t·1 i. ch 11 ~::.p ec i ·f i i:2~~, ..:;t. c .:_-;_:._t ~:;e-a. n cj ·--i:~ · t ·f 1:2c t·. 1..- 1::? l a.t Lu
arnc:;ng ·: :;e \/et-2•1 f.2\/f::>nt conc E:":p ts" (o. l4 ) . Thr2 u o:.•~· o·f o..l i JP C
i·:; gen(·?rc~ll'I ·found in the teach in•..;i f.j -f lo:·!r· q·'2-~1nou.n:l:E •Jf
inf c•r mat i c:1n c:;1·- cod e 1·-0--str· c..i. t t2(;J i es 1.".1h i. c :-·1 ile i i~ el u t h , i ,- · ~ l
defin(?·:;; as " "'~•?.'/'.5 o·f rn·- g ,;.,nizing thos>= asp •: :::cts of :Lnst.·:JC•
which relate to more th a n one topic, such as
topics, showing interr olationships among the
0
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one model of Lecich1ng advocated

for use in task anal y si ~ i ~
Bt.. i g•;is, 1974}. Thi ·::; .noi.J L: l i
based on the theory of meaningful lear ning, has b~~ n ~ ~e pic
.; res=ar ch ·for th :? past i5 yeat:- '.:;. Joyce dnd . W~il
(i <:.'SO)
0
st ate that the primary goa l of the ~d vanc o o r gani ~ 2r i ~ ~c
~n v ey l arge amounts of information in as meaningf~l a n ~
e'ficient a manner as possible. There f ore, th e ad v~ nc _
organizer is well designed to teach concGpts and pri n ci p l e ~
l'!l"tllCf-1 requ i t"'2 tt-18 ·:;y11 t hesis i:;nd assim:il ; .tion Lrr ·~L,~:; ;.:; CJ i' iO:.:: ·~·: p;.~ ::
and fact~ into broader, more meaningful though t s. Au s ube l
, 1968 ) defines advance •: >rgan i z er·s c.\s " ...\ ppr · op r i <::d:.E~l y· t"'el L?Y-:::»1·1 ._
a.id inclusive intnJductor·y rnateri<~ls ••. intr oduced 1n
ad ance ~f learning • •• and presented at a h ig her leve l o f
.abstraction, gener·aiity, and inclusiveness" .<p. 14!3) . Au ~suuel
11977) further states that the function of the organizer is
"tQ provide specifically relevant anchoring ideas for the
more differentiated and detailed material that i~
:;ub:;equently presented" (pp.167-.~8). This or· gan.L:E~r ma.y ·-h .:n
t epr-=:sent a d;:::;.;i gn +cw th0:=: opt .i. mal
s~qu81 ..,c i ny o f
l::. .H:; s e

the "Advance Ot-gani zer"
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Presented prior to le2rnin~ d. iarger bouy of
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conten t f r·om the to-·be-learr1ed .i.nf o nn2t 1011 , :; .:~;
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organize1··· ( 1rihich is LlsecJ to.J i:.eacn f2.m1!1ar 0 1r 1re1 a i::. -..:. w l .:-!
·~~as>. In bot h models the bulk of the synt he s1zinq
i-i+ or mat i c•n is presented at th e beg inn i n•;.I ~·n tn a t1~~ i · d
t· e1 n t orc:ement s ynthesis 01r summary at the en•J o+ ·tr·1e

Presentation of information.
One important characteristic o+ an advance organ i zer 1s
~hat it is not designed as a summar y o r an ov e r vi ew.
~ummar1e s or overviews are presented at t h e 3ame l~v el 0 t
genet-·cdity and inc:lus :i.venc:ss c.'.S thE? J. 2c<xT1ir'ilJ
""·ter1c.<.ls the1nseivi:::~s. " T hey simpl y ei'i1ph .::~size ti-i.2 ~5di .Lt~r-, i:
;.·•:it nt s CJ-:~ the mat er· i c-.1 b y c:im i t t i nc;,1 l ;;;_1 s s i mpo1"· t -:\i"'o I::
<;1tJst r a ct1cm,
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Another distinctive

t~ sk

analysis model of teachi

theor-y is the "Concept. Elaboration Theor- y o·f l11~ti-u
<Merri 1 i ~ 1977 j . L~ ke the .. advance . m-~21n~ zer, .:'-'•H.. .:,p
elaboration prescribes a +ramework within whicn co

principles, or procedures may revea l logi cal Gru~ •
unlike the adv<:.1nc€? organizer, in which th\-= 1:.~nti1· t~
st1~uctur .. e is presented at the beginnin •;J .:11·1d ~ r•tJ ~ ···
i nstrw:t ion al process, thl"? concept el abor· a.t ion 111G.~.;:
i ntersper-ses its .::i;--gan i z ers 01~ ep i ti:·jmes throu::1: ,,_.L1:_
e nti re instructional experience by moving frwm ~
general-to-detailed sequence of instruction. R~1y~l
( 1979) draws an analogy with the pr·ocess of ~·:ocn.111;g
out of a c amera lens. In order to see all of th~ ~u
the picture, a person starts with a wide angle \ ew
is to be learned. Then the ·person zooms in on ore ?
halting the zoom at different levels, to study the
interrelationships of the explored part with
of the picture. After part o f the picture is sa~13f·
e:-~plored or elabo1--ated, the per· son ZDCHT1 s out c;'.11 .J t-._.
process with another- part. After all of the s1gn1 ~1 (
parts of the picture have b een exp lored , the p~r s0~
back out to the wide-angle position. At this point,
broadest topic of the instruction, or epitome, w 1l~
sa tisfac tor i l y under-stood.
Reigeluth and Darwaz eh (1982) dt::-Fine an •._.pi+..:.0111 ~:;) ._,_
overview of the relationship between principies , cu~
objects, events or ideas which are present ed Qt an
ap plicc::~tion lev el
including genet~alities, e:·:a.1npl2 .:: ...,r
pr- actice " (p.3i). The definition i s a9ain u.diqL;e .... /
dis tin ctivr.:? -:=r-01n the advanc•? 01'.. ,-;:1a 1-.i:.: E~t · in th,3·;.:. lL JO
€".:c ff1ph.;;1.s i z E· 1• hi~) he1... l i:=_.·.../e 1 ·~.. o~: C:i. . b ·..-> ·~..: r · ,_•..:I.: i c:;t·i , qt .n · ~ r ~-\ 1
i r·1 i.:.: i Li. :~::, .l ·../ ;::;.: r-~ •...~ ·-:-.~ ·..: '
~ l ::; \_;, Q :..~ 1 '
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achieve their effec t by r ep~ tition and s impli ~ ic~1ln
<Ausubel, 1968,p . 148). The concept elaboration mow21
uni q1_lel y presents the epitomes or.. orqan i z er-s .:1t ,_, .-: 1 ·~
o·f e l a bor-ative inst r uction in stec.-..d of on l y at t.1"1e beq.1
and end of the presented in~ormation. The elaborat1~
of structure and sequence, therefore, naturally iGCG~~
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increasingly highe1-- 1 2vels of abstt-acti on, •;tener·e:d1L 11 1
i n clLlSiVl:.;!n(?·;:;s tl11rough 2'. C(Jntinuai synth(·?si:::; of int .Jnnac
t hroughout th e entire presentation.
fm e :-:a1nple c~~n be ·f ound in ct- eative .,,1·-itinq . I ·-f a w1·tt
app 1 i es in greater detai 1 t h e 1'·el ati on ship betw1...:1..-H• plat•
them(?, Cind ch.7<.1rac:ter· izat ion, his /her c:r·e2tive :.'ff·il.li°•q
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~ald of e~perience and lays_ the foundation for deeper
nvesti gat ion and understand1 ng.
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From t h ese i' cj ec.-i.s, d e+1n1
·ions, concep-._s,
c..-i.n d p 1·-1nc1ple::;
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t~ 5 t r uc t ure and sequence models may be compared .
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-~~ee major rev i e ws <Barn e s & La wson , 1975 ; Ma y er , 177 8 ;
Faw & Waller, 1979> and four critiq u es of t h e re v iews
tLawton ~~ Wc:mska, 1<7'77; 1'°=IL1subel, 1978; Ma y l:?t-, 1979; l<CJ:z. l c;1,.., ....
~ite, 1980) hav e been written ab o ut ad v a n ce orga n iz e r
·eo:.eat-ch wi thin the past n ine y e<o\r s. T o cL:, t.e t t--1 c~tc t"c: -t . :·,,
~e~iews of conce pt elaboration r esearch .
In a rev iew of concept elaboration as a n em e r g ing
1nstr-L1cti on al theory, May er ( 1981 ) states th at "in 3o:ne :.,.,,a·y" :;
the epitome is like the advance organizer , bec a us e i t is
intended to provide a general context for all n e w inc o mi n g
information" (p. 23). He further states that t h e anc:.i.logi •.::: .:::d
model and assimilative context for learni n g of the adva n c ~
organi z er have a relationship with the sequ8nc·ing,
; . nthesizing and s ummari z ing components of th e elabor ati on
<::md th at
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inferen ces about researc h relat e d t o concept ~ l ab o rat ~ on .
The Cl"itiques <Lawton & Wanska, 1977; Au s u be l , 1978 ; Ma yer ,
1q-9~ Kozlow~~ White, 1 9 80 ) o f the re v i ew :; eif e <:~ r· liE ,··
~ v an ce organizer r esear c h addressed t h 2 fi v e f ollowi ng
111c<Jut- p r o b 1 ems ,:1s cited by l Jei 1 -:md M•..1rp h·: ( 19:3:2 ) ~
1 ) test mea s u re inc o mpatabili t ; CAu 3ub e l , 19 7 : ; M~;J
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;tr uct ur ~ <Lawt o n & Wanska, 19 7 7 ~ Au s ub e l, 1978 ; Md ~ ~r,
197 9 ; ~<ozlo\.'J ~~White, 19 8 0) . La ck o f c: cint1-; o l -f •.Jr· <.. :d :;;t i r·i<J
subsume1r'::; r·enders the e-f -~ ect i ve:•ness of th;:: ac:iv.:- ::..n c r,::! Ci n J ,::-. r··: i :: ~r-·
model impossibl e to a s cel"tain b e c aus e subje c t ~ ma y n av~
~l r e ady possessed the p re r e quis ite kn o wledge ;
3 > f ai lure t o as ses s t h e pra scn c ~ o ·~ ~p pr op ri ,te bri~0w
cogniti v e structure <Ausub el, 1978; Ma y er, 197 9; Koz low ~

(~hite,

1980). S u. l1..i e cts m,.::1y l<:\c::: t h e id t.:·a t ionc:;.. J. ·.:;; ,_:: <-, .: .:'. u .tiJ .Ll""11.J
nec:ess."1ry to u.tiliza t h:,:: a d v.3nc e c:i1r q .:.~11 iz €? r·;
4 ) fai l u r e to ~ h ow that lear n e r s u ~ G d rel8 v ant tiLI G~um01 ~
· ~a wto n & Wa n s ka , 1977; Mayer, 1 9791 ; and
5 ) f c.l i 1 u.1-E t r.J i.lf"l al °'/ ZL' ~~ :·..,et h e :·- tf-1 2 ff1ai ii c.:cJ i··, c.~ . ;:•...: in ti·-P::...
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:-:;l"i anal y ·-.:.:.i ·~ .,,:,.;: i:.he C\Jnceptua ::. con ;:,,:nt .L n i~ ::?l <..<. t1i::,1-,
structure and sequence o f the in structiGn ~c
necessary before conclusions can be drawn.
In addition, a nother major prcbl~m found in th i s ;
organizer research is an inequality in instruction ~
treatment time between control a nd experimental gic
~( ML1rp~1y,
l'=:Jff~;; Wilcm:, Mer-rill,;~( Black, 198i> .
~~~tgcg~Q~

Qi tb§

§~~Qy

·:subject o +
there is little consensus (Carli sl e, i ;
whc:c.t 11 task analysis" me.::u·1>s 01'· how a task anal ys1:, ;r;
done. Davies ( 1 9 73 ) desc ribes task ana lysis in t2rm
s ubtasks . Th ese subtc\sks <:ire u s Ed to design i ,·i st ,· ._1,:1:
which will reduce error in human performance.
(Patrick & Stammers, 1978; Carlisle, 1982b, 1983,
Powers, 1983> primarily requires a :
Al though ta·::;k analysis has been a

many ye ars,

1. breakdown of the task, content etc.,
elements;
2. determination of the relati onships

into cons t1 t

and

3. res tr ucture in accordance with
or optimal learning design .

th~

under l y ing

~r1

r ev12w

The models i::>f teachinq wh ici-1 apply this pn.:JC•..JS-5 u• t:cl;,.
analysis are n umerous and varied in th eir design. Tw~
t.::\sk-anal"/Sis based
models dichotomous i1··1 t~iei1··· CJt:=:tg.
"f4dvance Ot-ganizer" and "Concept L:::L:.".bar.:<.tion ." Beitn ~t
mcidels are espoused a·::; bei i'HJ reliable ·fu;·- lc~<"v.:rii : 1':J l .,,r
concepts or principles . The advance organizer may we
d escrib ed as present i n•;:i synthesis i rist i'· uct ion ctt 'i..• 1t=
beginning of a presentation, logical s equenc e of i n ~~
throughout the body of the pre se ntation, and ~y nt~~~1i
and/or summary in s truction at the end o ~ the pr2sentdt
T he concept e la bor~tion model
r1._ h 2s i :·; , 1 c:,q .L ,: .:·.. _;_ ::; _\.~ t .'. _;-1 -1c: a , .:~.(-~ t.l ::;u.11t1ii ..:.i · ·y i r~ ...: ·": ~ ~ ~-·.1~: ,_·..i..
t·. it I"" L) Ll ;1 l"..1 OL\ t. t i'I _... t:in t i r f.? pr· f::. SE::n t ~ t .i. C11 ·1 t.:i ' ..· ,""f ....::<'- l \/ ! i'l i._j :_. ~·! ~
at each ~ laborated l~vel of ins truction .
·_:. ·• 1

1
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Concept El abc:>r-at ion 1'1Ddel of I n s tn_lct ion" h ..!.:. ;:i-EE~
link e d closel y vJ i t.h the "f'.'\dv.:.-".nc~ lJ1~ ganiz (::?r" (i'1ay•:::r·, pS!
These two 1nodel s 1T1ay be def i ncd .;~s p .:•ra l 1 .:2 1 i n t:.:-1e i ,- de~
but divergent in their application . One major distin~t~
that the adva-1nc f2 c.11~•;ianiz:::n- i::wes.ents it s synth2sizir.q ~d
·5ummc:::~rizing information at the beginninq ;and .;:nd of :~ '"te
i n·:;tru.ct i 011. The:.> concept el ab oration model,, o n tile ot·'er
hand, emphasi zes its synthesizing and summar i zing
information throughout the e nt ire in s truction, dr~~ 1 ~9
interrelationships among all of the concepts, ideas .
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t h e . 2 l abor a t io~.

;;F-, i". 2- .:..~ -.,;--· c::·1 <n._.Lg .;.-;: 1 :. it.. i· 1 "''
""~:ill, 1979 ) i.s to dev e i Dp c.. c ad l'·e CJ-f pn~s•:i·- ipti ve
ptetr,..,- ,,1e·:5 ~,, h11c11
" .... w 1·11 organize
.
in f ot-rnati on fo1~ ir·. st1·-uctio r1 ,~t l
f' ' o\... 1 t"
•
P "poses. Task analysis is one methcld o·f anat.l y z.i 11g
pur
·
~
·
t
t iona
·
1 purpl"J·: ;e·:;, ' , tn · s a na.l y s1· ·::; en·
. formation
TOI"'
ins_ruc
~"formation is applied primaril y through the developme nt of
1
It i's the purpose of the 1 earn i n gg
" earni ng hi erat-chy.
1
~erarch y to graphically represent all of the spec ific
le , els o f learning related to the inst1'· u c ti on .:tl c ont<7:r1·;... ..
ThlS hierarch y , containing the detailed informati on to be
t~ght, will then provi de a contex t for the d esign of
in~truct ion . Two models of teaching which USG thi s tas k
an~l ,sis appt-oach are "1~dv c:w1ce Ot-qani zer" and "Cc:.nc t:.pt
Elllb•::ir ,; 1tion."
The advance m-ganizet- mCJdel c:'\·3 d escr· ibed by (:'iL!'-"'UtH:::>l (i, 7 ,'..;.E: l
15 de5 i gn e d to teach information t h rough provision of
"ideational scaffolding for the s table i ncor poration a n d
retention of the more detail e d and differentiated material
that follows" (p. 148). Ac:co•-ding to F.:eig•:luth ( 1979 ),
concept elaboration is primaril y designed to teach
1.,nformat ion throllgh macro-strategies which ar-e 11 triays o ·f
organizing those aspects of instruction which relate to more
than one topic, such as sequencing the topics , showi n g
interrelationships among the t o pi cs , and previewin g or
re vi ewing the tc1pics 11 <p.8 ). Hm. . 1 evei~ , t h f? r8 i s littli:o::• .:~;··· r.c•
researc h related to the efectiv e~ ess of the conc 2 pt
elaboration model o::if teaching. Thet-e i s also li t tJ. 0:2 t-e ·::;i:~·.. 1-· c:: ~ 1
cW1lcox , Merrill & Black, 1981) which ex p lores these
sequencing, synthes i zing , and summar i zing app roac he ~ ~o
tea chin g concepts and pri n ciples.
Ft· om a historical pet- specti v e t~is. ge n ei·-c.=t l-t o-d...=t.:.i l .~ci
approa ch t o designing instruction h a s s ub stant i ~l suppor t .
The spiral curriculum, a s described b y Brunor <1960 ) ,
e .plains h ow an y one can be t a ught somet hin g about an y ~ opic
of slud y , as long as t h e information is pres~ nt e d a t ~n 2
lear ner' s appropriate receptio n l eve i. Ad d iti o nal res ~~rc M
"Jn 5 1-hr: fO €.-t t !-i ~cJr \I (Ar·, d e t- :-:~c.in ., ~3r-' i ,... c:i .__ : ~'='lc1 n t ci.(.Jt.le , i ·~·· ~~-;· ~ 1_~. (:; 1 .i. : n ....
·:·,_cil 1 i._. n 1 .l ';'./() ; !__.if-.l:j:':.•.:'..\ '/ .": t\~._::.:-i··- , ;-1d1 , 3 t ..i/1 :: ;·:;~U.i!!:? .;.;·-1 --.... !· · ..:: .:~
e;, ·-=1ilC/'77 ) be:-:.s~: c.1 Cifl Ai. .t s u.t.1. l . :··. 1 i'!:.J~~ i"'1j_ r1:.d ,:i_. .l J.,:.·_. . f' i"'1ir : .. , -.... ~ ·- ·- ·-·· ·
/
~n' 1 ;,,J1.J i,..ff1 <:tfi ·3
( ::. ·~/·7::-:;. ;
,_. .,'":.. ;J of l ~ ~r.::..r 1·\ :i. t ') (.;i \.:. ,:.,.;. ~=· -= ·~.! 1..J r-, f~\ i·· · :...:.t··, ..:2 ~··· · ·
app,-.::;ach to the s pi t- .::il c:Lir r i c u.l Uii• hc\ \i f:? f u;·-t ~1 i:.::r"· _,.J v·.:\il r.:. .: .:.i
re ::;earch in t hi s a rea •
With the recent introduction of concept elabor a ti on i n~o
the
i l1_e
· .... rc.'l.t1_w e, Ma. ye .r· (1981) s t ,::;..ti-?S that th e1·-e i·:3 · C.'\ rh? :~ ·-j rot·
· I
1 , · ~ ..
et1 111 Piri 1-- a l ';:J.
-Llpo
''-- U- -'·w ~·her
-r·t ~ ·1c! i.h.:::·;..:.•r
' -- 1~ ....
L
I~
l . .:. t_ -··\ 11-1 clev.:.-? lon
ta, er further notes that the r ~ldt i o n s h ip between th~
str ucture and sequence characteristic: ~ of th ~ ~ d v~ n c 8
organizer and concep t elaboration models needs to b e
9·Plored in mo r e detail .
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th e y relate to teaching concepts ~ nd principl ~s ~ ~ :
advan c e organizer and concept elaaoration models ~t
are in need of exploration.
Therefore, the purpose of this study is to cwmµ 0 , ·~
advance organizef and canceµt ~l d borati0n m0d~l3 ~f
with,::\ ta.sk C."'.nal ';l5i·::; a.ppnJach. Thi:s wi ll Le i::o•.:co1r1µ-l;.
e,·:; c~t-tai

n i r..,g i ·f p t.2 r-sor·is i:Ji \.~ ei-~ ·s ':-fi··, t.. ~1 e·~i s c~r -,.j ·::>U.iHrnc.,
i.n':5ti'-u.cti c:H"1 c.d.:. i2Vi21·- ·y seqi.\entic..1 lt'.:::vel c:;-1: i,;.. n 1 n ·s t. 1·-,-'._,~
p 1r ogt- .=1m w i 11 ac:: hi evE: di ·i .;: ·~~-· en t i y -h- •:ii\\ pt:-;i----:.:.;.:::.•i"I s i3 J. °H" ,
·;:;yn the ·: :;is inst1--·1_1ct1on iJniy at "t i""tif:? ueg1nn1ng a1 ·11_,
s y nthesisisu.minar-· y instt-uction .::it tl"IE· t:::nd o . i. c.•.n ~ ••s,_,
j::H"" Oi.Jr-am. H1ese tit.Cl approache':; Wl .i. l
,,;..l :50 l'.:08 cc:;mi...,-~n?•J
p e1·-sor·l s g i -..,;er··, a 1 01;1lc~~1 ·::> E·q LlC n c: ;:., O T 1 r·i :.~·tr· i...:.c. c J. i_11 ·1 1=•L }--: t:i .i.\
any synth(e-:;1 s wr· ·::;Lunm.::.r i. T o ina1 nt~~l c1 lt""12 .L 1·1 ·u::qr- ., ,_,
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t""· esear· ch in this ;:.H··ea a nee .•
to perform an investigation to identify if different
o~ achievement exist between subjects instructed thr
varied approaches of sequencing~ synthesizing ana
summarizing information . One method of in v e stig a ~l no
potential differences is to develop three ins truct& r n
p1-ogrc:uns -for t he ·=-arne topic of s t udy . The fi;·- st. p t- ..:.g,-·
to be based on a genera l task analysis
be used as a basis for the development o f
and concept elaboration p ro grams.
If these three instructional program s o f
advance organizer and concept elaborat ion
to :~andomized subjects , then the le'./eLs o+ dc:t·1i ~ve1o t1::"
measured by a common evaluation instrument will
the e ·f·fect i veni;.2 -:-~s of i2<7•.cl·1 tT10d•-:2l of i n·e;t:.... ucti on .
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h y poth e sized that the £onc e pt e lab Gr a tion aroup
a c hieve s i gn if icantly higher than C& l t he d d v2nc2
organ izer 1;iroup and Cb) the t <:;. sk a na l y ·:;i :; gt- o u.p on cone.. !p :
Learning and pr-inciple learning wh~ n eval u a t 2 d upon
c:ompl et ion of instruct i cm. It w<01s f L1.r the 1~ h·.1pot h es i z '-.d th<:; ~.
the ad v ance organizer g roup woul d achieve signi fi cant ly
htgher- than the task analy~is gr-oup on concept a n d pr- i ncip l ~
l earning upon complet ion of instruction. It was also
e~ pected that similar r-esults would occ u r
when a s sessed with
an equi v alent evaluation for-m 5 week s aft e r in s tr uct i on.
The sampl e was c omp r- i sed o f 9 2 u nder-graduate t o achcreduc at ion st uden t s who we r e e xp os2 d to on e of th ree
i nst r uction a l t reatment s 1-e l c-1t e d to task 2nc:1l ys i 3, aclv<:d"1Cf;"
orga niz e r-, ~. nd c o ncept e l al:J o r· a t i on. The thr e e tr-;,~,:;.t 1iH:?n :..:-;::;
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was performed using the v a r iables of A) leve l s o f
levels of exp~rie nc e.. C > gender, -~
The one var iable of age was found ta have a siq ~ i· ·
effec~. This va~iable was then C~v~ried us~ng ~n a i ~
Covariance <ANCuVA> for th e rema1n1ng r e sults.
A one-way analysis of variance was performed on
independent variables of ach i evement <GP A>, i G v el~ a
e;.:pe1·-ienc;=, gi:rnd(-?r- and age. Th := clnl y sign i fica; 1t n
oc:curt-ed ~'Ii t!-1 the v<H- i ab l ·== cif age. c-::1n .;;\;-: .:;\J. ·/ sis ..:if ,,_,
student Newman-Keu ls rs ported a significant di f+~, 1
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after instruction. The task _ analysis group also a ch1
si gnificantl y higher (.05 l~vel) than the a dvan c e or
group in principle learning upon completion of instr
The results of concept learning 5 weeks after
found no significant difference in achievement
o ·:'. th•? g1~ou.ps.
Thet-efeit-e, th~ t.::,sk anal'/ ': :is qt- .: iup .; ccint .:i. in inrJ ._, .11,
recommend12d sequence of i nstru.ct ion , ..;:..chi f:?ved ::;:. y1r, f M
h igher th~n the advanc e organizer and concept e l ~u~~
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h~~sed on the lite1ratut"'e, a need e :.:i·;;;t s to e :.; amine tri ~;:
~nclusions

in greater detail. First, a ~ eed ~x i st s to
thr-ough the literature wh y tas k analysis may b e a
~perior approach to teaching concept s and principles.
second, a need e:-:ists to ::.?>:plon= what resean:h or
t heoretical assumptions related to a dvanc e organiz er or
-ance pt o laboratioin are either confirmed or questioned.
~ird, a need e x ists to describe the effect of a g~ 0n tn~
study and c ompa re that effect with o t her research .
~.amine

1

3 1 nce the task analysi s gr-oup emerged superi or ~o ~ne
ovance
organizer and concept elaboration groups, it ma y b~
1
conc luded that it is a superior design of instr uc ti on ·~ar
the samples ·.3.nd tre ..:;.tments in this st udy . I n the -Fina l
results, the task analysis group emerged superio r in t he
posttest 1 related to both toncept a nd principle lear ning .
In posttest 2 there was no significant di-f -fer-ence bet. ;-.i~~f'~i;
groups in concept learning; but in princ i ple lear n i ng th <:?
t as k analysis group again achieved signi·ficantl y hig he 1···
:;cores th an bbth ·~n:iu.p s . If one consi df'~1·- s the p t- ocess o.::i ·\·:
pr erequi s iste le ~ rning in task an a l y s is ( Gagn~ ~ Sr igg ~ ,
19~4> , the sub j ects in th is stud y would have n ee ded to
possess a n appropriate understanding of .con c ept lea r ning
bafore they could go up the learning hierarch y to principl2
lear ning. Therefore, dne woul d hav e e x pected th~ task
~~a l y sis group to be superi or in concept l earning QS we l l a ~
pr1nc1ple learning on the delayed post t est.
However, the task analysis qroup did per+c::ir 1n signi·ficdr·1tl'.1
better than the ad v ance organiz er group i n thr ee out of +our
tes t s . An analys is of the instruction al pr og rams ~hows that
the entire content of the task an21 l ys is p r ogram is co~~~in~J
in the '"" dv ,~nce 01·- q,?.ni::.:121-- ·:: ;l :ld ;2 / ta. pc.:: pr·Dg1··,:\m . Th· auv . :\ i""1":'·'~
rJ~··~ c.\li
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be suggested that the concept s and prin ciple i n the
lristructi anal t r e a tment ar-e not c\S co1T1p l i c at ed 2'\S p1·- evi ou.::; J. '.'
:lnti ci p a ted . Insteci.d the c onc epts and pr inc i pl •::! m..::..y b:2
concret e enouqh to a ll o w e asy und erst anding throuoh · u~ - u ·~ ~
brief simple ~rogram inste a d of the l onger progra;s of
advance orqanizer and concept e l aboration .
Although ~h ese fi ndings s upport a superiorit y of t 2~k
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de ~elopment is char-acterized by the abiiity to reason
1'1 ;- pothetic.O\lly. It ' is the o pi nion of many educ:c:\tors o -F
adults ( Long, McCr-ar-y & Ack~rman, 1979> that cogni tive
dev elopment conti nue·:; into and across adulthood . Researc n i ;·;
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higher education, the adu l t learner has been a
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Abstract

DDEDO

rn this study, the effects of explicit versus general orienting strategies and varied access

JilDe on the learning of facts and inferences were studied. A CAI lesson focusing on
~onalized

science concepts was presented. Students were randomly assigned to either a

cccnitive or behavioral embedded orienting strategy group, receiving CAI which used either

10 or 30 seconds of access time to branch to lesson segments. Orienting strategies were
presented throughout the lesson, and addressed criterion information either explicitly or in

more general, abstract terms. Upon completion of the lesson, students were administered a
:hart,

c.

: omputing

posttest measuring both factual and inferential learning. Results indicated that orienting
strategy explicitness did not affect the learning of either facts or inferences differentially. A
marginal effect was found for access time, with students performing best with 30 seconds.

The results suggest that differences in orienting strategies may not be as important as
sufficient time for strategy utilization.

l1 Communicati
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Abstract

In this study, the effects of explicit versus general orienting strategies and varied access
o.n the learning of facts and inferences were studied. A CAI lesson focusing on
ldionalized science concepts was presented. Students were randomly assigned to either a
. ptive or behavioral embedded orienting strategy groupt receiving CAI which used either

JD or 30 seconds of access time to branch to lesson segments. Orienting strategies were
presented throughout the lesson, and addressed criterion information either explicitly or in
llOl'C generalt abstract terms. Upon completion of the lessont students were administered a

Jarhartt C.

po1nest measuring both factual and inferential learning. Results indicated that orienting

>n Computing

strat~gy

explicitness did not affect the learning of either facts or inferences differentially. A

marginal effect was found for access timet with students performing best with 30 seconds.
The results suggest that d ifferences in orienting strategies may not be as important as
sufficient time for strategy utilization.

).
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TIIB EFFECTS OF PRESENTATION LATENCY AND EMBEDDED o

STRATEGIES ON LEARNING FROM COMPUTER-BASED INSTR

Each new instructional technology brings with it the potential to solve c
problems. In many instances, the expected contributions to education never
reason for for these unfulfilled expectations is not faulty technology per se bic
technologies are incorporated. One recent computer-based instructional
interactive video. Aoyd defined instructional interactive video as "... any vi
which the sequence and selection of messages is determined by user's response to
(Floyd, 1982, p.2). During the past few years, interactive video has been
increased interest and utilization for instructional applications (Hannafin, Garb
Phillips, 1985). However, this growing interest is founded in very little research
develop guidelines. To obtain optimum results from this technology, rese
performed from which empirically based guidelines can be developed (D
Hannafin, 1985).
A current concern involves the type of video delivery system best suited to

video: videodisc or videotape. The videodisc is considered by some to be the m
breakthrough in instructional technology since the invention of the printing press
Garfield, 1984). Because of the ability of videodisc to access video segments ran
much greater speeds than videotape, it is considered by many to be superior for
lcaming c

video (Hoffos, 1983).
If speed of access were the prime consideration, videodisc would indeed be
technology. However, other factors must be considered. For example, there are
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which learners can process information. Providing learners with more information than

an process effectively

may inhibit learning (Travers, 1982). Delays in access time

lesson segments of a lesson may provide an opportunity for the learner to process
LMIJlla·tion (cf. Chu & Schram, 1967). Delays might also be utilized to present meaningful
tion or instructions, such as advance organizers, to improve learning and retention

In effect, the "access time" issue may be more a learning and processing than a technology
Since the principal issue in the tape vs. disc arguement pertains to access time, perhaps
study should center initially on time and processing variables in learning from any

__. _ ...uter-based lesson (Hannafin & Hughes, 1986).
Processing of information requires sufficient time to select, encode, and integrate
(fcnnyson, Christensen, & Park, 1984). When individuals are provided more information

than able to process, they became disorganized, to the point of being unable. to process
information at all (Travers, 1982). Rest times between portions of video instructions increase
learning by providing information process time (Chu & Schramm, 1975). From this research,
itcan be concluded that processing time is often useful in improving learning.
n best suited to '

Delayed access time between lesson segments could be utilized to present advance
Cl'ganizing strategies to the learner. In a meta-analysis of 112 studies, Stone ( 1983) found that
advance organizers were associated with increased comprehension and retention of material to

be learned. The use of "concrete" advance organizers have had a strong effect upon the
be superior for ·

learning and retention of specific information (Mayer, 1984). Explicit strategies aid in the
bming of cued information, but inhibit the learning of uncued information.
The purpose of this study was to examine the effects on learning of presentation access
latency, organizing strategies, and the combination of latency and strategy. Specifically, the

effects of behavioral and cognitive organizing strategies and varied proc factual and inferential learning were studied.
Methods
Subjects
The subjects were 49 college upper-division undergraduate and gr
enrolled in computer literacy courses. Students participated during a regu
class session and were provided extra credit for participation.
Materials
The instructional treatments were modified versions of a computer-assis
(CAI) lesson which was initially developed for a previous research study (
Hannafin, 1986). The lesson described the discovery of a fictitious element
island, and the scientific, cultural and political ramifications of the discovery on
primitive society. The lesson was presented as a factual account of the discov
were not informed as to the fictitious nature of the lesson until the study was
This lesson was chosen for the following reasons: 1) the fictitious content wasp
thus eliminated the effects of prior learning; and 2) the relative ease with which
inferential test items could be identified
Three orienting strategies were developed: 1) instruction with
orienting strategies; 2) instruction with embedded cognitive orienting strate
instruction with prompts for the learner to use individual learning strategies.
Behavioral

orientin~ strate~y.

This strategy oriented the student with pro

were specifically related to the factual content of the lesson segment which foll
prompts provided the learner a specific orientation to the factual material su
assessed. The strategy consisted of a single computer frame, directing the student
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pwo specific informational items which included subsequent lesson text. One example of
. strategy is:
~logists

"In the next section be sure to learn this information: When the

began aniving on Jexium Island." These. factual items consisted of names of

peoPle, places, specific events, and other details presented during the following lesson

ng a regularly

c9i;uitive orientin~ strate~y.

This strategy oriented the student with broader, more

jslraCt prompting to the instruction which followed. These prompts were not tied to

specHic facts, but were designed to provide a broader contextual orientation to the content
which followed. The strategy consisted of a computer frame directing the student to consider
&M> general concepts which were to follow .in the lesson text An example of this strategy is:

"In the next section, you will be presented information about: The importance of studying
liscovery on a
Individual
1e study was c

orientin~ strate~y.

This strategy provided no prompts to direct student

attention to lesson information. Instead, the strategy simply advised the students to pay close
attention to the information which followed. An example of this strategy is: "In the next
section, try your best to learn the information." As in the prior two cases, three strategy
bmes were given before questioning.

h embedded

All treatment strategies were embedded at identical lesson locations. Each strategy was
~S"ented in

two access time versions: 10 seconds and 30 seconds. The strategy remained

ltegies.

on the screen during the access interval and the computer ignored student input during the

!nt with prompll:

alloted processing time.

1t

which foUowtd

An introductory section was included to obtain general information concerning student

material subs

identification, gender, age, and study preferences. The student was also given a general

ng the student to

orientation as to the nature and organization of the lesson as well as direc~ons for answering

'>A?

the questions on the computer.
The lesson consisted of four parts. Each part consisted of 10 to 14 text f:
read, double-space paragraphs. Six graphic displays which supported the the
of the lesson were also included at various points, but were not related to spec·
information. The orienting strategies were embedded at three evenly spaced in
each of the four parts.
Each part was followed by six questions: three factual type and three inferen •
embedded questions also served as posttest items. Feedback was not provided
the questions, either during the lesson or the posttest
Each part of the lesson began with a banner page which was displayed for
The first orienting strategy frame was then displayed for either 10 or 30 second&.
followed by four to six frames of instruction. This sequence was repeated two
times. The student was then presented a transition frame explaining that the less

Studen1

concluded and that six questions would follow. After answering these open-e

students we

answer type questions, the student was presented with the next banner frame for

student was

lesson part. This cycle was repeated for all four lesson parts.

with their t

At the conclusion of the lesson, the student was given a transition frame exp

signaling tl

posttest. The posttest presented all 24 embedded questions, but in random o
student was continually informed of the number of questions remaining in the

The st

Additional prompts were given one-third and two-thirds through the posttest. At
the posttest, the students were informed of the fictitious nature of the lesson

avoid pos~

directed to signal the proctor that the lesson was completed.

participati

Devendent Measures

study. Al

Embedded postadjunct guestions. Each of the four parts of the lesson was fol
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;s pastadjunct questions: three factual and three inferential. These were open ended, short
uestions. Factual questions measured recall of information presented during the
,_wer q
. the inference questions assessed the accuracy of conclusions based on lesson content.

tuon,

leli~bility was .91 for the factual scale, and .81 for the inference scale. Validity was

established through test item-lesson congruence and review by four evaluators.
f_Qsttest. The 24 item posttest "'.as a repetition of the four groups of six embedded
qiacstions presented in a random order.
Student response time. Time required by students to answer each of the two types of
questions, adjunct and posttest, was also collected and collated by scale: factual and
inferential. Response time was calculated by the computer. and rounded to the nearest
seoend.

Students were randomly· assigned to one of the six treatments upon arrival to class. All
hese open-ended.

students were given an instruction sheet which was summarized briefly by the proctor. Each

rner frame for ttt

student was assigned a microcomputer terminal and given a computer diskette in accordance
with their treatment group. Participants completed the lesson and posttest at their own rate,

m frame exp! · ·

signaling the proctor when finished. During the study, all data were collected and recorded

In random or

on separate diskettes .

.aining in the

The study was conducted during three sessions spanning a four-day period. Students
completed the study in times ranging from approximately 45 to 105 minutes. In order to

~ the lesson atKI

avoid possible contamination between the sessions, students were briefed following their
participation and urged not to discuss any portions of the lesson until completion of the
study. Also, the students were randomly assigned to the treatments during each day of the
study in order to randomize possible contamination effects over time.

Results and Discussion
Leamin~ Effects

The mean percent accuracy and standard deviations for both the embedded
the posttest are contained in Table 1. Marginally significant effects were obtain
time, E.(1 ,43 )=2. 92, p,<.10. Students provided 30 seconds of controlled ac
utilize the orienting strategy performed slightly better overall than those given
This effect was consistent across orienting strategy, although the magnitude of
modest.

Insert Table 1 About Here

Marginal differences were also found betV{een en-route performance on
questions and the corresponding items on the posttest, E.(1,43)=2.62, 12,<.10. The
of this effect, however, was not anticipated. Student performance on posttest ·
slightly better than on the embedded questions during instruction. Since the
questions did not include either feedback or remediation, this effect cannot be a
either correction or confirmation resulting from practice. Instead, the effect

Stud

attributable to the cuing function served by the question. En-route questions ap

-

students to presumably important lesson information. The inclusion of a question

sufficier

direct students to retain the information contained in the question, while permitti

Vickers

ease cognitive overload by either forgetting or attending less to non-questioned in~

involve i

Although an orienting strategy main effect was not found, an orienting strate

network

scale interaction was detected, .E(2,43)=4.08, p,<.05. This interaction, illustrated I

where se

1, was characterized by better performance for the cognitive and behavioral stra

conclusi
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(tdilal versus inferential learning, while the individual strategy was most effective for

ll(erential versus factual learning.

Insert Figure 1 About Here

~ponseTime

Means and standard deviations for response times are contained in Table 2. As shown,

the time required to respond declined significantly from the embedded to the posttest,
E(l,43)=96.65, Jl<.0001. This may be due to the familiarity of students with the items
contained in both embedded questions and posttest portions of the study. It is also possible
that students were simply more confident of their responses during the posttest, and
responded more rapidly.

Insert Table 2 About Here

Students also responded more rapidly to factual versus inferential questions,

f(l,43)=80.16, 12<.0001. The level of learning and processing required for the retrieval of
sufficient information to permit inference could contribute to the observed differences.
Vickers and Packers ( 1982) posited a cognitive complexity paradigm.

Conclusions that

involve greater evaluation of "below-surface" information integrated within existing cognitive
networks require greater time to retrieve. This is likely to be the case for inferential tasks,
where several pieces of learned information must be evaluated concurrently in order to form
a vi oral strategic!

conclusions. Conversely, learning that is more explicitly defined, such as factual recall,

would be correspondingly easier to recall, requiring less time to retrieve. (
Packers, 1982).
In addition, a test interval-by-test scale interaction was also
F(l ,43)=21.95, 12.<.0001. This interaction, shown in Figure 2, was charac
regression toward the mean during the posttest. Inferential questions sti
significantly more time to answer, but the differences in response time from c
posttest items was not uniform.

Insert Figure 2 About Here

General Discussion
The results suggest that within the limits of this study greater access time imp
performance. This appears to be true regardless of the type of orienting strate&J
This is inconsistent with research by Belland, et al (in press), who suggested that
in allotted processing time tends to intensify effort and improve learning. Since
processing times, 10 and 30 seconds, were studied it remains to be seen if this
would continue beyond 30 seconds, and if so, how far.
Another implication of this study pertains to the role of embedded ques ·
organizational strategy. Embedded questions seem to provide an additional cue
to organize and retrieve both factual and inferred lesson material. This co
supported by the decrease in response time during the posttest. Since posttest
were identical in form to the embedded questions, students were already famili•
style and content of the posttest. It is also possible that students gained insight to
answered incorrectly on the embedded questions as they continued through the 1

c
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~cting mistakes made during the lesson.

The increased time necessary to answer inferential questions is not surprising. Retrieval
was also

8•

liJDC for questions which require higher level cognitive tasks should generally be greater than
(or tasks which required only a lower level cognitive task, such as factual-recall (Vickers &

The surprising result found in this study was the general lack of differential effect
attributable to orienting strategies. It was hypothesized that students in the cognitive
crienting strategy group would generally perform better than the other two groups, especially
on inferential questioning. However, this was not found in this study. An explanation for
lhis comes from Carlson, Kincaid, Lance & Hodgson ( 1976), who noted that students tend
to revert to their own individual strategies regardless of how they are prompted during

instruction. If this is the case, orienting strategies would all assume the characteristics of a
"use your own" strategy. This might account for why access time resulted in more
;uggested that

noticeable effects.
Several directions for further research are indicated. The study of access time needs

1e seen if this ·

further refinement in order to expand the contention that increases in time aids learning.
Also, further research is necessary to determine if a ceiling level for processing time exists,
and if so, the relationship between access time limits and different cognitive tasks. Further

research is also needed to study whether or not students use imposed orienting strategies, or
al. This con

if they simply revert to individual strategies acquired over time. It would also be of interest

;ince posttest

10 study developmental influences with young subj_ects, · since they may not be as likely to

have highly refined existing cognitive strategies to rely upon.
ned insight to
through the Iessc't

This study has raised several questions concerning how students learn from
computer-based instruction. Based on this study, we can tentatively conclude that students

may profit from increases in access time to process instruction, and that
potential for rapid access may need to be controlled to ensure adequate pr .
Further research should clarify the roles of orienting strategies and cognitive p

in supporting learning.
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I
I.
I

' ress.
Co~nitive Processin~ Strate~y

Embedded Questions
-----~----~---------------------------------------------·-----------------------

Mean

Totals

IO"

30"

Totals

70.1

68.3

64.4

67.7

(SD)

(8.1)

(17.2)

(27.3)

(18.2)

Mean

72.1

67.3

79.8

73.1

(SD)

(17.9)

(21.3)

(10.8)

(17.3)

Mean

71.0

67.8

72. 1

70.3

(SD)

(13.2)

(18.7)

(21.6)

(1 7.8)

Mean

54.5

69.3

65.9

62.9

(SD)

( 21.8)

(11.8)

(17.3)

(18.2)

Mean

59.1

76. 1

77.3

70.8

· (SD)

( 12.9)

(11.8)

(16.8)

(15.9)

Mean

56.7

72.7

71.6

66.8

(SD)

( 17.8)

(1 1.9)

(17.5)

(17.4)

Table 1 (cont)
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I2tall
Coi:nitjve Processini: Strate~y

·------

~siniiime

Behavioral Coenitjve Own

Totals

Embedded Questions
66.8

-----------------------------~-------------------------------------------------------

(1 8.4)

EO

76.3

1-0"

17.0)
71.4

30"

) 8.2)

· Totals

66.5
(20.3)
71.6

19.7

19.2

22.6

20.4

(SD)

(8.1)

(10.2)

(5.6)

(8.0)

Mean

20.7

19.9

20.8

20.5

(SD)

(7.2)

(7.2)

(8.2)

(7.3)

Mean

20.2

19.5

21.7

20.5

(SD)

(7.5)

(8.6)

(6.9)

(7.6)

Mean

25.3

28.3

33.8

29.0

(SD)

( 7.7)

(6.0)

(8.6)

(9.8)

Mean

26.9

30.6

29.4

29.0

(SD)

(14.3)

(12.8)

(15.4)

(13.7)

Mean

26.1

29.5

31.6

29.0

(SD)

(11.0)

(9.8)

(12.3)

(11.1)

Inferences
10"

(17.2)
69.0

Mean

30"

( 18.8)
Totals

354

Table 2 (cont)

Coenitive Processine
Processine Time

Behavioral

Strate~y

Co~nitive

Own

Totals

Posttest Questions

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~

10"

30"

Totals

.Mean

15.6

11.7

14.5

14.0

Pere

(SD)

(6.1)

(4.5)

(2.8)

(4.8)

Aecur

Mean

13.7

13.9

12.9

13.5

(SD)

(4.1)

(3.1)

(2.9)

(3.3)

too
eo

Mean

14.7

12.8

13.7

13.8

60

(SD)

(5.2)

(3.9)

(2.9)

(4.1)

40

Inferences
10"

30"

Totals

20

Mean

18.4

17.9

18.9

18.4

(SD)

(5.5)

(2.7)

(5.2)

(4.5)

Mean

18.3

18.5

17.9

18.2

(SD)

(8.0)

(5 .5)

(6.5)

(6.4)

Mean

18.3

18.2

18.4

18.3

(SD)

(6.6)

(4.2)

(5.7)

(5.5)
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Orienting Strategies
20

Total~

·-----------14.0
(4.8)

Percent
Accuracy

13.5

100

(3.3)

80

13.8

60

(4. 1)

40

Inference
Fects

20
18.4
(4.5)
18.2

(6.4)
18.3
(5.5)

Behevi orel

Cognlt ive

Own

l

Mean Time
to Respond
30"

25"
20"

1S"

Facts

1O"

Inference

5"

Embedded

Post test
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ABSTRACT
pcirpose of this exploratory study was to examine the potential
actions between the media attribute, horizontal screen placement, and
fluid ability and visualization.

Treatments

SUAL PL.Ac

.i-sed three versions of a videotaped program (left, central, or right)
ASK

in every respect with the exception of ten visual
Stepwise, multiple linear regression was utilized to investigate
tit aaj or hypotheses with the Group Embedded Figures Test, the Advanced

k01fessive Matrices Test (APM), APM

subtes~s

I and II, sex, age, and all

psible interactions forming the predictor variables (~=252).
ruul.Hng equation revealed a highly -significant

I. ratio with

The
14

significant interactions accounting for 54 percent of the total
Sex and age . interactions were noted.
promoted

i~proved

Alternative treatments

performance for many low-ability learners but actively

diainished performance for many high-ability learners and vice versa.

The

!lf>Hcations of this study have affirmed the need for future research
incorporating additional cognitive factors and alternate media attributes.

: he
lOlogy
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Recent discussion has surf aced in regard to
effects in visually-based media research.

C1ark (1983) has asserted

do not influence learning under any conditions, but rather the
instructional method employed is the crucial factor which fosters
A second rival hypothesis offered by Clark is that the increased att
paid by students to media may result in increased effort or persiste
which yields achievement gains.

Clark's argument is based upon the

but positive, effects of student achievement found in meta-analysis (
Ebeling, & J . Kulik, 1981; C. Kulik, J . Kulik, & Cohen,
Bangert, & Williams, 1983; J . Kulik, C. Kulik, & Cohen, 1979).
(1984a, 1984b) has continued to insist that media attributes do not
influence learning in unique ways.

Further, Clark and Salomon (1985,

474) have advanced, "Any new technology is likely to teach
predecessors because it generally provides better prepared
materials and its novelty engages learners . "
In a critique of Clark's article on learning from media, Petkov1eh
Tennyson (1984) have noted the lack of consideration for how the operat~
of the various components of the human information processing system af
learning.

The need for consideration of processing demands has been
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individ~als

research which has shown that

are likely to

in tasks in which they are suited by their cognitive style

1977; Witkin, Moore, Goodenough, & Cox, 1977).

Snow

11) f,irst postulated an intercorrelational paradigm of general ability
~

• ich incorporated human performance characteristics .

SK

Following the

model of ability organization interpreted by Cattell (1971)
by Horn (1976), Snow (1980) noted the relation of crystallized

ty (Gc)--a constellation of measures of verbal knowledge, reading
rehension, and prior educational achievement- - to learning outcomes is
I

s asserted
the

est in conventional instructional treatments .

When such an

..~.. ~·~ctional treatment is modified to reduce the need for conventional

f osters

control processes, the relation of G to learn outcomes goes
c
. Fluid ability skills (Gf )--a constellation consisting of abstract
~ten

upon the s

nonverbal reasoning tests and some spatial and figural tests-to learning outcomes under instructional conditions that are
new, unlike those that the i ndividual learner has faced in

O; J. Kulik,
:t ).

Clark

> do not
ion (1985, P·

to apply previously crystallized learning skills (G )
c
dnot be relevant here, but ability to adapt to new kinds of learning
petformance requirements (Gf) would be relevant .

Snow (1980, p. 59)

trtdi~ t e,
d " ... that as an instructional situation involves combinations of

•e tter than its le\I techno l ogy ( e.g., computerized
·
·
·
instruction
or television) . .. Gf should

~

important and G

c

less important."

The distinction between

11

vi sualization" (G )--a constellation of
v

, Petkovich tA

fitural and spatial relations tests in which the Group Embedded Figures
the operati<' feat (W . .
itk1n, Oltman, Raskin, & Karp, 1971) is frequently included--and
; .
; system aff
flSoften difficult to make, because they appear separable in
'1ltid.
as been
imensional scaling but not in fact or analysis. Gf and Gv are
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separable at times, with some measures, and in some

~opulations.

however, the close correlation between measures from
suggested that some individuals, or all individuals, sometimes use
processes to perform Gv tasks.

Extensive reanalyses

spatial test batteries, conducted by Lolunan (1979), have suggested
spatial abilities do not fit neatly into a smoothly
factor model, as verbal and numerical abilities seem to do.
be individual differences in the novel assembly and control
processing that underlie this relation, rather than a basic
I

between fluid - analytic and spatial performance processes.
tests that measure to

a greater

degree the kinds of assembly and con

processes needed to organize on a short-term basis adaptive strategi
solving novel problems should be included in studies on interaction e
on learner and media attributes.

In a radex topographic model of

test intercorrelations, Snow and Lolunan (1984) have shown Raven's

the

Progressive Matrices is in the center of the map, and is to date one of
ns varra1

best measures of G or Gf .
This exploratory study wasJconducted to investigate the potential

ltarners ,

interaction between the media attribute (Salomon, 1979), "asymmetry of

:cl pe

screen" (Zettl, 1973), and the cognitive aptitudes, f luid ability and
visualization .

Metallinos (1979) has reviewed the theoretical basis of

forces operating within the television screen and has noted that, with
exception of a few experiments with inconclusive results,
of left, central and right placement within the frame has been largely
ignored.

While some research has been reported, none has shown any

cogently significant differences (e.g ., Avery

&

Tiemens , 1975; Fletcher.

1977, 1980; Herbener, Van Tubergen, & Wi tlow, 1979) .
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~opulations.

0

ormat, Metallinos (1980) obtained significant differences for
laY f

jeC

ts describing the shape, perceiving the color, and recalling visual

sometimes use ~ !J!Uli placed on the left side of the screen over the right; however ,
of figural and
ave suggested

t

reported that mean fixations of test stimuli measured by
lar photography favored the right.

In regard to learning effects ,

llinos (1975) and Metallinos and Tiemens (1977) have reported no
:o do .

ificant differences for the retention of news information .

•ntrol

Hart (1985) reported a predominant superiority for right

basic relation

simple concept task by older females .

es·

found for left placement over the central orientation _as

Therefore

I

11, and interactions were noted.
~ ificantly

A meaningful

F.ield- independent females scored

higher than field-dependent females, and significant

interaction ef 'fferences for and between field independence and field dependence
curred with right placement .
The purpose of this research was to ask whether, under the impact of

ifferent aptitudes , a particular frame position (left, central, or right)
The primary experimental hypothesis tested was that low- G

II

asymmetry of

i ability and

ul d perform more ably than high-G students who may find the visual

dysfunctional .

Thus, the study compared a media attribute that

the degree to which it imposed common assemblies on students,
by treatment interactions in which the regression of
the investigat'

steeper in the treatment that is least imposing and

been largely . :rianower in the treatment that is the most imposing .
s hown any
975; Fletcher,
g a newscast
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Subjects
Students in a central California university enrolled in

, Moore, .

section, "Radio-Television as Popular Culture" course
subjects for the experiment.

The sample consisted of
typical]

ranging in age from 17 to 44 years (~=22.8, SD=4.0).
group, 129 were male, and 123 were female.

Of the total

The ethnic composition

primarily Anglo American, with a representative minority of
American, Afro-American, and Asian-American students.
Materials
Stimuli and Criterion Test.

A nine-mihute videotaped program

test instrument developed by Hart (1985) were employed.
contained ten simple concepts on sex role indicators which formed
for a visual stimuli set and a 22-item criterion test (KR

20

t

=.76).

stimulus was constructed in three versions for left, central, and ri
screen placement .

The three electronically edited . experimental vid

were identical with the exception of the embedded stimuli set.
Group Embedded Figures Test (GEFT) .

On the 18-item

(Spearman-Brown=.82), a field-independent person is able to better 1
simple figures embedded in more complex designs than is a
individual (Witkin, Oltman, Raskin, & Karp, 1971).

Field

re~

A

versus field dependence refers to a consistent mode of
environment in analytical, as opposed to global, terms
The field-independent pole includes competence in analytical function
such as mathematical reasoning, verbal fluency, and spatial abilities,
combined with an impersonal orie~tation and a · tendency to have self-def
goals and reinforcements (Witkin, Moore, Oltman, Goodenough, Friedman.
°"'7en, & Raskin, 1977).

On the other hand , the field-dependent pole

reflects correspondingly less competence in analytical skills combined
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tar

ocial orientation and social skills as well as the need for

S

goals and reinforcements (Goldstei~ & Blackman, 1978;
tkitlt

:re selected

Moore, Goodenough, & Cox, 1977) .

Repeated age and sex differences have been noted on the GEFT.

Mean

2 undergra
typically tend to be slightly, but significantly, higher for males.
uently, women, on the average, are inclined to be more field
::imposition
ent than men (Witkin & Goodenough, 1981) .

of

Field dependence is also a

At some point after the age of 24, the process of
dependence begins (Witkin, Oltman, Raskin, & Karp, 1971).
ificant decreases in GEFT scoring across'the life span have been
rted with ·adequate reliability and validity (Panek, Barrett, Sterns, &
ander, 1978; Panek, Funk, & Nelson, 1980) .
Advanced Progressive Matrices (APM).

!o=· 76).

Raven's test is a widely used

tof analogical reasoning instruments which use geometric figures

tterned after Spearman' s wall chart (Burke, 1958).

Set I consists of

yl2 problems and is used to provide task training, similar to the first
s et.
GEFT.

Set II is administered immediately thereafter and

problems,

arran~d

in ascending order of difficulty.

Each

i the 36 items consists of a stimulus array in which a 3 X 3 figural

represented with a missing piece in the lower right portion of

A set of eight response alternatives is located beneath each
lt11Ulus array (Raven, 1962).
s ick, l 9i7).

1

Raven, Court, and Raven (1977) have reported

high retest reliability of O. 91.

The test manual also noted a decline in

SCo •

rmg as age increases, particularly after the age of 30.

abilities,
tve self-defirl'

Stoner (1980) • have reported a significant decrease in performance for age
&roUps but no significant sex differences.

Friedman,
!nt pole
s combined

Panek and

~ct
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Several factor analytic studies have been carried out with
forms of the APM.

The results · of these studies have prompted inv

to conclude that the tests constitute a measure
ability or fluid G (MacArthur, 1960; Olsen & MacArthur, 1962; Spea
1939; Vernon, 1965a, 1965b).

When the Progressive Matrices measures

factor analyzed along with other tests, the evidence is
high G loading and relatively trivial loadings on other factors.
matr i ces are factor analyzed by themselves; however, evidence of mul
factor s emerge (Carlson & Wiedel, 1979; Coreman & Budoff, 1974; Rimo

la

I

1948 ; Wiedel & Carlson, 1976).

Dillon, Pohlman , and Lohman (1981) f

two factor solution to yield the most interpretable structure .
factors isolated in the factor analysis measured performance items in
a solution required (a) the addition and/or subtraction of

thE

the ability to perceive the progression of a pattern.

trE

The

measure the pattern progression factor was formed by combining items 2.
4 , li, 26, and 36.

items 7, 9, 10 , 11, 16, 21, 28 , and 35 were used

to

A1

form a second subtest to measure the addition/subtraction factor .
,,

t hree researchers reconunended subtest scores on the two factors be inc
in all future studies predicting behaviors .
Procedures
A total of nine randomly-assigned experimental sessions
within a period of one week at the beginning of the fall semester.
session followed the same format.

As the volunteer subjects entered t~

room , they were encouraged by the experimenter to seat themselves in cloSC
proximity to a television receiver in order that (a) no one be farther
than 12 times the horizontal width of the screen , and (b) a
of not more than 45 degrees from the center line 'axis
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tube be maintained as a maximum viewing angle (Chapman, 1960).

An

overview of the session was provided with a short description of
completed and of the videotaped program to be viewed .
administered, respectively, according to their test
(Witkin, Oltman, Raskin,

&

Karp, 1971; Raven, 1962).

Subsequent to

,.,-Pletion of the cognitive indices, one of the three visual treatments
inistered and immediately followed by the posttest.

Subjects were

intended purpose of the experiment until a short report
later in the semester by the participating course

RESULTS

the study employed nine experimental sessions, three for each
treatments, equivalence

of the three combined groups was an

ttant question to investigate prior to testing for the e xperimental
A three level, one-way analysis of variance was used in
:or .

• lyzi.ng the data between the groups for each of the foll owing subject
~ound

and cognitive variables:

age ,

I (2,249) = 1.56, !! = 22.8;

• I (2 ,249) = .45, !! = 11.48; APM, I (2,249) = 1.31, !! = 17.13.
ftrences between sexual composition were analyzed using the independent
ts

t er.

Chi-Square Test, x 2 (2,~=252) = 2.06.

The results showed no

ificant differences between the groups on any of the variables at the
level of significance·.
To determine if the subjects had dissimilar life-history experiences

farther

altered the equivalence of the groups, two multiple choice
posttest were analyzed using the Kruskal-Wall is one-way
for ranks.

No significant differences were noted
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between the groups ~t the .OS level for subjects havi~g read sex
material,

x2 (2,~=252) = .91,

sex typing situation,

or having had a recent encounter

x2 (2,~=252) = .52.

~i

The mean for both ques

was between the last two responses, "over two years" and "no enc .
Regression Analysis
Multiple regression analysis has become an increasingly popul
statistical technique (Serlin & Levin, 1985).

Cronbach and

have noted that linear regression equations are most useful
aptitude-treatment-interaction designs, because the technique provi
simple method for establishing a functional relationship
For example, in an experiment with several treatments (a
variable), aptitudes of subjects (a continuous variable)
study the interaction between the variables in
variable.

In this study, the parameters of the multiple linear
equation for testing the major hypotheses were computed in a stepwise
manner.

The independent or predictor variables were visual

GEFT, APM, APM Subtest I, APM Subtest II, sex, age, and all
interactions .

Table 1 presents the intercorrelations among

variables.

Insert Table 1 about here.

Two dummy variables were created for visual placement (K-1 levels), le~
'tariab

placement and right placement, with membership being assigned 1 and
nonmembership being assigned 0.

As a nominal variable, sex was treated
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rlY with males being assigned 1 and females

bei~g assigned

The dependent measure was the 22 - item posttest.

0 (Cohen &

The

teal Computer Program (BMDP2R) was utilized to facilitate the

following the examination of residuals on the initial attempt, the
ionship was found to be a nonlinear "S" shape.

ly popular
:i

'
l

The linearizable

the logistic response function, was chosen to represent the date:

.in (P./1-P.), where P was the posttest expressed as a
l

l

The logistic model has been used extensively in biological
I

Besides medicine and pharmacology, the logistic model has been used
study of consumer behavior (response to

tegorical

promotion studies (Chatterjee & Price, 1977) .
Applying the weighted-least-squares (WLS) method as is required on the
variable, heteroscedastic residuals were observed on APM
Subtest II.

(Draper & Smith, 1981).

?gression
stepwise

Heteroscedasticity is resolved by applying
Estimates of the regression

coefficient were carried out using WLS with weights W.
l

= 1/ 0 2u.
l

placement,
possible

!au&, the nonconstant residual ~ariance was accounted for by case weights
ciated with the variance of the logistic response function, APM Subtest
Table 2 presents a summary of the final regression

t he main

lysis, and Table 3 presents the estimated regression coefficients.

Insert Table 2 and Table 3 about here.

vels), left
1 and

The stepwise multiple regression analysis yielded 14 significant
tariables:

ts treated
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Y'

= -1.2842

- .1243X1 + .0046X2 + .3187X3 +.Ol4sx
4
l . 4898XS + .0149X6 + .0053X7 + .314SX8 . 1238X + . 00013X
9
10
. 0033X

13

Y' is the predicted score;

- .0001SX

x1

11

+ .0052X

12

[)urn

14

is the interaction of GEFT and sex;

the interaction of GEFT and age;
and right screen placement;

-.00020X

The

x4

x3

is the interaction of APM subte

is the interaction of sex and

the interaction of sex and right screen placement;
of APM, APM subtest I, and left screen placement,

x6 is the
x7 is th7 interact

I

of APM, APM subtest II, and sex;
sex and right screen placement;
right screen placement;
age;

x11

x10

x8 is the interaction of APM
x9 is the interaction of sex,

age,

is the interaction of GEFT, APM,

is the interaction of GEFT, APM, APM subtest I, APM subtest

and right screen placement;

x12

is the interaction of

I , APM subtest II, sex, and left screen placement;
of APM subtest I, APM subtest II, sex, age, and left screen placement;

x14

1

is the interaction of GEFT, APM subtest I, APM subtest II,

left screen placement.

In all, "' five first - order interactions,

order interactions, one third-order interaction, and four fourth-order
interactions were entered into the equation .

The resulting multiple

correlation was .72 with a standard error of estimate of . 40.
the multiple correlation revealed F (14,237)

= 181.17

which was signifi

beyond the .001 level.
The method of variable coding will aid in the interpretation
interactions.

t

informal

The test of a coefficient is tantamount to testing the

difference between the group assigned 1 in the vector with which the
coefficient is associated and the mean of the group assigned Os in all t~
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nd Visual p

12

The tests of the coefficient are therefore _relevant when one

+ .0145X +
4

test, in turn, the differences between the means of each group

3

1 in a given vector and that of a group assigned Os in all

," ?X
_ 12 -

ouromy

coding is not restricted to situations in which there are

11 treatment groups and a control group.

and sex; X

2

They can be used to code any

· APM subtest

for example, sex (Pedhazur, 1982) .

and

are worth mentioning .

the

interaction terms.

First, recall that product

Interaction vectors . are created

the vectors representing the categorical variable by the
I

continuous variable.

APM subtest

When more than one continuous variable

representing the categorical variable are multiplied

sex,
?M,

the vectors for the continuous variables.

1.. PM subtest I

all possible combinations are produced .

This process
Second, the

may be thought of as the regression
fic1ents that would have been obtained if the various predictor
one another in terms of means and standard

.n placement;

The predictor variable that has the largest standard regression

II, age,

whether the coefficient is positive or negative,

0ns, four
f our th-order
~

multiple

tlit! best predictor; conversely, a small standard regression coefficient
tates that the corresponding predictor variable is not contributing to

as much as the other predictor variables (Cohen &
• 1983; Draper & Smith, 1981).

Applying the above, the examination of the interactions will prove
~ tation of the

IOst informa t ive
. .

e sting the

~ feitiales,
~-

which the
d Os in all t~

the

Since sex was assigned by des ignating l fo r males and 0

x1

variable,

G~FT

by sex, indicated GEFT scores for male

Jtcts had a significantly negative impact upon the prediction equation

l«tol).

On the other hand, the sex by age interaction,
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older male subjects had a slightly higher predicted

s~ore

(£<.OS )

interaction of sex and right screen placement, X5 , also indicated
profited from participation in this treatment group (£<.05); howe
higher-order interaction of sex by age by right screen placement I
indicated older male subjects were dehabilitated by participation
very same group (2< . 001).

The second-order interaction

first-order interaction xl had the two largest standard

-2 . 19 and -1.49, respectively.

Thus, they contributed greatly to

prediction equation .
I

The variable sex interacted in five other conditions.
subtest II, and sex interaction,

x7 , had a small positive contributi

the prediction equation (2<.0S).

Male subjects who scored well on t

APM and APM subtest II performed slightly better as a result.
interacted with APM

subte~t

II and right screen placement,

x8 ,

males with high APM subtest II scores benefited from placement
treatment condition (2<.0l).

Variable

x10 ,

co
th

the interaction of GEFT,

APM, sex, and age, indicated older males who possessed high
scores had slightly larger predicted scores (2< . 0l).
interaction

x12 ,

The higher-order

GEFT by APM subtest I by APM subtest

screen placement, evidenced high scoring males on the
profited from placement in that treatment condition (2<.001), but the
fourth-order interaction

x13 ,

APM subtest I by APM subtest II

age by left screen placement, indicated older males who performed well
on the APM subtest I and APM II were dehabilitated by placement in that
very same group (2<.001) .

Variables

x12

and

x13

had almost equal but

opposite standard coefficients, .84 and -.89, respectively.
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remaining interaction variables,

E.<. 05).

fou~

included treatment

ions, and one included a first-order interaction with a cognitive
.• Unlike variable

x1 ,

GEFT by sex, variable

scores had a small positive

impa~t

x2 ,

upon the prediction

considering the subjects' age (£< . 001).
md the

aient conditions, variable

x3,

GEFT by age,

In regard to the

the APM subtest I by right screen

nt interaction, indicated that subjects with high APM subtest I
profited from participation in that treatment (£< . 001). and the
a heavy positive impact upon the prediction equation
I

of 1.12.

The APH,

On the other hand, variable Xll .

I and right screen placement interacted at a higher

and APM subtest II, producing a slightly
in the very same treatment for high scoring subjects

&11 the cognitive variables (£<.001) .

3,

When considering left screen

interaction of APM, APM subtest I, and left screen placement

1t

had a ' slightly positive effect on the prediction equation

if GEFT,

11th high scoring subjects on those measures being aided by the placement

Again, theJhigher-order interaction of GEFT by APM

her-order
t

ex

~d

ve

but the

I by APM subtest II by age by left screen placement, x

14

,

in a slightly diminishing effect for the prediction equation
Yet on the variable, those older, high scoring subjects on

I, and APM subtest II were only slightly dehabilitated by

i t:

in that

ual but

Among the 14 significant predictors, 11 contained cognitive indices in
raction terms.

All the cognitive tests and subtests were represented.

ti.a Of the variables also contained screen placement treatments.

Of

right screen placement and four contained left screen
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sta~dard

coeffie

When considering those variables with

approximately one or greater which would have contributed the most
prediction equation , r i ght screen placement was contained
four interactions:

x3 , x5 ,

and

x9 •

Of the four major predictors

'

cognitive indices contributed only to two interactions:
and

x3 ,

APM subtest by right screen placement.
DISCUSSION

Before commencing with a discussion of the result i ng data, a
c i rcumspection should be observed.

In interpreting multiple-regress
I

factors from an aptitude- int eraction standpo i nt , third- order and hig
interactions must be interpreted cautiously, if at all,
grounded theory (Cronbach & Snow, 1977).

Unreliability

powerful effects in a multivariate study.

Index error,

sample size may have produced anomalies .

Thus, this study should be

considered exploratory in nature.
Performance on a simple concept task pr esented via three screen
placements was found to possess a significant aptitude - treatment

preu~

equation, although age differen~es and sex differences were noted. Thi
relationship between ·variables may be interpreted as substantial supp
, Moor

for a cognitive aptitude theory of learning from instruction (Cronba€h
Snow, 1977; Witkin, Moore, Goodenough , & Cox , 1977) and the media attr
theory (Sa l omon, 1979) .

This rationale is part i cularly warranted when
• 1980)

cons i der i ng that alternat ive treatments promoted imp r oved performance~
many low-G learners but actually diminished the performance of
learners .

In other words, the treatmen t that was mathemagenic (gave bt

to learning) for one kind of individual appeared to be mathemathanic (gitt
death to learning) for another kind of individual and vice versa (Snow.
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ndard coeffle
·

• snow & Lohman. 1984).

'

To say it still another way, different kinds

titudes showed through from the inner environments of low-G and

Jl'P

·G learners, depending on the nature of the outer environment.
predictors

•

Results confirmed Hart's (1985) findings of a general superiority for
r feroales (~=40.0 years) when right screen placement was utilized to
ilitate simple concept learning.

Older males were severly dehabilitated

rthe right screen treatment in the present study, despite that males,
lng data, a

awhole, performed better under right screen placement in the lowerr interaction.

Niekamp (1981) had noted, by ocular photography, mean
I

tions favoring the right for a small group of subjects who were
In addition, field-independent females were at a

without well

advantage, as they had been in the earlier Hart study,
inning that modeling cue attendance favored only the highly fieldtdy should be

pendent learners (Salomon, 1979; Witkin, Moore, Oltman, Goodenough,
Contrary to expectations for reported sex

t: hree screen
r:eatment predic

1fferences (Witkin

& Goodenough,

1981), field - independent males were

btlitated over all the visual treatments; however, the lower social

!re noted.

ientation of field-independent males may have i nteracted with the sex-

;t antial support

le subject matter to produce this effect (Goldstein & Blackmen , 1978;

& Cox, 1977).

ion ( Cronbach i

generally when fluid ability skills evidenced on the APM were

he media attn
=i rranted when
performance for

filled upon to direct spatial visualization abilities exhibited on the GEFT

tsnow, 1980).

This performance advantage partially supported the age-

:e of many hign-G

telated d 1· f

.e nic (gave .birth

971· p
' anek , Barrett, Sterns,

ferences noted on the indices (Witkin, Oltman, Raskin , & Karp,

& Alexander, 1978; Panek, Funk, & Nelson,

98Q· p

hemathanic (giYf

Older male performance was found

' anek & Stoner, 1980).

versa (Snow,
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In regard to the APM and its subtests, right screen placement
found to increase simple concept acquisition for those high ability
subjects who possessed increased pattern addition/pattern subtracti°'
skills (APM subtest I).

Individuals performing well on the factor a

expected to successfully ferret out figures from more complex forms

I

identify figures placed in the periphery of vision, and to recognize
or figures with portions erased (Dillion, Pohlman, & Lohman, 1981).
the high-ability Gf skills were combined with the first subtest, the
screen placement interacted for subject performance.

Perhaps

I

processing control of Gf directed the application of what may be
considered a G skill in the solution of the visual task (Lohman,
v
Snow & Lohman, 1984), since normal eye scanning patterns
the left in western cultures (see, for example, the eye scanning rese
reviewed by Niekamp, 1981).

In other words, the solution of a visual

for concept acquisition required the intervention of higher-order sk1l
the left orientation, but the solution was readily apparent in the ri

in

screen orientation to those individuals who possessed increased

in

the pattern addition/pattern subtraction visualization skills .
Right screen placement was also found to increase simple concept
acquisition for those high-ability males who possessed
skills (APM subtest II).

Individuals exhibiting high

this factor are expected to demonstrate a hi gh degree of success in
estimating projected movement and assessed consequences, as well as in
performing various mental rotations (Dillon, Pohlman, & Lohman , 1981).
Where the assembly and control processing of Gf interacted with the
second subtest , males were at a performance advantage, irrespective of
screen placement.

Apparently, the G skill of pattern progression was
v
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?lacement

right screen placement in males who possessed the ability at

~h ability

revels; however, when this same skill was called into play by the
function, screen position made no difference in concept
In other words , those males operating at higher-order

lex forms I

iC processing levels were able to obtain salient cues despite · the

recognize

orientation (Snow, 1977, 1980).

1981).

l,

interacted, some interesting effects were observed.

vho possessed high levels of field independence. pattern
tion/pattern subtraction, and pattern progression were facilitated to
ay be

I

attainment over females through the left screen orientation;

t
f

t

older individuals with these same Gv skills suffered a

initiated

!

performance under the same placement .

Note that older

two of the three G measures, pattern addition/pattern
v

: a

visual t

pattern progression, were dehabilitated under the left
orientation .

Perhaps some form of perceptual pretraining has been

i n the right

in high-ability mature individuals who automatically activate

sed

in search of information in center of the screen when viewing

.

Tentative support for this interpretation is provided by

;

!

J

concept

r fourth-order interaction.

When the fluid-analytic Gf skill was

edupon by individuals to direct the G skills, a diminution in
v

ance levels • flllcept attainment occurred under the right screen treatment over central
ess in

tltt-nt.

:! ll as in

Jlicement proved superior over the right orientation, indicating at least

l ,

1981).

Thus, as strategic processing was called into play , the central

" init lal
·
preference for this position.

Once again, the reader is

.h the

f!ralnded this interpretation of the high- order interactions is offered

c tive of

~rilY unt i· 1 a better grounded theory of cognitive aptitudes is developed .

s ion was
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In summary, the media attribute (Salmon, 1979), "asymmetry of
screen" (Zettl, 1973), was found to interact with the cognitive apt
fluid ability and visualization, under 14 conditions on
task.

Sex differences and age differences were noted .

Yet visual

placement helped many lower ability learners by giving them
assemblies they could not produce on their own.

On the other hand I

highest aptitude students were hindered by the visual treatments bee
the intervention interfered with the strategies they normally used .
importance of aptitude-treatment hypotheses and methodology is thus aa
I

c l ear for a research on learn ing strategies in mediated instruction aa
is for education generally (Petkovich & Tennyson, 1984).

While the

organization, and novelty of instruction are important factors (C l ark,
1983, 1984a , 1984b; Clark & Salomon, 1985), a cognitive aptitude thea
learning from instruct i on will account for the involvement of assemblJ
control processes that marshal, adapt, and monitor the operation of
response components assembled into a performance program for a given
(Snow & Lohman, 1984).
J

This exploratory study has indicated further resear ch is warranted
with media attributes when considering the impact of different learner
aptitudes.

Only 52 percent of the total variability of visual

was explained by the variation in the included cognitive aptitudes . 0
cognitive factors will have to be considered for a better explanation of
visual placement .

Further, Zettl (19 73) had identified other media codi;i

systems within the f rame :

main direc tion of horizontal and vertical

or i entations , attraction of symbol mass , figure-ground relationships,
psycholog i cal closure, vectors or direct ional lines, and movement .

The

relationship between the processing demands of these media a t tributes a~
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;ymmetry of

capacity of the learner must be also investigated.

t

>gnitive apti

research approach places the emphasis upon the single most
t

element in the educational process--the human information

Yet visual
hem component
other hand, t

ea tmen ts beca
nally used,

•ctors (Clark,
.ptitude theory

e ration of

for a given task

1

is warrantea

~ rent

learner

.s ual placement
.p titudes.

Otl!ee

e xplanation of

her media codi'lil
i vertical
it

ionships,

>vernent.

Without

The

attributes and
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TABLE l
INTERCORRELATIONS AMONG THE MAIN VARIABLES

Variables
l.

Post test

2.

GEFT

3.

APM

4.

APM Subtest I

5.

APM Subtest I I

6.

Sex

7.

Age

1

2

3

.32

.26

4

5

6

-.02

• 17

-.22

.12' -.08

- . 09

-.10

. 31

.40

- . 19

. 08

.11

7

t

-.06

.03 -.02
. 21
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TABLE 2

---6

- .22

SUMMARY

OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS

7

SS

MS

F

14

2. 96

18.17

237

• 16

df

.15
41.49

-. 10 -.06

38.66

. • 19

. 01

.11

- . 06

. 03

- . 02

.21

• 252

,•

s

p <.001
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TABLI:: )
ESTl!'IATED REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS

Variable

Coefficient

SE

CEFT X Sex

-. /243

.0180

-l . 49

GEFT X Age

.0046

.0005

. 88

APH Subtest I X Right Screen Placement

. 3187

.0367

1.12

Sex X Age

.0145

. 0076

.))

l.4898

. 6750

.99

APX X APH Subtest I X Left Screen Placement

.0149

.0029

.81

APM X APH Subtest 11 X Sex

.005)

. 0026

.JS

APH Subtest II X Sex X Right Screen Placement

.31 45

. 1140

.91

-.12 38

. 0201

-2 .1 9

Sex X Right Screen Placement

Sex X Age X Right Screen Placement
CEFT X APH X Sex X Age

. 00013

. 00005

.69

CEFT X APH X APH Sub test I X APM Subtest II X
Right Screen Placement

-.00020

. 00003

- . 78

CEFT X APM Subtest I X APM Subtest II X Sex X
Left Screen Placement

.0052

.0012

.84

-.00))

. 0006

- . 89

- . 00015

. 00004

- . 62

APM Subtest I X APK Subtest II X Sex X Age X
Left Screen Placement
CEFT X APK Subtest l X APH Subtest !I X Age X
Left Screen Placement
CONSTANT

-1.2842

*p < • 05
**p < . Ol
***p < .00 1

'

\
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£

Stand1rd
Coef fichnt

80

-1 . 49

05

. 88

57

.1. 12

76

.33

iO

• 99

!9

.81

.35
,Q

. 91

ii

-2.19

05

.69

03

- . 78

2

.84

TITLE:
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-.89
)4

- . 62
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COLLECTION MAPPING IN SCHOOL LIBRARY MEDIA
bY May Lein Ho and David Loertscher

ITERS

CENT~RS

Collection evaluation is a process that allows a
school liorary media specialist to analyze the
collection and its use in order to anticipate demand
and shape it accordingly.
This activity can help
de termine how the collection meets the personal and
academic needs of tne library us~rs.
Eva l uation also
demonstrates the extent to which the materials in the
scnool media collection support the instructional goals
oi the curriculum (Mancall and Swisher, 1983, pp.
257-258).
In an era demanding excel l ence and, at the
same time, accountability, collection evaluation has
been playing an important role in a school library
media center.
For many years, collection size measure has often
been the single most important way to evaluate the
collection .
Yet, simply measuring collection size is
not sufficient enough to reflect how a collection
matches the school & curriculum it is designed to
serve.
Nor can this measure clearly indicate the
strengths, weaknesses, or balance of a collection.
The
c ollection mapping technique with its attendant
quantitative and qualitative measures might be an
answer to problems like these.
Introduction of Collection Mapping Techni q ue
The collection mapping technique was f irst
designed by Dr . David Loertscher (in press) for guaging
the potential of school library media collections to
support the instructional program in schools.
The
basic theory behind map~ing a s chool library media
collection is based on t h e ph i losophy t h at a collec t ion
in a school should serve the curriculum.
Accordi n g to
Loertscher, the total collection in a school library
media center should be divided into t h ree major
divisions for the purpose of collection development :
(1) A basic collection designed to serve a wide v ariety
of interests and needs.
This collecti on p r o vides
breadth.
(2) General emphasis collections whi ch
contain materials that support a who l e c o urse of
1nstructin such as U. S. History and be g inning reading .
These collections provide intermediate dept h in a
(3) Specific emphasis collections which
c o llection.
contain materials that support units of ins t ruction
such as "Civil War" or "dinosaurs."
These collecti o ns
provide full depth and support as advocate d b y t h e
national standards.
The mechanism oy which a
collection is divided into the three main c o l l ecti o n

392

segments, evaluated and then managed has been t
collection mapping.
Mapping the collections wt
a library media specialist identify collection
strengths which can be compared to the curricui
the school.
The library media speciaiist can a(
compare collection size in topical areas . to a n
sample of emphasis collections.
a
Purposes of the Study

tndiC<

areas
area 1
a edia
spe'Ci:

1nstr 1
by th

The purpose of the present study was design
field test collection mapping as a technique and
collect enough data so that individual schools t
compare - their collections against a national poot
school collections.
The study attempted to explo
following questions:
What are the characteristic
school library collections when they are mapped?
types of collections do school library media
specialists build?
Can the collection mapping
technique be applied to a large number of schools
va ri ous geogr aphical locations?
Can a national d
pool be developed which will allow school library
specialists to compare their collectio ns with a
national sample?
And, finally, how do the collect
in sch.ools compare to nationally recommended lista
as
Broda rt' s Elementary Schoo 1 Li bra ry Col lectioQ
(1984), the H.W. Wilson's Junior High School Libra
Catalog (1980), and Senior High School Librar C

progr chart
A sam
tn 'Ia
( l) T

col le
( 2) G

(1982)?

suppo
In th
chart
sup po
right
di nos
No.cth
stren
enoug
rat ir.
distr

Methodology of the Study

Great

Io explore these questions, questionnaires wl
cover let~ers were sent in October 1984 to 120 lib
media specialists in elementary, junior high, and
schools in 11 states (Arkansas, California, Colordt
Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Indiana, Iowa, Oklab
Texas, and Wisconsin).
Eighty schools return ed tne
questionnaires.
Of these, 68 provided sufficient '•
and were judged typical enough to be included in t it
study .
These 68 schools included 37 elementary
schools, 10 junior high schools, and 21 high school
There were four sections in the questionnaire.
Part 1, the library media specialist was requested
provide school name and address, the grade levels~
the school, and the number ot students.
In Part 2,
respondent provided the total number ot items in eacl
of the following segments o f the collection:
reference, UCJO, 100, 200, 300, 398.2, 400, 500, oOO,
700, 800, 90U, biography, fiction, story collection,
easy, periodicals, and professional collection. In
Part 3 and Part 4, the respondent identified general
and specific emphasis areas if there were any, and
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indicated the total number of i tems in each of the
areas identified.
In the study, a general emphasis
area was defined as a co l lection strength . in a library
media center to support courses of irtstruction, while a
sp~citic emphasis area supports a single unit of
instruction.
A computer program written in Basic was designed
1984 .
The
program generated a collection map and a collection
chart for each school (see Table l and 10 as examples) .
A sample collection map for a typical school is shown
in Table 1 •
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Table l maps a collection into three segments:
The number of items per student in the total
col l ection graphed horizontally at the base of the map .
(2) General emphasis area collections which generally
support courses of study mapped vertically on the left.
In th i s case, animals and folklore & fairytales are
charted.
(3) Specific emphasis areas which generally
support units of instruction mapped vertically on the
right .
In this collection three areas were identified:
dinosaurs, frontier and pioneer life, and Indians of
North America.
The col!ection map shows the collection
strengths in terms of size.
For example, there are
enough materials about Indians to merit a superior
rating and might be recognized by other schools in the
district as a source for supplementary materials.
(1)

Creating the Collection Map Scales
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One o f the major purposes of the study was to
establish the scales f or the collection map segments,
to give the scales reliabilit y , and to provide a
comparative picture across many schools. The national
standard of 40 items per studen t was used as a guide to
graph the total collection at t h e base of the map.
The
labels selected to denote progr e ss in buil d ing
collections were as follows : "Mediocre," "Making
Progress," "Good," "Excellent," and "Exemplary."
All
segments o f the collection were charted in items per
student.
Table 2 shows the five labels and the number
of items designated for eac h label.
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table 2

Table 1.

I

jLabel

COLLECTION HAP

IMedi o c
I MakinE
I Good
Excel !
Exe mp .

School Na.me:
No. of Students: 597
To t al Co l lect i on: 8289
No . of Total Collection Items Per S t uQent: 13.88
tt of

1

General Emphasis Areas:
1.
Folklore & fairytales
2.

I

i tems

305
263

An i ma.1 s

Specif i c Empnasis Areas:
3. Dinosaurs
4. Frontier & pioneer 1 ife
5. Ind i ans of North Amer ic a

53
79
150

General

Specific

£mphisis
Arns

Emphuis
Arns

EXEHPlARY 7.0-11
I
I

SUPER! OR 1 •20- I-

6000
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......

I
I
I
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......
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~

1

I
I
I
-I
I
I
I
-I
I
I
I
I

I

I

1

:

:

16

24

32

40

GOOD

EXCELLENT

EXB1Pl.ARY

/ /1 1_ _ _ _ 1I_ _ _ _ I1_ _ _ _ I1

/

1

8

MEDIOCRE

t'AKING

1) . 11

PROGRESS
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ite~s

per student>
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table 2 •

Scale for the Total Collection Graph

1

jLabel

l·-M_e_d_i_o_c_r_e_ _ _ _ _
jMaking progress
!Good
Excellent
Exemplary

!

I

!Items/student

I
I

I.

1 8
16
24
32

-

7•9
15 . 9
23.9
31 . 9
40

II
1·
I
I

.::.;:..=_~-------

Sptcific
Emphasis
Areas

-1-2.0
I
I
I
C.)
•r-4

J..

~

-.25
I
I
I

The creation of labels and scales for general and
spe cific emphasis areas was more difficult since there
was no standard or professional judgment in the
literature to call upon for guidance.
Four labels were
chosen as indicative of emphasis area size: "Fair,"
"Good," "Superior," and "Exemplary."
All of the
emphasis collections in the participating schools were
pooled to create the scales.
Since there were two
types of emphasis areas, e.g . , general and specific,
two pools were created.
Each of the emphasis area
collection sizes was divided by th e number of students
in each respective school and then pooled for
comparison.
The results revealed a tremendous .
difference between the largest and smallest emphasis
collection sizes.
Usually, a graphic scale would be
divided into equidistant intervals for charting.
In
this case, howeve r, such an equidistant scale proved
inadequate.
Therefore, the emphasis size figures were
divided into four quartiles and the resulting numbers
of items per student became the scale intervals.
Table
3 shows the emphasis area scale intervals.

.c
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table 3.

Emphasis Collection Quartiles (Actual)

I

I
I

I"

General Areas
of areas indicated

258

!Mean items per student

l • 11

!Largest II of · items per student

ILowest

15.62

Ii of items per student

•0l

I

jlst quartile

standa
of ele
16 to
while
high ~
studer
report
ca tegc

.27

I

j2nd quartile

I
!3rd
I

\I

.56

quartile

1.13

14th quartile

15.62

the N\

In order to general'ize the scales and make t
practical for general usage, the scales were roun
shown in Table 4.
Table 4.

Labels
Fair
Good
Superior
Exemplary

Rounded Emphasis Collection Quartiles

IGeneral
00
• 3l
•6 l
l. 21

Areas

I

Specific Areas

-

.30

00

-

.60
l . 20

•l l
•l6

-

-

7. 00

I

.26

-

•l0
•l5

.25
2.00

I

I

Note:
One school in the 4th quartile had
emphasis collection so large (15.62 items
that it was eli minated when the quartiles
Findings of the study
I.

Total Collection Sizes Across Schools

After collections for all the participating
schools were charted and mapped, the resulting data
were an a l y z e d a c r o s s the s ch o o l s •
As i s s ho wn in ~a
5 , t he a v e r a 'g e co 11 e c t i o n s i z e r a n g e d f r om 8 , 3 7 2 in
elementary schools to 18,306 in high schools.
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Average Collection Size,

Av~rage

Number of Items Per Student,
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rig

I

d4
• 23

.. oo

432
891
1257

I

8372
12521
18306

Making
Mediocre Progress Good
0
0
1

I
j

-:-ro-1
• 15
I
• 25

37
10
21

Avg. Coll. II of Items
Per Student
Size
21.16
16.31
15.79

Avg. Size of
Emphasis Area st'
2680
2803
. 35 7 l

When compared with the national recommended
standard ot 40 items per student, the greatest number
of elementary schools (14 schools) were in the range of
16 to 23.9 items per student with the rating of "Good,"
while most of the participating junior high and senior
high schools were in the range of 8 to 15.9 items per
student with the rating of "Making Progress." Table 6
reports the number of schools in each of the rating
categories.

1rtiles

Areas

Avg. II of
Students

The Number of Collections in Five Size Categories

td make

~

11 of
!Schools

I
I

a general
per s tudea
were roun'
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l ting da ta
s hown in 11t
m 8, 3 7 2 Lil
o l s.

Med l. oc re
Making Progress
Good
Excellent
Exemplary
II.

14

10
6
12
1
= 8
= 16
= 24
= 32
=

!Excellent Exemplary Total

2
8

-

-

-

7.9
15.9
23.9
31. 9
40

11
2
0

2
0
0

37
10
21

items/student
items/student
items/student
items / student
items/student

Emphasis Collections Across Schools

The collection mapping technique provided a unique
way of comparing the strengths of collections across
schools.
Library media specialists were asked to
identi f y emphasis collections which were defined as
"topical collecti o n segments larger than a ' typical '
school might have."
Library media specialists in the
68 schools identified 462 emphasis collections.
After
eliminating duplication and standardizing terminolog y ,
there were 134 discrete emphasis col l ections
identified.
Collections related to social science,
science, readin g and literature predominated.
Table 7
itemizes the emphasis areas identified in the study ,
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Table 7.

Emphasis <.:ollections Reported in Participating
cont.

Area l°iame
1.

Frequency

SOCIAL SCIENCE

u. s.

history (general)

states
Indians of North America
World War I & II
Countries
.Slacks
Holidays
<.:ivil War
Geography/travel
Presidents
World history
American government
Economics
North America
Middle ages
Political science
Revolutionary War
Social science (general)
U.S. history-20th century
Colonial America
Congress
<.:rime & criminals
Death education
Explorers
Frontiers & pioneers
Pioneer days
Political election
Renaissance History
Social interaction
Social problems
Sociology
Theodore Roosevelt
T ravel
U.S. geography
u.s. foreign policy
u.s. history-1856u.s. history (The West)
Women

134
20

17
14
8

7
6
6

5
5
4
4

3
3

3
2
2
2
2
2
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
1

1
1
1
l

1
1
l
1
1
l
1
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Area Name
2.

. SCIENCE

Animals
Astronomy
Science (general)
Computers
Earth science
Biology
Physical science
Insects
Mathematics
Medical science
Plants
Zoology
Botany
Diseases
Geology
Anthropology
Archeology
Construction
Horticulture
Industry
Invention & invento r s
Natural history
3.

le

fU

aY'in~

- .w.estern
ceon s
tU

•tuae
ieraft
lciters & pa

pats

• llEALT H.

READING

Folklore & fairytales
Picture books
lieginning reading
Biograp hy
Fiction
High/low reading
Children's authors
Award winning books
Jokes & riddles
Mystery & detective
Science fiction
Animal stories
Historical Fiction
Language arts-junior
Scientific biographies
Young adult authors

lish lang 1
ct1onaries
oreign lang ·
raan
Craaaar
Li.tin

ill(UlS t i CS

ID languag

9

requen

t eneral)

.1ence
t

iC

aftS
aviiig

inventors
s tory
&

G

fairytales
:> ks
r eading
ad i ng
authors
. ng books
Idles
!etective
: t ion
· i es
Fiction
c s-junior gr
biographies
authors
!

8.

12
6
6
5
4
2
1

Sports
Games
Ball games
Recreation

-Wes t ern
rto-0n s
lo rs
1cume
adie raft
1nters & painting

ppets
, HEAL'IH

neral health
Ution

os•
cotiol
tne s s

uonal growth

1uallty

). LANGUAGE
h glish language
Jictlonaries
fo et.gn languages
Smaan
lraamar
t in

gulstics
tro language

9.

5
4
2
2
l
l
l
l
l
l

l"

13
4
3
2
l
l
l
l

12
3

2
2
l

1

l
l
l
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requency

SPORTS ·

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Agriculture
Careers

10.

20

:s

on
re

41

l
l
l
l
l

:cience

gy

ea t ame

HOME ECONOMICS

Cookbooks
Food
Home economics

11.

PROFESSIONAL COLLECTION

12·
7
3
l
l

10
l
9

7
4

2
l
5

Prof. coll. (general)
teacher aids

4

PSYCHOLOGY

5

Exceptional children
Apelied psychology
Child development
Para-psych. & psych.

2
1

REFERENCE

2

Reference (general)

2

12.

13.

14.

LANGUAGE ARTS

Creative writing

1

1
1

l
l

RELIGION

1

Religion (general)

1

15.
16.

OTHERS

Controversial knowledge

1
1

Table 7 is instructive because it ref lee.ts
diverse curriculum areas inc luded in the schoo ls
frequency of collections in topics such as U.s.
history, states, Indians of North Ametica, ant~
folklore & fairy tales, picture books, poetry t
' a
astronomy indicates that those are the most co~
curriculum areas in the country which are well
supported by library media resourceso
Those are
might also be the collection targets that curre~
library media specialists tend to build constantt
comparison of topics missing on the list but in~l
in a school~s curriculum would indicate neglect t
collection building policy.
In this case, the lt
media specialist might make an analysis of the ra
for collection overlap and collection neglect. t
which are unique in one of the 68 collections gt 1
idea of collection b r e adth.
Schools that have la
collections of Renaissance history, costume,
horticulture, etc. are important in resource sharl
networks.
These are the collections which could
shared effectively among the schools in a networ~
Resource sharing is advantageous among schools if
collections are diverse.
To summarize Table 7, t
emphasis areas were combined further into 15 ce nt
curricular subjects and ranked.
Table 8 gives th
rankings.
Table 8.
Number of Emphasis Areas Grouped Accardi
Curriculum Topics
Curriculum
Topics

Total II of Areas
Mentioned

ti of Discrete
Areas

Social Sci.
Science
Reading
Literature
Art
l:iealth
Language
Sports
Voed.
Home Ee.
Prof . Coll.
Psychology.
Reference
Lang. arts
Religio n
Others

134
112
85
41
20
13
12
12
10
7
5
5
2
l
l
1

l
l
l
l

Total

462

1 34
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An analysis of 1able 8 reveals that emphasis areas
dominate in social studies, science, and collections
dealing with . reading and literature. _ 1hese are the
urriculum areas which will be served best by the
~typical" school library media collection.
Ill·

Library Media · Collection and National Selection

Lists
In this study, the collections of the 68
participating schools were compared with the nationally
recognized selection lists:
Elementary School Library
Collection, Junior High School Library Catalog, and
senior High School Library Catalog. 1he current
editions of the recommended lists contain titles which
are cons i dered representative in many topical areas,
but some a r eas predominate.
Table 9 lists the
percentages of materials in each of the Dewey Decimal
classes.
Recommended List Percentages

Table 9.
Dewey
Area

Elementary

Junior High

High

>ed

Ref .
0 00
100
200
300
398. 2
400
500
600
700
800
900

Discrete
38
22
16
13
11
7
9
4
2
3
4

.t3

Fie
SC
Easy
Period.
Prof.

2

I

I
I
I

1. 82
0.82
1. 08
1. 08
S.09
6. 11
0.80
10.29
6.70
6. 31
2. 50
5 . 45
3 . 47
23 . 52
1. 13
l 5.87
1. 64
6.32

3 . 00
1. 59
1. 82
1. 10

10.63

o. oo
1. 40

Total

1
l

134

J

100 . 0 0

o.oo

11 • 5 5
9.73
13.65
1. 84
13.45
10.12
15.27
2.35

1. 8 7
4 .60
7. 15
7. 9 3
13.85
15.89
12.60
9 . 42
2 . 61

0.50
2 . 00

2.00

o.oo

1

1

3.00
1. 32
1. 81
1. 71
13.74

1(J Q.00

o.oo
a.so

100 .00

Interpretation:
1.8 27. of t h e titles included in the
elemen t ary list are reference materials .
Note:
None of the Wilson lists have a separate
reference or professional collection.
The researc h ers

402.

had to estimate the size of these collections
careful analysis of each Dewey section.

th

In a practical sense, Table 9 suggests that
library media specialist might use t h e national
percentages as purchasing guidel i nes.
A number
specialists have had such purchasing targets, bu~
a practice has dub i ous value.
It is, however,~
to compare a school ' s co l lectio n aga i nst t he st~,
list as a preliminary step in collection mapping .
library media specialist who is new to a collect1
might create a chart like Table 10 to assist int
identification of emphasis collections.
The libt
media specialist examining Table 10 would examine
Reference section, 5.00's, 900's, Biography, and 1
sections first in order to identify emphasis
collections.
The total collection chart, however
would not help identify emphasis collections whi
would span several Dewey classes.

Table 10

Total Col)ection Chart

School Name:
No. of Students: 597
Total

Collection:~

No. of Total Collection Items Per Student: 13.88

DewE
Are<
Ref
000
100
200
1 300
398
400
500
600
700
800
900
B
F ic

SC
Ea~

Pei
Pr<

I
Dew•Y Ar•al ReccmI mtndl!d
I List I.
I
Ref.
I 1.82 I.
000
I 0.82 I.

. 100
200
300
398.2
400
500
600
700
800
900
B
Fie

SC
Eas
P•riod.
Prof.

I

I Should
!Have
I

I
I

I
I. I

151
68
90
90
422
506
66
853

t. 08
1.08 I. I
5.09 I. I
6.11 I. ·I
0.8 I. I
10.29 I. I
6.7 I. I 555
6.31 I. I 523
2.5 I. I 207
5.45 I. I 452
3.47 I. I 288
23. 52 I. I 1950
1.131.1
94
15.87 I. I 1315
1.64 I. I 136
6. 32 /. I 524

IActualtylDiscrep-ILi kely IArns Thi\
lancy
18nphui slHay Nud
I Have
I Pure hast
I
I
IArn
I
I
I
I
I
I 259
108 I I
I
I
86
18 I
I
39
I
-51

I
I

I

I
I
I

I

56
407
305
110
1112
499
516
247
981
496
1343
61
1641
19
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112

-34
-15
- 201
44
259
-56
-7
40
529
208
-607
-33
326
-117
-412

I
I

I
I
I

t

I

-

I
I

••

I
I

I
I

I

*

I
I

I

·-t
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When all the schools in the study were compared to
cheir respective national list, some interesting data
~ere generated.
Table 11 compares all the elementary
collections in the study to the Elementary School
Library Collection percentages.
rable 11.
schools
Dewey
Area

13.88

IArus That
i slMar Nerd

% in School Recommended

Collections List i.

Ref.

1. 7 2

1. 82

000
100
1200
300
398. 2
400
500
600
700
800
900

1. 02

l. 71

0.82
1. 08
1. 08
5.09
6. 11
0.8
10 . 29
6.7
6 . 31
2.5
5.45
3.47
23.52
1. 13
15.87
1. 64
6.32

99.91

100.0

B

:

Distribution of Collections

Fie
SC .
Easy
Period.
Prof.
Total

0 . 54
0.61
6 . 58
3.43
0.73
1 2.91
6.29
5.84
2.67
10.31
5.23
21.20
0.62
18.22
0.28

IPurchase
I

•

I

*

I
I

*
*

404

-

Ele1J1entary

Difference
in %
-0.1
0.2
-0.54
-0.47
1.49
-2.68
-0.07
2 . 62
-0.41
-0 .4 7
0. 1 7
4.86
1. 76
-2.32
-0.51
2. 35
-1.36
-4.61

Table 11 sh o ws that
more than 62 percent aaverage elementary school's library holdings wer
categories.
These categories in ranking orde r ~
Fiction (21.20%), Easy (18.22%), 500's (12.9li.),
900's (10.31%).
When compared to the recommend~
percentages, an average elementary sc h ool mai n tat
more . materials in 900 ' s, 500's , and easy secti on,
the recommended list.
Practical ly , this means~~
national l i st is not as helpful in some areas a &
might be.
For example, a library me-dia speci al tet
needs hundreds of easy books to assist beginn i ng
readers will find very little help in the list.
specialist would also need additional bibliog r a p~
develop the 900's and 500's collections further .

r:a n ki r
( 14. 51
H ct i<
8 1 gni:

sc ho.2,;
al so
Libt~

i iog r

s c hoo
cat al
t a b le

The Brodart list contained more materia ls in
areas of the Professional collection, 3 98.2's a n,d
Ficti o n than the schools in the study.
Thi s mean1
library media specialists needing to build lar ge
collection s in these areas could use the r e c o mm~ n
li s t t o goo d advantage.

-

Table 12 c o mpares the coll e ctions in th e ju.n:t
high schools of the study with Junior High School
Li b rary Catalog.

Re f .
000
100
20 0
3 00
400
500
600
1 700
800
9 00

Table 12.
'schools

Dewey
Area
Ref.
000
100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
B

Fie
SC
Period.
Prof.
Total

Di s tribution of Collections

I
Ii.

in Scho o l Recommended Diff e rence
Collections List %
in %

I

I

I

6 • 27
1. 05
0 . 81
0 . 85
8 . 46
1. 28
10.7S
7. 7l
8.61
3.82
14.S4
5.60
26.96
l . S2
0.35
1. 40

3 .0
1. 59
1. 82
1. l
10.63
l. 4
11. SS
9.73
13.6S
l . 84
13.45
10 12
15 .2 7
2.35
0.5
2.0

99.98

100.00

0
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-0.25
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-0.15
- 0.60
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In the junior high school collections, the top
ranking categories were: Fiction (26.967.), 900's
(l4.54%), and 500's (10.75%).
Table 12 indicates that
fiction collection in an average junior high school was
significantly larger than that suggested in Junior High
school Library Catalog.
The r.efe rence coll e ction was
afso larger.
On the other hand, Junior High School
Library Catalog provided many more titles in 700's,
Biography, 300's, and 600's.
Table 13 compares the collections of the 21 high
schools in the study to Senior High School Library
catalog.
table 13.

ia ls in
2' s and
is means
large
~c ommend,,

t he jun~Gr
School

Dewe y
Area

Distribution of Collections -

i. of Total

I Coll.

Recommended
List %

Period.
!Prof.

5.82
1. 5
1. 7
0.97
12 .44
1. 46
8.5
7.63
7.83
9.88
15.99
6. 1 2
17.12
1. 69
0.45
0.89

3.0
1. 32
1. 81
1. 71
13.74
1. 8 7
4.60
7. 15
7.93
13.85
15.89
12.60
9.42
2.61
0.5
2.0

lrotal

99.99

100.00

Ref.
000
100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
B

Fie

SC

High Schools

Difference
in %
2 .82
0 .18
-0.11
-0.74
-1. 3
-0.41
3.9
0.48
-0. l
-3.97
0. l
-6 .48
7. 7
-0.92
-0.05
-1. 11

In the high school collections , more than one
third of the collection in the average high school was
devoted to two categories:
Fiction and 900's.
The
third largest section was the 300's.
The schools had
significantly more materials in Fiction, 500's, and
Reference, whil e the recommended list was stronger in
Biography and 800's.
Conclusions and

Recommendations

The main purposes of this study were to test the
collection mapping technique and to compare collections
of materials in schools with nationally published
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recommended lists.
The research provided ev1d
collection mapping is a viable and effective te
for collection analysis and collection manage~~
provides a different picture of a collection ra
than just size figures.
The mapping procedure l
simple enough to be done without extensive train
the resu l ting graphic representation of a colle~
not only a representation of collection strengt~
a l so charts streng t h against a national sample 0 :
schools.
The collection mapping technique, as tested
this study, works well in schools with student
populations of 500 - 1000.
Schools with smaller
larger student bodies would need altered scales.
schools should have fewer items per student needt
excellence ratings and small schools need more it
per student.
The study gave added evidence of the breadtn
depth of school library media collections in the
country.
The library media spec i alists identifi~
emphasis collections in the 68 sc h ools covering i)
d 1st i nc t topics • These co 11ect1 on s provide s u ff tc
divers i ty to support a network of resource shariq
The potential to share collections as evidenced i ll
study is one of the nation's richest untapped
resources.
The 19 7 5 national guide.lines re.commend a mini
of 20,000 items or 40 items per student for every
school over 5UO students.
The guidelines also sta
that library media specialists in large schools ~
wish to achieve the ration of 40 items per .student .
The schools in th i s study (which are ·typical accor
to nat i onal stat i stics) show that elementar y schoo ~
have more items per student but smaller collections
than se c ondar y schools.
In this study, the average
co l lection size for elementary schools was 8,372; for
junior highs , 12,521 and 18 ,306 for high schools.
research needs to be done to establish minimal
collection sizes, not just for total collections but
f o r co 11 e c t i o n s to supp o r t uni t s o f ins t r u ct ion and
courses of study.
Perhaps size standards for
curriculum blocks would be a direction to investigat
The 1975 guidelines did not specify guidelines
building professional collections.
Very few of the
s c hools in this study had sizeable profess i onal
collections.
In some distr i cts, librar y med i a
specialists noted that prof e ssional materials were
at the district level rather than the school.
In
others, these collections were v ery small or
non-existent.
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The second aspect of the study, the comparison of
collections to nationally published lists, provided new
insights into the composition of the recommended lists
VS• actual collections of materials. · Library media
specialists generally build collections to support
supplementary reading and subject oriented collections
which serve social studies, literature and science.
It
is not surprising that school library collections and
services only appeal to a part of the total curriculum
and teaching staff in a school.
The study clearly pointed out that school librar y
media specialists build different collections than
national lists recommend.
National l ists contain
emphasis collections which have developed over a period
of time which need re-examination in light of current
school curriculum.
The orientation of national lists
toward what publishers publish is as troubling as the
narrow focus of the collections in schools.
If school collections are to support the total
curriculum, library media specialists need to map their
collections and create acquisition targets which match
their curriculum--then channel their money into those
areas.
Publishers of national lists need to re-assess
their lists regularly and adjust the scope to truly
reflect the curriculum of the nation's schools.
H. w.
Wilson, for example, hasn't yet discovered that
audiovisu~l media are as basic as books in an
educational institution.
Considering the current
curriculums and the availability of computer
technology, perhaps it is time to suggest th~t both
H.W. Wilson and Brodart rethink the "raison d'etra" and
the methodology of creating their publications.
Perhaps core titles and emphasis colle ctio ns could be
made available on floppy disks on a subscriptio n basis
and/or on-line.
Such a data base could b e under
continuous revision and could expand fa r be y ond t h e
current efforts toward core materials only.
If printed
books continue to go out of print as has happened in
the past few years, the value of a printed list is
questionable.
Perhaps the best ad vic e to library media
specialists from this research is to build co llections
in topical segments rather than just b uying "things."
Nationally published core lists ma y be useful in
building a few basic materials in a topical area but to
build strength and depth into a collection requires a
different approach .
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1des

The intent of this research was to discover (1) the attitudes of
a.ti!chers and principals toward rural school libraries, (2) how school
" incipals and teachers ccropare in their attitudes and ( 3) what do
~y expect in the way of services? I made a special effort to
~rtain the adequacy of microcanputer technolcgy in Kansas rural
~ls.

: -ies

· r identified four hundred rural and small schools in Kansas and
lfked them to participate in this research. The schools identified

are involved with the Kansas State University Center for Rural
atucation and Small Schools. All schools had an enrollment of less
~n 600 students. Of the four hundred schools in the sample, one
~red and eighty-two schools responded.
I used no follow up letter
""1 this may account for the moderate rate of questionnaries returned
(4-S.5%).

.

The principals of each school received three copies of the twenty
iten questionnaire (see Appendix I). Each principal canpleted a copy
~ selected two teachers to fill out the other two copies.
The three
CC?ies were returned by the principal. I collected and analyzed
4s00graphic data and attitudes toward school media library services
~ programs.
I also analyzed frequencies for the dem::>graphic data
a00 used a multivariant analysis of variance to caapare principal and
teacher groups. The questionnaire consisted of twenty items with the
'-lbject ranging frcm teachers' and students' attitudes about using the
library to instructional developnent services. The higher the score
of each item, the I'OC)re po~itive the response of the principal or1two
teachers.
·

The principal was the contact person in this study and he or she
designated the two teachers that were to respond to the questionnaire.
this procedure was considered the COC>st expedient and practical, but it
should be noted that certain hiases and influences affected the data
found since the principal did the selecting of the two other ·
nspondents. Readers of this study should keep in mind the possible
biases inherent in this procedure. A second limitation is that the
attitudinal data collected does not necessarily reflect what
CX>nditions really exist in rural or small schools, but only attitudes
#Id opinions about these conditions. The d~raphic data I collected
did provide sane description and information about budgets, volumes of
l~rary books, enrollment, staffi~ and education of the school media
hbrary personnel. A third limitation i s the fact that there was only
lnn::lerate return of questionnaires (45.5%) from the respondents, and
I.can only wonder about the reasons. Follow up letters might have
g:ven a greater return percentage or phone calls to school distri cts
~ght have provided rore data.
Results and Discussions
I sumnarized the dem::XJraphic data for enrollment, number of books
budget in Tables 1, 2, and 3. over half t he schools that
t'esponded to the questionnaire have enrollments between 101 and 400
~Udents (57.7%). Only 4.9% or nine school s have over four hundred
Udents. The number of books in the collections Var'f greatly .

arrj
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Eleven schools had collections of 2000 or fewer books. '!\re
percent had 6000 to 8000 books. Eleven other schools had 0
books. My reccmnendation is a minimum of 15,000 to 20,00Q
roost school media libraries to do an adequate job supportirg
curriculun. For rural or small schools I reccmnend sane ki
sharing or net\tK>rk system to reach the goal of a collection
books. Rural or small school budgets varied, with twenty se
haviDJ a budget of under 1000 doll;rrs and one school a 62,SG()
budget. The largest number of schools (N=29) reported a b .
between 2001 and 3000 dollars.
Eighty-four percent of the schools have a certified lib
The percentage of time a librarian spent at one site was 66.
meaning the librarian spent one-third of his or her time ei
another school site serving another faculty or spent that t·
teaching or with other educational activities.
Another study fran the Kansas State Department of Educat
showed that the number of schools served by one librarian was
follows:
In
In
In
In

11 districts one librarian serves 4 o.r roore sites.
36 districts one librartan serves 3 sites.
106 districts one librarian serves 2 sites.
70 districts t'llU librarians serve l site.
{Lev~l, 1984)

Level ( 1984) said that if librarians are to provide cun·
support and instructional developnent l.n each building, the l'
staffing must be based on the number of teachers in each build
and the m.unber of sites served rather than on a per pupil bas·
is the current. practice.
Sane of the resp::>ndents (27.9%) did not know whether thei
librarian had a master's degree in the specialized field of l
media. 'IWenty-seven percent rep::>rted that their school media
librarian held a master's degree in that specialized area, whi
44. 3% rep::>rted that the 1 ibrarian did not hold a master's deg
any field.
There was a significant overall difference between the
principal group and the teacher group with the approximate F=2.
(df=20,434), p<.Ol. The principals generally had a higher pe5S~
attitude about the school media library than did the teachers,
althoU]h both groups were p::>sitive. On two specific items of thl
twenty item questionnaire there was also a significant differef'fClo
The first significant item asked the "library staff's attitude
toward teachers" and the teachers' (N=287) ·mean score was 4.58,
while the principals' (N=l68) mean score was 4.39 with F=6.6
(df=20,434), p<.01 • . The teachers felt that the library staff
attitude toward teachers was better than the principals <lid. In
the other item· to show significance, the question asked about thet
success of library instruction: the principals (mean = 3.84) ~
more positively that the school· media librarians were doiNJ a I?'"'
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teaching students how to use the library than d id the teachers
n = 3.41 with a significance of F=l0.27 (df=20,434), p<.001).

The three items or questions that dealt with microcanputer
logy generally had lower mean scores for both principal and
c}ler groups than did the other items on the questionnaire (see
le 4). The principals were sanewhat rrore positive than the
chers on these three items. One item that both principal and
cher groups agreed on was that teachers did about an average job
::: 3.33) keeping librarians abreast of trends in curricull..ll\.
~:tif ied libr
nte was
66. 2., ,
.
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Conclusions
This research provided sane derocigraphic data on the diversity
library services, budget and staffing in the State of Kansas.
ttiere was a significant difference between the principals'
attitudes toward the school media center and that of the teachers.
As a group, the principals were m::>re positive (approximate F=2.28
(df=20,434l, p<.01). overall, roost principals and teachers in
eiall or rural schools were fairly positive about their school
19(1ia libraries. Both groups were less positive about the adequacy
of microccmputer technology. The deroographic data showed that
library staffing, budgets and collection size varied widely from
sc00ol to school. Many librarians were working at one site only
66.2% of the time. In order for librarians to work closely with
faculty and students in planning, selecting, prOO.ucing, using and
evaluating instructional materials, I believe librarians need to .
devote full time to one site. When this practice is impractical,
sane sort of networking or sharing of staff between districts may
be necessary to accanplish better library staffing. Positive
attitudes about library and media services are encouraging.
However, fron responses to the questionnaire, on-site visits and
interviews with teachers and librarians I believe there is rcx:m for
improvement. Local production of media and i nstructional planning
and developnent are services that many librarians do not have the
time to do or the necessary training to. accanplish. Principals,
teachers and librarians need to be informed about the potential of
local production in the schools. Librarians need to know not only
how to organize, catalog, and administer the school media
collection, but also how to make instructional materials, ~rk with
faculty and students on learning experiences, integrate resources
and services into the total school program, and share learning and
teaching theories, methods and research with teachers and students.
ft

I believe that the school media library should be the fulcrum
of intellectual activity and learning for students and the catalyst
for innovative learning experiences. A librarian who informs
teachers about the many materials and services the library has to
Offer can achieve these goals and elicit a positive response toward
the library. I believe librarians could do more to inform patrons
(~tudents, teachers, principals, and parents). Frequently a
library needs more staffing and a budget increase to bring about a
truly innovative and ccrnprehensive media library that does rrore
than just check out books. I believe librarians should be leaders
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in curriculum developnent, instructional develop:nent, lOcal
production and co:nputer technology. First, I reccrcmerrj f
research on attitu9es about the school media library with
emphasis on student and teacher attitudes. Also, I r ...."'._.._
librarians work toward informing principals, teachers,
students about the leadership role that librarians should
curricultJn developnent, instructional developnent and loeai
production. Third, librarians themselves may need to learn
inservice, conferences, retraining saninars and formal COIJ
about their role in local production, curriculum develoIJllen
instructional developnent.
Table 1
Deroc>graphic Data on Enrollment
for Rural and Small Schools
Pupil

Size
1 -

51
101
201
401

-

so

100
200
400
1615

Number of

Cumulative
Percent

Schools
.32
36
59
46

27.6%
37.4%
69.8%
95.1%
100.0%

9

182
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17 .6%
19.8%
32.4%
25.3%

4.9%

nent, lecai
:::atrnend futt .

rary with an

, r reccrcmerq

Table 2

::hers , Piirent;s
should Pla
: and local !'
~j to learnt

Number of Books in Rural and
Small Schools in Kansas

1s

:onnal cour

develoI;ltlent ·

~ of~k

-

epllect1on

Number of
Schools (N=l82)
11
17

800 - 2000

:ZOO.l - 3000
3001 - 4000
~01 - 5000

Percent
of Total

6 . 04%

9 . 30%
14.30%
15. 92%

26

29
24
46
18

SQOl - 6000

nt

Percentage

64)01 - 8000
8001 - 10 I 000
!)fer 10,001

13.20%

25 . 30%
9.90%
6.04%

11

100%

182

17.6%
19.8%
32.4%
25.3%
4.9%

Table 3
Budget for School Media Libraries of
Rural and Small Schools of Kansas*
Budget
0 - 1000
2000
3000
4000
5000

1001 2001 3001 4001 5001 6001 1001 62,500

6000
7000

9500

Number of Schools

Percentage of Those
Schools Who Reported Data
16.20%
17.07%

20

21
29

23 . 50%

13

10 . 50%

14
12

11 . 38%

9. 76%
4. 87%
5. 69%
.813%

6
7
1

N=123
*59 schools did not report this data.
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Table 4
Mean Scores and Standard Deviations of Principals• (N.
and Teachers' (N=287) Attitudes ~ut _ Micr~ut
in the School Media Library
Variable

Principals'
Mean Score

Standard
Teachers '
Deviation Mean Score

1. Knowledge of

current microcanputer software for
subject areas
2. Library staff
encourages
teachers to
use microcanputer
technology

3.46

1.64

3.40

3. 60

1. 79

3.48

3.59

1.84

3.42

3. Library staff

helps students
use microcanputer software
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Appendix I
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School District:
Name of school:
Principal:
Teacher:
Ent"ollment:
Grades taught:
Total number' of volumes of llbt"at"y books:
Budget: Library media budget (excluding textbooks ·and
for the curt"ent school year:
(this attendance center only)
Do you have a certified librarian?
What is the percentage or time the librarian is assigned to
building as a librarian?
How many volunteers do you use in the library?
Does the librarian hold a. master' s degree in library science?
Institution granting degree:
Other degrees:

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ....
...u
iu

Pt.EASE RATE niE FOLLOWING ITEMS ~SEO
.EXPERIENCE WITH THE LIBRARY PROCRAH:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

()f

YOUR OWN ATTITUDE TOWARD AND

Librar hours and schedule
Procedures and policies for dlstributin materials and e uipment
Logistics and facilities for selecting, locating and using print and no~print
materials in the llbrar •
Overall administration of librar and media services and r r.ns
Librarian ' s involvement in curriculum development
Professional atmosphere of the Ubrat"
Librar instruction for students
Students' opinion of library
Teachers' opinion of library
Librat"ian's l<nowled e of the technolo les of instruction
Use of microcomputers in library mana ement and circulation of materials
Local media production services
Inte ration of the llbrar pro ram and services with the school pro ram
Llbt"arian's knowledge about current microcomputer software available for subject
areas
Ins tructlonal development services
Librarian's commitment to professional rowth and leadet"shlp roles
Librarian's dbillt to work with students, teachers, administrators and arents
Libt"at"lan's ability to locate, obtain, select, evaluate and disseminate
instructional materials
Librarian's l<nowled e of learn!
Librar 's db ill t to
This survey ls being conducted under guidelines established by Kansas State University. ~
you will help the survey administrators find answers to important questions; however, your
in this survey ls strlctly voluntary. You should omit any questions which you feel invade
privacy or which are otherwise offensive to you. Confidentiality is guaranteed.

• Hortin, J. A.
in press.

School media specialists and their roles as teachers and curriculum activlst 5 •

Additional coples or this survey available from the author:
U~lversity, Manhattan, Kansas 66506.
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several writers have discussed the need for more research about
eructional design, and some have identified areas particularly in
f.PS d of research. One general area designated as being in need of
otether research is the training and education of instructional
furigners (Durzo, Diamond, & Doughty, 1979; Silber, 1981); several
6'Scific
recommendations
for
modifying
graduate
education in
~e
.
instructional design have been proposed. At the same time, others have
ioposed changes in graduate education in educational psychology. One
~ecific proposal which has been made is the integration of coursework
in instructional
design
into graduate programs in educational
p$ychology (Dick, 1978; Scandura et al., 1978). Thus, it appears that
the status of graduate education in both instructional design and
educational psychology is in a dynamic phase; a study examining changes
in graduate education in the two fields would help to clarify how the
~o disciplines are changing relative to each other .
The usefulness and importance of individual components of graduate
education in instructional design have been discussed. For example,
gJlided ·field exp~rience for the instructional design student has been
proposed to be an essential component of an instructional design
curriculum (Bass & Duncan, 1981-82). Skills in self-evaluation of job
performance are necessary for professionals delivering services, and
the need for better training in self-evaluation skills has been
discussed (Eldridge, 1982). More broadly, the general development of
higher cognitive skills as exemplified by Piaget's stages of concrete
operations and formal operations has been proposed as the goal of
instructional design education
(Silber,
1981) .
Thus,
proposed
components of an instructional design curriculum range from very
specific to fairly broad and comprehensive.
Similarly, several persons have examined the role of particular
components of graduate education in educational psychology. Specific
content areas such as human development, learning, motivation, and
research methodology and statistics are traditional components of
graduate education in educational psychology (Anastasi, 1979; Sandura
et al., 1978). However, other areas such as instructional design and
program evaluation have been suggested as topics which should be
incorporated
into the educational psychology graduate curriculum
(Albino, 1979; Dick, 1978; Scandura et al., 1978).
To date, however,
the
relationship
which
exists
between
instructional design programs and educational psychology programs at
institutions which have doctoral programs in both areas has not been
examined.
This study was intended to clarify specific aspects of that
relatio.nship .
The primary purpose of this study was to
investigate
the
relationships which exist between graduate education in educational
psychology and instructional design. First, the study assessed t h e
extent to which instructional design topics are being studied in
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doctoral programs in educational psychology; second; the
assessed the extent to which doctoral students in instructi
media, and technology study educational psychology topic
curriculum at institutions which have doctoral prograJns in'
The study also determined if specific curriculum topics
disciplines had changed over time , using five years ago (19
year), currently (1983-84 school year), and projections for
in the future (1988-89) as the points in time. In this fash
possible to determine the extent to which the two programs 1
terms of students studying topics in the other area .
Programs
which were examined in this study
psychology doctoral programs and instructional design
at schools which have both programs in their graduate currie
respect to educational psychology programs, graduate pro .
offer the doctorate in either "educational psychology"
educational psychology" were included in
this
study
Psychological Association, 1981). Instructional design,
technology programs were identified from a listing fo11n4
Educational Media Yearbook (1983); from this point, these pr
be referred to as instructional design programs.
Two major questions about the interaction of graduate ed
instructional design and educational psychology were answer
study. First, what differences exist between educational
and instructional design programs in the number of doctoral
studying specific curriculum topics at each of the three poin
which were examined? Second, can any trend in directionality
over time; that is, has one area shifted more in the d.irectiOtl
other area? Four measures of interrelationship between the
curriculum topics studied by doctoral students,
recent
dissertation research, faculty dissertation research,
between faculty in the two programs were used to an
questions. This paper will focus on findings from curricul
studied and faculty contacts; other data from this study can
elsewhere (House, 1985).
Additionally, the study provided a descriptive characteriz
each type of graduate program. Information including how f:
specific curriculum topics were studied, recent student dis
directions, faculty dissertations,
and
open-ended comm
responding chairpersons were used to provide a brief charact
of instructional design and educational psychology graduate
These findings are also summarized elsewhere (House, 1985).
The results of this study may be of interest to several
First, higher-level administrators such as deans of coll
education are provided with a more clear representation
relationship between doctoral programs in educational psycholoC
instructional design . Second, administrators of doctoral pr
instructional design and educational psychology can be made
the degree of interrelationship between the two areas, and.
relationship is changing over time. Third, persons respons~•1
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educational

psychologists

and/or

instructional designers are

birl~~ed with a more clear characterization of the types of experiences

~~;~ graduates of thes.e programs have been exposed to.
RELATED LITERATURE
~cteristics

of Instructional .Design Graduate Programs

Within the structure of an ideal graduate program in instructional
design, several specific areas of training would be represented and
raduates
would
have
acquired the ability to exhibit certain
grofessional competencies. Among the specific areas to be included in
~n ideal program would be educational technology and media,
instructional psychology, instructional development, and statistics and
research methodology (Patridge & Tennyson, 1978-79). Additionally, it
has been proposed that graduate students take courses outside of
instructional development in order to observe how other disciplines
view the learning process and conduct research (Bratton, 1981).
Also,
considerable discussion has focused upon professional competencies
which graduates of instructional development programs should be able to
perform (Task Force on ID Certification, 1981). Each of these areas
will be examined in more detail.
A major component of the traditional doctoral degree curriculum is
research (Spurr, 1970).
In their assessment of competencies which
would be included in an ideal program, Patridge and Tennyson (1978-79)
found that research methodology would be a highly emphasized area;
however, it has been noted that graduate students in instructional
design are often not adequately trained to conduct research (Reiser ,
1982) . Consequently, some graduate programs are starting to provide
practice experiences in research in the form of research practicum
courses (Reiser, 1982).

Another integral portion of an instructional development curriculum
is educational media and technology. There are two generally accepted
definitions for educational technology (Romiszowski, 1981). The first
ciptive characteriz definition refers to educational technology as the use of hardware or
including how f equipment in the educational process while the second definition
recent student dis focuses on the process of the scientific development of learning
experiences through a knowledge of the psychology of learning.
In
open-ended
co~
l de a brief charact their study of components of graduate programs in instructional design,
Patridge and Tennyson (1978-79) surveyed course offerings in media such
~hology
graduate
as
visuals, computers, and audio and it would appear that the authors
! (House, 1985) .
were employing Romiszowski's (1981) first definition of educational
technology . Also, in his proposals to incorporate instructional design
interest to sever
Dick
(1978)
as deans of col topics into the educational psychology curriculum ,
areas
such as media selection and media production ,
H1r representatior discusses
!ducational psycho indicating_that he also employs a definition of educational technology
:ors of doctoral ~ as being primarily hardware or equipment.
.ogy can be made
Instructional psychology has also been identified as a major area
the two areas, and
persons respons of preparation in an instructional design graduate program (Patridge &
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Tennyson, 1978- 79). Instructional psychology is the a
findings from experimental learning psychology to various ~
settings at all levels of education (Glaser, 1982) .
learning psychology differs from instructional .psychology 1,
experimental study of learning is not necessarily approac
ultimate aim of being applied to instructional practices
Hilgard , 1981); conversely, instructional psychology is co
the goal of improving instructional methods (Gl aser ) .
A final consideration of graduate educ ation in instruct!
is the development of professional competencies. A set
competencies has been proposed (Task Force on ID Certif icati
This particular list focuses upon professional activities ani
to be correctly accomplished by instructional develope
competencies have been proposed, including appropriate l
and consulting skills (Bratton, 1979-80) and the ability to
clients in order to quickly learn basic knowledge in unfamil
areas (Bratton, 1981) . Thus, a variety of behavioral and in
skills are expected of the professional instructional developi ,

Pat

nun

One method by which characteristi cs of present ID
can be. evaluated is by an assessment of the content of those
There has been at least one study which has assessed simil
differences between various . graduate
programs
in ins
development (Patridge & Tennyson, 1978-79). This project su
graduate programs in instructional design, documenting prog
and characteristics , student characteristics, and faculty pr
Similarities and differences between masters and doctoral pro
examined. Additionally, representatives of each graduate pro
the order of emphasis placed upon a variety of student compet
their programs; similar ratings were solicited for what
competencies would be ranked in an ideal graduate p
instructional design.
A major difference found between masters and
program goals . Most programs placed an emphasis on
instructional development and/or media production for masters
while emphasizing a more traditional study of research methodo
an area of specialization in doctoral programs (Patridge & T
With respect to faculty preparation, Patridge and Tennyson fc
most faculty were trained in one of three areas . (inst
development, instructional psychology, and visual technology) ·
were considerably more often trained in visuals than any otktt
As well , more faculty were trained in measurement and evaluati
media (with the exception of visuals).
Patridge and Tennyson found that many of the courses
graduate programs in instructional development fall within fi~
areas :
i nstructional
psychology,
measurement
and eval
instructional development , educational technology, and manage
administration. In their discussion of the redesign of the
University instructional development graduate program, Dou~~
Durzo (1981) also show that many of the courses in the curriculll
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the categories of instructional development, media,

research

and

i~~iuation, and instructional psychology/learning . Additionally, they
eiso report that field experiences such as inte_rnships and practicums

'
part of the curriculum . Patridge and Tennyson report that five of
are
.
he nine programs surveyed in their
study
offered
internship
t periences on a credit basis for graduate students in instructional
ex
de\l'elopment.

Patridge and Tennyson noted a wide variation across institutions in
the number of courses offered, with courses in ·instructional psychology
and ..,isual technology offered considerably less often than courses in
instructional development . With respect to educational media, courses
in \l'isuals were most often taught, followed by computer courses second ;
however, there was considerable variation found across institutions in
the number of courses taught in specific areas . Each program surveyed
by Patridge and Tennyson also required courses outside the formal
boundaries of their own program ; courses in research methodology and
statistics were most often found outside the instructional development
graduate program. Finally, Patridge and Tennyson also found that there
was
a considerable disparity between the emphasis placed on research
present ID gradua
competencies
and the number of research methods courses offered within
e content of those
the
program.
More courses in research methodology and statistics were
has assessed simil
required
than
were actually . taught in instructional
development
programs
in
ins
graduate
programs
.
This project s
documenting pro
In another study, Silber (1982) reported findings similar to those
l cs' and faculty pr
of
Patridge
and Tennyson. Silber evaluated several graduate programs
rs and doctoral pr
in
instructional
development
which
were divisible into three
c- each graduate pro
classifications:
A)
MA
programs,
B)
residential
PhD programs, and C)
I of student compet
commuter
PhD
programs.
It
was
found
that
MA
programs
placed an emphasis
;olicited for what
on
practical
skills
for
job
performance
such
as
media
production,
ieal graduate pr
project management, and evaluation skills, findings similar to those of
Patridge and Tennyson. In fact, this study found that MA programs and
!rs and doctoral pr residential PhD programs spent the same amount of time on design
·has is on the te· courses; the extra courses in the PhD program were represented by
luction for masters research and theory courses . Also, Silber found a difference in
of research methodr emphasis between commuter and residential PhD programs; residential PhD
•grams (Patridge& : programs emphasized more research and theory coursework, while commuter
.ge and Tennyson f PhD programs emphasized practical design courses. Lastly, residential
t hree areas (ins PhD programs spent the most time on developing research and theory
visual technology). c9mpetencies in fields other than instructional development (such as
i suals than any 0 motivation, perception, developmental psychology, learning psycholo gy,
r ement and evaluat and cybernetics), followed by commuter PhD programs next and MA
programs last. Residential PhD programs spent approximately twice the
amount of time on these areas as did MA programs.
:ation in instruct!
lpetencies . A set
! on ID Certificat'
.onal activities
uctional develope
!ing appropriate i
nd the ability to
owledge in unfamil
behavioral and in
s tructional develo

any of the courses
ent fall within fi
surement
and e Qharac teristics of Educational Psychology Graduate Programs
:to logy , and manag
A recent examination of various aspects of the current status of
t:he redesign of the
educational
psychology was conducted by Scandura et al . (1978). This
i ate program, Dou
study
detailed
major problem areas and disciplinary components of
i rses in the curri
educational psychology, curriculum trends in educational psychology
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training programs , and promi s i ng advances in educati onal ps
an effort to clarify the major applied activities in whichy
psychologists conduct research, four major topics were ide
Scandura et al ..; these four major areas are: ·A) the identi
educational goals (including needs analysis) ; B) analysis/ de
of
what must be learned ( task analysis); C) delive
instructional systems
(designing
i nstruction,
media
instructi onal
delivery) ;
and D) readi ness/ evaluation
behavior and course effectiveness (developmental stages and
eval uat ion of instructional programs) . With regard to gradua
i n educational psychology , Scandura et al., suggest that t
wide variation in the quality of training programs , alt
seems to be common core areas offered; these specifi c areas
discussed later . Lastly, a number of promising advances ine
psychology were discussed by Scandura et al . (1978) . Areas
cognitive
information processing , particularl y as it
education, and artificial intelligence and models of comp
performance and instruction are cited as the most promising
areas of the future for educational psychology .
On an applied leve l , several authors have discussed
competencies
which
need
to
be
exhib ited by the e
psychologist. First, graduates of educational psychology
should be able to interact successfully with professional
(Brenner , 1979 ; Maggs & White, 1982); this ability is pa
important
because
many
research
projects arise from
encountered in educational practices in the schools (Brenn
Thompson
& Lindsay , 1982) . Also , because academic
educational psychologists are few, skills in testing, eval1:11
assessment, and school psychology are beneficial (Scandura et
With respect to the graduate curriculum in educational p
several authors have examined the major areas of training and
r epresented (Anastasi, 1979; Brammer, 1967 ; Scandura e t al., 1
general terms , there appears to be a relative consensus as to
components of graduate training . in educational psychology
training in research design, statistics , and educational me
and
test development is considered to be an integral
educational psychology (Albi no, 1980; Anastasi, 1979); iu
methodol ogy
and
statistics courses are i ntegral parts
educational psychology and experimental psychology graduate
(Edwards, 1981) . Additionally, training in the area of applied
is important (Brammer, 1967;
Dick,
1978) .
More
speci:
educational
psychology
is
oriented
toward the i mprov
instructional methods through the util i zation of psychological
(Charles , 1980) . Last , training in human development is consi
be an i mportant part of an educational psychol ogy cur ricul um (
Dick ; Scandura et al. ) .
There have been , however, other proposals regardi ng t he c
an educational psychology curriculum.
For example, Bram!Der
indicates that educational psychologists should be active i n tt
the findings of a number of disci plines, including psyc
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iology, anthropology , and educational technology to the improvement
s~cinstructional methods; at least some training in basic human
:ciences is necessary (Brammer, 1967). Also, some education in the
c sciences , such as genetics, is necessary ·for conducting research
b&S i
i areas such as intelligence and intelligence testing methods, and
r~ading achievement and reading disability (Morton, 1974) .
in,.tegrating Graduate Instruction in the Two Programs
Because of the relative youth of instructional design as a
discipline, individuals working as instructional designers reflect a
variety of training backgrounds (Briggs, 1982).
Among the more
traditional disciplines in which instructional designers have been
trained are psychology and educational psychology (Briggs, 1982).
Because many persons who ultimately will function as instructional
designers will continue to come from educational psychology programs,
Dick (1978) has proposed changes for graduate education in educational
psychology to further enable graduate students to acquire instructional
design skills .

lors have discuss
chibited by the
:ational psycholo
·Y With professional
tis ability is
·ojects arise fr~n
he schools (Bre
ause academic
i n testing, eval
f icial (Scandura et

Dick
has
proposed the integration of specific courses and
experiences in instructional design into the framework
of
the
traditional educational psychology graduate curriculum. For example,
students would be taught skills in needs assessment and instructional
analysis,
testing
and
evaluation, development of instructional
strategies, and evaluation of entry skills and behaviors in addition to
foundations of learning, human development, and statistics. Many of
these topics would generally be considered to be components of a
graduate program in instructional design (Doughty & Durzo, 1981) .
Additionally, Dick proposed that educational psychology
graduate
..un in educational p students should have internship experiences in areas such as teacher
medical
!as of training and education centers, instructional development centers, or
education
programs;
the
incorporation
of
field
experiences
into
the
Scandura
et
al
.
.,
.ve consensus as to graduate curriculum has been proposed to be a desirable experience
Lcational psycholo (Bass & Duncan, 1981 -82). Thus, Dick has proposed that the training of
:nd educational 11 various instructional design topics be fully integrated into the
be an integral educational psychology graduate curriculum ; however, he presents no
data indicating the extent to which instructional design courses and
uastasi, 1979) ;
e integral par~ field experiences are currently being taught in educational psychology
ychology graduate programs .
t he area of applied
978) ·
Others have also proposed that instructional design should be
More
spec
incorporated into educational psychology programs (Anastasi, 1979) .
t oward the impro
>n of psychologic~ Anastasi indicates that instructional design can be considered as a
ievelopment is cons component of the larger field of instructional psychology; the purpose
iology curri culum ( of instructional design is to bridge the gap which exists between
experimental learning psychology and curriculum development .
The
result of research in instructional psychology is improved educational
.l s regarding the c technology, including . programmed learning material, media usage, and
example , Brammer computer-assisted instruction. In other words , Anastasi maintains that
hould be active in instructional design should already exist as a component of the
s , including
pSJ curriculum in educational psychology while Dick feels that, because it
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is currently absent in many programs, instructional dest
integrated into educational psychology graduate programs.
In a discussion of the various roles performed by
psychologists in the health sciences, Albino (1980)
teaching particular skills to graduate students
in s
psychology will enhance their performance in a health scien
Briefly, Albino indicates that additional training for
psychology graduate students is necessary in the areas of
skills, program evaluation skills, test development
design, and applications of learning theories. It has pre
noted that much of the foundation for training in program
skills is available in psychology and educational psycholo
(Perloff, Perloff & Sussna, 1976; Wortman, · Cordray & Reis, 1
respect to applications of learning theory, Albino emph
experience in instructional design should be
acquired
educational psychology graduate student expecting to f
health sciences setting; the ability to evaluate course st
content
and
suggest alternatives is important . Additt
background in designing instruction for psychomotor
skills
is
important.
Additionally ,
a background in
instruction for psychomotor and affective skills
is
considering the large amount of time spent by health scienc11
learning clinical skills . Lastly, Albino notes that
psychology graduate programs provide little coursework or e
developing consultation skills. As mentioned by Bratton
1981) , interpersonal and consultation skills are also impo
successful performance as an instructional developer .
Pa
Tennyson note that many of the instruc~ional developmen
surveyed in their study placed an emphasis upon the acquisiti
ability to manage problems and interact with personnel.

•

METHODS
Design
Within educational research, descriptive research is an
tool for determining the present status of a variety of e
practices. In fact, descriptive research methods are required
questions which deal with current educational conditions
1976), and can yield extremely useful results when properly
(Asher, 1976; Burton, 1979). One of the major types of d
research is the status study; status studies are intended to
information about an existing set of conditions or practices
educational setting (Hopkins , 1976). Because the primary objd
this project was to investigate the relationships which exist
graduate education in educational psychology and instructional
the use of descriptive research methodology was appropriate.
Subjects
As

has

been

previously

mentioned,
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hairpersons) of instructional design and technology programs at 22
i~stitutions with doctoral programs in both areas were surveyed.
sur"eyed. These institutions were:
Florida State University
diana University
1
I~lia State University
Michigan State University
New York University
rennsylvania State University
Purdue University
·
syracuse University
temple University
University of Georgia
University of Iowa

University of Kentucky
University of Massachusetts
University of Michigan
University of Minnesota
University of Oklahoma
University of Oregon
University of Pittsburgh
University of Tennessee
University of Texas
University of Virginia
Wayne State University

.Instrw!lent Development

A questionnaire was used to collect data on how frequently graduate
students study specific topics in both educational psychology and
instructional design, and how frequently those topics were studied at
three points in time : currently studied (1983-84 school year), studied
five years ago (1978-79 school year), and projected to be studied five
years in the future (1988-89 school year).
This list of topics was developed by examining graduate catalog
course descriptions of approximately one -third of the programs which
were studied in this project, as well as topical headings which
appeared in instructional design and educational psychology textbooks .
Individual topics were chosen over courses as the unit of measure
because of the large differences
often
noted
between
course
descriptions and actual course content. Approximately an equal number
of topics from instructional design sources and educational psychology
sources was identified.
Respondents were asked to include open-ended comments on what
trends were foreseen for their programs over the next five years.
Information
was solicited about the contact between faculty in
instructional design and educational psychology and whether or not
those faculty interactions were expected to increase, decrease, or
remain constant over the next five years .
Finally, information was
solicited regarding faculty training (year and institution of doctoral
degree) and recent program graduates (name and year of
degree
completion) .
The questionnaire was initially pilot-tested by mailing it to six
departmental chairpersons, three instructional design
and
three
educational psychology, who were not at institutions included in the
study . Responses were received from three of these individuals (50%).
All questionnaires were completed correctly and no major changes were
made before the study was initiated.

adminis
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Procedures
The questionnaire was mailed with a self- addressed post
envelope to chairpersons of the instructional design
educational psychology programs. Approximately eight weeks
initial mailing , non-respondents were telephoned and subs
At this point , chairpersons ~
a second questionnaire.
sabbatical or unav ailable for other reasons were identi
questionnaires were s ent to the acting chairperson. As qu
were received , the data were entered into a computer file f
Data Analysis
Responses
on the section of the questionnaire d
curriculum topics were coded using a four-point scale: none-\
most-3, all-4. Means were then calculated for each topic at
in time studied. Educational psychology programs were co
instructional design programs on the extent to which studen
various topics at three points in time .
The comparisons
using t-tests for each topic at each of the three points in
In order to objectively categorize topics as either i
design or educational psychology topics, factor analysis
Factor
analysis
is
a
statistical technique which
experimenter to examine underlying dimensions for a particular
&
Mueller, 1978) .
One major use of factor a
(Kim
confirmatory; a smaller number of factors are identified whick
for the covariation in a given data set. The experimenter c
the number of factors which will be formed. In this case, two
were used; one factor represented instructional design topica
second factor consisted of educational psychology topics. l
rotation was· used to simplify the factor structure. The i
derived from this procedure consists of each topic and an
factor loading for each of the two factors. A factor loa
vari able represents the correlation between that variable
factor (Kleinbaum & Kupper, 1978). Thus, the higher positt
loading indicates to which factor a given topic is attributed.
Topics were assigned to one of the two factors using
procedure .
A topic was assigned to the factor for which the
higher positive factor loading. After topics were classified
either instructional design or educational psychology topics
above procedure, topics which were noted to exhibit high gr
analyzed to determine if either educational psychology pr
instructional design programs showed a disproportionate number
growth topics from the other area (using means obtained
four - point scale described previously,
curriculum
topics
exhibited an increase of . 50 between figures for the 1978-79
year and projections for the 1988-89 school year). Chi-square
was used to test for significance.
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QUestionnaires were sent to 44 individuals; 22 chairpersons of
ducational psychology programs and 22 chairpersons of instructional
~esign
programs.
However, . the. chairperson of the educational
chology program at one university indicated that , contrary to
psrginal information, there was not an instructional design program at
~~at institution. Consequently , a final sample size of 42 was used.
An overall
response rate of 27/42 (64.3%) was obtained .
For
instructional design chairpersons, _ 14 of
21
(66. 7%)
completed
questionnaires
while
13
of
21 (61.9%) educational psychology
chairpersons completed questionnaires .
One additional questionnaire
was returned by an educational psychology chairperson who indicated
that he was unable to understand the directions.
One instructional
chairperson
did not complete the first section of the
questionnaire de design
- point scale : non~ questionnaire relating to student study of various curriculum topics,
i for each topic ~ but did complete the other parts of the questionnaire. Also , the
>rograms were co chairperson of one educational psychology program responded; however,
:ent to which stude he indicated that his program was being terminated due to a lack of
The comparisons graduate students and he was unable to complete the first section of
All other returned questionnaires were usable and
.e three points in the questionnaire .
substantially complete.
epics as either ins
factor analysis
t echnique which i frogram Comparisons
>ns for a particula
Of the two questions investigated in this study, the first three
ise of factor a
ire identified whicl involved program comparisons and are presented in this section. First,
The experimenter c changes in the extent to which curriculum topics are studied in each
. In this case, tilo program have changed over time were examined. Second, an examination
t ional design topi was made of the directionality of any changes.
hology topics. A
The first question to be addressed in this section is the extent to
r structure . The in
which curriculum topics studied in each program have changed over time.
l topic
and an
>rs· A factor load Comparisons were made between programs for each curriculum topic at
in
that variable each of three points in time . A number of changes were noted in the
the higher posit! number of students studying specific topics at each of the three points
•pie is attributed. in time examined. These figures are presented in Table 1. The means
presented in Table 1 were obtained using the four-point scale described
factors using t earlier (none-1 , some-2, most-3, all-4) . Of the 72 curriculum topics
examined in this study, 30 (42%) showed no significant differences
actor for which t
between educational psychology and instructional design programs at any
were classified
of the three points in time examined. For the remai ning 41 top i cs ,
psychology topics
For example , achievement
!Xhibi t high gro several interesting patterns were noted .
>nal psychology prt motivation was reported to be studied by significantly more educational
>portionate number psychology students than instructional design students five years ago
(Table 1) . Subsequently , the number of educational psychology students
ig means obtained
.urriculum
topics studying achievement motiv ation remained constant while a l arge number
and
r es for the 1978·i of instructional design students began to study the topic
eliminated
any
significant
differences
between
the
two
groups
for
t he
e ar)· Chi-square
current school year or five years in the
future.
Similarly,
significantly more educational psychology students studied ado lescent
development five years ago and during the current school year .
self-addressed
Post
· • ructional desi g1)
imately eight wee~
elephoned and sub
t , chairpersons s
~
re~sons were identt
1a1rperson . As q
> a computer file f
·t

However,
the number of educational psychology
adolescent development is reported to be decreasing while
instructional design students studying it is increasing,
significant difference between the two programs. for the 19S
year.
Another
interesting
pattern was noted for compu
instruction and interactive video . No differences were fo
students in educational psychology and instructional dest
for the 1978-79 school year for either · topic.
The
instructional design students reported to study these topict
for the 1983-84 school year and were projected to increase
1988-89 school year.
The number of educational psycholo
reported to study these topics also increased, although at
rates, producing significant differences between educational
and instructional design programs for the 1983-84 and tha
school years.
A similar trend was noted for program evaluation and c
skills. Although these topics were to be more frequently s
each point in time by instructional design students, nos
difference was found between programs for either topic
1978-79 school year . However, significantly more instructio
students were reported to take · each topic during both tht
school year and projected for the 1988-89 school year.
Many
topics
studied
by
significantly
larger
instructional design students at each of the three points in
related
to
media
production:
audio/s lide production,
production, media center administration, media selection
photography production, telecommunications, transparency p
and videotape/TV production. A second set of topics which were
by significantly more instructional design students was
instructional delivery and evaluation . These topics include c
development,
design
of
instruction,
formative
individualized instruction, instructional evaluation,
objectives, instructional strategies, needs assessment, s
instruction, summative evaluation, systems concepts,
tas
analysis, and teaching methods .
In contrast, relatively few topics were studied by
more educational psychology students at each point in time.
topics
were
generally
related to human development:
development, self-concept determinants, and sex role development
In addition to the differences between educational psycholoO
instructional design programs discussed above, a number of simil
were also found. Referring again to Table 1, it can be seen that
of the major similarities found between the two programs was the
of students studying statisti cs and measurement topics. For e
chairpersons of both programs indicated that a substantial
students
currently
studied
analysis
of
variance/cov
correlation ,
descriptive
statistics,
inferent ial
stad
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>sychology stud
.lecreas ing while e
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•grams . for the 19
noted
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Pu
f

i nstructional de:
:!r topic .
The
study these topi
: ted to increase
lcational psychol0
:ed, although at
!tween educational
1983-84 and t
evaluation and c
ore frequently s
l gn studen ts, nos
either topic
Ly more instructio
during both th
:hool year.
t
.ntly
larger
three points in t
l ide production
media selection'
• transparency pr
topics which were
~
students was r
~ topics include c
formative
evaluation
ls assessm~nt, s
concepts,
tas
e studied by si~i
point in time.
n development:
ex role developme
.icational
• a number
i t can be seen
10 programs was thi
tt topics . For
Lt a substantial n
~
variance/ cov
.tnferential
sta

scandardized tests, and test reliability/validity . Similarly , research
tcs such as experimental research methodology and research design
eoP e indicated to be frequently studied by students in both programs .
.,.r
which
were indicated to be studied less often but at
Topics
roxiinately equal levels by students in each program included factor
IPP lysis, natura.listic research methodology , nonparametric statistics ,
~terion-referenced testing, norm-referenced testing, and standardized
ct ts
The only statistics topic for which a large difference between
~~: ~o programs was found was multiple regression; significantly more
tducational psychology students study it than do instructional des i gn
:cudents . Additionally, the respondents indicated that this difference
would grow
even
larger in the future . Educational psychology
chairpersons indicated that more of their students would study multiple
regression in the future while instructional design chairpersons felt
that the same number of their students would study this topic in the
future . Finally , a measurement topic, latent trait theory, was studied
by relatively few students in either program .
A second question addressed in this study was the issue of
directionality of change. In order to determine whether instructional
design is incorporating components of the educational psychology
curriculum or if educational psychology is incorporating components of
the instructional design curriculum, several factors were examined.
These factors include curricultim topics , student dissertation research ,
faculty dissertation research, and contact between faculty in the two
disciplines .
Considering curriculum topics , it will be recalled that one of the .
methods used to characterize instructional design and educational
psychology programs was factor analysis . Two factors were used in the
factor analysis procedure.
It will be recalled that topics were
assigned to one of the two disciplines on the basis of the factor
analysis procedure; curriculum topics were assigned to the factor for
which they exhibited the highest positive factor loading . In general,
computer assignment of the topics placed them in the factors as was
expected . Each topic was then examined in order to note whether or not
a disproportionate number of "instructional design" topics
were
exhibiting
growth in educational psychology programs . Similarly,
"educational psychology" topics were examined as to whether or not they
were exhibiting growth in instructional design programs .
"High growth" was defined as a gain of . SO or more for the mean
score between the 1978 - 79 school year and projected figures for the
1988-89 school year (using the four-point scale previously described
and presented in Table 1). Using this criteria for growth, 33% of the
high growth topics i n instructional design programs were topics which
had been classified as "educational psychology" topics by the factor
analysis procedure.
In contrast, 75% of the high growth topics in
educational psychology programs were "instructional design" topics ,
this being a significant difference (chi-squares-5 . 00, df-1, p<.05) .
When the criteria for defining a high growth topic was changed to a
gain of . 70 or more for the mean score between the 1978-79 school year
and projected figures for the 1988 - 89 school year, 25% of the high
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growth topics in instructional design programs were
psychology"
topics;
75%
were
"instr.u ctional
desi
(chi-square-3 . 20, df-1, p<.08). Although overall signific
(probably due to smaller sample sizes due to more stringen
criteria), the general trend of educational psychology prog
a large proportion of high growth topics which are "i
design" topics remained consistent .
A second measure of the extent to which educational ps
instructional design programs may be merging was the tYPe
which occurs between faculty in the two programs. 'liit
faculty contacts at institutions where chairpersons in bo
responded (N-9) is presented in Table 3 . The most frequent
reported by the chairpersons which involve contact between
the two programs were dissertation committees and faculty
Activities which involve little contact include team-teachina
joint
program
administration ,
and
collaborative re
publication .
Finally,
all
chairpersons
indicated t
interactions have either increased or remained constant over
f i ve years . The respondents were evenly divided , however, as
or no~ they anticipate those faculty interactions will i n
the next five years .
These findings suggest that the two disciplines are inde
closer
to
one
another,
with
educational psychology
incorporating more topics from instructional design programs.
Despite the finding that topics from the instructio
curriculum are being introduced into educational psychology
the results of this study suggest that a merging of the two
not occurred on the level of research activity.
research was found to be conducted in areas
discipline.
The
same
trend was true for cooperative faculty
Chairpersons of both programs indicated that relatively fet
engage in collaborative research or publishing with faculcy
other discipline .
With respect to other measures of contact between faculty
two
programs,
high
levels
of joint faculty partici
dissertation committees and comprehensive exam committees
cooperation between the two disciplines .
Additionally,
respondents felt that contact between faculty in these two a
increased or remained constant over the past five years. The~
clear trend, however, as to whether or not those faculty
would continue to increase over the next five years.

DISCUSSION
The

primary

purpose

of

this

.f 36

study

was

to

investi!'

:ign
·
programs
lnstr:uctional
des
h
ug overall signift
due to more strin
ional psychology g
epics which arepr
•

cionships which exist between graduate education in educational
elachology and i nstructiona
.
l d esign
. . Th e study assesse d t h e extent to
srch instructional design topics were
studied
in
educational
hology doctoral programs ; this study also assessed the extent to
syc
1
h 1
hi.Ch doctoral students in educationa
tee no ogy study educational
chology topics in their curriculum at institutions which have
dsycoral programs in both areas . The study also determined if specific
c:~riculum topics in the two disciplines had changed over time, using
which educational fi¥e years ago (1978-79 school year), currently (1983-84 school year),
!rging was the t p
1e two programs YPe and projections for five years in the future (1988-89) as the points in
ctme. Finally, types of interactions between faculty in the two
chairpersons in b
programs were examined .
3. The most freque
lve. contact betwe en
It should be pointed out that the present study has several
llllillttees and facul ~ limitations. One limitation was that the findings are not necessarily
include team- teach generalizable to all instructional design and educational psychology
collaborative
doctoral programs . Because specific types of programs which were at
r sons
indicated
institutions with programs in both areas were studied, the results may
remained constant not be generalizable . A second limitation of this study is that
divided, however
projections were used . Consequently, these figures are not as accurat e
i n t eractions wni i as would be the case with actual observations .
disciplines are i , Relationships Between Programs ·
~cational psycho~
onal design programs
Two of the major questions examined on this study were: first, are
instructional design and educational psychology programs in transition
r om the 1-nstructi relative to one another and, second, what are the directions of those
ducational psychol
The
findings of this study suggest that educational
m
.
o changes .
erging of the two psychology and instructional design are indeed changing relative to
activity. Student d each other. It is also evident that those changes are occurring in an
in areas specific uneven fashion . For example, many of the topics which were indicated to
be rapidly growing in the educational psychology curriculum were
instructional design topics, suggesting a merging of the disciplines.
:ooperative faculey Conversely, however, relatively few of the high growth topics in
that relatively f instructional design graduate programs were educational psychology
iblishing with facul topics .
These findings suggest that the two disciplines are indeed
moving closer to one another, with educational psychology programs
incorporating more topics from instructi onal design programs .
t act between facul
n t faculty partic1
Despite the finding that topics from the instructional design
v e exam committees curriculum are being introduced into educational psychology programs,
Additionally
es .
the results of this study suggest that a merging of the two areas has
.il ty in these two'
not occurred on the level of research activity. Chairpersons of both
past five years Th programs indicated that relatively few faculty in either program engage
: those faculty. in
in collaborative research or publication with faculty from the other
: ive years .
discipline .

dy

was

to

investi

~ith
respect to other measures of contact between faculty i n the
two programs, high levels of
joint
faculty
participation
on
disserta tion committees and comprehensive exam committees suggests
cooperation between the two disciplines.
Additionally, all of the
respondents felt that contac t between faculty in the two areas had

increased or remained constant over the past five years.
clear trend, however, as to whether or not those faculty
would continue to increase over the next five years.
Because respondents provided unclear projections
not these transiti ons might continue, it is possible that c
might be involved in the transition process .
For exainpi
curriculum changes might possibly be more influenced by ir·;i''
factors rather than national trends.
Thus, the two pr
continue to grow closer at some institutions while rem~
distinct from one another at other institutions .
Future Research
One topic for future research in this
determining qualitative characteristics of student
subject area.
For example, the present study assessed
students studied particular topics at some point in their c
no measure was made of the extent of exposure to a given t
obtaining data regarding the number of student contact hours
area, a more accurate profile of major areas of curriculum
within a type of program can be derived. Consequently, as
examines topics in greater detail would provide an
extent to which topics are studied rather than
many students are exposed to a given topic as - was
study.
A second project that would provide additional information
a study of specific topics in a graduate curriculum.
Such a
could be done using methods similar to this study. R
sampling a large number of topics as was done in this study,
content area could be examined. For example, rather than i
computer-assisted instruction as one of many topics, the rese
focus on CAI as the only topic to be studied. This topic coul4
divided into smaller topics such as artificial intelligence,
systems, evaluation, simulations , and games. In this fashion .
be possible to identify programs which are providing doctoral
with exposure to the most current topics. Open-ended responsu
provide insight into the reasons for program differences; in
example, possible reasons might include students with better
science backgrounds, hardware availability, or other rea
project of this type would allow the researcher to study
smaller components of specific graduate programs in a detailed
Another future research project would consist of replicadlll
study during the 1988-89 academic year . Responses given at th'
could be compared to the findings reported in this study .
responses could be requested to investigate possible reasons
differences between projections in the current study and findilf
the future follow-up study .
Such a follow-up study would
investigator to determine whether the instructional design topicJ
are being integrated into the educational psychology curric~~
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.st five years.
.ot those facult .
ive years.
y

d to future dissertation research in those areas . Also , i t would be
iea i· ble to note if collaborative research and publicati on by facul ty
Pinossthe two programs were increasing.

rojections
s possible that 0
cess .
For ex
e influenced by~
:i.us • the two p
cutions while re111a
::ions .

Another approach to examining the trends noted in this study woul d
b to conduct a future study using the Delphi techniqu e . Briefly , t h e
o:lphi techn ique is a pr ocedure used for forecasting trends .
By
distributing a series of questionnaires to experts is a particul ar
field, responses can be modified by each indivi dual after having
evaluated the responses of the group for the previous round of
uestionnaires (Amidon, 1977). Opinions can be rev iewed t hroughout the
;rocess and , by the final questionnaire , concensus and minority
opinions can be developed . Such a procedure might be used to allow
chairpersons
of
instructional design and educational psych ology
programs to amplify on what trends they anticipate for their programs .
Opinions
c ould be developed for the future of each discipl ine
individually as well as for future interactions between the two
disciplines .

t h i s area
might
student contact Vi
study assessed
·e point in their
.re to a given
ent contac t hours
as of curricul~
Consequently, as
vide an assessment
er than an assessm
as was the case
Ltional i nformation
:riculum.
Such a
this study. RA
le in this study
>le• rather than f
' topics , the resea
l. This topic coul
c ial intelligen~
In this fashion
r oviding doctoral '
Open-ended respons
d i fferences ; in
udents with better
Y, or other rea
s earcher to study
r ams in a det ailed

summary
The results of this study indicate that instructional design
programs and educational psychology programs are in
transition .
However , these changes appear to be occurring at an instructional
level . Topics from each program are being introduced into course
content in the other discipline . Merging at the level of dissertation
research and collaborative faculty research, however, has not taken
place.
.There was no clear indication as to whether or not these trends
would continue . Future research can determine if the two programs will
continue to move toward each other and, if that is the case, in what
respects they might merge .

'ls i st of replicati
!sponses given at
1 this
study . Op
: e possible reasons
l t study and
f indi
>w- up study woulds
:t:ional design topi
psychology curricul
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Table

skills of
1
!) , 19- 21.
l

u ctional Systellls

~

urow , K. , Stolur
a nd future
dir
Education al Ps
s stages Of
in
t ellect model
to
s tructional Deve

comparisons Between Groups, Instructional Design (ID) and
Educational Psychology (EP), At Three Points In Time

..... --- ---- -- ----- ----- -- ---- ----- --- ----- ---- ----- --- ----- Academic
Year

EP

ID
Mean

SD

------- --

------

Achievement
Motivation

1978 - 79
1983-84
1988 - 89

1. 89
2. 30
2. 75

. 60
. 82
. 89

2 . 82
2 . 83
2 . 83

. 87
. 83
. 83

. 0145

Adolescent
Development

1978 - 79
1983-84
1988 - 89

1. 55
1. 83
2 . 00

. 69
.94
. 94

2 . 91
2 . 67
2 . 58

. 70
. 78
.90

. 0002
. 0270

Topic

-------

SD

p

Mean

-----NS
NS

NS

l t y trai ning Pro
; t ructional Deve'

Adult
Development

1978-79
1983 - 84
1988-89

2 . 17
2 . 54
2.92

. 83
. 88
. 90

2 . 27
2 . 64
2 . 91

. 79
.81
. 70

NS
NS
NS

structures .

Affective
Measurement

1978- 79
1983 - 84
1988-89

2 . 20
2 . 80
3 . 10

. 42
. 42
. 74

2 . 18
2 . 25
2 . 33

. 75
.75
. 89

NS
NS

1978 - 79

. 90
. 87
. 92

3 . 64
3 . 75
3.75

.so

1988-89

3 . 73
3 . 75
3.64

.45
.45

NS
NS
NS

Aptitude
Tests

1978-79
1983-84
1988 - 89

2.60
3 . 09
3 . 30

. 97
. 83
. 67

2 . 82
2.92
2 . 83

. 75
. 79
. 94

NS
NS
NS

Attribution
Theory

1978-79
1983-84
1988-89

1.88
2 . 33
2.38

. 83

. 52

2 . 09
2 . 75
2.75

. 54
. 45
. 62

NS
NS
NS

Audio/Slide
Product i on

1978 - 79
1983-84
1988-89

3 . 31
3.08
3 . 00

. 75
. 86
1.04

1. 27
1.42
1. 58

. 47
. 51
. 67

. 0001
. 0001
. 0007

Classroom
Management

1978 - 79
1983-84
1988-89

1. 90
2 . 00
2 . 00

.57
. 63
.67

2 . 36
2 . 50
2 . 50

.so
. 52
. 52

NS
NS
NS

Cognitive
Development

1978-79
1983 - 84
1988-89

2 . 82
3 . 09
3.36

.75
.8 3
. 81

3 . 36
3 . 67
3 . 67

.67
. 65
. 65

NS
NS
NS

.
Competencies
:e ssional.
Jou

ANOVA/ANCOVA

19~3-84

L.
n

1

(1980).

Trai
Sechrest (Ed.
Pro ram Ev alua

443

.so

. 0419
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Table

--------- ------ ..
EP

SD

ean

1

(Continued)

.... ------- -- ---- ----- -- --- ------- --- ---- ----- ----------- ---

p

Topic

---. .

------ -

Academic
Year

ID
Mean

SD

----- --- -

--- -- -

Exploratory
Data Analysis

1978 - 79
1983-84
1988-89

2 . 50
2 . 82
2 . 90

Factor
Analysis

1978-79
1983-84
1988 - 89

Film
Production

EP
Mean

SD

p

.85
.87
. 99

2 . 64
3.00
3.08

. 92
; 95
. 90

NS
NS
NS

2 . 33
2 . 50
2 . 80

1.00
.85
.92

2 . 36
2 . 50
2 . 67

. 67
. 80
. 89

NS
NS
NS

1978 - 79
1983-84
1988-89

2 . 00
1. 83
1.82

. 89
1.03
1.17

1.18
1.33
1.25

.40
. 49
.45

. 0153
NS
NS

------

. 82
. 42
. 83

. 87
. 79
.83

. 64
. 50
, 75

. 81
. 52
.45

.82
00
33

. 40
. 43
. 65

. 0019
. 0043

SS
75
75

. 52
.45
.45

NS
NS
NS

Formative
Evaluation

1978 - 79
1983-84
1988-89

3 . 73
3 . 67
3 . 73

. 65
. 65
. 65

2 . 09
2 . 25
2 . 33

. 70
.75
. 78

. 0001
. 0001
.0001

27
33
17

. 47
.49

Graphics
Production

.72

NS
NS
NS

1978-79
1983-84
1988 - 89

3.00
2 . 77
2.64

. 91
1.01
1.03

1.36
1.42
1.42

. 67
.67
. 67

. 0001
. 0001
. 0001

45
92
08

. 69
.79
. 90

.0057
NS
NS

Individual
Differences

1978-79
1983-84
1988-89

3 . 33
3 . 40
3.44

. 71
. 70
. 73

2.91
3 . 08
3.08

.83
.90
. 90

NS
NS
NS

09
08

. 70
. 67
. 67

. 0068
. 0045
.0023

Individualized 1978-79
Instructi on
1983 - 84
1988-89

3 . 45
3 . 50
3.67

. 69
. 67
. 65

2 . 27
2 . 50
2 . 58

.47
. 52
. 67

. 0001
. 0005
. 0006

.65
.39
. 39

NS
NS
NS

Inferential
Statistics

1978 - 79
1983-84
1988-89

3.50
3 . 69
3 . 58

. 90
. 63
. 67

3 . 73
3 . 75
3 . 75

. 65
.62
. 62

NS
NS
NS

.54
.62
. 62

. 0001
. 0001
.0001

Infonnation
Processing

1978 -7 9
1983-84
1988-89

2.25
2.83
3.00

. 75
. 72

. 77

2.45
3 . 00
3 . 08

. 69
. 74
.79

NS
NS
NS

. 40
. 62
. 49

NS
. 0345
. 0030

Instructional
Evaluation

1978 - 79
1983 - 84
1988-89

3 . 58
3 . 85
3 . 83

. 67
.38
.39

2 . 36
2 . 50
2 . 75

.81
. 80
.75

.0007
. 0001
. 0004

. 40
. 39
.29

NS

Instructional
Objectives

1978-79
1983-84
1988-89

4 . 00
4 . 00
4.00

. 00
. 00
. 00

2 . 45
2.58
2.75

. 82
.90
. 87

. 0001
.0004
.0001

JS

73
33

l3
11
~5

'. 5
.8

5
3

2

3
2

NS

. 0079
. 0002
NS

. 0333
NS
NS

NS
NS

Table

1

(Continued)

-------------------------------------------------------Topic

Academic
Year

ID
Mean

SD

Instructional
Strategies

1978 - 79
1983-84
1988-89

3.64
3.83
3.91

. 67
.39
.30

2 . 09
. 2 . 25
2.50

. 54
. 62
.67

.0001
. 0001
. 0015

Instructional
Theory

1978-79
1983-84
1988-89

3 . 42
3 . 62
3 . 55

. 90
. 65
.69

2 . 09
2 . 33
2 . 83

. 83
. 78
. 94

.0002
.0002
NS

Interactive
Vi deo

1978-79
1983 - 84
1988 - 89

1.25
2 . 00
2.82

.45
.43
.60

1.27
1.50
2.00

. 47
. 52
. 74

NS
.0175
. 0087

Intrinsic/
Extrinsic
Motivation

1978 - 79
1983-84
1988-89

2 . 45
2 . 67
2 . 92

1.04
1.07
1.08

2 . 64
3 . 00
2 . 92

. 81
. 60
. 67

NS
NS
NS

Language
Development

1978-79
1983-84
1988-89

1. 73
1.83
1.91

.90
.83
. 83

2 . 45
2 . 58
2 . 58

.52
. 51
. 51

. 0317
. 0147
. 0279

Latent Trait
Theory

1978 - 89
1983-84
1988-89

1.45
1.58
1.64

. 69
. 67
. 67

- -1 . 64
1.92
2 . 08

. 67
.51
. 51

NS
NS
NS

Media Center
Administration

1978 - 79
1983 - 84
1988 - 89

2 . 58
2 . 38
2 . 33

. 90
.87
. 89

1.00
1.00
1.08

. 00
. 00
.29

.0001
.0001
. 0004

Media
Selection and
Use

1978 -7 9
1983 - 84
1988 - 89

3 . 69
3 . 69
3 . 73

.63
. 63
. 65

1. 36
1.33
1. so

.so
.49
.52

. 0001
.0001
. 0001

Memory/
Forgetting

1978-79
1983-84
1988 - 89

2.92
3 . 17
3 . 27

1.08
. 83
. 90

2 . 91
3.17
3 . 17

. 83
. 83
.83

NS
NS
NS

Meta -analysis

1978 - 79
1983-84
1988-89

1.42
2 . 17
2 . 27

. 51
.58
. 65

1.91
2 . 17
2 . 75

. 94
. 83
. 75

NS
NS
NS

Multiple
Regression

1978-79
1983-84
1988 - 89

2 . 27
2 . 58
2 . 55

.90
. 90
. 93

3 . 00
3 . 25
3. 42

. 77
. 62
. 51

NS
. 0464
. 0107

---- ---

EP

SD

Mean

-- ----

--------- ------
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EP
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SD

[ean

p
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(Continued)

-· --· --- ---- ----- --- --------------------- --- ------ ----- -- Topic

Academic
Year

ID

SD

EP

SD

p

.. ---

--- -

- .. -.

-------

------- --

------

. 09
. 25
. 50

.54
.62
. 67

. 0001
. 0001
. 0015

Naturalistic
Research
Methodology

1978-79
1983-84
1988-89

1. 64
2 . 67
2 . 91

.so
.78
. 94

2 . 36
2 . 42
2 . 50

. 81
. 67
. 90

. 0199
NS
NS

.0002
. 0002

Needs
Assessment

1978-79
1983-84
1988-89

2.83
3 . 50
3 . 75

1.03
. 67
.45

2 . 09
2.00
2 . 00

. 30
.43
.43

. 0328
. 0001
. 0001

Nonparametric
Statistics

1978-79
1983-84
1988 - 89

2.50
2 . 73
2 . 91

1. 08
. 90
.94

2 . 55
2 . 83
2 . 92

. 82
1.03
.90

NS
NS
NS

Norm-Referenced 1978-79
Testing
1983-84
1988-89

3 . 18
3 . 17
3 . 18

.87
.83
. 87

2.82
3.00
2 . 92

.75
. 85
.79

NS
NS
NS

Peer
Relationships

1978 - 79
1983-84
1988-89

1.50
2.00
2 . 10

.53
. 74

2 . 45
2 . 50
2 . 50

. 52
. 52
.52

. 0005
NS
NS

Mean

Mean

------

. 09
. 33
. 83

. 83
.78
. 94

.27
00

. 47
.52
. 74

64
00
92

. 81
. 60
. 67

45
58
58

.52
. 51
. 51

. 0317
.0147
.0279

64
92
08

. 67
. 51
. 51

NS
NS
NS

Personality
Development

1978-79
1983-84
1988-89

1. 91
1. 92
2 . 08

. 94
. 90
1.08

2 . 55
2 . 67
2 . 67

. 52
. 49
.49

NS
. 0190
NS

)0
)0

.oo
.oo

.0001
.0001
. 0004

Photography
Production

1978 - 79
1983 -84
1988-89

2 . 85
2.69
2.67

. 90
. 95
1.07

1.00
1.08
1.17

.00
.29
. 39

.0001
. 0001
. 0005

Principles
of Learning

1978-79
1983-84
1988-89

3.75
3 . 92
3 . 91

.45
. 29
. 30

3 . 36
3 . 58
3 . 67

. 81
.67
. 65

NS
NS
NS

.so

NS

NS
.0175
. 0087
NS
NS
NS

. 77

)8

. 29

16
13
iO

. 49
. 52

. 0001
. 0001
. 0001

. 83
. 83
.83

NS
NS
NS

ProblemSolving Skills

1978 -79
1983-84
1988-89

2. 91
3 . 18
3 . 30

. 94
. 75
.67

2 . 55
2 . 92
2 . 92

. 69
.67
.67

NS
NS
NS

. 94
. 83
. 75

NS
NS

Program
Evaluation

1978-79
1983-84
1988 - 89

2 . 67
3 . 08
3 . 36

. 98
. 79
. 67

2 . 09
2 . 50
2.75

. 54
. 52
. 62

NS
. 0448
. 0337

Programmed
Instruction

1978-79
1983-84
1988-89

2.75
2 . 83
2. 55

.75
• 72

2 . 18
1.92
1.92

. 40
. 67
. 67

. 0375
. 0038
NS

'l
.7
7
l

7
5
0
5
2

. so

. 77

. 62
. 51

NS

NS
. 0464
. 0107
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Table

l

(Continued)

--- --- ----------------------------- ---- --- ------- ----.
Topic

-- -- ---

Academic
Year

ID
Mean

SD

EP

SD

p

Mean

---- ----- ------

G e•o ci-

Research
Design

1978 - 79
1983-84
1988-89

3 . 83
. 3 . 92
3 . 91

.39
. 29
.30

3 . 55
3.75
3 . 83

.69
. 45
. 39

NS
NS
NS

Roles of
Heredity/
Environment

1978-79
1983-84
1988-89

2.42
2.42
2.45

1.08
1.08
1.13

3 . 18
3 . 08
3 . 08

. 87
. 90
. 90

NS
NS
NS

Self-Concept
Determinants

1978-79
1983-84
1988-89

1. 73
1. 73
1. 70

. 65
.65
. 67

2 . 45
2.50
2 . 50

. 52
.52
. 52

. 0088
.0047
. 0052

Sequencing
Instruction

1978 - 79
1983 - 84
1988-89

3 . 42
3 . 67
3 .64

. 67
.65
. 67

1. 91
1. 92
1. 92

.30
.29
. 29

.0001
.0001
.0001

Sex Role
Development

1978-79
1983-84
1988-89

1.42
1.58
1. 73

.51
. 51
. 65

2 . 55
2 . 75
2.92

. 69
. 62
.79

.0002
. 0001
. 0008

Socio-Cultural
Factors

1978-79
1983-84
1988-89

2 .18
2 . 27
2 . 30

. 87
.90
. 82

2 .55
2 .75
2.92

. 69
.62
. 79

NS
NS
NS

Standardized
Tests

1978-79
1983 - 84
1988-89

2.92
2 . 83
3 . 00

. 90
1. 03
1.00

3 . 18
3 . 33
3.33

. 87
. 78
. 78

NS
NS
NS

Summative
Evaluation

1978-79
1983-84
1988-89

3 . 38
3.62
3 . 83

. 77

.65
.58

2 . 64
2 . 75
2 . 92

. 92
. 87
. 90

.0413
. 0093
. 0071

Systems
Concepts

1978-79
1983-84
1988 - 89

3 . 69
3 . 92
4.00

. 63
. 28
. 00

2 . 00
2 . 17
2 . 17

. 63
. 39
. 58

. 0001
.0001
. 0001

Task/Content
Analysis

1978 -79
1983 -84
1988 -89

3 . 33
3 . 92
4 . 00

. 78
. 29
. 00

1.82
2 . 08
2.33

. 60
. 51
. 78

.0001
. 0001
. 0001

Teaching
Methods

1978-79
1983 - 84
1988 - 89

2 . 83
3 . 08
3 . 25

.94
. 95
.97

2 . 00
2 . 17
2 . 42

. 77
. 83
. 79

. 0310
. 0187
. 0306

Table

---------- . .....
SD

p

-. . ..

1

(Continued)

----- ----- --- -------- ------------------------------ -----Topic

----- --

ID
Mean

SD

---------

-- ----

Academic
Year

EP

SD

p

Mean

------

. 69
.45
. 39

NS
NS
NS

Telecommunications

1978-79
1983-84
1988-89

2 . 67
3 . 08
3 . 17

.78
.49
.58

1.09
1.42
1. 75

. 30
.79
1.06

.0001
.0001
. 0005

. 87
. 90
.90

NS
NS
NS

Test Item
Writing

1978-79
1983-84
1988-89

2 . 82
3. 15
3 . 25

.87
. 80
. 75

2 . 73
2 . 75
2 . 75

. 90
. 87
. 97

NS
NS
NS

. 52
. 52
. 52

. 0088
. 0047
. 0052

Test
ReliabilityI
Validity

1978-79
1983-84
1988-89

3.18
3 .42
3 ; 64

. 87
. 67
. 50

3 . 64
3 . 67
3 . 67

.67
. 65
.65

NS
NS
NS

. 30
. 29
. 29

. 0001
. 0001
. 0001

Transparency
Production

1978-79
1983-84
1988-89

3 . 15
2.92
2.75

. 90
.86
1.06

1.36
1.33
1.42

. 92
. 89
. 90

.0001
. 0001
.0031

. 69
. 62
. 79

. 0002
. 0001
. 0008

Verbal
Learning

1978-79
1983-84
1988-89

2 . 67
2.67
2 . 73

. 98
. 98
1.01

2 . 82
2 . 92
2 . 92

. 60
. 79
. 79

NS
NS
NS

. 69
. 62
. 79

NS
NS
NS

Videotape/TV
Production

1978-79
1983-84
1988-89

2 . 92
2.92
2 . 83

. 95
. 76
.83

1.09
1.08
1.25

.30
. 29
.45

.0001
. 0001
. 0001

. 87
. 78
. 78

NS
NS
NS

Visual
Learning

1978-79
1983 - 84
1988-89

2 . 83
2 . 75
2 . 92

. 72

2 . 00
2 . 08
2 . 08

1.00
.90
. 90

. 0310
NS
. 0250

. 92
. 87
. 90

. 0413
. 0093
. 0071

. 63
. 39
. 58

. 0001
. 0001
. 0001

. 60
. 51
. 78

. 0001
. 0001
.0001

. 77

.0310
. 018 7
. 0306

. 83
. 79

.87
. 79

----- ------ ----- --------- --- ----- --- -----------------------

Table

2

Responses for Measures of Contact Between the Two Progr
for Nine Institutions With Both Chairpersons Responding

---------------------------- ----- -- ---------- ----------Contact Characteristic

EP

ID

-------------- -------------- ---------- ---- --- ---------- -Collaborative research/
publication

3 ( 33%)

2 ( 22%)

Comprehensive exam committees

5 ( 56%)

5 ( 56%)

Dissertation committees

9 (100%)

9 (100%)

Faculty committees

7 ( 78%)

7 ( 78%)

Joint faculty appointments

4 ( 44%)

2 ( 22%)

Joint program administration

2 ( 22%)

1 ( 11%)

Program located in same building 6 ( 67%)

3 ( 33%)

Team-teaching

2 ( 22%)

1 ( 11%)

Increased

3 ( 33%)

4 ( 44%)

No change

6 ( 67%)

5 ( 56%)

Decreased

0 (

0 (

Have these interactions increased
or· decreased in the past 5 years:

0%)

0%)

Anticipate an increase in the
next five years :
Yes

4 ( 50%)

5 ( 56%)

No

4 ( 50%)

4 ( 44%)

-------- ------ -------------------------- ---------------- ---
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the Two Progr
·sons Responding

--------EP

---------- ---.
2 ( 22%)
5 ( 56%)

9 (100%)
7 ( 78%)

2 ( 22%)
1 ( 11%) .

3 ( 33%)
1 ( 11%)

4 ( 44%)

5 ( 56%)
0 (

5 (
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INTRODUCTION
i~ard

Adaptive Courseware Designs
that computers wi II play an incresingly intergral
AS e i n the educ at i on a 1 and tr a i n i n g of -i n d i v i du a 1 s i n
1
rohool and non-school settings, more effective ways of
s~ilizing their potential should be inv@stigated.
~ourseware producers are beginning to transcend the
conceptual and instructional constraints imposed by the form
of most drill-and-practice and tutorial software.
Future
efforts should focus, at least in part~ on exploiting the
interactive and adaptive capabilities of computer assisted
-;n=struction rather than merely using the computer as a
presentation device for text and graphics. These
capabilities permit greater flexibility in courseware than
merely providing remedial responses to multiple choice
questions.
Several levels of interactivity between the
user and the computer are possible, as are multiple levels
~d dimensions of possible adaptation~ by the courseware to
those interactions <Jonassen, 1985). A potent i a 11 y
important adaptive, interactive courseware design diagnoses
learners" i ntel 1 ectual sK i 11 s and/or cognitive styles prior
to instruction and then adapts the instructional
presentation to capitalize . on the individual learner"s
processing strengths or to remediate the learner"s sKill
weaknesses <Carri er & Jonassen, in press). Ross <1984)
recommends ugreater emphasis •.• on pretasK assessments <eg.
of pr'ior achievement, learner backgraound, etc.) as bases
for adaptationu (p.47). Only through i ncreasingly
sophisticated adaptive sequences will the computer begin to
realize the tutorial potential of a Socratic dialogue.
~ming

:R DISPLAY
' IVE TASK

n

on
at Greensbor'o
27412-5001

Heoe ting of the
t i ens and Tecnn
. 19, 1986

Assessing Learner Differences
Many measures of individual differences have evolved from
individual, projective tests to take the form of
non-projective, paper-and-penc i 1 tests in order to imp rove
the efficiency of the test while maintaing reliability and
val i dity. For instance, the cognitive style, field
articulation has evolved from the Body Adjustment Test,
which required elaborate apparati, to the Rod and Frame
Test, with less elaborate apparati, to the individual
paper-and-pencil Embedded Figures Test, and f in ally to the
group administered Group Embedded Figures Test and Hidden
Figures Test. The next step is to embed these latter tests
int o courseware as a means for diagnosing learners "
Pr'ocessing preferences. Can we assume that these tests are
adaptable to computer display without affecting performance?
How will adaptation of these tests to computer d ispl ay
affect their validity and reliability? Will the limited
resolution of computer generated graphic presentations
affect the information pr'ocessing requirements of the t ask?
2
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If instructional adaptations a.re to be predicated
computer tests of cognitive and percep tua. 1 tasks
be certa.i n the .computer testing requires the
and intellectual processes as the paper-and-pencil

sam;

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to adapt the
Test to mi crocomputer display and to assess its al
form reliability when compared to the paper-a.nd-p,~
The Hidden Figures Test <EKstrom, French & Harmon
a popular measure of the cognitive style, field '
articulation, otherwise Known as field
dependence/independence. It measures the a.bil ity 0 ;
subject to perceive and separate information from i
surrounding contextual field. Specifically, subjec
required to locate one of five simple figures in st
complex patterns <see F i gure 1). Subjects who a.re
field independent.
They a.re skilled at separating
from their surrounding perceptual field, that i s, ~h
perception is indepedent of the perceptual field in
is embedded. Fie 1 d independent subjects a.re not on!
skilled a.t l ocating figures in pat t erns, bu t a. l so 1n
solving and other cogn i tive tasks requiring l earners
select salient cues from their surrounding contextu
as well as imposing their own structures on informat
<W i t k i n et a 1 , 1 977) • In short , they are more an a I
processors of a.11 forms of information. These pl"oc:t
differences are reflected in their social intel"a.ctt
career choices, with field independents preferring
interpersonal distances and fewer inte r personal rela
F i eld articulation has also been related to intellt
hemispherical preference, deductive l"ea.soning , and
of other constructs. Si nee it is one of the most r t
and certainly the most l"eseal"ched cognitive st y les,
reflecting the most d i stinguishab l e processing d i ffer
it it was selected to test the e f fects of microcompu
display.
In a. study virtual l y i dent i ca l to t h i s one
recently discovered after collecting the data, the
paper-and-penci 1 form of the test produced h i gher sc
though the alternate form rel i abilit y was sign i fical'l t
~=.57, ~ < .05 <Jacobs, By rd, & High, 1985 ) .
Only 32X"
variance was expla i ned, however, ind i cating a weaK
a 1 tern at i v e fo r m re 1 i ab i l i t y. De sp i t e my i n t e n t i on•
study may function a.s a rep l ication of t h e earlier st
METHOD

cc
In

wa
In
pr

we
r- E

re
WI

Instruments
The Hi dden F i gures Test, Form CFl , Re vi sed, i s f r om tht
of Factor Referenced Cognit i ve Tests <French , Ekstrom*
Price, 1976), It consists of two parts, each wi th 16
3
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f i
pr
WE

°1

• predicated
ompleX patterns in which are embedded one of five simple
tua1 tasks
·es the same' 1 gures (see Figure 1). Part one, questions 1-16, wa.s used
its paper-and-pencil form.
Pa.rt two, questions 17-32,
r-and-penc; 1
'n s converted to computer di sp 1 a.y.
It ~a.s programmed in
aplesoft BASIC for display on 12 inch, monochrome <green
~reen) monitors with Apple Ile computers. The figures and
the Hidden
satterns
were constructed in pa.ge 1 of Apple high resolution
ssess ; ts a!
praphics.
This provided a four 1 ine text window at the
Paper-a.nd-pe
~ottom
of
the
screen for giving directions . Resolution in
c h & Harmon
this
mode
is
280
horizontal pixels by 160 vertica.1 pixels.
l e, field
'
Atl of the figures a.nd patterns in the computer version were
identical in pr-oportion nearly identical in size to those in
l e ab i 1 i ty Of
nation -from 1 the paper-and-pencil version. The timi 'ng and scoring were
the same. The instructions for how to perform the task were
; ~ J 1 >', subj ec
taKen verbatim from the paper version. To those were added
· ' gu res i n se instructions in how to manipulate the screens. The primary
•c ts who are
difference between the versions was in the number of
Lt separating
patterns
visible to the subjects at any time.
In the
I , that is, t
paper-and-pencil version, the 16 figures a.re displayed on
uaJ field in
two pages, with 3 rows of patterns on ea.ch page. Four of
s are not on those rows contained 3 patterns, and the la.st 2 contained 2
' but a I so 1 patterns per row.
Because of 1 imited size of the computer
ring l ea.r-ner terminal, the three rows of figures could not be displayed
i ng contextu simultaneously. So, the five simple figures were always
5 on i nformat
displayed at the top of the screen with a. s i ngle row of
r e more anal patterns (either 2 or 3) displayed in the middle of the
These pr-oce screen <see Figure 2). The rows appeared in the same order,
a.J interacti arrangement, and proportion as they did in the
preferring
paper-and-pencil test. Subjects could flip between ea.ch of
)ersonaJ rel~ the rows simply by pressing the right or left arrow Keys at
~ t~ inteJJig the bottom of the Keyboard. The computer required 1 .2
~ on 1 ng , and
seconds to clear the screen and form the new row of figures.
· the most re The numbers of the patterns were displayed directly beneath
· ive styles
.
' ~ach pattern. The other difference between the two versions
e sstng
diHe1
was in how the subjects recorded their answers.
In the
•f mi croc omp
paper-and-pencil test, the letters A-E <corresponding to the
to this one figures in the top row ) were displayed beneath each pattern.
data., the
The subjects were instructed to circle the letter
e d higher sc corresponding to the figure which they thought was embedded
s sign i f i can' i n the pattern.
In the computer version, when subjects
) •
On J y 321.
wanted to answer, they pressed the letter A <for answer ).
i ng a weak
In the text windOl.AJ at the bot t om of the screen, they were
"" i n tent ; on 1 pr ompted: "In wh i ch pattern did you find a figure?" They
.., e ear 1 i er s! were instructed to type a number between 1-16 fol lowed by a
return. Any other response but a. number between 1-16
resulted in d remdia.1 message instructing them to respond
Wi th a number between 1-16. They were nex t prompted: "Which
figure did you find in pattern pattern number?" They were
•d, is from t
Prompted to respond with a letter A-E and a return. They
·nc h, Ekstr oni Were then given conf i rmation of their response with the
each with 16 opportunity to alter their response, "Figure_ is in
1

4
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Pattern_. Correct <Y or N>?• A •y" typed in woui
the-text window, except for the screen manipu1at 10~
All other Keys on the Keyboard, except · the numera1,
letter A-E, Y, and N were deactivated.
Participants
The participants included 58 upper-level undergra.du
graduate students in education and 1 ibrary science
sou th~as tern uni vers i ty. They were predominate 1 >' (
female. The mean score for all subjects was 4.96 1
equivalent to norms ·for this group established in 0
invest i gations. So the participants in this studen t
fairly normal with regard to the tasK measured b)' t
All subjects had some prior experience with microc
though the level of experience varied.
Procedure
One group (~=38> was administered the print version
test first, followed immediately by the computer ve·r
The other group <~=20) received the compu t er vers1o~
in order to control for orde r effect. The tests wer 1
administered in immediate success i on. The only dela
incurred were for changing rooms, ie. moving to and
computer lab, which was less than 100 feet away. F
adminstration, the experimenter read the instruct ion
the subjects completed the sample test items. An)'
were answered prior to the beginning of the test. Tht
F i gures Test is a timed test. Subjects were given 1
minutes to complete each version of the test.
RESULTS
Pearson product momment correlations were calculated
paper-and-penc i l and computer versions of the test.
was a significant relat i onship between the two vers:
.c_=.484, £,<.05 . The significance of this relationship
be tempered by the fact that the relationship accoun
only 23.4% of the variance between the scores.
In order to test for order effect, a two-way analys tl
variance was calculated for the mean scores presented
Table 1. Table 1 indicates that for the group which
received the paper version first, the mean scores on
tests were equivalent <tt-=4.71). However, for the grou'
rec e i v i n g the comp u t er v er s i on f i rs t , the i r sc OI"' es on
computer version were signif i cantly lower on the comPU
version <tl=2.S5) than on the paper vel"'s i on <t1,=5.20).
a n al y sis of variance indicated no ma ; n e f fect for ordt~
t reatmen t . The paper f i rst group performed better <t?
on the comb i ned scores than the computer first gl"'oup
<t::t=3.87S), however the d i fference was not significant•
5
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s a significant main effect for version of th~ test,
Scores for the paper version <ti=4.96) were
--~gher than the scores for the computer version <ti=3.63).
n~. interactio~ w~s . also significant, E=:S.12,Q.<.05,
.
'. dic:ating a s1gnlf1cant order effect for the computer frrst
'"ouP only. When the subjects received the print version
~~rst, they performed as well on the computer version.
H~ever, when they received the computer version first,
tht i r performance on the print version improved
iignificantly.
~as.12, Q.<.01.

DISCUSSION
There is evidence wh i ch indicates that by adapting
ptrceptual and cognitive test, such as those for field
dependence/independence, you lose both face and construct
validity. Streibel (1981), in a sel"'ies of experiments with
the Embedded Figures Test, found that by increasing the s i ze
of the embedded figures by a factor of eight, the nature of
the pel"'formance was altered. Field dependent subjects became
more field independent, and field independent subjects
became more field dependent.
In this study, serious
questions about the face validity of a compute!"' version of
the Hidden Figure Test were raised. While thel"'e was a
significant correlation in the scores on both version of the
same test,
the analysis of variance indicated that they
could not be judged alternate forms of the same test. The
pel"'formance, as a function of ol"'der of testing, val"'ied too
extensively. This is especially important when we consider
that in a computer managed instl"'uctional environment, where
the compute!"' would conduct the diagnostic testing,
the
computer version would l"'eplace the pl"'int vel"'sion. The
scores on the initial administration of the computer vel"'sion
were s i gnificantly lower than the initial administration of
the paper-and-pencil vel"'sion. This lowel"' score corrobora t es
the conclusions of Jacobs et al (1 985) that the computer
vel"'sion is probably measuring other constl"'ucts such as
compute!"' anxiety, which is a function of prior computer
exper i ence. Thel"'e was anecdotal evidence that the
per-ceptual constructs be i ng measured were a l so d i fferent. A
number of subjects, especially those in the p r- int-fil"'st
gr oup thought the computer version was easiel"', because the
diagonal 1 ines generated by the computer <2 pixels wi·de)
were easier to d i stinguish and compar~. Obviously,
add i tional pl"'actice with pel"'form in g perceptual tasks on the
c:omputel"' may well have reduced the effects of computer
testing in this study. Additionally, the use of a highel"'
resolution screen may have produced more equivalent
Perfol"'mances. This study should be replicated, adding at
least one more level of resolution as a test for that
factor. The use of computers to administer perceptual and
6
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cognitive tests is clearly in the developmental st
lot of additional worK is necessary before we can
construct and face validity between alternate <corn
print) forms of administration.
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INTRODUCTION

.

en era 11 y accepted that the exponent i a 1 growth of

tf ~puters in education and
0
' t reaction in many peop 1 e

ROCOHPUTERS,
IA
'

the worl<pl ac~ has produced an
that is referred to as
trsurphobia", ie. fear of compute:s.
According to Jay
~~, those suffering from computer phobia:
resistant to talking or thinking about computers,
host i 1 e and aggressive though ts about computers,
1
f:~r and become anxious about computers.

1'

Greensbor-o

and

tner, more widely used term for computer phobia is computer
·itY•
Computer anxiety results from fear or apprehension when
1
computers or when faced with the prospect of using
uters.
Such fears may be rational or irrational.
Many
le have perfectly normal reasons for fearing computers
bin, 1983>, such as fear of displacement, loss of control, no
to learn to use them, fear of failure, fear of breaking the
uter, and <inevitably) unclear documentation.
Such fears, he
uments, often produce the hostile reactions towar-d computers.
rational fears, those without explana.tion, are the cause of
puter-phob i a, which in turn resu 1 ts in computer anxiety.
tr and Simonson < 1984> enumera. te behaviors that are
oc1atedwith
computer anxiety, such as:
1
~oidance

:? ting Of
i ons and
19' 1985

of computers and the area in which they are
located,
txcessive caution,
ntgative r-emarKs, and
attempts to cut short the necessary use of computers.
anxiety is generally regarded as an instance of state
State anxiety is situational, that is, i t results
irtctly from some stress-producing situation during a finite
r1od of time.
Raub <1981) contends, however, that the state
~iety associated with computer phobia will more l iKely result
Pe op 1 e w i t h h i g h er tr a i t an x i e t y •
Tr a i t an x i e t y i s a mo r e
~ring and permanent characteristic tendency to be anxious.
puter anxiety tends to be gender specific, with many more
en fearful of computer-s because socialization makes them less
•cept i ve to computers <W i nl< 1 e & Mat thews, 1982).
Computer
qurty is an important issue which should stimulate affirmative
•ct1on effor-ts <Ba.Kon, et al, 1983).
liiJe computer anxiety is a oenerally accepted phenomenon, its
•x i stence is of-.en based on .;necdotal data.
We have no empirical
:~f of its existence, which raises the possibility that i t may
So rnore constructed than real, based upon our expectat i ens.
•nc ~ ologically speaking, there is good reason to expect computer
Xiety,
As we have all sat down to learn a new software
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package, we have felt the ~angs of anxiety. Yet, th•rt
suppor~ for the pervasive effects that are often docum
the 1 iterature. The purpose of this study was to empr,
document whether increased levels of state a~xiety art~
associated with the use of microcomputers, thereby Prod
anxiety-related behaviors enumerated by Maurer and Stm .
<1984).
While they used the same instrument as this st
results were used to validate a Computer Anxiety Invent~
than to establish the existence of computer anxiety. ln
add i tion, they administered the anxiety measure in its
form.
In order to assess whether state ·anxiety
using microcomputers, the state anxiety measure
administered by the computer.
METHOD
Participants
116 undergraduate and graduate education and 1 ibrary sci
majors with an age range of 20 to 55, enrol led at a sou~
un i versity.
Instr-uments
State-Trait Anxiety Inventory, Form Y <Spielberger, 1983>
inventory which assesses level .s 6f anxiet y states, such
tension, apprehension, wor-ry, etc.
Based upon the persol\l
theory outlined by Spielberger <1972>, the test is div i d:t
two parts. Part 1 assess state anxiety, a transitory, m
state of anxiety. These personality states can become m
stable over time. Trait anxiety, as measured by the STAI
to a stable individual difference of anxiety proneness wh
result in elevated state anxiety in situations perceived
person as threatening. The trait portion was adminstered
participants in ·its print form.
Half the participants a. l
received the print form of the state portion of the test.
state portion was converted to an auto-boot program fort~
I l e which presented each question indiv i dually with the li
scale presented beneath each question <see Figure 1 ) . Aft
answering, subjects were asked to confirm their respon ses.
enabled them to change their responses because of a chan9
mind, Keyboarding error, etc. After the 20th question, a.n
additional question was presented which asked the partic l,
classify the level of their computer expe reince <from uNe
one" to uuse one al 1 the time•. The computer then wrote t
participants~ answers off to disc.
A program was written
score the state tests and print out the results.
Procedure
The control group <58 students) received both portions oft
t es t i n a n or ma 1 c 1 ass r o om e n v i r on me n t. Th e e x p er i me n ta 1 ~
<58 students) received the trait portion in class and then
preceded to the computer 1 ab for an introductory 1 esson 1n
computer assisted instruction during which they completed tfif
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RESULTS
re to Com u ter
ins for the two groups (~58 eac:h>, one completing the
_,anxietY portion onl ine and the other completing i t in print
att were compared statistically. No significant difference
Jtn the groups were found, 1<114)=1.34, .Q.>.05.
The state
·;tY scores of the computer group <t1=48. 24> were subs tan ti a 11 y
1
r than . the print group <t1=36 .12>, but within group variance
:
high for the computer group that no stat i stical difference
0
urrtd· Th: trait anxiety scores <t1=36. 59 and t1=36. 79) were
tuillY equivalent, 1<114>=-0.13.

1 of Com u ter Ex er i ence
th• end of the computer--administer-d state anxiety inventory,
1 i br-ary scr
e d at a south

tscipants were asKed to classify on a five-element semantic:
ferential their level of experience with microcomputers.
td upon their- dee 1 a.red 1eve1 s of exp er- i ence, they wer-e br-oKen
tofrve groups of unequal size with the most indicating a
rate level of experience and only three indicating a high
vel of exper-ience.
An analysis of variance of the state
11 ty scores of these five gr.cups indicated no significant
Jffrrence, E<4>=0.83, .Q_).05.

ber-ger, 1983)
states, such
on the person
e s t i s d i v i dP
>x Differences
r ansi tory, m
y srx members of the experimental group were males. Their
c an become mo
~I of state anxiety, predictably lower from the 1 i terature,
d by th'e STAI,
rt in fact slightly lower <t1=46.12) than the females <m=48.36).
proneness wh l
t difference however was not significant, 1<56)=-0.36,.Q.>.05.
n s perceived
difference i n trait anxiety scores either.
s adm ins tered
~ t i c: i pan ts al
of the test.
DISCUSSION
:> rogram for the
I Y w i th the I i
i gur-e 1). Aft Thi s study provides some statisticall y inconclusive evidence of
:rea.sed anxiety states when exposed to microcomputers.
For
? i r responses.
ny educa tor s, they are st i 11 novel enough to produce some
; e of a changt
An increase in state axiety should be mitigated by
1 quest i on, a11 anx i et y .
increased
exposure to microcomputers.
Microcomputers do not
'J the part1c 1p
Proouc:e
i
rra.
ti
ona
1
fear
among
educ
a
tors,
as evidenced by this
Ic e
( fr om a Nev
stuoy,
The
setting
<moving
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the
classroom
to a computer Jab)
• then wrote t
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Th e
1 was written
;tongest
predictor
of
state
anxiety
was
still
trait
anxiety,
ts.
J 2>=12.10, .Q.<.05, although i t accounted for less than 10% of the
;~ri ance. The treatment factor added no significant a.mount to
./'
t. . I t a p p e a r s th a t th e s e re s u 1 t s , 1 i k e mos ~ p ~ o du c e d by
1 portions of
d~cat1ona1
research, are greatly affected b y 1nd1vidual
expe rimental
vlHerences,
as i ndicated by the high lev el of within-group
1 ass and then
lr'rance.
o ry 1 esson in
ey comp J e ted I
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The computer equity issue was not supported by this stu
although the inequity in group size makes the analysis
For this group of professional and pre-professional st~
anxiety toward computers should not be as great as amon~
students . Most of the large sex differences seem to 0 ~~
junior high and high school.
The solution for computerphobia or computer anxiety is c
1 iteracy <Lawton & Gerschner, 1982>. Computer tension .
be reduced by using a comparative organizer to relate c
us·i ng dee is ions to the more fam i 1 ar process of se 1 ec: ting
using a classroom film <Rottier, 1982>. This metaphoriqt
approach is the basis for developing elaborate Htraining
systems" described in the human factors 1 iterature.
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Figure 1
Sample Run of Computer Version, SAI
i.
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FEEL CH:i...l"i • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

-----------------------------------ENTER THE NUMB~~ THAT DESCRIBES HOW
YOU FEEL ~BOUT THE STATEMENT ABOVE
AT Tr-ES

IYiOMENT.
i\jQT AT A!..L.

a •••••••

1.

SOMEWHAT •••..•..•. •• 2

MODERATELY so . .... . 3
VERY MUCH so.... ... 4

- - - - -

New screen

ARE YOU SURE THAT YOU MEAN 1?
CY ORN>?

- - - - --New screen

2. I FEEL SECURE ....•.......•.....
ENTER THE NUMBER THAT DESCRIBES HOW
YOU FEEL ABOUT THE S TATEMENT ABOVE
AT THIS MOMENT.
NOT AT ALL •.••..•. . i
SOMEWHAT •••• • •• • •• • 2

MODERATELY so ... ... 3
VERY

SO . . . . . . . 4

MUC~

- - - - - - -New screen
~~:

YOU SURE THAT YOU MEAN 3?
<y

Q~

N>?

- - - - - - - New screen
..,;.• :

A::i T:::N SE • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

ENTER THE NUMBER THAT DESCRIBES HOW
YOU FEEL ABOUT THE STATE ~ E NT ABOVE
;-; ;

Tt-1: S MOlYiENT.

NOT AT

,., ;

;

:"""::...::....

.........

SO!'riEWHqT • •• • •••••••

...
~

Z~

so ..... . 3
VERY MUCH so ....... 4
MODERATE~Y
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ABSTRACT
studY -compared the efficiency <time) and accuracy of 1 ist
f 1 ow chart representations of the _task of using indexes
~search for document numbers in the U.S . Documents Monthly
!~tAJQg• Participants independently used the algorithms and
~med in a real world setting.
Both groups performed at a
~accuracy level. Both groups required virtually identica l
rmes to locate document numbers using each of the four indexes
1
the ca ta 1 og, though the range of ti me and resu 1 tan t
ofriances were high.
I t appears that the form -of representing
~~r ithms has no effect on the algorithmic process during a
,,.arch task.
.

fll~:us

en tat ions
:h Task

Greensboro

tute

sion
the
i ons and Tech

INTRODUCTION
Algor ithms are often .u sed in education to depict general
procedures which describe a class of problems.
Algol"ithmic
procedures nol"mally are distinguished from lineal" pl"ocedures,
wnich are l"epresented as sequential 1 ists of discrete
~erations.
Algorithms, on the other hand, represent decision
rule procedures in which a set of rules is systematically
tmployed to make decisions and take appropl"iate actions.
Algorithms are designed so that they always produce the correct
result, given any of a class of decision rule problems.
They
ma>' serve as instructional media OI" as job performance a i ds,
~ich indirectly instruct users.
Numerous studies have
verified the effectiveness and efficiency of algorithms as
in struct ional media <Landa, 1974; Scandura et al, 1971; Schmid
e-t a 1 , 1976) •
Wh i le many people associate instructional algorithms with flow
charts, Merrill <1980) illustrated four different
representations for algorithms -- decis i on tl"ee, decision
table, flow chal"t and list !"ep!"esentat i ons.
In this study we
compared the efficiency and accuracy of two of the more popular
representations, flow chart and 1 ist representations, for
facilitating a search task.
Vel"y l i t t l e research was availble
to assist us in generating hypotheses.
Coscarel l i <1978)
reported that the form of representat i on <l i st vs. flow chart
vs. prose) did not affect critical thinking abilit y or course
grades, however, using flow chart algor i thm~, s t udents reduced
their completion times.
Coscarel 1 i < 1978) believed that
different representations for algorithms possessed different
media codes, which should affect the recod i ng of i nformation
rnto mental operations.
Recoding differences should result i n
Pel'formance differences.
In a study employ i ng 1 i mited
information processing tasks, flow charts were found to produce
faster decision making than lists, with an equiva l ent level of
accuracy <Holland & Rose, 1981) .
Evidence seems to i ndicate
that flowchart representations of algor i thms enables users to
learn more efficiently.
The quest i ons that we addressed was,
Would these resu 1 ts genera 1 i ze to a mean i ngfu 1 st? arch ta.sK
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performed wi tout assistance in a real-world

setti~§

METHOD
Par-ticipants
55 undergraduates and 5 adults at ·the Virginia
Institute <26 male, 4 female).
Materials
Two sets (flow chart and 1 ist) of six
and field tested. Each set of algorithms depicted t
decision-rule procedure for using each of the index•
author, title, and Keyword) and locating document.n
the Monthly Catalog, the primary accession tool to u
Government Documents in depository 1 ibraries. The;.
algorithm i~ each set presented decisions which le~
appropriate algorithm and index. Each of the next
algorithms in each set directed the users through e~
indexes <see Figures 1 and 2 for examples of both t~
algorithms for one index>. The final algorithm showt
find the document number in the catalog. The algori
consisted of an average of 3 decision steps and 5 act
The flow chart versi ons used four common flow chartiRQ
<rectangle, diamond, oval, and circle) to represent iC
decis ion, terminal, and connector steps respectivelx .
:.teps for the 1 i st representat i ens used the same dirt(
presented in a numbered list sequence, with decision
referencing different step number-s. Both sets of al
were presented on six 8 1/2" X 11u pages.
Procedure
Content validity was establ ished by submitting the ma
for review by. the head documents 1 ibrarian and a libr
s:ience professor. Then, each set of algorithms wasp
tested with naive users. No changes were found necess
participants in the study were unfamiliar with eithel"'t
Mon th 1 y Ca ta 1 og or the use of a 1 gor i thms. They were r
ass igned to treatment gr-cup < 1 i st and fl ow chart). E
f i r s t g i v e n an i n s tr u c t i on sh e e t an d p r a c t i c e f? x e r c 1 st
to use their rl?spective t>·pe of algorithm. Next, all
participants were presented individually with the s~t
algorithms and a set of four problems, each requiring
of a different index in order to locate a citation and
document r1umber. That is, the search required each ui
one a lg orithm to determine the needed index, a second
index - specific algorithm to find the citation, and a~
locate the SUDOC number. Only the Month ly C•talogs f •
years 1980-1983 vJere u:.ed for searching, i r1 order to I
s c ope of the t ask. The order of the problems was r a.ridOI
Each participant was individually timed ass/he worked
the algorithms in order to locate the document number t

3
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Fol lowing
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ocabularY Test from the Kit of Factor Re·ferenced Cognitive
rstsas a global measure of verbal ability.
Virginia Milq
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uerbal ability
Th'ere was no difference between groups on the first part of the
Extended Range Vo·cabulary test <M<l ist>=12.47 and M<flow
hart>=12.93).
We concluded that both g r oups were equivalent
~n their reading abi 1 i ty.
bfcurac~

BOth groups completed the questions with 91 .7'/. accuracy .
The
~Jow chart group <n=9) had a significantly greater number of
rtquests for ass i stance than did the 1 ist representation group
(n=2>,X 2 <D=5.67, Q<.02. These requests related to the
p;=-ocedure for locating the indexes or which index to locate.
Time

OniY

mi nute differences in the times required by participants
to locate documents l"esulted <see Tab l e 1).
The list group
<!:1=5.24) completed their problems on ly slightly faster than the
~low chart group <t:1=5.28).
The range of times was very high,
producing a large amount of variance i n the data.
The ana lysis
~variance indicated a significant ma i n effect.
Post hoc
analysis indicated the the title problem required sign i f ic ant ly
hss time <t:1=4.39) than the other questions <t:1=5.42 ) .
The
question b>' treatment interaction was not significant
indicating no differ-nt i al effects of treatmer1t.

~ r i an

CONCLUSIONS

Tht

use of algor i thms t o introduce search procedures is
tffective insofar as most of the naive users were able to
l~ate the information they sought ind ependentl y .
Also , the
•xoer1ence was positivel>' received by all participants.
Most
Of them reported posi ti ve attitudes toward the use of
~;orithms,
Since the effectiveness of algorithms relative to
lit Pl"ocedures has a 1 ready been establish ed, th i s study was
c~n c er n e d w i t h a 1 t e r n a t i v e me t h o d s f or re p r e s e n t i n g th e same
loorrthmic process.
However, th e form of reoresentat i on
~~Dea.rs to have 1 ittle effect on the efficie ncy of t he sea rch.
lt' accur~cy of the search does not seem to be affected either,
Ht east in terms of the proportion of citaUons located • .
ol'_land and Rose (1981) recommended practice w i th a l oor i thms
P •or- t
- c h ar t )
ll'
o P e r f or man c e be c au s e t h e >' < b o t h 1 i s t an d ·f 1 ow
th' generall y unfamiliar forms of ins truction .
Thl?Y found that
flo~ chart, after· practice, elicits th e best performar1ce.
Qr- e~ter number of reques t s for assistance in th i s study by

1

ih:
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the flow chart_ u~ers was . probably a~tributable tot
of that form of 1nstruct1on. So, with practice, th:
of the flow chart group in this study might have 1
Practice with any procedure is important. However
deemed 1 ikely that in an engineering-oriehted, pr~~
ma.le school <such as the one in which the study wai
that some of the participan ts were familiar with fl
The intent of this study was to investigate the use
algorithms for providing in depe n dent access to mate h
order to supp 1 ant the need for per-sonne 1 to assist 1
process. While either for-m may be used with equiva J
eff i cie~cy and resultant accur-acy, the additional rt
assistance, if found to be a consistent trend among
users, would suggest the prefer-red use of 1 ist algop i
However-, the efficiency and resultant accuracy of th•
d i fferent forms of algorithms in this study suggest
the technology of algorithmization that makes the p~
difference - not the for-m of its repr-esentation. Tht
codes are structural and therefore implicit in the al
p r ocess and not specific to its form of representati
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Figure 2
List Representation of Algorithm

1)

Start here with the AUTHOR of a government document.

2)

Find the CUMULATIVE AUTHOR INDEX to the Monthly Cataloa.
indexes, along with the Monthly Catalog, are located on In

3)

Select the AUTHOR INDEX volume for the year your document
published. If you do not know the year, use your best gues

4)

Is your AUTHOR one or more persons?
go to Step 6.

5)

Select one of your AUTHORS and look up the last name,
the first name or initials. Go to Step 7.

6)

Your AUTHOR must be a corporate or government agency.
first major word in the corporate agency . Do

7)

Did you find your AUTHOR? If no, you may have the wrong ye
back to Step 3 and select the year earlier or the year ·1ate:.
If yes, go to Step 8.

8)

There I:laY be more than one title attributed to your AUTHOR.
the one you want. Find the ENTRY NUMBER following the title.

9)

The ENTRY NlJ}IBER looks like this: 63-16997. The :irst
(83) indicate the year and volu::e nm:.ber of the Mo~thly
Write down your ENTRY

If yes, go to Step 5.

NU~fBER.

10) Find the volume of the Monthlv Catalog for the year indicat~
your ENTRY 1-l'"ill'IBER.
ENTP.IES a.re listed in numerical order·
numbers contained in a volume are indicated on the spine.
11) Did you find your ENTRY?
I f no, you i::ay have the
Look at the inclusive numbers listed on the spine to
fit . Go back to Step 10. If yes, go to Page 6.

7
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to publication .date.
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:he year ·1ater.

your AUTHOR. S
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Flow Chart Representation of Aloorithm
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A research project as large as the 1983-84 Maryland

f!V Utilization Study is not possib:le without the help of a

;y

~cated research team.
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tODber of people who gave most unselfishly of their 'time,
caltnts and energy. The project's assistant director. Ms.
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COl!Pl~ted a host of other essential activities . . She deserves
;reat deal of credit for the suc=essful completion of the
1
ject. Ms. Barbara Haase worked upon mailings, tabulation
~key punching data. Her dedication and e=ficiency deserve
c!le highest praise; we all agree t~at the study could not have
•en done without her. Dr. Robert B. Wall served as project
'40nsultant for sampling procedures and data analysis. His serdc<es were constant and essentiai to the project. r:e worked
drelessly and in the highest professional manner.

Towson State University students who worked upon data
tabulation. mailings and the lil:e include: Ms. Wendy S. Koch,
~. L. Terese Heroux, and Ms. Pamela Smith.
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~e support and'help provided by Dr, Martha Ca.IIlillarata of the
mst:-uctional Television Division of t~e Maryland State Department of Education. Additional support was supplied by Ms.
!er:ha Cornick and Ms. Linda Baker of t:ie Office of Management
md Information Systems, Maryland State Department of Education.
Special thanks go to the Depar-::ment of Acade~ic Computing, Towson State Unive:?:"sity;. and Dr. Ron .Blum. Special · computing services were provided by Ms. Cheryl Frederick and Mr.
Sean Devoy. I thank them for their patience and support.
Additional thanks are due to membe=-s of Towson State
Mr . John Suter,
Ofnce of Institutional Dev'elopment; Ms. Bernadine Kreider,
Of~ice of Sponsored Research; Ms. Carole Gore and Ms. Robyn
hich, Budget Office - Grants and Scholarships.
Cn~~ersity' s administrative staff· including :
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Finally, and most important, were the teachers, prin-

cipals, school library media specialists and syste!!ls I!V

Coordinators who took the time and effort to complete the survfY questionnaires. It was their professionalism and spirit
0
cooperation which made this research possible .

T

I NT R0 DUCT I 0 N
BACKGROUND
In November of 1983, the Maryland State Depart
of Education (MSDE), Division of !~structional Televisi
requested that we undertake a study to determine the pr
usage of instructional television within the public sch
of Maryland. One such study had been conducted by Johns
and Keller in 1981. Essentially, the proposed study wo
replicate and update the Johnson and Keller study. We
very pleased to conduct this study since, to a large ext
the objectives of the study coincided with our own inte
in the utilization of television in Maryland public sch
In January of 1984, we prepared a proposal for the stud
which was subsequently approved by Maryland Instruction
Television (MITV) and by the Council for Statewide Pla
of Educational Information Systems (CSPEIS) . The study
conducted during the spring of 1984. It was essentially
sample survey, utilizing mailed ·questionnaires . Data
collection was completed for the project by 1 late May in
for all Maryland school syste~ except one .
Final data
collection was completed by November 1984.
PURPOSE'
The study' s purpose was to determine· the present
of ITV in the public schools of Maryland. As with the J
and Keller study, data-was collected relevant to four q

1

1.

To what extent is ITV available in the
Maryland public schools?

2.

To what extent are teachers, principals,
library media specialists and system ITV
coordinators committed to the area of ITV?

3.

To what extent is ITV actually used in Ma
public schools?

4.

In general, what attitudes toward ITV are
by teachers, principals, library media spe
and system ITV coordinators?

One county (Montgomery) requested that data co llecti
principals and teachers be delaye-d until Sentember 1984.
collection f=om these individuals was completed by late
Novemb e~ 19 84 .

2

JtI)TED STUDIES

A comprehensive national study regarding the utilizat e Departllle
·~ Telev isio
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of television in the public schools was sponsored by the
ciotloration for Public Broadcasting· (CPB) and the National
Co~er for Educational Statistics (NCES) in the 1976-1977
~ ol year. The study was directed by Peter Dirr and Ron
~~ne. The Dirr and Pedone study was representative of
tfooo school systems and 2 , 275,000 classrooms . The results
tncficated that instructional television was used by one out
of every three teachers and that approximately fifteen milliOP students received a regular portion of their instruction
riJ television . While the results of this study were highly
ignificant in terms of nat i onal usage, it provided limited
: tnefits to assist in planning at the state level .
In order to provide more data specific to the utili1&tion of instructional television within Maryland, the
l(aryland State Department of Education, Division of Instructional Television , sponsored a statewide sur vey in 1981. The
first Maryland ITV study was directed by Kerry Johnson and
Paul Keller and was modeled after the Dirr and Pedone study.
Like the national study, the ·Johnson and Keller study collected survey data relevant to availability, commitment,
~tual use, and attitudes toward ITV.
The Maryland study
utilized data collection questionnaires which were modifications of the instruments used in the national study. Johnson
and Keller found that utilization of ITV in Maryland closely
followed national trends . For example , they found that ITV
ws widely available in Maryland and that 42 . 4% of teachers
used ITV in 1981 . Other findings indicated that ITV had
become an accepted feature of instruction in Maryland public
s-chools .
METHOD

The present study replicated the Johnson and Keller
in order to assess the current status of ITV utilization in the public schools of Maryland and to compare current
usage with that of the 1980- 81 school year . In order to obtain
results which would be comparable with the 1981 study, it was
decided to design questionnaires which would closely follo.JrV
those of the 1981 study. Design of the instruments followed
three principles .
(1) they must closely match those used in
t(~e 1981 study in order to obtain useful comparable results;
) they should include items to collect data relevant to
current needs of 11SDE ; (3) they should be streamlined to ensure
ease and accuracy of response . With those in mind , we first
~etermined what additional information was needed by MSDE and
Yourselves and then designed items to co l lect such data .
l ~dy

Lrd ITV are he
7 media sped

lata co l lection
:ember 1984.
:ed b y late

.

l 8 :~

Second, we reworked the in~truments_to ensure ~ ease of ra
and to week out ambiguous item . Efiort was directed to~
decreasing the time required to respond and toward impro
accuracy of response . Since the 1981 study had not obta
usable data from school superintendents, it was decided
the instrument which had been used in 1981 should be retl
s i gned and sent to s y stem ITV coordinators . It was felt
the system coordinators would more ·likely be the ones wi
needed information and that they would be willing to par
in the study . The subsequent return rate among ITV coor
(96%) proved these assumptions to be true .
Separate questionnaires were designed for teac
library media specialists, principals, and ITV coordinato
The questionnaires were organized around t he four major s
questions : availability of ITV , commitment to ITV, actua
of ITV, and attitudes toward ITV . The prototype questio
underwent informal f i eld testing to iden tify problem items
ease of response . After the initial f i e ld testing, it was
decided to use professional ly printed and color - coded ques
naires that would be attractive and easy to complet e . The
design of the questionnaires was greatl y helped by the fa
tnat the instruments used in the Johnson and Keller study
suitable to be updated and refined.
SAMPLE
The population of this study included all public
schools iri Maryland . We were interested in obtaining res
which would ensure representation of all systems and propo
tional representation of elementary, middle, and high schoo
Consequently, we employed a variation of stratified random
sampling which yi elded a sample of 209 Maryl and public sc
In each school s e lected , instruments were to be· comp l eted b
t he principal, t he l i brary media specialist , and f i ve clas
teachers, the latter randomly selected by the pri ncipal .
addition, t he ITV coordinator for each public school s y s t~
received an instrument. The final sample se l ected was com•
prised of 24 ITV coordinators , 209 library media specialist
and 1,045 teachers .
·
ADMINISTRATION
In February of 1984 , a letter was sent to each of
superintendents in the stat e explaining the purpose of the
study and requesting their cooperation . The c oll ection of
began with t he mailing of letters to each school principal •
April 13 , 1984 . The principals' letter s explained the purpos
of the study and detailed procedures which were to be fol l 0
when the questionnai res were mailed . Que stionni are packeCS
letters to the 209 principals were mailed du ring May 2-9 : 1
Eac h packet sent to the principals cont a i ned a prin c ip al s
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In order to increase the· response rate of the study,.
follow-up letter was sent June 5-7, 1984, tp all schools
~ ch had not responded.
A sample of the follow-up letter is
j1l luded in Appendix I .
Telephone follow-ups of those remaining,
~lu~ing ITV coordinators, were conducted from June 6 to 20,
1984.
Data for this study consists of responses of a sample
of 618 classroom teachers, 149 library media specialists, 166
iehool pri'~cipa~s and 23 system ITV coordinators to their respec tive questionnaires .
The results of the questionnaire mailings and collection were :
Questionnaires
Sent

Questionnaires
Returned

Questionnaires
Returned (%)

24

23

95.8

Principals

209

166

79 . 4

Library Media
Specialists

209

149

71. 3

Classroom
Teachers

1045

618

59 . 1

Total

1487

956

64 . 3

Sjtstem ITV
Coordinators

Analysis of the data consisted of categorization of
responses by elementary, middle and high school levels. Percentages reponding in each question category by level were calculated for each survey item.

2The schedule for Montgomery County principals and
t7achers was : questionnaire packet mailed - September 10 ;
first follow-up - September 18; telep hone f ol l ow- up - Nov ember
5.
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RESULTS
The purpose of the study was to determine t
us.age of ITV in Maryland public schools. Data were c
relevant to four major indices of utilization: avail.a
o.f ITV, commitment to ITV, use of ITV, and attitudes
Data were collected from four ca.t egories of school per
teachers, principals , school library media specialists
system ITV coordinators.
AVAILABILITY OF ITV
The following results were obtained relevant
availability of ITV in Maryland public schools:
89 . 0 percent of teachers, 98.8 percent of sc
library media specialists, 93 . 6 percent of principals
percent of system ITV coordinators reported that ITV p
ing was available in their schools . ITV was most frequ
available via on-air direc t broadcast . Next in freque
casse:te-videotape , cable TV, and clos ed circuit TV.
5 percent of schools reported having or using videodisc
Closely related to the availability of ITV is
ability of television sets for classroom use . 83.7 per
teachers reported that it was "easy" or "pretty easy" t
access to a TV set . Sets were reported to be in good r
"always" or "most of the time" by 87 . 8 percent of teac
percent of school library media specialists and 91.9 pe
principals. The quality of television reception was r
be "good" or "fair" by 91 . l percent of teachers, and by
percent of principals .
Scheduling of ITV programs was reported to be
serious difficulty in using ITV . When asked about the d
of difficulty in obtaining a video recording (to overco?:le
scheduling problem), teachers responded as shown:

Of
, teach

VIDEO RECORDING DIFFICULTIES
Easy
Pretty Easy
Sometimes Can't
Not Easy
Never Tried
No Facilities

19 . 0

24 . 6
9. 9
8.0
26 . 0
11. 9

When asked about the specific difficulties
ITV , the group surveyed reported as shown :

S•

rading ;
tens . 1
t three
rs. Th
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DIFFICULTIES IN USING ITV

39.9
14.8
9. 5
8.7
6. 9
3.9
3. 3
2.8

Program Scheduling
Set Availability
Advance Program Notice
Set Quality
Enough Planning Time ..
Set Maintenance
Set in Class
Schedule/Guide Availability
Program Quality
Availability of Assistance
Others

2. 2

1 .1

6.9

The following results were obtained which were releto the question of t~e 7xtent to which teachers, .principals,
l library media specialists and system ITV coordinators
committed to the use of ITV.
One indication of commitment used in the questionnaire
of ITV is t
83. 7 perc
Y easy" to

was whether or not schools had designated someone as the ITV
inator . We found that principals and.teachers disagre7d .
hat on this question. When we asked if there was a building
on responsible for ITV, the following results were obtained:

in good rep
of teachert
.d 91 . 9 pere
on was rep
s, and by 9!

BUILDING ITV COORDINATOR AVAILABLE
Full Time
Part' Time
Informal
None

Teache-=s

Principals

20 . 4

31.4

20.6

12.8
26 . 5

24.S

20.8

40.4

Of those schools which reported having an ITV coordin• teachers reported that the following services were provided :

wn:

s

ITV COORDINATOR SERVICES
Distributes Guides/Schedules
Works with Students
Provides Training/Consultation
Provides Newsletter
Calls Attention to Program
Provides Equipme~t Assistance

ul ties in using
~ ~

.

Teachers
2.6
16 . l
19 . 4
25 . 8
38 . 7
74 . 2

Systems ITV coordinators were asked to report upon t he

~~ding or expansion of ITV facilities in their respect i ve

~stem~. Coordinators were asked what had been done during t:ie
ltar tree years, as well as what was planned for t~e next t~ree
s. The following data were repor:ed:
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ITV FACILITIES UPGRADING
Done in
Past 3 Years
Increased the number of TV sets
Added Video Equipment
Expanded Videotape Libraries
Added Master Antenna
Added Production Equipment
Added Videodisc Equipment

46 . 6
73 . 9
.. 73 . 9
39.1

47 . 8
0. 0

The study asked teachers to respond to several it
order to determine how and to what extent ITV was used . T
reported that they frequently view ITV as a whole class (74
percent), but that it is also very common (7 7. 9 percent) to
ITV with another class .
When asked how much time they spend watching ITV ,
percent of all teachers reported watching at least 1/4 hour
ITV each week . 58 . 9 percent of elementary, 41.3 percent 0f
and 43.4 percent of high school teachers reported watching
least 1/4 hours per week. Most teachers (87.6%) felt the
appropriate time for viewing ITV was between 1/ 2 hour and f
hours per week. When teachers were asked about student ou
which they would attribute to ITV , the following results we
obtained:
TEACHERS' REPORT OF OBSERVED ITV OUTCOMES
Expanded Knowledge
Expanded Vocabulary
St udents Follow- Up Ideas
More Enthusiastic About School
Use Library More
Watch More ITV at Home
Calming Effect
Others

48 . 3
37 . 7
45 . 3
23 . 2
17 . 1
27.1
46 . 6
3.9

When asked to which types of students ITV was most
ful, teachers reported that ITV was most useful to all stud
(79.0 percent) rather than for special abilities students.
ATTITUDES TOWARD ITV
Teachers, principals and school library media spec~al·
ists were asked how they percieved the gen eral attitudes ? ed
other groups toward ITV. The following results were obtain

land pub
IV&ilabi

library
clear tr
•chools.
teachen
class roe

continuE
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TEACHERS

Media Specialists

Favor
68 . 1
67.1

48.5

40 . 6

. 39 . 6
31. 2
24 . 0

Neutral
31. 7
32.1
50 . 3
57.3

59 . 7
67 . 9

70 . 2

Against
0. 2
0. 8
1. 2

2.1
0 .7

0. 9
5.8

SCHOOL LIBRARY MEDIA SPECIALISTS
Favor
68 . 1
66 . 9

several it
as used . Tei
l e class (74.g
percent) to

61. 9

52 . 2
46 . 4
43 . 0

25?9

t ching ITV, S
1st 1/ 4 hour
3 percent of
~ d watching at
l felt the m
l hour and f
student outc
~ results were

Against:
0. 2
0. 7
3. 0
1.0
0. 0
0. 0
0. 0

Neutral
23. 9
36 . 2
46.8
37 . 5

Against:
0. 0
0. 0
0. 0
0. 0
0. 8
0. 0

PRINCIPALS
Specialists

Favor
76.0
63 . 8

53.2

62.43 . 4
39. 8
37 . 0

r'COMES
48 . 3
37 . 7
45 . 3

Neutral
31. 7
32 . 4
35 . 1
46 . 8
53 . 6
57 . 0
74 . 1

55 . 8

60 . 2
60 . 7

2. 2

The three groups generally v i ew the groups listed as
being positive or neutral toward the use of ITV.

23 . 2
17 . 1
27 . 1

46.6
3. 9

~s

students.

· media special·
a ttitudes of
were obtained.

Based upon the results of this study, the following conclusions were made:

l

1. ITV continues to be widely available in all Marypublic schools . While some differences in perception of
'!•ilability occurred between principals, teachers, school
h brary media specialists and systems· ITV coordinators, it is
1 that programing is available to more than 90 percent of all
Cear
~chools. In addition, television sets aJ::e available and most
ciachers feel that it is relatively easy to obtain a set for
assroom use .
an~

co .
2 . The most serious problem related to availability
nt1nues to be scheduling . Some hope to improving this condi-

·, -.t88

~ion lies in the increase in the availability of Video
ing equipment in individual schools .

3. There is a commitment to ITV as indicated b
increase in ITV equipment and facilities during the Past
years as well as plans for increases during the next thre
years.
4. The perception of attitudes toward ITV is ge
positive . Teachers, principals, and school library media
specialists perceive that significant groups within the
tional environment are either neutral or positive toward
use of ITV .
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IO STATIONS
SI TIES
Abstract

86
~s

FM radio in higher education has been .an under appreciated resource for
.-atic development by sponsoring institutions~ Radio, in general, has
~~~
pr f red from the introduction of newer technologies. The current status of
tJ eJlllJlercial radio has been overlooked by most media researchers . This
::; examines variables surrounding noncommercial radio stations affiliated
~colleges and universities as they are in the early 1980's.

l ia
1ia

ia
.~

-i-
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DESCRIPTIVE STUDY OF NONCOMMERCIAL FM RADIO STATioq
AFFILIATED WITH COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES ,

Sta
tee

Overview - Perspective

St a

FM radio in higher education has long been the forgotten r
programmatic development by sponsoring institutions. Radio has
the introduction of alternative technologies and the waivering of
support. The current status of these radio stations has been ov
most media researchers, creating a substantial void in the avail
descriptive and comparative literature.

Sta
St~

It is hard to believe, but radio was originally noncommerc
educational. The first radio station is generally accepted as
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, which started regular broadcasts in 19
colleges and universities, especially in the midwest, rushed to
radio bandwagon in the early days, and have continued to do so in
World War II era.

0

The complexities involved with noncommercial radio operation
noted in the literature. Among the~e problems associated with ed
radio at colleges and universities commonly cited in past studies
lack of adequate budgets and personnel (Aarnes, 1949; Halverson, 1
Rashidpour, 1965; Note 1).
Any group of organization that has expanded as rapidly as has
and university radio cannot have done so without some growing paia1
many such phenomena, the history of college and university radio r
multitude of developments, relationships, and interdependencies . l
filled with many successes as well as failures. College and univet
has never been stagnant, yet its path has rarely been smooth. It it
therefore necessary and helpful to conduct periodic re-examinatio~
organization. This project presents various aspects of, and obseA
the operation of college and university radio broadcast facilities.
The Study
The study the investigators wish to report, serves to establisll
framework for current and future documentation of FM radio affiliat~
institutions of higher education. The study examines the current
college- and university-affiliated noncommercial FM radio stations.
research presents data in that describes the organizational attributet
college- and university-affiliated stations as i t appli es to the fo
areas:
1.

Basic description of institutions housing noncommercial radio
stations

2.

Operating budgets
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l.

T
a
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Stations organization and personnel, profes$ional involvement,
technical support, student involvement
station operating hours
~Otten re
idio
has s
.
LVering of
'. been over'
:he availablt

Station programming
Station philosophies.
way it is possible to develop a description of college and university
rations today.

5

Population
of the broadcasting's movement toward general deregulation,
the FCC edict banning 10 watt stations, it is somewhat difficult
arrive at an exact count of FM stations owned by colleges which are in
ttion today.
.
The organization which attempts to make accurate yearly compilations of
io and television stations is Broadcasting Publications, Inc., which first
ted publishing in the 1920s. Their Broadcasting Yearbook points out that
re are 670 stations which are housed on a college or university campus or
licensed to one.
dly as has co
J wing pains.
t y radio ref
dencies. lt
and uni venit:f
ooth. It ii
:<aminations of
and observat
fa cilities.

After consulting with several experts in the field of educational radio,
U vas concluded that the best, most available and authoritative source which
1>11ld identify the wanted population most accurately was indeed Broadcasting
Turbook. Therefore , a total population was identified and derived from
ilformation in the 1982 Broadcasting Yearbook that met the following
uiteria: (l) that it carried a noncommercial designation; ( 2) that it was
tither licensed to a post high s chool organization or, acco rding to its
udress , was housed on a college or university campus. Some met all
ctiteria, others were licensed to a college or university but carried post
~xnumber addresses. The working universal population for this work was
• tcermined at 670.

Limitations and Assumptions
: current state
StatiOOSt nr
ta l attributes 4
, to the follodt
I

mercial radio

l.

This study does not explore:
a.

Station equipment

b.

Salaries paid personnel

c.

Physical size of station and physical plant
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d.

Detailed lists of actual policies and procedures
stations

e.

Specifics describing student personnel as it relat
major, year in college, year in college as compare:
position, and time actually spent working at stati

f.

The personnel section confines itself to examining
reflecting those involved and station groupings

2.

Due to the size and complexity of radio operations it ia
to collect all data within the confines of a fairly cone:
questionnaire. To have increased the size of the quest
would have decreased the amount of responses.

3.

There are actually two distinctive categories of college
university stations identifiable at the outset of this stu
affiliates all meet certain specific minimum standards of
operating times, budget, and operating power. They ar e
together. The non-NPR affiliates have no formal restrict
them as to budget, personnel, operating power, and broa
times. These stations are considered statistically in 0111
and two subcategories: 10 watt stations (lOWS) and
operating power is greater than 10 watts (GrlOWS).

N=
N=
N "'

N=
N =

DISTRIBUTION OF THE INSTRUMENT
After a pilot study was conducted at the 1982
Association Annual Convention and refinements were
out in April, 1982 and seven weeks was allowed for responses.
The survey was sent to 670 college and university stations
the United States. Of the 670 sent out, 268 (40 %) were returned.
243 (90.7%) were completed adequately. The information contained
into a Honeywell Level 66 Computer housed on the campus of Indiana
of Pennsylvania (IUP) for analyses utilizing the SPSS program whi~
descriptive data as they related to mean, median, mode, and range
items and sections (see Leidman & Lamberski, 1986 for a detail met
presentation).
Findings and Conclusions
The all inclusive findings of the survey are too lengthy to ~
within the confines of this particular discussion (see Leidman, 1985
However, some of the major areas of interest including financing, te<:
personnel, staffing operating hours, and programming are discussed
All statistics and descriptions contained here have
the 243 completed questionnaires. NPR responses equaled
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population and 21% of the replies. Non-NPR stations partici192, or 28.65%, of the population, or 79% of the respondent~.
~ non-NPR stations, 42 were 10 watt stations. They represent 6.27%
1 ulation, 17 .28% of those replying, and 23% of the non-NPR ~tations
pO~ing in this study. Non-NPR stations with power greater than 10
pa bered 150 representing 22. 38% of the population and 61. 72% of the
at'llllts and 78% of non-NPR stations participating in this study.
en '

th~ered

h the 10 watt stations as well as those with power greater than 10.

Jot included in the general category of non-NPR stations as well as the
: ions it is
:airly cone!
the questi

of college 11111
of this stu
: tandards of
They are c
.al rest r ict
and broadca
cally in one
) and
WS).

sullllllary, for the purposes of this section, the following will equal
lative frequencies (percentages) of 100%:

N = 243--All stations
N = 51-NPR stations

N = 192--All non-NPR stations
N = 150--Non-NPR stations with power · greater than 10 watts ·

N = 42--Non-NPR 10 watt stations
GE AND UNIVERSITY FINANCING--SUMMARY

This section examined the gross amount of money reported by the 219
ttations responding to this section. It also considered the sources of
IUtion funding and the percentages derived from specific sources.
onses.

contained was
of Indiana tJli
rogram which g
and range of
detail methodt

~ ng thy to fully
.e idman, 1985).
i nancing, techni
discussed her.eilo

been derived f
51. They repre

A limitation to this section concerned itself with how stations
interpreted what "operating budget " involved. There is some question as to
Wether or not managers included such line items as student Federal Work
Sbady money, release time salary equivalent for professionals, and standing
costs puch as rent, electricity, etc.
The total amount reported by the college and university stations
naponding to the item regarding operating budgets was $22,383,990. The
l'lnge was from $600 to $1. 5 million with the average for NPR standing at
$345 ,228, for GrlOWS at $42,462, and for lOWS at $10,649.
Although stations tend to receive funding from any number of dif f erent
sources, when examining this variable as a whole, indications are that less
tlian 50% receive any substantial amount from any particular source with the
exfception of NPR
and their receiving 50% of funding from general college
unds •
Findings indicate that with the exceptions of donations and grants,
COllege and university station groupings . receive some of their financing fr om
acombination of the following sources. These include: general college
funds, funds administered by a particular school or department, student fu nds
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(activity fees, etc.), and other sources such as underwriters.
category for endowment was ii:tcluded in the original _l ist of Poss
sources only two schools received any funding in this way.
NPR-affiliated stations reported receiving smaller
from schools, departments and student funds than do the
is also true of
student funds. However, they do receive more of their funding f
and donations. Only 8% of the non-NPR stations receive grant mo
receive donations. However, 74% and_ 85% of the NPR stations rece
funds, respectively.

ahiP to

l:e the f~

of backi1
nts hol<
erpreted ·
the non·

Almost 50% of the non-NPR stations derive an average of 77%
funding from student-generated funds vs. only about 66% of the NPl
that do so.
While 83% of the NPR stations receive about 50% of their moni
general operating funds, 47% of the non-NPR facilities receive mo
way. However, the amount of this funding for those non-NPR statio
67%.
While almost 27% of non-NPR stations report receiving 6% of t
funding from funds administered by specific schools or departments,
of the NPR affiliates do so. These stations receive approximately
of their funding in this way.
Other sources of income such as underwriters were reported by
stations (36 . 5%). When breaking down recipients, one observes that
(74.5%) of the NPR stations receive "other" funding as compared with
(26 .1%) of those who are not. Somewhat surprisingly, ·the 10 watt s
reported the highest mean percentage in this category, however, only
watt stations total reported funding of this type. Also, the 10 watt
stations showed a considerable number (23) receiving a majority (i8%)
their funding from student funds.
It is important to note that most stat ions (approximately
funding from at least two sources. None received funding from

STATION

the WO
than 1

Finally,

at least some
lt can be fou1
radio, based

1

to tnstitutio·
stations do r

FUNDING~CONCLUSION

Although percentages can be deceiving, dollar amounts are
Therefore, even though a 10 watt station might receive 100% of
budget through underwriters, this amount might only be $1,000.
interest of greater participation, this study chose not to delve into
exact dollar amounts generated by parti c ular sources. However, certail
things are evident.
A higher percentage of NPR stations receive a greater amount of
money from general college funds. The non-NPR stations show a closer

Of 98%,
technicians v
Of NPR static
llOn-NPR statJ
full-time tee
they did hav1

6 of 12
nderwriters
l
•
.list of Poss
.1is way.
iller amount
S
the non-NPR

>

nshiP to school" or department funds. That this is so would seem to
the fact that colleges and universities prov_ide a substantial
!Ze
f backing to high expense NPR operations. Furthermore, schools and
~nts hold the purse strings for many of the other stations. This can
P'rt erpreted to mean that closer academic and educational ties exist
jOCt1 the non-NPR stations and curriculum.

d0
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te~r funding fr
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.
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verage of 77% f
66% of the NP~
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~ of thei r monies
t es receive mo
non-NPR statio

The actual range of operating budgets is in itself somewhat astounding.
n begin to compare a facility that subsists on $600 per year with one
" :as the resources of $1.5 million can provide seems ludicrous. Yet both
~ese facilities work under the same set of FCC guidelines.
Although it i s understood that NPR stations must have a minimum budget
per year in order to remain affiliated, the fact that their
rage budget is $345 ,000 is indicative of the kind of support these
:•tions receive. Comparing this with the average 10 watt station with a
1
et of some $10,000 cannot help but lead one to certain conclusions a bout
lability of resources, equipment, and personnel. NPR stations have all

tf $I00,000

thre~.

:ei ving 6% of t
or departments
·• a pproximately•

It can be argued that institutions which heavily fund NPR stations do so
of a sense of mission related to coUJDunity service. Yet, the 10 watt
,utions also supply such service, or at least try to do so.

Mt

In the world of college and university radio there are stations with
sreater than 10 watts of power that have substantial operating budgets. The
$42,000 average reported by these stations carries with i t availability of
broadcasting resources. Yet, the mode and median of $20,000 are probably
aore accurate in this case. At least in terms of finances, it can be
concluded that the larger non-NPR stations are viable.

r e reported by t
e observes that lf.
a s compared with f
, the 10 watt st
Y' however, only
Finally, it would appear that college and university stations do receiv e
Al s o, the 10 watt
a majority (78Z) at least some money from a variety of different sources. The y take it where
lt can be found.
The level of cotrmitment toward college and university
radio, based on interest and availability of funds, varies from institu tion
to institution. The fact remains, however, that college and university
: - oximately
stations do receive money.
1ding from
TECHtUCAL HELP--SUMMARY
to unts are real.
·e 100% of
e $1,000.
o t to delve into
Howev er, certa!J ·

Of 98%, or 239 stations reporting, 197 (45%) re ported having full-time
technicians vs. 132 (55%) which had some type of part-time technical help.
Of NPR stations, 88% had full-time technicians as compared with 33% for the
non-NPR stations.
Only 16. 7 (7) 10 watt stations reported employing a
full-time technician. Furthermore, 22 9 (96%) of all stations answered that
they did have access to someone with a First Class FCC license.

eater amount of
ns show a closer
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TECHNICAL HELP--CONCLUSION
Once again, it appears that 10 watt stations are definitel
bottom of the college and university radio pile. Their lack of'
technical help is evident. This is just another indication of t.fit
confronting such operations. NPR stations are well established
and GrlOWs, although not having complete technical help, at least
there is some attention being paid to this phase of _operations.

WI

ACTUAL STAFFING OF THE COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY STATION
There were several areas of staffing analyzed by this resea
ranged from staff totals and students involved in station operat i
students were paid, received academic credit, or were volunteers.
The gross number of individuals involved in
stations reporting totaled 11,886. Of these, 1,388 were associat
stations as compare with 10,498 for the non-NPR. Furthermore, the
for the non-NPR station was much higher, 56 people vs. 29 for the
stations.
Stations definitively reporting student involvement (SRSI) nu
This measurement shows some 9,540 students involved. In NPR stati
were 767 vs. 8, 772 in non-NPR stations. The percentages of student
ment are much higher in non-NPR stations than in NPR stations.
indications that 10 watt stations are the most dependent on student
apparent.

STAFFING CONCLUSidN
Volunteerism seems to be a backbone of non-NPR stations. MoS't (
the people involved receive no remuneration. This is to be expected
an educational setting, yet the dependence of any organization on
level of young volunteers cannot help but have a marked effect on tm
zation's performance.

ope1
:JR consiste1
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tt necessity
aniversity s
lead one to
tg-t in regar

College and university radio stations strive for a competitive
"professional" sound. However, indications are that realization of
is made more difficult because of staffing patterns.

COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY OPERATING HOURS--SUMMARY
College and university stations generally broadcast for long ~
during the academic year. NPR stations, bound by contractual agreeme;.
a network average between 18 and 21 hours per day (hpd) year round•
findings bear this out. This is not the case with non-NPR college a~
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Two hundred and forty-one stations reported on

here is a change apparent in operating hours among non-NPR stations.
T heY average 18 hours per day during weekdays when classes are in
t the mode reflects an actual increase of stations broadcasting around
~~~k on weekends, 40 stations for weekday operations versus 48 stations
.- weekends. How~ver, the actual average decreases by approximately 1 hpd.
stations show some tendency to close down in the summer months.
n (9%) of the GrlOWS do so as compared with 48% (20) of the 10 watt
ee
However, those remaining on the air average about 16 hpd.

his researQb,
on operationa
olunteers.

During winter and spring recesses the non-NPR stations also close down
4C' 111 even higher rate than they do in the summer. Thirty-eight percent of
tbt 10 watt stations cease operations and 33 (22%) of the GrlOWS do so.
ver, those continuing operating average close to 18 hpd.

If broadcast hours can in some ·way be equated with level of commitment
col!llllunity service and professionalism, it might be concluded that at least
'1idng the months when school is in session all college and university
show a high degree of both.
NPR operations are not an issue here. They operate 365 days per year.
The consistency with which the non-NPR stations broadcast reflect an
elSential difference between them and the NPR group. Either through choice
or necessity born of inadequacies of whatever sort many average college and
university stations leave the airwaves when school closes. This fact can
lead one to the conclusion that such stations have yet to completely come of
~e in regard to realization of fully professional schedules.

Pl!X;RAMt1I NG--SUMMARY

competitive
.lization of t

College and university radio programming is not standardized . There is
range of programming types to be heard throughout the cross section of
Allerican college stations.
I Wide

Of 229 respondents, 179 (78%) reported that they did have a specific
sound or format . These covered the range of music from jazz to AOR to free
form to fine arts.
for long hours
c t ual agreement
year round. T)le
PR college and

Unlike past studies, this one found that although classical music is
:ill carried by many (167) college and university stations, jazz, with 170,
8 surpassed it in popularity.
However, in terms of gross hours per week
(hp~), indicat i ons are that rock supersedes both jazz and classical. Yet,
the broadcasting of rock was reported by only 147 sta t ions as compared with
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classical and jazz. Indications are that those stat-ions which
devote a great deal of time to it. For the purposes of this su
t ypes have been grouped together, although within the study rock
such as Progressive» AOR, Heavy Metal, New Wave, Punk, Retrospect
Top 40 were examined. Very few (10) NPR stations br oadcast any
represents only 21% as compared with 78% of the non-NPR stations
station reported playing any heavy metal or punk rock.
•
Other types of music on college and university airwaves incl
country and western, bluegrass, Broadway, MOR, adult contemporary
religious, reggae, and urban contemporary. With the exceptions 3
contemporary and Christian religious, the other types of music av
10 hpw in each category throughout the station subgrouping types,
The MOR-adult contemporary statistics indicate that although
comparatively few (49) play this music, those that do average bet
28 hpd with an overall mean of 26 hpw. The 10 watt stations play
Only one NPR station reported broadcasting any Christian rel
music. Sixty-three of the non-NPR stations do so averaging 24 h'j)W
range from 1 to 168 hpw. This indicates that wholly Christian re
college and university stations exist. Format types reported sup~
indication.
In regard to news-public affairs programming, 208 (93.7%) of
stations air such prograrraning in varying amounts ranging from an a
hpw for 10 watt stations to 12 hpw for larger non-NPR stations to 30
affiliates. Included in this category are news, sports, public aff
talk.
Some type of specific news was reported as being broadcast by 11!
(80.6%) of the respondents. NPR stations were again first with an a'
22 hpw for 41 (87 . 2 %) of their affiliates as compared with 6 hpw for

(79%) for the non-NPR stations. The other subcategories of new-pub
affairs were similarly weighted.
PROGRAMMING--CONCLUSION
It is evident from the findings of this study that substantial
within the rea lm of college and university program fare have takenp
However, it would be irresponsible and inaccurate to draw universal
conclusions to an absolute nature. These findings may be judged to ..
indicative rather than chiseled in marble.
It would appear that college and university stations in their
programming are moving away from their traditional role as the bastiOO.
preservation of classical music. Programming is much more mainstr
so broadens the base of appeal, not only for the listener but also for
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In the case -of most non-NPR stations

l~e s that students, like most young adults, exhibit taste in music
I 11.ea~lects the times.
For the early 1980s, the most popular genre of
ch ~eard on the air is some type of rock. This thought is easily

tc e d by turning the radio dial down its length as well as checking
rte
.
selling
record lists in Billboar d , Variety,
etc.

The rock element is undeniable. .Several college and university stations
lelY rock-oriented in content. This development represents a great
~· 5~ from previous times. The trend will most likely continue but probably
~ totally dominate the college and university radio scene. Current music
always be available through collllilercial outlets. This may not be true
lit either jazz or classical.
The upsurgence of jazz may be judged as resulting from a search for the
iust offensive common denominator. Very few people are offended by jazz.
y are devotees. But jazz commercial stations have yet to appear in any
111Sbers, therefore, jazz on noncommercial radio offers a real alternative.
Young adults prefer to listen and broadcast their own type of music, but
jlSZ proves to be a palatable alternative for them as well.
Classical music
listeners generally find jazz appealing. Supporting this view is the fact
tllat the classical music commercial station WGMS-FM, Washington, D.C.,
ftatures jazz every Saturday evening. The program is very well-received by
its listeners.
Thus , for the college and university station in quest of a compromise,
NPR stations continue to carry a lot of classical music but
they, too, have jazz.
jatz works.

Those stations which air Christian-religious or Christian-contemporary
wsic are, in all cases, connected with a religiously-based institution.
thls interdependence is not only absolute but it is also exclusionary. If
~ch institutions continue to find that it is in their interest and that of
their select listeners hip to broadcast this type of programming, they will do
~ and will remain a minority factor in the college radio picture.
The seeming lack of news-public affairs-oriented programming is
apparent. Does noncommercial college and university radio operate in the
~blic interest? Whatever one's particular interpretation of same, the
!nswer cannot be final.
That sector of college and university radio which has the greatest
produces the most public affairs-news progrannning. NPR stati ons
cover the issues and looks at the world more than most.
r~sources

It is easy to criticize non-NPR college and university stations for not
airing more news and public affairs. It is also easy to accuse these
facilities of not op~rating in the public interest. Yet, without adequate
~eking and resources, realization of this directed charge becomes very
difficult, i f not impossible.
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College and university programming has undergo~e changes.
continue to be many stations using a block programming technique
to appeal to many audiences but there are also many which colllllit
to a specific format.
One basic question that remains is that concerning itself wt
mainstreaming noncommercial radio. Is it a good idea to have thit
radio also appeal to the majority or should college and university
still cater to the minority audience of its traditional appeal?
has no single answer and this study would indicate that college r
has yet to decide in a unified fashion.

seems 1
ng grounc
ons cause
versitY
as ting,
prove the
for the fu
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Directions
While in the course of this study certain other related proj 4
could be of use to the field of college-and university-affiliated
became apparent.
Some are listed below:
1.

To survey the 10 watt stations existing in 1983
many made the transition, joined cable systems,
altogether

2.

To examine overall college operating budgets and
centage is appropriated to FM radio operations

3.

A study to ascertain the following : Do college and univerd
stations feel the need to compete with commercial stations?
they now program in this dir ection ?

Certain other interesting trends also surfaced. One i n partic.u!JI
with the basic character of noncommercial radio, spec i fically the a
rock and roll of all types currently being broadcast.
If the statistics of this study are truly indicative then they
kind of "loss of identity" for traditional college and university s
Furthermore, it would seem that such facilities are programming com
with commercial stations. It is possible that this will be t he dir
the future for all but those select few NPR stations.
Another disturbing result of the programming reported by college
universi ty stations concerned the small amounts of news-public affai~
prograCl!lling produced. Granted that such programming is difficult to
and sustain at a high level. However, the entertainment-oriented radii
was reported by most stations comprises only part of the mission origi
set forth . by the FCC when noncommercial radio was created.
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changes.
technique
i ch COlll!lit

ems that the issues surrounding college and university stations as
lt serounds for future broadcasters and the predominance of rock on many
in~ ~ause a conflict of purpose. If an ultimate mission of a college
ti rsitY station is to compete and train competitors for the world of
~:~ing, does it not seem that many are losing an excellent opportunity
crove the caliber of offerings on the airwaves not only for the present
l9P the future as well. Yet there is no question that college- and
f;~ity-affiliated radio is a viable, dynamic entity in the broadcasting
re t oday.
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LOGY IN STUDYING

N~Ct:tt1ERCIAL

FM RADIO

STATI~S

-- A CASE STUDY

Abstract
purpost of this undtrtaking was to txamint tht statt of college- and
• 1 4fil lat1d noncommtrcial FH radio as it was today in th1
,
This was dont by first eximining the 1 ittrature surrounding the
noncomntrcial radio in order to dtvtlop a survey framework within
work· Th• second and more immediate phast of this proj1ct involved
ta concerning certain phases of collegt and university radio
and as a result gather ntw and up-to-date information relativt to
nizations .
is research was national in scopt. It was, therefore, necessary to
1 questionnaire and distribute it to all college and university
nationwide which were identifiable through the 1982 Broadcasting
ln order to construct the seven-part questionnaire, an examination of
aformation relative to noncommercial FH college and university radio was
itional information was gathered by interviews wi th peoplt involved in
fftld· Stfort actually sending the questionnaire, it was examined and
tidupon by a committee of nohd researchers, sociologists involved in
tn• of research, and two noted broadcast educators. A pilot study was
tid at the 1983 BEA convention with follow-up among the participants.
tonntnts and crit i cisms of the instrument are presented in this paper
•i'th tht major findings.
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Historical Conttnt
Noncommerc ial FH educational rad i o is a huge animal that exi~
that dots not really understand it .
All radio stations, or for that matter, any mass media operat ·
an extremely complex set of interre l ationships using technology, t~
human relationships . I n order for any broadcast sta ti on to functi
effectively, it develops its own superstructure . Yet, co l lege and
stat ions must operate within a larger superstructure.
Thert is a constant need to update the data in this area and Yt
1 i terature shows, this is not done regularly. The annual National
- - Corporation for Public Broadcasting repor ts only deal with their
wi th the whole college and university radio scene, as do other organ
such as the Broadcast Education Association.
Research has never had an important place in educational broadc
Very 1 i ttle has been done on educational broadcast facil i ties. This
examined by Avery (1978 > who concluded that more research was needtd
by academ i cians and broadcast research should be stressed in undtrgrl
curricu l um.
Twenty years ago, the National Association of Educational Broafk
conduc t ed a thorough study of educational rad i o under the auspices Of
Foundation. The i r published, The Hidden Medium, examined the then c
of noncommerical radio.
At approximate 1 y the same time, Rash i dpour <1965) surveyed educat
rad i o stations. Two problems emerged: lacK of money and lacK of ptr
Presently, there is a great deal of informat i on ava i lable about
university noncommercial stations affiliated with NPR. However, there
dear th of material on nonaHil i ates. It would be usefu l to maKe SOlllt&
help remedy this situation. Unfortunately, the Broadcast Education Al
<BEA) on l y Keeps accurate records of its own membership . Although
is not nearly complete <Cal dwell & Niven, 1981).
Based on the aforementioned studies, it woul d appear that the aru
with col lege- and university-affil iahd FH noncomme r c i al radio is one t
a l ways r i pe f or add i tional research. The field is a lways changing and
en l arging. It is, in a word, dynamic.
Managing a college or university station is d i ff icult.
in vo l ved have 1 ittle or no formal background i n management.
referenceJs purpose would also be helpful to a id in planning
The Purpose
The purpose of this paper is to present a methodolog ical approach
resultant findings revealing the current state of college- and
un iversity-affiliated noncommercial FM radio in the United States.
The follow ing areas of college and univers i ty radio were studied:
1. Basic description of the station as it per t ains to enrollment~
institution housing the station, station operat ing power, licensee,
of othtr FH stations in the area, organizational memberships of the sta •
un i t aHilia.tion;
2. Stat i on funding as it pertains to operat ing budget and percentagt

ag•t.
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1
..9, 0 nntl as it pertains to managers of college and univtrsity
~rchnicians who maintain tquipmtnt, and overall professional, as wtll
t'staffing of facilities in terms of gross number;
epirating hours as it ptrta ins to length of timt college and university
oadcast during var i ous times of tht year ;
~~ogramrning as it pertains to specific formats reported, what is
broadcast, availability of satellite technology; and
station philosophy a~ it ptrtains to colltgt and university operations

•' ·
Development of Instrumentation

for• constructing the questionnaire, other area-related instruments,
Interviews and discuss i ons were
ducted with var i ous professionals in educational radio and soc i ology to
A
1 that th• appropriate areas would be included for cons iderat i on.
1urY questionnaire was deve 1oped and submitted to Wi 11 i am HcCav i tt of
University of Pennsylvania and also to a noted educational broadcaster,
, l<ittross of Temple University, as well as Donald Lueder and Wilhrd
of Vanderbilt Un iversity. Returned suggestions lead to a ref i ning of the
l(lnl ire.
t ptlot study of this survey took place at the 1992 Annual Meeting of tht
ut Education Association. Twenty college and university managers were
t. Fol I ow-up i nterviews took p hce and focused upon er it ism of the
~19t nt in order to more fully refine the final questionnaire ,
A copy of the
I questionnaire has been attached to th i s paper.
Tht questionnaire would be sent to al l i dentified college and un i versit y
tions increasing the probab i'l i ty of response and ult imately the confidence i n
lts . Mailing to all ident if i ed stations also avoided possible sampling
1 brought about by arbitrary sampling procedures .
Simpl y , this s urvey
IHf~ch is treated as a descriptive study meant to •d iscover the d i stribut i on
nrhin traits or attributes• <Babbie, 1973, p. 58 ) of col l ege FH rad i o . No
..in Judgements are involved, only observations and summations.
Tht final questionnaire was printed and ma i led to genera l managers of all
GRnercial FH radio stations affil i ated wi th colleges and un ivers i t ies in t he
i.a; hd States. They were asked to re turn the questionnaire with i n seven
s. The populat ion to receive the mailed questionna ire cons isted of all
Ollntrical college and university stations as i dentif i ed in Broadcasting
ok <1982) <N=670).
A Stlf-addressed , stamped envelope was included to encou r age parti ci pat i on.
introductory letter stated the purpose of the surve y and the pr om i se of a
"JOl"t upon comp 1et ion of th is project.
Two consent forms we r e also included. The fi rs t form granted pe rmiss ion to
~d~ny and all informat ion pr ovided within the narrative portion of the
~\~ng~ , The other consent form assured confident i a 1 use of mater i a 1 fo r
• 1st1cal comp i lation purposes onl y.
&
'linition of the Questionna ire
ng the NAES instruments were reviewed.

The purpose of the questionnaire was to gather data on college- and
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university-affiliated FH radio operations as stated in the purp 011
wtrt us•d in descriptive data analyses. As indicated, questions f
governed by th• desired research questions and ref i ned through txt
internal peer review.
Internal and externaf validity of the questionnaire was contro
by extensive professional reviews and through a controlled pilot h
Subsequent instrument revisions allowed for a strategy of open enat
supported by an elaborate system of data encod i ng.
The instrument included six bas ic areas which, after the datl
to provide an accurate descr iption of tht college and un i versit~ rl
The quest i onnaire can be found in Appendix.
The term Faculty-Advisor-Managtr <FAM) has been developed in or
all possible jurisdictions. This person may or may not be a member
faculty . He or she may be a faculty advisor or a faculty manager or
just a manager 1 or even a student manager. l t was requested that the
executive <FAM) of the stat ion fill out the questionna i re .
Specific demographic quest i ons profiling the FAM were included.
tal<en i nto consideration are age, sex, education, ma j or fields of st
in higher education, and academic status.
It was interesting to examine whether or not t he FAM is tenured
or not this person is full time or nonacademic, etc . Other questions
those about length of t ime at inst i tution and professional exper ience
and broadcasting. When compiled, this i n·formation prov i des opportun 1t
add i t ional interpretation of the findings.
Tht quest ionna ire contains items asking for information about tht
including enrollment, licensee, call letters, age of station, and PIM
also requests information about population of 1 isten i ng area and some
information about FM radio in the stat ion area. These are descr iptivt
important in the operation of all mass med i a opera ti ons. A question t
NPR aff i liates is included in order to iso l ate and de ve l op th is subca
Additional information on news service, programm i ng sources, and sht1
membership, would allow the development of comprehensive, inclus ive 111
memberships and programming sources. Ide ntif icat i on of parent div ision
source for station accountability was also requested.
Two pages of the questionnaire dea lt wi th programm i ng. The result1
informat i on was used for program content analyses and br oadcast operati
music offer i ng 1 ist was developed after consu l tation wi th mus icologist'
rad io mus i c directors. Quest i ons also pertain to satel l ite
reception-t r ansmission capabilities .
The section on personnel examined such issues as number and class1
of employees at the stations " The sections also examined technical ba
personnel as a separate entity.
The fund i ng section provided financial data on stat i on e xpenditurt
sources of the funding.
The last section of tht questionnaire dealt with general policy~•
decision-making patterns and a statement of basi c philosophy. Ph i·losop
statements would be compiled and reported where consent allowed.
Da h Ana 1 yses
The ana 1yses of the data rece ived from th i s survey were done at Indi'
University of Pennsylvania < IUP) under the guidance of Harl< Shszk i ew1c%1
director of Institutional Research.
For initial as well as follow-up data analyses, the Statistical
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science <SPSS) <Nie, 1975> was used. This packagt allowtd
1
I•
into dtfintd factor 1 ists. Given the wide range o-f variabi 1 i ty in
9 unequal cell Ws, tht SPSS package is very accomodating to
flfnd
a.at studies. In order to identify and -focus upon certain trends and
tfUmons, median, modes, and ranges were computed and interpreted.
s contr 011
1
' n·alrns o-f tht subgroups, as wtll as that o-f -all stations, is included
pi 1ot hst
1
ranges exist. In a particular case, such as the FAM pro-file, this
pen ended '
1
,cessarY due to tht consistency and similarity o-f received data.
•~ajor questions are, for the most part, discussed and then illustrated
th• confines of numerous h.blts. Although certain sunrnations and .
ft conclusions are rtached in this study, the inclusion o-f summarized raw
,vidts the reader an opportunity to agree or disagree with them.
ped in ordtl'
a member oi
1, straight-forward multivariate analyses and explanations presented
bY section with accanpanying tables provided the greatest efficiency in
:lnager or P
and .improvtd the effectiveness o-f interpretation. A 1 imitation to ihe
d that tht
tithod was the differing levels o-f frequency response. Where response
ited, interpretation would not be final but would be noted as tentative.
'1io, in order to maintain the integrity in the report i ng of the findings,
14utncy of Response <FOR) was used for comparative purposes rather than 11!.
,_ or per centage of N was noted. The inclusion and exclusion o-f missing
> tenured a
art treated on an item-by-item basis.
questions 1
M the completed surveys were received, the data was coded and entered
~ xper i ence 11
into a HoneY1Nell file program known as BEDIT. BEDIT is essentially a
opp or tun it its
Ing data entry program which, in this case,- was tailored specifically to
lftdtd variable 1 ist. An SPSS •run• program was written which entered the
1 about tht 1
td data formated by BEDIT. The efficiency of managing data input and
I ' and POI.lier,
111s
was thus greatly enhanced. SPSS was also conducive to the development
l and somt rt!
K~iptive
tables; these included items where the information was
1escriptive
tltative
rather
than quanitat i ve. Examples of these i nclude Format Types,
question to i
sldt
Programm
ing
Sources, Person to Whan FP/1 Responsible, and others.
:his subcah~
Throughout
the
process
of statistical analyses, an experienced research
, and station
•fr<n
the
Applied
Research
Laboratory, IUP, was also available for any
1clusive lists
6
us
i
stance.
The
professional
support helped insure that data
•n t d i v i s 1on M
ltrprttation would be relevant and accurate.
The resul t itt
ast operation,
Overview of Results
I S j C 0 JOQ i S ts aM
purpos,,
.ti ons for
ugh extr,,_.

Discussion of the findings focused upon the major e 1emen ts of the
(1) demographics;
(2)
1119i (3) organization and structure;
(4) personnel;
(5) operation;
(6) .
~ing; and (7) philosophy or mission. For a more detailed accounting of
findings, see Leicinan and Lamberski <1986).
.
All findings have been derived fran the 243 completed questionnaires. ·
~ hpresented a 36.3 response rate (670 were mailed out). NPR responses
:•d 51; they represent 7.91/. of the total population and 21/. o-f the returned
1
•s~ Non-NPR stations participating numbered 192, or 28.65/. 1 of the total
It atio~, or 79/. of the respondents. Of the 192 non-NPR stations, 42 were 10
stations. They represent 6.27"/. of the population, 17.28"/. of those
1
/Ing, and 23"/. of the non-NPR stations partic i pating in this study. Non-NPR
tons with power greater than 10 watts numbered 150, representing 22.38"/. of
PopuJat ion and 61. 7ZI. of the respondents.
tt Bot~ the 10 watt stations, as well as those with power gruter than 10
i~' are included in the general category of non-NPR stations and were given
O...n subheadings as well.
This subdivision allowed for examination of

~olog ic al framework in the areas of station:

exp endi turo

1 policy and
Phi 1osophY
wed.

3 taszk i ew i cz,
t istical

1
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trends among non-NPR stations a.swell as compontnt parts.
For purposes of this paptr, tht major findings will
tXptC

Hiahlighttd Findings

in an
Progr

Tht invtstigation txinlined data obtaintd from questionnaires
selected FM nonconwnercial stations. Initial analyses of demographic
indicated these stations could bt clustered into three noncommtrcii
These groups can be demographically def i ned as:
1 . National Publi~ Radio <NPR> Affiliates ;
2 . Large Non-NPR Affiliates (over 10 wat ts>; and
3. Small Non-NPR AHil iates <10 watts or under>. Tlta
group has been ordered by the FCC to be phased ~
All NPR stations are •corporation for Public Broadcasting Quat
meaning they meet certain financial, facility and ptrsonne l requiremen
i nclude:
1. Dai l y schedules of at least 18 hours of
365 days per year;
2 . A min imum of 5 full-time professional staff;
3. An adequate <two studio) phys ical plant; and
4. Budge t of at ltast $100,000 annually,
These crittria place NPR stations at a distinctively d ifferent level of
operat i ons and pl anning than most other college and univers i ty FM sh ti
NPR status not only ident i fies a stat i on whose resources and commitment
supe r ior to most FH nonconwne r c i al stations, but also aan i n istrat ively l
continued support in order to maintain NPR affiliat i on.
Given this i dent i fied demographic cluster ing, the following r
summary of the major f indings can be presented.

jaIZ

Data

progr
inc or
aHi l

conc1
Stat
and

I. BUDGET

que~

a. A major i ty of stations are expected to operate fully
broadcast operations on a small f inancial base.
b. Stations, in general, suffer from a consistant level
support.
c . Sources of budgetary support vary by demographic group and .
incons istency over time .
d. NPR Stations have a superior budgetary base as compared too
demographic groups .
e . Generally, stations suffer from inadequate comm i tment fran
inst i tut ions.
II .

HD'i

in t

Oe 1

sam
and

STATI~ OR~IZATI~

a.
b.

c.
d,
e.

AND STAFFING <exclusive of NPR affil iated stat
Stations have inadequate technical support.
Time al lotted to professional station managers is generally
inadequate or split with other i nst i tut ional responsibilit i1._
Manager ' s t ime devoted to sh.ti on operat ions appears consi1t
inadequate.
Most stat ions indicate a heavy dependence upon volunteer help
operate the station.
There is a cons istent expectat i on t hat t he sta ti on will ma irrtail
• profess i onal sound" even g i ven the realit y of a most l y
non-profesional volunteer student staff ,
Most stations have a lack of adequate compensation or reward
for student staff,

3,
t

~.
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fliine terrt
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Format varies widely by demographic group and institutional
•expectation~ •. At best, the noncommercial spectrum is inconsistent
·nan idtnt1f 1ablt format.
~rogramming covers tht full gambit of sound, from classical to
i.., jatz to rock, etc.
Data reveals inconsistent operating times during •normal•
C• rogrilMling periods. Particular concern was identified given the
~nconsistent operating time bttwten session recesses for FM stations
affilitated with academic institutions.

Sj

ts>;

and
under). Th;•
:> be Phased
idcast ing au:}
1tl requirern,n

[ff~ PHILOSOPHIES

survey data indicates little consistent thought or
•conceptualization.
•·station philosophy varies depending upon station marKet thrust
and selected format.
1

Jn surrwnary 1 the findings point to vast yet specific differences for FH
rical stations. These differences are clearly identifiable between the
dfllographically defined groups. Within group variabl ity is highly
' 11 t upon the parent institution and NPR affiliation. ·

shH;
i t; and

·erent level ~
rs i ty FM sh ti
and commi tmt1tt
nistrativety 1

fu 11 y

1

c group and

Recommendations
There are positive and negative · aspects of this instrument. Although
I• rauch to be said for some questions of an open-ended variety, it renders
tdi.fficult the task of coding and entering such data into a computer
•· In retrospect, it probably would have been more efficient to have
tgn•d a questionnaire in which there would be an object 1 ist of alternative
onus. However, this possibly woul .d have distorted the results through a
bu'ilt in by suggested answers printed on the questionaire. As it was, the
otdtnts were free to fill in the questionnarie with more exact answers as it
ttd them. Other recommendations wou 1d inc 1ude:

1. Shortening the questionnaire by 1 isting alternatives or eliminating
1productiue items. Or, having an initial mailing with a second follow
-~mat ling thus spreading the requested information over time.

:fi1 iated stat1
is generally
sponsibi1 it1es.
pears consisttnt
v o 1u n te e r he I p to

i on wi 11
a mostly

2. Develop a follow-up ·procedure where, depending upon item responses,
Mltchd sample of respondents would be contacted for in-depth telephone
and elaboration.

3. Given the identified three separate respondents, develop questions
-~, to those respective three areas which provide more in-depth exp 1ana ti on.
4, Develop an incentive system and/or checK system to ma.Ke sure the
IDraaninistrator fills out or verifies the reported data.

.

5,

Provide a 1 ist of terms either before the start of the questionnaire
This is
tcularly important in collecting data on policies and procedures, and

~f i ne terms within item stems or 1 isted alternative responses.
SOnne J •
6,

Convert some of the categorical, open-tnded items to scaled indices.

Pagt 5
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This would be particularly possible given the known pattern of
this study.
7. Visually improve the in~trument through layout and
increase respondent particiaption and motivation.
8. Develop visual questionnaire responses. For exarnple 1 l
would have aided in the collection of music type and hours broadcast.

9. Given the pattern of responses from the initial
branching strategy within the quest i onnaire so that not all
responded to ~ending upon primary responses.
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carnpltr

l

t

broadcast,

urpose of this exercise is to gather data on noncomFM radio stations affiliated with colleges and unite
United States. Results will be used in
of college radio in the 1980s.

lal

~l t

-Advisor-Mana er (FAM) Information

(If more than

FAM is employed, please have chief executive fill this
tion out.)
Education (circle highest received)

(check one)

ions

Less than 30

BA, BS

l"th, 1973,

3!1.-35

MA, MS

83.

36-40

MFA, MBA, ABD

41-45

PhD , EdD

46-50

DA, JD
field
of most recent studies (last
degree)

51-55
I Assoc i •t ion tf
)11) the Ford
: ly prinhd

m,,

rcommercial Fl1
ti es of tht •tt.11
le r bi 1 t Un 1um1

~---------

56-60
61-65

Where was the highest degree
earned?

------------

Sex_ __

Professional ye·ars of involvement in higher education:
1e I" c i a I

FH Ndie

A paper"
i ti on for
Nevada, Jan.171

0

1

Tenured?
If no:

2

Yes

4

3

5

6

7

8

9

10 or more

No

Full-time

Regular

Tenure-track

or
edition>.

Part-time

Non-academic

<Please circle one of the above)

~w long have you been with your institution?
Bow long have you been in the FAM

------position?
--------

he v10 us to your present post, how many years have you
Professionally worked in radio?
Full-time
Part-time

~~Viously,

what was the highest professional broadcasting
You ever held?

---------------------. 515
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Survey Instrument

Demographic Information
University or college?

yeaJ

---

Who is the station licensee?

Overall enrollment?

(Mo1

---------------:-----~~--~

whe

Check her
and

_round

Effective radiated power

------------------------~~~.:_:

Number of potential listeners in your area (community
university combined)

n,nter and ~

weekdays_

--------------------------~--....:.

Description of community (rural, urban, suburban)
Number of FM stations in your market

-----

(e:

-----------~---

Number of other college- or university-affiliated stat
(not attached to your institution) in your market- - - 1 1
Are you a National Public Radio affiliate?

___________,..

Weekdays_
Weekends__

News affiliation (AP, UPI, Mutual, etc.) __~------------1' Holidays (e
Programming affi l iation (Texaco, Metropol i tan, Longhorn,
RKO, WFMT)--List all applicable______· ______________--""JI Does your s
If so,

Station memberships (NAB, NFCB, !BS, etc.) ___________,r

~

When do

Does your ~
To what academic unit (department or school) if any,
is your station attached? ________________________~ .
equipme1
If none, please explain: ___________________________=-"'."-.
Does your :
transmi
lhat is th
approve
program
Does the s
format
specify
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Survey Instrument

much detail as possible)
8 a.m . -2 a.m.)
~---------------

demic year

lment?

~

~e~days (Monday-Friday) __~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

(Saturday-Sunday) __~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~when school is in session

~---------------------------

Belidays (such as Labor Day) when school
is not in session) ___________________________________________
Check here if the above is true all year
_ round and please go on to next sect ion.
Spring Break

•urban)

Jeekends
Holidays (example:

liated stations
ur market

Christmas Day)

Summers
Weekdays
Weekends
Holidays (example:

an, Longhorn,

July 4th)

Does your station close for the summer?
If so, when (approximately)

---------------------------------

When do you resume operation?
) if any,

~---------------------

~-----------------------------

~es

your station have satellite reception
equipment?

Yes

No

Yes

No

~es your station have satellite

transmission equipment?
~at is the title of the person(s) who

approve specific programs or major
Programming changes?

~---------------------------------------

~es the station have a distinctive
format or "sound' '? (Please
specify if "yes.")
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Yes

No
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Survey Instrument

T es of
Hours of

Normal (Academic
Total hours
per week

HOW

ctoe!

Music
.Classical

Jazz

If

Blues
Country & Western
Bluegrass
Folk
Broadway
MOR
Adult Contemporary
Christian Religious
Disco
Reggae
Progressive Rock
AOR
Heavy Metal
New Wave
Punk
Retrospective rock
Top 40
News
Sports
Public Affairs
Drama
Talk
Cl assroom (instructional)
Religious (ex. Sunday)
morning church hour)
Other (please specify)

Who
Gen 1

log
How
pro
you
How
per
Ho~

rec
Wha

Hm
fO J

Wh:

Is
bo

th
If

How much of your programming is generated by
(Ex. Newsweek FM or Captured Live)?

Ap
in
at

Please name sources and shows:
Sources

I

Shows
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le

g0 w many full-time , paid technicians
does your station have? ___________________________
If none, who maintains equipment? ____________________

Who possesses an FCC 1st Class or
General License and signs technical
logs ?_____~----------------------------------~
How many people (both non-student,
professional and students) make up
your total staff for the station? __________________
How many students work at your station
per semester?
Full-time:
Part-time:
How many (nonprofessional) students
rece ive monetary compeniation?

------------------

8.

How many students receive academic credit
for working at the station?

--------------------

9.

10.

What position do they hold? _____________________

Is it possible for a student to receive
both credit and money for working at
the station?

---------------------------------~

outside sour
___ hours per

11.

If yes, under what circumstances?

12.

Approximately bow many students work
in a purely unpaid voluntary capactiy
at the station?

13.

What positions are these?

~------------~

---------------------------------~

------------------------

----------5.

T

APPENDIX
Survey Instrument
Funding
What is the station's operating budget? -

------

From where do the operating monies come?
(Please express in percentages)
Specific general college or university funds
General college funds as administered by
academic department or school
Student funds (activity fees, etc.)
Endowment
Grants (monies received through specific
grant applications)
Donations (telethons, raffles, etc.)

Policies and Procedures
1.

What is the title of
station?

---------------------~~-

2.

Is this person a p a id professional?

Yes

3.

What percentage of the total contractual commitme.nt
of the manager's time is devoted to the radio std
(i.e., release time, load reduct i on)? _ _ _ _~---

No

If students are integrally involved, what is
chain of command? __________________~
4.

To whom is the student leader directly responsibl:ei?

5.

To whom is the FAM directly

6.

Do written policies and procedures on
exist? Yes
· No

7.

Please make a statement reflecting the basic phi~
of the radio · station with which you are associate~

52U

accountable?_~~--~•

RITT

funds

'Y

c
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EFFECTS OF SELECTED FILMIC CODING ELEMENTS
OF TU ON THE DEIJELOPMENT OF THE
EUCLI DERN CONCEPTS OF HOR I 20NTRL ITY
ANO UERTICRLITV IN ADOLESCENTS

AUTHOR:

BETH ELOISE LYNCH

No

.1 commitment
· radio stat

r esponsible?

-----

?

t at ion operaf
>a s ic philoso
associated·

•
!)2 l

Effects of Selected Filmic Coding Elements
of TV on the Development of the
Euclidean Concepts of Horizontality and Verticality
in Adolescents
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Investigation of the function and effects of selected filmic coding
nts of television in learning and employment of those filmic coding
1einents in exploring the presence and development in adolescent high
1~ 1 students of spatial skill involving concepts of horizontality and
0
;ca1itY were the two major objectives of this study. The structure
,t~he study combined approaches established by G. Salomon in the area of
~t~c coding elements and L. Liben in her work with Piagetian spatial
JI
'ts
conceP The inquiry was concerned with the differential role of media's
bol systems in the acquisition of knowledge and in the way these sym~ systems can function as cultivators of mental skills. The particular
~a of knowledge pertained .to the Euclidean space concepts of horizontal~ and vertical ity which involve the mental ability of spatial orientation.
its

cal ity

gationa1e
....... Based on the general premise that the symbol system is the most ess~cia1 attribute relating the two "systems• of media and cognitions, Salo.,n argues,
"symbol systems address themselves to dif~erent aspects of
the world, and that some systems render specific aspects
better than others ••• Symbol systems vary as to the cognitive systems they address, and given a particular content,
person, · and task, the information they carry requires
different amounts of mental recoding and elaboration. Thus
the better the correspondence between the way information is
presented, the less recoding is needed and the easier is the
co1T111unication (Salomon, 1979,p. 86).
To learn how media's symbol systems can be made t~ affect cognition
under specific favorable conditions coding elements of media's symbol systems were used to activate, short-circuit or supplant processes for varioos fypes of learners. Activation stimulates or calls into action skills
with which a learner has an initial acquaintance. In short-circuiting the
coding elements provide ready-made results for the skill, whi .l e in suppJantation the entire skill process is modeled. Coding elements that activate skills facilitate skill mastery in already skillful learners; coding
elements that overtly model (supplant) skills facilitate skill-mastery in
initially unski 11 ed 1earners.
Tn dealing with learning tasks and cultivating mental skill mastery
fn the area of spatial relations film and television contain in their sym~l systems specific codes to represent relatively unique transformations
n ~pace and time (e.g.~ slow motion, the zoom of a camera, rotations,
split screen, and generated 1ine cues). These coding elements were used to
prfesent the Euc 1i dean space concepts of hori zonta 1ity and vert i ca 1; ty to
hgh school adolescents •
. Although Piaget and Inhelder (1956) maintained that a Euclidean
~Pat1al system is typically established by 1ate chi 1dhood, other research
ound that children from nursery school through the eleventh grade (only
~rls were included from ninth to eleventh grade) and many college students
-~unsuccessful on horizontal water-level tasks (Thomas, Jamison and HumH 1 .1973; Willemsen and Reynolds, 1973; Thomas and Jamison. 1975; and
Hanley and Best, 1975). Verticality tasks (drawing trees and houses
0(~arr~s.
hil)ls with various degrees of incline) were introduced in Liben's study
978 ·Working with seniors in high school, Liben found a sex-related
11
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difference to be present with both tasks of verticality and
Evidence indicated that imperfect performances by males and f
no significant difference in number or type of task errors,
on field dependence/independence (EFT) and spatial orientatieft
Zirrmerman) measures. Performance on the Piagetian spatial ta
si gnificantly correlated with performance on the EFT in both
general males performed si gnificantly better than females.
This study attempted to ascertain whether the filmic co
ments of split screen, slow motion~ generated line cues, the z
camera and rotation could aid in the development of the Eucli
concepts of horizontality and verticality and the skill master
orientation in adolescents.
Questions specifically addressed were
1. Would the type of filmic coding elements used in presen
Euclidean spatial concepts significantly affect the me
of high school adolescents on a test based on those ce
2. For learners who have similar levels of understanding
type of filmic coding element used in presenting Euclid
concepts significantly affect the mean score on a test
concepts given prior to and following the presentation;

3. Would there be a significant difference in the mean sco
school adolescent males and females on a test of Euclide
concepts following the viewing of a television tape usin
filmic coding elements;

4. Following the viewing of a television tape using selected
coding elements would there be a signi ficant difference in
mean score of high school adolescent ninth-graders and hi
ool adolescent twelth-graders on a test of Euclidean spa~
concepts;
5. Would the viewing of television tapes using selected fil~
elements to provide training on Euclidean spatial concepb
ni ficantly affect the mean score of high school adolescen
Gi lford-Zimmerman Aptitude Survey, Part V Spatial Orienta

Procedure
Two-hundred-forty randomly selected subjects for the study
placed in four groups composed of fifteen male and fifteen female
man and senior adolescents. They were all from one four-year nor
Kansas public high school of about 1025 students.
They were all pre-tested for mastery level of the concepts
izontality and verticality. The horizontal test involved drawing
water level of half filled cup outl i nes positioned at various deg~
tilt. The vertical concept required the subject to draw trees on 1111
. with various degrees of slope and to draw bulbs hanging from wires '
trailers parked on hills with various degrees of incline. The GroEmbedded Figures Test (GEFT) and the Guilford-Zimmerman Aptitude SU
Part V Spatial Orientation were administered to all subjects befo~
ment.
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A repeated measures, 4x2x2x2 factoral -design, employing two MANOVAs
used. The factors were the two sexes, the two high school grade levels
freshman and senior. high and low groui:s of EFT scores, four experimental
5 and pre/post tests. There were three treatment groups and a control
P The treatment conditions were those of activation, short-circuiting
~~pplantation used by Salomon (1974b). The repeated measures were the
._,ts of horizontality. verticality and Part V Spatial Orientation of the
ttford-Zimmennan Aptitude Survey. The horizontal and vertical measures
re used to reflect knowledge of those concepts and detennine if any gai n
those concepts occurred following treatment. The Spatial Orientation
tion of the GZAS was used to indicate if any mental skill development
ti the area of spatial relations occurred following treatment.
Tests and treatment were conducted on two consecutive days. On the
ffrst day all subjects were tested for knowledge of the concepts of hori~tality and verticality. The GEFT and Part V of the GZAS were also adffnistered. On the second day each group viewed one of four television
resentations. Three television tapes were used to present examples of
be invarient horizontality of liquid and the verticality of objects (peo~e. trees and houses). One of each of the three processes of activation,
stfort-circuiting and supplantation was employed in one of the tapes. The
CO(ltrol group viewed a television tape of nature scenes set to music.
1ask booklets were used during the treatment portion. They were made up
of outlines which corresponded to objects which appeared in the treatment
tapes. At various places throughout the tapes the subjects were asked to
perfonn a task which ~ertained to the concepts being demonstrated.
Using the SPSS language and operations, two MANOVAs were computed
' for the dependent variables of horizontality, . verticality and spatia~
orientation. Means and standard deviations were computed for both pre and
post test measures of horizontality, verticality andPart V of the GZAS
fur subjects i n the supplantation, short-circuiting, activation and con~ol groups .
Phtl lais, Hotellings and Wil ks multivaritate tests of sig-ruficance were employed to determine if significant differences existed
among the mean scores of the various groups. Univariate F-tests were carried out. Al l factors from four-way interactions to each individual factor
of sex, grade l evel, treatment condition, and time-·of the first MANOVA and
sex, EF scores, treatment condition, and pre and post test scores of the
$econd MANOVA were examined. Graphs were drawn for all findings which revealed significant differences at the .05 or lower level of probability .
Results
-Findings for the study came from the examination of two MANOVAs.
The first one was based on data for the variables of sex, grade level,
treatment group , and time. The second MANOVA included the independent variables of sex, EF scores, treatment groups and time . These two MANOVAs
Were computed for each of the dependent variables of horizontality, verticality and spatial orientation.
In determining whether the type of filmic coding elements used in
Presenting Euclidean spatial concepts would affect the perfonnance of high
school adolescents on tests based on those concepts . the results of the
MANOVA based on the interaction between Treatment Group x Time on the hor~zontal measures produced non- significant multivariate f-tests (£.<.198).
o~ever the univariate F-t est for the pre and post test measures on the
curved cup outline was of borderline significance (£.<.057) . A look at
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the graph of the pre and post test results ~f t~e four exper;
revealed that the supplantation and short-c1rcu1t g.roups appea
the largest amount of change.
As for the vertical measures the multivariate F for Tret
Time was significant (E_<.043). Ihe univariate F-tests reveale
significance for the test with trees on hillsides was .253 but
hanging bulb test the level of significance was .031. On view;
of the pre and posttest scores for the hanging bulb test it can
that the activation group achieved a change greater than twice
control group and that the short-circuit group increased their
four times that of the control group.
In addressing the question of the affect of filmic coding el
in the presentation of Euclidean spatial concepts to learners or
levels of understanding the multivariate ~ for the interaction 0
ment Group X EF scores X Time was non-significant Ce.<.687) on the
al measures. Once again on the vertical measure the MANOVA usi
Group X EF scores X Time provided a four-way interaction having a
variate Fat the .017 level (Pillais, Hotellings and Wilks).
Tne univariate F-test was non-significant (e,<.100) .for tilt
on the drawing of trees on incl i nes but the univariate F for the
on the drawing of bulbs hanging in trailers parked on inclines w
cant (£.<.026). A look at the graphs of these findings for the but
le!~ test reveal a consistent pattern of higher results for EF2 (h
group over those of the EFl group. The level of perfonnance by
and EF2 is not as high for females as for males.
Treatment Group X Time interaction for the multivariate tes-t
duced an£. which was significant (e,<. 039). The univariat~ F-test
bulb in t~ailer measure was significant at the .025 level. Then
treatment· groups .. .do not fo 11 ow· tbe same; .pateern for either the male
male or the two levels of EF . The short-circuit group shows the g
gain from pre to posttest scores for both ma1e groups. For the fema
activation appears to be the most effective for the EF 1 group, but
lantation and short-circuit seem to be the most productive for the
group. This would not follow the work or findings of Salomon.
In checking on the role of sex in the performance of adoles
and females on measures of verticality the test scores show a signi
multivariate .F-test (£.<.001). This substantiated the superior ado
male performance over adolescent females found in past studies (Li
.As for the role of grade level on the effect of filmic co~
in working with concepts of verticality the multivariate test (Pill
which deal with the average mean score for the two levels produced I
significant f (£.<.157). The univariate F-test for the average mean
the test of verticality for the bulb in trailer test was . 075. The
of the MANOVA for the interaction of Time X Level revealed a signif
univariate F (p<.040) for the mean scores on the bulb in trailer tes
graph of Level X Time pictures the greater increase made by seniors
of the freshman on the vertical measure of the bulb in trailer.
The evidence of these two significant differences in sex and
level for both the horizontal and vertical measures is most importa~~
recall when interpertation of the other factors of the study are bel
viewed.
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Afour-way interaction revealed by the firs~ MANOVA on the horizontsures produced a multivariate test of significance (Pillais) with a
11eafcant F C.e.<.022) for Sex X Group X Level X Time. The univariate F
~n-signTfi1cant for both the straight-sided cup outline (£.(.067) and
the curve-sided cup outline (£.(.100).
Examination of the graphs of the four-way interaction show the
fOr males had higher retest mean scores in all groups, scoring above
n males and both freshman and senior females. Senior females
sfllaconsistently above the freshman female mean scores on the retest
res and surpassed the freshman male performance in the short-circuit
activation groups.
ser.ior girls narrowed the difference in the mean scores for males
females at the senior level in both the supplantation and activation
s Freshman girls made gains on the repeated measures mean scores
/r~eshman boys in the short-circuit and activation groups, but the
rreshmen boys showed larger gains over the freshman girls in the supplant~
on group. The freshman girls perfonned well below the senior boys in ·
all groups.
·
As for the effect of the various treatments, the short-circuit and
~~vation appeared most effective for senior boys. The freshman boys
~d their greatest gain in the supplantation group. All three treatments proved beneficial for senior girls with activation and supplantation
plying the greatest rate of gain. Freshman females appeared to benefit most from the short-circuit tape.
The existe~ce of this four-way interaction points out the d1fficuldy of trying to understand the influence of the filmic coding elements in
the light of the c·omplexity of the sex and. level related differences which
have been noted.
Whether the· use of· filmic ~ ~odtn~:e1ements~1~ - providing training:·on
l!brizontaL and verti ca 1 tasks could have any effect on the s kil 1 mastery of
ijrtial orientation was the final concern. Part V, Spatial Orientation, of
t~ Guilford-Zimmerman Aptitude Survey was used to measure the mental ability
of spatial orientation. Using sequential sums of squares, the first MANOVA
nvealed a four-way interaction of Sex X Group X Level X Time which proQiced a significant F at the .015 level.
These interactions were graphed holding various groups constant. In
looking at the graphs of the senior and freshman levels of the males in the
Urious treatment groups there is a simi 1ar pattern for the pre/posttest
~rfonnance of senior males for the control, supplantation and activation
groups. The short-circuit tape appears to have suppressed the change which
~curred in the other three groups . The sequential sum of squares for the
~reshman ma l es .. revea led the short-circuit treatment provided the greatest
nhecrease from the pre to posttest GZAS test scores. The pre/post gain for
t activation group was also at a steeper rate than that of the control
~roup. The males performed at higher levels and showed greater gains in
e activation group than in the other experimental groups.
For the females, the graphs of the various experimental groups'
~equential sum of squares showed the short-circuit and supplantaion groups
ncreased at the most rapid rate for the senior. subjects. The activation
9roup for senior females showed little change from pre to post means.
Freshman females registered their greatest pre/post GlSA score gain in
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the supplantation and activation groups. The short-circuit 9
little if any change in pre/post GZAS test scores for freshman
The .E. for the mean square of the interaction of Level x'
significant at the .055 level. The seniort mean square was at
level than the freshman on both the pre and postt est administra'
GZAS.
Looking at the GZAS averages detennined by use of sequent
of squares it shows that sex has a significant F at the .004 1
look at the graph shows the males scoring signiTicantly higher
The graph showing the senior and freshman performances on the G
significantly better scores ~ the seniors than the freshmen. Ra
patterns of performance f.or sex and grade levels were established
Imp1 ications
From the significant findings for individual factors and
interactions it do.es appear that .filmic coding_elements do affect
ment of the E'-'clideanJ'~TIO!"P; of horizonta1i_ty and verticality a
iricr.Efase the mean scores on the Gilford-Zi1T1T1erman Apti tude Survey
Spatial Orientation .of .high school freshman and senior adolesceni:
Further i nvestigation into the effects of selected filmic
elements needs to be pursued keeping sex, grade level, concept un
ing, treatment groups and time all as factors.
The shape of the container of the horizontal tasks does appe
have some effect on the mental processes of the subject, but res~lt
the horizontal tasks did tend to form similar patterns and produce
significant findings.
For the vertical measures there were cons i stently different
indicating different aspects were being involved. The question of
coding elements widh might aid in development of understanding of~~
those aspects of the concept of verticality wou ld be open for investt
The presence and degree of development of the concepts of hor
al i ty and verti cality of freshman and senior adolescent subjects remai
an area meedi ng further exploration . The work of Feldman (1980) might
provi de useful gui delines in studying the presence and development of
concepts.
Reducti on of the difference in the mean score for various tre&
groups between males and females needs to be followed up to fill in a
part of the total picture.
The flat pre/ post mean scores produced by the low EF groups {
cate the need to look into this aspect of the study. Male and femtlt
adolescents who have scored in the lower EF group should be studied to
if any particular selected coding elements are more beneficial than
in helping them to master the horizontal and vertical concepts.
The signifi cant findings based on the use of the Guilford·i~l!'le
Apti tude Survey to reveal development of the mental skills of spatia1
ation in adolescents through the use of selected filmic coding elemenU
would be of import to those involved in education and those who have an
interest in occupations which employ spatial orientation skills.
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The advent ·Of low cost aicrocomputer technology has aided the
integration of coaputer assisted instruction <CAI> into the
classrooa . Typically, aicrocomputer software is planned as an
attractive and. adaptable alternative to learnina froa a te1tb~ok
or progra11Ded instruction book . Software created by instructional
designers and sophisticated prograDDers has taken advantage of the
microcomputer's graphics and sound capabilities, learner inputs,
feedback, and record keeping abilities to produce attractive and
versatile products.
Initially, the attributes of CAI suggested a 11ediua capable
of presenting instruction in a new manner . Recent research,
however, bas suggested that CAI may be no more effective than
traditional textbooks once the novelty of the medium has
disappeared <Kulik, Bangert, & Willia11s, 1983) . Clark (1983)
suggests a research strategy <and possible an instructional design
strategy) that e11phasi1es the instructional methods as opposed to
the individual medium .
Accordingly, our aain assumption in this paper is that one of
the computer's most powerful capabilities lies in adapting
instruction to the learner . Adaptive methods typically found in
the co11DerciallJ available software use a weak form of adaptation
that relegates instructional decisions such as speed, sequence,
and difficulty to the learner . The learner control or internal
control method is adaptive only to the e1tent the learners can
make the necessary instructional management decisions (Johansen &
Tennyson, 1983) . In contrast to the learner control method is the
program control method , often implemented in computer managed
instruction CCHI>, in which the designer controls the learning
environment . Applications of CHI can range from simple branching
based on the learner ' s response to decisions of tbe number or
types of e1a11ples the learner needs, or when to exit the
instruction . A principal criticism of the program-controlled
method is the designer's ability to establish program control
logic on criteria other than arbitrary and unvalidated rules
(e.g . , 80~ correct; "3 misses in a row") .
The purpose of this paper is to review three systematic
adaptive instructional models used for computer-based curricular
aanagement . The types of adaptations included are Ca) quantity of
instructional support and incentives, Cb> meaningfulness of
problem-aolving contexts, and Cc) the density of narrative text .
The first two models have been extensively e1amined in our prior
research and evaluation studies. The third <context density)
model is still in the developmental stage, and we will only
report our preliminary findings in this paper .
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Jndifidualiud learning strategies <e.g., Keller, 19?
1976> provide J&ru a11ounts of instructional support, but 1
typically rely on tbe subjective Judg11ents of tbe leuner t
determine the amount of support required to achieve an obi
Frequently, these strategies result in higb achievers sele«
too 11uch support and low achiefers selecting too little 5 ~
lnterest in this problem led to the develop11ent of tbe Heap
State Regression Model for systematically selecting the"
instructional support an individual would need to achieve l
objectives <Hansen, Ross, & Rakow, 1977>. The initial lP~l
of this aodel was directed at a self-instructional unit co,
10 algebraic rules taught in an introductory college statbt
course . A flow diagra11 suuariiing the steps of the aode! II
shown in Figure 1.
Insert figure 1 about here

Implementation
The following is an explanation of
eo11ponent step of the aodel . Step one was tbe selection
pretask <entry behafiors> variables to use as predictors 0£
learner perfor11ance on the task. This predictive process u t
foundation of the adaptive model with the basic rule of "if
predicted perfor11ance is low, increase instructional support; ii
high , decrease instructional instructional support . " The steolf
step was the develop11ent of a predictive equation for each 111111
<one per rule> from the results of a sample group . In the tUrf
step, the predicted scores were matched to instructional
prescriptions specifying the number of examples the learner
require for each lesson . The prescript ions were incorporate~
a co11puter progra11 to generate a prescription for each Jurntr
Prior to the treat11ent, the instructional booklets were arra
for each learner according to the co11puter generated prucriJt
for each lesson. The lessons were then presented to the le&
and at the end of each lesson, a for11ative posttest was
ad11inistered. Lesson post test scoru were used to make necHI
refine11ents in the next lesson (i . e . , adding or subtracting
exaap Jes> .
Evaluation of the aodel was perfor11ed in several studiU.
The first study (Hansen et al> consisted of five treatment ;rllll
One adaptive treatment received individual prescriptiou genera
by the model. A second treatment, group-adaptive, received 1
prescription based on membership in a particular abilitY groDI ,
Two other treatments received either low <2 examples per rultl
high <10 e1a11ples per rule> levels of instructional support
fifth group received instructional support that was varied
nonadaptively. The results indicated the adaptive group perft
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1anificantJy better than each of the other treatments . Of
5
particular significance was the difference between the adaptive
groaP and the high instructional support group . It was
brpothesized the disadvantage of the high support group was due to
inefficient use of instructional time . A second study <Ross &
Rakow , 1980) comparing individualized-adaptive prescriptions to
group-adaptive prescriptions and non-adaptive instruction also
found the individualized-adaptive strategy to be significantly
better than the group-adaptive and non-adaptive strategies.
Incentive Adaptations
An extension of the Memphis State
Regression Model is the varying of incentives <Ross & Rakow,
1981) . Incentives <normally 10 points per lesson> were divided so
tbe lesson predicted to be 11ost difficult was worth more points
<e.g., 20 points> than the lesson predicted to be th least
difficult Ce.a . , 0 points). The adaptive incentives strategy
served to orient the students to make the most effective use of
tbe aaterials . Significant learning gains were found for the
adapt ive incentive strategy over the standard incentive strategy
(equal distribution if points> .
The most powerful application of the 11odel ca n be realiied
through a CAI system which updates the instructional prescriptions
with each individual response or group of responses . These
components create an "intelligent" system that varies the
materials as learner's needs change during the course of
instruction .
Context Models
A concern related to adapting ll..l2l!l much is learned to
individuals is to vary w.t1.A1 is learned . The specific interest
leading to the development of tbis latter model was the student's
difficulty in solving math story problems <National Assessment of
Education Progress, 1979) . When the themes of the problems are
abstract, unrealistic, or highly technical, the learner is faced
with the difficult task of translating the aeaning of the
unfamiliar words and procedures, and then performing the necessary
computations to arrive at the answer . The objective of this model
was to adapt the problem contexts to the learner's interests to
Promote meaningful learning .
Implementation
The context model has been i11ple11ented in a
PSI course <Ross, 1983> and on a CAI less on <Anand, 1985) . The
fir st implementation involved the development of context examples
related to the background of the learners, wh o were all educators,
in a statistics course . Meaningful, educationally-related
referents such as teachers, students, and homework were
substituted for the abstract referents of "X" , "Y", etc, <Ross,
1983). In other tests of the model, the context was personaliied
to the preferences and environment of the individual learners as
obtained from questionnaire responses . · This information was then
stored as data in a computer program written in BASIC . Problem
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"templates" were stored within the prograa which could
incorporate the learner's data to personalize the conteit
example, if a student's favorite food was Pina and he had
friends , Bi lly, Joe , and Saa; the prograa would present 1
asking how be would divide the piua between these friends''
hillHlf .

In one study, Ross C1983) presented educatora
PSI course with instruction including context exaaplu re11i
education <adaptive-education context> . A second noup re~t
instruction with examples from medicine which substituted d
nurses, and patients for the referents . A third group re~ tt
abstract examples using the referents of "X", "Y", "Event 1•
The results indicated that the adaptive-education conteit ff
perforaed significantly better than the non-adaptive medicat
context group and the abstract context group . Nurses were 1
a second study to determine if the results were due to the
examples presented in the educational context, or to the
adaptive -c_o ntext strategy . The nurse sa11ple performed best 11
medica l-related contexts . These results were consistent witl
first study indicating that relatedness of context to studnt
background comprised the critical factor for learning.
In a third study , Anand (1985> investigated the
personalization of the context as an adaptive strategy with t
and sixth- grade students in 11 11ath cl&ss. The first trutu1t
consi sted of abstrac t contexts using terms such as quantity ,
fluid, units and so on . The second treatment consisted of
concrete context examples that used realistic hypothetical
referents Ce . g ., Mrs . Smith , orange juice, etc . }. The third
treatment consisted of personalized context exa11ples gener&td
from the personal data collec ted prior to the
best friends , favorite food , birthday, etc . >.
that the personalized context group perfor11ed significantly bttt
than one or both comparison groups on measures of convent1on&l
problem solving, transfer , formula recognition, and task
attitudes.
Rlt!!nlt!!
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Context Density Model
The third model, conte1t density, focuses on svstnatlc
variations of narrative tc1t as an adaptive strategy . Our
interest in investigating this strategy is t o tailor the conUI~
or text explanations to learner ' s needs, and to the attributes
the medium (specifically , computer versus print> to enhance
comprehension and perception . Perception concerns the learner '•
attitude towards the instruction based on prior knowledge
<Johansen & Tennyson, 1983> .
The context density aodel builds on the support models
previously described and other related studies le . g., Rotben'
Tennvson, 1978) . The current aodel, however, differs from th•
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support aodels which focus on the the aore liaited property of
nuaber of examples presented. Context density manifests itself in
sentence or phrase length, degree of elaboration and redundancy ,
amount of contextual support, and linkages between major concepts.
This aodel provides a aeans for restructuring the text by varying
contextual density to meet individual needs without loss of
coaprehension as suggested by Johansen and Tennyson <1983). We
have hypothesized that learners with a high learning aptitude or
prior subject matter experience may be able to learn aore
eff iciently from a Jess dense narrative without loss of
comprehension. Similarly, learners with lower aptitude or no
prior background may require a more dense narrative as contextual
support for tbe information to be learned. This hypothesis is
consistent with current schemata theories <Anderson, 1984;
Rumelhar t & Ortony, 1977) which suggest comprehension is
facil itated by existing knowledge structures . Variations of
context density as an adaptive strategy could possibly meet the
varying needs of tbe learners .
A second area of interest witb the con text density model is
the interaction with presentation mode--computer versus print.
Tbis interest in optimal use of instructional methodologies, not
the delivery of the instruction, is consistent with Clark's (1983>
proposal for research with the media. Are there possible
interactions with the different context densities (i.e . , high and
low) and presentation mode due to delivery system constraints or
attributes that will enhance or hinder comprehension? For
example, what are the effects of the reduction of the CRT screen
presentation to only Z4 lines by 40 or 80 columns, or the lack of
traditional cuei~g mechanisms such as bold and italic text, and
underlining? ls there an expectation on the part of the learner
to "see " less information on the CRT screen and more on a printed
page, thus requiring more effort on the learner's part to
comprehend tbe message presented on the CRT screen?
Implementation
In our initial study, two forms of
instruction were developed using a section from a self-instruction
statistics book developed bv one of the authors . The low density
version was developed according to a systematic algorithm for
deleting extraneous and repetitious material in the high density
text Coriginal version>. The stimulus material consisted of
textbook and computer versions of the low and high density
Presen tati ons . The computer version, written in Apple Superpilot,
allowed the student to refer back to previous screens by pressing
the B key.
Our pilot study consisted of print and computer presentation
modes with either high densitv narrative, low density narrative ,
or learner control of narrative density . After collecting data
on 35 subjects (approximately 6 per treatment), there appears to
be a trend for learners in the computer mode to take 11ore time in
both the high- and Iow-densitv treatments. There is also a
tendency for the subjects in the computer mode of the learner
controlled treatment to select the high density narrative more
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often than subjects in the print mode . lt appears that
in the computer aode have less confidence when learning
information presen ted via a CRT screen .
Future -investigations will use context density as an &f
strategy to present high or low density narrative according lf
predicted learner needs generated with the aoltiple regresst~
model used in the instruct_ional support model. APP1Ying tbt
general rule for the support model, context density will be
increased as the predicted score decreases; and context deno
wil l be decreased as the predicted score increases. Planned
extensions include the refinement of the model to include"'
degrees of context density instead of the two discrete Jeve~
used .
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Introduction

There should be no doubt in any of our minds that the c
a useful medium of instruction and that it is potentially an
powerful medium . We would also all agree, I think , that our
of what to do with the computer in instruction is less than
I do not believe that there exists a body of prescriptive knOV
which tells us how to make best use of the computer's unique
· instructional medium characteristics when designing instructi
will be delivered by a computer. I will go further and asser
don't even know much at all about instructional design that
advantage of what a computer can do best. This paper will e
avenue for new research and development in instruction: use
insights from the study of teaching for development of intelll
instructional software.
Computers, Teachers, and Other Media

I believe that a computer is more like a person than i~ ~
other machines with regard to its instructional medium attr1b~
"With the . exception of the teacher, no other delivery system
the computer in i ts potential to accommodate ths needs of the
individual learner o" (Carrier, 1985, p. 155) Although it is 11
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an instructional medium attributes analysis of human
is possible to do so, as I did in 1982, albeit somewhat
~I:
it heek. (Ragan, 1982) When a human i$ used in the role of an
Jn00cal instrument, we call that instrument a "teacher. 11 This
~s
i 05 is so time-honored and commonplace that we do not even
'.)IVl'~ese uni ts called "teachers" as instructional instruments at
~tr thinking of these "teachers~ as one major means of
..,~f instruction and everything else being either
tional instruments" or "aids" to a teacher .
c e are many attributes of a human which may help make him or
~good instructional device, and there are also many attributes
.ogy
'Ke a teacher less than ideal. For example, humans are
'!slY
poor at being able to do something on one day in exactly
0
way they were able to do it a year or even a day previously.
of repeatabil.ity makes teacher delivery so unreliable that
~ times difficult to understand how the use of "teachers" could
be as popular as they are in schools, disregarding their
1aod other drawbacks.
!be reason why the use of "teachers" is mandatory in not only
1 but also training settings can be boiled down, I believe, to
eMrmously powerful information processing abilities. Although
,.rfect by any means (humans, for example, have a severely limited
iq for temporary information storage), humans have an incredible
Uity in their ability to do what they call "interact" based on
tion processing. Consider this: a human can receive what a
t says or writes in natural language (this is called "listening"
~eding"), process that information (with humans, they call that
~ing"), and can ask a question or provide some other stimulus
is based upon what the student said or wrote.
Uke the human, a computer's primary enviable attribute in
~tion is information processing ability.
Were it not for that,
~er would be a poor alternative for a text book with regard to
ility, a poor alternative to 35mm slides or an overhead projector
regard to graphic display, and a poor alternative to film and
with regard to providing animation. Although there are wa y s to
that the coia
~a computer's performance in all of these areas, we don't use
·ntially an u
ers due to their fabulous di splay capab i 1 i t ies. We use
, that our
~rs because of their information processing capabil ities.
l ess than pie~
~en we try to use a computer in a manner like that which older
r iptive knoit
isuch as text, video, or programmed instruction could
r 's unique
g instructioll' btr--the automatic-page-turner sort of CAI--our efforts may be met
success in terms of student learning but we find we are open to
r and assert
ng criticism for not making use of the c omputer's capabilities.
s ign that ta
regardless of whether other people criticize us or not, we know
;>er wi 11 expl
111 we have accomplished is to provide effective ' instruction in
t i on: use of
•rea ~hich can be provided with equal effectiveness through other
: of intelli
wh1le, at the same time, topics abound within our curriculum
5 are veritable killers--learning tasks which only the most
ntaged students fully master, leaving the remainder of the
~--which in many cases is the majority--with limited success or
t ete confusion .
It is these topics, the killers, that remind us
>n than it is
lium attributes :omputers are supposed to be wonderful instructional instruments.
hs we conceive of computer-delivery of instruction which is
~ ry system eqll
Pr er
and further from that which may be delivered by text, video,
·eds of the
0
9rammed
instruction, we find ourselves as instructional
ugh it is un

r.k
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designers conceptually further and further away from anyth
much about.
If it is true, as I am saying, that we get further an
from the center of our base of knowledge and tools in inst
design when we attempt to design instructional software wh
effective use of the computer's unique attributes, what fit
knowledge, if anything, might we find ourselves getting cl
closer to? Recall that earlier we noted an instructional
resembled computers in that its strength lay in abilfty to .
information--the use of humans or "teachers." There is a f
study related to that one approach to the delivery of instr
that field is called "the study of teaching."
The Study of Teaching and the Study of Instruction
The study of teaching is considerably separate from tht
instruction. A good general term for what most of our rese•
instructional technology relates to is "the study of instru
But the research and theory interests of a teacher-educator
professor of Elementary Education or of Teaching Methods in 1
area such as mathematics, language arts, reading, or social s
will most likely be in the area and traditions of the study
teaching (not the study of instruction). Your colleague wh~
umbrella professional organization is not AECT but is ASCD
(Association for Supervision an Curriculum Development) and
has a difficult time understanding what it is that you actuali
will probably have a primary background and interest in teach
research. By the same token, it is fair to say, I believe,
have an equally difficult time understanding what that collea
My conclusion from the above this: if the ways in whid
effectively conduct instruction are different and in certain
better than other media, and if teachers and computers share
critical capabilities of intelligent information processing , t
things may be predicted:
1. that the study of instruction, being devoted in
to instruction delivered by non-intelligent instruments, would
include research and theory regarding what to do with an inteO
instructional instrument, and
2. that the study of teaching, being devoted in the
instruction delivered by intelligent entities (humans), should
research and theory regarding what to do with an intelligent
instructional instrument, the computer.
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Artificial Intelligence and Instructional Design
My interest in the current topic did not begin with artif
intelligence (AI), but I have realized over the past year that
concern with teaching research in the context of instructional
for CAI, would lead quite naturally into contributions toward
The peo
of intelligent instructional software. Although I see little
•tfore
wh
recognition of it in our literature as of yet, AI methods and
liner,
Ph
techniques have already been developed which have enormous pot
.•hine,
1
in instruction, (Schank, 1984) and there is good reason to bel
that education, specifically the delivery of instruction, will~ in the s
of the most important uses of AI in the near future. "Automat ' sized a
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t individual instructors are one of the most interesting
~lY significant possible applications of AI . " (Schank, 1984,

~rther .:a..

~lthough

the potentials appear to be enormous, and a number
have noted to me their interest in the area,.it does not
1 t anyone knows .much about design of what I will call
ant instructional software" or "IIS." Not only do we
~:nal technologists know little ~bout IIS design, our
1
rts in computer science appear equally unready. For example,
:ank, whose work in artificial intelligence at Yale University
•sed in The Cognitive Computer (Schank, 1984), appears as
ut instruction as anyone could possibly be in his discussions
of artificial intelligence in instruction. For example,

.
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, of instr~'

If today's teachers were watching each c hil d carefully, they
vary the complexity and amount of the examples in the
so that each child could maintain interest according
his progress. If workbooks were smart enough they could
this by themselves. But workbooks don't know whether or
eot a child is doing the exercises correctly, or how far he
~s gone.
A workbook isn't able to stop him in the middle
af page 54, exercise D, problem 13, and say, No, you've
aJ.s;sed something, let's go back to that tricky problem on
~qe 50.
Nor can it say Great! You've got the hang of it.
Let's go on to something else. Think of how alienating and
hhumanizing the grade-school textbooks and the instruction
~tis coordinated with them really are.
(Schank, 1984, p.
~uld
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91ts the impression that if left to their own devices, the
~r science/AI community will do little more than re-discover
mmed instruction, not going quite as far as re-disco very of
uctional design.
In studying instructional strategies in CAI and in thinking abo ut
tions of the design of IIS, I became con vin ced that research
i~s from the study of teaching could be of enormous utility in
ing our knowledge and tools for design of instructional
are, both conventional and intelligent. Based upon this
iction I therefore set out to survey the research and theory in
area of the study of teaching.
(Footnote: in this effort I am
~d to Prof. John F. Wedman, University of Northern Iowa, and to
Lflln.oigranes, doctoral student in educational technology at the
1rs1ty of Oklahoma for their suggestions and ideas.)
Rather than
P~ a ful 1 summary of the l i tera tu re in the study of teachi ng-- an
Slble task in this setting in any event--I would like to present
~ t~e highlights of what I found, recal ling if you will that I
Ook1ng for help in the design of instructional software.

with artific
year that a
; truct ional
Study of Teaching in a Nutshell
m s toward de ·
; ee 1 i ttle
The people's names I found most cited and recommended, and
~ thods and
~fore
whose writing I concentrated on in my survey were: David
iormous potent 1 in~~, Philip Hosford, Christopher Clark, Robert Yinger, Barak
1son to belieV tb~s lne, N.L. Gage, and Madeline Hunter. Topics and key ideas
:tion, will be
the study of teaching which I found most repeated and
"Automated,
sized as major areas of interest were: teacher effectiveness,
t

!n.
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teacher thinking, and models of teaching. Of all the mat
read, I would recommend as a single most helpful source '
we Know About Teachin§, Edited by Philip Hosford and PUbl
the ASCO c (Hosford, 1 84)
The following areas were used as primary organizing
Berliner in his discussion of the status of tea~hing rese(Berliner, 1984):
A. Pre-instructional factors
1. Content decisions
2. Time allocation decisions
3. Policy decisions
4. Grouping decisions
s. Dec i sions about activity structures
B. During-instruction factors
1. Engaged time
2. Time management
3. Monitoring success rate
4. Academic learn ing time
5. Monitoring
6. Structuring
7. Questioning

c.

Climate factors
1. Communicating academic expectations for achie~
2. Developing a safe, orderly and academically-fo
environment for work
3. Sensible management of deviancy
4. Developing cooperative learning env iro nments

D. Post-instructional factors
1. Tests
2. Grades
3. Feedback
The content of most of the topics is descr iptive in na~t
example, with regard to content decisions, the research indi~
the factor exists; in other words, that teachers do in fact m
content decisions from time to time. The research does nots
how teachers make content decisions or how best content dee~
should be made.
Berliner ' s summary emphasized for many topics that there
great amount of variability among teachers. Th i s was the pr'
finding summarized for time allocation decisions, for policy
decisions, and for activity structures. '
For the remainder of the topics, the primary
be characterized by "performance of this function is correlat
student learning" or by "teachers who do this more than most
have students who achieve more than average." For example, f
are cited which ind icate that there is a strong relationship~
success rate (how often the learner is successful on things lbl
exercises, problems, and so forth) and achievement .
Rather ta
the utility of instructional instruments such as programmed ~
instruction in this regard, the a typical conclusion for teac
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ts drawn: "It appears that the classroom in which the teacher
' dlY about, monitoring students and raising the number of
1
interacti9ns with students, is the class where students do
tveliner, 1984, p. 62) "A substantive interaction between a
e~ student takes place when the teachez checks to see if the
doing things correctly, asks questions, gives the student
;eedback, and so on." (p. 62-63) Both tutorial CAI and
d instruction do this sort of thing routinely. In one sense,
turn this area into a design recommendation, albeit not too
fve one: "CAI software should be designed so that it checks
:work for accuracy, that it asks questions, and that it provide
tk" on the other hand, a question presents itself for which we
b;ve a ready answer: what difference does it make to have a
Ito these things?
If it is the case that a human is
what are the critical variables? Are there particular
~s that only humans can produce (at present)?
If so, an expert
rrotocol analysis of teacher monitoring behaviors would appear
1f we are going to get into AI in instruction. Or is the
cal factor not what the teacher does but what the teacher is: a
ft• If that is the case, in what regard does the student's
ed~e that the teacher is a person make a difference?
tn another review, Hosford (1984) summarizes the "science" of
in<J to be found in five factors:

f"

T - time on task (sufficient amount)
E - expectations (projection of high expectations for
learning)
M - monitoring student progress
p - problems assigned (individual work which can
be done individually)
o - organization (manage class so well that discipline
is not a problem)

nments

ve in natu~e
:H eh indica
in fact maif

fte "art of education" is seen in teacher's fostering and
racterization of what Hosford calls the "silent curriculum"--four
areas, three of which are ignored by a school's manifest
rkulum, but associated with greatness in teaching:
1.
2.
3.
4.

:fo es
: ent
: hat there
l S the pri
>r pol icy

desire for learning
improved self-concept
respect for others
skill in the use of the 3 R's

rs who can impart in students a desire for learning, who

~ute to improvements in their students' self-concepts, who show

~~ect for others and teach their students to do so, and who are

fflves highly skilled in the basics and improve their students'
correlated ~~ment in the basics are what Hosford would characterize as being
art" teachers . Teachers who are good with regard to behaviors
han most te
~the "science" domain he would characterize as "high science."
xample, stu
st teaching would be both high art and high science.
t i onship be
things likt 1 Are ~osford's factors the sorts of things we can employ in design
Rather than ltnte111gent instructional software? Al though Hosford' s factors are
g rarnmed
~road, perhaps they--even the "art of education" factors--are
for teachi..,
in which we can begin some productive work.
If, for example,
nd ings not

a:

one were to perform a protocol analysis of teaching, wher
start? It seems only reasonable that if we want to devei'
for intelligent instructional software, that we should be
focusing investigations on the areas within which the most
and which are considered most important by the people whos
research into the phepomena which we wish to model.
In another review, Bauman (1984) cites nine factors of
effecti veness , reminiscent of those we have already seen:
1 . clear goals and objectives
2. allocated time

3. academic engaged time
success rates
management
monitoring
direct instruction (the provision of)
instructional organization
classroom atmosphere

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Similar ly, Rosenshine (1983) provides six _functions, fr
studies of teacher effectiveness, whi ch describe what effecti
teachers do:
1. review and checking previous day ' s work
2. presenting new content/skills
3. initial student practice (and checking

for understanding)
4. feedback and correctives (and re-teaching
5. student independent practice
6. weekly and monthly re v iews

use

al:

I have
Clark and Yinger (1977) reviewed research on teacher thi
ili ty
This work, quite different from the work on teacher effectiven
t for p
be relevant to requirements and specifications for intelligent
like
rchers
instructional software. One major question addressed by the r
on teacher think i ng is that of interactive dec i sion-making. It J Of te
d ale
been assumed that teachers do a great deal of decision-making
feet, as it were, in the classroom. The research indicates th
do, but not much. Teachers consider alternati v e strategies o~
things are going poorly . · In other words, teachers apparently
make efforts to optimize learning. Student participation and
involvement are the primary cues used by the teacher, and , in
teachers rarely change their strategy.
Another facet of the teacher thinking research reviewed
and Yinger is the content of teachers' "interactive thoughts. •
29 4) Teachers apparently think about present, past, and fUtun
while interacting with students. Teacher thoughts about the~
are primarily about student behavior and their own affective I~
Teacher thoughts about the past are concentrate on reflection °~
events within the present lesson, retrieval of factual infer~~
such as personal information about particular students, curr1~~
content, principles of teaching, and beliefs about children ( e
characteristics). Finally, teacher thoughts about the future a
primarily on tactics to be used next in the current lesson,
~f
predictions or visualizations of directions the lesson might n '
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for student behavior and student learning of objectives .
5
DJ'search on teac~er thinkin~ may be.a good place to begin
re.ning information processing requirements and structures
~m~ intelligent instructional softwar7 •
I would like to present a key po1Qt or two from an
l 1 ~fudy rather than a review . The study, Yinger (1980), was
~bject study of teacher planning.
The aspect of the study
r'und of most interest was the investigator's report of the
. ouse of "routines." These "teaching routines" were
''s used to establish and regulate activities and to simplify
,. Four types of routines emerged: 1. activity routines, 2.
~onal routines, 3. management routines, and 4. executive
routines. These teacher routines appear to have, at a
tcial level a~ ~east, a ~107e correspondence to general-level
system act1v1ty descriptions.

•e

ons from Teaching Research
n I began my survey of teaching research, I had hoped that I
{lnd prescriptively oriented theories and models of what

teachers do and how they do it, similar to instructional
t]:reories and models but with reference to teachers rather than
'ab or systems.
I hoped, particularly, to find analyses of the
o;t interaction, questioning, and feedback.
I did not find what
for. Although I do not claim my survey of teaching research
to be an in-depth review itself, I think this survey fairly
tme nature and quality of the mainstream of recent research on
_q, Perhaps another survey of the research on teaching should
-~~med, this one not focusing on the recent research but on
pg useful information in what appear to be areas of most
ial·: interaction, questioning, and feedback.
Ihave ·noted earlier, while discussing various reviews, that the
rbility exists of using some of the work reviewed as a beginning
&r protocol ~nalysis for development of expert systems. I
like to expand that idea and suggest that instructional
ucners may wish to begin to study teaching themselves. This new
Y~ teaching would build upon the ex i sting l i terature but would
along new directions. In other words, if what we need isn't
,~e may have to do it ourselves .
We will have to study teachers
teaching to establish protocols for our "automated teachers." In
~g, we will not only need to begin where the current work leaves
ftat her than painfully rediscover the wheels of teaching research)
d~ we may find the skills and perspective of seasoned teaching
~ers to be invaluable.
ff

·e thoughts." E
t, and futuli!
about the pt
affective s'U
reflection oo
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ABSTRACT

An examination of the evaluation of media services in a school
nursing utilizing qualitative research methodology is presented.

tf ce ethnographic methodology dif f eres significantly from research
Sinroaches more commonly used in education, it is important to identify
This
~udy considers these differences and provides an application of
this methodology in the evaluation of media support services within
school of nursing. Pertinent evaluation and ethnographic literature
1
a;re reviewed to provide a theoretical oasis for this discussion.
A one year prototypical study employing ethnographic methodology
wa-s undertaken to evaluate media services within a school of nursing.
Objectives were established in the areas of needs assessment and
evaluation of the condition and context of media services. Data
v~s collected th.rough interviews with and attendance at faculty committee
•eetings, informal observation and interaction with nursing faculty,
atudents and administrators, observation of the process of media support
services, collection of media utilization data and the establishment
and maintenance of contact with university level media personnel, both
f·ormal and informal.
Media and instructional support needs were identified and classified
.tn four areas . These categories were: (1) Organization, (2) Administration,
Q) Service, and (4) Production.
Recommendations are specified on the basis of examined conditions
relative to the four categories of need. Plans for action and future
development direction emergeQ from the analysis of qualitative data,

=~ understand the differences in this alternative approach.

INTRODUCTION
Evaluation of media support services is both assumed and systematically planned for in the on going process of media services management (Erickson, 1968). Moreover, A.E.C.T. (1982) suggests that in
addition to quantitative factors, qualitative considerations may be
necessary to effectively evaluate specific programs of media support .
Therefore, the purpose of this study is to identify qualitative research
methodologies which are suitable for evaluation of media support services.
Furthermore, an ethnographic approach is then applied to the evaluation
process of media services in a school of nursing.

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Three areas of consideration emerge from a review- of the evaluation
and media support/educational technology literature. The three areas
are: (1) Issues of research, (2) Considerations related to the naturalistic paradigm, and (3) Ethnographic methodologies. Issues of research
: hnology

1
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include considerations of paradigmatic differen~es, questions
methodology and the resolution of apparent differences.
Paradigmatic differ enc es ha.ve been addressed by Guba (lg
Guba and lincoln (1981) and Guba and Lincoln (1982), relative
defining naturalistic inquiry. Essentially for research pu
paradigms may be viewed as patterns for discovering knowledge.
Therefore, different paradigms rest on different philosophical
foundations with varying sets of assumptions relative to the
phenomena in question (Donmoyer, 1985;Guba and Lincoln, 1982)
due to differences in world view, varying paradigmatic approa~
in fact, produced a heated debate both philosophically and op
Most notably ha.s been the discourse between "rationalistic"
"naturalistic'' means of inquiry (Howe, 1985).
Philosophical stances have lead to perceived differences 14
ology. Methodological differences, according to Guba (1981)
viewed in terms of quantitative versu~ qualitative preferences.
ever, Guba (1981) further suggests that methodology concerns aq
analyzed when viewed in relation to the trustworthiness of the
which those methods yield. Hence, when viewed in relation to
of trustworthiness (ie.: truth value, applicability, consist enc;:
neutrality), questions of validity, reliability and objectivity
a ••rationalistic" perspective, may in fact find a commonality of
agreement when defined in terms of credibility, dependability
confirm.ability, from the "naturalistic'' perspective.
Moreover, Cook and Reichardt (1979) suggest tha.t a resolu
the "rationalistic_" /"naturalistic" debat e, on at least the met
level, is the use of both qualitative and quantitative methods
appropriate. Hence, Guba (1981) and Guba and Lincoln (1982) p·r
the triangulation of methodology through the collection of data
both perspectives .
The second major area of consideration relative to
review, is that of analyzing aspects of the naturalistic parad
analysis may be viewed in terms of the two areas of philosoph
assumptions and methodology conside·rations. There are five areas
philosophical assumption relative to the naturalistic paradigm (
Guba and Lincoln, 1982). First, Guba (1981) suggests that thet~
multiple realities which may in fact, be studied holistically.
the researcher and object or "respondant" have an interactive r
with each influencing the other. Third, generalizations are not
due to the fact that knowledge is bound both by time and conteit r
since actions are best explained in terms of the interaction of
factors , methods of assessing phenomena are most appropriately d
mined by the notion of "best fit," relative to a contextual/ holil
approach . Fifth, the research endeavor (inquiry) is value bound.
five areas of philosophic assumption impact methodological appliC
for the practicing evaluation researcher.
f
Methodological considerations would include a wide variety~
gathering techniques. Guba and Lincoln (1982) suggest a numb~r d
techniques, such as interviewing, observation, record analysis 111.,
non-verbal cueing behaviors. Moreover, Patton (1980) and Van~~
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tioth address a number of related. issues dealin~ with the application
f and collection of data by qualitative methodologies. While
~uantitative methods as identified by Campbell and Stanley (1963)
~y also be included in the research design in order to triangulate
findings (Cook and Reichardt, 1979). Finally, methods may in fact
be determined by the unfolding of the study according to Guba and
Lincoln (1982) •
Based on the fore going considerations, the utilization of
ethnographic methodological approaches appear to be not only useful,
but also highly appropriate to the evaluation of media support services,
from a qualitative perspective. Wilson (1977) and Fetterman (1984)
suggest specific considerations for the use of ethnographic techniques
!fin evaluation research. Accordingly, Shrock (1985) notes that the
r~sults of naturalistic studies tend to be process oriented, holistic
a-nd personally/politically sensitive.
Therefore, the study reported herein, is that of a one year
p,r ototypical study employing ethnographic research methodology from
a naturalistic perspective, in order to evaluate media services and
to determine areas of need for further development in support for a
scboo:i. of nursing •

METHOD - THE ETHNOGRAPHIC APPROACH
The methodology section of the study includes delineation of the
context/institutional setting, as well as data collection activities
and data analysis. The delineation of the institutional setting and
contextual considerations provide for a higher degree of transferability
of results by providing descriptive data which may be compared with
other settings and contexts (Guba , 1981). Therefore, this study took
place at a four year private university, within its school of nursing .
The school of nursing offers a four year baccalaureate program in
nursing accredited by the National League for Nursing. Nursing students
receive instruction on campus, while gaining related clinical experience
at various local health care facilities. An intensive program of
individualized auto-tutorial instruction with clinical simulation
laboratory experiences predominates the junior and senior levels •
Several graduate programs leading to a Master of Science degree in
Nursing (M. S.N.) are also offered, as is a course of studies leading
to a Doctorate in Nursing Education . Undergraduate enrollment is
approximately six hundred with graduate students numbering approximately
two hundred and twenty . Combined undergraduate and graduate faculty
total approximately fifty five (FTE) .
Media support is provided through a specialized nursin~ media
support group for students' individualized instruction, clinical
Silnulation laboratory experiences and several small classrooms within
the. school of nursing's building space. Classroom support outside of
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the nursing building is provided through a campus wide centi
media center. The nursing media support area main ta ins a co
of nursing related software materials, instructional kits and
hardware. These materials are housed in a small closet area
are checked out by students and faculty for use in smallgroup
rooms located throughout the nursing building space . Instruc
kits for clinical simulation laboratory use are checked out
in the laboratories, located in another part of the nursing
Staffing consists of one full time supervisor (R.N. with no f
media training), two part time work-study students and a labo
assistant (part time). Faculty are primarily responsible fo~
instructional activities utilizing this service.
Guba (1981) suggests that by collecting "thick" descript
a higher probability for transf ering results to other contexts
achieved due to the comparison "fit" of contextual descriptio
fore, issues of external validity and generalizability are add
from a naturalistic perspective through the utilization of met
which are appropriate for determining a high degree of transf:
Data collection activities included a wide variety of et
and naturalistic methods, as well as, quantitative measures.
activities included: observation of faculty meetings and cotmd:
meetings; structured interviews with faculty, students and a
informal observation of instructional activities, both in ter1111
_faculty and student involvement and interaction; examination (i)
administration generated documents; informal conversations with
students and administrators; observation of the process of med
services; collection of media utilization and evaluation data;
interviews and informal conversations with university level m
support staff and administrators.
Observation of faculty meetings and committee meetings p
data for log entries. Log entries included any activities, d
or disclosure relative to media support, as well as , reactions,
and other social interaction. These data were cross checked ~
generated by the various committees and respective administratott
This activity provided a level of credibility relative to findiinp
1981).
.
Structured interviews with faculty, students and adminis~
were conducted. The use of standardized open-ended interview
(Patton, 1980, p. 202) provided a reduction in bias due to the
ardization of questioning for each of the different groups int
Informal observation of instructional activities yielded
responses from both faculty and students in natural contexts atMI
Examination of faculty and administration generated documen
as references for cross checking observati onaldata (Guba, 1981).
Primarily, these documents consisted of committee minutes, memo'••
annual reports and task force ·reports to accreditting agencies.
Informal conversations with faculty , students and administl'I
provided additional data which reinforced observati onal and inte
data (Patton, 1980, p.19 8).
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observation of the media support process provided log entries
tfdch iead to an understanding of logistical problems and processes .
Collection of utilization and evaluation data provided for the
eti4ngulation of data from a quantitative perspective (Guba, 1981).
'this process assisted in the cross checking of data and interpretations
&ablished by the qualitative methodologies.
"
Formal interviews and informal conversations with university
avel media personnel tended to clarify need areas identified by
1faculty, students and administrators in the school of nursing. Moreover,
chis activity provided for peer debriefing experiences for the resear cher .
Member checks were provided through the process of combined observation
od interviewing of the various population groups involved in the study .
5 ~ember feedback provided for the possibility of higher levels of
.credibility (Guba, 1981).
Data analysis emerged from and in conjunction with the data collection .
specific themes relative to needs and development di rection for media
support services were i~entified. As related themes emerged, they were
checked in terms of source origination and multiple response . As var ious
population group and techniques identified related themes, the themes
were then defined in terms of media support need and related direction
d~elopment .
For example, when organizational concerns were expressed
by the three groups of faculty, ·students and administration, the cross
checking of these references lead to the emergence of organizational
need areas.
RESULTS
Based on the data gained from the variety of methods utilized,
conceptual structure of media support service ·need categories emerged.
&reover, recommendations specified on the basis of the examined
conditions provided a structure for strategy development relati ve
to the need categories.
The conceptual structure of identified needs con sisted of .four
areas. The four categories relative to medi a support are: (1)
Organization, (2) Administration, (3) Service, and (4) Production.
Organizational considerations included better organization of distribution of hardware/software materials to faculty and students; structured
individualized learning areas; identification of lab practice areas;
and establishment of comprehens i ve indi ces and inventori es for col lect i on
holdings.
Administration concerns included staffing, funding and supervisory
considerations. Specifically, questions of necessary staffing levels
for media/lab support, budgeting process development , ov ersight of
student simul ation experience, r esponsib i lit y f or lab supplies and
collection maintenance were i dentified.
I
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Service needs included areas in which media support se
would be able to support faculty in the instruc~ional process
through the utilization of instructional design, development
evaluation principles and practices. Specific service needs
the following : faculty orientation to the possibilities for
utilization within the instructional process; identification of
media users and opinion leaders; continued development of the
software collections; and faculty consultation for instructioflll
design, development and evaluation.
Production needs included specific applications of tee
to the instructional process in order to· further achieve a brad.
based learning environment through the production of materials
designed to meet specific learner needs. Specific production
included: utilization of basic graphics production for media
video programming applications to instructional tasks, delivery
and testing strategies; application of computer technology to
competency based· instructional strategies; and development of
level instructional materials.
Recommendations were then developed on the basis of the pt
contextual condition of media support service need categories.
Organizational procedures for the eff ecient and effective fun~
media distribution were developed. Administrative recommendat
were specified in terms of staffing, budget, supervision, proc
specification and collection maintenance. Role function of med·
service staff was identified. Service recommendations were dev
in terms of instructional support perspective including areas tf
inservice training, identification of media users/ opinion leade
and consultation for future development endeavors. Production
recommendations emerged directly from data yielded from the q
methodology.
Staffing considerations evolved from the specification of
recommendations. Moreover, cooperative ventures were identif~
to university level library and media support departments. C
of communication were identified and formalized.
DISCUSSION

The present one year study sought to identify qualitative
methods which would be suitable for the evaluation of media s
within specific contexts. Moreover; an ethnographic approach.fll
then applied to the evaluation process of media services in a
of nursin~. Categories of media support need then emerged fro•
activities of data collection and analysis . These need catego~i•
prov ided a basis for developing a struc ture of recommended dei:~
The process of evaluation is on golng, due to the evoluti
n ature of media support bound in space/ time contexts. Therefor:,
this study merely serves as a prototype for an on going evaluat Oii
methouology process within the school of nursing. Needs must a~
to be identified, strategies implemented and evaluation underta

559
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ene ~ust not, in this process lose sight of the central goal of
illSeruction. Therefore, future directions will be shaped by
energing needs and the strategies implemented to meet those needs
proVided by the continual process of evaluation.
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Abstract
In the Spring of 1983, twenty-five second grade students from a public

entart school in New Mexico had their regular curriculum supplemented
the experience of LOGO computer programming. This experiment studied
effectiveness of LOGO's turtle graphic~ in providing the subjects with a
1of systematic thought which could be applied and measured in an adapted

etian problem solving activity. The study also investigated LOGO's
ectiveness in teaching certain fundamental geometric concepts to chlldren
were supposedly not developmentally ready for such material. The
111tment consisted of each child receiving approximately one hour of Terrapin
programming o~ the Apple microcomputer each week for three months.
ae structure of the programming experience was based on a guided discovery
p oach. The children were allowed much freedom in their programming
dlOlces, yet they were motivated to pursue formal stage thought patterns using

atarefully planned positive reinforcement technique. Data from the
~rimental

group were compared to another second grade classroom in the

me district whi ch did not receive any LOGO experiences. The experimental
roop showed statistically significant results in both the problem solving
· Educational

ry, 1986

measure and geometric pencil and paper test. The control group showed no
9'11f1cant change in either case.

2
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The Effects of LOGO on Young Ch11dren

Introduction
The introduction of the LOGO programming language to mainstre
education in the late 1970's and early 1980's received much attention
initial praise. Even though not much was known empirically about the
LOGO with children (Watt, 1982), it was nonetheless brought into many
classrooms across the country wlth rushed excitement. Many educat
the responsibility of utilizing the growing microcomputer medium tu
this innovative concept with the hope of providing children with a suit
· profitable educational experience. In 1ieu of the research and field-te
many educators tool< the word of a small group of scientists and theori
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) that children's expos ·
LOGO could possibly yield favorable results in thinking and mathematic-al
abtlity. Furthermore, it was contended that these results would be best
achieved given a revolutionary break from the traditional, and often
admonished, teacher dominated classroom and proceed to a highly child
centered environment (Papert, 1980). This educational bandwagon was
encouraged by the public's insistence that education begin to prepare its
for the already present computer age. These factors, among others, have
contributed to LOGO's somewhat ubiquitous reputation as being possibly
most significant educational software of the decade (Lough, 1983).
Confirming evidence of LOGO's ultimate educational value was e
from some of the early LOGO projects such as the Brookline, Massachusetts
project and the Lamplighter project in Dallas. Unfortunately, these proj
did not provide educators with convincing evidence of LOGO's potential~
3
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t for and against LOGO continued. Recently, however, the f1nd1ngs from

11arge LOGO projects, such as the Bank Street C~llege Project in New
~the University or Israel_Project, have_cast rather dark clouds over the
1a0dscape. These studies attempted to present LOGO to children in the
to mainstr
:h attention
:y about the

t of free or open discovery learning as advocated by Seymour Papert,
5 pr1ncipa·1 developer. In these studies, LOGO fa11ed to show any

ffcant cont_
ribut1on to the chf\dren's problem solv1ng or mathemat1ca1
{Pea, undated; Leron, 1985). In another study completed at the
.tty of Edtnburgh, Scotland, LOGO was presented 1n a more traditional and
tured way. LOGO was substituted for the regular mathematics curriculum

fas taught in a structured, teacher directed way. Here again, LOGO did not
de a superior learning environment over non-LOGO instructional methods:
ts

and theoris

jren·s exposur
mathematical
would be best
and often
I

highly Child

1dwagon was f
to prepare its

nts in the LOGO group did not perform significantly better on math
IJ\1evement tests than non-LOGO math students (Howe, O'Shea & Plane, 1979).

1ttese results, and in particular, the results from the Bank Street College of
tttation ·raise serious doubts about the claims made for the cognitive
nfits of learning to program, particularly in Looo· (Pea, undated, p. 30-31 ).
•results have prompted many educators to call for a halt in the use of

l'Sl and LOGO-like experiences tn the classroom (Tetenbaum &Mulkeen, 1984).
studies support a contention that LOGO has failed to deliver what it had

g others, have
eing possibly tllt
'l,

1983).

In response to these criticisms, Papert has emphasized that LOGO never
JUrlised anything. Instead, he supports the view that LOGO is part of a

• 1ra1 influence. Considering LOGO by itself, without associated cultural
~. Massachusetts

1y, these projects
1·s potential and

lttors, is devoid of meaning (Papert,

1985). This is why, according to Papert,

l lsfruitless to try to control for the "LOGO variabl e" in experimental type

"Search.
4
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Papert's crit1cism, although perhaps valid to a certain extent
concerned educator in a type of ·damned if you do and damned if You
situat ton. Educators who try to understand Papert's perspect fve a[ld
aspire to the potential of LOGO find themselves confronted W1th uni
curriculum supervi sers demanding supportive data whereas researc
accused of contaminating a good idea with their experimentation te
Ultimately, educators wi 11 need to have an objective measure of the
influences of LOGO and LOGO-like experiences on thei~ students in or
justify continuing or abandoning the cause. These decisions will need
based, at least in part, on information gathered through experimental
Puroose
The purpose of this paper is to present and discuss a relative·ly
study involving the experiences of young children who used LOGO over a
month period. The purposes of the study were two-fold. First, it has
claimed that people who engage in LOGO programming, or other similar
languages for that matter, are apt to better develop problem solving abf
(Papert, 1980) due to the nature of the programming tasks. Programmlng
LOGO, it is contended, supports a systematic structure of procedural
solving where large problems are broken down into smaller, more m
·chunks·. This study sought to investigate whether or not young ch1ldr
the experience of LOGO programming, would acquire more problem sol
skills and be able to demonstrate those skills in other problem solving
contexts.
The second problem investigated and discussed here concerns the
potential of learners to gain incidental mathematical insight and ability
through their LOGO programming experiences. These sk111s are termed
incidental because they are not taught directly by the teacher, but are ac

s
&67

tain extent

-product of the total programming experience. The rationale behind this

nned if You

upon the structure of LOGO itself. The language of LOGO is a language

•

ipect 1ve an~

mathematics 1s commun1cated between the learner and a smal 1

ed Wlth unt

uc animal called the •turtle·. The learner, 1n h1s/her phys1cal world,

·as researc

turtle in its, share many important traits. The two most important

entatton te
sure of the

that they share are position and heading making the turtle body syntonic
the chlld (Papert, 1980). In addition, since the child is able to identify
the turtle through these physical associations, Papert contends that the
and the turtle begin to share a type of cognitive bond. This bond, or ego
~1c

relat1onsh1p, allows the chfld to project h1s/herself according to the

ective of the turtle. It is through these means that the child is believed
a relatively
~d

LOGO over a

btable to gain mathematic insight not readily attainable through traditional
s. This belief becomes even more interesting when the learners are
ially young, as in the second grade. According to the child development

Jther similar

•ies of Piaget, the preoperational or concrete operational child does not

em solving abili ·

Ylew the world as being filled with rigid and fixed shapes. Rather, the child

views the world w1th a more topological perspect1ve where lines and angles
reperm1tted to bend and flex (Copeland, l 979). Therefore, the second problem
tobe discussed here is whether or not young children are able to assimilate .
Sime basic geometric concepts and the notion of perspective and rigidity even
ttwgh their cognitive development dictates a more topological viewpoint.
blem solving

concerns the

Methods

Subjects in the experimental group consisted of 25 second grade children

Jht and ability

rrom a regular, public school classroom. The experimental group consisted of

, are termed

lSboys and 1Og1rls with ages rang1ng from seven to nine years with a mean

her, but are acQU· ~of 8.08 years. The contro 1group also consisted of an intact, second grade

6
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classroom. This group was from a d1fferent school in the sames
The control group cons1sted of 22 children: 11 boys and_11 g1rls
also ranged from seven to nine years with a mean age of 7.82 years..
rationale for using a control group was based upon the need to cont
maturation effects of the experimental group (Campbell & Stanley,
experimental and control groups were selected based in part upon the
willingness of their teachers to participate and other more restra.in
typically found in field-based research which prevented random asst
subjects to the treatment groups.
Materials
The treatment given to the experimental group was the expert
programming a microcomputer in the computer language of LOGO. Eaeh
received approximately one hour of LOGO programming each week using
Terrapin version of LOGO on the four available Apple 11+ microcomput
four microcomputers were also used by the rest of the school's popul
Since this study was conducted within the confines of a public element
school it was therefore subject to all of the limitations inherent in thtS
of setting. Although thi s quasi-exper imental design makes proper con
experimental variables more difficult, there are some merits to be cons
For example, the LOGO learning environment created here is probably
different from those to be found in schools all across the country and
results can probably be more easily generalized to current classrooms.
t .

The LOGO Leaming Environment
Initially, the LOGO experience presented to the experimental gralf
planned to conform to Papert's "free discovery" or humanistic style phtl
where the teacher acts as a facilitator rather than a fact giver. In this
setting, a teacher who is well acquainted with the programming or ·nuts

7
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cts of LOGO acts as a facilitator giving the child advice, informative

· 7.82 Years.

whereas the
, technical assistance and ·other "on-task· information
.
role is to take an individual learning path with the responsibility of

to control
& Stanley, 1

inQ ideas as well as the bulk of the creativity. Shortly after the

part upon the

m~ch

ore res~raining

ramming level thought necessary for any s1gn1ficant d1ff erences to be

random assi

d. For this reason, it was necessary to develop a way to motivate the

eed

t began, however, it became very obvious that the subjects would
more time than the three months allotted to even begin to attain

ts to progress in a quickened, yet consistent, way. So instead of

·ing the children to explore with the turtle with total freedom, as Papert
s the experience

tes,

a different approach was used which still provided the children with

of LOGO. Eacll

.Aseries of activity cards was prepared. On each card was

ni crocomputers.

a simple

, such as a square. If the child successfully recreated the shape on the

:hool's popuJatiat

~ter's

>ublfc element~

Jjtlnto a jar which was later used to draw for prizes. The more chance slips

inherent in this

mthe jar at the time of the drawing, the better the chance to win a prize. The

monitor, then a "chance slip" was rewarded. Th1s chance slip was

•son the cards were then made increasingly more complex. The skills

med on one card might be prerequisite on another.

(Coptes of selected

&Uvity cards can be found in Appendix I.) Thls building block method of skill
i'lelopment along with the reward system proved to be extremely successful.
t c Iassrooms.

the children were not forced to complete the activity cards, just merely
toaxed. Many times a chance slip was awarded if the chlld would try to alter

~rimental group was ~ething in their design according to the instructor's directions. This was

~to help the child achieve a concept which otherwise would have been
In this type' •tssed. This ·guided discovery· te~hnique has worked well in this and in other

3tic style philosortf
giver.

nming or ·nuts~

lOOQ environments occurring in typical school situations.

8
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After the chtld successfully completed several acttvtty cards
difficulty, the child would be encouraged to combine t~ese shapes to
larger figure. Any figure created by the child which was composed

or

card shapes was also awarded a chance slip. This encouraged the chi
record successful programmtng code in a notebook. The code for sev
·shapes was often used with 1ittle modffication when joined together
the macro design.
The contra1 group received no such LOGO exposure or any micr
experience for that matter during the time of the study. Although t~
groups had different teachers, it must be restated that both were in .
school district and therefore both received similar instruction in te
content since both classrooms had similar classroom materials apart
computer experience, such as identical textbooks and district objectl
Dependent Measures
Evaluation of LOGO in classroom or other settings has been con
among LOGO's promoters and critics. Although LOGO enthusiasts tend
the not ion of testing i n any LOGO microworld, the problem of objective
evaluation remains. Justifying the inclusi on of any major curriculum
component requires accounting for supposed educational gains in clea-.
objective terms. LOGO's effectiveness and potential learning and i
benefit~

appear to be centered in two areas: problem solving and m

These two areas closely resemble the distinction between crystalli
fluid intelltgence as described by Catell ( 1971 ). An objective of thfS
to examine a possible evaluation procedure of LOGO which considers
facets of intelligence.
There were two dependent measures used in this study. The fi
measure of probl em solving ability in two parts and the second was a

9
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1geometry test. Both measures were admin1stered by the researcher to
perimental and control groups in a pretest/postt~st design.

tiv1ty cards

i

composed or

The problem solving measure is a quantitatively derived form of two

·aged the Chil

teal Pfagetian activities used originally as examples of problem solving in

:ode ror seve

idUals at the stage of formal operations. This measure was presented

1ed together t

i.dually to each subject in each treatment group in two parts. One part
lved a combinatorial task and the other a permutation task. These tasks

any microc

chosen as a possible solution to the confllct of evaluating problem

Although the t

fng due their historical use as relat1ve ind1ces of formal thought 1n

)r

t's Theory of Intellectual Development (Copeland, 1979). These tasks
1ction in terms
erials apart r

.-e then supplied with a scoring technique which would allow them to be
tistica1ly analyzed.
In the combinatorial activi ty, the child was shown six piles of different
'°Jored markers. The task was to arrange the markers in as many combinations

as been contr

i pairs as possi ble. It was strongly emphasized by the researcher to the
51.bjects that no repeated combinations could be permitted. All discovered

of objective

combinations of the possible 15 were scored one·point each. However, one

curriculum

point was subtracted for each combination repeated by the child. Fifteen

3ins in clear,

~1nts was the highest score poss.ible with the lowest possible score being

ting and instruct
19 and mathemat
crystallized and

~.

Each subject was instructed to complete the task involving permutations

~ a similar fashion. The child was shown four piles.of different shapes:
SIJJcres, triangles, stars, and circles. The task here was to remove one shape

from each pile and then arrange the four shapes in a different way from all

~ious trials. Again, it was emphasized to the child that all of the
"Jy. The nrst wasa

rT'angements must be found with no repeats permitted. The scoring technique

:ond was a paper aid

~e Was identical to the combinatorial activity:
10
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repeated arrangements were

subtracted from the total sum of 1dentif1ed permutations with 24 be
highest poss1ble score and zero the lowest.
Each subject's raw score for this measure was the sum of the
combinatorial and permutatton tasks.
The measure of geometric concepts was admtn1stered tn a grotG
to each of the treatment groups with measurement tools such as rul
protractors provided. The test consisted of four pages (see Append1x t·
one consisted of an angle recognition actfvfty where the chfld was In
to select the proper angle from a group of four. Page t'wo also dealt
concept of the angle. The subjects were given an angle and

one~

or

angle. The subjects were instructed to draw the second r-ay in such a
the angle formed would match the given angle identically. Additionally,
given rays were offset somewhat from the given angles so that the cM
consider the task from a different perspective. Page three dealt with
measurement of line segments. One line segment was given with the di
being told to draw another line of exactly equal length. The starting po
the child's line was given and offset in such a w-ay as to require the child
demonstrate conservation of length. The fourth page also dealt with the
concept of the angle. Here the child was instructed to imagine rotating
figure a certain number of degrees left or right and then to point to the
direction in which it would be facing. This task resembles more closely
activity actually involved in LOGO programming. Whereas the first three
geometry test pages attempted to measure far transfer of LOGO'S mat
model, the fourth page was designed to measure one near transfer com
Analysis of the Data
Problem Solving
An analysis of the experimental and control groups' pretest means, 1
1t
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Th

7 respectively, on the problem solving measures using an independent l
12
ft!OW that the two groups means were statisticall_y similar, lC45) =
,~<.01

sum of the

in problem solving ability at the onset of the study. (See table 1_

the groups' descriptive statistics.)
The experimental and control group's posttest means were 17.6 and

>uch as

rulers

n

~e Appendf x

1

respectively. The analysis of these means using an independent 1 test

ed a highly significant difference, 1(45) = 4.87, 12<.01 . Therefore, the null

esis can be rejected and the conclusion drawn that these means are
1$tically different.
AA additi onal analysis comparing the pretest and posttest means of each

ry in such aw,
AddltionaHy,

using dependent 1 tests also support the above conclusion (although this
~the preferred

statistical techni que). An analysis of the experimental's

test and posttest means show a highly significant difference, .tl.24) =4.9,
~ dealt

with the

~n with the cMJd

,QJ, whereas an analysis of the control group's pretest and posttest means

mw Ro significant difference, .t.(21) = -.57 t 8, R<.0 t.

e starting point
jealt with the

1

Insert Tab 1e 1 About Here

point to the
more closely

he first three

bnetric Mathematical Ability
As in problem solving measure, the experimental and control groups were

.OGO's mathem

*lermined to be at similar levels of geometric mathematical ability at the

·ansfer componerL

ll1 of the study as determined by an analysis of their pretest means, 11.4 and
H.73 respectively. An analysis of these data using an independent!. test show
Significant difference, .t.(45) = .4024, R<.01 .

r etest means, 11.

The experimental and control group's posttest means were 14.8 and 12.5,
12
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respectively. A comparison of these means using an independent l t
a moderately significant difference, 1(45) = 1.78, n<. t.
The additional analysis of the experimental group's pretest and
means using the dependent 1 test show a significant difference, 1(24>
n<.Ot, whereas the control group showed no such difference, 1(21) ==.
Q.<.01.

General Discussion
The findings of this study tend to support the hypotheses and g
educational philosophy of LOGO's developer, Seymour Papert, in two i
ways. First, the group of children who used LOGO in this study perfo
better on the problem solving measures than the group of children who
no such LOGO programming exposure.

T~is

is consistent with Paperrs

conjecture that .successful programming interactions encourage the
development and exercise of problem solving strategies. These results
evidence that these strategies might be able to transfer beyond the cont
computer experiences. These results in the area of problem solving are1n
contrast to many of the findings reported by the Bank Street College
researchers and the University of Israel researchers. Second, the LOGO
programming group appeared to gain mathematical insight to certain
tasks merely by their LOGO programming experience, whereas the non-~
group did not change significantly during the three months in which the
took place. These geometry aptitude findings presented here appear ta
contradi ct the findings from the University of Edinburgh work. Furthe
these r esults were obtained in a very young group of children and were tht
result of direct computer programming interactions, i.e. no supportiVe
non- computer instruction was provided.
One difference between previous studies and the one presented here
13
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might help to explain the inconsistencies concerns the learning
ment in wh1ch the LOGO programming took plac~. This study presented
tn a ·guided discovery" environment where although the teacher played an
rerence, 1<24)a

ant role in the learning paths taken by the students; there was still an

nc~, 1(21) =

ous amount of freedom for the students to experiment with the LOGO
worlds. This possible explanation is supported by findings of another
study in which a guided discovery environment was also encouraged. The

imental group in this study, conducted at the California Polytechnic
itute of California, also showed significant mathematical gains (Cron,
$3). Although it was not the intention of this research to examine the

· children who
Nith Papert's

:ourage the

tnbUtes of successful LOGO learning environments, this insight should be
!dered by current teachers in the planning of computer education
. -1ences which will involve LOGO.
Although the experimental group showed a significant increase in their
,OOlem solving ab111ty as measured by the combinatorial and permutation

: m solving are in

itiv1ties, one question which must be asked is whether or not this difference

eet College

~1mportant.

cond, the LOGO

ceuldevaluate something as complex as the construct of problem solving.

It would be a naive conclusion to state that any single measure

-empting to evalute problem solving or systematic thought using a single
leasure is analogous to holding a highly detailed object in front of a bright
> in which the st

'Wit and then studying its shadow on the wall; the shadow gives the observer

ere appear to

Glfy the faintest notion of the object's complexity. Therefore, since these

1ork. Furtherm!X'e, tesults show much promise for LOGO's ability to present a problem solving
ren and were the

llOdel to learners, much more research is needed. These results show that

o supportive

~rners who use LOGO appropriately and regularly appear to gain incidental
rfoblem solving aptitude, that is, the problem solving ability gained is the

~ presented here

fesult of the programming experience, not as the result of direct teaching.
14
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Other stud1es have shown that there are more efficient weys than w
increase problem solving in children (Dalton, 1985). Ye_t, since thts
problem solving ability is in add1t1on to other assumed benef1ts, le
efficiency does not play as 1mportant a role.
Another 1mportant 1ssue 1s g1ven the fact that LOGO programm
fact increase systematic thought, is th1s effect desirable? LOGO ap
an obvious answer to what Piagetians term the "American Question·

'

asks if it is possible to intentionally hurry children through their
developmental stages. Papert has speculated that if computers and
programming eventually become part of the cultural fabric, that one
consequence might be that children's cognitive development might be
especially between the concrete and formal operational stages CPapert.
Regardless of the answer to this ·quest ion", one should consider Davi<f
( 1981) interpretation of childhood where· .. . 1t is important to see c~1
as a stage of llfe, not just-as the anteroom of life" (p. 199). Each stage
be given equal value in the development of the being, rather than merely
interpreting cognitive development as a ·race" to be won. The responsibi
research is to investigate these speculations in order to provide objecttw
ways in which to make appropriate decisions, whether instructional or
societal, on the behalf of the individual.
Implications for Future Research
In contrast to Papert's criticisms of experimental research involv
LOGO as a treatment variable, several recommendations for future resed
to be made. The first concerns the possible treatment interactions invo
the learning environment in which LOGO is presented to children. ConsideM
the results presented here as well as the findings from the·Bank Street COi
of Education, the University of Israel, and the University of Edinburgh, it iS
15
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ys than L

ed that LOGO'S success is heavily dependent upon the learning context.

ince this i

teaming context would include the physical

ef1ts, le

elem~nts

such as the number

computers and the time on task, but most importantly the basic method of
tion such as free discovery, guided discovery, or highly structured.
research should center on the effects that these different LOGO teaming
xts have on the child's cognitive growth. Certainly, future research
;guld also consider the individual learner characteristics and the role that

l

their

ters and
that one

.,e differences play in determining the proper LOGO environments.
It has been pointed out that there presently exists a unique opportunity
fir computer education research (Lepper, 1985). As computers begin to become
pl't of our daily lives, it wi 11 be difficult to find subjects who have not had

ges (Papert, t

1r computer experiences. Without such subjects, flnding an appropriate

awol population will not be possible. This fleeting computer "research
wirxiow· could be viewed as similar to the history of research in educational
Each stage
than merely

television. The obvious conclusion is that researchers need to act upon this
research opportunity before it disappears.
This study has rais.ed several questions concerning the learning effects

>Vide objective

oflOGO on young learners. It is hoped that further research will continue to

uct1onal or

cla-ffy s1tuations where using LOGO is appropriate as well as inapropriate.

ftst importantly, more research appears warranted and needed in this realm of

COO!puter education.

actions involving
jren. ConsiderlAQ
3ank Street Collq
: dinburgh, it is
16
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Table 1. Descr1pt1ve Stat1st1cs of Treatment
Exoerimental
Number of Subjects

25

Problem Solv1ng
PRETEST MEAN

11.52
(5.92)

(50)

17.6

POSTTEST MEAN

(5. 11)

(50)

Geometry Test
11.4
(2.57)
14.8
(4.88)

PRETEST MEAN
(50)

POSTTEST MEAN
(50)

19

581

Group~

.t

Groug~

22

11 .27
(4.55)
10.59
(4.45)
11.73
(3.01)

12.5
(3.56)
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Aii 9 small triangles are identicai.

In each one the s i des and angles are
equal .

CJ'
~
~
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Mo,

·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Age : Yrs ,

L
angle.

L

L

angle.

~ -

>

lrcle the 1 35° angle .

~

L

L

le the 270 ° angle.

~

_J

L

le the 350 ° ang le.
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Finish drawing these angles so that they
already drawn.
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these lines so that they are exactly the same length.
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Srin Oscar 90° to the right.

- - - -·- - - - Spin Oscar 45° to the left.

Spin Oscar 180° to the right.
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Background

Educators are taking advantage of new opportunities to expand or
improve education through cable television and microwave t ·echnology.
Telecommunications can extend the classroom and learning potential for
hundreds of students.· Teleconferencing, one use of telecommunications,
has become viable for education, training, and business meetings both in
education and business and industry. Teleconferencing is a dynamic,
live, interactive process which allows students in different locations
to communicate and participate in an interactive educational experience
(Olgren and Parker, 1983). Interactive television is one form of
instructional television which has proved to be an effective and popular
medium of instruction, more so than the ITV programs first introduced in
the 19SO's (Bloom, 1984).

There are many critics who "believe that education is the only
major American industry which does not yet make intensive use of modern
technologies to reduce its costs and to increase the scope of its
services" (Curtis and Biedenbac.h, 1979, p. 3). Several interactive
television projects around the country have begun to utilize technology
in an innovative yet practical way to increase the overall effectiveness
and availability of educational opportunities in their communities.

!Ctor
: l."

D is Universit)

:us

A project begun in Illinois in August, 1983 is an attempt to
utilize new and emerging technologies to increase the effectiveness of
the educational process. This project, the Carroll Instructional Television Consortium, was the first cooperative educational program of its
kind in Illinois, and was born of the common need of four small rural
high schools to offer a full range of academic opportunity to their
students. The Consortium utilizes a cable television network already
serving the four districts. The system permits simultaneous video and
audio communication between any or all of the four hi gh schools. The
two-way television consortium represents a technologically acceptable
method for sharing instructional resources, better utilizing faculty
expertise and more fully serving the academic needs of students.
The project goals of the Carroll Instructional Television
Consortium are:

ciation
Vegas, Nevada.

1.

To increase the total number of course offerings available to
students enrolled in the participating districts.

2.

To provide fully qualified, experienced, and effective faculty to
teach advanced level course work in mathematics, science and foreign
languages.

3.

To motivate and challenge talented and gifted students through
association with comparable students from other districts.

l
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4.

To promote high levels of student achievement as measure4
mastery of advanced level course work.

5.

To increase the efficiency of teacher inst~uctional ti~e
traditionally low enrollme~t advanced level curricular ~f

Based initially on these goals , project evaluation was
a five year process. The research has broadened some to incl
factors of the environment, and to be as complete as possible.
Project evaluation of this scope has many inherent probl
subjectivity of observation, the lack of control of populatio"
teaching methods, the gaps in communication or cooperation au
the researchers from utilizing experimental research procedu-~ei
could add more data to comparative studies literature. Inste
design of t hi s research was based on naturalistic research pr
outcomes will be non-statistical but r ich data about the scheof
~ent and the project's success.
This study employs a natural!
paradigm to investigate a technologically innovative project
way interactive television as a vehicle to enhance curriculum.
Although this is a fairly recent technology, some studies
reported on utilization of interactive television instruction.
active television has been successfully integrated into educati
systems and is a cost-effective means of augmenting the quality
education available to students, especially in rural areas. Th
instructional technology increases the spectrum of courses ava
small school districts and offers an alternative solution to c
tion of the school districts (Holt, 1985). I t is a means to d
an educational system that "subs tantially expands and increases
school curriculum" (School Tech News, 1985). Microwave and cabll
t ransmis sion of two-way video provide students from surrounding
districts with the oppo rtunity to enroll in courses which othenna
would have been available to only one school due to a shortageof
specialized instructors. Advanced levels of foreign languages, 1
and mathematics are high school courses t ypically offered. Shu
subject matter experts eliminates t he need for students to be t:r
ported to a central location, or for the instructor to travel ~
the sites (Schramm, 1977) . Interactive television ( ITV ) is also
ically feasible because the expenses incurred a re shared coopeu
by the school districts involved i n the program, and many of tilt
expenses are non-recurring (Pate, 1985) . It is most economical
connect the videoconferencing system with an existing cable tel
network (Howe, 1984).
Courses taught by ITV have been well received by partici~~
evidenced by annually increasing enrollment in the courses and 111
increase in the number of course offerings to accommodate this nea
(Jones, 1985). Two-way television has been used extensively in
districts throughout the country, and with a high degree of succ~;
( Jones, 1985). Microwaves for Learning i n Iowa, Comrnunicasting
Educational Purpose s in Minnesota and the Irvine project in Ca~i
are a few examples cited by Jones. No significant difference 10 •
scores re sul ted when a Col lege Learning course was taught eitherl
person or by interactive two way television (Johnson, O' Connor an
2
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Rossing, 1984). Survey results also revealed no negative attitudes
regarding the instructional strategy utilized. Graduate students
studying supervision via interactive two-way t.elevision had positive
attitudes about the mode of instruction and learned equally as well as
the control group (Johnson, O'Connor, Rossing, -1984).
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Though the technology utilization has been studied only recently,
these studies revealed a high degree of interest in both the effecthveness of interactive systems and in participants' attitudes towards
learning from such systems. Project reports from Trempealeau County
Wisconsin and from Texas A & M (Johnson, O'Connor, and Rossing, 1983)
show preliminary success. The Carroll I.T.V. Consortium modeled itself
1n part after the Trempealeau County project. Evaluation reports from
Wisconsin were available in the design of the research for this project.
Objectives of the Study
This paper explains the research being conducted to evaluate the
project, .and the results evident from data collected to date. This
study was designed to determine:
1.

Is an interactive television system effective?

2.

Is the teaching /learning process affected by use of interactive
television?

3.

Is the interactive television system accepted by the teachers, the
students, and administrators?

4.

Are the project goa ls successful ly met?

Method
A case study was designed to intensively study the status and
interaction of the participants and this project. Data is being
collected using several different t echniq ues :
1.

Student cognitive gr owth is measured by pre- and post-tests in their
subject matter.

2.

Students are "surveyed four times during the year t o evaluate
tec hnical aspects of the system.

3.

Teachers are observed throughout the year, approximately 75 hours i n
total.

4.

Administrators involved in the innovation are interviewed about
their decision-making process and their satisfaction with the
project.

The case study methodology includes many se parate data collec t ion
techniques, as listed. More specifically, evaluation and data collection includes:

3
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1.

A comparison of 1984-85 course offerings with 1983-84 c
offerings in each participating district by the district
administrator and researcher.

2.

Periodic assessments of teacher effectiveness by district
administrators and the researcher.

3.

A survey of student opinions about teacher effectiveness
by the researcher during each quarter of the academic year.

4.

A survey of student attitudes and satisfaction conducted iq
researcher during the fourth quarter of the academic year.

S.

A survey of teacher opinions about student motivation and«
challenge conducted by the researcher during the fourth ~UC
the academic year.

6.

Teacher-made tests covering learner objectives identified la
outlines utilized for entry and exit level assessments of
mastery of course content.

7.

Analyses of student achievement scores made by the researC'h
assess: 1) student growth, and 2) comparison of achievemen
scores for students located at originating site with t hose
at remote sites, and with those not in TV classes where ava

8.

A comparison made by district adminis t rators of enrollments
televised classes with enrollments in the same classes taugbc
individual district during the previous two years.

Thus, the data collection has been triangulated to
post-tests, student/teacher surveys, and observation and intervievs
throughout the project . Guba (1981) suggests that triangulation
improve dependability and transferability of data collected in DI
istic inquiry . The trustworthiness of observation and interview
can be enhanced by the collection of survey and cognitive growt~
and by the co~parison of results gathered by all three methods . I
explanation of each data source is available (Robinson, 1985).
Results
This study has been designed to evaluate and assess
interactive cable television as an alte rnat ive method of
courses. Once study objectives were established it was then ne.ee
to attempt to determine if those objectives were being met. The
reported here are based on the second year of this five year pro
The first objective was to determine i f a t wo-way interactive
television system would be effective. Previous studies have bun
on interactive te l evision, but many of those studies examined syst
that were one-way video, and two-way audio. This study has exami
interactive system that is two-way audio, and two-way video .

4'

In order to accurately assess the effectiveness of this interactive

ms pre- and post-tests were administered. The pre-test was admin~!~ed to assess entry level skills and abilities of students. The
sc-test provided data which indicated how well students learned course
erial. These tests were given to students in all classes taught over
t system. Additionally, i f a class being taught over the system was
: being taught in the traditional manner in one or more of the
10
' chools, the same test was given to students in those classes as well.
e courses offered over the system were math IV, shorthand, Spanish I
d Il, and chemistry. Preliminary results have shown that among
~udents taking courses over the system, those students in distant
jchools are scoring as well as students in home schools (where the
eourse originates). Since many of the classes are small (some have as
few as 4 students), comparative statistical analysis is not as valid at
chis time as it will be at the end of the five year study.
For 1984-1985, a comparison of mean post-test scores has been
The post-test score for students in the home school for
Sp~nish II was 171.3 while the mean post-test score for students in that
class at the remote school was 193.33. The chemistry class produced
similar results: the mean post-test score for the home school students
vas 33.5; for the remote school students it was 36.43. These two
classes demonstrate that students in the remote classes scored a bit
better. On the other had, home school students in the' Hath IV class
scored somewhat better than students in the remote schools. Post test
oean scores for students in the home school were 91, while mean posttest scores for student in one remote school were 75, and in another
remote school were 66.88.
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Just as significant is the fact that students enrolled in courses
over the interactive system perform almost as well as students enrolled
in the same class taught in the traditional setting. One example of
this is the Spanish I class. Students in the interactive Spanish I
class had mean post-test scores of 206, while students in the traditional Spanish I class had mean post-test scores of 231.
The second study objective was to determine if the teaching/
learning process is affected by the use of interactive television.
While it is true the term "teaching/learning process" can sometimes be
an ambiguous concept, for the purposes of this study it has bee n defined
as any activity associated with the teaching process (i.e. lecturing,
class discussion) and any activity associated with the learning process
(i.e. class participation, teacher accessibility, interaction with
classmates, etc.). Based on the responses to questions on a survey
administered four times each year (see Appendix) students reac ted positively to the system. Their responses indicate a high degree of satisfaction with these courses.
·
The students do not feel the technology interfered with the
teaching/learning process. 93% report the video reception as good to
excellent; 87% indicate they can hear the instructor and students in
other locations without any problem; 75.9% thought the talkback feature
did not inte rfere with their ability to communicate with s tudent s in
other locations; 78.7% report no problems with having acce ss to the
instructor af ter regular class hours; 89.8% report no problems with
5
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Since the 1940's, educators have looked to _technology to revolutionize the education process. .However, education has been slow to
fdopt technology, and that technology has not brought about the sweeping
hanges once anticipated. Even though millions of dollars have been
~pent, the results have been disappoin ting ( Prange, 1973 ).
Interactive television instruction pro j ects such as the Carroll
Instructional Television Consortium are an example of t he successful use
of technology for education. They are not, however , a panacea . There
are inherent problems which are possibly unsolvable, but whi ch do not
negate the positive effects.
For example, not all students will find learni ng via technology to
be conducive to their learning style . Not all students in i nteractive
television classrooms feel comfortable learning fr om a "d i stant "
teacher, nor do they feel that they get an opportunity to k now ·
classmates in other schools. While teachers ha ve deve lo ped techniques
to encourage participation, and have provided o pportunities for students
to get better acquainted in person, t hese are only partial so l utions.
Interactive television systems can not eliminate t he pr oblems of
geographic distance.
In addition, the technology itself is not perfect . Any time
technology is involved , the learning process can be interrupted. There
will always be problems with atmosp heric and external interference. In
this pro j ect, the cable system can be rendered inoperative by snow ,
interference from C. B. radio or other low band audio br oa dcasts, o r by
cable o r power outages . While a two minute breakdown i n audi o c ontact
may not sound like a technical pr oblem, it c ertai nly has proven to be
for the teachers trying to encourage participation between distant
schools.
The strengths of this study a re its longitudi nal design and its
triangulated data collect i on. I nstruments util i zed a re simi lar to ot her
studies on interactive television pro j ects ( Holt, 198 5; Johnson, et. al,
1984). To date, after 2 1/2 years of data col l ec ti on, resul ts have
tended to indicate that the two way interact ive s ystem can be used
successfull y in the educational process. Johnson, et. a l. (1 984) and
Brad Winchell of the East Central Minnesota Educati onal Coopera ti ve have
found similar results (School Tech News, 1985) .
The data from this study has also revealed a f airly high level of
satisfaction with the syste m, and positive s t udent att i tudes. These
results are similar to t hose reported by J ohnson a nd by Dento n , et . al.,
(19 85). In its evaluation of the project, t he s tudy ob j ectives have
been similar to ot her pro j ects, and have re po r t ed simi la r r esults.

7
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While interactive cable television i nstruction is still
new technology, the research is beginning to indicate that
be effec tive, cost efficient, and viable alternatives to lis
t ion. The benefits , problems , and drawbacks need continuedve
before a defini tive statement can be made about ·this technolr
0
solut i on t o an educational problem.
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Appendix

CARROLL INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION CONSORTIUM
Student Survey

1985 - 1986
Did you take a TV course
last year?
TV Enriches

0
D

Yes
No

*******************************************************************
rate the following questions on a scale of 1 - 5 (1 = poor,
= average, 4 = above average, 5 = .excellent), and make
,aditional comments you care to .

, ~low average, 3

opinion of the TV classes before this class?

0

poor idea

D

·average idea

0

above average idea

l/hy did you have that opinion?~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

!s the reception of the picture good enough for following

the lee ture, copying materials, and taking no tes ?

( l -5)

~n you hear the instructor, and the students in the
other schools ?

( l -5 )

~ you feel
~rtic.ipate

·

that the talkback feature allowed you to
as effectively in this class as in regular

classes?

(l-5)

~
as

(l-5)

you feel as comfortable learning from the TV teacher
you do fro m a teacher in a regular class?

' !s the teacher accessible to you outside of regular class

time?

(1-5)

nease describe when and how the teacher is accessible to you.

~ you feel you have an opportuni ty to get to know your
classmates from the other schools as well as you get to
~now your classmates in a regul ar class?

11

6J 0

( 1-5)

9.

Have you been receiving hand-outs and other materials
from the teacher in time for assignments?

10. Do you feel the material presented in this class has been
as easy to follow as material presented in regular classes?
11. How well do you like the TV class?
12. In general, how well do you like school?
Are there any additional comments you would like to make?

12
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WHAT YOUR PROFF.SSOR NEVER TOLD YOU ABOUT
THE MUNDANE PRACTICE OF INSTRUCTIONAL DE.5IGN

•

Allison Rossett
Professor of Educational Technology
San Diego State University
San Diego, CA 92182-0311

Introduction
Graduate education provides students with access to our proud
varied theoretical underpinnings. There is communications theory;
research; information systems; motivation theory and behavioral and
cognitive psychology. At the university we enjoy Merrill and Reigelu
Gagne and Briggs: Markle and Tiemann; Fleming and Levie; Cronbach
Snow. But in the field, when a training professional is asked what re~
he or she wants to take to the moon, it's Robert Mager and .... the bibie.
kidding, that's what a major national survey found.
This presentation briefly reviews some hallowed research and
traditions, ones I too have shared with generations of students. Thei
will look at what is actually happening in the field. My experience iA
corporations. agencies and schools and a recent national survey suggests
the real world practice of instructional design bares only a kissing cousin
resemblance to the chapters of Dick and Carey.

Textbook Instructional Design
The literature offers no end of suggestions for the systematic and
effective development of instructional products and services. This is Jd
brief and partially attributed listing:
• There are scores of models, with endless arrays of boxes and
arrows.

«l
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• Most proponents of the models share belief in needs assessment;
.. utating behaviorally stated objectives; using objectives to determine
'jategies/media and evaluation criteria; and actually carrying out some
of assessment to determine if the product or service solved the
01
jDitiatitlg problem.
• Most of the models differ in allegiance to behaviorist or cognitivist
rspectives, with some writers going so far as to sound a death knell for
pt uuctional development if we refuse to throw off our behaviorist shackles.
ow.1981: Sprague, 1981, etc.)
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• Presumably, the particular theoretical underpinnings make a
~icant difference in the practice of instructional development.
• The details of instructional design (for example, the development or
classification of objectives a la Mager or Gagne) matter.
• Writers and researchers in instructional development and
educational technology herald the dawn of an era of CBT and interactive
Yideo/videodisc. (Refer to issues of Educational Technology or The Journal
d Technological Horizons in Education.)
• Our literature and conferences s·uggest great interest in authoring
systems and languages which enable subject matter experts and classroom
teachers to design CBT without being programmers themselves.
• Graduate education is a valuable undertaking.

The Practice of Instructional Design
e systematic and

·vices. This is jusu
'S

of boxes and

I have taught instructional design for nearly a decade. 1·ve taught it
to graduate students at the University and to course developers and training
specialists in settings as diverse as telephone companies, banks, 7-11
training centers, and the United Way. I've had hundreds of discussions with
instructional designers and their managers about what they do do, what they
are expected to do, and what they wish they knew how to do.

~ 1986
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TRAINING magazine·s October 1985 census issue adds a spt
base to my experience. This past summer they surveyed thousan
training professionals. I'm convinced that this survey provides us
credible picture of current practice-- not the way it ouaht to be-certainly the way it currently is in the cubicles across the 11

vhere people vho cal! themselves designers. developers
education specialists and educational technologists labor~

• There is little talk about instructional design models in the
Most training departments fight fires, responding to needs and issues
initiated by others. It is hard to find the time to cogitate on Florida
Michigan State 's model when the Director of Data Processing is brea
down your neck with a request for a new course.
• The TRAINING study did, however, find something which s
the potency of systematic approaches to training and development.
asked repondents to respond affirmatively or negatively to these two

questions: "We're too small to justify ISD;" and "Management wouldn
still for ISD." If respondents said yes to either, they were much more
to report that training was less important in their organization now
was two years ago. _If they said no to both or either, they were 4 t1mtt
likely to report increased budgets! Ron Zemke's commented, "Those
practice a systematic approach fare better in their organizations."

• Have you ever for a moment doubted the omnipresence or

•
•

•

objectives and evaluation in the real world of instructional developmeni?
The good news is that more than half of responding professionals in the
TRAINING survey say they do indeed ....

D write objectives in behavioral terms
0 assess entry level skills and knowledge
D base media and method decisions on objectives
0 test programs as they are developed
D evaluate the effectiveness of programs

•

inroad~

the telc

service
perspe

D use feedback and test performance to revise
agenci'
198S

purpc
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t tne bad

news is that the percent.ages responding affirmatively are so

D write objectives in behavioral terms (60 i}
D assess entry level skills and knowledge (64 i)
D base media and method decisions on objectives (78i}
0 test programs as they are developed ( 6Si)
D evaluate the effectiveness of programs (6Si)
0 use feedback and test performance to revise (87i)

If practitioners write objectives only 60i of the time, how often do you
imagine that they classify them? Or use those classifications to make
~ecisions? Or discuss the distinctions between Mager, Merrill and Gagne-with their implications for instructional design?
g which sup

lop ment. They
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• Seventeen percent agreed to the statement, "Our organization is too
small to justify the processes and procedures implied by the above items."
And Z9i said yes to, "Our management would never stand still for our taking
tlle time to follow the processes and procedures implied by the above items."
• News for the front end analysis fans: not even 40i report
conducting needs assessments and task analyses! Forty-seven percent do
discriminate between training and non-training needs.

• Theory is or much more interest in the academy than lt is to the
practitioner. on1y in the largest or corporations or agencies (e.g. the military
or AT&T) is there support for discussion of the theoretical bases for
instructional development standards and guidelines.
• Cognitive psychology and motivation theory are making small, slow
inroads into the practice of instructional design. Large corporations, often in
the telcommunications and transportation industries, and the military
services. are reworking their standards and guidelines to include new
perspectives and accomodate new technologies.
• The vast majority of computers that are available in industry and
agencies are used for data management and word processing not CBT. In

1985 computers are more likely to be used for instructional
purposes in the public schools than they are in corporate America.

~
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• The TRAINING survey found that we are still a long way r
in every corporation. In 198~ . 27~ of respondents report using CBt
When CBT is used. it is used to teach about computer related topics
Computers are only rarely a means to provide training for non-co~
topics like leadership or basic sales skills. ·
• Instructional interactive video and videodisc. all the rage at
Diego State, is just beginning to have an impact on the field. Just un
of TRAINING's respondents report hooking a computer up to video or 1
player for training. Interactive videodisc, the most promising of 1
delivery systems, is being used in fewer than 3: of the settings.

(

t

• Graduate education has mned impact. Post graduate certifi
and master's degrees bore no statistically significant relationship toe
power .. The doctorate did. adding $4735 to annual earnings.

~

t

• Training professionals acknowledged the significance of grad
education by ranking formal education second. after OJT. as a comribuw
their career development.

Conclusion
While we may lament that theory and practice do not match,
remember that it has been a very, very good couple of years for our
profession. We 've enjoyed an optimistic employment picture, even with
downturn in the computer industry. And budgets are continuing to rise,
albeit slowly. These days, everyone, even john Naisbett, Ronald Reagan.

must!
interd·

my mom, is interested in technology and training.
So what can we learn from the discrepancy between what we art
talking about in the academy and what happens in the field?
1. That our models, research and theories are not
having the impact on the field that we desire.

res ea
1upe1

Ind S1

practi
do it.

~
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z.That acaciem1cs must spend some time speculaung
wb.Y Is it for lack of effort on our parts? A mismatch
between our literature and the reading habn.s of
practitioners? The inability of our graduates to make
clear cases for systematic and theory-based
approaches? An absence of lean and sturdy
prescriptions for practice based on this research and
theory?

3. That practitioners. too. must self-evaluate. Is the

settings.

current state of practice sufficient? Do they take time
to evaluate themselves and the assumptions under
which they operat e? Are practitioners availing
themselves of new ideas. theories and technologies?
Are their skills current? Are they allowing the bottom
line to rule them without pressing bacl: on behalf of

icance of graduate

more optimal instructional designs?

'. as a contribut(l
For the past decade, academics have turned to the field for
illumination on what we should teach our graduate students. How many
studies have there been which ask employers to please tell us what they
want our graduates to be able to do? Dozens, maybe hundreds. While that is
certainly one crucial source of information, it is not the only source.

not match,
;ears for our
cture, even with the
1

Jntinuing to rise1
., Ronald Reagan, and

rnn what we are
'ield?

The field is ruled by concern with getting the job done; the academy
must focus on how it might be done better. There is obvious
interdependence .
What I've experienced and what TRAINING found reminds me of a
responsibility that graduate educators may overlook in our haste to be
relevant to the needs of the field : We must do more than. respond to
the field. Vie must define it through the compelling nature of the
research and development that ve do and model it through the

superlative quality of our graduates.
Nodding in agreement isn't good enough. I am asking every professor
and student to think how he or she might contribute to the improved
Practice of instructional design. First think about it. And then, go out and
do it.

~
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This study investigated the effects of medium of
instruction, task difficulty, and gender on continuing
motivation. A total of 139 fifth and sixth graders with
previous computer experience completed an initial learning
task in one of the two media formats (computer or
paper/pencil) and under either a hard or easy difficulty
:i.evel. Subjects' choice of instructional medium for a
second learning task was the measure of continuing
motivation .
Sixty-seven of the 69 computer subjects (97
percent) chose to return to the computer, whereas only one
of 70 paper/pencil subjects (one percent) chose to return
to the paper/pencil form, p<.0001. The remaining 69 chose
the computer for the second task. Questionnaire data
indicated that computer subjects also evaluated their own
performance significantly more highly, reported the task
to be significantly more interesting and easier, and had a
greater desire to study more of the same type of subject
matter.

MOTIVATION
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MICROCOMPUTERS AND CONTINUING MOTIVATION
Microcomputers are rapidly becoming a n importan t
medium of instruction.
Research on computer-assiste•
instruction (CAI) has of ten focused on student learnt
through comparisons of several .t eaching methods (Cla
1983; Jamison, Suppes, & Wells, 1974). Some evidence
exists that CAI may be more effective than traditio nal
teaching methods (Bell, 19.83; Kulik, 1983; White, 19'8
However, Clark (1983) suggests that the causal compar
between CAI and achievement are confounded by the
uncontrolled effects of novelty and instructional met
Indeed, until recently relatively little attention hd
been given to how strong student motivation is to use
co mputers and to continue to use them under various
con ditions.
Like student achieveme nt, will ingness to
return to computer-based learning tasks is also an
important consideration related to t h e effects of
computers.
The role of motivation in CAI is becoming a
prominent topic in the professional literature.
and Anderson (1982) state that the motivational
reinforcement of CAI is perhaps its strongest asset.
format of CAI has been looked at for clues on motivatin
characteristics which aid learning (D e nce , 1980; Maloae
1980) .
Roblyer (1985) noted that the motivation behil
the improvement of attitudes toward subject matter in
CAI format is often attribu ted to the computer itself.
Researc h is far from definitive on the extent t o
which mi c r o comp u t er s mo t i vat e stud en ts and the con dit io
th a t ma xi mi z e t he mo t i v a t i o n • Th e e f f e c t i v en es s of CAI
has been attributed in part to a novelty factor (Grima,
1978; Kulik, Bangert, & Williams, 1983).
However, neit
Kulik, Kulik, & Cohen (1980) nor White (1983) found
evidence for a novelty effect in their reviews of comp
use. Computer experience has been found to be a major
factor in computer attitudes (E nochs, 1984; Loyd and
Gr e s s a r d , 1 9 8 4 ) •
The mo t i v a t i on a 1 e f f e c t s o f CA I have
also been examined from a number of ot h er standpoints,
including retention, feedback, learner control, and
individualization (Dence, 1980 ; Roblyer, 1985).
d
A considerable body of recent researc h has centere
on continuing motivation (McCombs, 1984), which generaUJ
has been defined as the free choice to return to a
previous learning task instead of an alter native task.
The difficulty le v el of the original task and the gender~
of the learners are two factors that have been found to
associated with continuing motivation.
bat
Task difficulty is well established as a factor t
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·nfluences motivation (Lepper, 1985; Story & Sullivan,
Return to task, as the measure of continuing
~otivation, has been found to be significantly higher when
s ubjects initially perform an easy task rather than a hard
one (Harter, 1975b; Hughes, Sullivan, & Mosley, 1985;
Pittman, Emery, & Boggiano, 1982). Task difficulty has
also been found to interact with subject gender.
Boys
tend to return more frequently to challenging tasks and
girls to easier ones (Harter, 1975a,b; Wigfield, 1984).
Whether these findings on continuing motivation as it
relates to task difficulty and gender extend to computerassisted learning tasks has not been investigated
experimentally.
A recent study by Mosley, Haas, & Story (1984)
suggests that the use of the computer itself may be a
strong factor in promoting continuing motivation. These
researchers studied the motivation of sixth grade students
for tasks of differing difficulty levels as presented
exclusively by microcomputer. The overall return-to-task
rate on the computer-based task was far higher than return
rates in two previous continuing motivation studies
(Hughes, Sullivan, & Mosley, 1985; Mosley, 1983) using
learning tasks presented only in pa per /pencil format.
The present study was conducted to investigate
experimentally the relationship to continuing motivation
of instructional medium, task difficulty, and sex of
subject. Two types of media, computer and paper/pencil,
were crossed with two levels of difficulty, hard and easy.
The measure of continuing motivation was student choice of
instructional medium for a second learning task after the y
had completed an initial task either on a microcomputer or
in paper/pencil form.
Student attitudes related to the
two media were also assessed.

f9as).

Method
Subjects
The subjects were 139 fifth and sixth grade students
from six clas ses in a suburban school located in a rniddleclass socioeconomic area. All were familiar with
computers and the school computer lab where the research
was conducted.
Materials
The experimental materials were two sections f rom the
Grade 5-6 "Power Switch" unit from the (Energy Source
Program, 1984). For this study, two se parate sets of

Microcomputers and

eight questions each, one set to be answered at the
each of two sections, were adapted from questions i~
original unit.
The questions were prepared in
paper/pencil form for the paper / penci l group and we~
on floppy disks for the computer group. The for mat:
questions was the same on the computer screen as on
Feedback was included after every item on the comput~
is normal in CAI, and after each set of 8 items for/
paper / pencil group.
The easy/hard variation in task difficulty was
achieved by manipulating the difficulty level of the
q u e s t i o n s.
Th e q u e s t i o n s i n t he e as y v e r s i o n were t ht
choice multiple choice items. Those in the h ard ver
were completion items which required subjects to recall
th e correct answer and write it in.
The multiple - choi
and completion items covered identical content. A
p r e 1 i m i n a r y t r y o u t w i t h o n e Gr a d e 5 c 1 a s s a n d o n e Gr df
class indicated that the two versions did indeed vary
difficulty level.
Students averaged 43% on the hard
version and 74% on the easy version.

treat
ANOVA

Procedures
Boys and girls were randomly assigned
treatment groups, computer or paper /p encil,
the hard or easy difficulty levels.
Except for the i r
as s .i g n e d medium , the procedures were the same fo r the
computer and paper/pencil groups.
In both treatments, the text was read aloud by
stud ents who were previously identified by the teach~p
good readers.
The other students followed along. At tb-e
e n d o f t h e f i r s t s e c t i o n , s u b j e c t s a n s wer e d t he f i rs t set
of questions on their own _in their assigned paper / peKil
or computer med i um.
Subjects then read the second sectl
and ans we red the questions over it in the same manner.
A f t er f i n is hi n g t h e s e q u e s ti o n s , a 11 s u b j e c t s c o mpl et ed
six-item questionnaire on which they mar k ed their choice
o f me d i u m ( c o mp u t e r o r pa p e r I pen c i 1 ) for a po s s i b 1 e sec
learning task and indicated their perceptions of the
initial task.
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Data Sources
The proportion of subjects who chose to return to f
same medium for the second task served as the measure 0
continuing moti vation.
Other data on student attitud~
were obtained from the follow-up questionnaire ite ms
dealing with perceived performance, student interest, t•
difficulty, and desire for further study about ene rSY•
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and Data Analysis

The experimental design was 2 (medium) x 2
(difficulty) x 2 (gender) completely crossed factorial
design. Data were analyzed by analysis of variance f oF
return to task and by chi-square for the questionnaire
items•
Results
~turn .l.Q_

The frequency of subjects returning to task by
treatment and gender is shown in Table 1. The 2 x 2 x 2
ANOVA yielded a highly significant effect for medium,

Insert Table 1 about here
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Task

=

1488.32,

p<.0001.

Sixty-seven of 69 subjects

(97 percent ) in the computer treatment c hose to return to

the computer for · a second learning task.
In contrast,
only one of the 70 (one percent) in the paper/pencil
version chose paper/pencil for the later task.
The other
69 paper/pencil subjects preferred the computer for the
second task.
The effect for instructional medium was so powerful
that it left little room for possible effects for task
difficulty and gender.
Nearly all subjects at both
difficulty levels and of both sexes chose the computer as
the medium for a future task. Of the three who did not ,
one male and one female were initially in the hard
difficulty level for the computer group and one female was
iri the hard l evel of the paper/pencil group.
Student Attitudes
Attitudes of students in each group, as indicated by
their respons es on the follow-up questionnaire, are shown
in Table 2. As shown in the table, significant

Insert Table 2 about here
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differences favoring the computer group over paper/
subjects were found on all five items.
Summing of tJl
first two columns for it ems 1-3 reveals that more st
in the computer group thought that they did well on:
activity (85 percent to 69 for paper/pencil), .that th
activity was interesting (96 percent to 81), and that
activity was easy (80 percent to 47). More computer
paper/pencil subjects also reported that they would
study energy again than another subject (29 percent
and that they would rather do another energy lesson t
not do another lesson at all (87 percent to 64 percea

pa)

ef J
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th ·
th •
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En Route Performance

im

Mean scores for performance on the 16 en route
practice items were also calculated for the°""two treata
groups.
The overall means were very similar for the t
groups--7.72 items correct for paper/pencil and 7.64
correct for computer subjects.
Total time on task was approximately 45 minutes for
both the computer and paper/pencil subjects and
differ significantly between the two groups.

on
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Discussion

in
re

The present study was conducted to inv estigate
effects of medium of instructional practice and task
difficulty on the continuing motivation of boys and gir
Results indicated an e xt remel y strong preference for
fur the r instr u c ti on a 1 practice on the micro computer over
paper/pencil format. This effect was so strong that it
left room for only slight variations related to task
difficulty and subject gender.
Questionnaire responses
subjects also revealed much more favorabl e attitudes
toward the computer than paper /penci l.
The most profound finding was the strong motivati
effect of the computer as indicated by the fact that 67
69 students (97 percent) in the computer group and 69 ti
70 (99 percent) in the paper/pencil group chose the
computer for their second learning task . Though
microcomputers have been cited as having high mo tivati~
value (Lepper, 1985; White, 1983), the overwhelming
preferen c e demonstrated by subjects in this study was
certainly unexpected. Preference for the computer was
near 1 y u nan i mo us whe the r s tu den ts d id the in i ti a 1 task
the c omputer or in paper/pencil format.
This powerful r
preference occurred even thou gh students in the comput~d
group did not perform any better on the en route practl
items for the learning task than did those in· the
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e attitudes
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Though
high mo ti vat i oaal
e r whelming
is study was
computer was
! initial task on
This powerful
in the compt1ter
!l route practice
:; e in the

aper/pencil group.
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Another strong finding was the . important positive
effect the computer had on student attitudes. The more
positive attitudes revealed by the questionnaire responses
co mplement the return-to-task data. Certainly interest is
an important component of motivation (Hawkins, 1984;
Maehr, 1976; Malone, 1980). Subjects in the computer
group rated the learning as more interesting than those in
the paper/pencil treatment, even though the substance of
the activity was the same for both groups. Similarly,
more subjects in the computer group thought that they did
well on the activity and that it was easy. Yet, these
impressions were not substantiated by the performance data
for the task--the two groups performed almost equally well
on the practice items, with a very slight, nonsignificant
difference favoring paper/pencil subjects.
That is, since
the computer group did not in fact outperform the
paper/pencil group, merely doing the task on the computer
apparently resulted in their thinking that they did well
and that it was easier.
The positive attitudes associated with the computer
as a medium of instruction also generalized to the subject
matter itself. A significantly greater number of subjects
in the computer group than in the paper/pencil group
reported a preference for studying energy again over
studying some other subject matter and over not doing
another activity at all. That use of the computer to
study particular subject matter could increase st ud ents'
interest in that subject-matter area is potentially an
important finding. It would be especially valuable if
students could maintain the increased subject-matter
interest on a long-term basis and if they were motivated
toward more independent study of the subject-matter area.
The strength of the motivational and attitudinal
effects associated with the computer were surprising in
that it was intentionally used only as a substitute for
the paper/pencil medium. To keep other conditions highly
sim ilar across the two presentation media, no other
capabilities such as special graphics or personalized or
interactive feedback were incorporated into the computer
treatment. The results produced by the computer under
these constraints suggest that instructional applications
that capitalize on its special capabilities (Sawyer, 1985)
may further complement its motivational potential.
Although this study was designed to deal with student
motivation, it also yielded data on ~ route performance
on the learning task. In contrast with the motivational
and attitudinal data, the performance scores of the
Computer and paper/pencil groups were virtually identical.
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Thus, there was no evidence that the more positive
attitudes of the computer group or their item-by-it
feedback had an effect on their achievement on thee,
learning task.
This finding is consistent with Clar ,
(1983) contention that different presentation media
do not directly affect s ~ uden t l .ehar ning when the other
elements of the instruction are t e same across the tv
more media.
The medium of instruction was so much more powe~
variable than either subject gender or task d,ifficultr
that no meaningful conclusions can be drawn from thia
study about the relationship of the latter two variabl
to continuing motivation.
The overwhelming preference
the computer washed out any differences that might ha
occurred for gender or task difficulty under other
conditions.
This preference was nearly unanimous amo
both females and males and across both the hard
difficulty levels.
The present findings clearly reveal that
microcomputers potentially have strong positive
motivational and attitudinal effects in the classroo a.
Still, considerable caution should be exercised in
generalizing too freely from these results to long-ter•
classroom practice because this study measured only
immediate effects from a one-session experiment. The
novelty effect often associated with computers might
been a factor in the present results, but any such effec
may have been reduced by the fact that the subjects wer
exper i enced with computers . Overall, the positive resll
favor i n g the com put er group were so s tr on g and cons is te
that it seems highly probable that they were due priman
to the appeal of the computer itself and only secondaril
if at all, to other factors.
A worthwhile area for further research is the study
of effects of microcomputers when they are used as the
primary medium of instruction with a program over an
eitended time period.
Would students continue to s~ v
strong preference for the computer that they demonstrat
in this study • or w o u 1 d i t 1 o s e much of i ts a pp ea 1 over
time ?
S tu dent in t er es t in the sub j e c t mat t er i ts elf ad
student achievement wo u 1 d a 1 so be important factors to
investigate in such longer-range studies .
Research on t
e f f e c t s o f mi c r o c o mp u t e r s o v e r an e x t en d e d p e r i o d sh o~1'
he l p u s be t t er u n d e r s ta n d t he i r mo s t pr o d u c t i v e uses
promoting student motivation and achievement in the
classroom.
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Table 1
Freguency of Return..!:!.¥. Medium of Instruction, Gender,
and Task Difficultyl
Computer Practice

Paper/Pencil Practice

Female

Male

Total

Female

Male

17/18

18/19

35/37

1/19

0/15

1/34

(94%)

(95%)

(0%)

(3%)

18/18

14/14

0/21

0/36

(100%)

(100%)

35/36

32/33

(97%)

(97%)

Hard

(5%)

(95%)

0/15

32/32

Easy

(100%)

(0%)

1/34

67/69

(0%)

(0%)

0/36

1/70

(0%)

(1%)

l thought

Total

1

(97%)

(3%)

The cell entries represent the number of students out
of the total cell number who chose to return to the same
medium for the second task. For example, 17 of the 18
female students (94%) on the computer version of the hard
task chose the computer for the second task. In contrast,
only one of 19 female students (5%) in the paper/pencil
version chose to return to it. The other 18 chose the computer version for the second task.

(a) study e

Compute

Paper/P
la) do anot
Compute
Paper/P
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Jtaire Responses

EI. Treatment
/It

naire Items and Responses

~

& p level

Practice
Total
11 t his activity, I think I did:

very
well
36%
17%

1/34
)

(3%)

well
49%
52%

badly
12%
17%

very
badly
3%
14%

interesting
39%
47%

boring
3%
13%

very
boring
1%
6%

~3) = 10.751
p

<.02

this activity was:

0/36

)

(0%)

1/70
)

very
interesting
57%
34%

p <.02

I tnought this activity was:

(1%)

ter

/Pencil
; out
.h e same
:he 18
the hard
contrast,
'pencil
:e the com-

2

Z (3) = 10.417

! return 12_ do

very
easy
19%
17%

~

' hard
17%
40%

easy
61%
30%

very
hard

3%

;(z( 3)

= 17. 888
p <.0005

13%

activities with .Y.2£..t.. what would you prefer?

~)study energy again:

Computer = 29%
Paper/Pencil = 14%

~)do another energy lesson:
Computer = 87%
Paper/Pencil = 64%

(b) study some other subject:
Computer = 71%
Paper/Pencil = 86%

x

2

(1) = 4.259

p <.OS

(b) not do another lesson at all:
Computer = 13%
Paper/Pencil = 36%
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x c1 )
2

= 9. 991
p <.002
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THE EFFECTS OF ORGANIZATIONAL CUES ON LEARNERS'
INSTRUCTIONAL PROSE
sub
Researchers and developers

have given

sue

attention recently to the design and development of
text

(Jonassen, 1983, 1985; Waller L Duffy, 1985>.

arising from this emphasis recommend techniques
authors of instructional messages, whether they
printed text, CRT display, or other electronic media,

m~

in order to design 2ffective. unambiguous text.

One

that

recommendation is that designers of instruction al te:<t m
structure or organization of an instru~tional passage as
as possible throLtgh th2 use of outl i nes, headings, :iL\mmar"i

i r

1979)

titles, marginal notes, and transitions that cue
Davis,

~tudent!

Provision of such cues in text is hypothesized to promote

perform1

top-down proc:essi ng, i.e. , the for-ma ti on or activation of

hsk

structure <e.g., Hartley & Burnhill, 1980;

Irwin

~-<

relevant schemata in order to ease the decoding burden

~

1i st s.

the abi

reading.
Although the use of such cuing techniques has

prov~

the lea

enhance retention and comprehension in many cases, t his ~
has not been unilateral

<Brooks, 1981;

1955; Hartley_, Kenely, Owen,
Nichols, 1958).

~

Christensen~<

Trueman, 1980; Klare,

These equivocal effects may be the result

Th

•s a me
stLtdent
1983).

Si gn ifi

learners' differential susceptibility to
text.

Whl

Some learners may simply be unaware of the role oft

cues in the instructional message and/or how to utilize tllet'

63&
'

have au

to

LO a

p es
5

in order to enhance comprehension and aid recall.

·

If this

the case, instructional designers may faithfully incorporate

•plicit organizational cues in their materials, and still find
substantial portions of their target audience do not benefit
such textual aids.

onsi derable
ent of

The studies reported in this

presentation investigated the differential effects of

985).

cuing and strategy training on a group which has

es

as particularly insensitive to the effects of

ey

organizational cues: learning disabled adolescents

c: med i a, m•y

1983; Woodward

~-<

<Stanovich,

Peters, 1983) •

One e x planation offered for LO students' learning problems

t .
1s

that they possess the innate capacity to succeed on such

task:;.

but lac k knowledge aboLtt :1nd / or· the abilit y to use
Torgesen (1977,

i n gs , summari

strategie5 which or o mote efficient learning.

CLte top-levei

1979) investigated this hypothesis in his seminal study of LO
stLtdents' abi 1 i ty to memorize.

j

to promote

He found that LO students

performed as well as their nonLD counterparts in a memori=ation

c ti vati on of

task when first taught a strategy for learning stimulus word

n g burden of

lists.

Torgesen (1980) argued convincingly that LD student had

the ability to learn, they simply did not know how to approach
s has proved to
:i.ses, this

en

:c>nsen ~< StordJbl
Kl are, Shuford1

the learning task.
The concept of strategy training has been widely recommended
is a means of designing effective instruction for secondary LO

stlldents <Alley~.,, Deshler, 1979>; Smith, 1983; Woodward~-< Peters,

:> e the result af

1983).

l izational cutl

significant contributions in strategy deficit remediation:

the role of tM
:o utilize the5'

Alley, Deshler, and their colleagues have made
They

have outlined a series of steps for teaching learning strategies
to LO adolescenti <Deshler, Alley, Warner, & Schumaker, 1981) and

637

have completed numerous studies demonstrating the efft
this approach.

Th

A modification of this approach

Study 2.

This presentation will describe the findings of
that investigated the following questions related to
specific alldience ' s response to organizational CL1es int

0.:

Study 1
-- Does organizational structure have differential effe
and

nonh~ndicapped

Do these

learners?

the type of organizational structure?

Study 2
Can a r-eading strategy employing recognition and L1t1l1
of organizational structure be taught to LD students?
this training influence their recall and retention of

c

instructional prose?
idea u

Study 1

disc:ou

Participants and Methodology
The participants for this study were 37 LO and 50
nonhandicapped students from a suburban high school
When i:

thrcugh 12> in central Oklahoma.
randomly assigned to treatment conditions such that half cf

ldapte

group read a passage with a comparison-contrast top-leV~

•kuct

structure and half read a passage with a description toP~

Obtai r

structLtre.

633
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The instructional passages <7-Bth grade reading grade level

'
formula) used in this study were content
~ea reading passages from high school so~ial ' studies texts.

with two different top-leve l structures were used in
ascertain if LO and nonhandicapped students were

ldi ngs of

di ff er en ti al .1 y sensitive to a very c:ohesi ve structure

?lated to

ccompar i son /contrast structure) and a 1 ess cohesive str u cture
(description structure>.
Data were collected in three cessions.

First, students wer e

ential effects

; upervi s e d by their teachers whi 1 e answering the ten pretest

"-s

comprehension quest ion s d e siqned to determin e p rior knowl edqe of

'·

,
"ary
.:1ccorrit

content •

One week later, they read their assigned Rassage,

.:umpl eted the i mmed i
n t of 15 posttest

i on and uti liza

~ev e

s tudents?

task.

How

e nti on of

,3 te r·2c a l

1 t ask , an d then re spond ed to t h e

~omprehension

que stion s.

One week a fter the

procedure, the t e ach er s administered th e delayed recal l

Comprehension items were scored as right or wrong.
protocols were scored in two ways.

Recall

First, they were scor ed for

idea uni ts recalled us i ng a procedure suggested by Meyer's

discourse analysis technique .
scoring was found to be .97.

(1975)

Interrater rel i abi 1 i ty of the
Part icipants ' sensitivit y to

structure and author ' s cuing of such structure was

LD and 50

~gan izat ional

school

assessed by their use of the author 's organizational structure

·om each group

when producing their written recall protocols.

:h that half of

adapted from Swanson <1980) was u s ed to assess use of tex t

1st top-level

structure in rec al 1.

ri ption top-1;vtl

obtained using this instrument.

A rating scale

An interrater reliabilit y of .83 was

639
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Results
Two 2 <passage: comparison/contrast, description)
<group: LD ahd nonLD> analyses of covariance
as a covariate revealed the LO students were
sensitive to the author's top-level structure, regardl
.passage type, both at the immediate stage CF 1 ,81

=

< • 044>

and at the delayed recall stage <Ft ,&1

.01 8> .

This lack of sensitively to structure influenc

participants' level of recall.

Two one-way ANCDVAs ex

three levels of text structure use <high, medium, and
immediate and delay ed recall.

Te x t structure use

significant effect on immediate recall
• 002)

and d2l a y ed r ec al 1 <F ,

CF

= t 1. :51, p

, .

= 6.84,

< • 000 1) .

Tables 1 - 6 show the means of t h Pse treatmen t groups
t y pes of learners.

Insert Tables 1 - 6

Study 2
Participants and Methodology
Participants were 73 learning disabled adolescents
10 through 12>

in

two h ig h schools in Oklahoma.

randomly assigned to one of the two treatment groups .
examination of reading test scores from the two group»
that groups were equitable in general reading abilitY•
received instruction in a reading strategy emphasizing

640
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6

and use of authors' organizational structure while
:r i pt i

and retrieving instructional pro~e.

0 ,,)

a placebo instruction on generic

The second group

~roblem

solving

<not

prose processing>, The Productive Thinking Program

M.V., Crutchfield, R.F., Davies, L.,

~Olton,

R.M.,

181

-

-

During the week prior to instruction, each group was

.,. 8.,.

...;. ""' p (

~etested

in order to assess their recognition of common

~ganizational

Lim,

and

u s e had a

~d

their ability to organize their recalls using the author ' s

•gan i zdt i onal s tructure .
r~eived

l (i(l 1 )

~ per i mental

: groups

The fol l owing week , each group

appro x imately four hours of instruction.

: 6. 84, p
•

structures, their recall of instructional prose ,

The

grou p ccmpleted pr i nt- and teacher-mediated

1nstrL1ction, inclLtding i nstrL:ction on recognizing five
~qanizational

structures commonly used i n content texts

!time-order, prob 1 em-sol Llt ion, c.:H.1se-ef f ect, comparison-contrast,
and using these structures as aids during encoding

~scription)

and retrieval.
~actice

This instruction was typified by e x tensive

with examples and nonexamples, teacher and peer modeling

~strategies,

processes .

and analogical illustrations to describe mental

The instructional strategy for this training followed

these phases:
a) students were asked to read and recall a lengthy passage
The schooll

With an e :·: plici t ly cued te>:t strL1cture;

b> they were asked to describe

th~

manner in which they went

o groups

~out reading and remembering the material and the

a bility.

~eff i ciency /i nadequac y of this approach was discussed;

hasi zing thi

c) a ,·,?.w strategy using teHt structure as an encoding and

641
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.

. ... .

retrieval cue was presented as a more efficient/effect,
approach to this type of reading;
d) students were taught to recognize five typi Cal

structures;

Thi

e> they practiced this identification with
complex prose;
f) the text processing strategy was
the instructor in a think-aloud manner, and then practic
peer dyads with increasingly complex material; and
g)

students practiced identifying instances when

strategy could be appropriately applied.
The control group completed wor kbook exercises
problem solving strategies such as locating
problem, considering alternative solutions, etc.
conclusion of the week, students
assessed their recognition of common organizational stru
their use of structure in organizing recall of an
passage, and their recall of the passage content.
the final instructional session, al l students

responded~

Le

student

delayed post test which was an alternate form of the postt

Results
Four separate 2 (reading level: low, reading levels
7.0; high,

re~ding

level

= 7.1

- 10.0) X 2

(treatment:

e x perimental, control) analyses of variance were conducttd

Tl

order to examine the m•in effects and interactions of th•
treatments and reading levels on four dependent variable'
(immediate r-ec:ognition of structur-e type , immediate recall

642
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t,_ ····'

. . .. . .

tnsans

. -'.. ·"

a
recognition of structure type, and delayed
11 performance>.
~ducting

An alpha level of .05 was set prior to

the analyses.

The ANOVAs revealed several main effects, including main
.h

for treatment on immediate recognition of structure type
141.954, p

<

.001>, on immediate recall

<F,,90= 26.039,

p

<

.001>, on delayed

of structL1re type <F1
and

,so=

delayed recall performance <F1

es when

.~1).
~gups.

99.562, p
,~

=

<

.001>,

20. 787, p

<

No interactions were found between treatments and reading
Tables 7 - 8 show the means in the anal y ses.

c ises
~--------------- - ------------------ --- --------- - -------- - ----- ---

c•

At the

o sttest t hat

In s ert Tables 7 - 8 a bou t

hefe

i on al structur
an
n t.

Learners ' written recall protocols showed evidence that

r esponded to•

rtudents in the experimental group used the text structure
~r~tegies

they had been taught:

several drew pictures of the

ttructures, other underlined k e y words , and man y organized thei r
~calls

according the text top-lev el structure.

i ng level = 4.0
?atment:

Conclusions

· e conducted 1n
. ons of the
: variables
Ii ate recall

The results of Study 1 indicate that, as anticipated, LD
students are not as sensitive as their n.onhandi capped
counterparts to the organization of i nstru c tional prose.

This

insensitivity appears e v en when pr i or knowledge is statistically

___

..____ ..
~

·-

6.( 3
!;'·

.

.:.~

. - ,, ,,

partialed out.

In addition, results suggest that thls

sensitivity contributes to LD students· poorer
retention of instructional prose.
The results of Study 2 indicate that training in a
structure use strategy did significantly improve
recognition of these structures and their recall of
content, and this effect remained relatively stable
a week.

In other words, the results strongly suggest t h

students who

typic~lly

experience severe difficulty

comprehension can be taught to use a text structure
this instruction can improve their recall of information
social studies passages.

An e :.: ami nation of the students•

protocols indicated that students in the e xperimental gro
actually used the strategy during the reading and recall t
In addition, in the weeks following the study, t h e LO
teachers reported that the students continued to make
to and use their newly acquired reading

~trategy.

strategy training had considerable impact upon students '

tn

and retri e val behaviors.
The conclusions of these studies have several implied
for designers and developers of instructional print
First, they provide evaluati ve data on a particular
strategy for teaching toward cognitive strategy outcomes.
Second, they point out that including e x plicit cues to
organizational structure in instructional prose may
a portion of the target audience, excluding those portion~ of
audience that are poor readers.

Third, they suggest some

additional instruction <" self-conscious te>:t," Pace, 1985> t

10

v

be included alongside content instruction that will aid

rner$ who have immature text processing strategies.
Future investigations are planned to e x amine other

ing
cuing and strategy use.

First,

icrategy training will be e}{tended to include instruction using

Of

Qnger passages that are typical of the passages that LD

stud~nts

l bl e

content area classes.
.1ggest th>at

Second, content area

tnstruction will be designed to teach this te xt processing

l l ty

strategy alongside targeted content objectives.

The efficiency ,

:ure
,rffecti veness, and transferabiity of this learning will be

students. r
•ental group

h e LO
make
Evidently

i nt
l ar

:>utcomes.
.1es to
i ay benefit only
?

portions of

rest some
ice, 1985) th.at
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Table 1 ·
Mme SlK'C3 on O:lmpcehcnsjoa Pasttat

Group
Passage

~ersative

Attributive

LO

NonLO

8.000

11.269

(3A06)

(1.710)

n•21

n•26

7.125

10.958

(2.604)

{ 1.899)

n-1·6

nz24

tic1.c: Maximum salre :a 15.

&48

14

Group
LO

NonLD

2 t.063

40.615

: 1.710)

(10.871)

( 11.577)

n•26

n=21

n=26

24.095

41 .375

( 11.7~9)

( 18.939)

n=t6

n=24

mlD

11.269

10.958

~ersative

Attributive

: l.899)

n=24

tl11t Total number of iooa units= 159.

649

Table 3
Mean Number of !<P.a Uojts RerJ11JM--DelfL!ec1 RecaJJ

aroup
PassaJ8

Adversat 1ve

Attributive

-~

LO

NonlD

14.500

30.654

.< 11.599)

( 12.652)

n=21

n=26

t 7.571

31 .042

( 12.385)

( 15.708)

n=t6

a=21

Total number of i~ units= 159.

p~

MYersative

Attributive

-~

650

Ratings 1

16

Group
LO

NonLD

5.300

6.654

(2.939)

(2."\97)

n=21

n=26

5.437

6.833

(3.098)

(2.823)

n=16

n=24

~ersative

Attributive

'Hlll.a:

Rattngsran~from

1 Clow) to lO(hlgh).

651

.. .
.·.

.

:.

.

.

.. .. .:-

·

----,
Table~

MP.an BaUn~ of Structure Use--Oeleyerl BtUll

Oroup

M.rersativa

Attributive

~

LO

NonLO

41.500

6.654

(2.893)

(2.'197)

n=21

n=26

3.938

4.708

(3.098)

(2.662)

n=16

n=2'\

Ratings ran~ from 1 (low) to 1Q (high).

65:?

18

Deleyed

22.71

23.29

27.67

( 16.02)

(6.73)

( 11.98)

n=7

n=7

n=6

12.50

19.80

23.80

( 13.01)

(8.70)

c12.40)

n=IO

~=5

n=S

Total number of idee units • 159.

~ings ranged from 1 ta 3. bMedium ratings ranged from 41 ta 7. cHi~ ratings

rom ato 10.

653

Table 1
Mean Structure Recognition Scores
on Posttest and Delayed Posttest

Treatment
lleading _Level

Experimental

Control

M

2o29

.11

SD

.69

• 33

Low- (4.0 ... 7 .0)

roatteet

n

17

9

Delayed Posttest
M

2.18

. 22

.88

.44

SD

17

n

9

.. High (7.1 - 10.0)

Hii

Poat test
M

1.85

0

SD

.90

0

n

13

lS

Delayed Poatteat
M

2.77

.33

-SD

1.09

.49

ll

Note:

13

is

----

Maximum score possible .. 3

KotE

65~

20

~in

Idea Units Recalled on Posttest and Delayed Posttest

Treatment
Experimental

Control

:ontrol

Post teat

.11

M

11 . 59

5. 78

.33

SD

6. IJ9

3. 63

9

n

17

9

Delayed Posttest

. 22

M

12 . 23

5. 22

.44

SD

6. 76

3. 77

9

n

17

9

16 . 0

6.87

High (7 . 1 - 10.0)
Post test
0

M

0

SD

.5

n

5. 99
13

4.63
15

Delayed Posttest

.33

K

12.85

6. 27

.49

SD

6. 04

2. 76

s

-

n

13

score possible posttest • 150 .
possible delayed posttest • 128.

~imum

855

15

Maximum score
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INTRODUCTION

simulations have been used to deliver instruction in
educational, military, and industrial settings for many
Although the

techniqu~

has repeatedly been

aemonstrated to be effective, its use has been somewhat
limited in higher education because of the relatively high
costs connected with the development and presentation of the
uterials.

With the advent of computer interactive video,

simulation has become more affordable for everyone.
simulation holds great promise

many instructional settings.

~or futu~e

Thus,

application in

This presentation will focus

upon theory, research, and practice related to instructional

simulations .

Let us begin with a definition of the term simulation.
A good

starting point is to look at the way the term is

described by the major indexes of the literature of
Education. Two . indexes, the Current Index to Journals in
!ducation and Resources in Education include the
following explanation to clarify the meaning of the
descriptor "simulation." "Duplication of the essential
Characteristics of a task or situation." An examination of
the literature itself reveals that most writers agree with

658

the indexes, emphasizing the idea that

simu~ation

indeed

"duplicates the essential characteristics" of reality.
According to various writers, our simulated reality may
abstracted and/or simplified (Heinich, Molenda, & Russell
1985), lifelike (Cruickshank, 1966), and/or controlled
(Fink, 19 7 3) •

Si~ulations

do more than merely present manipulated

"realities," however.

In addition, they call upon the

learner to respond through decision-making (Rice, 1966),
problem solving (Cruickshank, 1966), and/or role playing
(Pollack, 1973) .

Further, participants in simulations m

deal with the consequences of their responses (Spannaus,
1978).

While most· writers appear to define simulation in
slightly different terms,

common elements are also

Based upon definitions from the literature,

~he

following

eclectic version is offered: simulations are controlled
representations of real situations, calling for
to respond, and providing some form of feedback to those
responses.

Instructional simulations are those

intended to result in predetermined learning outcomes.

It is useful, at this point, to make a distinction
between simulations as defined above, and games. Games haffi

659
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.on indeed

- an identifying characteristic, the element of competition

:eality.

fC0ombs, 1978; Locatis & Atkinson, 1984).
& Russe11

~e

Simulation games

those simulations which have the element of competition ·

I

t rolled

in to the materials and processes .

~Ut
~tent

It

will not be the

of this paper to deal directly with simulation-games,
useful and appropriate applications to games may be

nipul ated
~on

~,

~

the
This work will deal with instructional simulations as

1966),

playing

~ed

in higher education, and will focus upon applications

l a tions must

w the

>pannaus,

first, a brief historical review will be presented,

area of preservice and inservice teacher education.

featuring the pioneering work of Bert Kersh and associates
at the Teaching Research Division of the Oregon State System
~ ion

in

of Higher Education.

Then, a summary of research will be

1 so evident.

presented, followed by a sh9rt descriptive analysis of how

f ollowing

simulation relates tp representative elements of three

trolled

learning theories.

participants

be offered and illustrated with a case study .

t o those

directions for future research and development will be

s imulations

proposed.

A rationale for using simulations will

: omes.

i.nction
Games have,

660

Finally, some

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

Simulations have been successfully used for many
applications in military training.

Richard Braby of

t

Naval Training Device Center in Orlando, Florida (Twel
d970), argues convincingly for using simulations:

I don't think we could ever talk a pilot
the behavior that he must perform in the
could talk to him for 30 years and he would never
able . to perform under the stress of actual flight
other words, in the classroom you don't have the
stimuli that will actually trigger the behavior .• •
think you have to experience it." (p. 1)

Other applications from the military have included
relatively simple simulations such as "pocket
simulate the action of a ship's blinker light
trainees to practice Morse Code, . . • to exceedinglf
complex weapons systems which require teams of

opera~O

analogue or digital computers." (Twelker, 1970, P· !)

Likewise in industry, simulations have
deliver instructiono

A good example is the flight s
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o1td by the Boeing Company to train pilots.

These

i!JRulators employ sophisticated computer and video systems
~present

for many

realistic flight situations to trainees.
ranging from norm.al flight, to emergency

r aby of the
ida (Twelker,

rituations, can be simulated to provide pilot-trainees with

"ry realistic, controlled practice environments.

ons:
In the
into having
aircraft. Y(lQ
uld never be
:tl flight. In
nave the

ea~ly 1~60's,

Bert Kersh and associates at the

Qregon State System of Higher Education's Teaching Research
Division, developed and conducted research using a sort of
tducational "link trainer." In this case, the simulation was
designed to help preservice teachers develop competencies in
classroom management techniques.

:?havior ... I

~chniques

Later, the simulation

were extended to "discovery teaching" as well.

The Teaching Research program included the systematic
l uded

study of three simulation packages over a period of more

blinkers which
and enables
:!edingly

e operators

than eight years.

Their first simulation effort was

intended as a research vehicle, through which sufficient
information could be obtained to develop further materials.

and

) , p. 2)

This first simulation program, "Mr.

Land's Sixth Grade,"

consisted of a comprehensive package including: (1) an
orientation to the school and community, (2) individual

:!en used to
l ight simulator

records on each student, and (3) sixty problem situations
Presented life sized, on 16mm color sound films.

66?

Students

engaged in simulation training were placed in a
was arranged to look exactly like an elementary
complete to the teacher's desk and the American Flag.
However, instead of facing a class of actual children ,
"teacher" faced a

la~ge

rear screen upon which a sixth

classroom full of children, and problems, was projected.
Whenever the "teacher" wanted to make a response, the fi
display was put on still frame, and the response was enae
in exactly the same manner as if in an actual classroom.
the basis of the "teacher's" response,
displayed another film showing the class' behavior either
improving, or getting worse.

The Kersh group conducted many experiments on the
original classroom simulator, providing important basic
information for subsequent researchers.
reported later in this paper.

Results will be

Toward the end of the 60's,

additional simulations were developed and
was hoped that these "Low Cost" materials, dealing with
classroom management and discovery learning techniques,
would be widely disseminated. Instead of employing 16mm
films, these simulations used a slide and audio tape format,
with accompanying background materials.

They were not

developed or distributed beyond the field testing stage.
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ouring the 60's others were also

expe~imenting

in teacher education programs .
classroom
Flag.

'

ildren ,

Vlcek

(1969), experimented with Kersh's
tlassroom simulation materials in varied settings.

Wynn

19 64) examined simulations for teacher education using an
technique.

rojected.
e , the film

with the

College students role playing

school pupils were the basis of simulations
~veloped

and studied by Dettre (1967) and Hershey,

rrumboltz, & Shepard (1965).

Here, college students played

t ne part of elementary pupils to give practice in
r /operator

•simulated" teaching.

i or either

Cruickshank (1966), and Utsey, Wallen, & Belden (1966), used

Like Kersh, Broadbent (1967),

lfmm films to present simulated classroom situations.
Broadbent's "Brockport Simulation" presented 32 teaching
on the

problems set in a fictitious community.

Ten of the problems

nt basic

were presented via film, the remaining ones were written

:; will be

materials.

f the 60 IS,

tested. It

The stimulus situations were intended to

stimulate group discussions of possible responses.
materials were also used by Cruickshank (1966).

These

Utsey,

Lng with

et al., (1966) used films of children reading to give

1niques,

students practice in assessing reading ability.

Lng 16mm

tape format,

'Peer teaching, or the use of college students to

:!re not

simulate elementary school classes, continued to be used and

1g stage.

studied during the 70's.

Emmer (1970) focused on elementary

664

education

situations~

Lehman (1970) on the teaching

secondary school biology. Simulated situations presented
through written problem descriptions were developed by
Zuckerman (1979).

Situations ranging from administrati

tasks; to . planning activities, to classroom management ,
included.

Participants received feedback from simulati

So

leaders regarding the adequacy of their responses.
from the work of his colleagues in the
(1970) deve l oped successful simulation materials for a

teacher education program at Berkshire College of Educatt
in England.

Computer based simulations began to appear during
period.

Day &

Pa~nes

(1975) developed programs which

provided teacher trainees with practice in making "pupil

Comput·

behavioral interventions." Students interacted with a

Strang

computer which simulated the behavior of five handicapped

1-imula

students .

ref err

whose
Another computer based simulation -was marketed
the CONDUIT system.

discus

This program, called "School

hands

Transactions," was described as follows: "This series of

by an

simulations places a prospective teacher in a realistic

teachE

school setting and asks him to solve problems involving

the OJ

students, other teachers, parents, and administrators . Each

regar1

package includes three to five different simulations.

665
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1ing

se simulations, teachers can explore the effect of a

ietY of teaching styles and strategies." (p. 18)

Th~

were designed to run on Apple Computers, and are
available.
:tgement,
so far, the 80's have brought interesting new
~ s.

elopments in simulations for teacher education.
~xample,

; for a

For

an entire graduate course in early childhood

education was taught via an elaborate simulation (Harper,

>f

National Center f or Research in Vocational
Ohio State University (1982), has developed
various simulations for use in training vocational education

during

teachers.

which

Included in the materials are role play~ng

exercises, in-basket, case study, and gaming materials.

1g "pupil
Iii th a

Computers continue to be used for delivering simulations.
Strang & Loper (1983) describe a microcomputer based

mdicapped

simulation program in which the teacher trainee, hereafter
~ferred

to as "T," conducts a lesson with four students

Whose names are displayed on a monitor.
~ ted

through

>l

~ alistic

by an operator who is a physically isolated from T.

the operator.

t ors. Each

·
:ions
.

The computer based simulation is controlled
Each

teacher-student interaction is coded into the computer by

wolving
~a

questions,

discusses, etc., with students whose graphically designed
hands pop up.

;eries of

~

A

terminal display directs the operator

regarding how to respond to the teacher.

usin9

666

The pace of the

interaction is similar to r~ality, due to the
routine, and operator training.

Following the

teacher is furnished with a hard copy printout
"teaching profile," pertaining to relative amounts of
information, positive affect, feedback, etc.
minute sessions are included.

Two,

Another microcomputer ba

simulation for teacher education has been developed by
Schieman

&

Winn ( 19 83) •

Here, an incident is presented v

video which is stopped at a decision point.
then provided with alternative responses.

The
After

is selected and entered into a computer, a
is shown.
procE
Over the past 25 years, a number of
simulations have been incorporated into teacher
programs.

simul
educat~n

whic:t

Both entire courses, and parts of courses hay;e

theo1

been presented via simulations.

Techniques have

the !

in-baskets, to case studies, to role playing, to computer

maki1

mediated simulations!

tl:lat

Stimulus situations have been

presented in written, filmed, live, and computer formats.

~xpl:

Interest has remained high in spite of the rather great

Of S'

amount of time and expense connected with the developmento£
the necessary materials.

After review of simulation efforts

during this period, one is left with the impression that tlbe

lear1

techniqu~

para<

was continually used, but not on a large scale .
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THEORY AND RESEARCH

llnts of

r wo,

Any instructional materials may
~e

be developed if

design can systematically relate those materials to

i nstructional theories.
l oped by

b~st

One advantage of simulation

techniques resides in the extent and degree to which they
oan be related to major instructional and /or learning

he user is

theories.

For example, when Kersh first developed his

er

classroom simulation materials in the early sixties, he
based them upon a behavioristic, operant conditioning

rnod~l.

Later, he changed his orientation to an information
processing framework as he further deve l oped his
This illustrates quite nicely, the extent to
!r education

which simulation has potential connections with various

:ourses have

theoretical explanations of learning .

tv e

the paper, some of those connections will be i llustrated by

to computer
re

been

making them explicit.

In this section of

As a footnote, it should be added

that space and time do not permit a fully extended

: er formats.

explication of those connections.

:her great

ef support will be identified for each position.

One or two major points

development of
J la ti on efforts

Briefly stated, operant conditioning theory exp lai ns

ession that the

learning in a stimulus, response, s timulus (reinfo r cement)

l arge scale·

Paradigm.

The relationship between the stimuli, responses,

168

and subsequent reinforcing stimuli, represents the er
important relationship: reinforcements should occur rap
and on pre9etermined schedules to be most effective.

informat

simulations offer some special and unique training
advantages.

In a simulator,

re~nforcements

can occur

conditions controlled by an operator/trainer.
given either in "real time," or on schedules
their instructional effect.

For example, in the natural

setting, a reinforcement may not

oc~ur

the view(

immediately, but if

the simulation designer believes that it should occur

Cognit.

away, this can be built into the simulation sequence.
Further, because simulations can exercise

knowledg

repeated trials of any problem situation, continued and
repea~ed

reinforcements may be used to shape behavior.

Correct responses may thus be rapidly and efficiently
developed, thanks to the controlled nature of the simulat
system.

Turning to information processing explanations of
learning we now find an emphasis on the processes involved
in the storage, retrieval, and subsequent use of informati
and learned skills in new settings.

The informational val~

of "reinforcements" or feedback now becomes very important.
In the case of the Kersh materials, the feedbacks provide.d
by the simulator were origina l l y r e garded as s i mpl y

These
simulation
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stimuli." Kersh came to believe, however, that
·c tive,

di'

ning

informational value of feedback was very important, and
.
loped the idea of "controlled feedback." Now, through

mpts, cues, repeated trials, or debriefing, crucial
contained within the multiple feedback loops of
ongoing instructional situation could be made apparent
he natural
cognitive approaches to the learning process emphasize
quence,

tlle notion that learning stems from a basic reorganization

which occurs within the· learner's cognitive
The resultant "insights" are characterized by

i nued and
ehavior.

~e

discovery of previously unknown relationships.

Often,

c iently

such insights can be facilitated when reality is distorted,

t he simulat

men situations .can be presented in compressed time, or

through other techniques which make new relationships quite
~parent.

Simulations, with their capacity for time

t ions of

~mpression

s es involved

provide unique opportunities for new perceptions of

of informatiOI reality.

and other forms of reality manipulation,

These can lead, upon reflection and thought, to

mational value the insightful discovery of new relationships and
r y important.

fundamental changes in the cognitive structure.

cks provided
i mply

These illustrative examp l es of relationships between
s~ulation and learning theory are indicators of ·the degree
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to which simulation can be designed to follow various
theoretical constructs.

sp•

Additional cases could be made

connections between simulati on and other theories as well ,
for example modeling/imitation, social learning theories
I
neurological approaches, etc. Clearly, simulation offers

As on·
4

vehicle for instruction which can be studied and developed
within the contexts of many theoretical frameworks.

We turn now to a review of the research conducted on
the various forms of simulation employed in teacher
education. This review will cover a twenty five year
between

1960~

and 1985.

The studies will be organized

three basic categories according to their major focus: (! )
feasibility studies, asking the question: "can simulations
be developed and operated for reasonable costs?", (2)

The c

presentation mode studies, asking the question: "in what

by Ke

form(s) so simulations work best, and (3) outcome studies,

to re

asking the question: "what kinds of measurable changes in

expeI

student response result from the use of simulations?" The

ef f ec

reader will recognize that, as in most category systems,

termf

some overlapping occurs.

the t •

The studies

to those conducted on simulations for teacher education.

studE

Exceptions will be made for reports summarizing large

"low

programs of simulation research, and a few, selected

in tE

simulaton studies from other fields which, in my opinion,
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·arious

special information relevant to simulations in
education contexts.
Feasibility

r theories
.

As one reviews the studies, it quickly becomes

I

.on offers a
ld developed
)rks.

have focused upon the
feasibility question: "Is it possible to produce adequate
~d

reliable simulations for an acceptable cost?" During the

late sixties, Twelker and associates at Teaching Research in
:>nducted on
acher

field testing two sets of simulation materials.

e year period
r ganized into
r focus:
1

(1)

(2)

"in what

:orrie studies,
~

Their

objective was to produce "low cost" materials which could be
used widely in teacher education programs.

According to

twelker (1970)

simulations

:?",
1:

oregon, set about to answer this question by developing and

changes in

1tions?" The
cy systems,

i 11 be confined
education.
ng large
e lected

The original "classroom simulation" materials developed
by Kersh (1963) provided students with an opportunity
to react in a lifelike manner to film sequences, and to
experience probable pupil consequences.

Although quite

effective, these pioneering efforts were limited, in
terms of the expense of materials and equipment, and
the time required to train even small numbers of
students .

These limitations led to the development of

"low cost" instructional simulation materials for use
in teacher education programs. {p. 11)

my opinion,
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-

Two series of simulations were ultimately developed ,
"Classroom Management Series," and the "Discovery Tea

Tl

Series." The classroom management series was
ten ·sites scattered across the country.

The Discovery

series was not developed sufficiently to field test.
Results, in the words of Twelker:

••• revealed that the Classroom Management Series
left little to be desired in way of timliness and
credibility.

Designwise, improvements were indica

that would be expected to have a significant, posi
effect on strength, robustness, reliability and
created by the system.

Data revealed that the

materials did not cause all students to reach expe
proficiency, and affect was borderline in some
The system was found to be manageable. (p. ii)

th

mo
While the system did not prove to be as effective
or planned, improvements were indicated that were
to have positive effects on the "strength, robustness,
reliability, and affect" created by the system.

t

Twelker

indicated that such changes would "not be impossible to
perform," and that they "should not be ignored." (p. 102)
In spite of this, however, no further changes were ever ma~

E

upon the materials, nor were they redeveloped or

Simula

disseminated.

this s
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:wery Teacl)

Thirteen years later, in 1983, Schieman and Winn

fi~ld test~
Discovery

f i eld tested three simulations: "Music,"
•pnaqement," and "Counseling." Critical incidents were

l d test.

via an interactive videotape system.

After

dewing a stimulus situation presented by videotape, the
entered a response into a microcomputer, and a video
mt Series

equence showing a probable response was presented.

1

liness and

In the

the auth9rs, " ••• the results of the formative
;valuation were very encouraging.

All three simulations

uceived high ratings on attitude, realism and technical
.ity and
iat

330)

the

reach expected

After the development of the materials

completed, they were evaluated once more as
oomplete packages by an external evaluator.

.n some cases,

Again, in the

the authors " ••• we were pleased to conclude that

p. ii)

three simulations were convincing, well liked, and for
mos t part successful in achieving what they set out to

·ti ve as hoped

do." (p. 331)

were expected

slow speed of tape access, and a few

bustness,

that they would have preferred more interaction with the

1

·m.

Twelker

•o ssible to
d."

~st

parti~ipants

indicated

However, in general the findings of the field

were positive and encouraging.

(p. 102)

were ever made
or

materials.

Some limitations were noted with the relative

Buehning and Sc hieman (1983) developed a classroom
simulator for music teachers.

As in the previous study,

this simulation was presented th~ough an int erac tive video

674

tape format.

Speaking to the feasibility question,

reported:

An evaluation conducted by an outside examiner
revealed its effectiveness and indicated that
the strategy can and should be an integral part
of teacher training programs.

This project

demonstrates that available technology can be
used to structure and deliver instruction in
human interaction. (p. 55)

Related to the question of feasibility is the mat
the time required for students to complete simulation
training.

Simulations have been criticized on the gro

that they take more training time than "conventional"
instruction.

Coleman (1973), in summarizing the Hopki

Game Research, revealed that indeed simulation traininq
take more time than instruction using an "information
processing" (more conventional) approach.

If simulations can be designed to reduce traininq
then their feasibility is enhanced.

Two studies of

classroom simulation have directly investigated this
question .

In the first study, Twelker (1965) found tba

prompts made simulations more efficient, in the second

675
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!:ion, they

comparing audio tapes with filmed versions of
~ulated

materials, found that the training time was

ttd-uced using the audio . tape version.
niner

These data suggest

trsat simulations can be designed for reduced instructional

t hat

increasing their feasibility relative to other

L part

modes.

::t
.1

be

in

In at least two cases involving simulations developed
~r

teacher education settings, Broadbent's "Brockport"

simulation (1967), and the Conduit simulations (1985),
1aterials have been disseminated through commercial
the matter ot
l lation
the grounds
t:. ional"

publishing houses.

Although no experimental test of

feasibility can be reported on these materials, one assumes
that their continued availability through private, for
~ofit

concerns, demonstrates cost effectiveness.

1e Hopkins
training does
:-mation

In summary, we would note that while the early
attempts toward "low cost" simulation by Twelker and
associates was not successful, subsequent simulations have
been successfully developed and disseminated.

: raining time,
:! S
j

Of

this

: ound that
~

Simulations

have a potential for efficient instruction, with the most
rec·e nt versions, based on interactive video formats,
showing particular promise for continued low cost
development.

second study

676

Presentation Modes
A number of studies have sought to
alternative methods of presenting simulations in teach
education.

Girod (1969), compared film and audio tape

versions of classroom simulation materials dealing witb
classroom management.

He found that the audio tape ve

required fewer learning trials to criterion, but his
subjects generated a greater number of errors in
In another comparative study, Hershey, et al. (1965),
conducted an experiment designed to look at
observations in a real class, compared with
teaching (students teaching other students)
grades, final exam scores, attitudes, career plans, ab
to apply psychological principles, and general course
satisfaction.

While he found no significant differenc

between his training conditions, his
was that the live observations had a
while the simulations were better suited for the deve
of particular, specific skills.

The degree of fidel i ty that is optimal
simulations has been a question of interest to several
researchers .

Guetzkow (1962), in summarizing simulatioJ'l5

developed in military settings, conc l udes that "In g~
(these) experiments ••• show that high fidelity simulati
· · ~

are not necessary for high positive trans f er. " IP• 40
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one of the more systematic investigations of the
various
l

teacher

.o tape

.ng With

his

,u~cts
~r sh
~at

of fidelity in simulations was conducted by Bert

(1965).

Kersh studied the following dimensions of

was called "realism:" (1) image size : life sized vs •

111all (2) feedback mode: visual vs. verbal (3) response
~de: enactment of responses vs. verbalization of response,
and (4)

orientation to simulation: large life sized

projections vs. small projections.
.965),

simulation conditions were tried, ranging along a dimension

effects of

l~elled

"realism." The most

~realistic"

training conditions

ilated

were those 'in which the trainees received life sized

cours.e

projected materials during their orientation . sessions, and

m~,

ability

enacted responses to life sized projections of problem

:ourse

situations.

:ferences

realistic" training had an orientation consisting of small

evaluation

images, then responded to situations presented by slides, on

t l benefit,
~

Various combinations of

At the other extreme, students receiving "non

a small screen, by verbally describing what they would do .

development
Students undergoing simulation training under varying
conditions ranging from "nonrealistic" to "realistic" were

effective

compared in terms of performance on a post test consisting

>ever al

of response quality to simulated situations.

Lmulations

significant differences on most of the variables he

' In general'

examined, with the exception of the large versus small sized

simulations

Projections for orientation.

r ." (p. 40)

Kersh found no

Here, he found a slight

difference in favor of the small sized "nonrealistic" mode.
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His overall conclusion was that "realism" was
minor importance.

In

An interesting sidelight to this stUd

was that further analysis uncovered the fact that all
subjects were able to achieve the same level
regardless of entry level.

It appeared that

could have equalizing effect in bringing students with
widely varying backgrounds to similar levels of attainme

Using the Kersh materials, Twelker (1965) investigat
the effectiveness of various

t~pes

of prompts given to

subjects as they proceeded through simulation training.
In this study, two types of prompts were compared to
training with no prompts.

It

In one treatment, subjects

given prompts which would help to identify the problem
presented in the simulated episode, in the
r eceived prompts which would help them generate a correct
response.

The prompts were of a general, rather than

specific nature .

Training including one or both types of

prompts was compared with that in which no prompts were
presented.

fide lit
lmportc
procesf

Dependent variables included training session

length, post test performance, and affect.

Twelker found

At

that "problem identification" prompts had unmeasurable

outcom1

effects .

outcome

The "response" prompts had the effect of

shortening the time necessary for trainees to reach

Of the

criterion.

Will b

Simula
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of relatitt

In summary, it's not surprising that dimensions of
have been studied.

this stu<ll
hat all

It may, however, be surprising

that the "realism" or fidelity of a situation has
demonstrated to have universally any strong effects

i mulation

Perhaps the important "reality" factor for those
nmulations designed to develop cognitive abilities is less
to the form of the stimulus materials than to the
the essential decision-making dynamic which
Ullderlies the simulation process .

Jiven to

~ognitive

To my knowledge, thi·s

realism" has not been explored.

:raining.
~ ed

to

It is also not surprising that some varieties of

1b j ects were

prompting would be effective in view of the value they have

problem

temonstrated in other media-related studies.

•nd, subjects

presentation variables are concerned, research on "classroom

a correct

Insofar as

simulation" to date would seem to indicate that the

r than

fidelity of the presentation materials may not be as

h types of

important as variables related to the instructional

pts were

~ocess,

such as prompting.

ng session
l ker found
surable
of
~ ach

Cognitive Outcomes
At this point, let us turn to studies focusing upon the
Wtcomes of simulation training.
outcomes will be considered.

Three

bro~d

categories of

In the first, the lower levels

of the Bloom (1956) Taxonomy, "knowledge and comprehension"
Will be emphasized.

The relevant question here is whether

simulations can teach students facts, principles, and

680

responses.

The second level, which roughly

the "analysis" level of Bloom, deals with outcomes

rei~

to the discrimination of cues, and the identification
problems.

Finally, · the third category

with those studies which have explored the extent to
simulations have led to Bloom's "application" level,
transfer of what was learned into actual
It is perhaps this latter category which is the most
important, because it speaks to a major reason why
simulations are claimed to be . used: to increase one's
ability to respond appropriately in actual settings.
Perhaps this
is why the great majority of the studies
(
with the application, or transfer question, a
smaller number deal with knowledge and analysis.

We begin our review with a consideration of those
studies which have looked at the Bloom "knowledge and
comprehension", levels.

Cherryholmes (1966) after revi

six simulation studies, rejected the hypothesis that
students would learn more facts, and retain them longer
using simulations as compared with "conventional
activities." Coleman (1973)

report~d

contrary

findings~

that he found that students using simulations had an
increased ability to learn facts.

681
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When we turn to the matter of learning specific
sponses, the data are more clearly positive.

Both Twelker

(l965, 1970) and Kersh (1965) reported that students were

on of

learn ncorrect" responses during training, and

erned

them later on post tests.

Since they presented

problems novel to the students, these post tests could also
, or

t

Jte considered as tests of transfer as well.

Moving up the Taxonomy to "analysis," five studies will
reported.

's

Kersh (1965), and Twelker (1965], found that

their original classroom simulation materials were effective

in teaching students valuable cue discrimination skills.
es

were able to pick out the information necessary to
the problems which were presented.

Similarly, using variants of the Kersh materials, Girod
Jse

(1969) reported that his subjects were increasingly a~le to

nd

discriminate cues necessary to identify simulated problems.
However, in contrary findings, Vlcek (1966) reported that

t

simulation did not demonstrate any greater ability to

Jg er

develop problem identification skills when compared with no

~ ssroom

training at all.

1gs in

Problems were presented via simulations, or in actual

1

Classrooms.

This was true regardless of whether the

682

This brings us to the studies which
applicability, or transfer of simulation training to
settings.

Kersh ( 19 6'5) , investigated the transferabil

of simulation training to actual classroom. practices.
Unfortunately, he had to abandon his attempt to answen
question because: (1) there was a one year interval be
the time his subjects received simulation training and
they were in actual teaching situations, (2) he had
readily available instrument through which he could
simulation's effects in a classroom, and (3) he had no
control group against which his simulation trained stude
could be compared.

Uf

Although he was unsuccessful in

measuring the ex.tent of transfer, he did circulate a

si1

questionnaire to supervising teachers which revealed
students having had

simulat~on

training were

able to take over classes weeks earlier than students
had riot received such training.

In a field test of Kersh's materials at Michigan St
University, Vlcek (1966) reported that students

I

undergoin~

simulation training, as opposed to students having no such

b
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(1967) reported informal findings
SidiUl ation," Broadbent
.
indicating that simulation students developed increased
abilities.

Likewise, Ryan (1965, 1968)

c tices.

~und

o answer

rimulations, they exhibited an increased ability to solve

erva 1 betweeia

~~lems

ning and when

~oblem

e had no

~rticular ly

:=ould measure

could apply their newly acquired knowledge.

that when students solved problems presented via

in real settings .

She concluded that practice in

solving under realistic conditions should be given,
in specially created situations where students

e had no
i ned students

Using the Kersh materials, Twelker (1965) found that

ul in

s~dents were able to learn and apply correct responses to

l ate a

~w

vealed that

reporting the results of his field testing of the "low cost"

lldged as being

simulation mat~rials, Twelker (1970) indicated that although

t udents who

he

situations presented via simulations.

L~ter,

in

was not able to demonstrate that his system changed the

classroom behavior of student teachers, he was encouraged
enough to s pecu 1ate that :
i chigan State

It is heartening to note that the research of Forgan

s undergoing

(1969) supports the intuitive hunches that simulation

ving no such

bridges the gap between the textbook and the

Jblems, but

operational situation .

:>rooms.

system to change behavior in the classroom leads this

In fact, the ability of the

writer to speculate that the objectives stated in
Jckport

684

Chapter II may be too rigid ••• and should be
relaxed ••• (p. 101, 102)

Emmer (1970) studied a peer teaching simulation
experience to see if benefits would transfer to the
teaching of actual pupils.
indeed occur.

Ii

He determined that transfer

Similarly, Zuckerman (1979) investigated

transfer with his simulation program called "Hey Teach.•
Preservice teachers were given practice in four areas:
(1) administrative tasks,

(2) planning tasks,

(3) implementation of instruction, and (4) classroom

management.

Informal reports from supervising teachers

that students who had receiyed the "Hey Teach"
better able to handle real classroom tasks.

Although the following study did not
with simulations used in teacher training contexts,
included here because of their great general value.

Af
Both

.been

~

Coombs (1978), and Coleman (1973), summarize
systematic research program in simulation/games carried

on

by the Center for Social Organization at Johns Hopkins
University.

towarc

After reviewing this extensive body of

research, Coombs (1978) concluded that: (1) simulations c~
transmit factual information, but not better than other
modes, (2) simulation does not seem to be a particularly
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~ood

way to teach cognitive skills, (3) simulation games

alter the character of a class in a positive manner, and (4)
simulations improve the motivation of students.

)n
~

In summary , we find that when simulations are used to
l s fer d-id
rated
!ach."

instruct students in factual information, the evidence is
mixed regarding their effectiveness.

However, indications

are that s i mulations can 4evelop the capacity of students

!as:
to give specific responses.

Similarly, although by no

means overwhelming, the experimental findings suggest that
simulations can be successful in teaching problem
hers were
r am we.r e

identification skills. · Turning to transfer in problem
solving,

~e

find most of the studies indicating that

simulation is effective in leading students to greater
problem solving abilities.
lly deal

Affective Outcomes

they are
Affective responses to simulation training have also
Both

been widely studied.

These fall into three categories: (1)

lg term,

attitudes toward the simulation instruction, (2) attitudes
~ ied

on
toward the subject of the simulation, and (3) attitudes

.ns

.ons

toward self •
can

With regard to atti tudes toward simulation instruction,
.her

in his review comparing six simulation studies with

ar l y
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"conventional classroom activities," Cherryholmes (196 6)
asserted that students participating in a simulation
exercises showed more interest in instructional activitiea,
and more readily had significantly altered attitudes.

Cherryholmes' findings were later confirmed by
Cruickshank (1966), who, after studying forty students
receiving 31 simulated critical incidents during the first
two weeks of student teaching, reported that students

the it

a sirr
par ti

artic

reported ·greater satisfaction and ability to cope with
teaching problems and preferred the (simulation)

ex ere

to starting student teaching two weeks earlier.

al the
not '

Similarly, Broadbent (1967) reported that students w.fio
had completed

~is

"Brockport" simulation program rated it

favorably, and "learned about themselves, their methods of

a1 • ,

reacting to attacking problems, and their relationships to

"simi

students." (p. 42)

cone
enha:

Reporting contrary findings, Twelker (1970), found so•
difficulties with his low cost simulation materials in theU
He concluded~-

enti

"The ability of the system to attract and hold the interest

seve

of the target audience seems marginal." (p. 99) However,~

stud

ability to hold the interest of students.

stud
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(1966)

also noted that attitudes were not unfavorable. "It could be

.on

concluded that although there is room for improvement,

~ ti vi ties

I

affect was not negative." (p. 99)

les.

Buehning and Schieman (1983) concluded that through

'Y

their classroom simulation for music teachers, "we produced

tents

a simulation that was both highly motivating for the

.!'le

first

participants and instructionally meaningful." (p. 55)

mts

article entitled "Changing Attitudes with the 'School

with

game,'" Plummer (1973) reported that this simulation

.aboratory

exercise "generated positive affect."

(p. 46)

In an

However,

although the students seemed to enjoy the exercise, they did
not view it as one which provided learning.
tdents who
·ated it

In agreement with most of the research, Hershey et

!thods of

al., (1965) measured student affective responses to

1ships to

"simulated" teaching (students teaching other students), and
concluded that student satisfaction with the course was
enhanced through simulations.

found some
.s

in their

:luded that
!

interest

>wever, he

Harper (1980) took the novel approach of teaching an
entire graduate course through simulations.

He noted

several advantages, among which was a "high degree of
student involvement." Moreover, he reported that his
students rated the simulation course over lecture versio ns.
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However, he also noted that some individuals
critical of the simulation course.

A study by Bond (1965) investigated the effects
.classroom simulation on the attitudes of
toward topics in educational psychology.

He

general, the findings of the project are not

In

conclusive to permit any clear cut recommendations of
procedure on the use of simulation
education majors toward professional course content . "
(p> 17)

However, he also indicated that

of evaluation justify continued research in the area.

In his evaluation of the Hopkins Game Program,
(1973) concluded that students undergo a change of atti

toward the real life persons whose roles they assume in
s i mu l ation.

This change of attitude is positive, but may

short l ived.

The more concrete the simulation game, the

traini.

more strongly the attitude change effect seemed to be.

Two researchers found an enhancement of a student's

B

self confidence as an effect of simulation training.

some i

(1966), using Kersh's materials, found an increase in the

studie

self confi dence of student teachers.

Similarly, ~n a much

more recent study, Schieman and Winn (1983) reported that
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e Very

~~ong

other advantages of their system, students had

increased confidence in

t~.eir

teaching ability.

F.inal ly,

studies by both Broadbent (1967) and Hershey, et al., (1965)
ects of

reported increases in student "self knowledge" corning from

Jn majors

simulation training.

:>rted "In
Eiciently
1S

Of

In summary, I report that the overwhelming evidence
points to a high degree of student satisfaction with

lttitudes of

simulaton training.

mt. n

favorable· attitudes toward simulation.

· statements

somewhat · less clear on whether these favorable attitudes

1rea.

extend to entire courses, subject matters, and even

With few exceptions, students report
The studies are

-

perceptions of subject content areas such as educational
.m, Coleman
attitude

f

1

ume in the
but may

be

me, the

psychology.

Simulations . do appear to have the potential of

developing favorable attitudes toward any roles and
positions simulated.

Finally, students report increased

self-knowledge and self confidence accruing from simulation
training.

o be.
Conclusions From the Research
udent 's
ng.

Vlcek

Before any conclusions can be drawn from these data,
some important qualifications should be noted.

First, the

e in the

studies cited represent a mix of methodological approaches.

i n a much

Many reported findings are "informal."

t ed that
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Furthermore,

although classroom simulation has been studied in
different contexts, few efforts have been att empted to
systematically, and over a long term, investigate
connected with the technique.

For these reasons, any

conclusions must be viewed as tentative, certainly
definitive.

With these reservations noted, I list

following preliminary conclusions:
1.

Simulations have the potential of developing
capacity of students to learn specific respoM
given situations.

2.

Simulations have the potential of developing
capacity of students to identify and solve
problems.

3.

In the design of simulation,
physical fidelity of the materials to the phys
situation may be less important
which the simulation models and exercises
in realistic problem solving processes.

4.

Simulations are costly to produce, but do have a
potential for efficient, low cost applications,
particularly when delivered via interactive

v ~~

formats.
5.

Students enjoy simulation exercises.

6.

Students report higher levels of self understa~

691
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.n severa1

and greater confidence after receiving simulation

ted to
training.

e variab1 es
, any
After reviewing the studies cf simulations used in
t y not
~acher

;t

education, my overwhelming impression is that many

the
~re

questions are raised than are answered.

~estions

Ping the
e sponses

~ction

Some of the

for future research will be given in the final

of this report.

t

RATIONALE
?ing the
re

We have seen that simulations have been successfully
employed in many different teacher education applications •
.ted to tl!e
physical
degree to
students

~

have also seen that the development of simulation

materials can occur within a framework drawing upon several
learning and instructional theoretical perspectives.
Finally, the research conducted to date, while spotty and
incomplete, does suggest that simulations can be used

have a

:ions ,
e video

successfully in the development of higher level cognitive
abilities, notably problem solving, and that simulations are
Viewed favorably by students.

In his now classic work entitled "Readiness for
~ standiM

Learning," Bruner(1960) characterizes the instructional
Process as proceeding through three phases: acquisition,

692

transformation, and evaluation.

Briefly, acquisition

pu

concerns precisely what the name suggests, the acquisit
of information.

This correlates to the

the Bloom (1956) taxonomy.

During this phase, the

is upon the gathering, storage, and retrieval of
information.

In "transformation," learners "manipulate•

knowledge to make it fit new tasks.
taxonomy, operations such as "analysis," "synthesis,"
"application" occur.

Fina~ly,

quring the phase of

"evaluation," learners judge whether the way they have
manipulated information is adequate to the task.
corresponds

~ith

Bloom's "evaluation" level.

This

S:

Bruner

indicates that "in the lea.rning· of any subject matter,
there is usually a series of episodes, each episode
involving the three processes." (p. 421)
'evalu.
In which of these phases might simulations most
properly be employed?

The answer is not absolute by any

means, because simulations have been used to support all
three.

However, it is in the "transformation" and

M

"evaluation" stages, that the greatest degree of success hti

ini tia

been attained.

al tho\:

At least, the literature discribing uses of

simulations in teacher education contexts would suggest

succe~

this.

educai

Simulations seem particularly suited to providing

practice in cue discriminaton, and problem solving.
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.on

put in the context of preservice teacher education,

isitict

· ~lations

$1'"

eve ls

might best be employed then, as a bridge between

we facts, principles, and skills learned in educational

:! mphas~ foundations classes, and the experience of serving in an
~tual

ate"

classroom as a student teacher, or intern.

In

reviewing the applications of simulations in teacher

Bloom education, it is not surprising to find that this is
II

and

precisely the point at which most simulations have been
employed.

re
.s

Simulations are useful not only for preservice, but
inservice teacher education as wel 1.

Here, practicing

. teachers may have opportunties to try out new instructional
procedures, and sharpen
simulated settings.
~valuation"

thei~

discriminatory skills in

Again, the "transformation" and

phases as described by Bruner seem to be

appropriate points in the learning process to employ .
ny

simulation.

11

Might we conclude that simulations have no place in the
:s has

initial ·acquisition of information?

s of

although few, if any, examples of the technique being

Not necessarily,

successfully employed in such settings, at least in teacher
education programs, seem to exist.

Turning to the design of simulations, we find that
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their optimal format seems to be related to the nature of
the objectives connected with instruction .

At least in

teacher education, we have some evidence that
, any

of fidelity of stimulus situations may not be as crucial
factor in designi ng successful simulations as faithful
replication of problem solving processes.

Therefore,

."reality" may be presented via small screens, and
may not be required to act out their responses as
actual situation .

Insofar as the problem solving process

is exerci sed, simulatons might be successfully presented by
video and require verbal or written responses.

It is important to note, however, that the episodes
must be believable, if not projected in life sized images .
Believability requires that the problems be realistic,
possible decisions be reasonab l e , and t hat sufficient
· information be available for decisions to be made.
Simi

Furthermore, the feedback to the learner must be such that
there is little question that such feedback would indeed

regular

occur in the real situation.

Jimulatic

It is, t hen, the integrity of

the materials which is most important.

The integrity and

E

discipl i r

"reality" of the decision making process whi ch seem
The

essential for a successful simulations.

not most

As is true for mos t instructional materia l s , t he

develqpi:
~ith

pro·

expl ored
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iuation of simulation training systems should include

east in

cognitive and affective elements.
crucial

, any factual material which is presented, and which the

I

should be measured to see

i thful

it is presented in a clear fashion.

:ore,
i subjects

:esented hy

Similarly, if cue

,.crimination is an objective, this should be measured as
Most simulations are designed to exercise students

if in the

process

In the cognitive

QrQUgh problem solving strategies, so the degree to which

_, materials develop problem solving skills should be
A simulation is supposed to lead to improved
~rformance

in actual situations, so tests of transfer to

!pisodes

.ctual settings should be included in most evaluations of

!d images.

umulation training.

stic, that

rttention should be paid to the objectives when designing

ient

evaluation instruments.

Similarly, affective outcomes should be a part of

s uch that
indeed

As in virtually any training package,

ugular evaluation. Here, the student's attitudes toward the

t egrity of

simulation training situation, and toward the general

r ity and

hsciplinary content should be monitored.

~m

The feasibility question becomes important in many, if
~t

the

most, applications of simulations. The costs for

develqping and operating simu_lations should be monitored,
~th

procedures and techniques for reducing t hem thoroughly

explored.
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A CASE STUDY

Last winter, I set about to develop some simulation
materials for use in the preservice teacher education
program at Seattle Pacific University.
my hope that a continuing, systematic program of
and development in simulation will be undertaken
Pacific, and that the present materials represent the very
first beginnings of that program.

This case study will summarize the development of a
prototype classroom simulation system, from initial
development, through field testing.

It is hoped that it

will serve to illustrate, in a concrete way, the way in
which simulations can be developed and used in higher
educaton.

This account will be given in five parts: (1) a

description of the background situation, (2) questions
to be answered, (3) a description of production
techniques, (4) a description of the field testing, and
(5)

the results and conclusions .
The situation .
The materials were developed for use at Seattle Pacific

tic late

disruptj
l

non-d j

University, an independent institution enrolling

the rulE

approximately 2500 students, located in Seattle, Washington.

Should ,
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~ptcifical

ly, the simulations were developed for us_e by

service Education students engaged in their internship
The content of the simulations was focused on
.ation

management techniques for two reasons.

.on

5

l remains,

determined that this was an

are~

First, it

in which interns could

some additional training, and second,

I

had access to

!Search

eclassroom management principles which had been developed

: Seattle

r Twelker's "low cost" simulation package described

.he very

These classroom management principles had beed
after a careful review of the literature, and
~presented

. Of a

a thoughtfully developed, systematic approach to

d~sroom m~nagement.

I

secured permission to use the

urlier content materials virtually intact.
at it

~relopment

y in

be

er

~u

:

( 1)

a

ons

Much saving in

time was thereby attained, as this content could

used with little modification.

The simulation materials

designed to exercise students in the use of the

~llowing

three principles of classroom management: (1) If

students are about to begin an activity where rules and
standards of conduct have not been es tab 1 ished, the t eacher

and

should establish such rules and standards; ( 2) When students
Violate the rules and standards in ways that are not
tisruptive of others in the class, the teacher should act in

e Pacific

anon-disruptive manner ; and (3) When student s are violating
the rules and standards in a disruptive way , the teacher

s hington .

s~uld act with enough forc~fulness to end the disruption.
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The University had acquired several interactive

2.

stations, consisting of Apple and IBM microcomputers
connected to Panasonic AG 6200 yideotape recorder/players.

3.

In addition, the Professional Authoring Software System
(PASS) developed and marketed through the Bell & Howell
Company was available for software development.

The PASS

4.

materials allowed the development of branching computer
managed instruction programs, incorporating video

sequence~ .

In addition, the University had half inch, VHS format

Th

video recording and editing equipment available through its
Instruction~!

Media Center.

I

was experienced in

this equipment, having produced a number of video programs
for educational use in the University.

Further, I had

access to a fifth grade classroom, as one of my graduate
students volunteered her class for the taping.
Questions to be answered

cc

In developing the materials, I had three different

S\

kinds of objectives.

The first, and most important, was to

determine the degree to which the equipment and software

includi
1

would allow the development, and reliable delivery of
simulations through an interactive video format.

These

feasibility considerations could be stated as:
1.

How much will it cost, in time and materials, to
develop the materials.
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2. Will the PASS software allow the degree . of

Video

flexibility necessary for successful simulations?
3. Will the interactive video system be sufficiently

ayers.
tem

reliable to allow the materials to be used in

·eu

an individualized mode?
4. Will the instructions and procedures be

· PASS

.ter

clear and manageable for students to proceed

quences.

independently?

The second type of question related to the content of

format

simulations.

ugh its'
e

use of

~rked,

If the hardware and software systems

would the students gain anything of value from

ograms

uving gone through the simulation training?

Because the

ad

uterials which were developed were experimental, and

uate

b.ecause only four episodes were included, the relative
eount of training in tne content was rather limited.
IUCh

ent
was to
ware

cognitive learning of the materials could be expected

from such materials?

Specifically, the relevant questions

included:
1.

Will the students "discover" and apply the

f

classroom management principles as they

e se

inter act with the situations?
2.

s , to

How

Will the students be able to state the
principles of classroom management two
weeks after they have completed simulation
training?

700

The third and final question concerned the
affective student response to the simulation training.
Specifically, it was: Do the students enjoy participating
the simulation exercises?
Production of the materials
Production of the prototype materials proceeded
the following stages: outline of content, flow chart,
scripting, taping, video editing, CAI authoring, and
test.

Outline of Content: It was decided that the materials
would have two main sections.

In the first,

to classroom simulation project would be presented
in the form of a mini-lecture.

Here, the students

informed about the general content of the package (c l assroo1
man~gement)

choices

, and would be introduced to the concept of

simulation delivered via interactive video.

In
aummari

In the second section, the students would engage in the

tideo.

simulation itself by responding to four simulated classroom

upe, t

incidents designed to give them practice in using the

Video s

classroom management principles.

.

First, a stimulus

situation would be presented via video, with the "stage
being set" through audio overdubbing.

After t he prob l em had

been presented, the computer would direct the student to

701
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.uestion Of

t'nerate a response: "What would you do in this situation?"

.ning.

after the student had responded, the computer would display ·

.cipating

choice options, asking the student to match the
they had made with one of the choices.

After

video sequence would be d i splayed
!ded along

.-owing the probable student response to that choice.

1art,

fallowing the video sequence, the computer would deliver a

and initial

text screen interpreting the feedback sequence to the
atudent.

on to the next

~ve

materials
.ntroduction
on video

~d

:s would be
~

(classroom

~pt

~e

If the response was correct, the student would
episode~

if the response was incorrect,

student would be re-cycled through the original problem

Mquence again.

Re-cycling would continue until the correct

response was selected.

It is possible that students might

9Q through any episode as many as four times, as four
~ho ices

of response were given.

of
In the final section, the principles would be
summarized in the form of another mini-lecture delivered via

1gage in t he

tideo.

In addition, the student was directed to rewind t h e

i classroom

~pe,

J the

tideo station for the next user .

turn off the equipment, and prepare the interact ive

lus
"stage

problem had
ldent to

Flow Chart : A flow chart was developed, il l ustrating

all Of the branc hing poss i bil i ties.
flow chart in the appendix.
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Please refer to the

Scripting: A script was developed for
and final mini-lectures.

The content was taken directly

from the "low cost" simulation materials.
prepared for the simulation episodes.

No scripts were

Rather, general

descriptions of situations were prepared •

•

Taping: On the appointed day , the simulation stimulus
situations, and the feedback sequences were videotaped in an
actual fifth grade classroom.

The children did not memorize

scripted material, rather, the situations
they were asked to respond "naturally" as if the situation
had actually occurred .

If anything was said, they were

directed to make responses in their own words.

I was

directly involved in the filming of Kersh's classroom
simulation materials in the early sixties, and remembered
that in that situation, the approach described above proved
to give the most natural appearing sequences.

The technique

in a lei

worked satisfactorily again, most individual sequences were
taped in fewer than five takes, many requiring only one or

Ini·
develop•

two.

dissapo
Video Editing: After the situations were taped, the
mini-lectures and the situations and feedbacks were edited

stop th
the tap

to a VHS format tape which would be used in the interactive
video simulation program.

To minimize tape travel and
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~erebY

save time of video access, the most probable

lirectly

tetdback sequences should have been edited to imediately

·ipts were

~1 1ow

:neral

ca-se of the prototype materials, no basis for judging which

the relevant stimulus situation.

Howeve~,

in the

be most probable could be determined.
"correct" feedback was placed immediately
following the stimulus situation.

stimulus
taped in an

CAI Authoring: The Bell & Howell PASS system was

ot memorize

and learned in sufficient depth to create the

scribed and
situation

uterials.

y were

~onprompted"

was

This authoring system has a "prompted" and
versions, the former being somewhat easier and

bster to learn.

In the 'development of the materials, it

necessary to learn the procedures of the "nonprompted"

r oom

~s

membered

nrsion to complete the necessary programming.

ove proved

screens, and branching commands were developed and entered

e technique

~ a

Text

lesson called "CLASS."

ences were
Initial Test: After the CAI and video materials were

l y one or

~Veloped, they were combined for a first trial.

In a

tissapointing turn of events, the system failed to start and
~he

i , the

stop the video sequences at

::e edited

~e tape had been edited to have an approximate five second
~

lteractive
l

and

correct points.

.

Initially,

lrilndow" at the beginning and end of each sequence.

It was

~ought that this would be sufficient to correct for error

,., I\ ..

in tape addressing. Unfortunately, this assumption Prov
be incorrect.

The tape was

re-ed~ted

to have

second black segment at the beginning and end of each
sequence.

This proved to allow enough time for address

error.

It became apparent that the error of tape
was a cumulative one.

That is, each error was added to

next, so that after several

~tops

and starts of the tape ,

the error became large enough to render the video
This was corrected by having the video sequences
aut.o maticaly re-calibrate themselves ·a fter two episodes.
This procedure, while making the video segments more

A

accurate, had the disadvantage of creating a lengthy wait
period for students whi le the calibration process occurred.
In spite of the necessary. adjustments of the system, a
satisfactory prototype set of materials was finally

How
the
I

completed.
Field Test
An Apple/Panasonic interactive video station was moved
to my office so I could observe, at close hand, how the
system worked as individuals interacted with the materials.

m
b

d
t

A sign up sheet was prepared with time slots for twenty
students.

Interns were encouraged, by their supervisor, to

sign up for the simulation sessions and met some optional
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by doing so .

on

More than .twenty

signed up for the simulation sessions.
each
address

When they arrived, the materials were described in
~neral

terms, then the students were directed to proceed.

aeY were
jdressing
j ded to the
t he tape ,
unusable.

J

~ write

also encouraged to ask questions at any time, and
comments on the written response forms.

I made

Jfself available for easy access to the students as they
~qaged

in the simulation materials.

•te recorded for later analysis.

Their verbal comments

All of the students

completed the simulation training.
Results and Conclusions

?isodes.

A number of questions were posed at the outset of the

no re
;rthy wait
> occurred.

development of the prototype materials.

Results wil 1 be

reported in terms of these questions.
1. How much will it cost, in time and materials, to develop

: em, a

the materials.
It took approximately 100 hours to develop the
materials to the prototype stage.
1

was moved

l OW

materials.

the current project. costs of developing the materials
were, of course, related to development time.

twenty

optional

be noted that no time was required for content
·development as the "low cost" materials were adapted to

the

~ rvisor,

However, it should

to

In

addition to this, material costs for tape, diske t tes,
paper, supplies, etc., was approximatel y $50.00.
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For

those interested in costs of hardware and software

prelirnir

already on hand, it is estimated that the total cost

to "disc

for necessary hardware

~nd

software, including the

four epj

video equipment, and assuming one interactive video

proved

station, amounts to approximately $15,000.

a nurnbel

2. Will the PASS software allow the degree of flexibility

necessary for successful simulations?
The PASS software did permit adequate flexibility to
develop the materials.

t

content
situati<
subsequi

Limitations were noted not in

the CAI software, but in the nature of the interactive

classroo·

video tape system.

simulati

3. Will the interactive video system be sufficiently

Test in
for Fe

reliable to allow the materials to be used in an
7. Do

individualized mode?
No reliability problems occured with the field test .
The equipment operated flawlessly.

the

s

exercise
No f orn

4. Will the instructions and procedures be clear and

the mat

manageable for students to proceed independently?

satisfc

Instructions and procedures were clear enough for most
of the students to follow.
wording were indicated.

they cc:

Some minor changes in

Few questions related to the

instructions or procedures were noted.
5. Will the students "discover" and apply the classroom

I con<
successful .
time "wast•

management principles as they interact with the

Ptoblem ma:

situations?

llaterials
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eliminary indications were that students were able
"discover" and apply the principles on three of the
In one case, the stimulus situation

tive

Froved to be too ambiguous to elicit a response in a
of cases.

This is not a fault with the

but rather with the way in which the stimulus
situation was presented, and can be corrected in
subsequent versions of the materials.
able to state the principles of
lassroom management two weeks after they have completed
simulation training?
i.ently

Testing for knowledge of the principles is scheduled

Ln an

for February, 1986.

7. Do the students enjoy participating in the simulation
.eld test.

exercises?
No formal measures were taken .of student affect with

tr and

the materials.

·ntly?

satisfaction and enjoyment in unsolicited comments as

ugh for most

they completed the materials.

However, most of the students indicated

nges in
ated to the

I concluded that the The prototype materials were
successful.

The major difficulty with the system was the

l assroom

time nwasted" while the video segments were located.

t he

Problem may be corrected by including provision in the
materials for the students to be doing something,

70·8

This

responding, reading, etc., while the video sequence is
located.

In this way, these interruptions

the lesson can be minimized.

FUTURES

The main limitation of the interactive video system
described in this paper relates to the fact that the video
is tape based.

Random access video disc would eliminate

most, if not all of the problems of inaccurate
and

~ape

transport time.
..

However, at the present time,

·production of video discs is very·costly
means of many potential local producers, including myself.
Promising developments in video disc technology indicate
that production costs may, in the near future, become low
enough for local production of the type described in this
paper, however.
disc

product~on

In my opinion, the advent of low cost
will lead to significantly improved

interactive based simulation systems.

Perhaps of greater importance than hardware refinement
will be the growth of a research base from which effective
and efficient simulations can be specified and designed.

In

reviewing the research literature on simulation in general,
and teacher education applications in particular, I was
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tence is

i'Pressed by the value derived from longer term, systematic

:he flow Of

~search

~qame
~eqon

programs, such as those conducted by Johns Hopkins .
research,

- ~nd

Teaching Research Divsion of the

State System of Higher Education's classroom

, 1111u1ation research.

I would agree wi th Tansey (1970) that

•1ater workers (in simulation) owe a debt to Kersh, Twelker,
e o system

~d

t the video

~dividual

e liminate

useful information.

t ape access, ·

qstematically explored , when experiments can be replicated,

nt time,

wd

when complex interactions among treatments and subjects

~an

be explored in repeated studies, that the much valuable

within the

t

i.ng myself.

cruickshank." (p . 300)

This is not to deny the value of

experiments, because they do provide relevant and
However, it is when variables are

and reliable information can be gained.

indicate
Jecome low

With thi s sort of programmatic effort in mind,

in this

~d

~opose

I

would

a research agenda in which variables are

>w cost video

systematically explored as follows.

>Ved

~ch

Vari able categories,

with three illustrative examples are provided.

Stimulus variables
refinement
effective
e signed .

In

i n general,
,

I

was

* Value of positive vs. negative examples.
* Va l ue of various types of prompts and cues provided
at various points in the simulati on.

* "Realism" fidelity of the simulation t o t he
underlying cognit.i ve processes b eing simu l ated .

710

Response variables

* ·Individual vs. group response
* Real time vs. delayed., contemplative response
* Constructed vs. selected responses.
Sequencing variables

* Simulations location within larger instructional
systems: beginning, middle, end.

*

Optimal length of simulation training related to
larger

inst~uctional

system.

* Value of simulation for· "acquisiton,"
"transformation," and "evaluation" phases of the
learning process.
Content variables

* Ability of simulations to facilitate
outcomes at all levels of the Bloom Taxonomy.

* Ability of simulations to effect attitude change.
* Relationship of varying simulation techniques to
varying content areas .
Subject variables

* Effectiveness of simulations with varying learning
styles of students.

* Effectiveness of simulations with varying ability
levels of students

* Effectiveness of simulations with students posessing
varying amounts of background information in a given
subject.
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General variables
*Effectiveness of simulations used in connection with .
nse

group vs. individualized instruction.
• Effectiveness of simulation used in inductive vs.
deductive instructional sequencing.

:iona1

• Effectiveness of simulations used in connection with
other, specific instructional approaches.

:ed to

Variables such as those suggested above, should be
wvestigated individually, and · in experiments designed to
the

f

~amine

interacti~ns

among them.

A thoughtfully developed

research agenda I particularly One Which fol lowed a
~rticular

cognitive

learning and/or instructional theory, conducted

over an adequate period of time, would provide significant
benefits for future developers of simulation materials.

iange.
!S

to

The simulation technique has shown itself to be an
effective training mode, in some situations un i quely
Valuable in achieving cognitive and affective outcomes.

arning

With increasingly affordable and sophisticated hardware and
software, this approach promises to add much to our ability

i lity

to develop e ffective instructional programs.

A systematic,

long term research effort will help future developers to use·
J sessing
a given

Simulations in their most effective and effic i ent manne r.
It is interesting to note that, in a recent address to the

?tZ

Harvard Board of Trustees, President Derek Bok
eloquent about the potential benefits of simulations in
promoting "acti ve learning" in higher education.

.

is an educational technique whose time has finally come.
Let us exploit th i s valuable instructional technique to i ta
greatest that we may be of greatest service to our studentt.
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Jppendix A: Flow chart of interactive video prototype •
. on:

INTRODUCTORY TITLES

i

:hers.

INTRODUCTION?

~~ NO

YES

./

INTRODUCTION
(VIDEO)

:udents

EPISODE #1

'eacher

(VIDEO)

l

RESPONSE ?

!

MATCH GIVENS:
A

FEEDBACK A
(VIDEO)

.l

INTERPRET.

FEEDBACK B

D

B

FEEDBACK C

(VIDEO)

~

FEEDBACK D*

(VIDEO)

i

INTERPRET.

·!

(VIDEO)

INTERPRET.

t

INTERPRET.

/

EPISODESi2 , 3, 4

CONCLUSION
(VIDEO)
*ASS UMES RESPONSE "D" IS CORRECT.
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"Ncwacaat From the Pa~t": A Dynamic New TV Serie
with a Global Perspective on World - History
s
Drew Tiene
Kent State University

Wh

What if you had a special television set that you
could turn on to see Joan of Arc in full battle regalia
leading the French into battle, or Galileo sighting the
moons of Jupiter in that new invention the telescope, or
Martin Luther arguing

~ith

Church authorities about the

sale of indulgences?

Would you tune in?

i1
t]

Few would be able to resist such an opportunity to
peer into the past.

The closest thing to such a device

is currently available to teachers on the "Newscast From
Past" .television series.

The Black Death sweeps across

Europe, Gengis Khan's barbarians terrorize
Asia, Copernicus proposes the radical idea that the sun

"

the center of the solar system, Hernando Cortez marches
the mighty Aztec Empire with his small band of Spaniards, and
Mughal emperor Shah Jahan constructs the magnif icant Taj
Mahal in memory of his beloved wife.
Each of the six programs encapsulates the events
of a given century as if it were a fifteen minute evening
newscast.

The telecasts are delivered by an anchorman and•

team of "on-the-scene" reporters, covering their stories frol
remote corners of the world.

They include interviews with

famous figures, dramatic moments in history captured on ta_per

722

Public
was fu
Nation
writte
carefu
final
the ne
f igurE

and t1

2

3eries

~uman

interest" stories, debates on significant i5sues of

r:y

and even some com..11ercials for new p.roducts of the

While reminiscent of Walter Cronkite's "You Are There,"
i t you

regalia
i ng the
: ope, or
:>Ut the

~he

"Newscast From the Past" differs from this preyious

series in several key respects.

For a full half hour, "You

Are There" focused upon a single major event from the
relatively recent past, usually an incident from American
history.

It approximated the documentary genre more closely

than it did the television news. On the other hand, "Newscast
:ii ty to

device
l st From the

across
?oples of
: he sun is
narches upon
?aniarcis, and
: ant Taj

From the Past" more closely imitates the news telecast
format, and it deals with worldwide events in the medieval
periQd •. Although its treatment of specific events is
more superficial than the coverage was on "You Are There,"
the scope of "Newscast" is far more global and the breadth of
history that it encompasses is far more extensive.
"Newscast From the Past" was produced at KLRU-TV, the
Public Broadcasting Service affiliate in Austin, Texas.

was funded by the Corporation for Public Broadcasting and the
National Endowment for the Humanities.

i/ents

It

The series was

written by a team of scriptwriters and historians, who

: evening

carefully monitored its content for historical accuracy.

norrnan and a
stories fr~

final scripts were also mailed to reputable historians across

Jiews with
l red on tapet

figure budget was large by educational television standards,

the nation to doublecheck their accuracy.

The program's six

and the production has a very professional look.

7?1

The

A feature

film director was placed in charge of the shooting, an
successfully orchestrated a set of convincing perf orma
sets filled with realistically medieval looking parapne
The high quality of this production was acknowledge«
educators across the country during the so-called "First-;
sessions, conducted by the Public Broadcasting Service

~

determine what programming should be made
school instructional television schedule.
Past" was voted first in this poll, as the
most deserved to be placed on the schedule.

Furthermore,

because it was produced with Corporation for Public
Broadcasting funds, "Newscast 0 will legally be in the publi
. domain for three years.

empha

Tqis means
t oday

not have to pay the usual fees to broadcast it.

year

i s therefore a high quality bargain for local PBS stat:io,nca,

and consequently it is being widely aired throughout the

of To

World

country.

shoul

Public domain status also means that the programs can be
videotaped off the air and used for instructional

purpose~

from now until the end of the 1988 school year, without

a~

of the usual copyright restrictions • . Videotape distribution
of the series will be forthcoming in the near future.

A

worth
instr
cause
to pt:

circt

forty page teachers ' gui de to "Newscast" i s available for
$2 . 25 from KLRU-TV in Austin , Texas (see the add r ess at the
end of this article) .

Already ove r 15, 00 O of these have b·een

distri buted to state education departments and public
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seve1

4

ievision stations throughout the country, from New Jersey
Alaska to Texas.
forrnan€@1

froblemat i ~ N.Atlll.~ Q.f.

iaraphern11

owledged

A survey I conducted a few years ago revealed

bf

"Firstv1._
rvice t0

le on the
ast From the
ogram that
herrnore,

ic

NQ.t.lQ H~t.Q.tY Instructi..Q.n

percentages of high school students able
~

identify twenty of the most influential figures in

~story on a simple matching exercise!
twenty men were taken from a list that included
Jesus Christ, Sir Isaac Newton, Mohammed, Buddha,
2
Confucius, Einstein, r-tarx, and Columbus. Why is it
often so difficult to interest adolescents in world history?
·unfortunately, history is often taught with an

the public

liates will
1

Newscast•
stations,

>Ut

the

emphasis upon obscure facts and figures.

today's teenagers be expected to memorize the precise
year of the Council of Trent, the victor of the Dattle
of Tours, or the site of the Magna Charta signing?
World history can become a "trivial
should be a meaningful one.

rrams can be

Why should

pursuit~

when it

While probably more

worthwhile, the conceptual approach to history

purposes

thout any

instruction may be no more inspiring.

Lengthy lists of

causes and resu l ts can remain meaningless abstractions

str ibution

to pupils unless they have carefully studied the
re.

A

circumstances involved.

ble for
s s at the
e have been

l ie

Ideally, historical study will move students through
several stages of awareness.

First they will learn what too k

Place (perhaps even exploring the difficulties encountered b y

725

historians in trying to establish what actually did
transpire).

Next they will assimilate and -synthccizc this

material, so that they

c~n

unfolded as they did.

Then students should start to

begin to understand why events

their own conclusions about the past.

dra~

Finally, they Will

difficult
inforrnatio
trying to

previous e

hopefully apply what they have learned to present day
situations.

For m

The lessons that history has to offer should

help young people develop their own political views, and

oases, PUI

empower them to make thoughtful decisions based upon an

they cann<

expanded awareness that ranges far beyond the limits of

the~r

sit for he

Yet none of this personal growth

watching

will occur if a student is not interested in the historical

Fletcher

own personal experiences.

events themselves. Motivation is, therefore, a critical

As J
critical

issue.
What can excite students about the study of history?

televisio

One successful approach is to relate fascinating stories

thereby f

about personalities of other eras and faraway cultures.

learner.

History can captivate in the same way that literature does,

Past" car

(and it possesses the added allure cf having really

course.

But a solid history course must also be

regard,

hap~ened).

1

a scholastic "Ripley's Believe It or Not.w

It will

convey some sense of what life was like in previous times.

~~

How

Like fine literature, it should transport the student into

(or vide·

other worlds.

general

Teen~gers

can imagine themselves in the

stately Roman forum, the opulent court of Louis XIV1. a clammY

classroo

dungeon during the Spanish Inquisition, Magellan's weathered

studies,

726

6

etc.

did

For most high school history students; it is very

iccizc

difficult to accurately picture such scenes, because the

·t to draw

1~ ormation provided by the textbook is so limited.

they Will

trying to

surv~y

all of human history, descriptions of

1t day

previous eras are sketchy at best.

'er should

' ring certain historical periods to life, but in many

Some teachers can

remain bored with the subject because

.ews, and
upon an

In

they cannot relate to

~t.

Yet these same students will

.mi ts

sit for hours in front of their television sets at home,

;onal growth

watching Marlon Brando play Mark Anthony, Napoleon, or

?

historical

Fletcher Christian.
As John Dewey so of ten asserted, experience is a

:ritical

3

critical factor in a young person's education.

Film and

history?

television have the capability of re-creating the past, and

stories

thereby provide vicarious experiences that involve the

1ltures.

l earner .

:ature does,

Past" can make a significant contribution to a world history

illy

course.

>

be more thAD

1ill hopefully
Lous times.
:udent into

It is in this capacity that "Newscast From the

To see how effective the series may be in this

regard, a survey was developed.
~

"Newscast" Survey
How effective has

4o.\...'-U'I;

·UQC
·--

of historical drama on film

(or videotape) proven to be in social studies classrooms?

The

in the

general instructional efficacy of film and television in the

XIV /. a clammY

classroom has been well documented in a variety of research

l 's weathered

studies, dating back many decades.4 In fact, respected media

127

researcher William Allen wrote in
factual material, "in about as percent of the $tUdics
comparing motion picture teaching with conventional
5
films were found to be significantly superior."
The
landmark studies into the use of films in
.
.
classes were conducted many years ago by
University.

A 1928 study conducted in a junior high

American history class showed a filmed
entitled, "The. Chronicles of America." 6

A rigorous

replication using the same films was carried ;out ten ye
later?

7

Both studies found significant learning gains f or

students who viewed the film series, over a
that raceived conventional instruction.

It was also

that pupils who saw the films became more interested
subject matter.

More recently, studies on teaching hist

with televised material have yielded similar results.
carefully documented example was the favorable set of
reactions to the classroom use of a television series
entitled "American Cultural Heritage."
However, the yctual

8

of quantitative

.investigations conducted on t he effecti veness of using fi
or television to teach history is rather small.
seemed appropriate to test reactions to the
the Past" programs.

As such,

" ~ewscast

Fro

A survey was devel oped to examine a

variety of issues r e lated to the instruc tional potential c
this series.

How appealing is it to the primary target

128

8

so•s,. that, audience, high school world history students? How easily
$tUdics
~gnt it be included in the typical world history curriculum?
t ional

gow effective will it be in providing a more meaningful sense

"5

of history to young people?

The survey was distributed to 363 students from four

ns in histor7

1rchers

~gh

r high

Mt scientifically selected, there was an effort made to

1

of

"photo~

out ten

ye~

g gains for

3

~tain

While the student sample was

a representative crossection of students by including

four distinctly different types of schools in the study.

orous

1tro1

schools in the Midwest .

gro~

also shown

~ese

an

sites included an upper middle class suburban school,

inner-city magnet school, a parochial school, and a

rocational school.

Students were given a series of

statements about the show, and were asked to respond to each

:ested in the on a Likert scale.

Scores were averaged for each i tern.

:hing historj Tabulated results are listed in the table of "Survey
·sul ts.

One

Ratings. "

s et of
Survey Ratings

s eries
Rating scale:

2

l
0
-1

= using film

As such, it
rscast From
~ x amine

a

0tential of

1

target

-2
~Newscast

= strongly
= agree
= neutral ,
= disagree
= strongly

agree

disagree

From the Past" was entertaining.

1 . 01

Seeing historical events acted out was interesting.

1.24

Certain historical personalities "came to lif e" for
me.

.SS

The program did a good job of presenting the s i ghts
and sounds of the Middle Ages .

1 . 10
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The TV news format helped make the historical events
seem real (as if they really happened) .

H

History is more interesting when presented as if it
is current news.
I was amused at the idea of historical figures
appearing on a modern medium like TV.

presen
. 99

feel that a series of programs like this would help
make a unit on the Middle Ages more interesting. l • 34
I think that "Newscast" programs could conveniently
be used along with the world history text my
class is using.

I

The program provided some special perspectives on
the time period because it portrays the era
differently than the impression given in the
textbook.
I

prefer seeing "Newscast From the Pastw to reading
about the same events in a book.

I

would like to read more about ·some of the events
reported on the show.

bis tor
this P

signif

so, it
issue

Past'

The program provided some special perspectives on how
dramatically the world has changed since the
Middle Ages.
The program provided some special perspectives on
how some aspects of life on this planet never
change.
The program suggested some lessons that history
has to offer.
The newscast included some people whom
hope to fashion myself after) .

I

admire (and

The program provided some special perspectives on
what was simultaneously happening all over the
world during a given period of history.

class

hi
not.or
an im

consi
centu

of ten
later

730

10
~i~al

nts

Ill'..ams

gg gil Ingt..I.~g.tJ.Qngl Al2~~Qg~h

Historical fiction has always been a popular film
~~re,

it

1.1.

~esent

from Cecil B. DeMille's biblical extravaganzas to
day television "docudramas" about recent

historical figures and events.

The "Newscast" series uses

.99

this popular approach to portray famous moments and

~elp

i ng.

l.34

ly

rignificant figures as accurately as possible.
50 ,

l .19

it hopes to educate as it entertains.

In doing

But the first

issue is whether it succeeds as a dramatic production.
students agreed with the item "'Newscast From the

. ss

Past' was entertaining," which obtained a rating of 1.01 •

In this age of bloated budgets and slick video production

ng

l.22
s

.21

techniques, it is no small accomplishment for an educational
program to receive such a positive response from today's
generation of adolescents, who are teased, titillated, and

how
.95

tranquilized by the media on a daily basis.

An

entertaining program, will, at least, tend to hold the
r

• 41

class' attention, the first prerequisite for learning •
But getting a group of young people really interested

.48

and

-.33

in history is a difficult challenge.
notorioualy egocentric.

Adolescents are

Their concerns extend, at best, to

an immediate peer group, but seldom beyond.
he

.70

Asking them to

consider the tribulations of another society several
centuries ago can be frustrating.

Nor do young people

often have a clear sense of their own personal history.
later adult life, we can reflect back upon the events and
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In

decisions that influenced our lives.

Such recollections

can take on a personal meaning for us, and an appreciation
of one's own "history" develops.

~ t,

these perspectives are years away .
interest in history naturally

arise~

for most teenagers

ancestors J
•

Furthermore, an
among members of the

older generation, because they actually remember events now
considered "historical."

Young people have none of these

advantages when it comes to finding meaningful lessons in

In fa•
aforementi
previous h
imagine wh
names and

the study of history.
Therefore, it was extremely encouraging to see that
students felt very strongly on the survey that "Seeing
historical events acted out was interesting" (rating of
1.24}.

that perio<

This result alone perhaps should merit the use of

"Newscast" in classrooms across the nation.

Another issue,

whether "Certain historical personalities 'came to life'
for me" during the show, received moderate support (.55).
In this case, the brevity of most of the appearances on
camera may have limited the impact of these performances.
Considerably greater support was given the statement, •The
program did a good job of presenting the sights and sounds

and so on,
newscasts,
make the i

reall.Y ha]
cornmunica·
living, b
challenge
taken its
greater i
how other
problems,
care full ~

of the Middle Ages" (1.10).
If, during the show, students experience the
"atmosphere" of medieval times, perhaps, ensuing
discussions will be more meaningful to them.

dealing ,

The

deplorable standards of l i ving, the vulnerability to
disease, the widespread illiteracy, and other fundamental

7.32

strengthi

"Ne·

instruct

12

spects of Medieval life are effectively portrayed in
Students can begin to comprehend how their
ancestors lived, and then place the events and issues of
eenagers

•

period in the proper context.

an

In fact, perhaps this program can overcome some of the
S Of

the

.

.

aforementioned problems that students have in relating to a
events now
~f

these

ssons in

previous historical era.

It's often difficult for them to

imagine what life was like, and consequently the lists of
names and dates, causes and effects, winners and losers,

that

~e

~ eing

Lng of
~

use of

1er issue,
>

life'
(. 55) •

:es

on

·mances.

and so on, remain dry abstractions.

In viewing the

newscasts, students felt that "The TV news format helped
make the historical events seem more real (as if they
reall_y happened) " (. 99) •

r;

"Newscast" successfully

communicates the.sense that the names in their text were
living, breathing human beings who struggled with the
challenges of life, just like the rest of us, then it has
taken its audience through the first critical steps towards
greater involvement.

Teenagers can begin to contemplate

how other people throughout history have dealt with life's
d

sounds

problems, and, in so doing, may begin to reflect more
carefully upon themselves, their own aspirations, their own
strengths, their own weaknesses, and their own unique ways of
dealing with the world .
~

to
amental

Newscast

fill .fill

Instructional Format

"Newscast From the Past" takes advantage of an
instructional f orrnat that young people have become accustomed

733

to learning from.

Many students in this study Qgreea Wi
dE

the survey item "I generally watch at least part of a niu
news program several times a week" (.54).

The

Sl

potential~

the television newscast as an inf ormu.tion source has beea
studied extensively in the past few decades.
subjects have recalled detail on approximately fifty to

su

percent of the items on a news teleca5t, 9 although retcnttoa
rates have been considerably lower for audiences tested undf
non-laboratory conditions. 10 Several studies have shown

enjo

that the visual mu.terial provided on television news progr

!eve

aids recall of information, 11 and that motion pictures are
more effective in this regard than stills. 12
overall knowledge qf current events has been positively

tele

correlated with their ability to recall specific facts

the

included in a telecast,

13

and those that watch newscasts ~

order "to become informed" recall significantly more than
those who watch "casually" or "to relax."

grot

14

These findings suggest that a newscast style program hu
instructional potential in the classroom.

like

Learning gains

inv<

inti

from news broadcasts have been rather significant under
"supervised" conditions and classroom viewing is certainly
supervised.

ple.

Furthermore, "informed" viewers demonstrate

higher learning gains than uninformed viewers, and

attenti~

students in the middle of a history course would hopefullY
already be somewhat knowledgeable about the material from
their readings and discussions.

73.f

dra

tel
con

mea

14

Student reactions to ·the use of a news telecast format

1reea ~itb
of a n1·

9h-tly
>tentia1 of

has been
.1 eaucatea
fty to Sixty

·n retention
tested unaer
shown
ews programs
t ures are
wers general

~

depict events in world history were obtai ned on an number

of survey items.

The statement "History is more interesting

when presented as if it is current news" attained a strong
rating o.f 1.14.

Is it the inherent appeal of the evening

news format, with its fast paced mix of film footage and
commentary that involves the student audience?

This could

not be the sole explanation, for the statement "I normally
enjoy watching nightly news programs on TV" rated only a .32
level of agreement.
Perhaps, more significant is the novel twist that the
•Newscast From the Past" series gives to this standard

t ively

television format.

f acts

the idea of historical figures appearing on a modern medium

wscasts in
:> re than

The survey statement "I was amused at

like TV" received a rating

~f

. 99.

Repeated observation of

groups watching the show for the first time conf irrns this
•novelty" factor, for the majority cf faces in the audience

program has
:ig

gains

under

invariably become animated as an historical figure is
interviewed by a reporter.
Why should "Newscast From the Past" elicit such a

: ertainly

pleasantly startled response from its audience?

lstrate

people have long become accustomed to watching historical

i attentive

drama on television.

After all,

It may be that the presence of modern

lopefully

telecommunications equipment in the "Newscast" scenes

.al from

contributes to this phenomenon.

Microphones are thrust at

medieval personalities, creating an incongruity that

135

probably intrigues the audience .

This "reverse

anachronism" upsets our established conceptions of
historical reality.

I t has the same absurd effect

a~
Q

tn'e
.

"what ' s wrong with this picture" car t oons we enjoyed as

been

. children, in which one object does not belong in the

inc id

situation.

may

These modern devices also suggest one of the most
tantalizing fantasies of the present century:

~Machine

from

time travel.

From the publication of H. G. Well's classic novelette

a

the

to the release of Steven Spielberg ' s current

hit film "Back to the Future,u, the concept of time travel
has increasingly come to captivate the public imagination.

conve
suppc
the s
histc
happE

"Newscast From the Past" implies an accessibility to the
intriguing events of the past via modern technology, a
magic camera through which we can peer into past eras.
This idea undoubtedly has considerable appeal.

that

Why else might history seem more interesting when
presented as if it is current news?

Naturally,

scho<

pe~ple

the
the

will tend to be more interested in today ' s events than those

stud.

of the distant past because they are more likely to be

part

affected by them.

The public can become conditioned by media

formats to react in certain ways, and they generally respo~

comp

In using this format , a uNewsca~

agre

to newscasts wi th concern.

From the Past " may benefit from some of thi s mental
conditioning .

Through the reports of a news anchorman, t he

events of the past seem more immediate and compeliing.

136

prog
hist
theE

16

In addition, the newscast format may create a
of
ct

context that seems more "real" to the
~s

the

oyeci as
the

~verage

docudrama.

vie~er

than the

While film narrative has traditionally

been fictional, newscasts have always presented real
incidents.

~he

events portrayed on the "Newscast" programs

may derive a certain degree of subconscious credibility
e most

from the fact that they are reported using all the normal

ime travel,

conventions of a news program.

elette

~

This conjecture is

supported by the strong agreement, mentioned earlier, with

s current

the statement, "The TV news f ormut helped make the

i rne travel

historical events seem more real (as if they really

agination.

happened) • "

y to the

"Newscast" ruiQ

ogy, a
eras.

~

World History Curriculum

Would the "Newscast From the Pant" series enhance a high
school world history curriculum?

The survey item "I feel

that a series of programs like this would help make a unit on
g when

the Middle Ages more interesting" received a rating of 1.34,

pe?ple

the highest score on the entire survey.

s than those

students would very much like to see this series included as

to be
oned by media
ally respond
, a "Newscast

High school history

part of their coursework.
But did they feel that the programs could effectively
compliment the material in their texts?

There was clear

agreement (1.19) with the statement "I think that 'Newscast'

t al

programs could conveniently be used along with the world

horman, the

history text my class is using."

l ling.

these two items also agreed with them

7.31

Five teachers surveyed on
(av~rage

rating of 1.00

on both this items and the previous one).
The "Newscast" series can be used in a variety of
interesting ways in world history classes.

But these

programs would probably be best employed

en

~s

dynamic

introduction to the study of various medieval centuries.
They provide a stimulating overview with which to begin
discussion.

Since the newscasts furnish a visual sense of

the times, they probably should be shown before students

that th·
stirnula
some st
some of

are asked to engage in more abstract activity, like reading
or discussion.

Then, hopefully, this verbal

rn~terial

will

a feeli

be grounded in some concrete perceptions of what was

about h

happening at that time.

include

In fact, without adequate exposure to visuals
characteristic of the period, students may have difficulty
forming accurate impressions of what the Middle Agee were
like.

This problem

rn~y

It was

i nteresting that a reasonably large percentage of students
agreed with the survey item •The program provided some
special perspectives on the time period because it

their c
new seas
learnir

be especially severe for poor

readers, who have trouble understanding the text.

portray~

worthwl
actual
Tl

providi
world I

the era differently than the impression given in the
textbook" {. 55) •

In

One has to wonder what some of these pupils

imagined about the medieval era before t hey viewed the

to eff1
politi1
the pr·

show.

s

The need for visual material in history units is
underscored by the strong student support (1.22) for
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~he

specia

18

, urvey item "I prefer seeing 'Newscast From the Past' to
:iety Of

: these

r:eading about the same events in a book." - The television

programs communicate the events of the Middle Ages in a more
dynamic way than a textbook can ever hope to.

:enturies.
to begin
tal sense o.f

students

~

like reading
:terial will
was

.t

It was felt

that the interest generated by the "Newscast 0 shows might
stimulate further reading on medieval topics.

However, only

some students indicated that "I would like to read more about
some of the events reported on the show" (.21).
'onceptual I&arning r..t..Q.m t.M. "Newscast"

~ti~

In addition to relating interesting facts end providing

a feeling for the times, a really dynamic television program
about history will deal with : important concepts.

included in the survey to explore how students perceived

als
difficulty
Agee were

r poor
t.

It was

of students
ed some
it portrays
n the
f

Items were

these pupils

wed the

their own -conceptualizing about history as they watched the
newscasts.

While these responses are not actual measures of

learning, studies have shown that perceptions about how
worthwhile a program has been do correlate postively with
.

.

15

actual later ac h ievement gains.

There was general agreement (.95) that "The program
provided some special perspectives on how
world has changed since the Middle Ages."

drarnatic~lly

the

The series seems

to effectively portray how the social, economic, and
political circumstances of the medieval period differed from
the present situation.

i ts is
) for the

Some students also felt that "The program provided some
special perspectives on how some aspects of life on this

739

planet never change" (.41). There are attempts within
"Newscast" episodes implying that certain historical
persist through the

age~.

For

e~umple,

the sixteenth

newscast describes a jungle war in Vietnam and the
seventeenth century program reports on the violence in
Northern Ireland between Protestants and Catholics.
There was also some support (.48) for the statement
program suggested some lessons that history has
despite the fact that these surveys were filled
that had not discussed the program.

With appropriate teac

follow-up, the responses to this item would probably bee
more positive.

stud

Admittedly these questions only superficially explou
the issue of how conceptually stimulating the "Newscasta
series may be.

More specific examination of what pupils

really learning from the series would serve as

this

research endeavor especially given the paucity of data

stuc

presently available to history teachers on the

per~

effectiveness of history drama.

the

positive survey responses

Nevertheless, these

on crucial pedagogical issues

remains encouraging.

asp1

However, not so encouraging was the negative pupil

inc:

reaction (-.33) to the statement, "The newscast included s

civ

people whom I admire (and hope to fashion myself after).•

~hi

Apparently, the heroes of the Middle Ages are truly ~iffi~

Upo

for modern day adolescents to identify with.

740

Perhaps th~

und

20

ithin

are not portrayed in an attractive enough light.

icai tnernea

w.h atever the reason, "Newscast" failed to -inspire its

e nth c

audience in this regard.

entu rt

For

But in another important respect, "Newscast" succeeded

he

pr~sent

nee in

rather admirably.

: s.

events happening simultaneously all over the world, a kind

t:atement •

of horizontal

: o offer,•

approach in most world history curricula, which proceed

JUt by groupa

chronologically for lengthy periods within a given region and

~ iate

later double back to cover the same time frame in another

teacher

1bly be even

~lice

part of the world.

It was designed to

of history.

the major

There is a need for this

Therefore, it is difficult for a

student to sense what was actually occuring at the same
-Y explore

time in medieval Europe, Kublai

•\·1Scast 11

empires of Latin America, the kingdoms of western Africa,

. pupils are

the Islamic world, and so on .

worthwhile

this vital function in world history classrooms, an9, in fact,

data

Kh~n's

China, the Indian

"Newscast" could fulfill

students agreed that aThe program provided some special

structional

perspectives on what was simultaneously happening all ·over

ese

the world during a given period of history" (.70).

issues

This global perspective is an especially valuabl e
aspect of the "Newscast" series.

pupil

It indicates the

increaDing degree cf contact which developed between different

:icluded some

civilizations, over the centuries, elucidating the effects

3.fter)."

which cultures on different continents may have had

Ly

difficult

laps they

upon one another.

"Newscast" can contribute to a greater

understanding of historically signi ficant global trends,

741

such as the spread of major religions, the rise
imperialism, the development of multi-national busines

Ti er.

enterprises, the first stirrings of democracy as an

Re;

internationally significant political movement, the

7:

of well established global trading patterns, etc.

aar1

can help establish the larger overall picture, and

~

teacher and the text can proceed to fill in the details.

1

"Newscast From the Past" was greeted with

consider~

oew

enthusiasm in the history classrooms I surveyed.

M

of a television news format helps bring history to life 11
ways the lecture or text cannot. It conveys a number ef

c.

Hot

J

significant historical concepts, and provides a truly

~

global perspective on the . major trends in a given centary,
The "Newscast From the . Past" series should be an exciting

G. Ch'

addition to world history classrooms across the nati on.

6.

7,

142

D.

H. W
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II

Using Television to Develop "The High School of

Hispani

r..il< e o
Kent State University

arisen thro

The transformation of our schools into i nstit utiQns

coalition b

r~~·ronsive

to tl-.e nee<ls of today's youth is an u rgent:

challi:>nge, fraught with innumerable difficu l ties •

formidable task requires resourceful approaci !es
solutions.

schooJ

.Such a

~tEif

ir.tprov i ng

c1tH1 j nCJ~ni

~~ill er,

One such project, "The Coalition for the High

E

Col

faculty cot

School of the Future" in northeast Ohio, clecj l1 ed

A formal p

low budget videotape to generate interest in its proposals

within the

for educational reforra.

This television show eventually

proved hil)hly successful in .communicating t 11e purpose of trht
5.n dvf'larnic
fashion.
..nro·iect
..
..

Thj.E'. article will cJiscuss

ho~

a

considerable degree of interest in the coalition was arous
by this video, an<l will include the results of a survet tl1at

later dccunented specific ways in which the

vi~eo

helped

establish a rnomentuo that has prorelled the 3igh Schonl cf
the Future project into its

~econd

year.

universities ir1 th~ CleveJ.Rn<1-Ak ron area.
co~~ unity

~rou~s

· t y.
soc1e
l'lh ile
annronriat
.. .. ..
coalition
upon recet
school (B•

This coa.l ition consists of five high schools anl1 four

hopes to include local

preparing

an~

It also eventuall
busine sses.

Curriculu·
ther.-1sel ve

strongly

project hopes to revitalize the learning experiences offer~

considere

these five high schools.

prof essic

These "wodel" sites differ

considerably from one another.

They incluae a nearly all

efforts

~

black inner city schoo], a virtually all white rll rci.l sch0° 11

of the jc

a.n af f 1 uent white suburban school, an urban "r.iagnet" scho 011

laader s '

and a school with a racial mix that includes whites, bHCkSi

prof essic
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2

Hi span i er-;.
r_.il<e other s<.~booJ

projects

ri->forr.1

of

_its kirH1 that have

arisen throu9hoL1t the country · in the past [~\J it>etrs, this
coalition has sought to facilitate change
e nr.

schooJ F;tClff r: 1er.1bers to ir.itio.t~

their

~y

encouraging

own plans for

irnproving educational stan<lcirds {VicCon,ack-Lc:.rkin; J 985;
::iller, Cohen,
he High

Si:lyre, 1985).

&-

3aci1 school established

faculty committees to re-examine its educational priorities.

A formal proposal for improving the instructional climate
roposals

within the building would be dr;:iwn up, with the er;1phasis

..-:li!Ct?(1
ose of the

upon the deve) oping of rnore effective r11ethods of

preparing youns people for living in our raf'idly cbanging
society.

as

arouseU

While each school woula be encouraged to devel6p
appropriate strategies for its own unique circu mstances, the
coalition J.eac1ers offerel-1 so11e sug 3esticns for reforEI ba.sec1
1

chool cf

upon recent research on the state of the

A~erican

public high

school {Boyer, 1983; Goodlad, 1984; Sizer, 1984).
a nt1 four
eventual!.
s ses.

TM

Curriculum revision whould be init::i.:-1tec1 by t1 1e teachers
t~e~selves.

An

e~phasi~

stronsly a_c1vis ec1.

upon conrnunications skills

woul~ be

An expanclecl teacher contra.ct plan might be

es offered

considered, to improve salaries ano to engage teachers in

er

rrofessional activities through the summer.

rly all

efforts would be

a 1 ..!=ichool,

of the job an·a to stimulate an exchange of ideas.

t " school,

ladders woul<l be considereo, so teachers could advance

S/

bloCkSt

encoura~ed,

Team teaching

to reduce soDe of the isolation
Career

professionally to positions of instructional leac1ership.
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A.dministrcitors wo1.1lcl hecor.1e active facilitc.tors of pos·t·
l

Its lead

lVt

...

Fina]Jv

new technologies for developing instruction wou}>
(j

ht

Jn the spring of 1984
I
thP. coalition's lE-aders id.f'
~ost

,jpJ

participants.

wou J. (1 j r

i bP.rate<1 as to how tli~y couia

effectiv@ly present these recommendations to

(Hall et

profess<

prosvecti~

The possibility of producing a "video

surrounc
neede<1,

proposal" arose, and it seemed a dynamic way to conmunicate

Televis

ideas, to puhJjci7.P. the project, and to motivate

(Frank

participants.

carP.ful
pos J. t:.
• 1 \i

The ohjectiveR of the Hic;h Sc hool of tr1e Future Proje-ct
were bot!"'

ai;;bi timrn on<) ambi 9uo1Js.

T11e project needed an

Becausf

identity, in a sense, and a carefully conceived video could

.. ..

heJ.n uivt:? it

on~.

char isr

est~bl :

..

The television i.1edium can deliver rnn teri•

in very realist i c .:trnJ r.tec:nin<Jful ways (Cor.1stock, 1980).

Its

th~

ti

visual coroponent adds a communication dimension that
transcenc1s what

Ci

puh1.ic S:2ea.ker can convey.

In identifyirr9

problems to be redressed, actual examples can he shown.
recorttmen<liNJ soJutions;
taped.

the

pOS$ii..Jilities can be staged

In

leac1er
su ppe r

and

Partici pa ting personneJ can appear in the context o-f

vic1eot

their own institutions so the viewer actually sees who is

repeat

involved and where this project will be conducted.

\·1 ould

A tape

can provide a "visual survey" of the project, so interested

rece i ·

parties can judge its potential merits for t hemsel ves.

possi

The coalition wanted to involve

as

ma ny people as

possible, who were associated with each of t he five sites.
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addit
c] iscu

4

leadership (P.Jt strongly that high schools could only be
Fi naJ 1..,.. ,
on would

ht

Of 1984 ,

jrnprovec1 if all concerne<l parties worked
(Hall et al., 1984; Pincus
wouJ.(l

jnc]111)e

&

Williams, 1979).

for change

This tea.r1

teachers, administrators, stLHJents, university

professors, r•<Hents, and rnen1i.»er s o[
surroundjn~

~O<Jether

each high school.

th~

cor11lilun.i. ti es

To attract the support they

dee

neede~,

or1rnunicate

Television can be a powerfully r.1otivati ng mec1iu111

project leaders felt a videotape would be ideal.

(Frank & Greenberg, 1980; Pearl, 1982).

Sequences can he

carefully planneJ to portray the project

.

r:o~d

tive light.

!!usic can subtly iilanipulate the emotions.

r.

ure Project

charisnatic

eeded an

Because the success of the project depended so heavily upon

i deo coulli

establishing a broad base of support in its early stages, it

ver rnnterial

was felt a persuasive videotape shoula be produced, despite

Its

1980) •

hat

soun<lin~

narrator can be suite convincing.

the time and expense that might be involved.
Some practical

consi~er~tions

also led the coalition's

i dentifying

leadership to con.mission the tape.

In the effort to ·enlist

s hown,

support for the project, many meetings

In

s taged and
context of

be

hel~.

videotape woul c1 s('lve project spokesmen fron1 having to
explain their goals at meeting after meeting.

received the

l ves.

possible r:iisconceptions and miscomm1mication later on.

l e as

addition, the program would serve as a focal point for

sites.

It

would also "standardize" the presentation so that all groups

i nteresteo

1e

A

media. prot1uction is jc1ecil for nultiple presentations.

re~eateclly

A tape

woul~

sanu~

information about the project, preventing

<liscussion between interested parties about the project
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In

provicJinCJ a "common ground" around which issues
clebatec1 ancl clP)

pa rticip

ili~ratP.cl.

The geographically dispersed nature of
The five

presented another problem for the coal ition.

the supr

schools were scattered across an area of 011i c1 r(1noinll

an i nstj

ti:e CJhet tos of Cl f-!veland to the rolling f arr.- la.nd east of

keY fi<Jt

Akron, a distec.nce of approxirnately fifty 1;•il P.s.

enthus i c

""

..

1

between sites could become both time consuming

an~ ex~e~i

remarks

Once a9ain, cJistribution of tapes could elil'linate so(T\e of

..noi nt~

th i s difficulty.

could,

This particular collection of five hi sh schools was iri

1

..nersuas .
innovat

nany ways a microcosm of the nation's schools as a whole.

videota
intervi
tliese particlllar schools could successfully evol

into i·1odel "High Schools of the Future" the applicability

o

their cumulative experiences would be cons iderab le indeed .
Howe v er, if it ever hoped to become

Cl

viah1F- 1

cohe~d ve

leader
riresenc

crP.<1ibi

In

enti

~

that drew strength from its diversity, the coalition woul d

r.1 ight

need to involve the various sites with one another.

and ger.

Up t o

t h is point, these five schoolE ha(] ve ry l i ttle contact with

of i:acL:

one a.nother.

technoJ

A videotape seemed ideal for show inc:; a1Jdii:nce

throughout th~ project what each of the sites was 1 i ke .

!t

Educatj

coul<l help begin the process of establis hir.g a network

on for

between schools by, in a sense, visually introducing themt

consis1

one another.

posses~

The videotape also had the potential to introduce keY

750

The fa<

6

participants.

Interview foota9e with school principal~ an<1

i•ighly respP.ctecJ teachP.rs r.1i9ht in[lllence . faculty j';ler.1bers at

project Sit
'he five
r. noinu
.., . .,

each school.

There is

the support of opi n.i.on
r~ ro!il

c1 east of

Travel ti

consi~erable evl~ence
leac1~ri::

to indicate that

is critic~l to . tbe succi::-~s nf

an institutional chanc;e i'rnject

(F.09ers,

~983).

Ir. tid. ::=. ceisE:,

key fi9ures would he icJentified anc1 then asked to voice th'-:i. r

enthus i asm for the project on tape.

Their nost approi)riate

a nd expensivt

remarks would then be edited into the prograrn at various

t e some of

.

1~intR

throughout the show.

In this way, perhaps the tape

could, to son1e degree, shortcircuit the lengthy inter r>erscnal
hooli=; was in

s a whole.

nersuasion process gener~lly involved in th~ adoption of
•
innovative ideas (Mancuso, 1969). As it turned out, the
videotape production

tea~

waR fortunate enough to obtain

interview footage with John Goodlad, a nationally
leader in the high school reforn1 mover.1ent.

recogn 5ze ~

Gooc1lad' !°:'

. icabili ty of

presence on tbe tape lent the whole project so rHe va l nablf!

>le indeed.

crec1ibi l i ty.

1hesi ve e nti

In the Rpring of 1984, it appeared a ftvi d eo proposclft

tion would

r.1ight serve as an eff P.ctive

er.

and generating some initial enthusiasm.

Uf' to

~.1ea. ns

of clarifying project goals
Consequently, a tean

ontact with

of f ac ulty r.1eroib ers and graduate students in the educational

n<J audiP.nces

technnJO<JY department of Ke nt State University's College of

s like.

Education proceeded to produce the program.

!t

Production went

e t work

on for several months, with the vast majority of costs

:: ing them to

consisting of in-house ex penses.

Kent St at e University

possessed all the equipment necessary to produce the tape .
r educe keY

The faculty members involved were already on salary
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an~

the

stuc.Jents. worked on the tape as part of their

'°;'\y July

(if

]

984,

ent i tl eu "?!

sPventeeri 1.ii nute

ci

...

le I

anu was

1

That Septerab er, it was

c
c

School of the Future" WRR rearly fnr
potentiC:1l fundin<J agencies.

'!

'

1. 24
repeate«1 occas i onsrn incl Ul1i I"l<J tE:-etche r . •l"' f:'t i

r·~ s,

r11P.et i ngs, student assernbl ies, and wor i< s h ops.

f>-=1 ri:-nt

So\..:

•78

SLlCC~SHul

was this program in achieving its objectives?
Survey Findi nos;

How .c::uccps:;;fu~. wa§ tb~ T~.i2~1

A survey was di st r ibutf>d to each nf
tli~

coalition.

,93

It was complete.c1 by the

school's leadership team, a ·oroun of
J

tiH~

f j ve sc}1ooh ill

mer. 0 ~1e>rs

. 96

of ?c.tcli

te.:3ch~rs sel~cted

..

ov
'

.93

. .

their fellow facult ..v ;nernbers to write a oro':?os;,1 for cf1anc
."1·
aspects of their school.

The fifty -seven responses

some definite opinions about the i:.i:iact of.

t!i~

in<li~

te1evis5 or

1. 30
J..20
1.12
.~o

progra~

on the project in its early

.54

sta~es.

-··.1;,· ••, eo

Stirvey

~esu1ts

vi c1eo ·

+2 = stronuly ac.;ree
+1 = a9ree

consi. c1 ·

0 = neutra.l
.-1 = oisagree
-2 = strongly disagree
:Piatino

~urvev

1.26

~he

wou l(l

l..t..f.E

videotape has helped ~ake people aware of the
project, who otherwise would not know of its existen

.93

The tape effectively infort1S peOr>le aboLJt the nature
of the project.

• '57

I feel the tape helps clarify certain aspects of t M
project's "mission" which i:1ight otherwise bave
reF1ai ned ambiguous or misunderstood.

1.25

The show conveyed the impression ti •at ii•'!:rov i nS3
hi9h schools is an inportant un derta:<i n<] .
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Ol1 r

endec1
elabor

"
t

(

8

Rtant ,,.. 1.
l tt11.

l

~how

111. oJ-· ect·

nor.trr.vt>1l

•

..

..

.

t.11f-'

Hi(lh School
J

ir1 a VE-rv :iositivP. li9ht.

0r

tl•e F1.ttL1re

as sho1i1n to

.. 1. J 2

An au«liotripP. o[ ti1f:' narrc~tion wou1c1 have :)et>ri alrno$t
as effective a;, the videotape in conveyins infc101ation
about tlte project.

own on

1. 24

VisuaJ.s i•1acle the nnrrative material ;:iori=- int:Prestinn.

scl1onj ~ in

t=!Cted ov
or

·

..

•78

Cor1m•~ntR 011 t<-1.L•e

. 93

These remarks by involved staff helped establish the
impression that son•e cl1anges 5.n pnhlic 1-d 'Jh schools
are necessary.

.96

The interview

.93

4

Li:

The

.

eu "The fil

·

hy project participants were
especially convincin~ because they should understand
the situation ht their own schools •

helped convey
five schools.

foota~e
ci s~n:;i:-

with staff froo each school
t r.. ent on t11e pc+ rt of all

of cmi:r,d

The tape r:iade r.ie fee1 ·· my school is part of so a:ieth5. nCJ

larger, which extends across this part of the state.

cnan~1nn

e s inc1icat

l. 30
1.20

J ev is ion

1.12
.80
.54

The scenes · of the U.S. space prograG
the f L~ tu re

su~~esteJ:

t~chnology

achievenient
the rrontier
pa tr iotis:.;
What do these survey results indicc;te about tl!t=> pO\ver of

vi cl e o to pub 1 i c i z e?

consiaerable

wci u l r'i

of the
: s existenc

It t :J r n e d out that t h e r e was / i

e x i s t e nc ~ "

(r

~t

i n g of l. 2 6 ) ,

On

open-

endecJ parts of the survey, project participants were f ree to
elaborate, and the following

: he

fact ,

with the statement that "The viCeota pe

agree~ent

not k no \11 of i ts

ri ·

~tateroents

were recorded .

natvr~

"The tape was usec1 effecti vely in workshops to i ntrorJuce
: ts of the
1a.ve

the public to the project."
"At the first workshop where the tape was shown, a high
degree of

i~terest

was RparkecJ ana cont i nues now ."
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"Vie hnve liacl positjve i nvolvement frori1

fr

of :-;i.•ver<1l <Jro11p~, cifter thPy review~l1 tl•e tape."

ni

Thu!';, t11ere wa;; i:;tronlJ evlc1enct> t:1at a pri111ary objective

the t<'lpe was

~.ccor.•pl i ~hF?l1;

to

exp~n<l

8 of

.:twareness about the
of
.
..n:.irt
'-'·
l· cl· ~·ctrttir;

in thP. coalition.

cons ic1~

Di<1 the r11P.dium of television provicJe a clear staterne'nt:

of goals that effectively articulated its purposes?
appears to have been generally successful in this
also.
"The

A average sccirP.
t~pe

effectively

project."

or

reoar~

.93 was recorded for the

inron·~ ~a~O~)j

A .57 was receive<l in

It
J

state;.u~nt,

e- C1hout the nature of the

rPs~onse

to the ite8 , "I

feel the ta.r;e he Jps cletrify cert;:d n aspects of the prnject's

i;nprov

.nor tr a
posi ti
succ~s

with 9
were:

mission which might oth~rwise 11rive rernained .31.r.1 bigi ous or
misuncJerstoo<l."

A lower score on this

l~st

ite!!• wa.s not

(

sucpr.:isin<J.

stated in general terms, so that inoivic1ual schools coul <1
i nterprAt ther-i n.s they saw fit.

indicated that the

Several anecdotal responses

~rograra ~rovi~ed

teachers with a

co~ent

ir.iti

stmniary of wha ~. tbe project hopec1 to a.ccor:iplisr1 and even

~l1CCe

iiTlpliecJ that the sl1nw iTiay have served to solidify t he

comrnu

coalition.

But

"It shows the whole progrC1.r.i ••• its was crisp, clear, and

r

viaec

to the point .. "
Eow <

"The coalition concept was conveyed well."
"The scope of the project seernec1 so vast to me .
nee<leo a 'cohesive oevice' (the tape) to bring my
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!

thei i

10

~ nteit

f rac,,;111entec1 ic1eas .:•.ncl f'xpectC\t j ons together."

·

l Yta

nid the vi11eote>pe

ie."
~Ctives Qcf

t the

1

c!Jnn~e,

~ffPctivt>Jy

a.r<JUe

in its efforts to r.1otivate r>articipants?

rdsh schools

i~

nP

The

important undertaking" receivecJ

consic1erabJe sllpport (1.25 rating).

It

necessity for

stateJnent "The show conveyeu the impression tbat h11:roving
0 , 1r

;taternent

~he

tiiat thir-; particular

~,roject

Convincin~

could be a

i;i1provin9 the syster.• was also critical.

viahl~

11articipants

approach to

The iter11 "The show

egari-1

portrayed the Ei<Jh School for the Future project in a very

state111~~t,

.oositivP

re of the

s ucc e f. sf 11 1 ). n po r t r c. y i n <:! t 11 e pro j P. ct a s a rn ea n i f'I g f u 1 one ,

er.·, "!

with good i. ntentions.

li~ht"

was rated at l.23.

The video was

SoMe ·-survey conirnents on

.

cl~arJ v

thi~

issue

p roject's
1

"The tape effectively conveyed the dPsperate need for

.s not

ch<'\n<jf:>. n

tely

"It

us or

appeal for all who arR concerned with the future

h~~

of education.n

coul1l

Thu~;

r esponses

survey

re~ponses

supported the inforrna] fi:-·ecfo<'!ck

CO']ent

initially received that "The High School of t be Futuri:-" tape

even

successfully

contrih~ted

comrnunic .~tinCJ

he

But
l ear, and

ho~

to publicizing the project,

its iJci.sic JOa1s,

was it able to do so?

~. n :J

building support for it.

What specific capab ilities of

video contributed to this success?

What production

arproaches were used to accomplish the tape's objectives?

How can eaucators i nterested in
I

my

c1evelopin~

similar tares for

their own projects achieve similar results?
Eff~ctiyPlv

Presentino Tonovative
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T~eas

Thrognb Viden

nany items on the survey c1eeilt with procJuction i ....
.
"'oues.
OnP. strength of thP. teJevb;ir:-·n r.i-=<1iurr. is, .of cour~e, i· rs
The str~ngth of riv;~

Cii1iJ.jty to present ciynr.wdc vif.;uals.

;ntervi ew
f til: u re • "

and teache

''i\'O

~1rf-'sentntion
ri 11 <i

Edit i nCJ a.J

at meetings, in cofi1paris_on with a pL1blic

r P. s ~ , 1 i f> s p ri 111 ci r i1 y i n i t s ab i l j t y to pr o v ili e t iii R v i r-.u ,

mrit:Pria.}.

To test tlie

~i<,;nificanc~

of

thi~

v:i sucl ccH,,.,01
•

s F:'Vf? r Ci J r eJ eva nt c1uest ions were incl udel1 in the su rVP\/
.,

.

,,r.nropr j a1

U:!~t

0

~

hypothesi:r.ecJ, "An audiotape of the narration would have bf en
aJ 1:1ost
a~)out

a~

\;ith (-1.12).

Thi:::

st~tenrent

The iti:-n "The

niaterial il!Ore interesting"
agreed with (1.24).

visuC1. l~

1~.ras,

Vie,·1 ers

was strongly

cJisaCJree~

The '

discussing" (.95).

~lso ~<;reed

w5.t!i the stC1te111P.r:it

th~

Apparently, the visual

as~ects

th~

of

These

res u lt~

,rie1~ p expLal
.. . n t'ne en th 11s). asn; expresseo.. 'oy coa.i.1
.. . t ion
.
.. . - ~
.Leauers

the nroiect.

effectiveness

~s

because t
schools"
establisl

riarrEitor was

show were abso!uteJy critica.1 to its success.

~ave's

intended

on the otiier hand, strongly

provicJing specific instances of whnt

J .

comm i tnie n ·

i.n reacti

n10.cie the narratjve

"The visuals included in the program· enhanced the show by

..

"testinon:

i:-f f ect i ve as the vic]eotape in conveying i nf:omati

tbe project."

over the

••••

an orener at meetings

a~o~

Several written cor.1E1ents alludec1 to the

si.gnificance of the role pl21yed i:iy visuals in comrr:1rnic:Cit i Pg

to coalition members what the project waB all about:

schools c
staff fr<
the

p~rt

feel r;o.y :
all aero:
It
s1Jpport

"A good visual overview of the project."

consider

"It showed the diversity of schools involved."

change p

"It is easier to convey the general ainis of the project

be deliv

through visuals."

weeks, c

As r11entioned, there was a considerable a.r,1ount of

so that
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12

jnterview footci<Je include<1 in "The Hi<Jli Sd1001 of the
;1t1: ti ct' • "

and teachers, expressec1 thej r

Of
l} j

I rVPV

.....

e:<pres~ed comments

.

O

-~

hQve been
i

a~pj

stronol
.,- ..v

ti 1E:'

cin <i to insert the;n into

"testinonici.l" for tbe ,project, whici1

acfo •inistrators

<JCIVI?

th~

r,roject.

;-1ost Cl. rticulote:-l y
ti·~

2-n

:;::l1c,w at

i rqpr1;o~~inn

of

commitnient, unity, purposefulness, ci.nd optirilisrr•.
The ciuest j onnai re sought to verify

nr ornatfo

a t jve

bo~J,

rC1tinns for

£c.HtinCJ allowe<l ti1P. pro<1l1Cf'>f to select

c

thj~

t

Coeilition leaders, incluc.linCJ

i~

whet~er,

rAaction to the following statements:

tape

~)y

u1 f

~ct,

"Th~ con~ents

on

i)roject participants· were especiaJ ly convincing

because they

shoul~

un<lerstan~

the situatinns at their

o~n

s how by

schools" (. 78) , "These remarks by involved staff

was

establish the iwpression thnt so1·1e chansies in public high

of

th~

s e res ult 5
leaders

i ngs aboot

school~

the

are

necess~ry"

'c1~lped

interuie~ foota~e

(.93), "The

stoff f rofi1 each school helped convey n sens'= of

cor~mi

with
tr••ent on

t he part of all five schools" ( . 96), and "The tape maae me
f ee 1

~y

.

, .i s par.t: o f.

scDoo~

.. .

sn2e~n1n~

1 &r~er, whic h extends

all across this rart of the state" (.93).
It appec3. rs t 1·1a t vi c1eotc..r;e can effectively
t :

r r es<:nt

tl,e

support of key opinion leaders, something that has been

considered critical to the success of any institutinna1
It

1e project

change project.

Normally, these k irids of end or ser.1ents would

be <lelivered around the school building over a period of

weeks, or even months .
so that

lar~e ~roups

Videotape

streo ~lines

t h is process,

can he immediately exposed to these
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This virleo approach

staternents of ;.upport.
11~ J p

occe 1 er ate t

hf~

"NP.w

ch ct ngr:> process.

"The

Possihly the most interestjntJ fintling

011

tl1<~

1;.nuu.

I hop

survey wnF> that vie....,erF- were definitely affP.cted hy a "visual
metaphor" included in the

~how.

;:;;1.1·;~est

To

reported,

t-.}1p

th~n

in whicli t he viewer "traveJlP.cl" to the r.1oon and bar.k,

televisior

The i<le.:i waa

Video teci

to ifilrr11::-c1ia.tely rer:iintl tlie viewer that technology is ndvanci

Televisioi

witnessed the Jaunchin<,J of the sr-a.ce shuttle.

less expe ·

for group
of stur1ent$ \\/ill

hop~i:nJ

ly aspire to.

Furtherr•10

It was hored that audiences would be
foot8~e 1

,

of our society.

. to

ne~o

ac.1a.pt to thf:'

was very eff l'!cti ve.

"technolo']y" (l.20), ?.nc1

(@ $100. 0
units,

...
S1Jrvey res pons E>R c.'I Hi:
in f.act, indic.:iti? th

~;ietaphor

futL1re" (1. 30) /
I

suah

S(

r~.pir1

par simon :

Teachers responded

your stC\:

su9~este <J

develope

that "'The scenes of thi:- TJ.3 • .space pro9rc.m

{1.J2)

by

to consi<ler where t heir 1d sh scl•ooJ s

' ,
a.n11'"' ,now r.:Pe:t
WOLi_ c;.. .

the space

encour~~ea

the

".:t~hii::>ver..ei1t"

given th

~foen

revoluti

These shots also SU::JCJested to a

frontier" { .80) o.nd "patriotism" ( .54).

asi<eJ to

elaborate on this issue, the following reactions were
recorcled:

medi um •

"The tape makes you rea.lize the future comes quickly.
"Schools are }1e<'lc1i ng for fr.ontj
"StuCents must be prepared to
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er~

~eet

unknown."
the future."

•

14

"New horizons to ex pl ore anc1 new cbal lE-n<JPS to

r• 1P.~t."

"The future is now ••• it ins:' ir':'s ;.. ,~."

reported, ~ave conv]nced ITlany rea<.lers that

..oroarCID
"

can

contribut':?

Si<Jnificcint:i.~{

tt-levision

ci

h1 tl 1 e ~.ucce~sf11J

,,.._ooay,
,

EASA f oota,.:;e
bar.k, then

television is

becorain~

an increasiPsJy cost-effective

video technology is a<lvancin9 at

~

re~arkable

~edium.

rate.

Television portapaks are becor,ling light-.er, easier-to-operate,
less expensive,

an~

of higher

~uality.

Obtainin~

resrectable

heCO r: !~ i';'CO!lc)T 11 iCa}Jy

lOOkin<J1 WOrthwbiJP fOOta<je hcS

[easi :1 )~

for groups which rrevious} y f ou n(1 t.1°e cost i1roh H)i ti ve.
Further~ore,

an inexpensive

e~itor,

like ?ana$onic's R-500

(@ $100.00}, can be connected between two hal±-inch recordina
.J

units,
c a fl s :". <) r , ..:-. t- 2'JI!
indic.:ite t ha
responcJed

3

can easil ...v

A ri:>s.:,.1ecta.ble

~e

asse[rble~

fron raw

foo~~np
\,.. ~!. J -

..

television program can be produced quite

parsimoniously these days, especi?.l:ty if: t !H:·re is a .::1erson on
your staff who is skilled in television production.

·once

developed, a video has large potential audiences, esneciallv
..
..
Jer..ent"
"'
,..
n
,,cA:_,;Ler:';

given the rapid proliferation of videocassette recoroers i n
" ~'
~ 1 1 e.

:)oth institutions and hon1es.

Fe are iri the r.d.dst of a "video

sl<eu to

revolution" and those interested in promoting a special

:; were

~reject

shoul~

conRider taking advantage of this dynamic

medium.
2s quickly.•
n

1re."
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This pa
ve the myst

Audio
eshold of
:h, Inc . ha
·1iewer tc
tishers o'f
i·te one s c
the progra
pe compani e
se tapes e
for these
ing about c
position 1
en to deba1
ree as to ~
havior and
ced to the
ormost i nve~
ation of bet
signed to <
ducts ( Lei
f these pro<
IS.

1

Platters laden with fried chicken and potatoes, spaghetti
smothered in tomato sauce, cream cupcakes and chocolate bars
spin slowly round on the screen. Oddly enough, these treats
aren't displayed to tempt you. They appear as reminders of
foods you should avoid eating.
·

. in

"Watch now, and start to say good-bye to the wrong kinds
of foods, 11 says the silky-voiced female narrator. "With daily
viewing, you will watch your desire for fattening foods simply
disappear. 11
This scene was from the twenty-two minute videotape, "Weight loss Proal!flling, 11 by Hypnovision, that was designed to help viewers lose weight
~rough daily viewing. Besides providing basic information on diet and exer~e the video used visual and aural subliminals. The visual messages were
;ashed on the screen for one-thirtieth of a second at regular intervals and
~eaudio messages were compressed, mixed with music and transmitted just
)elow the threshold of normal hearing.
Subliminal perception (or stimulation) describes any word, image or
i.;undthat is not perceived within the 11 normal 11 range of consciousness, but
~~s an impression on the mind. This involves words or pictures that are
nashed so quickly that the eye cannot transmit them to the conscious brain,
t words at such a volume that they evoke no conscious memory.

>n for
~vada.

I'

This past year a variety of products have appeared on the market that
tave the mystique of subliminalS and promise improvement in a variety of
rr~s. Audio tapes, with the subliminal messages transmitted below the
~reshold of audible sound, offer to transform the listener's life.
Stimu!ech, Inc. has a device that interfaces a computer with a television allowing
the viewer to receive subliminal messages while watching TV. Greentree
blishers offer a computer program that allows the computer operator to
rite one's own subliminal messages. These messages are flashed regularly
sthe programmer continues on with other computing tasks. Several videoU~ companies produce videotapes like th~ one described above. Most of
tllese tapes enco.urage replacement of bad ·habits with healthier ones. The
ids for these pr.oducts emphasize that the subliminal programs will help
ri~ about dramatic results with minimal effort.
This presents an attractive
1roposition to the consumer. However, whether they do what they claim is ·
ipen to debate. Many mental health professionals and psychologists do not
agree as to whether subliminal communication is effective in changing human
~~avior and attitudes. Second, these subliminal products have been introiuced to the market, yet they have not been clinically tested. Silverman,
fumost investigator in the use of subliminal stimulati on to direct manipu~t i on of behavior, believes that companies that sell subliminal products
&signed to affect bahavior should set up a research unit that tests their
~ducts (Levy, 1984). Currently, there is no documentation of any testing
these products to determine the effectiveness of their subliminal messages.
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Purpose of Study
The purpose of this research was to conduct a study to detennine if
viewing a commerci ally prepared videotape containing written and aural subl iminal messages was more effective at producing weight loss than a Videotaconta i ni ng the same content but with no subliminals.
"""'
"Wei ght Loss Video Programming," by Hypnovision, the vi deotape select
for this study, endorsed no particular di et or exer ci se plan, and made no et!
requi rements of the viewers other than t he willingness to change diet and
exercise habits and to watch the videotape daily for thirty days . It was
felt that, while weight loss was not a traditional focus of educational research, the availability of this particualr videotape would give insights
into the effectiveness of subliminal messages that mi ght have a direct relationship to traditional educational needs . Subjects were measur~d to see if
changes occurr ed in these areas:
BEHAVIOR
Food Intake Recall (FIR)--measured by one day food recall at the end of
the testing period. This analyzed the subj ects' food intake for nutrients and
calories . The FIR was used to compare the amount of intake of high calorie
low nutritional foods .
'
We i ght and Ski nf ol d Test (WST) -- measured at the beginning and end of
the testing period. Ski nfold tests reveal and approximate percentage of body
fat. Al l skinfold tests were perfonned by the same physical education instructor who was experienced in administering skinfold tests. To increase
accuracy. three measurements were taken at each skinfold testing and these
scores were averaged. Subjects were also weighed at the beginning and end
of the experiment on the same scale, by the same person .
1)

2) ATTITUDE

Food and Exercise Attitude Test (FEAT) --administered at the beginning
and end of the testing period to measure the effectiveness of the subliminal
messages on the tape: "EAT LESS", "GET ACTIVE", "CALM", EAT SLOW", "YOU CAN
DO IT" . The attitude test items were chosen from existing food attitude
test items tha t were r elevant to the subliminal messages and tha t fell into
the following categori es : eating for internal reasons, eating for external
reasons, ora l control , basic diet and exercise behavior. The subjects responded to the twenty FEAT ques ti ons on a five- point likert scale (r = 0-.72 ).
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Treatment groups

1)

1) The experimental group consisted of viewers who watched the
twenty-two minute Weight Loss vi deotap e wi th subli mi na l messages. This group
was composed of those subjects randomly selected and pl aced in t he ye l low
and orange groups.

2)

·2) The control group consisted of viewers who watched the twenty-two
minute Weight Loss videotape without subli mi nal messages. This group was
composed of thos~ subjects random ly selected and placed in the blue and
green groups.
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3)

Indepenc

' determine if
and aural SI/bth an a Videot~

The general hypothesis was that subjects rece1v1ng subliminal stimuli
a postive, emotionally arousing way would be able to stop a related and
~ desirable type of behavior (by mirroring) with greater success than subjects
!at receiving those messages.

i deotape select
, and made no ed
ange diet and
days. It was
e?uca~ional re;pve 1 nsights
~ a dire ct renea sured to see if

1) S~bjects viewing the videotape with the subliminals will show a
veater weight loss than those viewing the videotape without subliminals .

1

1~

2) Subjects viewing the videotape with the subliminals will show a
greater loss in percentage fat than those viewing the videotape without
subl imi na1s.
3) Subjects viewing the videotape with the subliminals will show a
better attitude toward eating healthier foods and exercising than those
viewing the videotape without subliminals.

at the end of
for nutrients and
>f high calorie,

4) Subjects viewing the videotape with the subliminals will record
rewer instances of high calorie, low nutritional food intake than those
viewing the videotape without subliminals .

Ii ng and end of

5) Subjects viewing the videotape with the subliminals will be able to
111aintain the weight loss for a longer period of time than those subjects
viewing the videotape without subliminals.
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Experimental Design:
Campbell and Stanley's (1963) experimental design number four, the
Randomized Pretest-Posttest Control Group Design, was used in this study.
Students were randomly selected for treatment groups, a pretest was given
and preliminary measurements were taken. After the treatments were
administered, a posttest was given and final measurements were taken . The
import of the treatments was determined by subtracting subjects' pretest
scores from posttest scores. The approprtate test for significance at the
.OS level wa~ then . applied to ascertain if the difference was greater than
what might occur due to chance . For this experiment, this design was considered superior to others (Campbell and Stanley, 1963) .
Dependent Variables:
1)

.ched the
es. This group
the yellow
he twenty-two
s group was
blue and

Measure of subject's attitude toward food and exercise (FEAT).

2) Measurement of subject's behavior toward food and exercise by
change in weight and percentage of body fat .
3)

Measure of subject's behavior toward food and exercise by incidence
of high calorie-low nutritional food intake (FIR).

Independent Variable :
1)

Videotape viewed by subjects:
A. Videotape on weight loss containing subliminals.
B. Videotape on weight loss not containing subliminals.
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Subjects:
Subjects participating in this study were undergraduate and graduate
students, and staff from Iowa State Universi~y wh~ r~sponded to adve_rtisement
in the campus newspaper or to f1yers post~d in bu1ld1ngs on . the campus durin s
Spring Semester, 1985. Those interested attended one of three orientation q
sessions. The orientation sessions were conducted to explain the study to
explain the participants' responsibilities and to answer questions .
'
Subjects' responsibilities were: 1) to get a signed medical clearance
2) to take the FEAT pretest, be weighed, and be given the skinfold test 3) to
view an assigned videotape twenty-five times within a thirty-seven day period
4) to return and be reweighed, be given the skinfold test, and take the FIR '
and FEAT posttest. If subjects met those requ irements they were paid twenty
dollars . Med i cal clearances were obtained at the campus health service at
no cost to the participants. Fifty-nine subjects started the study and
fifty-one fulfilled all the requirements.
The Videotape:
The videotapes used in this study, "Video Weight Loss Programming",
were developed in 1983 by John Koenig of Hypnovision. Two videotapes were
used : one with vis ual and audio subliminals (the commercially available
version), and one without subliminals. Each videotape was twenty-two minutes
long and the perceptible content of each yideotape was the same. In order
to accomodate the fifty-nine subjects viewing the tape daily, Hypnovision
provided eight copies of each version. To equalize videotape wear and hinder
subjects' knowledge of the type of tape they were assigned to, each subject
was issued a color-coded card. Those with blue and green cards were control subjects. They watched the videotape withou t the subliminals. The
yellow and orange groups (experimental subjects) watched the videotape with
the subliminals. Tapes were viewed at the university libra ry .
The content of the videotapes was basic, accepted .information on diet,
exercise and weight control . The videotape opened with scenes of running
water while the narrator urged relaxation. Plates of donuts, candy bars and
fried chicken revolved on the screen, and the viewer was told to resist these
foods by saying, "No Than k You. 11 During the course of the videotape viewers
were told to eat slowly, take small bites and chew thoroughly. They were
instructed to drink up to eight glasses of water and exercise daily. Several
types of exercises were demonstrated as the subliminal audio message, "YOU
CAN LOSE WEIGHT .NOW" was repeated 200 times during the music sequence.
The visual subliminals .were one frame edits that were flashed every fi ve to
ten seconds at a speed of one-thi rtieth of a second. This was below most
people's ability to perceive them. These messages were "EAT LESS", "GET
ACTIVE", "CALM", "EAT SLOW", and "YOU CAN DO IT" . Both videotapes stated
that they contained subliminal messages and the messages were printed on the
screen during the introduction. Both videotapes began with scenes of flowing water and viewers were told to relax. As the name of the company implied,
the videotape attempted to put the viewer in a relaxed state so that the
information and the subliminals presented would have more of an effe ct .
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The idea of whether individuals can be affected by their environment
ut conscious awareness has fascinated many for more than two thousand
Spence (1961) described the mechanism by which unconscious stimuli
,{feet b~havior .. According to Soence, memory traces are organiz7d in the
scious into semi permanent aggregates ca 11 ed: schemata. A s<:he_ma 1 s an
~zation of ideas, memories, and concepts that are linked through associSubliminal activation of a schema occurs when a word or image enters
~conscious and becomes attached through association to the general
Because of the emotional content of the stimulus and because memories
w;as already comprising the schema are meaningfully related, the subliminal
Jus activates the entire schema .
.
·
Signal-detection theory (Swets, Tanner and Birdsall, 1961; Tanner and
. 1954) has explained how unconscious stimuli can be processed without
cious awareness. Signal detection theory assumes all signals impinging
an organism contribute to a continuum of sensory activity and experience.
~gnals increase the probability of raising the excitation level to a
twhere the organism will report the signal's presence. The organism
$decisions regarding attending and responding on the basis of decision
s, that are based on the comparison of incoming signals relative to the
of the organism. Since all signals are processed, all i nformation
ts within the organism . Certain information is attended to and conscious~perienced while the rest does not gain conscious recognition . Hence,
experiences are filtered out before they reach consciousness because
are not recognized as signals, yet they are still processed.
While the controversy over subliminal perception has continued on
retical and empirical grounds, there has also been public response to the
'iminal effect. In 1957, this controversial phenomenon came to the pubs attention when patrons in a movie theater in New Jersey were subjected
'HUNGRY? EAT POPCORN", and "DRINK COCA-COLA" messages fl ashed on the
en every five seconds throughout a film. General sales figures over a
~eek period, compared with previous sales, increased 57.5%, and Cocaa sales by 18.1-% (Brooks, 1958). Use of this technique drew immediate
ative responses from the public . People did not want their subconscious
™'s influenced.
The foremost investigator in subliminal stimulation in psychology has
nLloyd Silverman (1976). Silverman's study of psychoanalytic dynamic
Nation relationships ·involved the tachistoscopic presentation of wish~~d verbal and pictorial stimuli for provoking unconscious wishes subinally. Psychoanalysts have posited that different symptoms of abnormal
Dior are related to different unconscious conflicts and that symptoms
_be viewed as symbolically expressing aspects of the particular underng con fl i ct.
Several studies have suggested that both situational and i ndividual
ffuences are related to the strength of subliminal effects. Fisher and
.l (1959), and Fiss (1966), found that when subjects were in a state of
1
axed passivity, subliminal effects were maximized. Dixon (1971) suggested
t subliminal effects were more likely to be found when subjects were in
1
~ .state of arousal. In this case, attention was unselective and cognitions
e intuitive, global and unbound by logical constraints . On the other hand,
levels of arousal tended to diminish subliminal effects.
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Subliminal stimulation has been explored in the area of learn;~
education. Five general areas where subliminal perception might be a~
to education were in the areas of problem solving, cognitive learning P1
tivation, elaborative thinking and perception (OeChenne, 1~81-82). '
Zuckerman (1960) had subjects produce stories after v.iewing the s

limi~al m:ssages "WRITE MORE" or "DON'! WRITE" . . !heir ability to produ~f).:

stories mirrored the message ·they received .subliminally. When presentede
supraliminal messages that were easily recognizable, "WRITE MORE" and "OQM•
WRITE", the performance of subjects at producing stories were not affected
by t~e.messag:s they received. Zuckennan felt th is ~as a~ example how a
subliminal stimulus could by-pass processes of conscious i~tent and reveal
that it might be impossible to resist the instruction of imperative subli~i
messages that were not consciously experienced.
Smith, Spence and Klein (1959) tested to see if word meaning alone
had a subliminal influence on conscious thought . When the words "ANGRY"
and "HAPPY" were exposed subliminally and were immediately followed by a
clear supraliminal figure (a blank, expressionless face), the subliminal
words influenced impressions of the latter. Descriptions of the face were
pleasant in "HAPPY" pairings and unp l easant in "ANGRY" pairings.
Parker (1982) found that subjects who were normal college students
who received subliminal stimulcition "MOMMY ANO I ARE ONE" and "MY PROF ANO
I ARE ONE", in conjunction with teaching and counseling, received significantly higher grades than similar students who received the control stimu1ati on "PEOPLE ARE WALKING". Parker agreed with Sil vennan that sub 1imina l
stimulation had an adaptive enhancing effect on behavior.
Experiments in education that did not reveal dramatic positive results
of ·subliminal stimulation included studies by Severance and Dyer (1973) and
Grant, Blohm and Ledford (1981). Severance and Oyer fo und that the presence
of a subliminal color interfering word did not affect color naming. They
further questioned if subliminal effects were restricted to those that produced emotionally laden responses , since words like red, blue and green were
neutral and lacked· emotional meaning.
Grant, Blohm and Ledford (1981) investigated the effects of subliminal
stimuli on the development and improvement of execution of racquetball ceiling shots, and increased racquetball participation. Results showed that
females could possibly be affected by visual subli minal stimulation to a
greater degree than males, and questioned if filming subjects' performances
and presenting it to them subliminally would better arouse them and lead
to imp roved learni ng of this psychomotor skill.
These studies reveal two types of effects that can be produced by
subliminal stimuli: the mirroring effect and the effect of arousal and
learning from emotionally laden stimuli. These are related to habit breaking and habit forming behavior .
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Attitudes are seen as enduring predispositions that are not innate but
learned. Thus, even though attitudes are not momentarily transient, they
susceptible to change (Zimbardo, Ebbesen, and Maslach, 1977). In 1931,
stone demonstrated the impact of film on attitudes. By using two fi lms ,
depicting the Chinese favorably and the other unfavorably, Thurstone
d it was possible to produce either positive or negative changes in
i-tude toward Chinese people (Thurstone, 1931) .
Though media are mere carriers of information and do not directly in-nee learning under any condition (Clark, 1983), there are approaches and
~;ques using media that seem to maximize desirable attitudinal outcomes.
nson, at Iowa State University, has been investigating the topic of inuctional media and attitude change for the past several years (1979, 1980,
1). He outlined six guidelines that can promote certain attitudinal
~omes in learners. The guideline most relevant to this study was guidee six that stated: Learners who experience a purposeful emotional involvet or arousal during instruction are likely to .have their attitudes changed
~e direction advocated as the purpose of the mediated message.
It has often been reported that an efficient method for changin9 behavior
uld be to change one or two underlying general dispositions or attitudes.
stinger's (1957) theory of cognitive dissonance is based on the idea that
an beings demonstrate a great desire for consistency and congruity in their
titudes and behaviors and, conversely, find conflict between what they know
dwhat they do disturbing and discomfiting (Zimbardo, Ebbesen, and Maslach,
77} .

Festinger (1964} suggested that, when opinions or attitudes are changed
rough the impact of persuasive communication, this change is unstable and
11 disappear unless an environmental or behavioral change can be brought
ut to support and maintain it. The data show that the occurrence of
~vier change does not depend upon the prior occurrence of an attitude
mge, or vice versa. Greenwald (1966) cont~nded there was no automatic
lationship between attitude and behavior; rather, they may be independently
tennined by the environment . Normally, the environment wil l produce in
~ons parallel.~ffects on belief and behavior, so these concepts will
~Dear to be correlated.
In special situations, such as persuasion following
~ opposing commi tment, the environment exerts differential pressures on
).Ji ef and behavior and then they appear to be uncorrelated (Greenwald, 1966).

Subliminal stimulation is a phenomenon that has been shown in some

!d by .

and
t break-

~~nces to influence bas ic drives, though the strength of these ef fects
~to be related to situational and individual diffe rences.
Subliminal

ffects are maximized when subjects are in a state of relaxed passivity.
~levels of arousal tended to diminish subliminal effects. Subliminal
t~mu l ation might influence learning, and two effects produced by sub 1imi na 1
~muli were the mirroring effect and the effect of arousal and learning
iumemotionally laden stimuli.
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Media can be used to change attitudes. Learners who experience a Pur
posefu1 emotional involvement or arousal are likely to have their attitude.
changed in the direction of the mediated message. Change in
s
not necessarily mean a change in behavior.
Results:
Hypothesis 1: Subjects viewing the videotape .with the subliminals Will
show a greater we i ght loss than those viewing the videotape without subliminl

.

a~

The descriptive statistics shown in Table 1 indicated that the subjecb
assinged to the weight loss videotape with subliminals weighed less initially
(x = 139.47 lbs.) than those assigned to the weight loss videotape without
subl iminals (x = 141.53 lbs . ). After weighing at the end of the treatment a
change in weight was obtained by subtracting initial weight from weight '
after treatment. The data in Table 1 indicated that the viewers of the
videotape with the subliminals lost an average of 1.84 pounds compared to the
control group which lost an average of 2.66 pounds. Hypothesis 1 was not
accepted .
Hypothesis 2: Subjects viewing the videotape with the subl iminals will
show a greater loss in percentage body fat than those viewing the videotape
withou t subliminals.
The descriptive statistics shown in Table 2 indicated that the subjects
assigned to the weight loss videotape with subliminal s had a greater percentage of body fat initially, though they weighed less (Table 1) than subjects
assigned the weight loss videotape without the subliminals . After skinfold
measurements were taken at the end of the treatment, the change in percentage of
body fat was obtained by subtracting initial percentage body fat from perentage body fat after treatment. Table 2 indicated that the viewers of the
videotape with the subliminals lost an average of . 41 percent body fat
compared to the control group which lost an average of .53 percent body fat.
Hypothesis 2 was not accepted.
~

Hypothesis 3: Subjects viewing the videotape with subliminals will show
a better attitude toward eating healthier foods and exercisi ng than those
viewing the videotape wi thout subliminals .
The descriptive statis tics shown in Table 3 i ndi cated that the subjects
randomly assigned to the weight loss videotape with subliminals scored lower
initially on the FEAT pretest than those ass igned to the weight loss videotape without subliminals. After administering the FEAT posttest, the change of
attitude was obtained by subtracting pretest scores from posttest scores.
The data reported in Table 3 indicated that the viewers of the videotape with
the subliminals showed an improved attitude toward food ~nd exercise of
11.18 points compared to to viewers of the videotape without the subliminals
that showed an improved attitude toward food and exercise of 7. 37 points .
However, the di fference between the two groups was not statisti cally s ignificant, and hypothesis 3 was not accepted.
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Hypothesis 4: Subjects viewing the videotape with the subliminals Will
record fewer inci dents of high-calorie , low- nutritional food intake than th ·
0 se
viewing the videotape without subliminals.
The descripti ve statistics shown in Table 4 indicated that the subject
assigned to the weight loss videotape with subliminals reported an averag s
intake of 3. 15 servings of high- calorie, low- nutritional foods, during th;
24-hour period of April 30 - May 1, after treatment, compared to the control
group who repor ted an aver age of 2. 21 serv i ngs. Hypothesis 4 was not accepted.
Hypothesis 5: Subjects viewi ng the videotape with the subliminals will
be able to maintain the weight loss for a longer period of time than those
subjects viewing the videotape without subliminals.
The descriptive statistics shown in Table 5 i ndicated that a random
sample of eight subjects assigned to the weight loss videotape with subliminals reported a gain of .31 pounds 10 days after treatment (May 10, 1985)
compared to a loss of . 53 pounds from a random sample of nine subjects
assigned to the weight loss videotape without subliminals. The change in
weight was obtained by subtracting the weight after treatment on May 1, 1985
from wei ght on May 10, 1985. Hypothesis 5 was not accepted .
In order to attempt to determine why the hypotheses were not supported by
the data, in post hoc research, a Pearson correlation was utilized. This was
to determine if any _relationships existed between the variables (Table 6).
Statistically significant correlations were as follows:
.
1. Change in weight (difference in weight between initial weighing and
weighing after treatment ) was inversely correlated to change in attitude
(difference in attitude toward food and exercise between pretest and posttest).
Specifically, as weight change decreased, the change in· attitude was more
positive. This result was opposite of what was expected.
2. Change in weight (difference in wei ght between initial weighing
and weighing after treatment) was correlated to FIR (Food Intake Recall) .
As weight chang~ (loss) increased, the incidence of hi gh-calorie , lownutritional food intake increased. Th i s resu l t was opposite of what was
expected.
3. Age was correlated to change in body fat (difference i n percent body
fat between initial measurements and measurements taken after treatment), as
age i.ncreased, body fat percentage changed more .
The first· two relationships were unexpected and difficult to explain .
When a Pearson Correlation was performed on ly on the experiment al group
that viewed the videotape with the subliminals, the correlation between
change in weight and change i n attitude was not significant. Further examinati on is suggested. The third relationship of increase in age to increase
of body fat was not too surprising . The majority of older subjects i nvolved
in sedentary jobs did not have as much ava i lable time to exercise as the
college students. Also, older women tend to eat less rather than increase
exercise for weight control.
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After completion of treatments, subjects were given a questionnaire
to complete. Questions were concerned with the effectiveness of the Vid
t ape that was viewed. Results were recorded in Table 7. The questions
and a surrvnary of responses are recorded below:
as
1.

Do you believe you saw the tapes with the subliminals?

Ninety-three percent of subjects assigned to the videotape with subli
nals believed they viewed the tapes with the subliminals, compared to twen~ipercent of the subjects assigned to the videotape without subliminals.
Y
2.

Do you feeJ the tapes are effective?

Seventy-four percent of subjects assigned to the videotape with subliainat
felt the tapes were effective, compared to sixty-seven percent of the subjects 1
assigned to the videotape without subliminals. ·
3.

How did the tapes help?

Both groups reported the same top five responses; twenty-four percent in
each group said that the tapes made them more aware of the foods they ate.
Other responses indicated the tapes made them feel relaxed, helped them eat
less, and motivated them to exercise more and to drink more water.
4.

Would you like to continue watching the tapes?

Fifty-six percent of the subjects assigned to the videotape with sublimiq
respondend yes, compared to thirty-three percent of the subjects assigned to ...
videotape without subliminals.
5.

Would you consider buying the tape if you have a VCR?

Forty-two percent of the subjects assigned to the videotape with sublimi11&1
said they would buy it, compared to thirty percent of the subjects assigned tt
the videotape without subliminals.
6.

Other comments you might have about the experiment:

Both groups reported that the repeti tion of daily viewing became boring,
but the videotape would be good to view before eating. All other comments
are recorded in Table 7.
According to these responses, the viewers of both groups were generally
aware if they were or were not receiving the subliminal messages. However.
the viewers assigned to watch the videotape with subliminals were more favor·
able to the continuation of this type of weight loss. program. The majority
of both groups felt the videotapes were effective. When asked how the tapes
helped, the most popular response for both groups viewing the videotapes was
that it made them aware of what they ate. The importance of awareness was
stressed throughout the content of the videotape.
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The remainder of the responses from both groups were quite similar
The viewers of the videotape with subliminals received the subliminal m~
"CALW, although viewers of both groups said the tape relaxed them. Ano~~ge
subliminal message was "EAT LESS", yet both groups said the tape hel ped th r
eat less (ranked third). The subliminal message "YOU C~N DO IT" was flas em
visually, plus the audio message "YOU CAN LOSE WEIGHT NOW" was compressedhed
transmitted with music on the videotape with subliminals. There was one a~
difference, however. The comment that the tapes encouraged them was mentio d
more by the viewers of the videotape without subliminal s than by the viewene
of the videotape with subliminals . This might mean that the subliminal rs
messages were too similar to the p~eceptable content and were repetitious
of that content, so that possibly the subliminal messages were rendered ineffective.
One can only speculate as to why no statistically significant results
were produced. The repetition in the content of the videotape might have
rendered the subliminal messages ineffective. Each videotape contained the
same content of basic diet and exercise infonnation which stressed that the
viewer should eat less, exercise more, eat slower and relax. The subliminal
messages were precisely the same, and thus, were repetitious of the videotape's content, and this reduced thei r effectiveness . It is also possible
that subliminal persuasion and behavior change do not work .
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Recommendations for Further. Study:
There are four major recommendations for those who would replicate
or improve this study. One is to improve the FEAT pre- and posttest to
improve its reliability and ensure its validity. The second recommendation
is to start the study earlier in the school year to allow sufficient time
for reweighing, one, two, and three months after treatment.
·
The third recommendation would be to recruit participants who have
access to kitchen privileges. This would allow participants to more easily
advocated
apply what the videotapes
.
. .
The fourth recommendation is to conduct this same study with the same
tests and measures, but use an entirely different perceptabl e topic, such
as one dealing with relaxation. Have on group view the videotape without
subliminal messages and one group view the videotape with subliminal messages
of "EAT LESS", "EAT SLOW", "GET ACTIVE", and "YOU CAN DO IT". After obtaining
measures of the subjects' attitudes and behaviors toward food and exercise,
there would be a clearer understanding of the effectiveness of the subliminal
messages, regardless of the subject of the videotape,
Summary of Conclusions:
This study found that a commercially prepared videotape containi ng
written and aural subliminal messages was not more effective at producing
weight loss in viewers than was a videotape containing the same content but
without the subliminals.
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Please place an (X) under the column which applies best to each of the numb
statements •. All of the results will b: str i ctly co~fidential. Most of the~~ed
questions dlrectly relate to food, eat1ng and exercise . P.lease answer each
quest ion carefully. Thank you.
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1. I am aware of the cal orie content of foods I eat.
2 • I eat when I am not hungry .
3. I eat faster t han others .
4. I can lose weight when I try.
5. I follow a daily· scheduled program of exercise.
6. I am self-conscious about my weight.
7. I exercise because I enj oy it .
8. Even if I'm full, if something looks good I ' ll eat it.
9. I do not eat some foods because they make me fat.
10. Eating helps me relieve depression.
11. I drink several glasses of water daily.
12. When I feel rejected or lonely I eat.
13. If I am hungry I eat fast .
14. Exercise makes me feel calmer.
15. I count calories.
16. I consciously eat less than what I want .
17. I exercise at least three times a week.
18 . I am very conscious of what I eat .
19. When I get nervous · I eat.
20. I cut my food into small pieces .
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I) What color group were you in? - - - - - - -

>ds I eat.

2) oo you believe you saw the tapes. with the subliminals?

Why? - - - - - - - - - - ; . , , . . _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

:ercise.

3) Oo you feel the tapes are effective? - - - - - - 4) How did they help you? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _;...__ _ _ _ __

1d I '11 eat it.
:e me fat.

)) Would you like to continue watchinQ them?--------
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consider buying the tape if you had a VCR?

1) Other corrrnents you might have about the experiment:
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Educational Computing Inservice Design:
Implications from Teachers' Concerns
l :
~ arch

Re~earch

Abstract
This paper provides an overview of an ongoing research
effort studying teachers' concerns about educational
computing. Two studies are reported. The first study
identified teachers' concerns about educational computing
and monitored how these concerns changed during an
inservice activity. Concerns theory hypothesizes that the
concerns of innovation users are developmental, beginning
with self-oriented concerns, evolving through
implementation-oriented concerns, and progressing to
other-oriented concerns. The research findings were not
consistent with the hypothesis, suggesting that the nature
of the inservice and/or the characteristics of the
innovation (i.e., educational computing) may affect changes
in concern. The second study evolved out of the first and
examined teachers' concerns about educational computing by
focusing on specific educational uses of the technology
(e.g., CAI, word processing, interactive video). The
research findings indicated that different uses of computer
technology elicit different concerns about the technology.
The findings suggest that inservice designers dealing with
educational computing should recognize educational
computing as an •innovation bundle" and concentrate on
specific applications of the technology, rather than
addressing the technology whole-cloth.
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Educational Computing Inservice Design:
Implications from Teachers' Concerns Research
Before teachers can take full advantage of comput
technology, they must modify their instructional pract:
to accommodate the technology. Stevens (1980) stated th
two major factors affect implementation of educational ~t
computing: teachers' expertise with computers and
. · teachers' attitudes toward computers. Most inservice
attempts focus on increasing teachers' computer expertiae
while paying little attention to teachers' attitudes towtf4
the technology. Such an inservice emphasis is
understandable given: 1) the growing amount of informati°"
about educational computing; and, 2) the limited amount Of
information regarding teachers' attitudes toward
educational computing. Thus, a research base focusing 00
teachers' attitudional responses to computer technology
needs to be established. This paper reports on two studtta
of teachers' concerns about educational computing. The
paper reports the patterns of concerns teachers had about
educational computing, describes how these patterns chan9td
during an inservice effort, and examines the relationship
between teachers' attitudes .toward educational computing
and specific applications of computer technology.
Literature Review
Computer-related inservice design is in ·
the professional literature frequently fails to provide
either evidence of effectiveness or a theoretical framewo
to support· the design suggested. This is particularly
evident in the affective dimension of inservice design
where little attention has been given to the ~dult learne
in a change endeavor involving computer technology.
The awareness that inservice usually involves adult
learners is an important, although frequently ignored,
dimension of inservice design (Orlich, 1983). Knowles
(1970) described adult learners as human beings who draw
heavily upon past experiences, are more problem-centered
than content centered with immediacy of application a h19b
priority, and are highly self-directed. These learner
characteristics are manifested in inservice programs as
learner concerns.
Teachers, as adult learners, bring a variety of past
experiences to a learning situation. Podemski (1981)
observed that many teachers have had limited experience
with educational computing and have, instead, relied upo~,
and made a commitment to "non-computerized" materials an
teaching techniques. Teachers having limited experiences
with computing may reflect concerns related to simply
gaining awareness about educational computing •
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The problem-centered character i stic of the adult
iearner is expressed, in the area of educational computing,
as a strong concern for more effectively meeting the needs
of students (Stevens, 1982). Also, concerns regarding the
effect of educational computing on the day- to-day
management of the new technology may be mo r e s i gnificant to
some teachers than the acquisition of techni cal e xpertise
(Jarchow & Hunter, 1983). If an inservice program does not
address the concerns that are relevant to the teachers,
t hen some teachers, as adult learners, may redirect their
attention away from the inservice and pe r haps away from
educational computing.
Understanding- how adult learners respond to
innovations and how responses change as a result of
inservice efforts has been systemat i cally researched using
the Concerns-Based Adoption Model (CBAM) (Hall, Wallace &
Dossett, 1973). The CBAM suggests that inservice efforts
may be less than optimally successful because inservice
des i gners fail to consider where teachers are in the
process of acquiring new attitudes , understandings, and
skills relative to the given innovation (Loucks & Hall,
1977). The model suggests that when adult learners engage
in a new learning endeavor, - they pass .through predictable
stages of concern. These stages reflect a developmental
movement from a lack of awareness concerning an i nnovation
to a general seeking of informat i on, to personal,
management, and consequence concerns , and finally to
concerns regarding. collaboration and further innovation.
Brief definitions of the stages of concern are shown in the
Appendix.
While the CBAM is generally accepted in the inservice
design and change process literature, the model has
received limited use in designing or researching
educational computing inservice efforts . Bartel (1984) and
Wedman and Strathe (1984) used the stages of concern
.
framework to design faculty development programs, but did
not formally assess concerns. Wedman and Heller (1984)
described teachers' concerns before they entered an
inservice effort but did not investigate how these concerns
changed dur i ng an inservice effort. Thus, the purpose of
Study tl was to test the changes in concerns as
hypot hesized by the CBAM. Specifically, Study il assessed
teachers' concerns and described the effect of an inservice
effort on their concerns about educational computing .
Study t 2 evolved out of Study tl i n an effort to understand
better the unpredicted results of the earlier study.
Methods & Findi ngs: Study il
The participants in Study il were classroom teachers
who had voluntarily enrolled in a un i versity- offered
cou r se, "Microcomputers in Education , " for which they paid
their own t u ition. Sixty- f i ve were females (71%);
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twenty-six were males (29%). Forty-four taught element
grades (48%); seventeen taught middle/junior high graae!?Y
{19%); twenty-six taught high school (29%); four taught
grades K-12 {4%). The teachers varied in years of t~ach
experience (one to forty-four years) and amount of com i"t
experience (novice to computer science instructors). ~~~b'
pre and post data were collected from 91 of the 104
partic i pat i ng te~chers.
The course was offered at six different sites acres
central midwestern state during the fall of 1982 thru th! 1
Spring of 1984. Each offering was in response to request1
from administrators and teachers for computer-related
inservice. The course consisted of 30 hours of classroom
instruction and several out-of-class assignments. The
actual duration of the inservice course varied from two
weeks (five hours per day, three days per week) to eight
weeks (three and 3/4 hours per day, one day per week). The
course placed emphasis on . transferring course content to
the teachers' own practices. The same content was used h
each cou r se and included such topics as microcomputer
operation, elementary programing, software selection,
evaluation, and utilization, and simple authoring systems.
The Stages of Concern Questionnaire (Hall &
Rutherford, 1976) was used to measure teacher's attitudes
toward educational computing. The items on the
questionnaire represent the seven stages of concern; five
items comprise the scale for each stage. Estimates of
internal consistency (alpha coefficients) for stages ran~e
from .64 to .83. Hall and Rutherford (1976, pp. 12-20)
describe several studies which indicate the SoCQ is a valW
measure of the hypothesized concerns.
The SoCQ was administered to all teachers enrolled in
the six offerings of the course. The preassessment was
conducted during the first class meeting prior to any
discussion of the course or its content. The subjects we~
told that the results of the questionnaire would be used to
evaluate the effectiveness of the course.
The SoCQ was scored using the SoCQ Quick Scoring
.
Device (Hall & Rutherford, 197 6) • The Quick Scoring Device
converts raw scores to percentile scores for each stage of
concern. A higher percentile score is associated with
greater concern intensity. Pre and post data were then
prepared (compiled and averaged) for comparison of
teachers' concerns for each site and for the entire group.
For interpreting SoCQ results, Hall and Rutherford
(1975) suggest that " ••• due to the nature of the questions
being asked, identification of t rends and patterns in thef
data seems more valid than conducting a series of tests 0
statistical significance . " (p. 8) Following this
suggestion, each teacher's pre and post SoCQ p~rcentile
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scores were graphed thus forming "concerns profiles." The
compiled data for each site and the entire group were also
graphically represented.
Examination of the preassessment profiles revealed
that for most teachers entering the inservice course, lower
ievel, more self-oriented concerns, were typically most
intense (see Figure l}. These informational and personal
concerns reflected interest in the general characteristics
·· of the innovation and the relationship between one's role
and the demands of change. In addition, however, it was
observed that approximately 1/3 of the participants
displayed a "two-humped" profile with high intensity
concerns in both information and collaboration (See Figure
2). This profile was reflective primarily of those
individuals who had considerable computer experience prior
to the inservice effort.
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Analysis of the postassessment profiles (see Figu
revealed several unexpected patterns. While the work ~: 3)
Loucks and Hall (1977) has suggested a developmental
progression in concerns changes, intermediate concerns
{i . e., manage~ent) typically remain7d low7r . in intensrt
In addition, it was noted that the intensities of highey.
level concerns (consequence, collaboration, _and refocus~
increased al though lower level concerns, evident in the ng)
preassessment profiles, did not change markedly, somewhat
in contrast to the progression suggested by the CBAM model
It should also be noted that the postassessment profiles
resembled the "two humped" profile commonly found among tb
experienced individuals.
e
J

Figure 3.
Postassessment concerns p
entire group, Study U.
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Discussion:

Study tl

The preassessment profiles in Study tl suggest that
inservice providers must be cognizant of the heterogenity
of teachers' concerns about educational computing.
Inservice experiences for many individuals need to address
self-oriented concerns while experiences for other
individuals need to address both self-oriented and
other-oriented concerns.
The surprisingly low intensity of implementationor iented concerns at both the pre and postassessment points
raises several questions . The low intensity may be
suggestive of the nature of the inservice effort itself
which encouraged but did not require teachers to actuallY
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implement educational computing activities in their
classroom. Or, perhaps implementation-related concerns did
not become intense because the teachers were not given
sufficient time to fully implement the innovation and
manifest implementation-related problems and the associated
concerns. It may also be posited that, while teachers
became comfortable with the elementary aspects of
educational computing (e.g., system operation, use of drill
and practice software), they also became aware of more
.-advanced aspects of the technology (e.g . , word processing,
interfacing with other devices}. Thus, the postassessment
profiles may be actually depicting concerns about more than
one aspect of educational computing. This explanation is
consistent with the multi-faceted nature of educational
computing and served as the impetus for Study t2 which
examined how teachers' concerns vary when difterent aspects
of educational computing are considered. It was predicted
that, if teachers' concerns do vary, then more familiar
applications will be associated with more advanced stages
of concern.
Methods & Findings: Study 12
In Study t2, the SoCQ was used to assess teachers'
concerns about different aspects of educational computing.
Five elementary schools (E-1 ••• E-5), one middle school (M
S}, and one high school (HS} from a midwestern school
district volunteered to participate in the study. Teachers
at the schools completed one of four randomly selected
versions of the SoCQ, each version focusing on a different
application, specifically, computer assisted instruction
(CAI), computer managed instruction (CMI), interactive
video (IV}, and word processing (WP}. The teachers were
also asked to complete an open-ended concerns question for
the particular application. Table 1 lists the schools
involved in Study t2 and indicates the number of teachers
completing each version of the SoCQ. Concerns profiles
were constructed for individual teachers and groups of
teachers responding to the same application of educational
computing.
Table 1.

?St that
~ rogen1ty

I.

:o

address

d

t ionent points
be
i tself
3ctuallY

SoCQ Questionnaire Version by Schools

<------------

------------->

Schools
SoCQ I E-1 I E-2 I E-3 I E-4 I E-5 I M S I H S I Totals

=======!==================================================
CA I

I

4

I

4

I

5

I

5

I

3

I

8

I 12

I

41

-------1-------------------------------------------------CM I I 5 I 4 I 5 I 5 I 3 I 6 I 14 I
42
-------1-------------------------------------------------IV I 4 I 4 I 6 I 4 I 3 I 7 I 10 I
3a
-------1-------------------------------------------------WP I 6
I 4 I 6 I 6 I 2 I a I 16 I
46
-------1-----~-------------------------------------------Totals I 17 I 16 I 22 I 20 I 11 I 29 I 52 I 167
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Initial examination of the four sets of group Pro
(by application) revealed t~at when tea~hers ~onsider f
different aspects of educational computing, different
of concerns are NOT evident (see Figures 4a-d) • This
tinding appears to suggest that teachers' concerns abou
educational computing are essentially the same, regardlt
to the particular .application being considered. Close ~s
examination of the concerns data revealed, however, th~t
such is not the case.
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When the individual profiles are examined, · a different
picture becomes evident. By examining the individual
profiles, and noting which concern has the highest
intensity, a simple matrix of concerns by applications can
be created. (Note: In those cases where two concerns had
the same intensity, the open-ended data was used to help
classify the profile.) Such a matrix, shown in Table 2,
can be used to identify, for a given application, the
percentage of teachers having a particular concern as most
· intense. Three patterns are noteworthy. First, the
percentage of teachers having intense awareness concerns
was lower in CAI than in other applications. Second, the
percentages were more widely distributed in CAI than in
other applications.. Finally, a large majority of concerns
about interactive video were in the awareness stage.
Concerns x Application Matrix
Application
Stage of
Concern

I

CAI

CMI

I

IV

WP

Awareness

I

42%

60%

I

70%

59%

8%

2%

=======================================================

!

,
!.

-· .

---------

!

1

I

f I
---; --·- ·;--1
I concerns

------------------------------------------------------Information
!
35%
26%
23%
I
29%
------------------------------------------------------Pe.rsonal
12%
7%
15%
8%
!
Management

4%

I

Consequences

------------------------------------------------------Collaboration I
I
Refocusing
-------~------------------------------------------ - - ~ --

Note: Cell entries indicate, for a given application, the
percentage of teachers whose concerns were most intense for
a particular stage of concern.
'

~-·-··-.f
:
:

___. T_J
~

t

-·-··!--..·--·
ncerns

Discussion:

Study #2

The variation in teachers' concerns about different
educational computing applications was not evident in the
composite group profiles. Yet, when the concerns data was
considered on an individual basis, important differences
became evident. Teachers' concerns about educational
computing do vary, depending on which application is be i ng
considered.
This finding seems to support the notion that
educational computing is an "innovation bundle," that is, a
collection of several specific innovations each of which
elicit potentially different concerns. The finding is also
consistent with the results of Study fl in that the
two-humped profiles may have actually been representat i ons
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of concerns about more than one innovation. Study 12
suggests that inservice designers, evaluators, ana
researchers need to focus on specific aspects of
educational computing rather than on the - entire· inno~ a.t i

ea

Conclusion
This paper reported on two studie~ examining teac
concerns about educational computing. Collectively ~
studies suggest that educational computing is an in~ovJ
bundle rather than a single, unitary innovation. If
i
educational computing is an innovation bundle, then the
problem for inservice designers is, in part, one of
"unbundling" the innovat i on. Care should be taken,
however, to not mistake the end result of such an anal 1
as a blueprint for designing inservice. Some instructl~
design theories, for example, Reigeluth's (1979)
elaboration theory, suggest that instruction should be
organized in a general to specific structure. Educatio~l
computing content readily lends its elf to such a structurt
An inservice program designed to expose teachers to sev-erai
aspects of educational computing could serve as the
"epitome." Later inservice efforts would then concentra~
on more specific aspects 0£ educational computing. As t~
inservice begins to focus on more narrowly defined
applications, the inservice designers should then begin ~
collect and use concerns-related data as part of their
audience analysis.
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of computer 8

.. 16(1),

Definitions of Stages of Concern About the Innovation •
.eachers about
31-40.
!lopment in
lucation.

Stage

Title

Definition

0

Awareness

Unaware of or unconcerned about
the innovation.

1

Information

Concerned about the general
characteristics of the innovation.

2

Personal

Concerned about the relationship
between one's role and the demands
of the innovation.

3

Management

Concerned about the management and
organization of the innovation .

4

Consequences

Concerned about the impact of the
innovation on student outcomes .

5

Collaboration

Concerned about working with
others using the innovation.

6

Refocusing

Concerned about something better
than the innovation.
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2.
GroduHte Student Contri1Hn10ns to AECT

8nd to the

Future of Educotionol Technology
Poul W. Welliver
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Professionol Activities for Groduote Students end Others

Le~;
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,Jeinuer y 19 . 1986

It is 6 common and genere 11 y eccepted fee 1i ng emong meny greduete
students theit they eire necomers to e profession ond therefore they should
be seen ond not heord, sit obedient 1y ot the feet of e~< pert s to cetcr1 pearls
of wisdom, end generelly pley e subservient role within e prof essionol
ossocietion. This perception is just not true of AECT!
This is not to deny that there is e greet dee l to gei n f rorn "n1btii ng
elbows" \"'litt"1 the ~;cholers end leeders in the field by associating wit1·1
them ot AECT functions. These contocts should be opproocr1ed .. hov·tever,
with U1e assurance that, o~; greduete students in a rapidly evol vi ng field.
you hove o gretit dee 1 to contri tiute to th et growU1 ond change. I 1Ni 11 try to
outline o few of the woys in wr1i ch this con tie done.
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3. p
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trod
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v
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1. Introduce o fresh viewpoint end perspective.
, Vou must be O'Nore that you are growing up end meturi ng in the
computer generot ion. Meiny of the established 1eaders in our field c:ome out
of the lentern slide generation. These two groups t hink differently. Tt1is
is not to say that the e1de.r generot i cin r1asn't deve1oped some drnrnet i c:
i nnovot ions ond thoughtful insights. It. is, ~10 1ttever, to empho:::i ze thot you
ere ab 1e to pi ck up 'Nhere they 1ef t off end tipproect·1i n ~: tr-uc:t ion from o
si gni f i cent 1y dif f er-ent perspec:t i ve. ·
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A 1ot of \·vhat he~: tie en done in e.duc:at ion me de good sense at t rre ti me
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foundation, ti trndition ere ell necessay elements of a fleld. Eiut U-rey ci:in
not be ~·ermitted to dominate a field - particularly the one in 1Nhich 1Ne
'Nork. 'rou are in the best position to suggest al terneti ve~; to ~;orn e of
these trod it ions and r~qui re that o11 of us exemi ne the tresi c: prerni ses end
assumptions upon which we operate. Be prepared to f eil and be 1Nrong trut .
don't let thot inhibit you from •./enturing in new directions.
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As you che 11 enge tredit ion .. recognize !.r1e berni s eind ve 1ue of U-1ei1.
tredition. In ::;o doing_
. r1e.lp t1·1e. profe:::::;ion to achi eve em eppropr-iate
tic 1ence ti et vveen residue 1 el ernent::: of U-1e pe~:t, which continue to pro vi de
vfllue, end the exciting new dimensions of cutting-edge technololgies. The
concept of balence is important. Leeining too for in either direction ofte.n
couses e system to to pp 1e end f e11.

4. Provide vitality to the profession.
'You, \.Yith your youth end ne\'\' per::;pect i ve, are in e unique position to
add ei spark of vita 1ity to prof essi one l getheri ngs. Thi::; is not to imp 1y
that an essemtr l y of mature prof essi one l ~; is neces:::eri l !d dul 1. Indeed,
quite to the controry! But your seniors in trii s field ere both enriched eind
inhibited by the p1Jst. Vou, unshackled by much of what came before . cen
enrich vvi ~:dom 1Ni Hr openmi nded enttmsi asrn.

5. Get involved end

come ou t
y. niis

atic
)rrJfj
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3. Provide. o bolonce..

raduate

'.!'rot

._, • l..J I

Actuo 11 y this is not pri mori l y :::ornethi ng t.hot you cen do f or AECT ond
the profession. Rather. es you contritrute yo.u r time end energy it is, in the
long run, sornething thot U-1e profe%ion con do for you. It is difficult for
me to conceive of en i ndi '·Ii duel tiei n1i~ etrl e to meil(e :::i "'~ni f i cant proqre::::.:;
._
professioneill!J 1Nithout tr1is tqpe of involvement. The pernomll
rel ot i om; hips ond net \·".1 orks thot ore ocrri eved ore i nve 1ueitd e os your c:oreer
develops. I cen not even estimate Hie nurntrer of ti mes thet I heve needed
~

you

~:erve.

~
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information or assi;:tenc:e lfthen I hove be.en ebie to pick uri the telephone
rtnd
- r:~
. 11 ;;ornecnf' v·. ho i rr·~ e. t +. ~·:r::-1uc~;
... :fr!J
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more involved you are, the more people thet you rneet and the more you
de.ve 1op th et net work of support. It. is o very po~: it i ve '.lersi on of the Old
saying that it i;:n't \"lhot you knc1'N tiut '.-tho you know.
1

6. Develop o speciol networl< omong other graduate students.
A f eV"t yeors ago e mojor effort 'Nes initieted to develop e network of
groduote students. All greduote progroms 'Nere contocted . o student
representative \'\1 E1s identified at each one, ond e reguler newsletter was
circulated. Unfortunetely, it v•tt:J~: ei time when AECT 1Nfl~; et1sort1ed in e lot
of other prioritie~; end t.he effort 1Na·3 eit1eindoned after etiout ei year ! t_!-1111 ~
that the ti rne is novv ri gt·1t for suc:i-1 tin pro j ec:t and would cr1e 11 enge you to
i nit i ete a Qn>duote student neb'.'Orl<. I 'NCtul d tie gl ed to pro vi de some
background from the pest effort to. essi st in getting Hie idea underY.tey. In
fact, at one time it was even suggested thet such e group might seek
division stetus in AECT. Cine wag even proposed that it be known es the
Di vision of Graduerte Student;; or DOGS. He. f e1t. tr1et it 1Neit: en eppr-opneite
acronym in ligM of the life U1et he 'Nes leeding in graduate s:ct·1001!
~

~

~ITI

C' •

11 I LL.

AECT hes a tradition of planning ectivities which 'Nill tiring together
U1e e~<peri enced prof essi ona 1 e1ong 'Nith tJ1e younger newcomers to tr1e
field. Vou tire the ones wt·ro provide one of U1ose t\"tO irnportEJnt dimensions
to our profession. I invite end urge you to capitalize on this significent
prof essionEJl role.
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Emerging Trends in Educational Technology Research
Bill Winn
University of

Washington~

AECT Annual Convention
Las Vegas, January, 1986.
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The topic of this paper, or something very much like _
~~. ,
become a fixed feature of the program of AECT conventions.
Whether this means that the planners of each year's program do
not pay attention to what has been presented on previous
occasions, whether each attempt at addressing the question has
failed, or whether there is a g e nuine and sincere concern that
constantly ask each other what researchers in educational
technology should be doing, is not clear.
This year's examination of the issue attempts to answer to

argu.
1oci
!Y a

1eti

done
soc:
had

over-arching questions. The four questions are:
i. What is the nature of inquiry in Educational

Technology?

com
cou

ii. What do we need to find out?
iii. How do we go about it?
iv. What do we do with our findings?

di~

Less cryptically, these questions point to a need to examine: wh
we do research in our area and what the characteristics of that
research might be ; the types of research questions we should and

inc

should not be asking; what are the most appropriate methodologies no·
for finding answers to our research questions; and what are the
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characteristics of a report of research that make it "good" and
;earch

utlimately suitable for publication. Let me repeat, however, that
a number of wi_s er heads than mine have tackled these ·questions
~efore

and have come to conclusions that are generally in

agreement with those that ·I shall present. The reader might wish
to consult these sources. (Torkelson, 1977; Salomon, 1978, 1979;

Wilkinson, 1980; Clark, 1983; Gerlach, 1984; Heinich, 1984; and
many others) •

h like it, ha

ntions.
program do
vious
uestion has
:mcern that w
t ional

The Nature of Inauiry in Educational Technology.
In a recent address, Lee Shulman (1985) observed that
arguments about the modes of inquiry that are common in the
social sciences are almost totally absent in the "hard" sciences .

By and large, physicists, chemists, astronomers and the like take
methodology for

granted~

They agree about how research should be

done. There are two reasons for this. The first is that the
social sciences are younger than the natural sciences and have

t o answer fou:

had less time to arrive at a consensus over methodology. The

second is that the factors that social scientists study are more
complex and less clear cut than those studied by their
counterparts in the "hard" sciences.
Shulman's observation would be reason enough for beginning
this paper with a look at the nature of inquiry in our
discipline. But the matter does not end there. If one looks
examine: wh1,
ics OJ...: ...1. ha~"
e should and

nethodologieS
hat

carefully at the literature, one is left with the impression
that, with some notable exceptions, the matter of the nature of

inquiry in our field has never been addressed adequately. We do
not have a clearly-defined "philosophy of science" to guide us.

are the
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The exceptions will be familiar to most of you. They include

1

of the central ideas set down by Heinich (1970, 1984) about the
nature of Educational Technology, the discus?ion of the role

or

prescriptive theory by Reigeluth (1983) and by Clark (198 3 ).
issue is also addressed less directly by Jonassen (1984) in his
philosophical analysis of mediation, Brody (1982), who descr•

dO· l

a "functionalist" agenda for research on pictures, and Streibel
(1985,

& in press) in his critical analysis of educational

area,
meth

computing. Notice that I have not listed any of the numerous

tech:

papers at previous conferences dealing with naturalistic rese

!rom
methods. This does not mean that these papers have no value. Tb tech:

certainly do. But they do not delve deeply enough to define tht

some

nature of inquiry in our field.

The

The purpose of inquiry in any discipline is simply to find

one

things out. We find things out for a number of reasons, not 1

thee

among which is that we are by nature curious. This, of course,

to s

a terrible truism, which is why we tend not to dwell upon the

buil

point when we initiate people into research. But the

desc

satisfaction .of curiosity is supremely rewarding, and from this

of :i

satisfaction comes the enjoyment one gets from doing research.

scie

is sad that so many graduate students feel that doing research i
drudgery, or worse, and that, largely because of this, they do

satj ..

, more once they have their dissertation out of the way. (Maybe,

prac

Clark (1978) implied, this is also the attitude of their

the

supervisors, in which case they are at a double disadvantage).

tha1

But the fact remains that research is very satisfying, whetheri Pro
leads to a significant contribution or not. Put another waY1

Edu1

there is nothing wrong with doing research for its own sake·
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4

rrequently our obsession with coming up with "significant" or

about the

: the role o.~
::-k (1983). Tbt

( 1984 ) in his

upractical" results makes us devalue the work that we really
enjoy, and turns us away from ·.doing more.
The curiosity that inquiry satisfies is curiosity about why
things are the way they are, and why they behave the way they

who describes do. Research therefore becomes a quest for explanations. In our
and Streibel

area, this might involve explanations of why one instructional

:ational

method succeeds where another does not, why some delivery

: numerous

technologies are thought of as more reliable or easier to learn

.istic resear

from than others, why administrators will spend money on some

no value. The technologies and not others, why smart students learn better from
:o def i' ne the

some instructional methods than less able students, and so on.
The explanations that researchers find for such phenomena will,

.mply to find

one hopes, fit together in non-contradictory ways into a body of

;ons' not leas theory which, in turn, will d irect us towards what explanations
· of course, 1 to seek after next. This is the familiar cycle of research
.1 upon the

building theory from which research hypotheses are derived, and i s

.e

described in any research methods text. The result of this type

nd from this

of inquiry is descriotive theory that is typical of the natural

g research. I sciences (Simon,
:ig research i

A

198 l) .

number of scholars in our field find even greater

i s, they don satisfaction when the explanations they find are applicable to
be at
.
a y. (May 1
Practical problems. In these cases, the purpose of research is
:heir

~e generation of prescriotive theory.

a dvantage)·

~at guides the decisions that instructional designers make, a

.g, whether
.h er way,

i~

It is this type of theory

Process that is the pivot around which the whole field of
Educational Technology turns. As Reigeluth (1983) has stated,

1wn sake.
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prescriptive instructional theory consists of an integratea
of principles that state which methods to use given certain
outcomes to attain and condi tions under whi ch instruction is -to ,xperi
occur. Simply put, these principles take the form: "If x and y
then do z". For example, if you want

stu~ents

,omehc

to be able to

r,esear

solve word problems involving fractions (outcome) , and if the

appliC

students know how to perfo:rln the four basic arithmetic

unnece

on fractions · and have high fluid ability (conditions),

rigor
prescriptive theory might point to using an inductive method wi types

lots of feedback. A number of scholars in our field have drawn

}.

together bodies of prescriptive theory from research that are of this c:
value to instructional designers. These include all of the
..

.

.

prescl

.

authors in Reigeluth's (1983) volume, the work of Fleming and

shoulc

Levie (1978), and the prescriptions for designing concept les-s

~rofe!

offered by Merrill and Tennyson (1977).

Nunan,

Inquiry in our field, then, serves three purposes: it
satisfies our curiosity about the way thi ngs are; it leads to

here.
th

(Schol

di scovery of explanations about what happens when people - learn,

Decis

interact with technologies, and so on; and it allows the

"plau:

development of prescriptive theory that can inform decision-

earef

making. It does, however, have one other important

presc

characteristic, which Shulman (1981) described as having method
or orderliness. Regardless of which particular research paradigm
you subscribe to -- experimental, historical,
ethnomethodological, phenomenological, evaluation -- all in~i~ ~ E~
that is worth anything is rigorous . What this means varies :rolll

this

paradigm to paradigm. However, scholars of every k ind should

('l'ork

able to point to examples rigorous of i nqu i ry within their

806
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6

specializations. It is terribly wrong to think of one paradigm as

l certain

Deing necessarily better, than another. But, as we all know, some

:uction is to

eXPerimental researchers look down upon naturalistic inquiry as

"If x and y
able to

!

somehow less rigorous and inferior, while some naturalistic
researchers ·scorn experimental research for lacking

and if the

applicability. such divisive squabbles are counterproductive and

itic operation unnecessary. It is far better to accept different standards of
lS) /

rigor (see, for example, Guba, 1981) and acknowledge that all

'"e method With types of good research make a contribution to our field.
have drawn

At the risk of belaboring the point, I would like to take

.h that are of this argument one step further. Increasingly, we read that
of the

prescriptive theory and design are unnecessary, and that we'

l eming and

should rely upon

oncept

professionals "in the field" to make instructional decisions (see

~he

expertise of teachers and other

Nunan, 1983). However, the same standards of rigor must apply
s es: it
: leads to

here. The ability of expert professionals to "reflect in action"
the

{Schon, 1983) must not be thought of as a pretext for sloppiness.

e ople . learn,

Decisions based upon experience, intuition,. hunches and

> the

"plausible reasoning" (Hunt, 1982) need to be just as sound and

iecision-

carefully deliberated as decisions based upon a more forma l
prescriptive theory.

v ing method
r ch paradigm

What do we need to find out?
~~

~

~

~~

~

~~

~~

A number of scholars have reviewed the progress of research
all inqui:Y
raries :rom
l

should be

in Educational Technol ogy over the years, and have been abl e, fro m
this historical perspective, to point to the gaps i n what we know
('!'orkelson, 1977; Clark, 1983: Gerlach, 1984). This approach has

t heir
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also led to the conclusion that we have not been
asking the,..
.
~

research questions, that we have not been trying to
it is really important to know.
The development of research in our area is generally

a stu

acknowledged to have followed the following stages:
l. Media comparison studies, in which the effectiveness

ot

one medium is compared to that of another medium or to

app re

imp OJ

"traditional" classroom instruction. Clark (1983), among
has demonstrated convincingly that this research is

1983 ,

waste of time because there is nothing intrinsic in the media

part
which instruction is delivered that can possibly affect how and diff

what people learn.
2. Media attribute studies. Here, researchers attempted to
identify specific attributes of the different media which
them unique and which might account for differences in

this
tect

ma~

outc~m•

when different media were used to teach. Again, there are

bad

conceptual and methodological difficulties with studies of this in
kind which preclude their contributing much of value to theory. and
3. Aptitude-Treatment Interaction research. Snow and Salot pee
(1968) pointed out a long time ago that differences in student

we

apti tude and ability would "mask out" main effects in media

co1

research, and that they should be included as factors in rese

te 1

designs in our field. A great many studies have now been

or

conducted using the ATI paradigm, often claiming to find

"I

interactions, although, again, there are many methodological

le

problems that make the majority of these studi es suspect

?E

( Cronbach and Snow, 1977) .

ii

4.

~earning

strategies research. While not within the

808
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"mainstream" of educational technology research, a great deal of
find ou..'-lit

~ork

is now being conducted on the strategies students use to

iearn (Brown, 1981; Brown, Campione and Day, 1981). Just because

erally

a student has ability in a particular cognitive skill does not

;ean that the ability will be used to learn when it is

:tiveness of appropriate to do so. The use of strategies by students is an
to

important area for researchers in our field to address.

tmong others
a

complete

the media

5. Research on students' attributions. Salomon (1981,

1982,

1983, 1984) and Clark (1983) both state that the importance of a

particular instructional technology derives from the value and

:ect how and difficulty attributed to learning from it by students. Again,

this research is not yet thought of as "mainstream" educational
ttempted to technology research. However, it points towards an important
which

made

i n outcomes

future development.
This evolution of research illustrates both the good and the

e are

bad, the productive and the less productive, in what we have done

.i es of this

in the past. Generally, the more recent research is more valid

to theory.

and describes things more accurately, (although there are still

and Salo

people doing media comparison studies, in spite of the fact that

1

Ln student

we know they are a waste of time). Also, this t ype of research i s

media

conclusion oriented, and represents only part of what educationa l

in

technologists do. We have a considerable tradition of decision

i

oriented research, which is conducted under the rubric of
ind

"Instructional Development". From our past research, we have

l ogical

learned some useful things about how student characteristics are

ect

related to different instructional methods, though this
information is too fragmented to qualify as an instructional

1

the

809
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are beginning to discover the relationships

a~

task, student characteristics, methods and strategies that
students actually use. We have a c learer, though by no lnea.
complete picture of the cognitive processes that underlie
learning associated with memory, attention, recall,

image~

problem solving, and so on. On the other hand, for all our
efforts, we have no theory that relates media or technologi
learning (nor, some might say, is such a theory potentially
interesting nor even possible). We have very poor procedure
making instructional decisions based upon the most recent
cognitive research. All of the design models I can
built upon behavioral premises .and principles. such prescri
theory as we have is so incomplete as to appear incoherent a
times, and is made up of instructional principles that migh
"local" validity, but which, by and large, are not .particul
robust or generalizable.
From this, it is possible to identify some things
be finding out. Whether these will develop into future
remain pious hopes remains to be seen. We shall
general research areas, and then at several more specific

t

of question.
Prescriptive Instructional Theorv.
We must continue to conduct conclusion-oriented
uncover prescriptive instructional principles which will fit
together in a coherent and stable theory. In spite of a great
clamor to the contrary (Phillips, 198 3 ; Eisner, 1984), there

15

still a need in education for both principles derived from
experimental research and heuristics derived through gualitati"'

810
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1ships among
agies that
by no means
underlie
ll, imagery,
>r all our
technologies ~

1otentially

~odes

10

of inquiry (see Howe, 1985). Indeed, there is increasing

evidence from Philosophy (Schon, 1983), Cognitive Science (Hunt,
19 s2) and Artif ical Intelligence (Feigenbaum, 1985) that both

experimentally verifiable factual knowledge and intuitive tacit
icnowledge are necessary for the development of the levels of
expertise required for the successful execution of higher
cognitive processes. An "expert" ·uses experience and intuition to

fill in what theoretical principles do not deal with. Likewise,

· procedures ~...
•·• an expert system relies on a knowledge base, derived from public
t recent
)Cnowledge, and a set of heuristics, derived from human experts,
n think of are
in order to function.
ch prescriptive
Our research must therefore attempt to discover, verify and
lCoherent at
establish as complete a prescriptive theory of instruction as
that might ha
possible, on the understanding that its inevitable incompleteness
: .particularly
can be made up for by capturing the heuristic knowledge of
experts. This research requires that we continue to seek
tings we should
.t ure trends or
ok first at tv
;>ecif ic types

knowledge about the factors that are necessary, not merely
sufficient, to bring learning about (Clark, 1983). In practical
terms, this requires the study of basic cognitive processes,
human abilities, learning strategi es, and attributions of
learners' successes and failures to the various methods and
technologies we employ when we teach. These factors are highly

!d research to

will fit
:> f
4 ),
~a

a great
there is
from

interdependent, and deserve study in contexts where that
interdependence is not destroyed, and even becomes the object of

the study itself.
~cision

oriented Research .

Heinich (1984) has made the point that the most i mportant

. qualitative
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type of research for educational technologists to conduct is

educatic

which leads to solutions to practical problems within contexts

system

~

which the complexity of the "real world" has not been "controii "systema
for" as it is in experimental research. The emphasis is on the

resultec

application of knowledge to solve problems, and loudly echos th

if follc

definition of "Technology" upon which our field is built

a unit c

(Galbraith, 1969).

"front-e

There are, I believe, three aspects to this kind of resear being g;
that need to be considered. The first of these is the developme· selectec
and validation of procedures for conducting decision-oriented

clarifii

research. The procedures that we have to do this -- our

provide

instructional development and design procedures or "models"

organisJ

have by and large been developed intuitively. As Gerlach (1984)

selecte1

has pointed- out, with rare exceptions, they have not been

student:

submitted to the kinds of empirical testing that we require of

learnin1

the postulates of theory. Gerlach would have us study the

terribl:

behavior of educational technolgists themselves, requiring that

the way

design models become independent variables in research studies.

educati

In this way, we would be able to ascertain whether, and which,

Theory,

design procedures result, ultimately, in superior student

complex

performance. We have not yet answered the research question:

doe the

com

following a design or development model l ead to superior

on self

instruction?

instruc

Second, we need to develop ways of studying complex systems open sy
without having to dismember them. Precisely what needs to be

Fi

done in this regard is less clear. However, the concepts and

studies

methodologies of General system Theory (Bertalanffy , 1968) would get a I=
serve as a good place to start. By and large, I believe that

812
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ll

duct is tha educational technologists have completely missed the point of
contexts . system Theory, and have confused being "systemic" with being
"controu

11systematic11 (Davies, 1981). The so-called "system approach" has

is on the

~esulted in little more than "models" of linear procedures which,

Y echos

if followed, lead from the statement of a goal to the creation of

t~e

ilt

a unit of instruction. The emphasis is heavily biased towards
"front-end" analysis and field testing, with little guidance

of researc being given at the decision-making stage where methods are
developmen selected to match the conditions and outcomes that the analysis has
~riented

clarified. The real purpose of System Theory, however, was to

~r

provide ways of managing great complexity, originally in living

odels"

organisms. The decisions through which instructional methods are

ach (1984)

selected require that we deal with such great complexity.

Jeen

Students are very complex, and the multivariate nature of

=quire of

learning and instruction simply cannot be dealt with by our

the

terribly naive "system approach". What we need to find out is how

.ring that

the ways for dealing with complexity, suggested by those few

1

studies.

educational technologists who have really understood System

d which,

Theory, can be applied in practice to the making sound, though

ent

complex, instructional decisions. The work of Heinich (1970) on

stion: doel the complexities of the management of instruction, of Pask (1984)
on self-organization in complex systems involving students and
instructors, and of Winn (1975) and Beckwith (1984) on
ix systems open system models of learners, is instructive in t his regard.
to be
s and
68)

Finally, we need to treat ID projects very seriously as case
studies. Obviously, the primary purpose of· an ID project i s to

would 9et a problem solved as efficiently and effectively as possible.

tha":
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However, we lose a great deal of valuable information every ti

....Jle

that those in charge of a project fail to describe it in the

19Sli Bl
60Illethi:

literature. I have argued elsewhere (Winn, 1981) that ID is a

1nd

valid and valuable form of research. By the standards that are

educati1

applied to experimental research; ID falls short when it

of who :

comes to generalizability of findings. Because ID projects set

example

out to solve local one-shot problems, and because few variables

instruc

hOW

if any are controlled, one might argue that the experiences woui expert:
be so specific to that one case that they could not possibly be

the met

of interest to other developers. But it is a question of whether the stu
the mug is half empty or half full. Looking at it the other way

method

around, there are certain common elements in every ID project.:

argue t

there is a "client", a need, a goal, a set of objectives, a

decided

solution, try-out and implementation. How each of these is

hand,

handled differently under different circumstances is ve-::-y

than de

instructive, especially when one considers that the developer

learne1

seeking "methods" which might help in a particular prcj ect will

intermE

certainly be intelligent enough to adapt the suggestions - of a

learniz

fellow developer to fit his own needs more precisely. The case
seems to be the best way to accomplish this, and educational
technologists should be encouraged to use it.

S~But

j

in
Wl

researc

The following specific research needs and questions are not contro:
presented in any particular order. They encompass both

carrie<

conclus ion- and decision-oriented research.

1985; '.

Metacognition.

of com·

There is increasing evidence that students are capable of
monitoring their own cognitive performances and of making
deliberate changes in the strategies they use to learn (Brown,

814
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n every ~illle 19 s1; Brown, Campione and Day,
t

in the

14

1981) . This is generally seen as

something to be desired, for it allows students control over wha~

t ID is a

and how they learn. There is, however, a catch-22 as far as

; that are

educational technologists are concerned. It involves the question

~ it

of who knows best, the designer-instructor or the student? For

)jects set

example, if an instructional designer chooses a particular

" variables

instructional method on the basis of prescriptive theory,

~iences wou1 expertise, or what has worked in the past, then it is assumed that

'ossibly be
t

the method is indeed the best, given the circumstances. Now, if

of whether the student monitors his performance and decides that another

' other way

method would be better, who is right? on the one hand one might

) project:

argue that if students "interfere" with what an "expert" has

.ves, a

decided is best, then design is a _ waste of time. On the other

!Se is

hand, if students do indeed know more about what is good for them

very

than designers can possibly know on the basis of their meagre

eveloper

learner analysis, then design helps students take the

oject will

intermediate step between complete novicehood and mastery of

~ns . of

learning strategies. In either case, design becomes unnecessary.

a

·.

The case S~ But in the latter instance, the reasons for this are positive.
3.tional

What comes out of this conundrum is the apparent need fo r
research into the relationships among prescription and learner

ms are not control of instructional methods. Some work has already been
carried out on this problem (Carrier, Williams and Davidson,
1985; Tennyson, Christensen, Walsh and Hajovy, 1985) in the study

of computer-assisted learning. However, we need to find out
Whether the prescription of methods by designers or instructors
i ng

is antithetical to or facilitative of metacognitive skill in

(Brown,

8.t 5
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students. In this way it should be possible to identify at What from <
point a student should be allowed to make metaccgni. tive decisic. eff id
rather than abide by prescribed ones.

it is

Percentions of Media and Technologies .
The work of Salomon (1981, 1982, 1983, 1984) on attributie self-:
of qualities to media by students has opened up a new area t!lat
educational technologists should study. The suggestion is that

vario'

the effects and effectiveness of different media and delivery

techn

technologies are determined mostly by how the students perceive presc
them. This includes whether the medium is considered to be "eas study
or "hard", whether the student thinks it is worthwhile pu't~ing

iedia

any effort into it, and so on. ·In addition to Salomon's work,

teach

Krendl has studied the effect of "set" (Krendl and Watkins,

in wt.

and "preconceptions" (Krendl,

the c

1985) on television viewing.

Salomon (1985) has turned his attention towards similar questio part
involving computers. These studies serve as models for others to the 1:
follow.

cond·

Technoloaical Constraints.

and c

While it has been established (Clark, 1983) that it is
instructional methods that have an influence on learning rather
than media or delivery systems, the efficiency with which method
can be used is frequently constrained by the technologies

l969

available for the delivery of instruction. Thus, while Clark has deci
!.

.

-

claimed that a teacher can use any method that a technological

the

medium can, it might not be very efficient for the teacher to do Opti
so (see Petkovitch and Tennyson, 1985) . For example, it is
theoretically possible for a teacher to have 54000 overhead
transparencies on file in a classroom, which the teacher selecU

d
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15

i fy at ~hat

from as needed. However, to do this is

impr~cticall and far less

;ive dee•... sie:.

efficient than using a videodisk for the same purpose. Likewise,
it is far less practical to have students commute hundreds of

iiles to class each week than to have them study pre- packaged
attributio

self-instructional materials in their homes.

w area that
on is that
delivery
ts perceive

we therefore need to find out about the efficiency of
various combinations of instructional- methods and delivery
technologies in order to add a practi cal dimens i on to
prescriptive theory concerning instructional methods. A recent

l to be "easy study by Wager (1986) appears,
put~ing

le

1 edia

at first glance, to be yet another

comparison study. In it he compares CAI and television for

1n 1s work,

teaching ar111y teletype operators. However, he was not interested

atkins,

in whether one technology. taught the soldiers more or better than

1983~

ewing.

the other. His concern was in cost effectiveness, and a large-

l ar question part of his data consists of detailed costing out of teaching via
others to the two technologies. This is a very useful type of study to

~r

conduct, and we need to do more of them with a variety of methods
and delivery systems.
it is
ti ng

Optimization Methods.
The roots of instructional design, some claim

ra~her

~Glaser,

h ich methods 1976), lie in Simon's book The Sciences of the Artific i a l (S i mon,
gies

1969).

Here, Simon describes design as a process whereby

a Clark has decisions are optimized on the basis of the demands of a task and

1ol ogical

the constraints that are imposed upon its performance.

1chertod 0 Optimi zation procedures, such as statistical decis i on theory ,
t

is

r head

~ork

very well in some sciences, lik e engineering and maybe

~edicine .

However, as Glaser has menti oned (1976), they onl y work

e r selects
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in Education in "trivial" instances. This is because, as we

saw

above, education is concerned with complex, multivariate
processes that we do not yet fully . understand, let alone

cont~o

..

~as

te

However, this does not mean that more precise procedures for
instructionq.l decision-making should not be sought a.fter. The

instn

speed and capacity of today's computers makes it possible to
handl e those very complex multivariate situations that

const:i

instructional decision-making is involved with. Some work has
begun on this problem, again in CAI research. Tennyson and his
coll eagues (Johansen and Tennyson, 1983) have developed the

in se:
res ea:
funct

Minnesota Adaptive Instructional System (MAIS) which has some of basis
the attributes of a complex instructional decision-maker. The
algorithms involve, among other things, the calculation of of
probabilities using Bayesian statistics. We need other

prede
strat
algor

mathematical models of this type to help us optimize

1ucce

instructional decision-making.

We nE

"Expert" Des i gn Systems.

are,

Everyone is talking about "expert systems". These are

modi:

knowledge of experts, expressed as decision rules through the

-

agency of "knowledge engineers" . We need to find out whethe!' it

Brow

is feasible and practical to capture the expertise of

ways

instructional designers in this way and create e xpert systems

lang

that do instructional design.

lang

computer programs in which has been captured the intuitive

tac~

. al•
This would be relatively easy to do. But the next logic

Presf

the

step is less simple. If we can create expert instructional desif.l lngl
systems, it should be possible to create CAI systems that aesi.g!'I
themselves as they interact with students. In other words, the

8.18
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as we saw

18

prescriptive principles embodied in an instructional theory would

~iat.e

j:)e "invented" by the system as it "got to know" each student it

:ilone contl"ol
·
In e ff ec t , a separa t e th eory o f 1ns~ruc-1on
· ..
+ ·
~as t each ing.
wou ld
lures for
develop for each student, offering the ultimate in adaptive
ifter. The

instruction.

;sible to

Significant steps have already been taken towards

lat

constructing these self-designing systems. They are to be found

work has

~

in self-improving intelligent tutoring systems, developed by such

;on and his

researchers as Kimball (1982) and O'Shea (1982). These systems
function by changing instructional strategies, either on the

1

has some

c: basis of how well the student is doing or arbitrarily at

naker. The

predetermined intervals, and seeing whether or not the change in

:ion of of

strategy improves or degrades the student's performance. The
algorithm is, once again, based upon probability. Based upon the
success of the strategy, it. is either retained or changed again.

;

~e

need to find out how effective such self-improving systems

are, and to develop more sophisticated a lgorithms for the
.se

are

modification and retention of instructional strategies.

uitive tacit Presentation Formats.
r ough the
whether i':
E

With the advent of intelligent tutoring systems (Sleeman and
Brown, 1982) comes the need for developing a whole variety o!
ways of displaying information to students. To date, the natural

sysi:ems

languages that have been used in intelligent CAI have been verbal
langauges, like English, French and Russian. However, research on

:t logical

.ional desiqll
that desi911

~e effectiveness of graphics (Winn,

1986), pictures (Levin,

and Carney, 1986) and videotex (Winn, Ellis, Platter,
and Potter, 1985) in instruction has firmly established

ords, t:ie

8.19
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that other ways of presenting information are .now as feasiblet
use as text, and are often more effective. The problem is .h t
""'a

order to get information from a knowledge base in a computer

t

it constructed from decision rules, a network of propositions

0

one of many logics, into a form that the student can comprel:lenJi
requires routines that themselves follow particular sets of

with
methe

rules. In the case of verbal language, these rules are the

argm1

language's syntax. There is no syntax for the non-textual
representation of knowledge. A number of scholars have attempt
to describe grammars of pictures and graphics (Doblin, 1980;
Szlichc.inski, 1980). However, we simply do not know enough
how pictures and graphics convey meaning to enable us to

a~o

writ~

decision rules for CAI with the same power and precision as th• . eel:
rules we have when screen presentations are . text~al. There is a propc
tremendous amount of research to do in this area before we can

el as:

begin to exploit these forms of representation to their fulle&t. in o·
There are, of course, other things we need to find out. But 0ur
any report of "future trends" must limit itself to the most lilt Qiff
to be

man~geable.

I believe that the items just mentioned are

pretty "sure bets" for the future of research in our field.

e~e

metr

Methodology
A section on methodology is expected in a paper such as
this. However, given the plethora of papers and articles on tihe

that
~o¥

expe

methodology of educational research that have appeared recently., sug~
what I have to say on the matter will probably be redundant. I

con1

will therefore be brief.

~ha

First we must remind ourselves that, whatever method we us•

820
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s feasiblet 0 to conduct our research, we must apply it with discipline and
~ em is that ~ rigor. The arguments in support of this contention were made

computer, be earlier, besides which they should be obvious.
~positions or

second, let us not forget that our discipline is concerned

· comprehend with both conclusion- and decision-oriented research. The
sets Of

methodologies for each differ, as we all know. Again, recall the

~re the

arguments made above that instructional development is a form of

extual

research, and that the data instructional developers gather

3.Ve attempte should be reported.
in, 1980;

As far as the current debate about qualitative versus

enough abou.. quantitative methods is concerned (Phillips, 1983; Eisner, 1983;
us to write

smith, 1983; Miles and Huberman, 1984), I am bothered by the

ision as the feeling I get that proponents of each class of method are
· There is a proposing alternatives to rather than ~~ents to the other
f ore we can

elass of method. Given the eclectic nature of research questions

:ieir fullest. in our discipline (and in Education generally), we must have at
f ind out. But our displosal a whole battery of methods to deal with the
:he most lik~j different types of things we need to find out.
:ioned are
· field.

There are a number of ways in which
experimental/quantitative and naturalistic/qualitative
methodologies can complement each other. Howe (1985 ) has stated
that "quantification extends, refines and crosschecks qual i tative

such as
::les on

knowledge" (p. 10). on the other hand, it is now common for
i::he

=-_ d recentlY,

lu ndant. !

experimental researchers to do what Bronfenbrenner (1976)
suggested ten years ago to improve the ecological validity of
controlled experiments: talk to the subjects afterwards about
ilhat they learned, how they did it, what they thought of the

821
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experiment, and so on. So we should try to use quantif icatio.n

bY obse:

I

where appropriate, to sharpen our interpretation of qualitative

printou

data, and to use what we might call "post-experimental

lllonths.

debriefing" of subjects in controlled experiments to find out
more about the subjects and how they learned.
The work of Winn and Everett (1979) and Mcisaac, Mosley and
story (1984) illustrates one way to do the former. In these

compute
And thE

studi es, factor analysis and multidimensional scaling were

obtaine

applied to subjective ratings of pictures in order to make them

II

more interpretable. This type of study is, of course,

method1

"reactionary" in the sense that it still purports to enjoy a

trends

measure of experimental control·. However, it is not a big step

non-eXJ

from there to what Howe suggested -- the application of relevant our ar1
quantitative techniques to data gathered through

observa~ion.

of met

To date, I have observed that educational technology

:any o

researchers have spent far more time telling us why we should be quanti
using naturalistic methods than they have doing naturalistic

need t

studies. Maybe this i s because we are still a little b it · afraid

resear

that these studies are less likely to be published. Or maybe it

techni

betrays our "behavioral" roots and the accompanying belief that

vork t

all of the behavior that is of interest is a menabl e to

data.

quantification. Be that as it may, there is certainly not the
activity in educational technology research as there is in
research in teaching and l earning in c lassrooms, for exampl e.
However, I believe that naturalistic inquiry h as just as
important a role to play in Educational Technology research as
does in other areas . A study by Eastman (in press) serves as a
model of the kind of work I have in mind. Eastman gathere d da-a
'"

822
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PY observing students working with comouters and computer

I

~ ..
·
. .·al
. .-.1..at:ve

printouts in a language arts class over a period o: several

1

lllonths. Her application of the techniques of naturalistic inquiry

find out

(see Guba, 1981) to safeguard the validity of the results is
I

exemplary. Her results shed much light on how students think of
!osley and

computers, and how this affects the ways in which they use them.

these

And

were

obtai ned in an experimental study.

::nake them

the type of information she reports coul d not hav e been

In sum, then, I believe that the future trends in
methodology in Educational Technology will gen eral ly fol l ow t h e

enjoy a

trends in Education as a whole. That is to say, we shall see more

big step

non-experimental studies being conducted. However, I feel that

of relevant our area is probably more reactionary in switching to this type
~at i on .

Qf methodology than other areas in Education because we more t h an

l ogy

many other scholars have our roots in the observabl e,

e should be

quantifiable phenomena so popular with behaviorists. However, we

~ listic

need to develop ways of bringing natural i stic meth ods to bear on

) i~ · afraid

research quest i ons of i nterest to us, and .especi a l l y to dev e l op

· maybe i t

techniques i n wh ich qualitati ve and quantitative methodologi es

!l ief that

work together rat her than against each other i n t he gath ering o:

not the

s in
x:a mple.

just as
~ arch

as

·es as a
r ed da<ca
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journal ,
Publication of Results.

Th

once aga in , so much has been said about how to get research recapit·
published that I will be brief to avoid redundancy. There are,

0

course, a few, obvious, general rules. Following these by no
means guarantees publication. But failing to follow them does
guarantee that the paper will not be published.

sure th
interes

sound s
questic

First, make sure that you follow the style manual specified

As

in the journal's "Guidelines for authors". Even established

researc

scholars often fail to do this, and editors find it most

some th:

irritating.

Cl earl~

Second, make sure that the topic and type of paper are

are a

l

suitable to the journal. You would be surprized if you knew how

you mu

many manµscripts submitted to ECTJ are about topics that have

tuperv

nothing to do with Educational Technology, however broadly you

is ter

def-i ne it. Also, send scholarly papers to scholarly journals and aspect
less scholarly ones to journals that publish non-scholarly

;een a

articles. I reject many good papers because they are not

knowlE

scholarly. Often these end up in other journals, as they should. It is
But sometimes authors are discouraged by a rejection and do not

propo~

send their papers to a second, more suitable, journal. This mea·r. r.othil
that a good article that has something to say never does get int tead
press, and we are all the poorer for it.
Make sure that you meet all of the journal's technical

~at

requirements. If they ask for four copies, send four copies. If

And d

it is to be typed on 8 1/2 by 11 paper, type it that way. Never

aonsi

send little notes to editors in which you explain why you did not to us
follow the technical or stylistic requirements set out by t he

821
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;ournal.
The last matter is of more substance, and in a sense
et research recapitulates a lot of what has been said in this paper. Make
~here are, of sure that what you are reporting or writing about will be of
:e

by no

hem does

interest to the readers of the journal, and will be respected as
sound scholarship. This has requirements that concern both the
question that you write about and your methodology.

tl specified

.As far as the first point is concerned, you should pick

1lished

research topics that contributes to current knowldedge, not to

ost

something that ceased to be of interest and. importance years ago.
clearly, media comparisons are no longer worth publishing, nor

1

er are

are a number of other topics. In order to meet this requirement,

u knew how

you must keep up with wnat is going on in the field. All of us who

.hat have

supervise graduate students have had to deal ·with the st~dent who

·oadly you

is terribly excited about a particular research question or

ournals and aspect of theory, not realizing that the question has already
l arly

been answered, or that the piece of theory belongs to a body of

not

mowledge that is no longer considered to be valid or valuable.

h ey should. It is sometimes hard to persuade such students that their
3.nd do no-c

proposed study has no value, and if completed, will contribute

Th~s means nothing and will certainl y not be published. So,

stay current and

1es get in':ot read as much as you can.
The same applies to your methodology. Do not use designs
nical

~at have been superseded by more sophisticated and robust ones.

opies. r:

~d do not use techniques of analysis that are no longer

iy . Neve~

considered to be acceptable. A frequent mistake, for example, is

{ OU

did not to use multiple t-tests instead of range tests when a signifi cant

by the

Ufference has been found by analysis of vari ance wi th more than

825
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two groups. Similarly, do not use parametric tests on ordinal
data. That is another frequent flaw in manuscripts that I see,
There are a number of these pitfalls, and you should be vigilant
and knowledgeable enough to avoid them.

•e in
la.Peri
~hen

·

contil

You must also make sure that you have something of
consequence to say. Your ideas may be current and the methodol
impeccable. But if the results of your empirical study, or the

in re:

reseaJ

arguments you make in a position paper leave the reader with a
"So what?" feeling, then you have not really presented anything
that is worth

publishing~

(After reviewing one such study, an

ECTJ reviewer wrote, "What a waste of subjects!"

To me, that

says it all.)

(Uite
hope 1
1anus1
reseal

Finally, a publishable manuscript has to have an internal
logic to it. By this, I mean that the hypotheses of an
experimental study must be clearly derived from the literature
review; that the design must allow one to test the hypotheses;
that the techniques used to analyze the data must be appropriate
to the design; and that the conclusions must follow from the
results. There is nothing worse than hypotheses that appear out
of the blue, apparently at the whim of the author, except perhaps
for conclusions that are equally unattached to anything that has
preceded them. The same spirit should also be present in reports
of non-experimental research. The arguments should flow well and
the points shoul d follow one another with an obvious logic.

Conclusion
In conclusion let me just remark on the impossibility of

826
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speculating with any accuracy about . "future trends", whether they
on ordinal

pe in Physics, Literature or Education. One is tempted to take

; that I see.

liberties, as I believe Frank Ogden did recently (Ogden, 1985 )

.ld be vigilan': ~hen he predicted that, if current trends in "high tech."
continue, people will marry robots. I have tried not to take such
.ng Of

li~erties,

but rather reflect upon what I see beginning to happen

the methodology in research in our field and in kindred areas. I believe that the
tudy, or the

research questions that I have suggested we need to answer, and the

eader with a

111

nted anything

quite accurately directions in which the field will move. And I

h study, an

hope that the simple suggestions for preparing publishable

To me, that

~anuscripts will be of some assistance in getting answers to our

ethods we need to develop and use to answer them, do anticipate

research questions into the literature for all to share.
an internal
"" an
e literature

hypotheses;
oe appropriate
r

from the

Lt appear out
except perhaps
h ing that has
nt in reports
Elow well and
; logic .

.b ility of
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Abstract
The theory of person-environment fit predicts unhealthy strain caused
bY a mismatch between factors external to the individua l and those

Isle

that are internal. In the study reported here, the theory cf personenvironment fit was applied to assess student well-being in ·a
university computer room. A qualitative approach was chosen for this
study and a conceptual framework was constructed using Miles and
Huberman's technique C1984l. A script of questions and probes was
prepared from the conceptual framework. Twelve volunteers from a
computer literacy course were interviewed. Both objective and
subjective data about phys ical and psychosocial stressors were
obtained. Some insights into learner-environment fit are alread y
available, although the results reported here must be regarded as
preliminary. Early data cuts suggest educational computing tasks,
while less frequent and of shorter duration, may be more intense than
pink collar VDT work. Denial or repre5sion may have been a part of
the student view in accepting complexity. These defence mechanisms ma y
also indicate a learner role effect which explains student reactions
to visual and musculo-skeletal stressors . Better understanding of
learner-environment relations is being developed through monitoring
interventions such as teaching students how to reduce computer stress .
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University Students in a Computer Room
Research on human behavior in work situations has generatea a
theory describing t he relationship of people and their surroundings
<Harrison, 1978; Kasl, 1979, p. 33-35; Kulka, 1979>. The theory of
person-environ~ent fit predicts unhealthy strain caused by a mismatch
between factors e:cternal to the individual and those that are
internal. Stressors may be physical or psychosocial. Each can
function objectively or subjectively, operating independently or
dependently ot the person's perceptions as shown in Figure 1.
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!.· Oiagra11 of person-environment fit components .

The person-environment fit theory is advocated for the study of
Visual Display Terminal (\JOT> work <National Researc:h Council, 1"983,
p. 173-193>. The goal in that instance is improving the congruence
between human characteristics and the computerized workplace.
Unhealthy stress is explained as the result of unsuitable
environmental conditions created by the rapid implernentation of new
information technologies. In the study reported here, the theor y of
person-environment fit was applied to an assessment at student wellbeing in a university computer room, towards developing better
understanding of learner- environment relations in general.
Two separate site analysis studies preceeded the investigation
<Yeaman , 1983 ; 1985). They were rational in nature i n that they
compared educational computing facilities with a checklist synthesi:ed
from standards and guidelines for VDT work. Several physical,
objective aspects of the environmen t appeared inadequate for th e
students' range of physiological characteri s tics. The chec klist
identijied lack of adjustment in keyboards and screens; inappropriate
chairs, footrests , desk height , leg room and keyb oard height;
reflective glare from screen and keyboard; and direct glare f rom
bright lights and windows in the field of view. Objectivelv
established psychosocial stressors were the intrusive sounds of voi ce$
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and printers and the lack of visual privacy. Based on application of
that checklist and informal observations of students, recommendations
were made for improvi.ng mi croc:omputer learning conditions in both
settings.
Student impressions had not been assessed and the strength of the
student-environment relationship was net kno1«1. An obvious difference
between academic and workplace computing is the shorter exposure time
of learners.
Therefore, it was e:<pec:ted that there would be less
objective physical and psychosocial stress and the stressors would be
assigned weaker subjective perceptions; that the affect of deficient
computing environments upon students would be less than upon workers.

1.

"•thad
Due to the complexity of the issues. a qualitative approach was
chosen for this study. Strong arguments have been made for this mode
of investigative thought in the field of educational communication and
technoiogy <Kerr & Taylor, 1985). A reductionist and intrusive
measure o~ stress such as before and after levels of catecholanine and
adrenocortical excretion would be limited to only producing data on
the objective per~on physical dimension. Quantitative paper and
pencil self-report scales ~ere ruled out due ·to the importance of ·
sample si:e in epidemiological surveys on VDT work<Helander,
Billingsley~ Schurick, 1984>.

!

study of

:i 1' 1"983,

1ngruence
e.

Following informal observations of several academic computing
facilities, a conceptual framework was constructed using Mil es and
Huberman•s technique <1984>, see Figure 2. It particularly reflects
the learner-environment relationship in delineating components for
analy~is that are both objective and subjective.
The dimensions were
corroborated by the Wisconsin-NIOSH industrial study conducted by
Sauter, Gottlieb, Jones, Dodson ~Rohrer (1983>.
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A script of questions and probes wa.s prepared from the conceotu-~
framework. The script was used to conduct structured interviews Wit~!
university students using the microcomputers in a single computer
room. The students reported on the dimensions illustrated in Figure
~.

Because the human factors research literature indicates three
predominant symptoms cf VDT stress--visual, musculc-skeletal and
psycho! ogi cal <National Institute for Occupation al Safety and Health,
1981; Sauter et al., 1983>--they were the focal point for evaluation.
Both objective and subjective data about stressors were obtained.
Objective data included such information as height, weight, correct 1 ~
eyewear, previous computing experience and time cf day each student
usually went to the comp~ter room. Subjective data, based on student
e:cperiences in the computler room, included such information as
feelings of visual and physical discomfort and psychological aspects
such as the degree of co11ple>:ity perceived in completing assignments.
Questions about e:cperiences in the computer room preceeded ·potentiall y
· sensitizing questions about feelings of well-being. Regarding the
acceptability of verbal reports as data <Nisbett ~Wilson, 1977),
cautions against confabulation included the acceptance of verbose
responses rather than offering the repondents a fixed set of
alternative answers <Ericsson ~Simon, 19801.
Twelve participants were interviewed. They were all enrolled in a
computer literacy course and volunteered to be in the study in
exchange for an extra credit incentive offered by their instructor.
There were five women and two men from the afternoon section and two
women and three men from the evening section cf the class. They
varied in age from 19 to 35 with 10 students between 19 and 22. None
cf the interviewees were previously aquainted with the investigator.
The computer room used by the students in this study was
originally . a small classroom and it had undergone renovation to become
a place for academic: computing. Briefly, its features were a single
door, two rows of suspended fluorescent lights and two unshaded
windows. Power strips had been installed and a black workbench
erected against three walls. At the time of this investigation, tne
workbench supported three Apple II+ and two Apple Ile microcomputers.
two Okidata dot matrix printers, a Televideo 925~ a Lear Siegler ADM-:~.
a DecWriter, a manual typewriter and an electric typewriter.
Individual students working on computer literacy assignments were
the primary visitors to the f acility and the subjects of this study.
Length of use varied from 20 minutes to 8 hours with most students
word processing papers or writing programs. They used Magic Window
for word processing, Apple BASIC for programming and VisiCalc for
spreadsheet exercises. Students from programming classes were the
next largest group of people to be found in the room. Other people
occasionally present were university clerical workers and professors.
Adults and children from the community came in on the evenings and
weekends more than any other time. The handful of hacker-like
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students on the campus preferred to be with the Commodore 64 in the
physics lab. That was the place Apple II software was kept and three
were employed in checking it out a few hours each day. There was pr.ly
one hacker-like student frequenting the computer room at the time of
the investigation. Unable to take the Pascal class due to a schedule
conflict, he taught himself and then proceeded to create a russian
typing tutor so he could master the cyrillic keyboard.
Preli•inary results

------

Visual Stress
------

Three of the Apple II+ microcomputers had Amdek color monitors
which made text appear fuzzy due to horizontal smear. This was
particularly apparent when in the 80 column mode. Screen angle was
not adjustable. Brightness, contrast and color controls were
concealed behind a door immediately below the screen. The fourth
Apple II+ had a an older model Hea.t h Zeni th green screen with black
level and contrast knobs on the front. The image on this screen
intermittently rippled and blurred. Sometimes a waving grid pattern
appeared too.
The Apple green screens on the Apple IIe microcomputers presented
alphanumeric characters considerably sharper. They were adjustable
for tilt by pushing on the top or bottom of the screen. Brightness was
controlled by a knob on the side. The contrast knob was on the bac k
and not readily accessible.
All the screens reflected the overhead lights and created
reflective glare. Two screens re-fleeted e>:treme glare from the ·
windows: This was particularly strong due to snow outside four months
of the year. At night the windows acted as mirrors, reflecting the
fluorescent lights. There we~e no curtains or shades. Keycaps and
chrome security locks created highly contrasting reflecti ve glare at
every station.
No one was instructed in adjusting the position of screens to
reduce reflective glare and increase visual comfort and efficiency.
Nor was anyone told about adjusting screen brightness and contrast to
suit personal preference. There were no copyholders and drafts of
paper~ and . programs were usually laid flat--which induced off-angle
reading.
When working with the microcomputers, the students faced the wall
at all times: there was nowhere to look away and focus on distant
objects for vision. relief. Five of the students interviewed wore
glasses and another five wore contact lenses. All of those 10
students were myopic. In addition to being nearsighted, two said they
had correction for astigmatism. None of the students reported having
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uncorrected visual problems. None were taking tranquilizers, a
medication which can produce visual fatigue symptoms th~ough changes
in oculomotor functions'.

of
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Eight students reported visual discomfort such as red, bloodshot
tired eyes. Four students experienced visual discomfort within the '
first hour of microcomputer use or less. Three more had eye problems
within two hours or less.
Only one student thought the screens too bright or too reflective
but other students added qualifying statements: "Unless it is a color
screen and that bothers me." "The older models." "Not the screen-sometimes the light coming through the windows will cause glare on the
screen."
Ten students never adjusted screens for tilt, contrast or
brightness. One adjusted tilt,
see the bottom of the page."
One adjusted contrast, "To make it easier to look at." Nearly all
students were vague about the location of any accessible screen
controls. There was confusion over there function and sometimes
denial of their existence. One student ~entioned switching to a 40
character line with bigger letters to make the screen easier to read
when using the word processor.

"re

Gender differences became apparent when the students were asked
about how reading from the screen felt. Men gave short replies such
as "Pretty good ." "Okay." and "Very comfortable but my eyes get
tired." " Women replied: "Sometimes the words are blurry. " "I have
to read things twice. After a while they run together--sort of .
blurry." "After a while it becomes fuzzy to look at. " "There are
different types of screens and sometimes I have to strain t o read the
dots." "Would like a bigger screen so I could put more on a line. " " If
proofing, single spacing is difficLllt to read. I lose part of the tel:t
as I'm scrolling along--it ' s frustrating."

The short time for the onset of eyestrain is anomalous. In
comparison, a survey of daily VDT users in a large Swedish insurance
company resulted in 55% complaints .of optical discomfort <Ericsson
Information Systems AB, 1983, p. 63). Contrary to e>:p ectations the:e
data suggest educational computing tasks, while less frequent and of
shorter duration, may be more intense than the pink collar VDT wor k
which is the usual object of investigation. The unsatisfactory
quality of some of the screens for reading text may also be a
contributing agent.
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Student responses were occasionally self-contradictory. Instead
of saying they personally experienced a problem, descriptive evidence
was provided which indicated a problem. The male responses were
unusually brief in these situations but one succinctly illustrates the
paradox: "Very c:omfortabl e but my eyes get ti red.
11
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Students varied in weight and in height: from 103 to 220 pounds
and from 4 feet 11.5 inches to 6 feet 3 inches. These were
accommodated by one size fits all microcomputer stations. Some of the
microcomputers were positioned right above the steel legs of the
workbench that supports the microcomputers and students sat with
restricted knee and leg movement. A general indication of insufficient
leg space was the scuff marks around the room where the wal l had been
kicked by students trying to stretch their legs out. The Apple II
home row was 30.5 to 31 inches above the floor . This keyboard height
caused many students to sharply bend their elbows and wrists and is
higher than any trade union guideline for workstation design, see
Ericsson Information Systems AB, {1983, p. 146). The Apple II
keyboards were not adjustable or moveable in any way. No footrests
were available for shorter students. The chairs had arms attached and
were not at all adjustable.

On the subjective level, 8 of the 12 reported at least some
postural discomfort in either neck, hand, wrist, fingers, shoulders,
back or a combination of locations. However most apparently attributed
this to what they were doing not, to the furniture. For example~ only
two people said the chairs were uncomfortable. Complaints of bruised
knees were made by one man and by one woman in referen~e to the steel
support legs. Without prompting, three students commented on the lack
of copyholders--which they had learned to use in high school typing
classes--and said they propped up pages with a book.

There was some physical misfit between the objective person and
the objective environment because one size does not fit all. This is
particularly important to consider when assessing microcomputer
learning stations as the equipment severely constrains posture, as
opposed to working with print materials that can be moved around. In
reference to the steel struts supporting the work surface, the poor
positioning of the microcomputers made matters worse. They could not
be easily moved as the security devic~s were attached with permanent
glue. · However, using those particular microcomputer stations does
contain an element of minor hazard. It is revealing th ,;it the
students' subjective views seldom identified physical aspects of the
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environment for improvement. With the eY: c:ep ti on of the :;tudents
bruised knees, they took responsibility tor any musculo-skeletal
discomfort experienced upon themselves.
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Mew technology is often viewed as too complicated and difficult
to comprehend. In this situation, the learners were required to
master small details to make computing work for them. These fine
points were often limitations imposed by the software and hardware and
irrelevant to the larger learning intended.
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During their interviews 11 of the students never directly
ad~itted that the computers and ·the computing
tasks might be too
complex. Nevertheless, a poor person-environment fit is likely since
nine reported incidents when they ·could tell that other students were
upset or annoyed. Students were unable to make their programs run .
They lost termpapers and prcgr ams in the mi c:rocomputers and were
unable to sav~ or retrieve work which took hours to type in. They
reacted by muttering, exclai~ing out loud, banging a fist on the table
and crumpling or tearing up their paper print cut.

Denial or repression may have been a part of the student view in
accepting complexity, These defence mechanisms may al so indicate a
learner role effect which would aid in explaining the student
reactions to visual and musculo-skeletal stressors, Denial or
repression are also suggested by the National Research Council
(1983, p. 177) to account for a subjective-objective fit re lationship
•weakened by a person's subjective distortions."
Six students too k responsibility for any problems on themselves
with statements such as: "If you have the ti me to put i n--basi call y-no, they ' re not too complex." "You must take time t o get acquainted.
You just can't sit down and do it." "I'm not a brain when it comes to
computers. It's a basic: computing c:lass--coul d be more compl ic:ated.
A student moderated his response by identifying complexity brought
about by technological transition: "I 'm used to Radio Shack computers
so I find it hard sometimes."
II

Only one student said yes, that the computers and computing tasks
were too comple:<. She placed the responsibility outs:ide of herself b ~
id entif yi ng subtle differences between operating the Apple Ile and
Apple II+ microcomputers and the inconsistency of software commands
for performing th~ same function.
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Discussion
Student · learning behavior and well-being were evaluated on the
basis of three criteria. These were the symptoms of VDT stress
usually found in the work place: visual stress, musculo-skeletal
stress and psychological stress. Environmental contributors to these
forms of computer stress were assessed by two techniques. The first
was objective observation such as measuring the height of keyboards
above the floor . The second was rational application of established
knowledge such as comparing that measurement with ergonomic
reco111mendati ens in the human factors literature. Relevant information
from the personalogical dimension was collected through interviews.
For instance~ self reports of physical measurements showed the
facility was used by people with a wide range of characteristics.
Responses to questions and probes regarding specific stress issues and
instances were collected. Analysis has begun and the results of
several cuts of the data are reported here.
How computer learning experiences are viewed by students is
enigmatic but a position is being ·built. There is real evidence of
the three types of computer stress: student computing activities may
be far mere stressful than the .e xperience of computer workers. Unlike
professionals, the students have high pressure to perform, low ~antral
over their tasks, less autonomy and less support in terms of efficient
facilities. All three areas investigated revealed real problems.
Screens with sharply visible letters and numbers were not often
available and all screens had reflective glare. The learning stations
were cramped like cockpits in military airplanes. The hands on aspect
of computing in demanding attention to trivia was an impediment to the
more important, conceptual learning intended. Despite providing
supporting evidence for each from of computer stress, students were
seldom critical. In favor i ng satisfaction over dissatisfaction~ · their
statements perhaps reflected more what students would prefer to think
about their educational e:<periences.
Personal characteristics cause individuals to reflect personenvironment fit differently and so may group characteris tics. Wor kers
with more creative, less repetit ive VDT jobs and higher soc i oeconomi c
status voice less complaints (Smith et al., 1981 , p.397l. This white
collar group aspect might provide more mean in gful comparisons when
examining university students: a learner role ef fect. Student
perceptions may be muted by their role: perhaps students tend to be
more accepting of what they receive becauses instructors are
authorities. The learner role may cause students to believe their
learning experiences are set up in the best way possib l e; t hat
situations are permanent and cannot be improved. There is some support
in the person-environment fit literature for this. A stud y of person~nvironment fit conducted with 2,020 high school students by French~
Rodgers~< Cobb (1974> has been re-analyzed by Kulka <1 976 ).
Poorer
fit was reported by girls than boys, which also lends credence to the
gender differences suggested here. Kulka also identiiied a tendenc y
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for goodness of f i t to increase for older cohorts. Universit y
s tudents may extend that and cover up t he occurrence of misfit.
Conclusi on
Some insights into learner-environment fit are already available
although the results reported here must be regarded as preliminary, '
They are the consequences of gathering rich, complex data not yet
fully analyzed. Better understanding is being developed through
ongoing observations and i nformal question i ng of student s . Monitoring
the effects of intervention such as teaching students how to reduce
computer stress are part of this.
A preventive ergonomics approach is t aken which has several
components, incl uding sensitizat i on to the issues of dai l y wor k wit n
computers. These are readil y demonstrable as the computer room has
not been modified except for conversion to al l Apple Ile microcomputer
equipment and Appleworks i ntegrated software . Some examples follow:
Students are shown how to adjust screens to match contrast and
brightness to their personal preference and how to tilt screens to
minimize reflective glare. They are encouraged to get up, walk arouna
and engage in stretching exercises and not stay rigid in one seat.
Frequent rest breaks are also suggested.
Psychosocial dimensions are handled in a similar way , Caporael
identifies two important components in learning to use a computer
<1985, p. 187-188): trial and error learning and computing as a
social activity. Trial and error learning is reduced by several
strategies: Students are encouraged to save their wor k every 15
minutes at least t o avoid accidental loss . Recipe shee t s . are preparea
with instructional design principles to guide beginners through the
bas i c steps of using a word processor, a spreadsheet and a datab~se.
New strategies have also been adopted to reinforce the social transfer
of information: Ther e are more large screen demonstrations i n class
time. There are also more orientation labs as part of class. Students
are encouraged to work together on class projects i n twos or threes .
Above all, s tudents are encouraged to t ake responsib il it y f or their
l earn i ng upon themse l ves and practice Ellis' ph il osoph y <1978):
I feel determined to strive to use whatever power I have to
change the unpleasant stresses of life that I can change~ to
di sl ik e but r eal istically accept those that I cannot change , and
to have the wisdom to know the di ffe r en ce between t he t wo. Cp. 203) ·
Er gonomic recommendations for bus i ness computing fac il i ti es have
been applied towards the objecti v e assessment of mi crocomput er
lear ning en v ironme~ts <Yeaman , 1983 , 1985> but s ubjecti ve dimensions
also need to be considered in research on educ ati onal computing.
Students ' reported feelings need to be chec ked against what they
perceive happening to ot her students and con t rasted wi t h objective
dimens i ons of the conceptual model , shown in Figure 2, through di rect
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The application of person-environment fit may be
useful in developing guidelines for the improvement of computer
learning f aci 1 i ties. Just as computer 1 earning e:<peri enc es shou l d
i ncrease student well-being and learning performance, so should any
1earning e>:periences~ and further analysis of learner-environment
relations may provide a fruitful theory for that interaction .
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